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Editor's Preface

When Robert Lagemann retired from his position of Landon C. Garland

Professor of Physics in 1977, the first major scholarly effort he undertook was

the completion of research, writing, and publication of the volume titled The

Garland Collection of Classical Physics Apparatus at Vanderbilt University.

Because of his extensive work on the life and career ofGarland, his own lengthy
experience with the department and personal acquaintance with some of its

early members such as John Daniel and James McClure, and his broad knowl

edge of university affairs, he was particularly qualified to write a history of the
Department*

of Physics and Astronomy from its origins to the present day.

When he died in July 1994 in Germany, his substantially completed manuscript

had been word-processed and retained on diskettes. In the ensuing months his

wife Lioba deposited with the department the files he had used to compose this

manuscript, much of the work completed while living his last years in Germany.

Several other cabinets of his files were also left to the department, for eventual

deposit in the University Archives. These materials came into my hands some

time in 1996.

I have searched these files for additionalmaterial pertinent to thismanuscript

and found several such items, namely:

1. The typists in the department had been given only about the first half of the

final chapter (chapter 12). The files contained Lagemann's handwritten ver

sion of most of the latter half. But the files also included an oudine of that

chapter that indicated his intention to develop sections on plasma physics,

crystallography, and modern optics. I could find no evidence, however, that

he had worked on a draft developing these topics, nor could I discover any

other indication of the details he intended to cover. Presumably, John Barach,

Galen Lenhert, and Richard Haglund would have been the central figures of

these sections.

* The reference to the history of the
"Department"

is not precise in this context. Professor Lagemann

carefully avoided this language in his title because from 1895 to 1948 Astronomywas actually in the

care of theMathematics Department. The blanket usage of
"Department"

and its history, here and in

other contexts in this book is simply a convenient way to consider this fluid subject without the need

for verbal gymnastics. Professor Lagemann's text deals accurately with the actual history of

Astronomy's departmental presence in the university.
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2. He left a handwritten preface, acknowledgments, and the outiine of an epi

logue, all ofwhich are included in this volume.

3. He left several untyped appendices associatedwith certain chapters and indi

cated his intent to include several general appendices. He had prepared

appendix G-5, and I have organized the others for inclusion.

4. He left several captioned figures to be included in the various chapters and

material for about thirty illustrations, generallywithout captions, mainly for

the earlier chapters. I have considerably expanded the collection of illustra

tions for the later chapters and have prepared captions wherever needed

throughout the volume.

5. In summary, thewritten content of the preface, acknowledgments, the twelve

chapters, and their appendices is substantially Lagemann's work, though I

have proofread and made innumerable corrections of typographical and

other obvious errors; reordered words, sentences, and paragraphs here and

there for clarity; removed a small number of redundancies, irrelevancies, and

obscurities; and provided omitted data that Bob clearlywished to include. In

no instance, however, have I endeavored to substitute my judgment for Bob's

in these expositions. I am responsible for this preface, for inclusion of the

memorial that follows, for compilation ofmost of the general appendices, for

most of the illustrations in later chapters, and for inclusion of Ernie Jones's

addendum to chapter 8 on the Manhattan Project at Columbia University,

where he worked almost twice as long as Lagemann did. I am also responsi

ble for preparing the table of contents and for certifying the index compiled

by Sherrye Young.

In performing these tasks, I have benefited from assistance throughout the

university.Within the department recent Chairs Sokrates Pantelides, David Ernst,

and Richard Haglund have been highly supportive; Ernie Jones, Joe Hamilton,

Tom Pinkston, Doug Hall, Arnie Heiser, and David Weintraub have provided

important information, and everyone within the department from whom I have

sought help has stepped forward. BettyThurston of the Dyer Observatory and Pat

Myatt at the FEL Center have expeditiously responded to my requests, as has

everyone at the Sarah Shannon Stevenson Science and Engineering Library,

including Sherrie Harrington, Jon Erickson, Carlin Sappenfield, and Richard

Stringer-Hye. I have been greatly aided by staffmembers of other campus libraries

as well: at the Jean and Alexander Heard Library Jamie Await and Kathy Smith of

Special Collections and especially Strawberry Luck of the Photographic Archives;
James Thweatt and Mary Teloh of the Eskind Biomedical Library Archives; and

Peg Earheart at the LibraryAnnex. I have also benefited from the help of Felicity
Peck of University Relations; John Childress of Sponsored Research; Dean Peter

Reed of the Graduate School; Diane Hampton in the Dean's Office of Arts and

Science; Nancy Schulte and Marilyn Mihal of University Publications and Peggy

Downing at the Office of the University Registrar. Several staff members of the

Department of Physics andAstronomy have shouldered a burden beyond the call
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of duty in preparing the manuscript, especially Peggy McGowan, Susan Pudlo,

ErnestineWaters, and Brook Fox. I am happy to record my debt and gratitude to

each of them. The encouragement and support of the Office of the Dean of the

College ofArts and Science are much appreciated. The advice and help provided

by Associate Provost John H. Venable and by former Vanderbilt University Press

Director Charles Backus have been essential, and the editorial and design skills of

BardYoung in transforming the manuscript into a book have been invaluable.

In closing this preface, I am moved to say that the accomplishments over the

years by the people concerned with Physics and Astronomy at Vanderbilt, so

meticulously and faithfully recorded here by Professor Lagemann, would not

have been possible without the existence ofVanderbilt University. Thus, we hap

pily recognize and honor (1) those who founded the University: Commodore

Cornelius Vanderbilt through his greatest act of generosity; his wife, Frank

CrawfordVanderbilt; and Bishop Holland N. McTyeire; (2) those who have con

tributed to its continued existence: the self-perpetuating Board ofTrust, numer

ous philanthropic foundations, a number of generous descendants of the

Commodore, and a host of individual donorswho have filled the collection plate;

and (3) those who have led and administered the internal affairs of this institu

tion, especially its six great chancellors Landon C. Garland, James H. Kirkland,

Oliver C. Carmichael, Harvie Branscomb, Alexander Heard, and Joe B. Wyatt

President Emmett Fields, as well as the provosts, deans, and faculties who have

defined the contexts within which this department has done its work. Could I

remove myself from some of these listings, I would ask for a bow and salute to

their dedication and wisdom.

WendeU G. Holladay

Nashville, 2000
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Memorial for Robert

Theodore Lagemann

Read to the Arts and Science Faculty

November 1994

Robert Theodore Lagemann, son of Theodore Frederick and Martha Niemann

Lagemann, was born August 31, 1912, in Marion, Ohio. Robert attended

Baldwin-Wallace College in Berea, Ohio, receiving a B.A. degree in 1934. Later, in

1962, Baldwin-Wallace would grant him an honoraryDoctor of Sciences degree.
He began his graduate studies atVanderbilt, receiving the M.S. degree in Physics

in 1935. He completed his Ph.D. in 1940 at Ohio State. He taught for one year at

Marshall College in Huntington,WestVirginia, then joined the faculty ofEmory
University. In 1942 Lagemann took leave from Emory to participate in the

Manhattan Project at Columbia University, working with Francis Slack, his M.S.

thesis director, and Ernest Jones, also fromVanderbilt, to develop a porous mem

brane for separating uranium isotopes by gaseous diffusion. This team achieved

such notable success that their work, after half a century, is still classified by the

U.S. Government. Lagemann returned to Vanderbdt in 1951 as Landon C.

Garland Professor of Physics and Chairman of the Department of Physics and

Astronomy. In 1963 the newChancellor,Alexander Heard, asked him to direct the

Vanderbdt Planning Study, widely regarded as a premier example of university

planning and analysis. After the studywas completed in 1965, he became dean of

the Graduate School, serving in that position with distinction untd 1972. He then

returned to active teaching until his retirement in 1977.

Robert Lagemann's personal and professional lives were both rich and

rewarding. In 1938 he married Margie Plummer, who was a sustaining source of

support and encouragement until her untimely death in July 1972. They had one

son, Robert Conrad, himself a Vanderbilt graduate. Rob has three daughters and

lives in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. In January 1977 Bob married Lioba Ullrich

of Frankfurt, Germany, who was his companion in health and nurtured him in

sickness as he continued his work in retirement in Nashville and in Germany.

Bob Lagemann was a master teacher. One of the first to realize that the edu

cational needs of nonscience students differed from those of science and engi

neering majors, he developed an introductory physics course that not only

explained physical principles but also delved into the methodological, historical,

and intellectual context of their discovery and into their impact on society. His

lectures were carefully prepared and delivered with wry humor. He was a master

of lecture demonstrations. To illustrate Newton's Second Law of Motion, he

would throw an egg into a cloth sheet hanging from a wooden framework. He
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would carefully explain that the soft landing provided by the sheet was an exam

ple of low acceleration, corresponding to a small force on the egg. He always took

several vigorous throws and every year, to the delight of the students, eventually

managed to miss the sheet and break the egg on the concrete wall of the lecture

room, making an awful mess. Students never forgot that demonstration, nor

could they have missed the point, that the collision with an unyielding wall

resulted in a large acceleration, resulting in a force sufficient to break the egg. His

lectures formed the basis of an excellent text, with accompanying laboratory

manual, that was long used atVanderbilt and widely adopted elsewhere.

Lagemann's educational leadership extended well beyond the university class

room. Recognizing the need for better science education in high schools, hewrote

a high-school textbook, in collaboration with Richard Schultz. In 1947 he

appeared in the first television broadcast in Atlanta, and for about a year there

after he presented a weekly program of physics demonstrations designed for the

general public. Later he had a similar TV program in Nashville, aimed at grade-

school children.Also, in those days long ago, Carl Seyfert, aVanderbdt astronomy

professor, was channel 4 weatherman, and when he was out of town, Bob

Lagemann filled in. In Atlanta, and in Nashville, Lagemannwas a leader in efforts

to organize science fairs for high-school students.

As chair, Robert Lagemann transformed the Department of Physics and

Astronomy atVanderbilt. Earlier, its major role had been undergraduate teaching,

with only a small number ofgraduate students, primardy candidates for the mas

ter's degree.Vanderbdt had granted only seven Ph.D. degrees in physics before his

arrival. During Bob's fifteen-year tenure as head of the department, fifty-nine

more received this degree, and, when he left the department to direct the plan

ning study, there were twenty-nine in the pipeline who would receive the Ph.D.

within three years. To accomplish this he recruited a faculty thatwould constitute

the core of departmental strength for decades. He established new research pro

grams, such as elementary particle physics. Hewas a particularly strong supporter

of biomedical research. Bob realized the invaluable role that physicists and engi

neers could play in medical practice and encouraged his faculty and students to

participate in such work. But his real interest was in somethingmore fundamen

tal,which he once called the "physics of living
matter."

Today, this dream is a real

ity. Biological physics, or living state physics, is on the forefront of the discipline,

and, because of the foundation he laid, it is one of the strongest research pro

grams in Bob Lagemann's department.

In 1969, commenting on the role of the graduate dean atVanderbdt, Bob said

that he should pour water on the fires ofmisguided enthusiasm and gasoline on

sparks of imaginative innovation, then added that, unfortunately, graduate deans

at most institutions have neither water nor gasoline. Nevertheless, much was

accomplished during his tenure in that job new degree programs, changes in

faculty governance and in the honor system, changes in foreign language and

course requirements for the Ph.D., and a non-thesisMaster of Science option for

Ph.D. candidates. The quarterly newsletter,Almanac,was instituted, and for a few
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years graduate and professional students had their own pub in the basement of

McTyeire. The report of the American Councd of Education in 1971 showed a

striking improvement in the status of graduate programs atVanderbdt compared

to the results of a similar study five years earlier.

Bob Lagemann was a budder. He was responsible for securing funds for the

A. B. Learned Research Laboratory, a budding to house research programs in

physics and other sciences. He was a prime mover in planning for the Science

Center Complex, including the successful effort to obtain a Center of Excellence
grant for science development from the National Science Foundation. This grant

provided critical funds for construction and for the expansion of the faculty in
the natural sciences and for broadening their research into important new areas.

A further result was the complex of six buddings known as the Stevenson Center

for the Natural Sciences. Displayed in this complex is the Landon C. Garland col

lection of classical physics apparatus, one of the finest collections of nineteenth-

century scientific apparatus in existence. Lagemann and the Physics

Department's equipment engineer, William H. Stevens, resurrected these 366

items from their basement burials and restored them to their original splendor.

After his retirement, in a tour-de-force of historical inquiry, with his usual per

sistent and meticulous attention to detad and precision, Lagemann researched,

described, and dlustrated each item in the collection, including the identity of

and information about its European manufacturer. The result is an invaluable

volume.

Whde Bob was budding the department and encouraging and supporting

students and faculty in their research and teaching, he maintained an active

research program of his own in molecular physics, ultrasound, and historical

inquiry into the role ofdistinguished physicists in the development ofphysics. He

directed the research of twenty-seven Masters and four Ph.D. degrees. His most

recent passion was writing the history of the Department of Physics and

Astronomy at Vanderbdt, from its establishment in 1873 by its first Professor,

Landon CabeU Garland, to the present. His study of Garland's life ideally suited

him to this task, as did his experiences as a graduate student,which brought him

into contact with legendary Vanderbdt figures, such as John
"Dynamo"

Daniel

and Francis Slack. He worked on this book up untd the day he entered the hos

pital, and fortunately for us, he left it in a substantiady finished state.

Throughout his career, Bob Lagemann was a major force in the development

and expansion of physics in the Southeastern United States. As a graduate student

atVanderbdt, hewas a charter member of the Southern Society ofPhysicists, later

to become the Southeastern Section of the American Physical Society. Later he

served as treasurer and president of that organization, which in 1977 presented

him its prestigious George B. Pegram Award for ExceUence in Physics Teaching.

He was active in the National Science Teachers Association. He is probably the

only
person to have served as president of both the Georgia and Tennessee

Academies of Science. At the end ofWorldWar II he was quick to see and take

advantage of the opportunities in research and education at the Atomic Energy
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Commission laboratories in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. He served on the Board of

Directors of the Oak Ridge Institute for Nuclear Studies, which later became the

Oak Ridge Associated Universities. In response to a national need for health

physicists, he established a training program in this field atVanderbdt, in
coUab-

oration with Oak Ridge and supported by Atomic Energy Commission fellow

ships. Over its twenty-three years of existence, 337 graduate students attended

Vanderbdt on AEC fellowships. Of these, 189 received M.S. degrees, and 54

received Ph.D. degrees in physics. These graduates are the core of the nation's

strength in Radiation Health Physics.

Bob Lagemann was a gendeman. He was dignified, unfailingly polite, and

kind. The private Bob was more relaxed than Dean Lagemann. He had an easy

smde, and he enjoyed laughing at a joke or funny story. As department chair, he

was a good boss. He was very supportive of junior faculty. He advised them in

their teaching and helped find support for their research. He encouraged them to

speak up and to play active roles in the department. He listened. It was clear that

he was interested in what you had to say. A young professor was likely to learn

that his promotion had been officiaUy approved when Bob and Margie showed

up at the front door with a congratulatory bottle of wine. He once traveled five

hundred miles to attend the wedding of one assistant professor. Robert

Lagemann led by example.Youwould always find himworking on Saturday after

noons, and sometimes on Sundays. He tried to avoid confrontation and strife,

preferring to use friendly persuasion to achieve his goals. However, he could be

forceful and direct when the occasion demanded. Shortly before his retirement,

he was administering a final exam in one of the large lecture rooms in the

Stevenson Center. At the beginning of the examination period, he saw an unfa

miliar student surreptitiously slip a copy of the test under his shirt and leave by
the rear door. Professor Lagemann sprinted up the twenty-five steps to the upper

level of the room, then across campus, intercepting the culprit somewhere near

Rand Hall. He took the student firmly by the arm and led him to the office of the

chair of the department. There he insisted that the student identify himself and

that the chair notify the Honor Council of a violation. Both did as theywere told.

In summary, Robert T Lagemann achieved exceptional distinction as an edu

cator by being an exemplary teacher of undergraduates, a productive research

physicist and an inspiring research director for graduate students, a historical

scholar, a patient, conscientious, far-seeing academic leader and administrator,

and an unselfish servant in state, regional, and national science organizations,

especiaUy those devoted to the teaching and development of physics. A friend,

mentor, and role model, he left indelible marks onVanderbdt and on the lives of

scores of students and colleagues; his dedication provides a shining example for

future generations.

Joseph H. Hamdton

Wendell G. Holladay
W. Thomas Pinkston
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Fig 1.1 Landon C. Garland (1810-95) was age sixty-five when he was appointed

Vanderbilt's first chancellor and professor of physics and astronomy in 1875. He served in

the first position until 1893 and in the second until 1895. From Vanderbilt Photographic

Archives.
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The Beginning

1875-1895

Seldom on assuming a new position can an academic astronomer or physi

cist alone design all the courses hewdl teach, take the leading role in design

ing the entire curriculum of a coUege of arts and science, specify the size

and arrangements of his personal office and lecture room, and buy all the appa
ratus he thinks he wdl need. Yet that is what happened when Landon CabeU

Garland became the first professor of physics and astronomy at Vanderbdt

University when it formally opened in 1875. Moreover, he and his wife laid out

the floor plan and recommended the outer form of a new house, selected its loca

tion, which was adjacent to the observatory and some three hundred steps from

his physics office, and then lived in it rent free,with all repairs and even the water

bdls paid for by the university.

Garland and the Founding of Vanderbilt

Ad this came about because in about 1869 Garland, whde teaching physics

and astronomy at the University ofMississippi, joined with half a dozen others

living in Nashvdle to urge upon the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, that a

central theological seminary be organized by that denomination for the proper

training of its clergymen. Garland pressed the need in a series of six articles in the

church's weekly, widely circulated publication for its members, and in 1870 he

continued his efforts while chairman of a committee at the Quadrennial

Conference of the Church. But the conference as a whole rejected his plan. The

assembled members felt that the teaching of religion courses in the colleges under

their sponsorship was sufficient for the purpose. Thereupon,Garland and his col

leagues put forth a more ambitious plan: a central university for the South that

included, in addition to a theological seminary, other professional schools, such

as law, medicine, and education. The plan was approved in 1872 at a meeting of
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Fig. 1.2 Chancellor Garland's residence, largely ofhis own design,was located immediately
south of theAstronomical Observatory. Both buildings were razed in 1952 to make space

for Rand Hall. FromVanderbilt Photographic Archives.

representatives of six geographically contiguous conferences of the church, but

funds for achieving their purposes were not forthcoming. In fact, not enough

money was raised to pay the canvassers. Impoverished by the recent war, people

in the South could not contribute. At this critical juncture Bishop Holland N.

McTyeire, one of the small group with whom Garland had worked from the

beginning, visited on a number of occasions New York shipping and radroad

magnate Cornelius Vanderbdt, told him of his plan for a new university, and on

March 26, 1872, was handed a letter byMr. Vanderbdt immediately granting him

$500,000 and promising another $500,000when itwas needed.At once, the same

day in fact, Bishop McTyeire enlisted the advice of Landon Garland, the only

experienced educator among the founders, and from that time untd the univer

sity opened in October 1875 the two worked closely together to plan buddings,

select the faculty, and choose the site on the western edge of the city ofNashvdle.

The Bishop concentrated on such matters as construction and finance, whde

Garland took the lead in devising a curriculum for the "Academic
Department,"

which eventually became the Codege ofArts and Science, and preparing the first

catalog, or
"Register,"

as itwas caded, and the first schedule of classes. Two already

existing proprietary schools, one in law and one in medicine, were incorporated

into the new university, which henceforth was calledVanderbdt University.

Of course, the various arrangements were brought before the Board ofTrust,

the legal governing body of the university then and now. But the board was more
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a ratifying body than an initiating one, andMcTyeire and Garland are justiy rec

ognized as the two principal figures in the planning and organization of the new

institution. Bishop McTyeire became the president of the Board of Trust and

served from 1875 to 1889. Garland became chancellor, in which capacity he

served from 1875 to 1893.
'

The First Professor of Physics and Astronomy

Landon Garland, besides becoming chancedor, was named the professor of

Physics and Astronomy, and it was in that capacity that he planned the observa

tory, ordered a six-inch telescope and other astronomical instruments, and pur

chased an extensive codection of
apparatus2

to be used for teaching physics and

astronomy in the new classroom furnished to his designs. As a background for his

planning and for hiswork atVanderbdt, Garland had had some forty-three years

of experience teaching physics and astronomy, and occasionaUy other subjects,

including mathematics and surveying, at four Southern codegiate institutions.

After graduating in 1829 from Hampden-Sydney College with an A.B. degree,

Garland taught for three years atWashington College, nowWashington and Lee

University, and thenmoved to Randolph-Macon College, also located inVirginia,

where he taught from 1832 to 1846, the year he was awarded an LL.D. degree

(honorary) by Transylvania University. Earlier, in 1836, he had received an M.A.

(honorary) from Hampden-Sydney.

Then, for over a year, partly because he wished to explore the possibdity of

becoming a lawyer, he lived in Lovingston, Virginia, near the site where he had

been born in 1810. In the fall of 1847, however, he reentered the teaching profes

sion by accepting a position at the University of Alabama. Having shipped his

household goods by sea via the James River in Virginia and theWarrior River in

Alabama, he and his wife and six chddren, accompanied by a number of slaves,

traveled by horse and wagon from Lovingston to Tuscaloosa in a journey that

lasted almost three months. From 1847 to 1866, which included the Civil War

period, he taught at the University of
Alabama,3

and from 1855 to 1866 he served

also as president of the university.

From 1867 to 1875 he was professor of physics and astronomy at the

University ofMississippi, which had escaped the physical ravages of the war and

where he used in demonstrations before his classes an extensive codection of

apparatus purchased by his immediate predecessor, F. A. P. Barnard, who later

became president of Columbia College in New York City. A careful study of the

original inventory of this collection, which is stdl preserved at the university's

campus at Oxford, and of the simdar codections at other codegiate institutions of

the period show it to be as good in quality and as extensive in numbers as any

others in the United States at that time. Before the Civd War Mississippi and

Alabama were prosperous states, with per capita incomes among the highest in

the country, and the physical facdities for science teaching in the state universities

were not inconsiderable. Also avadable for Garland's use were a telescope and a
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meridian circle housed in a fine observatory to which was attached a wing pro

viding living quarters for the Garland
famdy.4

The First Physics-Astronomy Courses

On joiningVanderbdt, Garlandwas obviouslywell prepared, both in the vari

eties and length of his experience, to teach physics and astronomy at the college

level.5
He chose to intertwine the two subjects in a two-year sequence named

Physics I and II, an early departure in name from the previously prevading des

ignation "Natural
Philosophy."

The topics in the first course included properties

ofmatter, motion, force, energy, equdibrium, molecular forces, electricity, wave-

motion, acoustics, and optics. The second-year course took up the subjects of

heat, magnetism, electricity, astronomy, and meteorology. Starting about 1882

the topics heat,magnetism, and electricitywere moved to the first course, and the

second course came to include expanded work in optics and astronomy.

Typically, the student took the two courses, I and II, in succession during the

third and fourth years of enrollment in the Academic Department. It was

assumed that as mathematical preparation the student had acquired at least a

working knowledge of algebra, plane geometry, trigonometry, and conic sec

tions. No calculus was required, nor was previous study of physics expected, and

no laboratorywork was undertaken by the students.

The method of instruction, states the annual
"Register,"

was "by lectures, hav

ing reference to awell-selected textbook, and copiously dlustrated by the use of a

large and well-related apparatus."6 The textbook used for many years in the two

courses, and throughout Garland's tenure at Vanderbdt, was written by the

French physicist Adolph Ganot and translated into English by E. Atkinson.

Entitled Elementary Treatise on Physics, Experimental and Applied, for the Use of

Schools and Colleges, it was widely used in the United States for a long time. The

textwas also used, for example, at Princeton in
1880.7

In 1878 in Tennessee,where

some twenty codeges offered at least one year of physics, Ganot was used at only

two, Vanderbdt and the University of the South at
Sewanee.8

Commendably the

text included a goodly number of
"derivations,"

whereby laws of physics, espe

cially in mechanics, were obtained bymathematical (mostly algebraic) deduction

from more basic laws and observations. No attempt was made to dlustrate the

nature ofphysics and astronomy or how discoveries aremade, but that is not usu-

ady done even in this enlightened age. That principles should be "copiously dlus
trated"

was very important in Garland's estimation, and his lectures incorporated
"dlustrations"

whenever possible.

Garland's method of teaching introductory physics by the use of apparatus

and other visual aids was not unique to him, or even novel. The method was

employed in other American codeges, too, when funds were avadable, and was a

carry-over from British and Continental models, probably dating from

Wdhelmus Jacobus 'sGravesande (1680-1742) of the University of Leyden, who

coUaborated with the instrument maker Jan van Musschenbroek in the design
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and construction of a vast array of appropriate apparatus for teaching. Their

method and many specific designs were widely adopted in northern Europe and,

later, in the United States and elsewhere.

During Garland's time the illustratedmethodwas simultaneouslybeing prac
ticed by Rontgen in Wiirzburg, Kelvin in Glasgow, and Ganot at the Ecole

Polytechnique in Paris, to name only a few. These and other early teachers of

physics left behind documentation and specific descriptions of cleverly designed

instruments and startiingly instructive illustrations of the laws and principles of

physics, many of which are fundamental to astronomy as well. The method

reached its zenith in America in the 1930-1950s in the hands of such modern

practitioners as Richard M. Sutton of Haverford, Earl R. Pinkston of the U.S.

Naval Academy, and Eric M. Rogers of Princeton, again to name only a few, but

seems to have suffered some decline in recent years.

In a simdar way, and as a paradel and largely independent movement, science
was increasingly taught in academies and schools during themid-nineteenth cen

tury in America by the use of artificial representations such as globes and plane

tary orreries and models of mechanical devices. Too, science was being
popularized by itinerant lecturers who carriedwith themmany visual aids. In the

United States, the use of charts, models, the blackboard (which was introduced

widely only in the 1830s), and projection lanterns acquired the name "object
teaching,"

a term long since passed into oblivion. In his extensive use of "dlustra-
tions,"

Garland surely saw himself not as a member of a line of science teachers

fodowing the educational movement of "object
teaching,"

but as an ideological

descendent of such teachers as Faraday, who gave profusely dlustrated lectures at

the Royal Institution, Kirchhoff at Heidelberg, Sdvanus Thompson of London,

and Ganot of
Paris.9

To assist him in using apparatus before the class and in maintaining it in good

repair, Garland, throughout his career at Vanderbdt, employed a skided instru

mentmachinist, Charles Schott (Sr.),who had served an apprenticeship in instru

ment making in Karlsruhe, Germany, before opening a shop in Nashvide, which

he and his son operated from 1854 to 1934.
10
That Garland placed great reliance

on Mr. Schott is evident from his frequent requests in his annual reports as

departmental head for a continuation ofMr. Schott's services. The reports also

frequently stated that Mr. Schott had constructed pieces of apparatus of a stated

value. Before a scheduled lecture it was customary for the assistant, after prior

consultation with the professor, to carry the appropriate apparatus from storage

to the long lecture table arranged before the class, whose members would sit in

rising tiers of seats for a better view of what went on. Then, as the class began,

Professor Garland, followed byMr. Schott,would enter the classroom. Both wore

smad skull caps and long laboratory coats and, as recalled by a former student,

"looked like old
alchemists."11

In between his oral statements and the writing of

importantwords and laws on the blackboard behind him, Garlandwould refer to

the proper piece of apparatus or set-up and ask Mr. Schott to turn handles, pud

on cords, start a pendulum swinging, read a dial, or otherwise manipulate a piece
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to dlustrate the law or principle under discussion. For example, ifGarlandwished

to validate
Archimedes'

principle, theymight make use of the two-armed hydro

static
balance.12

Garland would instructMr. Schott to hang an irregularly-shaped

piece of, say, iron from the usually shortened string at the end of one arm, add

weights to the pan of the opposite arm, and thus weigh the object first in air and

then immersed in a container of water brought up from below the object. Then

the professor would record the two weights on the blackboard and subtract one

from the other to obtain the loss of weight when immersed in water. Next the

professor would ask his assistant to remove the suspended object from the bal

ance and lower it carefully into a metal can filled with water, up to the edge of a

spout leading to an empty beaker whose weight had already been determined.

The water that flowed out as the object was completely immersed was the water

displaced by the object. The weight of the water displaced was found, as the class

watched Mr. Schott, and the number recorded. Thereupon, Garland could

proudly point out that the weight of the water displaced was equal (or nearly so)

to the loss ofweight of the object when immersed. AU very simple? Yes. But very

instructive for beginners, too, revealing the empirical basis of physics, the opera

tional definitions, the nature of the controlled experiment, and, of course,
Archimedes'

law.

Possibly a tenuous remnant of the attitude of some Greeks that to do experi

ments was demeaning, the use of a lecture assistant had the (supposed) merit of

leaving the teacher free to comment orwrite on the blackboardwhde some
time-

consumingmanipulation was being carried out by the assistant. I myself acted as

a
"Diener"

for an august professor in 1937 whde a graduate student at the Ohio

State University. But itwas for a short time only. One day in the spring as the topic

of magnetism was being explicated before a class of two hundred, the teacher

came to the point where he wished to have demonstrated that an iron magnet,

hung by a long piece of string from a support and drawn to one side by another

stationary magnet, would lose its magnetism when heated by a Bunsen burner

and as a consequence return to a vertical position. The lecturer intoned: "My
assistant wdl now light the burner [which I did] and hold the flame beneath the

bar magnet hung from above. Soon we wdl observe oops, the assistant has

burned the string [which I had indeed done] , and according to the law of gravi

tation the magnet has faden to the
floor."

This was accompanied by a protracted

glare, a mixture of disappointment and utter contempt, directed at the crestfallen

assistant. The fodowing year I was given a different assignment.

AtVanderbdt in Garland's day, studentswould sometimes be caded before the

class to repeat what Mr. Schott had done or make measurements of their own

devising. They were seldom given the benefit of instructions from the teacher.

Standing there, unsure and undecided, the student would look for help from Mr.

Schott, who, standing to one side and behind the professor, would assist with

hand signals and shakes of the head.Whether Garland was unaware of this sur

reptitious aid or only pretended ignorancewas not recorded by the alumnus who

has passed on the recodections. Based on what is widely known about Garland,
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we can safely conclude that he would have permitted no more than a small bit of

friendly advice from Mr. Schott. Garland was a sympathetic teacher, but he held

to high standards of academic performance. He taught a no-nonsense class, and

his examinations were demanding.13

Many who enroUed at Vanderbdt in the early years never graduated because

of academic deficiencies. For them, the
"school"

plan rather than the
"class"

sys

tem offered some compensation for partial success. Under the school plan a stu

dent could advance at an accelerated pace in a school, that is to say, in a subject

such as Latin or mathematics, and on reaching a prescribed sufficiency could

receive a school certificate. A coUection of such certificates furnished at least a

consolation prize. Grades in ad subjects were recorded not in an alphabetical sys

tem as now but in percents. Frequentiy seen on student records would be a series
of grades in the 70s and 80s, a few in the 90s and 50s.

Throughout his twenty years at Vanderbdt, Garland taught the introductory
course, Physics I. Duringmost of those years it met at 12 noon for five days of the

week. During the years 1876 to 1882 he taught the second course as wed as the

first. Itmet on Mondays,Wednesdays, and Fridays at 10 a.m. In his later years he

was often assisted by others in the teaching of Physics II. For example, for six

weeks during 1892-93 the class was taken over by Charles L. Thornburg, who at

the time was mainly a professor in the School of Engineering.

During the first year after the undergraduate part of the university opened,

1875-76, only five students enrolled in Physics I. (Physics II was not taught dur

ing the opening year.) During the second year nine enrolled in Physics I and II.

The smad numbers can be attributed to the fact that physics was taken only by
juniors and seniors, and during the first year of the university's existence not

many students had the advanced standing or the requisite background in mathe

matics to benefit from the courses. By 1883-84 there were 32 students in the two

classes out of a student body of 177 in the Academic Department; in chemistry
44 were enroUed; in mathematics 103; in Latin 86; and in Greek 54. By 1892-93,

near the close ofGarland's tenure, the junior class in physics enrolled 26, the sen

ior class 14.

During the university's first decades a student's program was rigidly pre

scribed. Very few electives were allowed. A two-year study of physics and astron

omy was required of every candidate for a bachelor's degree from the Academic

Department. Beginning in 1893-94, the first year after Garland's retirement from

the chanceUorship and whde he was yet professor, the faculty reduced the
two-

year requirement to one year for students seeking the B.A. or B.S. degree. No lab

oratorywork accompanied or was included in the introductory physics courses.

Nor were students allowed to make unsupervised, individual use of the demon

stration apparatus. It was protected by dust covers and sequestered in splendid,

locked cabinets, to rest there under the watchful eye ofMr. Schott, whose work

shop was nearby.

These instruments for demonstration in physics and observation in astron

omy were a significant factor in the claim that Vanderbdt was unexcelled in the



Table 1.1

Showing Introductory Physics as aGraduation Requirement

Year Course Credit/Sem. Year Graduation Requirement

1875-76 Physics I 5S.H 1875-76 Two years (16 S.H.) of

Physics II 3S.H. physics-astronomy required

of ad candidates for B.A., B.

Lift., and B.S. degrees in

1889-90 Physics I

Physics II

4S.H.

4S.H.

Academic Department

1895-96

1907-08

Physics I

Physics II

3 S.H.

3 S.H.

Physics I + Lab 4 S.H.

Physics II 3 S.H.

1890-9 1 Two years ( 12 S.H. )

required for graduation, i.e.,

all of I and half of II

1893-94 One year of physics required

for graduation, i.e., 8 S.H.

1895-96 One year of 6 S.H. required

1907-08 One year of 8 S.H. required

1913-14 No physics required for can

didates for B.A. degree

1916-17 No physics required for can

didates for B.S. degree

1916 to present Physics not required for

graduation

1. The author has encountered ambiguity in interpreting the requirements ca.

1888-1889.

2.When only two hours of the senior course, Physics II, were required for graduation,

beginning in 1890-91, the presumption is that students were expected to select the astron

omy portion of Physics II.

3. Students in the Engineering School were expected to take Physics I and II.

4. Beginning 1894-95, astronomywas removed from Physics I and II and made a sep

arate course.

10
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South when it
opened.14

Garland was proud of the instruments and of the obser

vatory he had planned so carefully; he showed them pridefully, as when the

AmericanAssociation for the Advancement ofScience met in Nashville in August

1877, and the members were invited by the faculty to visit the campus.Altogether

the science apparatus cost $40,000, a magnificent sum for those days. That for

Physics cost $17,580; that for Astronomy $7,000. Since the United States had no

instrument manufacturers who could supply a great number of different high-

quality scientific instruments, Garland placed his orders abroad, principallywith

firms in England, France, and Germany. Among these were T. Cooke & Sons,

Elliott Brothers, and Powell 8c Lealand of England; Koenig, Deleuil, Lerebours &

Secretan, and Ruhmkorff of France; and from Germany T. Ertel & Sohn and

Steinhed.

All these firms had a high reputation for careful craftsmanship. The beauty of

the instruments and their ability to carry out their intended functions
can be seen

in the Garland Codection of Classical Physics Apparatus housed in Vanderbdt's

Stevenson Science Center. Garland had ordered them by correspondence during

1873 and 1874, and he spent Aprd to August 1875 in Europe checking on the

progress of their manufacture and ordering others. Dublin, Edinburgh, London,

Paris, Munich, and Pisawere among the cities he visited. He expected they
would

arrive before the university opened, but most of the instruments
had to be fabri

cated after his orders were received, and only about half were avadable when

classes began. Unfortunately, some of the instruments were broken in transport

from Europe, to the great disappointment of the waiting professor. Not untd 1878

had ad of them been received. The story of how theywere acquired has been told

in the
catalog15

that describes 309 of them that have survived themore than a cen

tury of use in teaching physics
and astronomy atVanderbdt.

The pieces of this magnificent collection, except for the telescope and other

instruments for astronomy, were deliberately chosen for demonstration of

physics principles in the classroom. In fact, the textbooks used by students in

their courses refer to such instruments. The quality of those in the
Vanderbdt col

lection was high enough for use in advanced classes or original research. But

except for a brief application in astronomy, these splendid instruments were
used

exclusively for the
demonstration of physical principles in basic physics courses.

Advanced work in physics was largely undertaken with textbooks alone untd

1888, though to be sure theywere more advanced
than Ganot.

The First Doctorate in Physics, 1890

Such an advanced course, though listed year after year in the
annual catalog,

was seldom taught and then for only a few students. It was intended mainly for

students seeking a master's, a Ph.D., or a D.Sc. degree. A master's degree was

awarded after a year of advanced study beyond a
bachelor's degree. A doctorate

was granted for no less than two years of study (three years after 1878-79)
in the

three science
departmentsPhysics-Astronomy, Chemistry, and Natural
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History-Geology and the completion of a thesis. In the field of physics, the

postgraduate course, as itwas caded, could take up the subjects ofheat and optics

for a year or electricity and magnetism for a year. The courses, states the catalog

for 1890-91, "will include three recitations weekly . . . and six hours per week of

Physical Laboratory practice. . .

One student who took the advanced course was Alfred Hume, who in 1890

wrote a thesis entitled "Some Physical Constants (Length of Second's Pendulum,

Force ofMagnetism, Latitude and
Longitude)"

and was granted a D.Sc. degree,

the first to be awarded for a thesis in physics at Vanderbdt. Besides the D.Sc.

degree,Hume received two other degrees fromVanderbdt: B.E. (bachelor of engi

neering), 1887, and C.E. (civd engineer), 1888. After he left the university Hume

became a professor at the University ofMississippi and, later, its chanceUor. In

astronomy the observatory was avadable for advanced study, and at least two of

the entities Hume measured, latitude and longitude (of Nashvdle presumably),

would have been carried out using the splendid meridian circle and the Dent

clock located there. Humemight have used the observatory,wherewe know space

was avadable, for his other work, too, or he might have worked in the advanced

laboratory established in 1888. Since no copy ofHume's thesis can be found, it is

not possible to learn exactlywhere he worked or the methods he used.Although

it might have provided information for users of the observatory and given Hume

good practice in experimental procedures, the thesis was not on a subject of con

suming interest to other physicists of the day. It is unlikely, for instance, that

Michelson, Rowland, Mendenhad, Nichols, Newcomb, or the Pickering brothers

would have troubled to read it.16

Another doctorate, a Ph.D., awarded for a thesis from the department was

earned by Charles Lewis Thornburg in 1884. Although not even its title can be

ascertained, the thesis is known to have been in astronomy.We can with consid

erable certainty conjecture that the work was carried out in the observatory

because Thornburg taught practical astronomy from time to time in place of

Garland, and in 1882 he was a member of a team of three at the Vanderbdt

Observatory that observed a transit ofVenus. It is recorded in the reports of the

successful results that in preparation for the event Thornburg devised a novel

labor-saving procedure for the reduction of the
observations.17

However, he is not

listed as an author in either report, and it is likely he chose instead to present his

contribution two years later as a thesis for a degree.

A third early thesis, one in the field of astronomy, was written by James

Harrison Scarborough in 1907 for the Ph.D., the second, and last, Ph.D. in astron

omy awarded by Vanderbdt. It was entitled "The Computation of the Orbit of

Planet
558."

(Planet 558 was one of the asteroids.) Again, the thesis itself cannot

be found, but we can speculate that it was not based on observations made at the

observatory, because the title carries the word
"computation"

and because the

director was Professor Wdliam J. Vaughn, the head of the Department of

Mathematics and
Astronomy.18

(Editor's note: The thesis is found. A copy resides

in the Special CoUections annex ofHeard Library and at Dyer Observatory.)
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Although they did not go on to doctoral degrees, a number of students took
advanced work, the "third

course,"

in astronomy. The course took up "physical
astronomy,"

including celestial mechanics, during the first semester for two hours
credit and "practical

astronomy,"

that is, observation and reduction of data, for

two hours credit during the second semester. The textbook was "Chauvenet,"19 a
classic, long-used text in the field that required considerable background knowl

edge and skid in understanding descriptions of instruments and their handling.

Untd 1883 Garland taught the "third
course"

in astronomy. He probably
included Thornburg among his students. Beginning in 1883 he was helped in

teaching observational practice by Edward E. Barnard,20 who left in 1887 to take

a position at the new Lick Observatory and went on to become a distinguished
astronomer. The next year the chancedor himself regulated the clocks at the

observatory. For 1887-88 a new assistant, D. L. Spence, had been engaged to help
him, but he provided unsatisfactory service. Then, beginning in 1888 and con

tinuing untd his death, Garland was often assisted in the teaching of astronomy

by Charles L. Thornburg,who, as we have said, earned a Ph.D. in 1884with a the

sis in astronomy under Garland's sponsorship and who, after 1886, held the tide

"Adjunct Professor of Civd Engineering and Practical
Astronomy."

Charles Lewis Thornburg

The valuable contribution of Charles Lewis Thornburg to the program in

physics and astronomy during Garland's time should be recognized. Versatde,

adaptable, cooperative, dedicated, Thornburg took over Garland's teaching duties

for weeks at a time and was a veritable university jack-of-aU-trades. He received

four degrees from Vanderbdt: B.S. (1881), B.E. (1882), C.E. (1883), and Ph.D.

(1884). After serving in lower academic ranks from 1881 to 1887, he was an

adjunct professor (then equivalent to the present associate professor) from 1887

to 1895. His teaching load was always heavy, and that his requests for apparatus

and supplies to the Board ofTrust were often delayed or ignored suggests he was

not given the support he thought he needed. From 1890 to 1895 he was secretary

of theVanderbdt AlumniAssociation,which he had helped to initiate.Moving to

Lehigh in 1895, Thornburgh (as he thereafter spelled his name) carved out a new

career for himself teaching mostly mathematics and astronomy. There he wrote

texts on differential equations and
calculus21

and a number of mathematical

papers. From 1901 to 1923 hewas secretary of the Lehigh faculty.When he retired

in 1925, Lehigh bestowed on him the honorary degree of
LL.D.22

In his history of the Vanderbdt Engineering School, Ddlard
Jacobs23

states

that Thornburg resigned fromVanderbdt because of an inordinately heavy teach

ing load imposed on him year after year. It should be noted, however, that his res

ignation fodowed very soon after the appointment of a new chairman of the

Department of Physics and
Astronomy.24 While at Vanderbilt he married

Mary Eulalia Green in 1886. One of their descendants, a grandson, Richard L.

Thornburgh, was appointed U.S. attorney general in 1988 and served in both the
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Fig. 1.3 Charles Lewis Thornburg received four degrees from Vanderbilt: B.S. (1881), B.E.

(1882), C.E. (1883), and Ph.D. (1884), the last being in astronomy and the first doctorate

awarded byVanderbilt in astronomy or physics. Hemaywell have been a student when this

photograph was taken. From the Vanderbilt Photographic Archives of the Jean and

Alexander Heard Library.

Reagan and Bush administrations. One Vanderbdt alumnus, A. J. Dyer, who had

admired Thornburg as a teacher, sent his own son to Lehigh, pardy in order to

studywith the admired teacher. In turn, the younger Dyer thought so wed ofFred

J. Lewis, another Lehigh professor, that he urged Lewis's appointment at

Vanderbdt, where he later became the third Dean of the School of
Engineering.25

Although Thornburg's labors at Vanderbdt were never light, the number of

students directly involved with him was small. In the spring of 1889 he found
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only two students enroded in advanced work. They spent six hours a week in
observational practice. The next year brought one student; 1891-92, three;

1892-93, four, two of whom were preparing for the M.S. and C.E. degrees and

two for the D.Sc. degree. The small numbers of post-baccalaureate students were

a disappointment to Garland.When he had laid out the general plan of the cur

riculum before the university opened, he had envisaged a great institution rival

ing those in the North, a real university, not just a college, with many graduate
students engaged in serious study. That was not soon to be, he slowly discovered,
although he encouraged graduate study by every means at his disposal. For one

thing he instituted the appointment of fellows in each department in the early

years, who were paid as much as $500 a year, the same as their counterparts at

Hopkins. Some of those who served as feUows, sometimes at $300 per year, from

1875 to 1900 in Physics-Astronomy and from 1895 to 1900 in Mathematics-

Astronomy were E. E. Barnard, Alfred Hume, R. L. Johnson, Phdip H. Porter,

Richard W. Clawson,W Phdips Conned, John McGruder Sudivan, D. T.Wdson,

and JamesMcClure. One of their assignments, often, was to teach physics to stu

dents of the Pharmacy and Medicine schools, which at that time did not require

a bachelor's degree for admission. During 1888-89, for example, Alfred Hume

taught a two-hour-per-week physics course to pharmacy students. The course

often used
"Gage"

as a textbook and employed the use of demonstration appara

tus before the class.

Clearly the array of course offerings in physics-astronomy was not large in

Garland's time. Occasionady, however, mathematics offered a course that is today
often included in a physics curriculum. In 1888-89, for instance, mathematics

offered a year-long course entitied "Dynamics of a Particle and Kinematics and

Kinetics of Rigid
Bodies."

The placing of such courses under mathematics was

also practiced at other universities of that day, presumably in recognition of a

largely deductive rather than inductive nature. Later, too, supporting courses

would be avadable under the offerings of the Engineering School.

Cooperation with Engineering

Soon, however, need arose for special instruction in physics for engineering

students. This need came about when a separate Engineering Department or
"School"

was instituted in 1886. The new dean, Olin H. Landreth, believed that

his students should have avadable a course in laboratory physics. Chancellor

Garland, when he recommended approval of this course by the Board of Trust,
said that "students should be introduced into practical physics with a view toward

preparing them for original research, or for filling chairs of physics in the highest

institutions in the
country."

Another advocate thought there was need to prepare

practical electricians for planning and installing electrical lighting and power sta

tions, springing up all over the
country.26

As it developed, the course did indeed emphasize work in what was called

"electrical
measurements."

The first teacher, newly appointed to teach the
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course, was Thomas H. Fearey. Given the tide "Professor of Practical
Physics,"

he

remained in residence only one year, the academic year 1887-88. Professor

Fearey appears to have been a disappointment to the chancellor. He seems to

have faded to provide relief for Garland even in the introductory course. The

chancellor himself had to teach the three-hour course in optics and astronomy

all year long, as wed as the latter part of the first-year course (acoustics and

heat), while Professor Fearey taught onlymechanics and hydrostatics to the end

of the first semester.27 The record does not ted us, but perhaps Professor Fearey
became unwed and thus could not complete the year. As for the laboratory in

Practical Physics, it never got underway under Fearey's direction, although some

apparatus was ordered. At the end of the year the chancellor reported to the

Board, "It is very desirable to start soon on a small scale a Physical
Laboratory."28

In fact, he told the Board, hemight do it himself. As contradictory as itmay seem

to us, the chancellor recommended, however, perhaps because no replacement

for Professor Fearey had been found, that a "skilled instrument
maker"

be

employed presumably full-time, since Mr. Schott was already working
half-

time to serve the "Schools of Theoretical and Practical Physics and . . . the

other Schools of
Science."

This the Board apparendy declined to do, and during the ensuing summer,

through fortuitous circumstances, Garland found a fabulous replacement for the

departing Professor Fearey, a young man by the name of John Daniel, who had

just completed two years of graduate work at Johns Hopkins. He made a vigor

ous start, and within three months a laboratory was set up in Old Main, now

Kirkland Hall, and three students were at work performing experiments of an

advanced nature. The exact location of this laboratory is not known, but from a

few allusions to it and by eliminating the known locations of other activities in

OldMain, we can conjecture that itwas located on the first floor (above ground)

on the south side of the main east-west wing or in the south wing itself, if we

accept a former student's later recaU of the general lay-out of the physics facili

ties. In this location it was near the lecture room and the apparatus storage

room, which were also located in the south wing on the first floor in what was

later to become the office suite of successive chancellors of the university. The

Office of the Professor of Physics and Astronomy was on the same floor and

located on the south side of the east wing.29 The other science departments were

also taught in Old Main: Chemistry and Pharmacy occupied most of the base

ment; Mathematics was on the first floor, near Physics. The library was on the

second floor in the east wing. The chapel was in the west wing. This magnificent

budding splendid for its time housed all the educational activities of the new

university when it opened. During 1875-76 the observatory was constructed,

and only in 1879 was the erection ofWesley Hall (destroyed by fire in 1932)

begun for use as a classroom, dining hall, and dormitory principally for theol

ogy students. Science Had was opened in 1880; Mechanical Engineering Hall in

1888; Furman Hall in 1907.
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Fig. 1.4 The northeast front of the newly completed main building (University Had) as it

appeared when students first enroUed in 1875. See fig 1.5 for location of physics space.

From the Photographic Archives of the Jean and Alexander Heard Library.

The Department After Two Decades

During 1892-93 thirty-six students were enrolled in the junior and senior

courses. Not yet relieved of the chancellorship, Garland taught statics, dynam

ics, hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, acoustics, and astronomy for those levels.30

Daniel taught the junior- and senior-level heat, electricity, and optics and also
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the electrical measurements laboratory. Thornburg taught the use of instruments

at the observatory and assisted the chancedor in the teaching of astronomy in the

introductory course. A graduate student, Richard Clawson, taught physics for the

pharmacy students. Three graduate students were taking work in the department,

and altogether there were fewer than thirty graduate students at the university.
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The budget of theDepartment ofPhysics-Astronomy for the year 1892-93 was:

Professor Garland $2,500

Adjunct Professor Daniel 1,500

1/2 Adjunct Professor Thornburg 750

Charles Schott, Machinist 800

NewApparatus and Supplies 500

REFERENCE.

1. University Hill

I. Science Hall

I. En(meerin.| Hull

4. Astronomical Observatory

t>. Wesley Hall.

6. Oymnasiom.

7. Professor 0. E. Brown.

I. Profenor Cellini Benny.

ft. ProfessorWm. 3. Vaughn.

10. Professor W. H. Bchuermin.

11. ProfessorA. B. Hohlfeld.

LB. Cbaaoellor Jcoe H. Kirkiand.

13, ProfessorWilbur J. Tillett.

II. ProfessorGrots Aleisnder.

II. ProfessorWilliam M Baakorrlll.

16. Mr John Ashfori.

17. Mr. Darld Dooflaa.

II. Tennis Club Hoi

19. Oonserretory.

CO. Pool.

SI. Reservoir.

2S. atonument.

84.
Servants'

Houses.

A, B, 0, D. E. and
FWait Side Dormi-

0 Dining Hall for Dormitories.

Fig. 1.6Except forWestside Row (completed in 1887) and Engineering Hall (completed in

1888), this map reflects theVanderbilt campus around 1880. Residence (15) (Old Central)
existed when Bishop McTyeire purchased the property for the location of Vanderbilt.

UniversityHall (1), the Observatory (4), and residences (7-14) were the original buildings

of the University. Science (2), Wesley (5), and the gymnasium (6) were added in 1880.

Residences (9) and (11), Science (2), the gymnasium (6), Westside Row (B-F), and the

Mechanical Engineering part of (3) still stand. UniversityHall (1) burned in 1905 andwas

immediately rebuilt and named first College Hall, then Kirkland Hall in 1937. Wesley (5)
burned in 1932, its brick used to build McTyeire Hall, south ofResidence (11). From the

1897 Register.
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The projected expenditures of the entire university for the same year were

$67,038, which probably did not include the proprietary schools of Law and

Medicine. The expected income was estimated to be $71,380, most of it to come

from 7 percent railway bonds. Income from tuition was not included in the

budget; that would be distributed among the faculty. The budget for the previous

year included $360 for gaslights and $80 for a telephone.31 At the time the stated

annual salary of the chancellor was $3,000, ofwhich $2,500 was attributed to his

professorship. Professors received $2,000, plus about a $300 share of tuition

income; adjunct professors $1,500. Instructors received from $600 to $1,000.

Teaching fellows were usually paid $300.

In 1888 the university had been invited to be one of the stations throughout

the country established by the federal government to study seismic phenomena.

The seismographs supplied to the university were placed in a room under the

front steps of University Hall, according to oral tradition. No information has

been found, however, on how they were used or how long they remained before

being
returned.32

In 1890-91 a significant number of new, expensive pieces of precision appa

ratus were purchased. Included were:

Thomson Composite Electric Balance andWattmeter (Kelvin)

Cathetometer (Bartels & Diederick)

Standard Resistances (Elliott Brothers)

Comparator and Standard Meter (William R. Rogers)

Such was the situation in the department two decades after the university

opened. All but three members of the entire Academic Department now held the

Ph.D. or its equivalent. During those first two decades the research published by
the department faculty consisted of five papers by John Daniel, whose work will

be described in chapter 4, and some one hundred reports by E. E. Barnard, a stu

dent and an assistant to Garland, whose impressive record will be chronicled in

chapter 3. For both of them Garlandwas a sympathetic and facilitating supporter.
In numbers of students taught and facultymembers on hand, it had made mod

est advances. In his history of Vanderbilt, Paul Conkin ranks the faculty of the
Academic Department at the time as "just below that of Hopkins, Harvard, or
Michigan."33

Vanderbilt and Johns Hopkins

Considerable insight into understanding the development of physics and

astronomy at Vanderbilt can be gained from a comparison of Vanderbilt and

Johns Hopkins, which opened in 1876, one year after Vanderbilt. Why did

Hopkins almost at once outdistance Vanderbilt in faculty research and publica
tion and in graduating students who went on to distinguished positions at other

institutions? The answer lies pardy in the fact that at the start Hopkins received
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$3.5 million from its single benefactor, whileVanderbilt received $1 million from

the Commodore. In large part both institutions began de novo, and both started

with about the same number of faculty members (Hopkins 18, Vanderbilt 13),

but Hopkins paid its professors more (usually $5,000 per year) than did

Vanderbilt ($2,500 and a
house).34

Not only did Hopkins pay a higher salary, it

cast a wider net than did Vanderbilt, which hired mostly Southerners and,

although unannounced, imposed a religious test.

Geographical location also played an important role in the development of

the two universities. ForHopkins, its location in Baltimore had a propitious effect

in maintaining an environment conducive to research. Near Washington and

Philadelphia, it was in ready reach of New York and Boston. Its place on the

seaboard provided easy access to scholars coming from abroad and convenient

egress for its own faculty to visit European centers of learning. To illustrate, in

1884 Hopkins was able to entice Lord Kelvin, the eminent Scottish physicist, to

deliver in Baltimore a series of lectures on "The Wave Theory of
Light."

Furthermore, and very importantly, manymore physicists and astronomers were

living near Baltimore than near Nashville, and the possibility of mutual interac
tion at Hopkins was thereby enhanced. Similarly, more and better-prepared

potential students lived near Baltimore. This geographical distribution of scien

tists, though somewhat abated, exists still today and is ostensibly the reason why

the American Institute of Physics is to be found in New York City and why for

decades one of the several meetings annually of the American Physical Society
was scheduled inWashington, D.C.

But even more importandy, the early disparity in research and publication

between the two universities,which only now has been evened out in physics,was

caused by each university's choice of purpose and deliberate selection of faculty
to carry out aims. Johns Hopkins concentrated on being a graduate school and,

indeed, had few undergraduates at first, whereas Vanderbilt chose to be a multi

purpose institution and for a number of years even provided remedial classes for

enrolled students who came with poor secondary school backgrounds. The con

trast was quite apparent. Hopkins prepared scholars for the nation, while

Vanderbilt, in fact if not in announced purpose, prepared citizens and leaders for

the South, which had been devastated by the CivilWar and left with an economy

and educational system in shambles. In particular,Vanderbilt, being sponsored by
theMethodist Episcopal Church, South, encouraged the enrollment of pre-min-

isterial students, gave them free tuition, provided them with room and board in

a commodious dormitory-classroom building largely for their use, and for years

devoted considerable effort to raising a fund to support them. Such students and

such an allocation of resources, while supporting a laudatory aim, did not serve

to promote the development of physics and astronomy.

Even in the selection of the presidents were the different purposes discernible.

On the one hand, Daniel Coit Gilman, the president of Johns Hopkins for its first

twenty-five years, came to office from the presidency of theUniversityofCalifornia,

a post he had assumed in 1872. Earlier he had surveyed European institutions of
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higher learning and studied the U.S. secondary school system, had helped plan

Purdue University, and had declined the presidency of the University ofWisconsin.

He had become well aware that the United States had to break away from its

dependence on Europe for its university teachers and scholars. Hopkinswould lead

in doing that. On the other hand, Holland N.McTyeire, the real head ofVanderbilt

from 1875 to 1889, for Chancellor Garland acted in a capacity much like a pres

ent-day provost,was at the same time an active practicing bishop of theMethodist

Church and had never held a teaching position. He looked on Vanderbilt both as

an instrument of that denomination and as a secular institution.

The relative importance and influence of religion at the two institutions was

evident even in the opening dedicatory ceremonies of the two new universities,

which took place only one year apart. At Vanderbilt the chief dedicatory event

included a prayer and an address by a Methodist bishop. At Hopkins at one

main inaugural event no prayer was pronounced and the university was criti

cized in the public press both for the omission and for the choice of speaker, the

English scientist T. H. Huxley, an outspoken supporter ofDarwinism and con

sidered by many an irreligious man. Prior to Huxley's public lecture President

Gilman had asked two of his trustees whether an opening or closing prayer was

not in order, only to be told that suchwould be inappropriate.When, at the end

of his lecture, the speaker sat down, an awkward pause ensued, Gilman wrote

later, and the President had to come forward and pronounce the exercises

closed. A Presbyterian weekly complained, "Honor here was refused to the

Almighty. The gentlemen at the head of the Universitywere well aware of
this."

Others expressed their dismay in the press and in private letters to President

Gilman. Afterward he went to great pains to show that learning was congenial

to religion and that Hopkins, while non-sectarian, was not irreligious. He sup

ported discussion of evolutionary ideas by the faculty, by both the biologists

and others. In 1877 Professor W. K. Brooks gave a series of public lectures on

Darwin, and no professor was ever admonished or released because ofhis views

on
evolution.35

In contrast to the Hopkins open-minded attitude toward evolution, in 1878,

three years after its opening,Vanderbilt refused to reapprove the professorship in

natural history held byAlexanderWincheO, who had given some scholarly, non-

provocative lectures on Darwin's ideas before academic and lay audiences in

Nashville and elsewhere. At least one such open lecture had been specifically

invited byChancellor Garland, and it had been known beforeWinchell's appoint

ment that he had published a book entitled The Doctrine of
Evolution.

Indeed, it

is argued by Leonard Alberstadt thatWinchell's ideas were not understood by his
detractors and that he really did not espouse evolution so much as bring forward
evidence for remote representatives of the human species and their relation to the

Biblical
Adam.37 The year he separated fromVanderbilt he published hisAdamites

and Preadamites. But largely under the influence of Dr. T. O. Summers, Sr., the
Dean of the School ofReligion and the editor of the Nashville ChristianAdvocate,
Winchell was branded an evolutionist, and views other than those of Garland
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prevailed in this celebrated case, which brought strong condemnation upon

Vanderbilt from the national press of the day.

The Original Science Faculties at Vanderbilt and Johns Hopkins

Mark Twain, who held an honorary master's degree from Harvard, once

admitted wishing to teach at a university. But he said that he would never accept

a position at Johns Hopkins, a school that did not even know how to spell its own

name correctly. No such reluctance was evident among already-established pro

fessors interested in positions atVanderbilt and Hopkins. In those days professors

often offered themselves openly and unabashedly to the presidents and members

of the boards of control and made inquiries of anyone who might influence the

choice. In April 1876, in the spring before Hopkins opened, the number of appli

cations for faculty positions there rose to 198. With such a wealth of candidates

the selection process was not easy, and both universities found the process diffi

cult and protracted. In Vanderbilt's case, that process continued right up to the

day of the university's opening.

The original science faculties at Vanderbilt and Hopkins also reflected the

announced and unannounced aims of the two universities. On the average, the

members of theHopkins facultyweremarkedly younger than those atVanderbilt.

Hopkins was building a faculty that embraced the future of science, while

Vanderbilt was cautious with respect to leaving the past. At Hopkins the profes

sors of physics, biology, and zoologywere all twenty-eight years old, and the pro

fessor of chemistry was twenty-nine when that institution opened. They came

from the Northeast mainly, although two came from England, and all had

demonstrated talent for creative scholarship. The Vanderbilt faculty, in contrast,

were mostiy from the South, with two having antecedents in the North, and,

while distinguished in the region as teachers and often occupying prominent aca

demic positions,38 the faculty did not as a group have a strong record ofpublished

work when appointed, despite the fact that five of them had studied in German

universities where faculties had provided models of teacher-scholars. If their

scholarly attainments were less than impressive,Vanderbilt's professors were cho

sen largely for their abilities to interact comfortably with young students, to

deliver a polished, inspiring talk to both students and townspeople, and, of

course, to present their subjectswith clarity and full understanding.A further cri

terion, although it was never openly expressed, was the test of religiosity. To be

elected a professor one had to be a professed and practicing Christian, and, as it

turned out, most of the original faculty took regular turns leading devotions at

the daily morning chapel exercise and at the Sunday afternoon worship service.

Chemistry at Vanderbilt and Johns Hopkins

The application of a religious test was most dramatically evident in the case

of an applicant for the chair of Chemistry, Eugene A. Smith, who, as it hap

pened, was the son-in-law of Landon C. Garland, himself later to be designated

chancellor. Smith was well qualified to teach the subject of chemistry. He held a
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doctorate from aGerman university.A professor at the University ofAlabama, he

was also the director of the state's Geological Survey . Garland,whom the Bishop
consulted on every faculty appointment, strongly recommended his election. But

at the meeting of the Board of Trust where the election was to take place, ques

tions were raised about Smith's religious beliefs, though by whom we do not

know because the minutes of the meetings are silent on the matter. While the

meetingwas in progress, the board chairman sent a telegram to Smith asking him

to respond to the implied deficiency. The telegraphed reply, of necessity short,

was not persuasive, and Smith was turned down for the position, much to the

chagrin ofGarland. Later it became apparent that Smith's religious fervorwas not

alone in question; the board took objection also to his views on evolution. In a

long letter sent to Bishop McTyeire in Memphis, where the board was meeting,

the young candidate wrote (in part):

I [am] not as good a Christian as I ought to be and not as good as I

wished I was. . . . Because a man doesn't believe in the six days (literal)

of creation is he therefore to be set down as an infidel? Because he

does not believe in a universal deluge shall he be called an atheist?

Because he believes that fossils have been deposited where found, after

processes we see every day going on before us . . . does he belittle the

power ofGod? Because he believes that 6000 years are a mere fraction of

this planet's real age that this world is not fixed in space, must he

renounce
Christianity?39

The position went instead to Nathaniel T. Lupton, at the time president of the

University ofAlabama and Smith's superior at that university, even though he had

not earned a doctor's degree. He hadwritten a little book on the elements of agri

cultural chemistry and had served a year as a vice-president of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science. He was well-known to the board, all

of whose members were Methodists, because he had frequently been elected to

represent local congregations at central conferences of clergy and laymen. He was

forty-five at the time.

Andwhom did Hopkins appoint as its professor of chemistry? Ira Remsen, age

twenty-nine, who, after completing medical studies in the United States, had gone

to the University ofGottingen,where he published research both before and after

receiving a Ph.D. in chemistry in 1870. In 1872 he returned to the United States

imbued with a wish to continue active research and became professor of physics

and chemistry at Williams College. When he moved to Hopkins in 1876, he

worked in both inorganic and organic chemical research.With a co-worker he dis

covered saccharine. In 1879 he founded the American Chemical Journal, which

after fifty volumes combinedwith the Journal oftheAmerican Chemical Society. He

wrote several books in his field, including textbooks, and was elected to member

ship in the NationalAcademy ofSciences. In 1901 he followed Gilman as President

of Johns Hopkins. Even as president he continued to direct Ph.D. theses. In all,
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during the period when Remsen was at Hopkins, 1876-1913, the university grad

uated two hundred Ph.D.s in
chemistry.40 (In the same period Vanderbilt gradu

ated eight.41) Of the two hundred Hopkins Ph.D.s, ninety-five came from

undergraduate colleges in the South, including thirty-five from Hopkins itself.

(Being below theMason-Dixon lineMarylandwas nominally a Southern state but

severely divided in its population, requiring the Federal government to impose

martial law in Baltimore throughout the war. Others came from Davidson (six),

Richmond (five), Emory and Henry (three), and Georgia (three). Not one came

fromVanderbilt.42

In 1879 both Hopkins and Vanderbilt graduated their first Ph.D. in

Chemistry. During the same year, while Remsen continued with the training of

doctoral candidates, Lupton instituted a School of Pharmacy as an adjunct to the

Department of Chemistry at Vanderbilt. Its graduates enrolled for four months

of each year of the two-year course of study. Remsen remained at Hopkins for

thirty-seven years; Lupton stayed at Vanderbilt for ten years before going to

Alabama A & M at Auburn. It is evident that whatever Vanderbilt was accom

plishing during its first decades, and there was much of importance, it was not

graduating significant numbers of bachelor students in chemistry or the other

sciences who would go on to higher degrees in their field.

Mathematics at Vanderbilt and Hopkins

Another sharp contrast in the nature of the appointees to the first faculties is

to be found in the two men chosen as professors of mathematics, James Joseph

Sylvester at Hopkins andWilliam Leroy Broun atVanderbilt. Considerably older

at age sixty-two than his colleagues in science at Hopkins, Sylvester, an eccentric

Englishman, was chosen chiefly for his
already-achieved renown as a brilliant

mathematician,43

and as the recognized star of the faculty was paid the highest

salary, $6,000. Sylvester had been a lawyer for ten years, an insurance actuary, and

a teacher in English universities. He had previously and briefly taught at the

University ofVirginia beginning in 1841, for three months, when he was
twenty-

seven, where, at his demand, he was paid in gold. One lurid account says he

engaged in an impromptu duel with a student, who escaped death only by hav

ing a rib stop Sylvester's sword cane. In truth, his difficulties began when he rep

rimanded a young Virginian who was reading a newspaper in his class. The

argument between the two continued after class, and at one point the student

ordered Sylvester "to stop his
jaw."

For various reasons the university officials did

not support Sylvester in his quarrel, and he left for New York, where he spent

more than a year looking for another job before departing for
England.44

Thirty-five years later the scientific climate in America had changed, and

Sylvester found Hopkins more congenial than Virginia. His classroom lectures,

though,were still marked more by his consuming ardor for his subject than by an

organized exposition of it. Instead of acquiring a fine set oforderly notes, his stu

dents sawmathematical history in the making. In flowery language he gave them

the latest of his own discoveries, sometimes only hours old, as flushed with
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achievement he enunciated some remarkable proposition. His successor at

Hopkins, where Sylvester stayed for seven years, said, "It was not so much what

[his pupils] learned aboutMathematics, but how they came to feel about it which

constituted their debt to their inspiring
teacher."

Within two years of his arrival

he and his colleagues at Hopkins founded the American Journal ofMathematics,

the first journal of higher mathematics published in this country, which is still

being published. As its first editor, he boasted that it was the only such periodical

in the world bearing a Greek motto: ndvxa ycc p,av toe yiyvcoGKO (leva

dpt0jj.6v e^ovn.45

One of Sylvester's idiosyncrasies was that he liked to write poetry, took great

personal pride in his verses, and with the least encouragement would read his

lines to anyone who would listen, including guests assembled at parties, soirees,

receptions, and women's teas. His verses fall far short of his mathematical

achievements and appear to have beenwritten, in part at least, to obtain from lay
men a recognition and esteem his erudite and impracticalmathematics could not

elicit.46

In Baltimore, where much of his poetry was composed, he wrote, for

example, "Spring's Debut, a Town
Idyll,"

which was inspired by a Baltimore belle

of his acquaintance. Consisting of some 213 lines, all ending in a word purport

ing to rhymewith
"Winn,"

the poem hadmore words devoted to quaint footnotes

and free associations than to the lines themselves. Some of the line endings are

commonplace, as skin, javelin, and Lohengrin; others were forced, as mein,protein,

wolverine, and wainsscotin. To make one rhyme in his poem
"Rosalind,"

he had to

invent a word, adding as he did so, "If theword does not exist in our language, it

ought
to."47

William Leroy Broun came to Vanderbilt from the presidency of the Georgia

Agricultural and Mechanical College. A graduate of the University of Virginia,

Broun had taught mathematics for a number of years in the South and was the

last to be invited to join the first faculty. The decision came so late that the term

began before his arrival. In the interim, his classes in mathematics were taught by
Milton W. Humphreys, the professor of Greek. One month before classes began,

a graduate of West Point was under consideration. Garland wrote to Bishop
McTyeire:48

I have not much opinion ofWest Pointers I have been associated with

several and I have yet to meetwith a superior scholar, or a skillful instruc

tor among them. Besides they are particularly defective in classical cul

ture, which is a necessary
'set-off'

to a scholar in any department.

Bowing to Garland's opinion on the West Pointer and painfully aware that a

physics and astronomy professor had not yet been found, McTyeire turned to

Broun for the chair ofMathematics and prevailed on Garland himself to remain

the chair of Physics and Astronomy.

Holding the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, Broun had served the Confederacy
in a number of ways during the CivilWar, including as director of the Foundry
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and Arsenal at Richmond. He loved to tell his students that he was present in the

church at Richmondwhen President Jefferson Davis was called out and informed

of the hopelessness of the defense against the besieging Federals, and of how he

had been directed to blow up the Arsenal to keep it out of the hands of the

Yankees. He had delayed the destruction, he told the gaping students, until the

very last possible moment to avoid harming his retreating comrades and as a con
sequence had been one of the very last to escape from the city.

From 1876 to 1882, Broun taught algebra, trigonometry, theory of equations,
and calculus to hundreds of students, for mathematics was the subject in the

Academic Department that enrolled the most students for many years. A practi

cal man himself, Broun probably pointed out to his students some of the imme

diately useful applications of the subject and probably neglected existence

theorems. There is no record of his having added to the store of mathematical
knowledge. Included among his contributions to the universitywas his service as

chairman of a faculty committee of three that designed an extensive revision of

the curriculum of the Academic Department. After six years atVanderbilt he left

to join the faculty of the University ofTexas, then being organized, and after a few
months there he accepted the presidency ofAlabama A & M at

Auburn.49

The year Broun leftVanderbilt, 1882,was the same year Sylvester leftHopkins

to become the Savilian Professor ofGeometry at Oxford.We can conjecture that

Broun could not have judged the originality of Sylvester'smathematical works.At

the same time we can presume that Sylvester could not have motivated a sleepy

young student to learn that every second degree equation has two roots.

Biology and Geology
At Johns Hopkins no geologist or astronomer was named to a professorship

at the beginning, although Simon Newcomb, the famous astronomer who was

editing the Nautical Almanac inWashington, was invited to give occasional lec

tures. The Hopkins administration did, however, make three appointments in the

field ofbiology,with the future establishment of a medical school inmind: Phillip
R. Uhler was named as a curator of collections, William Keith Brooks, a mor-

phologist, was appointed to a post in Zoology, and HenryMartin was given the

title Professor of
Biology.50

During his thirty-two-year career at Hopkins, Brooks

directed the theses of forty-three doctoral candidates. In 1883,Martin became the

first professor in the new medical school.A physiologist, he had been doing basic

research on themammalian heart and became preeminent in the United States in

the innovation of experimental procedures in physiology. He openly supported

Darwin and delivered a series of open lectures on evolution. He aroused intense

public opposition in Baltimore both because of the supposed antireligious impli

cations of Darwinism and because of the horror aroused by vivisection, but, as

one commentator has written, "the university stood
firm."

At Vanderbilt the fields of biology and geology were combined in a single

school (department), NaturalHistory and Geology, and entrusted to two half-time

appointees. One was James M. Safford, (1822-1907) who also held a half-time
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position in the Medical School, established as a part ofVanderbilt in 1874 and,

even before the formal opening of the university in 1875, had grantedVanderbilt

degrees. Born in Ohio and educated in the North he held a Ph.D. (honorary)

fromYale and had studied under the famous Benjamin Silliman he came to the

South in 1848 and in 1869 published his classic Geology ofTennessee. His profes

sorial title was "Professor of Mineralogy, Botany, and Economical
Geology."

Altogether between the time of his arrival in Tennessee in 1848 and his death in

1907, Safford held a variety ofpositions in four colleges inMiddle Tennessee and

taught awide variety of subjects. He was also formany years the state geologist of

Tennessee (1854-99) and a member of the Tennessee State Board of Health

(18661901(?)). Over a fifty-year period he published four books, twenty-two

journal articles, and numerous brief official reports, all on
geology.51

To share the teaching with Safford, Alexander Winchell (1824-91) was

engaged to come to the campus for some three months each spring to teach

mainly historical geology. His title at the time was "Professor of Historical

Geology and
Zoology."

He was also on the faculty of Syracuse University and had

earlier been its chancellor.Winchell had come to Garland's andMcTyeire's atten

tionwhen as a teacher in various academies in the South he had made numerous

appearances at Methodist summer conferences, where he had delivered lectures

on historical geology, including ones explaining Darwinian evolution. Bishop
McTyeire had encountered Winchell again when the president had visited

Syracuse during a tour of Northern universities prior to the opening of

Vanderbilt. One of Winchell's strengths that recommended him to Bishop
McTyeire was his ability to deliver splendid orations, and after coming to

Vanderbilt the geologist was often invited to give public lectures and even asked

to appear on the program of featured events at commencement. Curiously

enough, his talks before religious groups and his lectures to classes atVanderbilt

did not arouse consternation until the end of his third year at the university

when, as noted earlier, he was peremptorily removed from Vanderbilt on the

alleged pretext that funds were insufficient to support his professorship. The

intense, long-continued, wide-spread, and largely adverse commentary that fol

lowed in the press of the country was gravely injurious to the university.

Before coming toVanderbiltWinchell had become a well-known figure in his

field and had published extensively. Leonard Alberstadt states that Winchell's

intellectual accomplishments were much greater than any other member of the

original
faculty.52

Before his arrival he hadwritten two books and published some

three dozen papers on a variety of geological subjects. These had appeared in such

prestigious periodicals of the day as the American Journal of Science and the

American Naturalist. After his departure in 1878 he continued his prolific writing

(eight major books during his lifetime) and a professional involvement in the

geological community. Joining the faculty of the University ofMichigan in 1879

as professor of paleontology, he worked on such stricdy scientific matters as

reports on the geology ofMinnesota and the salt-bearing strata ofMichigan. At

the same time he continued his writing and his public appearances, in which he
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tried to harmonize the findings of science with the Christian faith. In the 1880s

he helped in the founding of the United States Geological Survey. In 1888 he

joined with fifteen other prominent geologists to found the premier geological

organization in the U.S., the Geological Society ofAmerica. In 1891 he served as

that society's president, but his death prevented him from presiding at the annual

meeting.

At ages fifty-one and fifty-three respectively,Winchell and Safford possessed

records of intellectual accomplishment exceeding that of the other members of

the original faculty. In addition to geology they also taught botany and zoology.

ButWinchell's bent toward religion and speculative discussions of anthropology
and Safford's descriptive approach to geology contrasted markedly with the lab

oratory and experimental approach ofBrooks andMartin, both twenty-eight, the

two Hopkins appointees.

Garland and Rowland: ContrastingAims

Putting aside other counterpart pairs of faculty members at the two institu

tions, we turn now to a comparison of the faculties in physics. Hopkins chose for

its professor of physics Henry Augustus Rowland, who at age twenty-eight had

already shown concrete evidence ofpromise as a research scholar.Vanderbilt chose

Landon Cabell Garland, who at age sixty-five had had wide experience as a college

administrator and was an unsurpassed teacher but who, besides three expository
textbooks on mathematics, had never published a single paper or book that

advanced the world's knowledge of science. It is abundandy clear that the direc

tions of the physics programs of the two institutionswere foreordained to be strik

ingly different because of the markedly different aims and backgrounds of the two

professors. When their respective universities opened, both men had about the

same amount of laboratory space, although Rowland's work in Baltimore had to

begin in an old
residence.53

Both were assigned a trained machinist as an assis

tant.54

Both were to spend about the same amount of time at their respective insti

tutions (Garland twenty years, Rowland twenty-five). But even before they taught

their first classes, their different interests were apparent.When, in 1875, Rowland

visited Europe, he sought out Kelvin, Maxwell, and Helmholtz, among others.

When Garland visited Europe in the same year, he visited no laboratory where

research was in progress and sought no conference with a single European physi

cist or astronomer. Later, while Rowland, for instance, was making a uniquely

accurate determination of the mechanical equivalent of heat and corresponding

with Joule in England about why their results did not
agree,55 Garland was com

posing his inspiring essays on moral conduct to be delivered before the student

body at the morning assemblies and the Sunday afternoon worship services. And

while Rowland was inventing the concave grating and with it mapping the full

spectrum of the sun for the first time, Garland was doing such administrative

chores as ejecting a bagpipe player from the recitation building and mediating a

controversy over the teaching of Darwinian evolution on the part of a faculty
member. Clearly the two men possessed different interests and responsibilities.
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Another reason possibly explaining why Garland did not develop physics

extensively at Vanderbilt was that he would have preferred to teach mathematics

rather than physics. He took on physics reluctantly but dutifully, as he had done

earlier atMississippi. Numerous letters to President McTyeire before the opening

of the university reveal Garland's preference for mathematics. Even as late as one

month before the university was to open, the issue was not settled. In a letter to

Bishop
McTyeire,56 he suggests for mathematics William Vaughn of Alabama,

who in 1882 did join Vanderbilt, and Broun, who indeed was hired. For Physics

he suggests Tutweiler and Smith, neither of whom he identifies in his letter.

During the lastmonth, then, McTyeire chose Broun formathematics andGarland

for physics-astronomy. To win Garland's acceptance, however, he agreed to pro

vide an assistant for him. In his history ofVanderbilt, Conkin notes that one of

Garland's long-held predilections was to teach mathematics at the University of

Virginia. One of his reasons, we might suggest, was that Charlottesville was not

far (some thirtymiles) from his estate on Tobacco RowMountain, nearAmherst,

Virginia, where he spent many of his summers, especially in his later life. His

acceptance of the chair of Physics and Astronomy at Vanderbilt was another

instance of his subjugating his own preferences to the welfare of the university.

With the physics-astronomy post a second choice, and burdened by his multi

tudinous administrative duties, he was not able to throw himself wholly and

enthusiastically into development of his department.

Still another reason for Garland's lack of enterprise in developing physics was

perhaps the state ofhis health, ofwhich he often complained. His symptoms took

the form of severe headaches and, at one time, "giddiness of
head."57

More than

that we do not know, and one close associate, Professor Vaughn, suggested that

Garland's ailments were
imagined.58

In his later life he was openly criticized for

not attending certain meetings at night, and hewas not present at an evening din

ner celebrating Founder's Day, a significant absence. But whether his health was

a factor in these instances cannot be determined.

Although Garland was far eclipsed by Rowland in research productivity,

Garland exerted enormous influence during his long career on the lives ofmany
students, both in and out of the classroom. He was a modest and gentle man. His

correspondence, scant though the remains are, shows him kind to concerned par

ents and sympathetic to students when they faced reprimand or expulsion.

President Eliot of Harvard, we are told, once broke the arms of a chair when

restraining himself during a sad interviewwith a student and his family. Garland

was like that. A professor who left Vanderbilt to teach at the University of

Wisconsin, Charles Forster Smith, describes him as "one of the simplest, most

guileless, sincereist, and most unselfish men I ever
knew."59

And when the presi

dent of the Board of Trust called two students before a disciplinary board and

asked them who was the perpetrator of a certain rules violation, Garland spoke

up in their defense, saying, "I will not be a party to asking an honorable man to

inform on his friends."60
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In the case ofRowland, his biographers present an ambiguous account of his

personality and relations to his students. The long-held view has been that he was

a serious man, a stern man, too busywith research to dallywith students or to go
out of his way to help them.When asked howmany graduate students worked in

the physics laboratories, he could not say. When asked what he proposed to do

with his graduate students, he is said to have replied, "Do with them! Do with

them! I shall neglect
them."

Moreover, goes the conventional account, he had

nothing to do with undergraduates and presented a narrow personality to his fel

low facultymembers, before whom he openly expressed antipathy to the classics.

The headmaster of one of the academies he attended characterized Rowland as a

"bright boy with a deep aversion to
Latin."

At Hopkins faculty meetings he

engaged in oral tilts with the classicist B. L. Gildersleeve, presumably on the place

of classics in the curriculum.

On the other hand, a revisionist point of view has been put forward by
Herbert C. Winnick in an article entided "A Reconsideration of Henry A.

Rowland the
Man."61

After reviewing the traditional views of Rowland's char

acter,Winnick then attempts to ameliorate their impact by offering explanations
for his actions and attitudes. To cite but one example from Winnick, he states

that, yes, Rowland had little to do with the introductory course for the under

graduates, but that was because President Gilman had asked Rowland to sign a

statement of promise that he would not interfere in the work of the course, as its

teacher, Professor Hastings, had alleged he had been doing. Winnick points out

that Rowland did have an interest in the undergraduates when he arrived at

Hopkins, but his proffered advice had been rejected by Professor Hastings, who

then elicited the president's support. To this Rowland reacted by writing to the

president, in part, "As my influence there was gone, my interest ceased
also."

Although Winnick reveals that Rowland had an interest in the course for the

younger students, he fails to show that Rowland's ideaswere particularly useful or

that he was an exemplary teacher. At the same time, it should be added that

Rowland was co-author with another Hopkins professor, Joseph S. Ames, of a

textbook on introductory college physics.

Lastiy, it should be noted that theVanderbilt Board could not easily do other

than appoint Garland the first professor of physics and astronomy. He knew his

subjects well, had prior experience at four Southern collegiate institutions, and,

except for creative scholarship,was impeccably qualified to serve as both a teacher

and the chancellor.What further made him a natural choice was his devoted and

valuable contributions to the planning and establishment of the new institution.

That he also served as chancellor probably detracted from the development of

physics and astronomy, but he was a stabilizing influence in a new faculty and a

significant factor in the setting of high standards, the adoption of an honor code,

the creation of literary societies, and the development of a curriculum suitable to

the region served and to the students enrolled. Perhaps the South, ten years after

the CivilWar, was not ready to support or even benefit from a research-oriented
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faculty. At the time, perhaps, it was best that Garland andVanderbilt should con

centrate on the preparation of practicing lawyers, physicians, pharmacists, den

tists, teachers, clergymen, engineers, and informed and enlightened citizens for a

region of the country described later as being, after the war, like a third-world
country.62

Garland's Last Years

Landon Garland died February 13,
1895,63

having taught classes to within a

few days of his death at age eighty-five. For the remainder of the academic year

his classes were taught by Charles L. Thornburg and John Daniel. By the follow

ing fall, Thornburg had resigned his position to take a post at Lehigh, and John

Daniel, who had been designated professor of physics the previous year, became

the head of the department. A new era in physics was about to begin. As a con

tinuing reminder, however, of Garland's contributions to the university, a large

bronze tablet at the entrance ofGarland Hall carries these simple words:

IN MEMORIAM

Landon Cabell Garland

Chancellor of

Vanderbilt University

1875-1893

Professor of Physics

1875-1895

Christian Gentleman of the Old South

Builder of Men for a New Day



 



Fig. 2. 1 Chancellor Garland supervised the design, construction, and equipment installa

tion of the Vanderbilt Observatory, eventually (1942) named for Barnard. It was disman

tled in 1952 and its equipment moved to other locations. The front of the building, seen

here, faced northeast. Photography by Department of Medical Illustration, Vanderbilt

UniversityMedical Center and in the photographic archives of the Department of Physics

and Astronomy.
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Edward Emerson

Barnard

Everymorning for six successive years Professor Garland could look out of

the north window ofhis bedroom and viewwith pride the observatory he

had designed, overseen during its construction, and furnished with the

best instruments money could buy. In fact he and the president had spent as

much on the observatory and its apparatus as had been spent on books for the

library of the new university. Facing him were the long, narrow shutters that

allowed the meridian circle telescope to see the southern skies. The entrance was

flanked on either side by a tall window. Garland was disturbed that regardless

when he passed by the observatory, he never saw light coming from those win

dows, never saw the telescope exposed by open shutters, never saw the observa

tory in use. Indeed, Garland had the only key to the building, except for the one

kept byMr. JohnAshford, the Buildings andGrounds superintendent. As hewent

downstairs for his breakfast of grits and eggs prepared by the family
cook,1 he

often mused how he might make fuller use of the observatory.

But then, beginning in the spring of 1883, on his way to 7:45 a.m. chapel serv

ice required of all students, Garland would notice lights on in the observatory.

"Ah,Mr. Barnard is still
observing."

"Mr.
Barnard"

was Edward Emerson Barnard,

who was destined to become one of the world's most distinguished astronomers

and in 1883 was beginning his four-year stay at Vanderbilt as a student and

instructor in practical astronomy. Sometimes he would leave the gas jet light

burning to enable him to see when he returned indoors after using his own
five-

inch scope on the lawn outside.We may plausibly conjecture that as Garland con

tinued on to chapel, he might well have said to himself: "I guess one must excuse

Edward from attending chapel next fallwhen classes open. He can't observe most

of the night and then come to the
service."2

35
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The 1876 Observato ry

The building that Garland had built and that Barnard would inherit was not

only new, even pristine, because of its infrequent use but also an architectural

gem. Built mainly of red brick on a raised foundation of gray sandstone, the

structure had limestone lintels over its windows and two doors.At the top, under

the eaves, was a wide-board trim. A rotatable dome covered the six-inch Cooke

equatorial. Centered over a roughly rectangular ground plan, the dome lent a

Palladian look to the front and rear elevations.At the northwest corner, a smaller,

hexagonal dome covered the small altazimuth telescope. It was reached by a nar

rowwooden stairway. The main telescope rested on a huge stone pier that in turn

was based on the solid rock that underlies the campus. The meridian circle was

also firmly
mounted.3

Its final and upper supports, two massive limestone

obelisk-like pillars, stood erect inside the room on the southeast corner. They
rested some three feet apart and were about six feet tall and supported the main

bearing axis of the
circle.4

Fig. 2.2 The six-in. Cooke Refractor made in York, England, and installed in the VU

Observatorywas extensively used by Barnard during his years atVanderbilt from 1 883-87.

It is now installed on top of the Physics Building of the Stevenson Center. From the

Photographic Archives of the Jean and Alexander Heard Library.
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By the time the circle arrived in October 1878, Garland had designed a pro

cedure for mounting it so that the axis of rotation was both level and pointed

accurately east-west.About a year earlier the Cooke equatorial had beenmounted

so that one of the axes of rotation was aligned with the axis of rotation of the

earth, that is, toward Polaris. Since both instruments were heavy, weighing

roughly 1,000 lbs. each, their accurate mounting was not easy. The successful

accomplishment of the two tasks is a tribute to Garland's scientific and engineer

ing abilities. While Mr. Schott surely helped him, and maybe Mr. Monteith, the

stone
mason,5

the responsibility fell to Garland to insure their precise and correct

erection, no small task indeed.

Built at a cost of $4,500 in 1875-76, after the observatory's main central

building had been completed, the observatory itselfwas doubtless designed in its

details byWilliam C. Smith, the architect of the main building. The main portion

of the building measured 24x53 feet. The symmetry axis of this part did not lie

north-south, but northwest-southeast, to lie parallel to Hillsboro Road, the pres

ent 21st Avenue, and to a row of faculty homes. One wing, however, extended

Fig. 2.3 TheMeridian Circle, about three-ft. wide, was made inMunich and cost Garland

4,450 florins. Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution.
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from the southeast corner in such a way that two of its walls were aligned
north-

south. In this wing was placed the meridian telescope, which was used only to

observe in the north-south meridian. To facilitate this use, shutterswere built into

cuts in the north and south walls and over a ceiling opening. At the building's

northwest corner was another wingwith a small raised dome, reached by a flight

of some seventeen stairs, that housed the altazimuth.

The ceilings were generally thirteen feet, two inches high, except for the cen

tral dome, the peak ofwhich was about eighteen feet. The diameter of the dome

was sixteen feet. The room housing the six-inch telescope was circular. Its walls

were attractively covered with alternating brown and beige tongue-and-groove

paneling to a height of about seven feet.

There were two entrances, one to the front on the northeast side and one on

the opposite, southwest side. There was no basement.A room (17x17 feet) on the

northwest side could be used as a classroom or workroom. Certainly the design

did not resemble either of the two other observatories in which Garland had had

earlier experience. The one atAlabamawas in essence two oblong boxes. The one

at Mississippi, also spared by the Union troops, was commodious and well

appointed and, unlike Vanderbilt's, two stories in height.

Most astronomers of the day would have been pleased to work at Garland's

observatory. No tall trees obscured the
viewing,6

and the instruments, all new,

came from tested craftsmen. Besides the Cooke equatorial and the Merz merid

ian circle, there were two astronomical clocks (byDent and by Howard), a Cooke

altazimuth, a filar micrometer, a solar spectroscope, a stellar spectroscope, and a

LJ

Fig. 2.4 Floor plan of theVanderbilt Observatory 1875-76. Drawn byRobert T. Lagemann.
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heliostat. Later, in 1886, a chronograph from the Cleveland firm ofWarner 8c

Swasey would be added. Except for the two clocks all these have been recovered

and are described in Robert T. Lagemann, The Garland Collection of Classical

Physics Apparatus at Vanderbilt University (Nashville: Vanderbilt University,
1983).

As late as 1889 the observatory did not possess a ring micrometer, we are

told,7

and the astronomy teacher, C. L. Thornburg, wished to purchase one. Yet,

during 1886 and 1887, E. E. Barnard was to make a half-dozen calculations of the

orbits of comets (and Professor Landreth another), and for these observations a

ring micrometer had to be used. The evidence suggests that they devised their

own ring micrometers.

But if the observatory was fitted with high-quality instruments, it was for

some time empty of people. No regular observing program was initiated. Only a
few students were given instruction on how to use the instruments, although the

entire class in Physics II would, at appropriate times, view the rings of Saturn or

the craters of the moon. With the coming of Ed Barnard in 1883, some of this

changed. Ifhe did not use the two spectroscopes or themeridian circle, he did use

the main telescope, andwith great frequency, night after night after night.

Barnard's Early Years

We do not knowwho Barnard's grandparents were, or anything of their ori

gins. We only know that his mother was named Elizabeth Jane (Haywood)
Barnard (born in 1815) and his father Reuben Barnard (birth date unknown).

Their second son, Edward Emerson, was born in Nashville December 16, 1857,

some three months after the death of his father. His brother, three years older

than Edward, was named Charles H. Barnard. Of him little is known, except that

he and Edward lived together briefly as young men and that Charles lived in

Nashville all his adult life, worked for a while as a day laborer, and later worked

for some years as a confectioner. Even the U.S. Census of 1860, the earliest and

sole original source of information on the family, is significantly incorrect. Firsdy,

the Census lists the family under the name
"Bernard."

It then describes his mother

as forty years of age (in 1860), his brother as age nine, and Edward as age five.

Actually his mother was
forty-five, his brother seven, and Edward three in 1860.

Probably correct is the information that his brotherwas born in Ohio and in 1860

going to school, that hismother was born in Kentucky, and that Edwardwas born

in Tennessee. The Census further records that the family owned no property and

lived in the eighth ward of Nashville, although no street address is given. Their

immediate neighbors were a blacksmith with his wife and young children, and a

carpenter and his wife and young children.

The several later accounts ofBarnard's early life appear to have been based on

his own later recollections given often reluctandy and piecemeal and possibly

garbled by his confidants. In any case it is clear that the little family headed by his

mother existed in poverty and even privation. In the years immediately following
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Fig. 2.5 Ed Barnard about eight years old, when he began work at the van Stavoren photo

shop in downtown Nashville in 1866. From the Photographic Archives of the lean and

Alexander Heard Library.

Edward's birth they lived successively in several different locations in what was

called South Nashville, not far from the Cumberland River and near the present

site of the Nashville General Hospital. During the Civil War, beginning when

Edward was four years of age, the Union Army occupied the city and fortified it,

and for the remainder of thewar used Nashville as a supply center for campaigns

against Chattanooga and Adanta. The city was crowded with soldiers, refugees,

and prisoners ofwar, resulting in extremely crowded housing conditions. "Many
destitute women and children were housed in tents."8

Estimates of refugee

arrivals ran as high as one thousand a day in 1864, many ofwhom were shipped

north to Louisville via the returning empty supply trains. The chaotic situation

must have affected the circumstances of the fatherless family. At one point a

Confederate army under General Hood approached the city but was driven off.

Barnard later recalled that he had heard the sound of distant cannons. In fact, he

lived not far from one of the principal Federal forts, now known as Fort Negley9

Much has been made of the fact that Barnard, who was to become world

famous as an astronomer, attended public schools for only two months during his
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life.10

According to an account byA. L.
Crabb11 his schooling came about through

the efforts of a Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Kocsis. Mr. Kocsis was an emigre from

Hungarywho helped other foreigners establish themselves in Nashville. One such

immigrantwas George Dury, an accomplished portrait painter. Since Dury spoke

litde English, Kocsis used to converse with the artist's subjects during the long,
tedious hours of posing. Before her marriage Mrs. Kocsis (Mahala) was an

Overton, a prominent Nashville family. One day, states Crabb, "she was on a mis

sion of mercy to a very poor home in a very poor section of the
city,"

when she

came upon the Barnard family.12

Taking a special interest in the youngest child,

Edward, she arranged with her husband for Edward to be placed in the school

where her husband was a teacher. Crabb does not give the source of his account,

nor does he account for the short duration of school attendance. Butwe can plau

sibly infer that one reason was the demand on Edward to work in order to help
support the family.

Edward's interest in astronomy formed at an early age, seemingly out of an

innate curiosity and a growing sense ofwonderment rather than from any advice

or teaching from an older person. "I can
recall,"

he later wrote, "when I was a

small child lying out in an old wagon bed, flat upon my back on pleasant sum

mer nights, watching the stars. I soon knew the sky thoroughly as the seasons

came and went.When they came again I would recognize the various groups of

the brighter stars, though their names and what they reallywere did not come to

my knowledge until much later in life, for I had never had anyone to tellme what

they were. I soon saw that a few of them changed their places among the others,

but I did not know theywere
planets."13

When at the age of eight he had of neces

sity to undertake full-time work, his curiosity again revealed to him new aspects

of astronomy, but this time it was the daily movement of the sun, rather than of

the stars, that drew his interest.

Barnard made his new observations from the portrait studio owned and

operated by J. H. van Stavoren,who not only used the new art ofphotographybut

was an accomplished portrait painter in oils as well. His studio was located on the

second floor of a three-story house at the southeast corner ofUnion and Cherry
(now Fourth Avenue) streets. To make enlargements of his negatives very great

enlargements the proprietor had installed a gigantic enlarger on a specially

built flat platform on the roofof the building. Named
"JUPITER"

the name was

stamped on its side the huge machine could encompass a man sitting inside, as

can be noted in the accompanying photograph (see fig. 2.6). According to an

advertisement in the 1866 Nashville City Directory, the "solar
camera"

was "the

largest in the
world."

The sun was the source of light for the behemoth, which stood in its entirety

above the roof line and could not, it seems, accomplish the ambiguously

described attributes provided by J. T. McGill, "to throw upon the canvas (of the

artist) a large-sized
image."14

It seems unlikely that the image was brought

through the roof by mirrors. Moreover, the
"camera"

had to be continuously

moved to follow the sun, and, thus, the artist would have had to contend with a
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Fig. 2.6 The roof ofvan Stavoren's photographic studio, ca. 1866. The owner stands at left.

lames W. Braid is barely visible in the camera ("lupiter"). The person seated is unidenti

fied. From the Photographic Archives of the lean andAlexander Heard Library.

constantly moving image across his canvas. In the picture shown, no housing
appears to have been constructed to protect the alleged passageway to the lower

level on the second floor from rain and snow. Clearly, the machine must have

been a simple, though gigantic, enlarging camera to make huge positive prints

from smaller negatives. Later, Barnard himself called it "a great solar
camera."

To guide Jupiter with its array ofwheels and cogs as the sun moved across the

sky, Mr. van Stavoren had hired a young, low-paid boy, who was not, it seems,

always reliable. Edward's mother, learning of this, assured Mr. van Stavoren that

her son could do the job and not fall asleep. So Edward was hired at the age of

eight the year was 1866 and he continued to guide the enlarger on sunny days

until he was
fourteen.15
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While working with Jupiter and turning its guiding mechanisms from a five-

step stepladder needed to reach them, Barnard noted a phenomenon strange to

him. His account of 1907 describes what he noted:

On the platform where this instrument stood I made a mark of a shadow

one time at the ringing of the noon bell in the Catholic church
nearby.16

To my surprise this mark served only for a short time to tell when noon

came, and I soon found that the coming of the shadow to mymark was a

variable quantity; for during the year it was sometimes ahead of the

church bell and sometimes behind it. I could not suspect the church bell

of being wrong, I decided there must be something wrong with the sun.

Thus I had at an early age independendy discovered the equation of time.

In 1871,when Barnardwas 14, van Stavoren failed in business. During the liq
uidation of his indebtedness, the Peoples Bank just across the street from the

studio sold the establishment to Rodney Poole, a photographer who found no

use for Jupiter. Barnard was brought down to the second floor to become the

printer, that is, Edwardwas given just-exposed negatives for development and the

printing of positive prints. At his new assignment, in a darkroom much of each

day, Barnard learned and practiced photographic skills. There he could not

observe the sun or the moon or the stars, but he learned techniques that later

enabled him to make remarkable photographs of celestial displays and to become

noted as one of the first astronomers to apply photography to the science of

astronomy. He worked as a printer from 1871 until the spring of 1883, when he

went to Vanderbilt. In that period he developed three friendships that were to

influence his life strongly. These were with J. W. Braid, James Ross, and Peter

Calvert.

J. W. Braid had been the
"operator"

in the van Stavoren Gallery and when it

was sold took a similar position in the Poole Gallery. That is, he
"operated"

the

cameras. He also assembled a small electrical laboratory in a back room at the

Poole Gallery,where he and James Ross did experiments building telephones and

transmitting voices between two points. One of their most celebrated achieve

ments was to transmit sound between Nashville and Bowling Green, Kentucky,

over theWestern Union Telegraph lines on a Sunday morning. They attached, of

course, their own homemade equipment at each terminal. Ross played his guitar

and sang. For an hour conversations passed back and forth, a distance of seventy

miles. "It was a triumph in every
way,"

reported Barnard, who had witnessed the

exhibition.17

Barnard's First Telescope

Braid's friendship with Barnard was best expressed in the encouragement he

offered over the years for the younger man's pursuit of knowledge. It was Braid

who gave Barnard his first telescope, a lens he had found and inserted into a
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pasteboard tube. A little later he helped him build a second that employed a 2 id-

inch lens purchased from Queen & Co. and housed in a brass tube obtained from

Charles Schott, the local instrumentmakerwho was also the assistant to Professor

Garland atVanderbilt. Somehow we are not told the details-they incorporated

an eyepiece from an old microscope and mounted the instrument on an

azimuthal mounting on a tripod that had once held a surveyor's transit. The

power was about
thirty-eight.18With this telescope he spent much time amusing

and educating himself about appearances and relative positions of the brightest

objects in the
sky.19

As an observing deck he was able to use the wooden platform

where Jupiter had formerly stood. He seems also to have occasionally observed

from the open window of his bedroom.

So far, he had been observing in isolation from other astronomers. About

1872 a happy accident brought to him a book on astronomy for the layman. From

the star charts it contained, he could learn the names of constellations and of cer

tain single stars, or, as he put it, "learn the names ofmy old friends . . . that I had

known from childhood."20

This volume by Thomas
Dick21

came to him as collat

eral on a loan of $2 made to a young acquaintance and, when the loan was never

repaid, remained in his possession.

Small though his improvised telescope was, the teenage boy, with the guid

ance furnished by the little book by Dick, was learning a lot about positional

astronomy. Becoming dissatisfied with his homemade telescope, Edward sought

to obtain a larger instrument. Somehow he learned ofone for sale by an owner in

New Orleans. Four inches in aperture, it would reveal much more detail. He

bought it for $200 with the proviso that he could return it if he found it unsatis

factory. To his disappointment he did have to send it back. His money was

returned, less $20 for the testing
privilege.22

He also considered borrowing (or perhaps even buying) a larger telescope

owned by the wealthyAcklen family,who lived on their estate, Belmont, at the edge

of the city. Believing his own command of language inadequate to inquire about

the telescope, he turned for help to a colleague at the Gallery, Peter Calvert, who

wrote successfully in his behalf, but only after exacting from Edward a promise to

accompany him to Sunday school the following week. Barnard agreed, and in

preparation for attendance he obtained on the prior Saturday a shave (his first ever)
from a barber near his hotel room. For this service he paid 15 cents. On page "4

1/i,"

opposite entries for Sept. 1417, his personal account book reads,"I went to Sunday
School first time on Sunday, September 17,

1876."23
The church he attended that

Sunday was a Baptist Church, "First Church
Baptist,"

that was located on Summer

Street, between Union and Deaderick Streets. According to newspaper listings

Sunday school there began at 9 a.m. Calvert was no doubt pleased that Barnard

became a regular, usually contributing 5 cents to the collection of the Sunday
school, even though the Acklen telescope proved unsuitable. His account book

records that he spent $9.35 on Friday, December 16, 1876, for "expressage on

Telescope."

The following Monday, December 19, shows an equal sum for

"Expressage back on
Telescope."

Clearly the weekend sufficed to try out and reject

the Acklen instrument.
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Soon, with the help of Braid and some of Braid's relatives in New York City,
Ed (as most everyone called him at the time) was brought in touchwith the tele

scope maker John Byrne, from whom in early 1877 he purchased a portable five-

inch refractor telescope, complete with a set of eyepieces of various

magnifications and mounted on a three-legged tripod in an equatorial
mode.24

The cost was $380. This was a princely sum for a nineteen-year-old lad who

worked as a photographer's assistant and cared for an invalid mother. Surely he

must have been frugal in other ways, but so enamored was he of the heavens that

he had saved most of this sum from his meager earnings. For the remainder he

obtained a loan from his employer, Mr. Poole. Frugal he was and also cautious.

Before consummating his purchase, he obtained a testimonial from Lewis

Rutherford of New York City, a wealthy amateur astronomer, who attested on

February 8, 1877: "I find the [mirker?] material good and homogenous, and the

achromatic and spherical aberrations very well corrected. It makes a perfectly

round star disc with very little stray
light."25

According to Vanderbilt professor J. T. McGill, Barnard's new telescope was

the largest in the city of
Nashville,26

although in a fewmonths itwas to be eclipsed

a bit by the six-inchmounted telescope at the newVanderbilt Observatory27 Both

telescopes arrived in Nashville at about the same time, but it appears that,

although the Vanderbilt telescope arrived before Barnard's, the university's

became operative only after Barnard's. In support of Professor McGill's con

tention,made in 1928,we can
document28

that the piers for theVanderbilt instru

ment were installed in December 1877 and January and February 1878, or after

Barnard's acquisition of his telescope, which must have taken place early in 1877,

just after he had received a testimonial from the reputable Rutherford in

February, 1877.

In any case, the telescope so arduously acquired was a big hit in Nashville.

Although anxious to devote it solely to his own observations, Barnard invited his

friends to look through it at such spectacles they had never seen before. His

friends must have invited other friends until there was real danger that someone

would be crowded off the roof at Poole's when Barnard held his "open nights."29

Barnard himself appears to have been more apprehensive that the beloved tele

scope would topple off onto the roof below. The telescope was probably stored at

Poole's when not in use. All of its recorded uses took place above or near the

gallery, as for example on the grounds of the State Capitol, approximately four

city blocks away. Its very weight precluded distant transport; both the telescope

and its tripod probablyweighed over one hundred pounds each. Later itwas used

in the yard of his home and on the Vanderbilt campus.

The instrument possessed a finder telescope mounted on the side of the tube

housing. (A later publication refers to a 1/4-inch finder telescope used in his

observations). Also included were counterbalancing weights and a mechanical

screw drive turned by hand whereby a tangent screwmotion moved the telescope

in right ascension to follow the stars. A box of eyepieces accompanied the tele

scope. At various times Barnard records having used eyepieces ofmagnifications

of 52, 104, 156, 173, 260, and 468x.
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The first clear night after he had picked it up at the Louisville and Nashville

Depot, he stayed up until daylight, looking first at the moon until it sank below

the horizon and then at the MilkyWay.
"Here,"

he wrote, "amid the splendors of

that mighty zone of stars, I spent hour after hour sweeping among its marvelous

fields of glittering suns, never wearying of the wonders constantly presentedwith

each movement of the telescope. . . Finally, as dawn approached, "I sought out

the great planet Jupiter, then only just emerging from the solar rays, and beheld

with rapture his four bright moons and vast belt system."30 As he watched from

"the roof of a three-story house (Poole's Gallery?) all night long, he "was sur

rounded by ice and snow. ... I retired from the field of glory with every bone

shaking with
cold."

Fig. 2.7This sketch ofBarnardwith his five-in. portable telescope was made by his brother-

in-law, Peter R. Calvert, around 1880. (From the Journal of the Tennessee Academy of
Science 3 [1928]: opposite p. 15).
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The AAAS Comes to Nashville

With the securing of his Byrne telescope in late 1876 or early 1877, Barnard

was becoming more and more professional in his study of astronomy. He began

to read professional journals, to correspondwith other observers, and to note the

occurrence of professional meetings. He thus anticipated the meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science to be held in Nashville

during 1877 from Wednesday, August 22, through Tuesday, August 28. The

Nashville newspaper was full of news of the coming event. Such a meeting had

been planned to take place in 1861, but the onset of the Civil War had moved the

meeting place to another city. Now, some dozen years after the end of the war, the

people of Nashville had renewed their invitation. No less than Tennessee's

Governor James Porter headed the local committee on arrangements. No less

than Nashville Mayor Thomas A. Kercheval headed the reception committee. E.

W. Cole, the president of a railroad passing through Nashville, was made chair

man of the transportation committee. The historicMaxwell House was the hotel

of choice for arriving guests.

Also involved in the planning were Professor of Geology J. M. Safford, chair

man of the excursions committee; Professor ofChemistry N. T. Lupton, cochair-

man (with the mayor) of the reception committee and chairman of the

subsection on chemistry; and Dr. T. O. Summers, Jr., of the Medical School and

son of the dean of theVanderbilt Theology School, secretary of the subsection on

microscopy. And Vanderbilt University, only two years in existence, hosted a

reception on Friday,August
24.31 The meetings themselves were held in the State

Capitol Building. Section A meetings (physical science) were held in the Senate

Chamber. The general sessions were held in the Hall of Representatives.

The prominent local participants were matched by eminent scientists in

attendance. Simon Newcomb, already distinguished at age forty-two, was the

president in attendance. O. C. Marsh ofYalewas vice-president of section B (geol

ogy and natural history). Edward C. Pickering of Harvard, vice-president of sec

tion A, was unable to attend. Only thirty-one years old, he pleaded . . . "the heat

and the length of the journey [convince] me that it is safer to remain at
home."

His vice-presidential address on "The Endowment of
Research"

was read for him

by R. H. Thurston, the substitute chairman. Pickering was in the process of

changing from professor of physics at MIT, where he had introduced the first

teaching laboratory in America, to professor of astronomy and director of the

Harvard College Observatory, where he was soon to replace astrophysics with

positional astronomy as an area of inquiry. In attendance, too, was Alexander

Graham Bell, who presented a public demonstration of the newly invented tele

phone, running a line between two homes, one of them being that ofMrs. James

K. Polk, widow of the president,who was the social arbiter of the city.We do not

know whether his employer, Rodney Poole, released Edward to attend any of the

daytime meetings. Ifhe had, Edwardwould undoubtedly have listened to the sin

gle talk on astronomy of the week-long sessions. This was on the proper motion
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of a nebula and was delivered by Edward S. Hoiden (age thirty-one),who was ten

years later to offer Barnard a job at the newLickObservatory and had come down

from the Naval Observatory, undoubtedly on the same train with his long-time

mentor, Simon Newcomb.

One purpose of the association's coming to Nashville was to proffer a wel

coming hand to Southern scientists estranged by the recent war. Of the 219 new

members signed up at the Nashville meeting, 39 were from Tennessee. Among
them were Edward Barnard and "His Excellency James D. Porter, Governor of the

State of
Tennessee."

Somemonths laterwhen the proceedings of themeetingwere

published, they recorded that young Edward, the photographer, had actually paid

the annual fee, while among those neglecting to do so were the governor, the

superintendent of the Nashville Public Schools, and the president of the Railroad.

Barnard Meets Simon Newcomb

As Barnard himself once said, "I wanted to accomplish something notewor
thy,"

not just observe for his own amusement. Perhaps that wish motivated him

to attend the meetings of the AAAS and to seek an appointment with Simon

Newcomb, then the foremost astronomer in America and president of the associ

ation. At that time Newcomb was the scientific head of the U.S. Naval

Observatory in Washington, DC. He had not yet gone to Johns Hopkins to

organize its first department of astronomy in 1884. Nor had Hopkins any astro

nomical facilities at the time. Only in 1887 did Hopkins build its own small

observatory as part of a tower on the southeast corner of its new physics build

ing. Newcomb could be called a "mathematical
astronomer,"

in analogywith the

term "mathematical
physicist"

soon to come into vogue, since he was occupied by
the Newtonian mechanics of the solar system and the calculation of orbits and

future events from a few observed positions. His own specialty was doubdess

reflected in his advice to Barnard that he should study mathematics. When he

came to Nashville, Newcomb could bask in the glow of the recent announcement

that a colleague at the Naval Observatory had just discovered two moons revolv

ing about Mars.

Although anxious to talkwith the famous astronomer, Barnard felt he needed

help in approaching him. For this purpose he asked the aid ofAnson Nelson, a

prominent Nashvillian and the city treasurer whom he had met at the church he

attended. Together they attended a soiree held at the State Capitol Building.

Accounts by both Barnard and Newcomb indicate that Newcomb treated the

shy young man rather brusquely.When Barnard asked him what observing pro

gram he should follow, Newcomb replied that mere observing was a waste of

time, that he should obtain further education, particularly in mathematics, and,

since his telescopewas rudimentary, search for comets. In his Reminiscences,writ

ten twenty-six years later, Newcomb recalls the meeting:

In 1877 I was president of theAmericanAssociation for theAdvancement

of Science at the meeting held in Nashville. There I was told of a young
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man a little over twenty years of age, a photographer by profession, who
was interested in astronomy and who desired to see me. I was of course

very glad to make his acquaintance. I found thatwith his scanty earnings,

he had managed either to purchase or get materials for a small telescope.

He was desirous of doing something with it that might be useful in

astronomy and wished to know what suggestions I could make in that

line. I did not for a moment suppose therewas a reasonable probability of

the young man's doing anything better than amuse himself. At the same

time feeling it a duty to encourage him, I suggested that there was only
one thing open to an astronomical observer situated as he was, and that

was the discovery of
comets.32

Barnard himself recalled that Newcomb told him that he ought to "lay aside that

telescope and master
mathematics."33

Barnard Studies Mars and Jupiter

The meeting with the great astronomer left Barnard discouraged. Later he

told his friend Braid that he had walked behind one of the building's huge

columns and cried tears of disappointment. Nevertheless, he recognized the

cogency of Newcomb's advice and engaged as a mathematics tutor Russell

Marling, a teacher at a local school who lived near Barnard on Church Street.34

He searched for comets, although at first in a desultoryway. He also concentrated

his telescopic observations on the planetsMars and Jupiter, and, to a lesser extent,

on Saturn. Careful studies ofMars continued for a period of about three years,

while he continued his daytime job at Poole's Studio. They resulted in a lengthy

manuscript,which has, however, never been
published.35 There is ample evidence

that Barnard had hoped to put hiswork into book form, for on the original man

uscript itself are instructions for an editor, and in a small notebook he kept at the

time he recorded the names and amounts given by those friends who were to be
subscribers.36

The list of subscribers is impressive, considering the youth of the author

(twenty-three) and the fact that the bookwas yet to be completed and published.

Included were many of his friends: James S. Ross, whom Barnard lists in the

employ of the Bell Telephone Company; JamesW. Braid, his co-worker at Poole's,

who wanted three copies; P. R. Calvert, the artist at the gallery, who wished two

copies; Anson Nelson, the city treasurer, who ordered two; the physician J. P.

Doke,who wanted five. Others were business men whose names have survived on

business signs still today: H. W. Dury, John Lelfyett, and J. C. Fleming.Altogether

there were fifty-three subscribers listed by name and address in the little book. A

fewpaid in advance. For their subscriptions,writes Barnard on an early page, they
were to receive a "well-printed pamphlet occupying about eighty pages and fur

nished ... at forty cents
each."

On the first page appears a testimonial, datedApril

21, 1880, written by none other than Albert Roberts, the editor of the Nashville

American (who had revised and corrected the entire manuscript. Clearly Edward
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Barnard was well-known in Nashville even though he had not as yet discovered a

comet.

In his preface he states that his purpose was to "set forth as many facts as are

known concerning the planetMars, a great many ofwhich [the author] has been

at considerable pains to ascertain. He trusts that among those commonly known

will be found some that are fresh. The several parts have been written with the

aim to interest as well as to instruct the
reader."

Under the tide, "Mars; Hismoons and His
Heavens,"

Barnard reported metic

ulous observations made with his five-inch refractor at a time when the planet

made a close approach to the earth. The red planet was generatingmuch popular

interest at the time, and Barnard seems to have been caught up in theMars fever.

In fact, on August 18, 1877, just days before Barnard met Newcomb in Nashville,

Asaph Hall of the U.S. Naval Observatory had announced his discovery of a sec

ond moon ofMars, the first having been discovered by Hall only a week before,
on the night of August 1 1 . Soon, from Italy came the first reports by Giovanni

Schiaparelli of the strange markings on the surface that he called canali. As

Sheehan has pointed out, "The very week that the AAAS was in session in

Nashville, Mars approached within 35 million miles of the earth, closer than it

had been for fifteen years, and outshone even mighty Jupiter in the night
sky.37

Of course Barnard had to look for the new moons through his own tele

scope.While the discoverer used a twenty-six-inch telescope, Barnard was able

to see the moons through his own humble five-inch instrument. Indeed, he

could have discovered them himself! In his manuscript he describes in minute

detail their transits across Mars, their eclipses byMars, and their mutual occul-

tations.What made it all so fascinating was that these events took place within

hours of one another. During a single night a succession of spectacular events

could be seen.

For example, as he wrote later in an 1884
article,38

one of the moons ofMars,

Phobos, revolved about Mars once every eight hours, not once in twenty-eight

days as does the Earth's moon.While Phobos moved from east to west across the

sky, its companion, Deimos, moved from west to east. Moreover, Phobos will be

eclipsed in the shadow ofMars at each revolution, remaining invisible about
fifty-

two minutes. Throughout his 1884 two-and-a-half-page description of the

moons, he communicates amazement and awe. In one eighteen-line paragraph he

used exclamation points three times.

Perhaps the greatest value to us of his descriptions in his unpublished book is

that he attempts to be factual, to tell us what he saw, and not to speculate about

the planet, as some of his contemporaries did.When he digresses into romantic

subjectivities, he makes that clear. For instance, he writes: "In 7h 39m 15s the

planet would pass through all the phases our moon goes through from new

moon to new moon.What a magnificent
spectacle!"

His manuscript was a well-

done piece of work, even if, in the custom of the day, its descriptions are often

lyrical and poetical. Hiswritings in various periodicals during his earlyyears were
often so, as here, where he waxes enthusiastic over the Mars observations: "Thus
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to America was given the honor of the greatest achievement in observational

astronomy."

Phobos, the innermoon is only 5,800 miles from the center ofMars;

and since the diameter of the planet is 4,200 miles, the satellite is only 3,700 miles

from the sun face ofMars, "which is only about one-sixtieth of the distance of our

moon from the
earth."

The period of"revolution aroundMars is seven hours and

thirty and one fourth minutes, making
it,"

he says, "the most rapidly revolving

satellite
known."

Since the period of rotation ofMars on its axis is about twenty-

four hours and thirty-seven minutes, the moon will revolve more than three

times around the planet during a Martian day. And "since the direction of the

motion of the satellite is from west to east, the planet would experience the

strange sight of a moon rising in the west. . . . The view would be varied each

moment by the rapid motion of the satellite Imagine a gigantic crescentmoon

with a width of
42 from horn to

horn."

Jupiter

While his studies ofMars did not result in his full-length book but rather in

notes in various publications, his study of Jupiter in time provided a full report

in a prestigious scientific journal. In part this was because ofhis association with

two young men, the Calvert brothers, only a little older than he, who had immi

grated to Nashville fromYorkshire, England, and were operating an art studio in

connection with Poole's photographic gallery. Ebenezer Calvert had come to

Tennessee in 1873 and was later joined by his brother Peter and his sisters

Elizabeth and Rhoda, who was destined later to marry Edward
Barnard.39

Peter

Ross Calvert gained employment at the Poole studio in 1875 as a colorist, paint

ing portraits and miniatures, just about two years before Barnard, also employed

there, began to use his Byrne telescope. Soon Ebenezer also was hired by Rodney
Poole.40

By the time Barnard left Nashville in 1887, Ebenezer and his brother had

established their own studio across the street from Poole's, and in 1896 they

bought Poole's studio, changed the name to Calvert Brothers, and brought in

Ebenezer's three daughters, Bertha, Zillah, andMary, to help operate the gallery.

After the two men died, Ebenezer in 1925 and Peter in 1931, two of Ebenezer's

daughters continued to maintain the business for many years.

For a decade Barnard, Braid, James Ross, and the Calvert Brothers were

almost daily associated with one another in carrying out the business of Poole's

gallery. Barnardwas Braid's assistant when theywheeled a small cart around the

city and took pictures in the open air. Barnard helped Braid with his electrical

experiments. The Calverts aided Barnard to learn freehand sketching. Braid

probably assisted Barnard to set up his telescope, no mean task, for every night

the heavy pieces had to be erected and later taken down and stored. Possibly all

were present when Barnard observed the transit ofMercury across the face of

the sun on May 6, 1878, having set up his telescope on the grounds of the State

Capitol, a propitious location on a low hill not far from the Poole Gallery. There

he timed the moment when Mercury first touched the edge of the sun and
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when it left on the opposite side and forwarded the information to the U.S.

Naval Observatory. It was the first occasion to see his results in a scientific pub

lication.

From the Calvert brothers, both accomplished artists trained in England, he

picked up considerable skill at freehand sketching at one time he had aspired to

becoming a sign painter and this he put to good use in recording what he saw

in his telescope from about 1878 to 1883, when he went to Vanderbilt, and even
later.41

His procedure was usually to employ a
90

prism at his telescope eyepiece.

This reversed the image but did not invert it as he observed while sitting on a

stool or chair. Beside him, he placed a boxwith a top of glass or some translucent

material, enclosing a candle. He used this box as an illuminated drawing table, his

paper atop the glass like a back-lit screen.With this simple device he drew better

drawings than anyone else, according to one editor, and provided more illustra

tions than any other contributor, as revealed by a simple count ofhis notes in var

ious publications beginning in 1879.

During the five years following his encounter with Simon Newcomb, Barnard

devoted an enormous amount of time to meticulous observations of Jupiter, its

satellites, and its surface features and their ever-changing nature. A summary of

that work, together with forty-five of his drawings, appeared in an article pub

lished some ten years
later.42

He observed at frequent intervals Jupiter's Great Red

Spot, the Equatorial White Spot, and the belt features. He even had a spot on

Jupiter named after him, "Barnard's
Spot."

Twenty-three at the time, he published

note after note on Jupiter in internationally circulated periodicals and often

accompanied his reportswith drawings. Of thisworkHardie has commented, "In

spite of themodest aperture used, these early drawings set a new standard for pre

cision and clarity, due no doubt to his extraordinary eyesight and the drawing
skills he acquired in his work with portrait artists."43

This large corpus of work is given scant attention by most of Barnard's

biographers, who mention usually only his unpublished Mars manuscript and

his 1889 summary of his Jupiter observations. I have examined most of

Barnard's published Jupiter notes, which, for the most part, are not included in

the two most extensive bibliographies published after his death, that is, the

Royal Society
Compilation44

and
Frost's.45

Together they represent an impres

sive accomplishment.

His first scientific communications appeared in an English periodical, The

EnglishMechanic andWorld ofScience,whose name belies its true
nature.46

While

it did publish articles on mechanical contrivances such as the lathe, the locomo

tive, and the telephone, it also published articles onmicroscopy, meteorology, and

photography. Its pages included such hints for
"mechanics"

as "how to silver a

mirror,"

"how to install electric lights in a
house,"

and "how to drill, with rotary

motion, a square
hole."

A goodly portion was devoted to reports on new astro

nomical discoveries, which Barnard must have avidly devoured, and an extensive

and sophisticated monthly column devoted to which planets and constellations

would be visible in the sky during the approaching days. This also must have
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interested the young Nashvillian. In addition, the journal included recipes for

glues, paints, solvents, and solders, and a lively column of queries and answers

found a multitude of readers. In many ways it was the English counterpart to The

Scientific American of the same period.

He submitted the very first of his scientific publications, entitled "Jupiter,

Saturn, and
Mars"

on August 11, 1879, and was signed Ed. E.
Barnard."

His

address was given simply as "Nashville,
Tennessee."

In his contribution he pro

vided a meticulous account of his views of the three planets and gives a lively
account of a "race", as he called it, between three satellites of Jupiter, which

because of their short periods could in one evening be seen disappearing behind
the planet and reappearing on the opposite limb. He forgets to give the aperture

of his telescope, for which he was later chided by other astronomers, but he did
provide themagnification, 104.Whatwas a bit unusual, however,was that he pro

vided a hand-drawn sketch of one view of Saturn showing the shadow of the

rings on the globe itself and seven views of Jupiter recorded over a period of one

hour, forty-two minutes. These four contributions appeared in the same journal

in a span of twelve months. Then, four months after publication of the last,

Scientific American published yet another, accompanied by two of his hand-

drawn sketches.47

Although these reports or notes should perhaps not be referred to as articles

or papers, theywere creditable contributions to the scientific literature of the day
and were concerned with topics of then-current interest. Moreover, other scien

tists read them, for the same periodicals later published commentary or supple

mentary notes on Barnard's research. And, although he contributed mostiy

observations and descriptions, as didmany other astronomers of that day, he did,

in this early period, offer one important quantitative measurement, namely, the

period of rotation of the planet Jupiter on its axis. In his ScientificAmerican note

he states the period as 9h, 55m, havingmeasured it ten times and taken an average.

In his English Mechanic report he gives the period as 9h, 55,
19.07s.48

Nor is it

only coincidental, in all probability, that the long run of the Astronomische

Nachrichten presently held by theVanderbilt library beginswithVolume 99, 1881,
wherein can be found Barnard's first article of the many he published in that dis

tinguished periodical.

Barnard's Books

However important in imparting the essentials of the science of astronomy to

Barnard, Thomas Dick's book was not the only one to inspire and teach him. In

his brief autobiography he writes that at about the same time he came by Dick's

book he was acquiring "some old books on mathematics which I purchased sec

ondhand and perhaps not wisely. . .

"49

From his personal notebook we learn of three other books he was studying:

Elijah Burritt, Geography of the Heavens; Richard A. Proctor, HalfHours with the

Telescope; JulesVerne, Earth toMoon (bought in 1879); Peterson's Popular Science
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(a book he bought on December 12, 1876, for 35 cents, TheAmerican Ephemeris

andNautical Almanacfor 1877, for which he paid $1.25.50

He also had available W. J. Rolfe and J. A. Gillet, Handbook of the Stars, for

School and Home Use, Boston, 1868. This book, now in my own possession, is

inscribed on a flyleaf, "Alice R. Phillips, Nashville,
Tennessee."

Alice Phillips mar

ried Barnard's friend and co-worker Peter Calvert, who was about the same age

as Barnard. Since the bookwas found among other Barnard memorabilia held by
Barnard's longtime assistantMary R. Calvert, it is likely that Barnard not only had

access to the book but indeed later owned it.Yet another book in his possession

the name "E. E.
Barnard"

is inscribed on two of the flyleaves was A New Star

Atlas for the Library, The School, and the Observatory by Richard A. Proctor, G. P.

Putnam's Sons, 1877. In it are twelve circular star maps to supplement the twenty-

seven numbered pages. This book, also in my possession and also acquired at the

same estate sale, must surely have been used by Barnard.

In addition, Barnard probably had access to the books and periodicals of the

library atVanderbilt. Especiallymust this have been true from 1883-87, when he

was a student. For the years 1877-80,when Barnardwas attainingmaturity in his

astronomical studies, the Vanderbilt library was subscribing to The British

Nautical Almanac, Nature, and The American Journal of Science. The following
year the new subscriptions included the Journal of the Franklin Institute and

Popular Science Monthly, according to a long handwritten list held by the

University Archives, and two pertinent books: Lequire's (?) Celestial Mechanics

and Freiheer George von Vega's Logarithms. Also he must have had available the

astronomy texts assigned to students atVanderbilt. These are listed in Lagemann,

The Garland Collection of Classical Physics Apparatus at Vanderbilt University,

303-1.

Barnard's Precarious Life

Working long hours at Poole's during the day and observing the night sky at

every opportunity, Barnard was leading a busy life. Sunday was his only day off

from work at the gallery. He writes plaintively in 1880, in the midst of a serious

scientific report, "I regret very much that I could not watch the changes in this

[sun] spot: I never got a look at the sun save on
Sundays."51

Busy and interesting
was his life, and precarious as well. The entries in his personal notebook illus

trate his parlous financial situation, how he lived from Saturday payday to

Saturday payday, with Mr. Poole sometimes paying him less than the usual

amount, to be restored later, and even, as the employer, borrowing from his
employee.52

During October 1876 Edward was paid $12.00 for his week's work.

Of this, he paid $4.00 for room and board at the St. Charles Hotel. On thewhole

he practiced great frugality, only occasionally buying a book related to astron

omy or a magazine such as St.
Nicholas'

Magazine (at 25 cents) and only occa

sionally attending the theater. His snacks appear to have been crackers costing 5

cents and apples costing 5 cents each.
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Even as he was frugal, he practiced certain generosities. On February 15, 1879,

he loaned his friend J. W. Braid 25 cents. On payday, November 16, 1878, gave 10

cents "to litde
boy."

On Sunday, December 17, he "tipped the waiter at the St.

Charles 5
cents."

He even made loans he never expected to be repaid. On

Saturday, October 28, 1876, he writes, "LoanedMrs. Martin $1.00 / which I never

will get / February 29 [sic], 1877 / which I did not get. / January
Ist

1879 /You bet

and never will September 15,
1879."

He continued to give 5 cents at Sunday

school, and sometimes 10 cents. On payday, February 15, 1879, he indulged him

self and paid $1.10 for Jules Verne's Earth toMoon.

Then, while he was practicing rigid economies in his spending, a new obliga

tion fell upon him. His mother, who had been living separately from him, could

no longer care for herself. Her health had so deteriorated that she was virtually an

invalid. Edward decided to leave the St. Charles Hotel, which was near Poole's

Gallery, and rent a house in West Nashville. In May 1879 he rented from a Mr.

Davis a small house at 1919 Cumberland Avenue (later named PattersonAvenue).

There he and his mother could live together; Edward could set up his telescope in

the yard, while still able to respond to his mother's needs. (In fact, he was soon to

discover a comet there.) Later he identified the location as near the "Murphy
Place."

Examination of a city map of that time confirms this would be near the

corner of 19th Street and Patterson Avenue, as the number 1919 implies. A dis

advantage to the location was that Edward could not take a direct route from his

house to his work. He had to circle around the Tennessee State Penitentiary,

which extended from Charlotte Avenue to Church Street.

Initially, to furnish the empty house and buy groceries, Barnard engaged

"Miss
Calvert,"

as she is named in his notebook, the sister of Ebenezer and Peter

Calvert, his co-workers at Poole's. Somewhat older than Edward, Rhoda Calvert

appears to have helped Edward and his mother move into their new home and

aided them with domestic needs from time to time. An entry in his notebook

dated May 9, 1879, shows a payment of $6.50 to "Miss Calvert to buy
groceries"

and under the heading "Moving
Expenses"

shows $95.50 spent for twenty-seven

items of furniture and moving costs. Included in the costs were 20 cents for a

rolling pin and 15 cents for two pie pans. The largest single expenditure was

$22.45 for carpeting. The list covers the barest of essentials for furnishing a small

house, but some items may have accompanied his mother.

Perhaps Barnard himself moved in on the same day the initial expenditures

were made. His mother, however, moved in on May 18, when an entry in his

notebook reads, "Hack to bringMa in
$3.00."

Thereafter, at least until his entries

stop on July 12, 1879, Barnard himself did the marketing, always on Saturdays. A

resumption of entries in mid-summer and early fall shows lists of groceries pur

chased on Saturdays and occasional payments to a Miss Simmons, who might

have been taking care of his invalid mother.

Paying rent on the house and purchasing food for two must have taxed his

salary sorely and led to discouragement. In his notebook under September 6,

1880 (aMonday) he writes: "Thismorning Mr. Poole told me that he would have
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to cut $2.00 per week offmywages. My expenses are more than $10.00 per week.

What is to become of
me?"

At another time, exact date unknown, he penciled a

Biblical quotation in his notebook: "Birds have nests, foxes have holes, but the son

ofman hath notwhere to lay his
head."

And at still another time he wrote, "leaves

$1.00 for next
week."

Complicating all this is a note dated July 1880 that reads,

"Mr. P. [his employer] owes me now
$18.00."

Barnard Discovers His First Comet

While coming into frequent contactwith the Calvert brothers, Barnard came

to know their sister Rhoda and fell in love with her. They were married on

January 27, 1881, having obtained at the Davidson County Clerk's Office on the

previous day a marriage license. Edward signed a bond certificate stating that if

theywere not legally entitled to marry, Edwardwould pay the sum of $ 1 ,200. The

co-signer with Edward was Anson Nelson, then city treasurer and a member of

the church they both attended. No other information appears on the two docu

ments, which are still preserved at the Davidson CountyArchives, except for the

fact that the marriage was solemnized by Pastor T. G. Jones of the First Baptist

Church. The ages of the two are not given (although Rhoda was thirteen years

older than Edward), no witnesses are listed, and no location for the wedding is

indicated. Since the obtaining of the license fell on aWednesday and the religious

ceremony on a Thursday, we may assume Rodney Poole agreed to allow Edward

to be away from work on those two days, or perhaps for just parts of them.

About Rhoda we know very little except that she had blue eyes and red hair.

But ofher constancy to the success of the marriage much can be inferred. For the

next four years she bore the principal burden of caring for Edward's mother. For

forty years she skillfully managed their household while her husband worked,

often seven nights in twelve-hour shifts. It is said that when they lived on the

Vanderbilt campus she would place a lamp in the window of their home as an

encouragement to Ed.

Within a year of their marriage Barnard had discovered his first officially rec

ognized comet, having set up the five-inch telescope in the yard of their home on

Cumberland Street. The date was September 17, 1881. Even before his search

began, Barnard had learned that a prize had been established for the discovery of

unexpected comets. For his discovery, then, he received $200 from Hulbert

HarringtonWarner of Rochester, NewYork, who was the founder of theWarner

Observatory there and manufacturer of a well-known proprietary medicine,

"Warner's Safe
Cure."

Considering how to use the $200.00, Barnard and his wife

decided to buy a lot and build their own small house. A principal requirement of

the property, however, was that the house possess a good view of the sky. He

described the decision sometime later:

Times were hard in the last of the seventies and the first of the eighties,

and money was scarce. It had taken all I could save to buy my own small
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telescope. After some saving and some borrowing and mainly a mortgage

on the lot, we built a small frame cottage, where mymother,mywife, and

I went to live. . . . Life was a hard one,withworking from early to late for

the means of a base existence and the hope of paying off the mortgage,

and sitting up all the rest of the twenty-four hours hunting for
comets.53

The new house, situated near the road that led south to Belmont, the man

sion occupied byAdelicia Hayes Acklen and Col. JosephAlexander SmithAcklen,
was also near the house of Rhoda's sister and brothers. Even though Barnard's

home became known as the "Comet
House,"

it is not unambiguously clear that

the house was paid for entirely by prizes from the discovery of comets.

Nevertheless, in his own account Barnard states, "This house was built entirely

out of
comets."

At another point he writes, "Here was a strong, compact house

albeit a small one built entirely of them. It took several good-sized comets to do

it; but it was done
nonetheless."54

After the Barnard familymoved into their newly built house, Edward contin

ued his comet seeking. On the night of September 13, 1882, he found a second

comet, and just in time.Anticipating the approach of the firstmortgage payment,

he writes, "we could look forward with dread to the meeting of the notes that

must come due. However, . . . when the first note came due a faint comet was dis

covered wandering along the outskirts of creation . . . , and the money went to

meet the
payment."55
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Fig. 2.8 The house that Barnard built on 16th Avenue near Division Street with prize

money for discovering comets. Ca. 188 1 . Barnard'swife and mother are on the porch.After

Barnard came to Vanderbilt in 1883, the house was occupied and expanded by Ebenezer

Calvert, his wife's brother. It no longer stands. Courtesy of the Dyer Observatory.
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Howwonderful to discover two comets and receive two prizes. But Barnard's

successeswere preceded by a grave disappointment. It all beganwhen on the early

morning ofMay 12, 1881, he saw a comet, unfortunately to lose sight of it after

only two observations. According to one professional newsletter, which headed

their brief report "A Lost
Comet,"

Barnard had found it about 3 a.m., then lost

sight of it as daylight came
on.56 The next night he found it again, near the star a

Pegasi, but it was only visible when that star was hidden by the ring micrometer

on his telescope (set up on Patterson Street). At that point Barnard telegraphed

Lewis Swift at theWarner Observatory, but neither Swift nor Barnard could find

the comet on the third night, or afterwards. Notified, astronomers at Boston,

Cambridge, and Hamilton College, N.Y., looked for it but without success. It

remains unlisted in the annals of comets. Playing his accustomed role as arbiter

of comet discoveries seeking theWarner Prizes, Swift informed a Nashville news

paper of Barnard's (supposed) discovery. The apparent sighting made the front

page of the Sunday issue of the Nashville DailyAmericanf But when he lost the

comet after a second sighting, Barnard felt obliged to inform the readers of the

local paper. His prize and his pride disappeared with the comet. The next day,

May 16, 1881, he had to retract the finding in a letter to the editor. To compound

Edward's embarrassment, the New York Times picked up his published letter and

reprinted it in their issue ofMay 29, 1881. It appeared on page two. The 7^-inch

column was headed: "Mr. Barnard Loses His Comet / He tells how it was discov

ered, seen / Twice, and
Disappeared."

The Details of His First Discovery

Despite his disappointment in May, Edward continued his nighdy habit of

scanning the skies for comets at every opportunity and for long periods of time.

On July 27, 1881, he discovered a new nebula and (much later) announced his

find in the German periodicalAstronomischeNachrichten.5S Two months later, on

the night of September 17, 1881, he discovered his first officially recognized

comet (Comet 1881 VI). He was twenty-three at the time, a humble darkroom

employee of the Poole Photographic Studio. Barnard was an amateur with a five-

inch refractor perched on a tripod that had to be erected and then collapsed for

each viewing session, an unlettered observer who had enjoyed only two months

of schooling.

Writing some six months after his discovery, Barnard described the events

surrounding his long-sought triumph.59 On September 17, with his telescope

erected in the yard ofhis home, hewas already atwork at 7:15 p.m. (Barnard's use

of the early-evening hours illustrates not only his penchant for early starts for

nightly observations, but also his need to search the sky nearest the sun, the place

to search for comets). Low on the horizon he saw a comet near a star he could

identify, but it soon passed below the horizon. The next night he again saw the

comet, but for a short time only. Now sure the object was a comet, he sent a

telegram to two other comet observers, F. Ritchie in Boston and Lewis Swift in
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Rochester, N.Y. For the third night of observation, Barnard arranged with

Professor Landreth to observe the new comet through the Vanderbilt six-inch

equatorial (at 6:53 p.m.!) They were able to obtain its right ascension and decli

nation, measurements used later by a Harvard astronomer to determine the orbit
of the comet. Afterwards, the same night, he walked the sixteen city blocks to the

telegraph office, where he notified the Smithsonian Institution in Washington,

D.C., of his discovery. There, "by some means or
other,"

he writes, "the telegram

was misinterpreted and the comet announced as having been observed on the

20th (not on the 17th) in the constellation Cancer at 2:30 in the
morning."

This

erroneous translation was cabled to Europe and announced throughout the

United States,but later, on the same day, the Smithsonian corrected its announce

ment.

On the 21st Harvard Observatory saw the comet, and on the 28th Landreth

and Barnard at theVanderbilt Observatory saw it, again a little after 7 p.m. Again

on the evening ofOctober 10 Barnard observed it, but "during the whole time of
the comet's visibility it was difficult of observation on account of its proximity to

the
horizon,"

he wrote. He then added the sentence, "I would say that the discov

ery of this comet was not due to accident, being the result of a careful search

begun in May,
1881."

A Second Comet

A year later, September 13, 1882, Barnard found his second comet. Three in

the morning was the local time. The place was the open yard of his home on

Belmont Avenue. This time he had his homemade ringmicrometer avadable and

by comparison with the positions of known stars was able to give the angular

positions of the comet in the announcements immediately issued. (Unlike the

Vanderbilt telescope, Barnard's did not have scales for declination and right

ascension measurement.) After some delay he sent an announcement to the

widely circulated European newsletter Astronomische Nachrichten. At the end of

his ten-line notice he gives his address as "Nashville, Tennessee,
USA."

It was his

fourth publication in that prestigious journal.

The only local announcement came a week after the discovery in the form of

a dispatch from the Naval Observatory saying they too had seen the comet. The

four-inch column report named Barnard twice as the discoverer but did not iden

tify him in any way. Whether or not the editors of the Nashville DailyAmerican

recognized the discoverer was a Nashville citizen, they did not interview him.

Perhaps they recalled the prior story of the lost comet.

Barnard Meets Professor Landreth

It was inevitable that as time went on Barnard would come in contact with

members of theVanderbilt faculty, in particular those from the scientific depart

ments. In 1880 the population ofNashvillewas only 43,300. The ever-curious and
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enthusiastic young astronomer, aware of his lack of knowledge, would have

sought out those of a scientific bent who could help him. He knew the elder

Charles Schott, who had a small machine shop out on College Street near the

Nashville Medical college. Schott repaired guns, surveying tools, and scientific

instruments, and Barnard likely knew that Schott served as Professor Garland's

demonstration assistant before the natural philosophy
classes.60

Schott had pos

sibly helped him put together one of his early hand-held telescopes. Barnard

knew Professor W. Leroy Broun, who taught mathematics at Vanderbilt until he

left in 1882 to teach at the University of Texas. The Broun family lived not on the

campus but for some years at 222 McGavock Street, not far from the Poole

Gallery at Union and Cherry Street. Very probably Barnard knew Chancellor

Garland, who held the tide of Professor of Physics andAstronomy and probably
was called on by young Edward to answer some of his astronomical questions.

Barnard also knew two young Vanderbilt science students, J. T. McGill in

Chemistry and Charles L. Thornburg in Engineering. Both made observations

with him, and, doubtless, there were others, too.

The professor who had the most influence on Barnard's scientific develop
ment, however,was Professor ofEngineering OlinHenryLandreth. Of all the res

idents of Nashville, of all the professors at Vanderbilt including Mr. Garland,

Landrethwas the one who helped Barnard themost, by introducing him to a pro

fessional approach to the study of astronomy. Landreth was themost knowledge

able person in Nashville about the field. He had come to Vanderbilt in 1879 after

having obtained two degrees atUnion College in Schenectady,NewYork, his C.E.

in 1876 and A. B.
1877.61

For two years, 1877-79, he had served as assistant

astronomer at the Dudley Observatory in Albany, which was maintaining an

active program of celestial observationswith its sixteen-inch refractor and whose

director, Lewis Boss, was publishing the results in the best astronomical journals.

Only five years older than Barnard, Landreth was initiating a program in engi

neering at Vanderbilt and in 1886 would become the dean of the School of

Engineering. Fully occupied with his teaching and aware ofChancellor Garland's

lack of enthusiasm for the use of the Vanderbilt Observatory in new investiga

tions, Landreth had not done any observing after his arrival.

When friends of Barnard introduced him to Professor Landreth in 1879,

Barnard had not yet been credited with discovering any comets. Nevertheless, he
no doubt impressed Landreth with his intimate knowledge of positional astron

omy, of the locations of the various constellations, prominent stars, and nebulae,

and of their movementwith the seasons. He could tell the newVanderbilt faculty
member of his observation of the transit ofMercury on May 6, 1878, when he

had set up his tripod on the grounds of the State Capitol. He could describe his

progress in his systematic study of Jupiter. He was making careful drawings of its

surface features and their changes. He could say that he had seen the Great Red

Spot, which had only recently been discovered.

Later Landreth was able to recall how he had been able to fill an important

gap in the younger man's knowledge. Although Barnard had occasionally seen
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Fig. 2.9 Olin Henry Landreth was Barnard's most helpful mentor in astronomy at

Vanderbilt. He came to the engineering faculty in 1879 and was appointed the first dean

of the Engineering School in 1886. He and Barnard collaborated on a number of investi

gations in astronomy from 1879 to 1887. From the Photographic Archives of the Jean and

Alexander Heard Library.

what he thoughtwere comets streaking across his telescope, he did not know how

to record their positions and orbits accurately or how to report his findings to the

wider world of astronomy. He had read in the SiderealMessenger of the discovery
of new comets, but what were the mechanics of reporting such events?

Landreth was able to tell him that such a means had been devised by
astronomers and had been in use for some years. The essential central office for
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receiving reports of unusual events and for rapidly distributing the
knowledge

was at the Observatory ofHarvard University. U.S. astronomers usually used the

telegraph system to communicate with Cambridge, while the office there used

telegrams and cables to inform other astronomers and observatories, for others

might wish to confirm or observe what might be transitory occurrences.

Landreth then put Barnard in touch with the Harvard Observatory as an

"endorsed
correspondent."

When announcements came to them, Harvard offi

cials informed other astronomers, including those abroad. One such was A.

Kreuger, Director of the Kiel Observatory in Germany, who was editor of the

newsletter Astronomische Nachrichten (often designated "A.N"). For example,

when in July 1885 Barnard announced his discovery of Comet 1885 II to Lewis

Swift of the Warner Observatory, Swift at once informed Harvard and the

Harvard staff passed on the information to Editor Kreuger by means of a coded

cable (in English): "Urbane Barnard ukase July cartouch keen trarbuncled treat

constablery rascal smallness unhappy
cordage."

Although the editor had to

change the puzzling
"trarbuncled"

to
"carbuncled,"

hewas then able to decode the

message and to announce Barnard's discovery in his newsletter, weeks before

receiving Barnard's own announcement.

Barnard sometimes sent his discovery telegrams to Lewis Swift of Rochester,

since it was he who made the awards of $200 for first sightings. Swift would then

inform the Harvard Observatory and the Science Observer, a publication of a

group ofBoston amateur astronomers. Today the announcements are sent to the

International Astronomical Union, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory,

Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Landreth also showed him "about constructing a simple form of ring-

micrometer that he might insert in the focal plane of his telescope and with it

obtain fairly accurate measurements of a comet's astronomical positions from

night to night. . . In addition, he arranged for Barnard to use the six-inch

refractor at Vanderbilt, at least from time to time. Through Professor Landreth,

Barnard was enabled to enter the ranks of professional astronomers and learn

many skills and much knowledge about the profession that he could later use at

Lick andYerkes Observatories.

Lewis Swift, Fellow Comet Seeker

Although not a resident ofNashville, another astronomer who greatly helped

Barnard in his formative years was Lewis Swift ofRochester, NewYork.While one

can attribute Barnard's frequent correspondence with Swift to Swift's being the

key person in the award of prizes for the discovery of comets, their communica

tion largely derived from their common interest in the discovery of comets and
from the similarity of their backgrounds and circumstances. Thirty-seven years

older than Barnard, Swift was a self-taught astronomer who had also risen from

humble beginnings. Like Barnard he had been entranced by Dick's volume on

astronomy; like Barnard he had purchased a small telescope from a New York
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dealer (a Fitz [AlA in.] rather than a Byrne [5 in.] , like Barnard's); and like Barnard

he was observing from the flat roof of a building near the center of a populous

city: Barnard from the roof of Poole's photographer's studio and Swift from the

roof ofDuffy's Cider Mill.

Furthermore, each had found, on at least one occasion, what he had thought

was a new comet, only to be frustrated by a reversal. Besides his infamous loss of

a comet he had earlier reported, Barnard had lost credit for a discovery when

another new comet had been seen one day earlier and credited to another

astronomer. Swift, too, lost a memorable honor when another astronomer found

the same comet as he fifteen minutes earlier.

Swift had seen his first comet in 1858, one year after Barnard's birth.Not until

1862 did he sight his first new comet, "The Great Comet of
1862,"

which as time

went on could be seen by the naked eye. Soon his many sightings of celestial phe

nomena and his arousal of community interest by newspaper accounts and views

through his small telescope brought on amovement to build a permanent obser

vatory in Rochester and to furnish itwith the best instruments. Heading the local

citizens in the sum he contributed was Hulbert Harrington Warner, who con

tributed nearly
$100,000.63

When Warner learned that the Vienna Observatory
was discontinuing its award of gold medals to the first discovers of new comets,

he assumed that service as a responsibility of the newWarner Observatory, as it

was called, with its new director, Lewis Swift, long addressed informally as "pro
fessor"

but holding an honorary Ph.D. bestowed by the University ofRochester in

1879. Swift remained director of theWarner Observatory from 1886-1894. The

new award was to be a gold medal and $200 in cash. Moreover, if less than five

comets were discovered in any one year, the "Warner Safe Remedy
Prizes,"

as they

were called, were to be increased so that the total outlay equaled $1,000. The

Director was to be the judge of awards, and astronomers were invited to address

their claims directly to him. The tide of the prizes was a consequence of one of

Mr. Warner's business interests, namely, the manufacture of proprietary medi

cines, of which the best-selling was "Warner's Safe Liver
Pills."

These were mar

keted for a time as "Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver
Cure,"

using a picture of a safe

as a trademark, his other business interest being the manufacture and sale of

safes. (Later he was required to change the word
"cure"

in his tide to "remedy")

The Transit of Venus

Having discovered two comets and having continued his careful drawings of

Jupiter, Barnard could now discuss astronomy with Professor Landreth as an

equal. In the summer of 1882 they became aware of a very important impending
astronomical event, the transit ofVenus across the face of the sun on December

6, 1882. They decided to join several other groups in observing this important

phenomenon. Only four such transits had been observed and recorded prior to

1882 in 1639, 1761, 1769, and 1874. The next one was not expected until 2005,

making this transit particularly
important. Altogether over fifty groups from all
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over the world pointed their telescopes on the planet on the expected day. At

Vanderbilt two telescopes were used, the university's six-inch refractor, located in

the observatory, and Barnard's five-inch instrument placed some two hundred

feet west, that is, almost at the porch of his future home.

The data to be recorded during the event were the geographical location of

the observers and the exact times at which Venus entered and exited the disc of

the sun.Altogether the planet would consume about twentyminutes and thirteen

seconds to cross the sun from limb to limb. Obtaining the latitude and longitude

of the Vanderbilt Observatory was fairly easily accomplished. Sometime before,
the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey had established the latitude and longitude of

a marked point on the grounds of the Tennessee State Capitol in downtown

Nashville. To obtain the data for the observatory, Professor Landreth asked his

engineering students to make a traverse survey between the two locations, record

ing as they did the distance of the observatorywest of the capitol, from which the

longitude was established.

Obtaining time signals for noting the precise time of apparent contacts of the

limbs of sun and planet was more complicated. The moments of contact had to

be recorded in time as measured inWashington, D.C., location of the National

Naval Observatory, and not in Nashville local time. Washington time could be

obtained by use of the telegraph line, but in Nashville that line ended at the cen

ter of the city, not at the Vanderbilt Observatory. To connect the end of the tele

graph line with the Observatory, Landreth and Barnard, amazingly enough, used

sound. At their request, on the day of the transit Capt. G.W. Stockell, chief of the

Nashville FireDepartment, had signals struck on the fire alarm bells of the city at

one second after 8 a.m. and at exactiy 2 p.m.,Vanderbiltmean time. Hearing these

signals miles away, the astronomers set their two observatory clocks.

Well and good. They were now observing on Washington, DC, mean time.

While an observer viewed the transit of the sun through the telescope, he could

listen to the time clicked off by the nearby clock or listen to an assistant read off

the time and, thereby, associate the events temporally. That was convenient for

Landreth. He was inside the observatory viewing through the six-inch telescope,

with the precision Dent sidereal clock only a few feet away. But poor Barnard was

to be two hundred feet away, peering through his five-inch Byrne refractor

mounted as a simple equatorial, following the planet with the tangent screw in

right ascension. Howwould he note time?

Their solution was to connect the Dent clock (or perhaps the E. Howard

clock) through a simple electrical circuitwith a telegraphic sounder placed beside

Barnard, the observer out of doors. (Possibly the meter-long pendulum of the

clock swung its pendulum tip through a tiny pellet ofMercury every half second

to cause clicks on the sounder.) As a check on this remote control method, some

one in the observatory would shout through the open west door of the observa

tory a reading of the time on the Dent clock. Assisting the two observers wereW.

B. Boggs, an instructor in Engineering, J. T. McGill, who had just acquired a

Vanderbilt Ph.D. in chemistry and was teaching in that department, and C. L.
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Thornburg, who had just received a B.E. degree and was studying for a C.E.

degree.

What success did the five-person team enjoy? Their careful preparations

could not control the weather. Intermittent clouds were present over Nashville

duringmuch of the transit ofVenus across the sun. Barnard reported, "First con

tact lost in dense
clouds."

Fortunately, from time to time the clouds parted and

the times of entering and leaving of the sun's disc could be reasonablywell deter

mined. This judgmental decision was recorded by both observers to one second

of time. For the time of egress ofVenus they agreed to within 8 seconds, the total

transit of the sun having taken some twenty-one minutes. Landreth recorded
3h

lm

16s,while Barnard recorded
3h lm

24s. Their results agreed quite well with those

of other observers in the United States who also recorded their time findings in

terms of the ones atWashington. Since so many reports were available, the num

bers provided by the Vanderbilt pair were not of tremendous impact. Perhaps

more important were their reports of the optical appearances during the transit.

Viewing all this must have been a crowd of students. Few could enter the

observatory, but Barnard's station was out on the level campus where no trees

would obstruct a view of the sun in late afternoon. Many students had never

before seen a movable telescope mounted on a tripod. Some were surprised by
the use of telescopes during the daylight hours.

Their scientific findings were published in two sections of the American

Journal of Science, the most widely circulated science magazine of the United

States.64
The first section,written by Professor Landreth, presented, in addition to

his observations, background information on how the latitude and longitude of

theVanderbdtObservatory had been obtained and how theWashington time had

been determined atVanderbilt. Barnard's contribution, while clearly a portion of

"Article
XLIV,"

bears a separate and different title, with Barnard's name under

neath in a centered position. Three items in the two reports,while of litde impor

tance, are of special interest. First, why does Landreth give the date of the

observations as December 6, 1882, whereas Barnard gives the date as December 5

and 6, 1882?Was a practice run made on the day before the transit? Second, their

acknowledgments includewhatmust surely be the only expression of gratitude in

the long history of theAmerican Journal ofScience to the "Chief of the [local] Fire
Department."

A third unusual aspect is that in Landreth's section he announces

that "Mr. Barnard has since been appointed to a fellowship in astronomy at this
institution."

The date of transmittal of the paper to the journal editor is given as

March 30, 1883.

Perhaps Barnard's enthusiasm rekindled Landreth's interest in astronomy. In

1882 Landreth himself, although he did not search for comets all night as Barnard

did, took a look through the observatory telescope at a comet newly reported.

One month after Barnard had discovered his second comet, Landreth observed

closely the "great Comet 1882
II,"

which had aroused much interest among

astronomers. Landreth thought a description of it from still another location

would be valuable. On the night of October 13, 1882, he pointed the six-inch
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refractor at the comet and drew a careful sketch ofwhat he saw. The next day he

mailed it to the editor ofAstronomische Nachrichten, who published it as part of

volume
105.65

It is interesting to notice that although Barnard was not co-author

of the article, Professor Landreth's report devotes two lines to Barnard's descrip
tion ofwhat he had seen the previous night. Clearly the two were in close com

munication on astronomical matters.

Then, also in 1882, as we have seen, Landreth observed the transit ofVenus

with Barnard, McGill, and Thornburg. And then, alone this time, Landreth

observed "Comet 1883
Brooks-Swift"

from February 26 to March 1, 1883. On

April 21, he sent his report to the editor ofA.
AT.66 In it he gives an acknowledg

ment: "Made and communicated through the courtesy ofDr. L. C. Garland, Prof.

of Astronomy, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee,
U.S."

Landreth had

also paid respect to his chancellor earlier, in his report on the transit ofVenus.

Again in this paper Landreth displays a professional competence that must have

been a good example for Barnard.

The German periodical for the year 1883 recorded a flurry of activity on the

part of the two Nashville astronomers. A.N. published their two separate reports

on the transit ofVenus of 1882; Landreth had published two articles on his obser

vations on two comets; and Barnard had reported his discovery of Comet 1882

III and had had reprinted there his lengthy article from the SiderealMessenger in

which he describes in great detail his observations of the Great Comet of 1882 II.

Furthermore, they published three articles in theAmerican Journal ofScience, and

Barnard had published nine more reports in the U.S. periodical Sidereal

Messenger. Together Barnard and Landreth published seventeen articles during
1883, much more than all the other liberal arts faculty put together.



 



Fig. 3.1 One source (Margaret N. Bryant, Nashville Banner Magazine, March 15, 1936)

refers to this picture of Edward Emerson Barnard as "The young assistant in the observa

tory at
Vanderbilt,"

thus dating it in the period 1883-87.Another, the memorial volume to

Barnard in the Journal of the Tennessee Academy of Science 3 (1928), dates it as 1878.

Though the latter date is probablymore accurate, this photograph should closely approx

imate Barnard's appearance as a Vanderbilt student. From the Photographic Archives of

the Jean andAlexander Heard Library.
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Barnard Comes to

Vanderbilt

During the winter following Barnard's participation in observing the tran
sit ofVenus, several separate circumstances led to convergence of opinion

on the next step in his career. Itwas now clear to Nashvillians that in their

midst was an unlettered but promising young astronomer. Barnard had discov

ered a nebula and two comets and observed the transit ofMercury in 1878. In

addition he had published several notes in scientific magazines, and a growing
number of admirers believed that he deserved encouragement to obtain more

formal education and to continue his astronomical work. Furthermore, it was

well known that the new Vanderbilt Observatory and its fine instruments had

been standing more or less idle since 1876 and that the busy, aging, and afling

chancellor, who was also the professor of physics and astronomy, needed an assis

tant to help in the teaching of
astronomy.1

One source credits a physician, Henry W. Morgan, with approaching

PresidentMcTyeire to suggest that Barnard be allowed to use the observatory tel

escope and to "pursue studies at the
University."

But also involved in bringing
Barnard to the universitymust certainly have been Professor Landreth, the young

teachers McGill and Thornburg, his friend J. W. Braid, and, of course, Barnard

himself, who was always trying to improve his knowledge. The deal was struck in

March, it seems. Barnard was appointed to the position of "Assistant in Practical
Astronomy."2

He was also appointed to a
"fellowship,"

which implied he could

also be a student. He was to receive $500 a year, paid quarterly, and free tuition in

the non-professional schools of the university. While some of his biographers

state he was paid $300 a year, his salary was actually $500 during his first year,
1883-84. University records show he received $125 on September 1 and again on

December 1, 1883, and like sums on March 1 and June 2, 1884.3Also, he was to

have the use of "a home convenient to the
Observatory."

And he was to "enter

upon the duties of [the] fellowship as soon as
possible"

and work under the

supervision of Chancellor Garland.

69
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At age twenty-five, Barnard was probably the oldest student enrolled when he

entered the Academic School of the university. At the same time he was the one

with the least formal education, having had only some two months of school

attendance in his early years. Yet his enthusiasm and desire to improve himself

finally overcame Chancellor Garland's early objections. Besides, the Chancellor,
seventy-three at the time and fully occupied with administrative duties, needed

help with the teaching of astronomy, and surely the astute President McTyeire

recognized the benefit to the university ofhaving on its staff the discoverer of two

comets. Moreover, Barnard met an unspoken religious test: he demonstrated his

religiosity by attending church services
weekly.4

What courses would he have enrolled in? Surely the courses in physics were

recommended, since he would be teaching in that school. Also mathematics

would have been desirable to facilitate his astronomical work. The lessons in

mathematics from a tutor he had engaged about 1880 were insufficient for his

needs. Because no official transcript of his academic record exists, we must turn

to two other primary sources to learn about his studies and his attendance record.

The university's grade book for 1883-84 indicates that he took the Physics-

Astronomy II course, which Chancellor Garland himself taught from 10:00 to

11:00 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays.5

His grades for the two halves of

that first semester were 70 and 60, with 65 recorded for the average grade. The

book also shows Mathematics (first college) and Mathematics (second college)

listed under Barnard's name for the first semester, but without any grades

recorded. Perhaps Edward audited these courses and did not take the examina

tions. During the second semester he continued the Physics-Astronomy course

(with grades of 76 and 80) and the two mathematics courses (with grades of 80

and 80 and 75 and 86, average of 81, states the record). These grades recorded in

the university's grade book were about average for the time. What is surprising,

however, is that Barnard did not sign the Matriculation Book of the university,

the record book that each student had to sign in the presence of the chancellor,

until November 13,
1883.6

Was this simply procrastination? Did it mean he did

not attend classes until the middle of November? Scarcely that, for he received

mid-semester and final grades for that semester.When he did sign, he gave his age

as twenty-five, "parents or
guardian"

as
"self,"

and his
"post-office"

as "Vanderbilt
University."

His signing of the Matriculation Book came eight days after he had

made a most remarkable astronomical discovery his finding by visual observa

tion only that the star (3 Capricorni was a double star. Perhaps the circulation of

this important news caused the chancellor to remark, "We'd better get this

extraordinary student officially
registered."

During others of the four years he spent atVanderbilt, Barnard often matric

ulated late, or even not at all. It was as though he was too busy to attend to such

a small detail. Yet he took courses each of the eight semesters. Besides physics, in

which he enrolled four semesters, and mathematics (six semesters), he took

courses in German (two), English (four), and French (two). His highest grades

were in English. His ability to write English prose is attested to by the articles on
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astronomy he wrote for a student literary publication, the Vanderbilt Observer.7

Most present-day Vanderbilt students with the benefit of twelve years of grade

schooling and four years of college would be pleased to have similar skill for

engaging expository prose. He did not take a course in chemistry, as at least two

writers have claimed, or in any sciences other than physics and astronomy. His

taking ofGerman and French maywell have been motivated by a wish to consult

foreign publications in astronomy or even to correspond with their editors.

Already, at this time, he was publishing in a German periodical. During his four

years atVanderbilt his grades in general improved. In his last two years his grades

for four semesters of German were 68, 80, 96, and 82. In his four semesters of

English they were 95, 80, 99, and 83.

It is clear that altogether Barnard took only about half as many courses as

required for a bachelor's degree. Accordingly he did not receive an A.B. or B.S.

degreewhen he left the university. At the end ofhis third year, however, the com

mencement program for 1886 listed him as a "School Graduate in
Mathematics,"

in accord with a plan then in vogue whereby students received a certificate and

were so listed if they "completedwith distinction a special higher course of study

in any school [department] The annual Register (catalog) of the university lists

him as a student during each ofhis four years of residence and confirms he stud

ied the subjects appearing beside his name in the grade book. He also appears in

the Register in the listing of the teaching staff. His first appointment was as

"Assistant in Practical
Astronomy"

(1883-84). For 1885-86 he is still so listed, but

for 1886-87, his last year at the university, he carries the tide "Instructor in

Practical
Astronomy."

In the Minutes of the Board of Trust, however, the chan

cellor designates him "AssistantAstronomer
Barnard"

inMay, 1885,when he rec

ommends an annual salary of $800. A year later, when recommending him for a

salary of $1,000, the Chancellor names him at one point as "Instructor
Barnard"

and at another "Assistant Instructor in Practical
Astronomy."

Barnard's Teaching Duties

Barnard's teaching duties were very light, ifwe judge from those of his suc

cessor, C. L. Thornburg, who in 1889 had two students enrolled for six hours per

week of observational practice. Also, like Thornburg, he taught the second-year

physics class for a few weeks in the spring when astronomy was the topic under

study.8

His light duties left him time to observe during clear weather, and the loca

tion of his home facilitated his searches. As part of his arrangement with

President McTyeire, he was given the use of a one-story frame house located

some two-hundred feet west of the observatory. The house was rent-free; even

the water bills were paid for him. He lived there with his wife Rhoda and his

invalid mother, whom he had long cared for and who, according to his wife's

brother "was unable to walk and with beclouded
mind."9

When his mother died

on January 12, 1884, the young Barnard had not the wherewithal to purchase a
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Fig. 3.2 This house was provided, rent and utilities free, to Edward and Rhoda Barnard

during his years atVanderbilt (1883-87). Itwas located justwest of the observatory on the

Vanderbilt campus. From the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and

Astronomy.

burial plot, and one was given the famdy by the university at the Mount Olivet

Cemetery.10

To the south of their home were the chancellor's gardens and the stables for

his horses. To the southeast was the red-brick two-story home ofChancellor and

Mrs. Garland and their daughters, which had been located south of the observa

tory so that Mr. Garland could convenientiy supervise it. Farther to the north

could be seen the dormitories ofWest Side Row. Beyond these ran West End

Avenue, but no street cars were as yet available. The power house and its tall

smoke stack were not yet built, and most of the trees on the campus were young
and still too small to obstruct observation of the sky.

The Barnards moved to the house during the spring of 1883. They had lived

in the Comet House only a short time, perhaps only one and a half years. That

house, Barnard once said, was built in an open field with few other houses
nearby.11

In fact, no street number had been assigned to it. Now it was unoccu

pied for a time, but in about 1884 or 1885 Rhoda's brother Ebenezer married and
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came to live in the house. As time went on the address became "Bellemont near
Hawkins,"

then in 1884 or 1885, "Belmont
Avenue,"

then "807
Belmont,"

and then

"807 SixteenthAvenue,
South,"

withmembers of the Calvert family occupying the

house, which they had extensively
enlarged.12

The young Barnard, who only ten years before had started observing with a

paper tube and a lens two inches in diameter, must have been thrilled to have

been placed in charge of the Vanderbilt Observatory. How pleasant it must have

been to be handed a key by the chancellor, how convenient to set up one's own

comet-seeker on the flat expanse around the observatory instead of on the flat

square of roof down at Poole's emporium,where friends had to clamber through

a narrow trap door, how wonderful to get one's hands on all the instruments

housed in the observatory.

Although Barnard used them to teach their function and handling to stu

dents, mosdy seniors in the advanced physics-astronomy courses, he never used

most of the various auxiliary instruments in his own personal searches of the sky.

Whde atVanderbdt he never observed or interpreted a stellar spectrogram, never

used the meridian circle to observe the passage of a star over the local meridian.

He appears to have continued his prior pursuit of the observation of events and

searching for new comets and new nebulae. He was an observer, not a measurer.

He was continuing positional astronomy, not taking up astrophysics as were

Pickering and others who were pioneering in the use of spectroscopy.

Barnard's Discoveries at Vanderbilt

At this stage in his astronomical career Barnard was following few guesses or

working hypotheses. He simply observed the sky to see what was new, what had

changed. Back and forth across the hemisphere above he went, hour after hour,

night after night. He had, however, clearly laid out an observing program. In

1883, he concluded a short note on his discovery of Comet 1882 III with the

words, "This comet was discovered whde engaged in my regular comet
sweeps."

Assiduous as he was as a searcher, Barnard, upon coming to Vanderbdt, had

to criss-cross the night sky for a year and a month before finding his first
"Vanderbilt"

comet. In fact, including the search time spent before joining the

university, he had to search for
twenty-two months between the discoveries of his

second and third comets. Nor were the nights themselves short. He found one

comet at 5 a.m. (in 1886), another at 9 p.m., and still another at 1 a.m. Nor did he

simply rush off a telegram to Cambridge on finding a new comet and recording

its position. His lost-comet experience had taught him caution and painstaking

care. In the case of Comet 1886, he made twenty-six observations of it between

October 4 and December 5.

During his searches for comets Barnard carefully examined other celestial

objects, andwithin months after his arrival on the campus he had made four very

noteworthy discoveries. One was the gegenshein, noted late in 1883, only some

fourmonths after he attended his first class in Physics. Although the phenomenon
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had been remarked on earlier by two other astronomers, it had not been correcdy
explained. Barnard in time developed a correct interpretation of his own inde

pendent discovery of it. For his finding he needed no telescope at all, only a care

ful examination of the whole panoply of the heavens. The gegenshein is a small

but discernible brightening of the sky along positions of the ecliptic, that is, in the

plane that contains the sun and the earth and the earth's orbit and always occur

ring opposite the sun. It does not appear at any constant point of the compass nor

invariably near some star, but moves about. Shordy after Barnard's announce

ment, Searle of the Harvard Observatory described his efforts to associate the

effect with known nebulae and stars. But its observation was elusive; its position

could not be pin-pointed. Barnard continued his interest in the phenomenon for

years and finally published his explanation for it. His article stated that he always

saw the gegenshein on the ecliptic and always opposite the
sun.13

The light that

composes it is from the sun and is scattered back toward the earth and the

observer by molecules and dust of the earth's atmosphere opposite the sun and

observer.

A second discoverywas the finding in November 1883, less than two months

after the university opened for classes that year, that the star (3 Capricorni is a

double star. In his biographical sketch of
Barnard,14

Robert Hardie says that

Barnard discovered the duplicity of the star in a "remarkable and unprecedented
fashion."

Apparentiy with no hypothesis in mind, Barnard chose one night to

watch the occultation of the star by the moon. Usually in such cases the disap
pearance of the star's light is virtually instantaneous. But to Barnard's sharp

vision and high concentration of attention, this star's disappearance behind the

moon was an interrupted one. Barnard stated in his report that "about nine-

tenths of the light was instantly blotted out, there remaining visible for the space

of one second a star estimated of the tenth magnitude. This also instantly disap
peared."15

At the time he was using the university's six-inch refractor.

The non-instantaneous occultation was witnessed by at least one other

astronomer, E. F. Sawyer of the Harvard Observatory, whose explanation an

incorrect one was to attribute it at the time to some irregularity of the moon's
edge.16

Barnard's explanation, that the star was indeed a close and very unequal

double, was soon confirmed by S. W. Burnham using the eighteen-inch

Dearborn Telescope and by two others using telescopes of apertures sixteen and

twenty-three inches. In his scientific reports, Barnard gives the date of his dis

covery as November 6, 1883, and the place as "The Vanderbilt University
Observatory."

His signature appears simply as "E. E.
Barnard."

No spelling out of

his name, no title given.

His third quickly achieved finding was the discovery of his third comet

(Comet 1884 II) on July 16, 1884, a finding he also reported in the German

Astronomische
Nachrichten."

Then, most extraordinary of all, onemonth later he discovered a new nebula,

on August 17, 1884. The new nebula was near nebula No. 4510 of Herschel's

General Catalog, he wrote, adding that it was more easdy seen with the five-inch
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than the six-inch
telescope.18 Like most of his articles in the German

"Astronomical
News,"

his report was in English.An exception was a longer letter,

which the editor had translated into German.

Simon Newcomb Revisited

Interestingly enough, Simon Newcomb had an article in the same volume as

did Barnard, that is, in the 1885 volume.Appearing on page one, Newcomb's eru

dite article even used calculus. Even a second order differential! But whereas

Newcomb's longer article bore the only use of his name in the 1885 volume,

Barnard's name appeared thirty-seven times in the same annual volume, six times

over his own reports and thirty-one times in short or long articles by other

astronomers offering additional observations on Barnard's Comet (1884 II), dis

covered July 16, 1884, and Comet 1885 discovered July 7, 1885.Astronomers from

aU over the world had seen Barnard's newest comets, from observatories located

in Glasgow, Strassburg, Cape of Good Hope (twice), Melbourne, Rome, Nice,

Arcetri (near Rome), Washington, D.C., Berlin, New South Wales (Australia),

Tashkent (Russia), Dresden, and other places. Now theywere reporting their find

ings. If citation analysis had then been in vogue, Barnard would probably have

ranked highest in the world that year in the number of times a publication was

cited by other scientists in a single year.

Only eight years after the deservedly distinguished Newcomb had told the

twenty-year-old provincial youth to study mathematics and search for comets,

young Barnard was publishing in this esteemed foreign periodical alongside

Newcomb and, besides, reporting important discoveries totally unconnected with

comets. Moreover, other astronomers were citing his work. In fact, the

Astronomer Royal ofEngland, reporting from Greenwich, gave an assistant direc

tions to look at Barnard's comet. Even Vice-Admiral S. C. Rowan himself,

Director of the U.S. Naval Observatory, reported on the comet.

How the president and the chancellor must have congratulated each other on

their appointment of young Barnard! Only four months at the university and he

had already made two startling and important discoveries in astronomy.

Moreover, his discoveries had been reported in the national press, where they

would counter the very unfavorable publicity Vanderbdt had received in 1879

when Alexander Winchell, the geology professor, had been released by the uni

versity after
aUegations that he had been teaching organic evolution. No notice of

Barnard's discoveries appeared in the pages of the NashvOle Christian Advocate,

where its editor had instigated much of the damage to the university's reputation,

untd several years later, in spite of the obvious fact that nothing in Barnard's dis

coveries transgressed that journal's notions of the glory of God.

Recognizing the unusual abdity and the special needs of their protege, the

chancellor and his Academic-School faculty made concessions to him. His hag

gard appearance in class was excused as caused by his late night observing vigds.

His married status not permitted other students was excused, perhaps on the
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basis that he was at the same time a facultymember, although he was not invited

to the regular weekly faculty meetings.When, in 1886, he asked for the purchase

of a chronograph, his wish was granted, at a cost to the university of $456.15, an

unusually large expenditure for the new
institution.19

When he expressed his wish

to attend the meetings of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, held in far-away Philadelphia in December 1884, President McTyeire

advanced him $50 to assist in his travel
expenses.20

This smaU sum, even in 1884, could not have covered all his expenses, and he

must have supplemented it from his own meager salary. One economy he prac

ticed was to avoid unnecessary hotel bids by traveling in day coaches at night. To

someone who later observed at 4 a.m. atYerkes with the temperature at minus
29

F and observed winter nights until
dawn,21

this was probably not the onerous feat

it may seem to lesser mortals. On his way to Phdadelphia he visited observatories

at Cincinnati, Adegheny (near Pittsburgh), Washington, D.C., Cambridge,

Massachusetts, Albany, and Princeton. Almost dady he sent postcards and letters

to his wife and mother.

Moreover, undeterred by Barnard's shy and diffident manner, his fellow stu

dents came to admire and respect him. At the end of his fourth year of study at

the university his students recognized his accomplishments by naming the newly
introduced college yearbook, The Comet, in his honor. This was a most unusual

act. The yearbook continued under that name untd 1909, when its title became

The Commodore. In his introductory note, the editor wrote:

Compared with the brilliant Northern stars in the solar system of

American colleges, the light given off byVanderbilt is yet very faint. But

about this little planet of ours there have been growing influences which

ere long wdl cause collegiate astronomers to rank it as a star of the first
magnitude.22

At his close the editor writes:

In christening this annual, "The
Comet,"

we pay a well-deserved compli

ment to our brdliant young astronomer, Professor E. E. Barnard, who has

done so much to spread abroad the name and fame ofVanderbdt, and

whose successful labor and unassumingmerit have earned the respect and

esteem of every student.

Even More Discoveries

Barnard himself was now a comet streaking across the newspaper pages, as

when the New Orleans Times-Democrat devoted over 2,500 words to a biograph

ical
sketch.23

Steaddy, persistendywhen no new findings rewarded his efforts, he

scanned the sky. Altogether, during his four years at Vanderbdt he added seven

comets to the two discovered earlier. They were designated by the astronomical
world as:
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Comet Discovery Date Comet Discovery Date

1884 II July 16, 1884 1886 VIII January 23, 1887
1885 II July 7, 1885 1887 III (or d) February 16, 1887

1886 II December 3, 1885 1887 IV (or e) May 12, 1887

1886 IX October 4, 1886

He himself added an eighth to this list when in 1887 he answered an inquiry
from E. S. Hoiden. He designated it

"1885V"

and stated it had been discovered

independently by him (in Nashville, two days after Christmas 1885), although it

had been seen one day earlier by another observer (one Wdliam R. Brooks,
another prolific comet seeker of Phelps, New York). Later, at the Lick

Observatory, he discovered seven more, including every comet found in 1891,

before deciding in 1892 to give up active searches for comets in favor of other

aspects of astronomy. He also found others that were new but that had been seen

by others to whom the official credit would go, as in the case of comet 1885 V.

When he stopped his deliberate searches for comets, Barnard was second only to

the astronomer Jean Louis Pons in the number of comets discovered. "Brooks

was
third,"

J. T. McGill once stated. "When Barnard stopped, Brooks soon passed

him. Pons died in 1831 and Brooks recently; so thirty years after ceasing to look

for comets, Barnardwas first among living astronomers in the number of comets
to his credit as a discoverer."24

Another officiaUy unrecognized observation occurred on October 14, 1882.

This was his finding of a group of about a dozen comets, probably fragments of
the Great Comet of 1882 (1882 II). According to Professor Robert Hardie,

Barnard secured positions of seven or eight of them before dawn interfered, and

he communicated these to Cambridge.
"However,"

Professor Hardie stated, "they
were not officiady announced by the recorder there, probably under the supposi

tion that the recipient of two recentWarner prizes had suddenly gone demented

and wished to acquire a fortune, to paraphrase Barnard's own
words."25

On

Barnard's university grade record for that selfsame semester stands, undated, the

cryptic letters, "Abs.
Exc."

Could this excused absence have occurred on themorn

ing after he had discovered "seven or
eight"

comets? If so, Professor Garland was

surely justified in excusing the absence.

Barnard's Full Output

This recital of Barnard's discoveries whde a student at Vanderbdt includes

only his most spectacular ones. As he was about to leaveVanderbilt, he provided

his new employer with a list of his accomplishments. To the comets we have

listed, he added that he had discovered "some twenty-three new
nebulas"

and

"had been the first to detect and announce the breaking up of the nucleus of the

Great
Comet."

In this recounting of his most important discoveries, I have sup

plied references mainly for those published in the prestigious Astronomische

Nachrichten. But he sometimes described the same findings in other journals, as
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was not unusual in his time because of the limited circulation of any one journal.

He also described observations we have not specificady mentioned.

Altogether during the five calendar years spanning his four years atVanderbdt,

he published almost one hundred notes or articles, some short, some long, but ad

in respectable scientific or technical journals. At the same time, and in addition, he

wrote numerous pieces for local periodicals, notably theArtisan and the Vanderbilt

Observer. Edwin B. Frost, director of the Yerkes Observatory at the time of

Barnard's death, states that the University of Chicago once published a listing of

all publications by its faculty during the first twenty-five years of its existence.

Among them were 379 articles by E. E. Barnard. Frost also adds, "A card catalogue

of his writings includes no less than 900 items, without being
complete."26

Rest, Rest

But ad his vaunted discoveries came only after many, many hours observing

at night, sometimes in very cold weather, whde he simultaneously had daytime

obligations. Finally, it seems, at the end of his third year at the university, he

showed obvious signs of weariness. At the urging of others perhaps, President

McTyeire felt it necessary to send him a friendly letter suggesting he take a vaca

tion. Here is what he wrote:27

Vanderbdt University, Nashvdle, Tenn..

Aug. 6th, 1886.

MyDear Mr. Barnard:

You wid oblige me, and everybody, ifyou wdl consent to take a vaca

tion of two or three weeks. Even longer; if you find yourself away, and

doing well.

You need rest; if not now you need rest to get strength for the

future. And, certainly, you deserve it; you are entitled to it.

The Stars and the Comets will keep on their way, and be found in

the right place when you return. Forget them for awhde. Don't look up,

except to say your prayers, for the next month. Rest. Rest.

Yrs, very truly,

H. N. McTyeire

We do not know to what extent Barnard fodowed the president's suggestion.

He did attend the AAAS meetings in Buffalo, N.Y., later the same month (August

18-24) with Professor Landreth. There he gave a talk, probably his first before a

national scientific audience, entitled "Telescopic Observations ofMeteor
Trains."

Since J. Widard Gibbs was the chairman of Section A (Mathematics and

Astronomy) where Barnard gave his paper, he was probably introduced by that

illustrious scientist. Landreth also gave two papers on engineering topics. They
were two of five members from Tennessee in attendance. OtherVanderbdt mem-
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bers of the AAAS in 1886, but not in attendance at the annual meeting, were

Dudley, Garland, Lupton, Safford, and Summers. Perhaps recalling President

McTyeire's admonition to "rest,
rest"

whde in Buffalo, Barnard visited Niagara

Fads. The meeting must have been a heady experience for the twenty-nine-year-

old Barnard. Among the registered members were Oliver Wendell Holmes,

Alexander Graham Bell, andAlvan Clark, the telescope maker. Barnardwas prob

ably present when Gibbs delivered his address as president of Barnard's Section.

Probably, too, he was in attendance when the renowned psychologist Joseph

Jastrow rose at the Association's business meeting and told "how enterprising

Buffalo was in having a crematory and how well the city knew both how to wel

come the coming and to speed the parting
guest."28

Rested or not, Barnard was soon back in Nashvdle observing and observing.

(On his way home, did he again sleep on radroad coaches at night to avoid hotel

bills? Professor Landreth, who might have deterred him, probably stopped off in

New York City to visit his relatives there.) By October 4 Barnard had discovered

his fourth comet whde atVanderbdt and during the first halfof the following year

three more. There is one indication, however, that he was deliberately curtailing
his observing. A cursory perusal of his publications during his last year at

Vanderbdt, 1886-87, shows his reports of new findings as taking place
predomi-

nantiy during the first half of the night. Perhaps he was now getting some sleep

in better preparation for his teaching and taking of classes.

Some Personal Characteristics

Several contemporary descriptions provide an insight into Barnard's per

sonality over the course of hisVanderbdt tenure. One person who knew Barnard

wed during his years at Vanderbdt was Bishop McTyeire's daughter, Mrs. Janie

McTyeire Baskervill, who lived on the campus in a house near that of the

Barnards. Later, in 1900, she wrote, "Personally, notwithstanding all the honors

that have come to him, the man is simple, unassuming, free from self-assertion

and self-esteem. . . J. T. McGdl of the ChemistryDepartment, Barnard's young

colleague, aduding to Barnard's personality whde living on the campus, later

wrote, "Contact with the world and recognition by others of the value of his

astronomical work have, to a large extent, taken away the timidity and lack of

confidence in himself, characteristic of him at that time, but left untouched the

unassuming demeanor, frank sincerity, and friendliness of the
man."30

Despite the hardships of his early life, Barnard exhibited good humor and a

certain joi de vivre when he grew older. One biographer records how he recited

poetry and sang in the dark-room as he developed his photographic plates.31

Another relates that upon returning from a visit to Russia, Barnardwas heard to

comment, "They rolled out the red carpet for
us."

Frost tells us that Barnard

usually wore a small black bow tie. Such a tie, in fact, appears in most of the

photographs we have of him. It was attached, rather precariously, says Frost, to

his collar button by a small elastic cord. When a friend suggested that a more
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modern type, one that passed around the neck of the wearer, would obviate the

uncertainty, Barnard replied, "Why, this kind of tie once saved my life! You see,

I was at the Grand Canyon, and looking down into that vast chasm. Suddenly
the tie fed off and floated down half a mile into the depths below.What if it had

been around my
neck!"32

His favorite witticism, told repeatedly, began with the

question: "Why is George's mustache like some
comets?"

and ended with the

answer, "Because it is looked for and expected long before it is visible to the

naked
eye."

That Barnard could exhibit a sense of poignant amusement can be inferred

from a story he told on the occasion of the celebration of the university's
twenty-

fifth anniversary.Here is a recollection from StellaVaughn,who as a chddwas res

ident on the campus whde Barnard lived in the cottage near the observatory:

The campus chddren thought that Mr. Barnard was a little nearer to

heaven than anyone they knew, because he spent so much time looking at

the moon and the stars.Warren Smith, young son of Dr. Charles Forster

Smith, Professor ofGreek, was constandy asking hismother to let him go

to the Observatory to look at the stars. She told him that he could not go

unlessMr. Barnard invited him. Soon after that, WarrenmetMr. Barnard

on the campus, and he asked him to write a letter inviting him to the

Observatory. Mr. Barnard sent a written invitation to Warren, and the

youngster lost no time in accepting the invitation. Mr. Barnard adjusted

the instrument and putWarren up where he could look through the tele

scope.After a rather lengthy sdence,Warren burst out crying.Mr. Barnard

was puzzled to know what had caused this distress. When he asked

Warren why he was crying, he said, "I thought I was going to see God and

the
angels."33

Westward Ho

Barnard's astronomical exploits had not gone unnoticed by the professionals

in the field. In July 1887 he received an offer from Edward S. Hoiden, the new

director of the newly established Lick Observatory in California, to become one

of the original staffmembers there, where the refracting telescope, with an aper

ture of thirty-six inches, would be the largest in the world. His appointment was

appropriate and deserved. During his years at Vanderbdt he had perfected his

technical skills and had published in the best astronomical journals worldwide.

When he came to the university he was locating his findings, such as comets, rel

ative to prominent stars.When he left, he was providing the exact angular posi

tions and furnishing several sightings separated in time so others could calculate

the orbit ofnew comets. Then, in 1887, having learned how to use a ringmicrom

eter and how to calculate the orbit, he published a succession of articles on the

orbits of comets.

Other appointments to the new observatory included S.W Burnham, director

of the Dearborn Observatory in Chicago, John M. Schaeberle of the University of
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Michigan, and James E. Keeler, who was Samuel Pierpont Langley's assistant at

Adegheny Observatory near Pittsburgh and one of the best trained young astro

physicists in the United States.34All the other appointmentswere senior to Barnard

in age, more experienced, and more fufly educated. The last to be appointed,

Barnard received an appointment telegram July 14, 1887. His annual salarywas to

be $1,400. Before answeringHoiden, however, he took a train to Tidlahoma some

seventymdes southeast ofNashvdle where Chancedor Garland was escaping the

Nashvdle heat, and asked for his release to accept this splendid opportunity. Upon

his return to Nashvdle he submitted his resignation effective September 1 and sent

an acceptance telegram to Hoiden on July 26. There appears to have been some

confusion about the formalities of resignation, however, perhaps because the uni

versitywas in summer recess. On September 8, Barnard sent a letter of resignation

to the president of the Board ofTrust, and on September 9 he received a gracious
reply.35

As his friend John McGill wrote, "He accepted the offer, feeling that his

pleasant association at Vanderbdt should not outweigh the superior facdities at

Mount Hamdton for astronomical work and discovery."36

Surely there was much to do in getting ready to leave, but Barnard kept

observing ad through August. He even observed on Sunday night, August 28.

Certainly President McTyeire was receiving fidl measure from his departing star.

Behind them, Edward and Rhoda would leave Rhoda's sister, Elizabeth, and her

two brothers, Ebenezer and Peter, who ran a business under the name Calvert

Brothers, Artists at 70 Cole Budding, diagonady across the street from the Poole

Art Co. (43 North Cherry, S.E. Corner ofUnion), operated byRodney Poole, their

former employer.37 His longtime friend J. W. Braid had begun a smaU business,

also located on Union Street, at 1 3 1 , advertising himself as a "practical electrician,

manufacturer of and dealer in electrical instruments and
supplies."

Braid would

in time develop the new enterprise into a thriving business (Braid Electric) that

continued on into the 1980s. Barnardwould miss his old friend James Ross, who

was running the new Bed Telephone Company. (In 1882 they had 162 customers.

Among them, listed in news items in the Nashville Daily American, was the

Nashville Police Department. Not among the subscribers was Vanderbilt

University). Edward would also be saying good-bye to his brother, Charles. After

leavingNashville, Edward did remain in touchwith his brother from time to time.

As late as 1917,when Edwardwas sixty and Charles
sixty-three, they corresponded

by mad. The few surviving letters reveal that Edward was sending reprints of his

astronomical work to Charles, whose replies, though friendly, were laconic and

prosaic. There are no indications that he ever married. He died in 1924.

Soon Ebenezer and his wife would move out of the Comet House to a larger

one on Buena Vista Pike. Their three daughters, Barnard's nieces, would in time

carry on the traditions ofCalvert's Studio, after their father and uncle had bought

out Rodney Poole.After Ebenezer left the Comet House itwas occupied by his sis

ter Elizabeth, who never married, and his brother Peter and his famdy.

About the middle of September Edward and Rhoda took a train for the long

journeywest, but their new liveswere to begin from a less thanwed-planned basis.

Upon their arrival in California, theymetwith an unexpected disappointment. In
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retrospect, they should have remained four more months at Vanderbdt. They
found that the new observatory had not been finished, that no salarywas imme

diately to be paid any of the astronomers. He and Rhoda were stranded. Clearly,
a lack of information exchange between Director Hoiden and Barnard lay at the

root of their difficulty. As early as October 1885, the prospective director, then

director of theWashburn Observatory at the University ofWisconsin, had writ

ten in the astronomical journals, "No salaries can be paid to observers untd after

the completion of the Observatory; and this date depends upon the time at

which the large objective
arrives,"

but somehow more exact dates had not

reached Barnard. Hoiden managed to find him a job as a clerk in a San

Francisco lawyer's office, where much of his time was spent copying legal docu

ments.

To his keen disappointment, any regular astronomical observing was impos

sible, and he sold his telescope, possibly out of financial need, to the University of

Southern
California.38

However, one instance of his observing during this period

has been recorded.39 On October 17, editor Kreuger ofA.N.wrote to him for help.

The editor reported that an astronomer named Lewis Swift thought he had dis

covered two new objects; Kreuger asked Barnard to check the findings.

(Addressed from Germany to Barnard at Lick, the letter finady reached Barnard

in San Francisco). Barnard replied on November 19 that he had not, untd then,

had "access to a telescope to make the search you
requested."

He had, however,

borrowed the use of Professor George Davidson's 6.4-inch Clark refractor and

had searched for the objects. Barnard told the editor that not finding the two

objects at the position given by Swift, he searched nearby and found two already-

known nebulae, which he believed were the objects Swift had seen. This reply did

not suit Mr. Swift, however, he himself then writing to the editor that Barnard's

suggested objects "bear about as much resemblance to mine as the Orion nebula

does to the Andromeda
nebula."40

The exchange with Kreuger, whde of no great consequence in the history of

astronomy, does reveal something about Barnard's early days in California.

Firsdy, the letter addresses him as "Professor E. E.
Barnard,"

a technically correct

title for the foUowing reason. The Lick Observatory was a gift from Mr. James

Lick to the state of California. Budt under the direction of a Board of Trustees,

the observatory was, on completion, turned over to the University of California

as the base of an astronomy department of the university, which was at the time

being organized. Thus, the Vanderbilt student without a degree of any kind was

suddenly a "Professor at
Berkeley."

Also, the exchange shows that Barnard had had

to sell his Byrne telescope early in the fad of his arrival in California and that he

did not expect to move to the new observatory untd January 1, 1888. Some biog
raphers infer he had had to remain idle for a year, when actually the time was

about four months.

After Barnard began observing at Lick, Hoiden, who was at the same time

serving as president of the university as wed as observatory director, recom-
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mended Barnard to A. C. Hirst, president of Pacific College at Stockton,

California, for an honorary M.A. degree. It was awarded him on November 4,

1889, in recognition of his photographic achievements at the total eclipse of

January 1, 1889. Barnard apparently took some satisfaction in the award, for

henceforth he made a point of signing his name "E. E. Barnard,
M.A."41 From

Holden's point ofview, the award also ameliorated any concern that appointed to

the Observatory staff had been an observer who held no collegiate degree what

soever, not even a diploma from an academy or high school.

When Edward and Rhoda were finally able to move to a small house located

close to the great dome on Mt. Hamdton, he entered into his work with zeal

crowned by success. From 1888 to 1895 he discovered seven more comets, the last

ofwhich, 1892 V, was the first to be discovered photographicady. His most sensa

tional discovery at LickObservatorywas that of Jupiter's fifth satedite. Since 1610,
when Galdeo reported that Jupiter possessed four moons, no additional satedites

had been found. During the summer of 1892, using the great thirty-six-inch

refractor at Lick, Barnard found a fifth moon, a startling observation that shook

the astronomical world. Later discoveries of other satedites of Jupiter (a total of

sixteen) did not arouse the interest and admiration brought on by Barnard's dis

covery of the fifth.

Barnard andVanderbdtUniversity heldmutual respect for each other. Hewas

grateful for the opportunities thatVanderbdt had extended him, and the univer

sity acknowledged the honor he had brought to it. After later moving from

California to
Chicago,42

Barnardmade occasional trips to Nashvdle and was often

asked to participate in alumni gatherings and to give public lectures. Since he was

reluctant to miss any observing opportunities, he tried,whenever possible, to take

such trips during the ftdl moon, when his telescopes could not be beneficially
used. In 1900, as the representative of the Vanderbdt's alumni, he delivered an

address before a large audience at the Ryman Auditorium on Fifth Avenue. In

1902 he was elected an alumni member of the Vanderbdt Chapter of Phi Beta

Kappa. In 1907 he attended the twentieth anniversary meeting of the class with

which he had been associated for four years. Although he himselfhad not earned

a bachelor's degree as had most of the others, he was known to all of them and

delivered the main address at the annual alumni
banquet.43

In 1921 he returned

to Nashvdle to address the faculty and students at George PeabodyCollege and to

speak at a meeting of the Tennessee Academy of Science.

In the succeeding years Barnard's place in the annals of the university has

proved to be high indeed. All in ad, he has been as much honored as
"Rabbit"

Curry, the football hero of the 1920s, and respected as much as Corded Hull,

another graduate and secretary of state of the United States under Franklin D.

Roosevelt. Some lack of understanding exists, however, about the university's

award to him of the degree "Doctor of
Science"

in 1893. There is no disagreement

about the appropriateness of the award, only about the way the faculty went

about bestowing it.
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Fig. 3.3 Barnard leans against the thirty-six-in. refractor at Lick Observatory in 1892

shortly after his discovery of a fifth moon of Jupiter. He had leftVanderbilt five years ear

lier but returned in 1893 to receive a Doctor of Science degree, a richly deserved honorary
award. Courtesy ofMary Lea Shane Archives of the Lick Observatory.
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Barnard Receives a D.Sc. from Vanderbilt

It was the spring of 1893, just a year fodowing his discovery of the fifth moon

of Jupiter, and Barnard was making a triumphal tour of the East, with stops in

Chicago, Nashvdle, Washington, D.C., and Rochester, N.Y. Rhoda was probably

with him, as she was the following summer when they visited Europe during a

leave of absence from Lick. In Nashvdle they probably stayed with their relatives,

the Calverts, out on Sixteenth Avenue. Large crowds attended his lectures during
his tour. The trip was good for him because it took him away fromMt. Hamdton,

where much to his embarrassment, two of his practical-joking co-workers had

furnished a newspaper with a fictitious account of how Barnard had invented a

comet-seeking machine to attach to his telescope.44

The joke would have no

meaning unless attached to a figure of national importance.

During his stop in Nashvdle the university arranged for him to deliver an

dlustrated lecture on March 6 before students, faculty, and
townspeople.45 The

University Chapel being too smad, the event was held at theVendome Theater at

the center of the city. Advertised during the previous week in the two Nashvdle

newspapers, the lecture drew a large, enthusiastic crowd. Tickets to the lecture

cost 25, 50, or 75 cents, and the proceeds of several hundred dollars were added

to the fedowship funds of the university. Before the youthful Barnard took the

platform, Chancedor Garland, then eighty-three, mounted the stage of the the

ater to announce that the universitywished to take the opportunity to honor the

speaker and to award him the degree ofDoctor of Science. The next day's edition

of the Nashville DailyAmerican summarized the chancellor's comments:

Vanderbdt University was one of two universities, Johns Hopkins being
the other, that had refused to bestow literary degrees on those who had

not completed the University course. In this case, Professor Barnard had

come near completing the course, and had done more than the work nec

essary to secure it. This was the second time in its
eighteen years of exis

tence that the university had done this thing, and he knew every one

present would sanction it.

Fodowing the description appeared the comment "[Long
applause]."

If the Chancellor's remarks are puzzling and possibly inaccurate to those who

have later looked into the
matter,46

the actions of the faculty recommending the

degree are unusual, too, and the wording of several minutes of meetings some

what ambiguous. On December 13, 1892, three months after Barnard's discovery

of the fifth moon of Jupiter on September 9, 1892, the faculty of the Academic

Department met and resolved:

That the rules of the faculty concerning the process of conferring hon

orary degrees be suspended, and that the faculty recommended to the
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Board of Trustees, through the Executive Committee, that the degree of

Master of Arts be conferred upon Mr. E. E. Barnard, whose discoveries

added honor to our University,where he was for a number of years a stu

dent and an instructor in Astronomy.47

The faculty say nothing about any portion of the course requirements for a

bachelor's degree that Barnard had accomplished, as did Mr. Garland at the

award ceremony. (In fact he took about half the normal courses during his four

years of tenure.) Nor are the faculty reluctant to consider the degree an hon

orary degree. Indeed they accede to that designation when they resolve to sus

pend their rules regarding "the process of conferring honorary
degrees."

To the

faculty the degree they were awarding was an honorary degree.

What is unusual about their action is that one week after recommending an

A.M. degree for Barnard they changed their recommendation to another degree.

Following approval of the A.M., the faculty reassembled, with two members now

present who had been away earlier and one of the earlier attendants absent.

According to the facultyminutes "a reconsideration of the action of the lastmeet

ing in recommending that the honorary degree ofMaster ofArts be conferred on

E. E. Barnard was ordered, and instead that of Doctor of Science was recom

mended to be conferred by virtue of the work he has done and his fitness to

receive the
same."

(Note that the faculty used the adjective
"honorary"

to desig
nate the A.M. degree.)

At the public presentation, however, the Chancellor never used the word

"honorary."

His words imply that Barnard had done almost enough academic

work for the degree. Yet he knew Barnard had never studied Latin or Greek as

required for a bachelor's degree atVanderbilt, had never taken any science course

other than physics, as required for a doctorate, or written a thesis. At the same

time he suggests the degree was honorary, for he says such occurred once before,

in obvious reference to his own son-in-law Mdton W. Humphries, who was

awarded an honorary doctorate by Vanderbdt in 1883. Thirty years later the

Vanderbdt Alumni Directory of 1923 lists both degrees (and a few others) as

"honorary."

That it was bestowed on a man worthy of honor is never doubted.

But why did the faculty change its mind? The stated reasons have never come

to light, but one can hazard a conjecture. In 1889 Barnard was awarded the

Donohue Prize by the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. He refused to accept

it on the ground that the discovery of the comet for which the award was made

was in reality a rediscovery of a comet that had returned to the solar system in an

ediptical orbit. Barnard declined to receive the Donohue Prize, an important

one, for an unimportant discovery. Simdarly, one can speculate, he would not

accept aminor prize anA.M. degree for a major discovery. Perhaps,when the

faculty voted an honoraryA.M. degree, the president sent a telegram to Barnard

at Mt. Hamdton, who, on reception, would have declined he already had an

A.M. and, in the brashness of age thirty-six and fudy aware of the greatness of
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his discovery of the fifth satellite, might have said, in gentle words, "a doctorate
or
nothing."

At the close of his 1964 sketch48

of the early life ofBarnard, Professor Hardie

wrote:

Besides being characterized by humility, integrity, and the utmost hon

esty, Barnard was an indefatigable observer, literady watching the sky at

every favorable opportunity during his adult life with whatever instru

ment was avadable, from a 6-inch comet seeker to the 40-inch Yerkes

refractor. His mood on each successive day reflected the condition of the

sky of the preceding night.

Then Hardie ended with a charming observation: that in Barnard's memory the

university had named one of the student dormitories after him "a man who was

never known to
sleep."



Fig. 4. 1 This picture of John Danielwas taken in Baltimore and presumably dates from the

period 1886-88, when Daniel was a graduate student at Johns Hopkins. One can assume

that this is a fair representation of his appearance when he came toVanderbilt in 1888 at

the age of twenty-five. Taken at Wazl's Studio, now in the Photographic Archives of the

lean and Alexander Heard Library.
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The John Daniel Era

1888-1939

When Landon Garland approached eighty, he took overt steps to retire

from the chancedorship and to find a successor to teach physics and

astronomy. In both endeavors he was at first disappointed. The Board

of Trust procrastinated in the selection of a new chancedor, and Garland's own

efforts to bring in a new teacher in his place were without immediate success. A

promising senior physics teacher survived only one year, 1887-88, and a highly
touted youngman brought in to follow the exemplary E. E. Barnardwas a dismal

fadure. As for Charles Thornburg, the incumbent adjunct professor of engineer

ing and practical astronomy, he was not the one to take over Garland's teaching,

although he had acquired a doctorate under Garland's direction in 1884 and reg

ularly took over the physics and astronomy classes for extended periods of time.

He was a fine young man, Garland conceded, had run a boarding club with no

financial losses, had faithftdly taken on the organization of a fire brigade for the

protection of Wesley Had, and had, with Professor McGdl, launched the new

Vanderbdt Alumni Association. But withal he lacked the qualities the chancedor

was looking for. Certainly he was not the one to organize the new "School of

Practical
Physics"

that Garland had proposed to the Board ofTrust.

So Garland was elated when, just before the opening of the 1888-89 session,

after giving up hope of replacing the departing Dr. Fearey, an application came

from a twenty-five-year-old youngman named John
Daniel.1 Daniel had studied

physics at the University ofAlabama, Garland noted, under the chancedor's old

friend J. H. Foster, had acquired a B.A. degree in 1884, had stayed on atAlabama

as assistant professor, and had been awarded anA.M. degree (honorary) in
1886.2

Garland observed, as he recalled his own presidency there from 1855 to 1867, that

the applicant, in spite of his youthful age, had served as secretary of the faculty.

Then, in 1886, the youngman had enrolled at Hopkins and studied for two years

under Henry Rowland, already known for his research accomplishments.

89
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Astronomy, too, had occupied Daniel's time, Garland noted approvingly, and

under the great Simon Newcomb himself. Moreover, Daniel could competendy

teach electricity and would be just right for the new course in practical electricity

Garland had been trying to introduce.

Garland liked the self-assured, articulate, good-looking young man when he

met him. "There's a difficulty,
however,"

he told the applicant. "The Board of

Trust did not budget for a new professor when it met last June. It's now July and

I can offer you only a teaching fedowship at $300 for the academic year. Maybe,

though, we can do better for you the fodowing
year."

With no other job in sight

and knowing his widowedmother could not assist him, John Daniel agreed to the

arrangement. "There's one other
thing,"

the venerable, kindly chancellor added.

"I'd have to have some letters of
recommendation."

At once Daniel set about

securing such letters. His request to President Gdman of Johns Hopkins read in

part, "I think of applying forwork in
physics."3

John Daniel at Johns Hopkins

As he wrote to President Gdman, Daniel must have recaded his previous cor

respondence with the president. Only two years before, Daniel also had had to

move swiftly to acquire letters of recommendation when, as now, he decided in

mid-summer to seek a new position. Indeed, so late did he decide to attend

Hopkins after graduation from Alabama that he had to register late for the fall

session.Withmatriculation at Hopkins slated for October 1 in 1886, Danielwrote

in September to Dr. J. H. Foster, his physics professor at the University of

Alabama, asking for a letter of recommendation, which was sent to Baltimore

September 25. In response to Daniel's request President H. D. Clayton of the

University of Alabama maded a letter of recommendation to Hopkins on

September 6, in time, no doubt, to support his admission. It was signed by eight

members of the faculty. One sentence in the letter read, "We recommend him . . .

as a young man of fine mental attainments and high moral character, well wor

thy of confidence and
esteem."

On September 28, just three days before matricu

lation, Daniel wrote to President Gdman that he would leave for Baltimore from

Selma, Alabama, about October 3 and asked him to consult about his qualifica

tions with Professor B. L. Gddersleeve, the eminent professor of phdology at

Hopkins, whom he had met during the preceding summer. This Gdman did

forthwith, for the young man was announcing his arrival without prior accept

ance of admission. Gddersleeve, whom Vanderbdt had tried to entice from the

University ofVirginia in 1875, replied: "I only knowwhatMr. Daniel has told me

about himself, . . . and seems to be a candid and ambitious young
man."

After his arrival in Baltimore, when Daniel filled out his application for

admission, he said about himself that he was from Summerfield, Alabama, that

his parent was "Mrs. S. L.
Daniel,"

and that he had studied at the CentenaryMale

Academy (Summerfield) for three years and at the University of Alabama for

three years. Further, he said, he wished to prepare himself for a "professorship in
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Physics and Astronomy (especiaUy Physics) with as much mathematics and

chemistry as is
necessary."4

Despite his late arrival, he was admitted and given

financial aid. According to a later report, he was the "first man to receive the uni

versity scholarship in physics during his first year at the
School."5

When John Daniel went to Hopkins in the fall of 1886, he arrived just as the

Department of Physics was moving into a new budding especiady designed for

the use of physics, astronomy, and mathematics. His class was the first to use the

new laboratories, lecture rooms, and aU the special features stipulated by
Rowland in the planning,which included a machinist's shop and a constant-tem

perature room in the sub-basement for the ruling engine. He would have wit

nessed at first hand the chaos and joy ofmoving into new facdities. It would be

forty-two years later before the Vanderbdt department would move into new

quarters.

The year of 1886 was also the first year for the inauguration of a Ph.D. pro

gram in astronomy at Hopkins, and Daniel took courses with Simon Newcomb,

director of the program, in ad of the four semesters he was at Hopkins. "By the

end of the [nineteenth]
century,"

states one biographer of Newcomb, "he was

America's best-known
scientist."6

Daniel also budt up his background in mathe

matics with courses in conic sections, advanced algebra, differential and integral

calculus, and differential equations, for which among his teachers were Fabian

Franklin, Thomas Craig, and William E. Story. Despite his study of physics at

Alabama, he retook the introductory general course given byArthur L. Kimbad.

It was a busy first year. One semester he took five lecture courses, some of them

meeting five days a week, in addition to laboratory work.

During his second year at Hopkins, Daniel took more advanced courses: in

thermodynamics and in physical optics, each for a semester with Rowland; in

electricity and in magnetism for a year with Dr. Louis Duncan; and for all four

semesters he took laboratorywork in physics, mainlywith Dr. Charles A. Perkins.

Once a week he attended a departmental seminar, duringwhich the current liter

ature in physics was discussed by the faculty and students. Too, he was exposed to

visiting physicists from abroad and from other parts of the United States. At the

same time he saw research in progress around him. The annual report of the pres

ident for 1886-87 records a total of eight topics being investigated by the physics

faculty, including the following:

Determination of the speed of rotation of the sun using the Doppler effect

- The spectrum of hydrogen under various conditions

The voltage required to produce sparks in different
gases7

Daniel received a good education in science at Hopkins. The physical facdities

were new and wed equipped, and the facultywas
outstanding.8

He received finan

cial assistance during at least one of his two years of residence, a circumstance he

himselfproudly related.Why then did he not continue for a doctorate? At the end

of his two-year stay he spent the summer working at the University ofAlabama

and came immediately to Vanderbdt as a fedow (1888-89) and instructor
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(1889-90).9
Was he financially unable to continue? Did he see the opportunity at

Vanderbdt too promising to pass up?At the time hewas unmarried and remained

so for eight more years. That he had not lost his interest in physics is certain, for

he at once exhibited his proclivity for the subject atVanderbdt and four years later

went to Berlin to carry on investigations in the field. At Hopkins, he later stated,

he had begun research under Henry
Rowland.10

They had successftdly deter

mined the plane of polarization of the ordinary ray in calcite and found it to be
90 from the previously accepted position.

We may plausibly conjecture that he lacked the financial resources to con

tinue on to a Ph.D. at Hopkins. In later years he recounted that his father had

diedwhen John was a young lad and that the vicissitudes after the CivdWar had

left the famdy in straitened
circumstances.11

He had had to work hard as a youth,

"and work I
did,"

he recalled. He bought his first complete suit of clothes and a

fine double-barreled shotgun with money received from the sale of chestnuts he

had gathered. Once, in a display of youthful entrepreneurship, he engaged in a

series of successive transactions that began with the kiding of a huge turtle with

a borrowed ax. Returning the ax to its owner, he exchanged the turtle for a fat

hen. Carrying the hen home, he swapped it for two Brahma chickens, which he

in turn traded for a goat. Following this up with even more trades, he related, he

finady ended up with six dodars, a substantial sum, especially relative to a

chopped turde. He earned every dollar spent on his education, as he proudly

asserted when he was eighty-six.12 Perhaps the reputation for extreme frugality13

that was adeged to have characterized him in later life originated in his early

hardships.

A New Laboratory Course

Coming to Vanderbdt in the fad of 1888, John Daniel brought to a less wed

developed physics department the knowledge and skids he had acquired at Johns

Hopkins. Perhaps even more importandy, he came having had exposure to what

Rowland had described in his university's annual catalog as "the [Hopkins] phi

losophy of
science,"

by which he meant a deep interest in advancing knowledge.

Rowland had observed the German system at work, a professor and a coterie of

advanced students collaborating in research, and emulated it in his own depart

ment. Danielwould also attempt to follow that pattern in his early tenure, though

with indifferent success, and in so doing had the tacit encouragement of five fel
lowVanderbdt facultymembers who had studied in

Germany.14
He also brought

vigor and enthusiasm and was whody sympathetic to Garland's wish to institute

a strong School of Engineering at Vanderbilt and provide courses in physics of

direct use to its students. Such a school had been started in a small way in 1879

and established as a separate school with its own dean in 1886. For its students

the Department of Physics and Astronomy was to provide a course in electrical

measurements. This was an important course, for, as Garland and Daniel could

envision, it drew upon a new source of students, those of the Engineering School,
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which though small at the time was expected to enrod larger numbers for the

needs of a changing South. Although at first the laboratory was concerned with

electricity, Daniel hoped to enlarge it to include other branches of physics. It was,

incidentady, the only new course in physics introduced in the twelve years after

the founding of the university. The catalog for 1888-89, Daniel's first year of res

idence, lists ElectricalMeasurements as a one-semester course in physical labora

tory required of ad fifth-year candidates for the C.E degree. The fodowing year

the requirement was raised to a full year. The development of the course was

entrusted to Daniel, although his tide was "Teaching Fellow in
Physics."

With

Garland's help he ordered almost $1,000 worth of standard ceds, meters,

switches, contact keys, galvanometers, and simdar basic pieces of apparatus from

Queen 8c Co., the pre-eminent supply house for such apparatus in Phdadelphia.

In addition, Mr. Schott, the fud-time machinist and departmental assistant, budt

other piecesworth $420. 15 By June, 1891, as the course continued to be developed,

$2,358.79 had been spent on electrical
apparatus.16

In a very short time after

Daniel's arrival, by December 6, 1888, a physical laboratory had been set up in

University Had (now Kirkland Had) in two rooms near the physics lecture room

on the first floor, and three advanced
students17

were at work performing exper

iments of a chadenging
nature.18 Daniel reported to the chancellor that, whde the

laboratorywas scheduled to meet six hours a week, the students generadyworked

ten hours each week, fromwhich we may infer, I suppose, that he wished to indi

cate their enthusiasm for the new course and not any lack of abdity on their part.

"Performing
experiments"

in this context means the planning and carrying

out of physical measurements as a means of authenticating or simulating the dis

covery of a principle or law already known to science, the determination of an

important physical constant, or the grasping of a basic procedure or the func

tioning of an important instrument. The various pieces of apparatus needed, the

measurements to be recorded, as wed as the mathematical or graphical treatment

of the data, were laid out by the instructor in the form of a detaded manual or,

preferably, simple guide, but sometimes the selection of the procedures was left

largely to the student. Usuady the student was expected to provide a written

report on the steps taken and the conclusions reached. The benefit to the indi

vidual student was that he or she gained an understanding of the principle exam

ined, of the techniques and methods used by the professional scientist, and of

some personal skdl in manipulation and drawing inferences.

For use by Chancedor Garland before the Board ofTrust in May, 1889, Daniel

prepared a list of thirty-two tides of experiments that is impressive in its length

and the appropriateness of the
selection.19 It is doubtful that adwere performed by

students during that first fidl year ofwork, 1888-89. For one thing, the necessary
apparatus could not have been procured in such a short time. For another, the

rooms had to be made ready during the fad. Above ad, it is doubtful that Daniel

himself could have developed and tested a fidl set of directions for so many exer

cises in the time avadable to him. Probably, since he was a young, inexperienced

teacher, he depended largely on already-existing teaching guides. Butwhich ones?
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One such might have been the two-volume work by E. C. Pickering ofMIT.

This work included a description of one of the first student laboratories of

physics in the United States and appeared first in
1876.20

We know Daniel pos

sessed a copy, for his wife presented it to the Vanderbdt Library after his death,

but comparing his list with the tides in Pickering's manual does not suggest that

Daniel utilized Pickering as a prototype. A second possible source might have

been Kohlrausch's volume of student laboratory experiments, a copy of which,

translated into English, was avadable to Daniel in the Vanderbdt
Library.21

But,

again, it does not appear to be his primary source.We are left, then,with only one

probably valid hypothesis: Having completed two full years of laboratorywork at

Hopkins, Daniel was basing his own laboratory on the work he had done at

Hopkins. There is no easy way to test this hypothesis, since, as yet, not even the

tides of the Hopkins exercises can be found for comparison with those at

Vanderbdt. Whatever its origins and despite the low enrollments, the laboratory
in electrical measurements was a great success and remained a regular offering of

the department for many years.

"John
Dynamo"

Lights the Vanderbilt Campus

Chancellor Garland and the Board were wed satisfied with the work of the

new, energetic teacher, twenty-six at the time, and for the next academic year,

1889-90, they increased his salary and advanced him to the rank of instructor.

Theymust have been further impressed when they learned at the Board of Trust

meeting ofMay 6, 1889, that in his second year at Vanderbdt he was planning to

construct an electric dynamo and to budd a distribution system with a view

toward providing electric light in parts of some buddings. Heretofore the main

buddings had been lighted by gas purchased from the city of Nashvdle, and the

student rooms inWest Side Row had been lighted by kerosene wick lamps. Now

the young physics
instructor22

planned to dluminate the chapel by electric light

for the 1890 commencement. He was even wdling to put some of his meager

salary into the project to get it started. One year later the chancellor reported to

the board (in June, 1890) that a 500-volt dynamo had been constructed by
Professor Daniel with the help ofMr. Schott by which he expected to dluminate

the chapel with incandescent arc lights during the week of
commencement.23

Since commencement was to fodow almost immediately after the board meeting,
the members could hope to see an early fulfillment of the chancellor's predic

tion.24

At the same meeting the board promoted the young electrical wizard to

adjunct professor of practical physics, a close equivalent of the present associate

professorship, and raised his salary to $1,500 a year.

His second year at the universitywas a busy one for John Daniel and not only
for him. It was also busy forMr. Schott and ProfessorWdliam T. Magruder, who

besides his teaching in the School of Engineering was in charge of the buildings

and, among his other contributions to the project, had to find a place for the

dynamo and its prime mover in Engineering Hall. They had to buy materials,
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purchase tools to fabricate the dynamo, and string electric lines from

Engineering Hall to University Hall and the observatory.And the designs of the

moving parts, the pole pieces and their windings, the commutator from where

did they come?

These must have been avadable to him through his four semesters of labora

torywork at Hopkins and his acquaintance with Rowland, who was a consultant

for the new industry and who was keenly interested in developing ways in which

his university could support the development of industry in the United States.

Rowland believed firmly that university physicists should do basic research.At the

same time he believed they should collaborate with manufacturing and industry.

In 1884, just two years before Daniel went to Hopkins, Rowland had stated: "Let

not, then, the devotee of pure science despise practical science, nor the inventor

look upon the scientific discoverer as a mere visionary person. They are both nec

essary to the world's progress and they are necessary to each
other."25

As one way

to support such codaboration, Rowland planned, for the beginning of the aca

demic year 1888-89, "the testing of electrical instruments and standards for other

laboratories, scientific and
industrial."26 A special division of the department for

the purpose was to be placed in charge of a new well-qualified professor and was

developed only after "extensive correspondence with leading electrical manufac

turers and professors of physics in different parts of the
country."27

Another of

Rowland's proposals was that some industrialist should endow "the [space pro

vided for donor's name] Institute of Physical
Science"

at Johns Hopkins to assist

the staff of teachers and investigators in the "admirable [new] laboratory that has

been budt and wed-equipped."28 Although the plan did not mature in Rowland's

lifetime, it shows the direction of his thinking at the time.

Rowland also further facditated the integration of academia and industry by

acting as a consultant. One such consultantship was with the Niagara

Construction Company, which had budt a deep tunnel near the falls to bring
water to a huge turbine at the base for the purpose of generating electric power.

The turbine was of such great weight and so mounted that the friction in the

bearings caused an inordinate loss of power. Rowland was brought in and asked

what should be done. After studying the situation, he recommended that the tur

bine be turned over so that the water struck it in a different way and balanced

more equally the weight of the turbine, thereby reducing the friction. For his

services he charged the Niagara Company $10,000. It refused to pay. Rowland

took the matter to the courts.

At the trial Rowland was asked by the company's counsel, "Who is the fore

most physicist in this According to the eminent psychologist, G.

Stanley Hall,

He replied, "I
am,"

which was true and made it impossible for them to

argue that his services were those of a second-rate man.When we asked

him afterwards how he could make such an answer, he replied that he was

under oath and had to tell the
truth.29
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Rowland's consultantships were in contradistinction to the practices of Ira

Remsen, his counterpart in chemistry at Hopkins, who accepted such work only

for public nonprofit institutions. There is evidence that Rowland accepted such

remunerative posts, in part at least, because he learned of the likelihood of his

early death (from diabetes) and wished to establish an estate for his
famdy.30

Thus John Daniel was exposed by precept and example to the need for carry

ing on fundamental research at a university and the desirabdity, when it was pos

sible, for the faculty to facditate application of discoveries into "their ultimate

relation to the welfare of human
society,"

as Rowland put it in an annual report.

Besides being exposed to this philosophy, Daniel also received extensive instruc

tion in how the fundamental knowledge of electricity and magnetism could be

applied to practical ends. Such a transfer ofknowledgewas to be accomplished by
means of a subdivision of the graduate program in physics that Rowland desig
nated "a prolonged course inApplied

Electricity,"

and forwhich he had employed

a "special instructor, Louis Duncan,
Ph.D."31

The new two-year course, which

began the yearDaniel entered Hopkins,was intended to teach "the theory of elec

tricity with a special view to its practical application, to familiarize the student

with electrical instruments and methods of experiment, and to give him a knowl

edge of the theory and practice of these applications that are in successful use and

with which hewdl probably
work."32 The first year of the laboratorywas devoted

to basic electrical measurements. "The second
year,"

wrote Rowland for President

Gilman's annual report, "wdl be given the theory of dynamos, motors, the trans

mission and distribution of energy, the telegraph, the telephone, storage batter

ies,
etc."

The report continues, "The laboratory work wdl include the tests and

running of dynamos and motors, the efficiency and practical working of second

ary and primary batteries, . . . experiments of the electrical transmission of

energy. . . Moreover, states Rowland,

At the end of the course an examination wdl be held, and on passing it the

student wdl be given a certificate stating that he has taken the course in

Applied Electricity and has passed the required examination.

There we have it. The basis for Daniel's quick and successful inauguration of

the new laboratory in electrical measurements at Vanderbdt was the extensive

work in class and laboratory at Hopkins. How simdarly read the tides of the

experiments he prepared for Chancellor Garland and the topics listed, in abbre

viated form, to be sure, in the Hopkins report of 1887. And from his taking of the

special course at Hopkins, as is evident from the transcript of his work there, we

can deduce that he probably brought with him to Vanderbdt the blue-prints for

constructing aworking dynamo (or learnedwhere to procure such) and was able

in one year's time "to light the chapel during Commencement
Week."

It is clear, too, how Daniel had acquired the skills to supervise the installa

tion of electric lights at the University ofAlabama during the summer immedi

ately prior to his coming toVanderbilt in the fall of 1888.Although the contract
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for the installation of an electric light plant had been awarded, after competitive

bidding, to the Edison United Manufacturing Company of New York, Daniel, a

former student and teacher, was engaged to represent the university and to

insure the faithful execution of the work. The Minutes of the Alabama Board of

Trustees read:

The work was done under the supervision of Prof. Daniel, now of

VanderbdtUniversity, and lightswere ready for use at the beginning of the

Codege year. Lamps were provided for all the buddings likely to be used

at night, but so arranged that any lamps not needed can be turned off or

unlighted as readdy as gas jets.Whde therefore we have in all three hun

dred, only about one hundred and fifty are in regular
use.33

Surely the Hopkins professors would have been pleased, had they learned of

it, how quickly and effectively one of their students in the special course had put

his knowledge into practice. And with his achievement at Vanderbdt, budding a

dynamo and lighting the campus, John Daniel created quite a stir. His dynamo

was probably used to light some buddings on the campus untd 1899,when a large

gasodne engine was instaUed in the Engineering Budding and used to turn a com

mercially constructed generator that supplied power for as many as nine hundred

bulbs of unspecified wattage.34

Henceforth generation after generation of stu

dents caded him "John
Dynamo"

or "Dynamo
Daniel."

Even after his retirement

in 1939 and his death in 1950, returning alumni and some townspeople contin

ued to recall him under those honorable sobriquets. Indeed, one of his sons,

Landon Garland Daniel,who lived on the campus with his parents untd the fam

dymoved in 1913, was known as "Young
Dynamo."35

One day an excited student

knocked peremptordy on the door of the Daniel's campus residence.When Mrs.

Daniel opened the door, the student inadvertendy asked to see "Dynamo
Daniel."

"I'm sorry. He's not here right
now,"

repliedMrs. Daniel. Then seeing the look of

disappointment on the student's face, she added, "But can I help you? I'm Mrs.

Dynamo."36

A Semester in Berlin

After three and a half years of furious activity in Nashvdle, John Daniel

spent the second half of the 1891-92 academic year on leave of absence at the

University ofBerlin.Why he chose to do so is not clear. Rumors were afloat that

Garland wished to resign as chancellor, and in June, 1891 he so informed the

Board of Trust. Did Daniel foresee the time when Garland would also relin

quish his teaching post, and did he wish to better prepare himself, possibly, to

succeed his mentor? He had been awarded no degrees at Hopkins. Did he think

a stay in Berlin would be a partial substitute? Or perhaps he thought he could

complete the requirements for a German Ph.D., for he later said that ifhe could

have remained in Berlin ten weeks longer he could have earned the
degree.37
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That he chose to go to Germany can be attributed to the example provided by
his Vanderbilt colleagues who had studied

there38

and to his recollection that

two of his former physics teachers at Hopkins had attended the University of

Berlin. One, Henry Crew, had spent the fall semester at Berlin, where he had

attended lectures by Helmholtz, Kirchhoff, and
Kayser.39And Rowland, himself,

had carried on research in Helmholtz's laboratory that had resulted in an

important paper.

Daniel's plans for his leave appear to have been late in their making. Perhaps

this had to do with the need to coordinate his plans with those of Professor

McGdl, who wished to go on leave the first semester of the 1891-92 session. The

arrangement as worked out stipulated that Daniel teach a double load during the

first semester and McGdl a double load in the
spring.40

As Daniel himselfwrote,

he expected to be abroad from January to September 1892, but not untd

December 1, 1891, did he write for letters of recommendation. On that day he

addressed a request to President Gdman of
Hopkins,41

there being no one at

Vanderbdt who knew Professor Helmholtz, with whom he wished to study, not

knowing thatHelmholtz had left the University ofBerlin. Gdman, who knew that

Rowland had visited Berlin in 1875-76,wrote to him two days later: "Can you do

anything for this young
man?"42

Rowland's reply, signed
"H.A.R.,"

read, "Since

Helmholtz has left I do not remember anyone I know in the University of
Berlin."

However, President Gdman obtained a letter of recommendation from Dr.

Arthur L. Kimball, a member of the Hopkins faculty who had taught Daniel in

several courses. That letter was dispatched from Baltimore December 16 and

probably reached Berlin about February 1, 1892.When Daniel arrived probably

about the middle ofFebruary hewas told that Kimball's letterwas not sufficient

for admission. More evidence of his capabditywas required. This he endeavored

to secure, and as late asMarch 21, 1892, he wrote to an official at Johns Hopkins

for help with "some German red
tape"

and asked for an "official statement ofmy

work in ad the institutions where I have studied."43 The replywas not forwarded

to him untdAprd 2, 1892, although Daniel had requested an early answer. He was

getting a late start, so late in fact that it undoubtedly precluded his obtaining a

Ph.D. in the time avadable before returning to Vanderbdt.

Meanwhde he took other steps to begin his studies. Upon inquiry he found to

his surprise and disappointment that the great Helmholtz was no longer profes

sor of physics at the University of Berlin. Helmholtz had left the university four

years before, in 1888, and had assumed the directorship of the new Federal

Bureau of Standards, Der Physikalische Technische Reichsanstalt, founded in

1884. Although stid in Berlin and active in scientific circles, Helmholtz was no

longer accepting research students as in the past. Alas, Daniel had saved his

money, taught a double load in the fad, battied with red tape, encountered the

awful German language, asMark Twain had described it, and could only view the

versatde genius from a distance at meetings of the Berlin Physical Society.

News about physicists and their activities spread more slowly in those days

than now. For example,Michael Pupin, later an eminent physicist and electrical
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engineer, was a student at Columbia University (1879-83) when he decided to go

to England to studywith ClerkMaxwell, only to find on his arrival thatMaxwell

had died four years earlier. Pupin stayed on at Cambridge studying mathematics

and engineering but was reluctant to study under Maxwed's successor, J. J.

Thomson, whom he thought too young to teach him anything.44 John Daniel

encountered a simdar situation.

As an alternative, and of necessity, Daniel instead turned toAugustKundt, the

new director of the Physics Department, who suggested he workwith young Dr.

Martin Leo Axons, who had some very interesting research going on in the elec

trolytic actions taking place in electric cells. It was verboten, against the rules,

unusual, he reminded the eager American, but they could, nevertheless, adow

him to beginworkwith Dr. Arons while theywaited for the credentials to
arrive.45

"And may I attend your own class in general
physics?"

asked Daniel. Consulting
first the class rod, the Herr Director Doctor turned to the earnest visitor.

"Yes,"

he

said, "there is one vacant place. A student has dropped
out."

Then he added, "If

Jesus Christ himself were to show up tomorrow, there would be no seat for

him."46

At once, for his stay in Berlin had a termination date, he began research with

the young Dr.
Arons,47

two years older than he,who visited him at his workbench

almost every day, sometimes accompanied by Dr. Kundt. The research was on

electric batteries or ceds, which were not wed understood at the time. A discon

certing phenomenon associated with some forms of batteries was that on first

connecting a battery in a circuit the e.m.f. electromotive force or voltage was

at a maximum. Then, as the battery continued in use, the output voltage

decreased graduady and significantly as a back e.m.f. budt up. This was found in

some cases to be caused by the formation of tiny bubbles of gas on one of the

electrodes.What was happening in the battery? That was the subject of Daniel's

study,which was based on earlierwork on the topic done at Berlin and elsewhere.

In their attempt to understand electrolytic polarization, Arons and Daniel

made use of a voltameter, a simple device constructed like a wet battery but not

itself a source of energy. Essentially it was a container filled with an electrolyte,

usuady sulphuric acid, into which two electrodes, usuady of platinum, were

inserted. Between the two electrodes was immersed a liquid-tight barrier with an

opening in it over which various metals, gold and
aluminum fod, for example,

could be sealed. That was the ingenious part of the setup, because the electrical

conductivity had to pass through the opening and its foil, and on themetal could

then be observed deposits and surface effects as the current passed through. A

fifty-volt battery supplied DC current to the voltameter electrodes. The current

could be varied and accurately measured, as could the time of each trial and the

weight of any deposit on the intervening fod.

All this fascinated Daniel, who had studied the construction of a variety of

batteries at Hopkins and was especially interested in electrical phenomena. We

can readdy surmise that another reason for his interest was that in his studies at

Hopkins he had learned about a cell invented earlier by, oddly enough, one John
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Daniel, a ced which exhibited litde polarization. He was gratified to hear Dr.

Arons, during a talk before the Berlin Physical Society on March 11, 1892, just

days after his arrival, describe the work in progress in electrolytic polarization

and announce that Mr. John Daniel would participate in it.48

As he went about the University of Berlin, attending classes, observing

research in progress, attending meetings of the Physical Society, he heard of

otherAmerican physicists who had studied there. One such had been Francis R.

Upton,who had studied withHelmholtz for a year and then returned toAmerica

to take a job with Thomas Edison at Menlo Park. Usually Edison favored engi

neers and technicians as employees, but in the case ofUpton, Edison remarked

that it was just as well "to have one mathematical fellow around, in case we have

to calculate something
out."49And just preceding him at Berlin had beenArthur

GordonWebster, who later helped found the American Physical Society in 1899

and who taught at the (for a time) distinguished Clark University in

Massachusetts.50

One day soon after his arrival Daniel met Benny Snow, a fedow American

studying in the Physics Department. Benny had preceded John at Berlin and

would stay on longer. He had already published one paper as a protege of

Professor Rubens, who had a strong program in far infrared spectroscopy, and he

would publish another before receiving his Ph.D. in physics from
Berlin.51

Benny
knew his way around Berlin, and surely he and John must have gone out together

to see the sights of the city. On one such occasion theymust have rested at an out

door cafe on Unter den Linden and watched the carriages promenading by on a

warm Sunday afternoon. Maybe they saw Bismarck riding by, or even the Kaiser.

On another theymight have strolled along the Kurfurstendamme Benny called

it Ku-damm and passed before store windows displaying the latest luxury
goods from Paris and Prague. They might have walked through the delightful

Tiergarten or attended the opera or enjoyed beer together at a gemiidich student

kneipe. Or on a chdlyApril day, perhaps they sat in a warm cafe to read the news

papers always avadable.

Perhaps they discussed their predecessor students at Berlin Heinrich Hertz,

for instance. He had received a Ph.D. under Helmholtz in 1880, stayed on for

three years, just as Arons was doing, and then took a job at Kiel and later at

Karlsruhe. There, in 1888, just four years before, recaded Benny, in the crowded

confines of the apparatus storage room, he had confirmed Maxwed's prediction

of the existence of electromagnetic waves ofvery longwavelength and had shown

that their speed of transmission was the same as that ofvisible light. Perhaps, too,

Snow told Daniel that it was Helmholtz who had suggested to Hertz that he

search for Maxwed's predicted waves. And perhaps Benny noted that Hertz was

thirty-one at the time of his discovery and that he, John, was only thirty.

We can imagine, also, that the young man from the Deep South and the

young man from the Midwest came to know each other's region better, its cus

toms and its way of life, with the Civil War and their own birth years some thirty
years in the past. Nor could they have avoided discussing their own research and
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mentioning the papers that were appearing in the
Annalen,52

papers by Drude,
Wien, Rontgen, Nernst, Pringsheim, Rubens, and Kundt.

It was all exciting and stimulating to the young teacher from Nashvdle,

Tennessee. At the time Berlin was a lively city with many lakes and open spaces,

wide boulevards, and impressive buddings of neoclassic architecture that rivaled

Vienna and Paris in magnificence. Freshly bandaged faces attested to duels

between students. Lusty singing at a nearby coffee house might wed have pene

trated the windows of Daniel's room at the boarding house run by a Berlin fam-

dy. Students wore distinctive caps to identify their club allegiance. To show their

approval of a startling physics demonstration, they did not clap; rather, they
scraped their shoes or stomped on the classroom floor. Fluency in the language

eluded Daniel, as it has many of his successors. A few key words and sentences,

accompanied by gestures, had to suffice at first. It was not as easy as his fedow

American Mark Twain, who was in Berlin at the same time as Daniel, said it was:

that to speak German you simplymumbled something and then added in succes

sion the verbs haben, sollen, miissen, and werden.When he returned to the United

States in September 1893, Daniel kept up his interest in learning the language,
though he never joined theVanderbdt German Club,with its sixtymembers made

up of students and faculty. He did, however, occasionally visit his friend Herbert

Sanborn (Ph.D., Munich) who spoke and wrote German with great facdity.

DuringWorld War I, when anti-German feeling occasionady erupted, they prac

ticed their German in the privacy of the phdosophy professor's home.

In 1934-35 (or 1935-36) Daniel described some of his experiences in Berlin

before the Vanderbdt Science Club, which was made up mainly of faculty mem

bers and students. There, as he often did in other contexts, he mentioned

Helmholtz prominently and gave the impression, whether he intended to or not,

that he had studied extensively under the great physicist, physician, and psychol

ogist. Doubtless Daniel was using Helmholtz as a symbolic personification of ad

the professors with whom he had had contact in Berlin. In reality, when Daniel

was in Berlin, Helmholtz, as director of the Federal Bureau of Standards, was

physically located some mdes away. A young, uncelebrated American student,

Danielwould have seldom encountered Helmholtz, and then usuady from a dis

tance, as at openmeetings of the BerlinAcademy ofScience or the Berlin Physical

Society. But, of course, Daniel heard many anecdotes about the renowned scien

tist. In his talk Daniel described him as a "very quiet
man"

who had but few stu

dents in his classes, which were on specialized, advanced subjects. Kundt, on the

other hand, held large classes and "talked much with his
students.""Helmholtz,"

said Professor Daniel to the Club, "once allowed a woman to audit one of his

classes on the condition that she sit in the extreme rear of the classroom so as not

to disturb the few men who occupied the front seats. . . . The
woman,"

he added,

"was Christine Ladd, a psychologist who had put forward a theory of color vision

in opposition to
Helmholtz's."53

Meanwhde, despite the blandishments of Berlin, Daniel's research went on.

Heworked on through Aprd,May, June, July, and part ofAugust of 1892. He and
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Arons then decided he had done enough to warrant writing up a paper on his

findings. This he did, ending its preparation in August and listing himself as the

sole author.Written in German, perhaps with the aid ofArons, who knew some

English after a stay in Bristol, England, it was published in the
Annalen.si

Others

who had articles in the same volume were Paschen, Helmholtz, Angstrom, and

Drude. The youngAmerican was in good company.

With only a few days available in August and a few in September before the

start of classes at Vanderbdt, September 21, 1892, Daniel visited Lenard in Bonn

and possibly other German physicists and thenwent on to
England,55

where, pos

sibly among others, he sought out Sir Oliver Lodge at his laboratory in Liverpool.

"At
first,"

reported Daniel later, "I was greeted roughly, butwhen I made it known

that I had been studying in Berlin I was givenmonographs to takewith
me."56

He

also bought books in England and Germany57

The First Physics Research at Vanderbilt

Back in Nashvdle again, Daniel appears to have relaxed only long enough to

ted Chancedor Garland and the friends at the Wesley Had eating club about his

glorious stay in Berlin. So infectedwith zeal for investigation had he become that

he at once set to work in the advanced laboratory in UniversityHad on a contin

uation of his Berlin work on voltaic ceds, "at
once"

because only through an early

start could he have accomplished enough to have ready for publication in the fol

lowing spring two extensive papers. One was an expanded English version of his

Berlin research. The other described the first research in physics carried out at

Vanderbdt University. Fortunately the apparatus purchased for the student labo

ratory could also serve his research needs, and the "sealing wax and
string"58 he

needed could be easdy purchased at Cains on Deaderick Street. As an aide in car

rying out the necessary measurements, he engaged a graduate student, R. W.

Clawson (B.S., 1892; M.S., 1894), whose help he acknowledges in the paper, and

perhaps others among those whose names appeared in a humorous sketch pub

lished the fodowing June (of 1893) in the
students'

yearbook, The Comet, under

the tide "The Electric
Club."

Both paperswere published in the first volume of the

Physical
Review.59

The first paper gives the location of the work done as "Physical

Laboratory, University of Berlin, August
1892,"

and acknowledges the advice of

Professor A. Kundt, and Dr. L. Arons. The second paper records the location of

thework as "Vanderbdt University, Nashvdle,
Tennessee"

and the dates "February
22,

1893"

for the early part of the findings and "Aprd,
1893"

for the submission to

the editor. The significance of the findings eludes the unprepared modern reader,

but one is impressed by the large amount of information recorded by Daniel on

the variation of polarization with current and the material used as a window and

its thickness. The results were reproducible and quantitative andwere represented

in tables and graphs.

As pointed out to me by J. H. Hamdton, these two papers were the first to be

published by a physicist from the South (not including Baltimore, Maryland)
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after the Civd War. When Daniel published his two papers in it, the Review was

the only U.S. journal devoted solely to physics and was destined to become the

premier periodical forAmerican physicists, even continuing its prestigious posi

tion during the 1960s and 1970s when the proliferation of specialties within the

field and a vast augmentation in the number ofphysicists brought a large increase
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in the number of high-grade journals. Established by its two editors, Edward L.

Nichols and Ernest Merritt, it was published by Cornell University for nineteen

years before being taken over by the American Physical Society in 1913. At first

the editors drew a considerable part of the contents from the research of the

Corned Physics Department, which was remarkably extensive for the time. The

journal included a book-review section, news of interest to physicists, and articles

on the teaching of the science aswed as on research. In its early history, the Review

occasionady reprinted articles from foreign periodicals. The contributors to the

first two annual volumes were professors and students from Wdliams Codege,

Colgate, Haverford, Colby, Wisconsin, Iowa, Indiana, Johns Hopkins, Harvard,

and Cornell. Among the last were two women,MaryNoyes andMary C. Spencer,

who separately published long articles. Also among the authors was BenjaminW.

Snow, who, having returned from Berlin by October, 1893, and taken up a posi

tion at Wisconsin, republished one of his papers from the Annalen. No papers

were included from Rowland, Michelson, Pupin, or Langley, who were stid pub

lishing in foreign journals.

Daniel also sent copies of the two papers to Sir Oliver Lodge, whom he had

earlier visited in England, asking him to sponsor their publication in the presti

gious PhilosophicalMagazine, where in due time they did
appear,60

accompanied

by papers from such worthies as J. J. Thomson, William Ramsay, Oliver Lodge,

and two otherAmericans, S. P. Langley andAlfred M. Meyer,who at the time was

a wed-known researcher in acoustics at the Stevens Institute of Technology.

Although such "double
publishing"

is seldom seen today, it was frequently prac

ticed in the late nineteenth century because periodicals from the United States

did not circulate widely in Europe. Rowland, for example, often published iden

tical copies of his work in two different periodicals.

All the publications carrying Daniel's articles were regularly avadable in

Nashvdle and could be examined by his
codeagues.61 At the end of the session of

1893-94, after all five papers had appeared, hewas promoted to professor ofprac

tical physics, and the Department of Physics became the only one in the

Academic School to boast two fidl professors (Garland and Daniel). In part he

was given the promotion because he had received an offer of a faculty position at

"a leading university in the
South"

and "his services were too valuable to dispense
with."62

However, he was given no increase in salary for the fodowing year since

he was promoted by the Executive Committee of the Board on August 31, 1894,
after the regular meeting of the fud board in June, at which time the budget for

the next year had been approved. A year later he was given an increase to $1750,

stdl not the stated salary for a fud professor, however, and his titlewas changed to

professor of physics.

Daniel and Dudley Study X Rays

The first scientists in the United State to read a scientific account ofRontgen's

1895 discovery of X rays did so in Nature, published January 23,
1896,63

or in
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Science, published February 14, 1896, a republication of the Nature
article.64 The

report in Naturewas a translation of the original report byRontgen that appeared

in an obscure German scientific periodical and was followed by an article by A.
N. C. Swinton showing startling X-ray photographs he had taken in England

upon reading Rontgen's original report. The X rays were of human hands and of

amagnetic compass.When Daniel read of the discovery, he at once recognized he

could easdy reproduce the effects of X rays, and by February 13, or a few days

before, he obtained good X-ray pictures. The report in the Vanderbdt student

newspaper65

read:

The new discovery on photographywhich has been agitating the scientific

world for the past fortnight has received the attention of the Vanderbdt

physicists Prof. Daniel, in our laboratory, has recentiy performed some

very interesting experiments and has succeeded in getting some satisfac

tory results. He got a metallic cross on a negative placed inside a box.

Since the Vanderbdt announcement of February 13 preceded the publication

date of the Science article (February 14), we may assume that Daniel had seen a

copy of the January 23 issue ofNature soon after its arrival in Nashvdle, possibly

during the first week of February, and that it was his source of information.

Support for this supposition is seen in the fact that during the next few days he

took X-ray photographs of hands with fingers extended and one of a hand bear

ing a ring on a finger, just as had been depicted inNature. The followingweek The

Hustler announced, "Prof. Daniel is doing some interesting and excedent work in

the new photography. He has photographed a hand inwhich the bones are clearly
visible."66

That Daniel could so quickly produce a beam ofX rays after learning of their

discovery was because he already had on the shelves of the storeroom in

University Had the needed pieces of apparatus. As the two central items he had a

Ruhmkorff Coil, a high-voltage induction cod putting out perhaps a 20,000-volt

intermittent direct current, and a Crookes (or Geissler) tube, one of many pur

chased earlier by Garland, that incorporated two electrodes in an evacuated

space. Needed batteries, switches, and a current interrupterwere also available. In

fact, Garland and Daniel had unwittingly produced X rays many times before

when they had demonstrated before their classes the properties of cathode rays

(moving electrons) on Crookes tubes, as was true as wed for many other physics

teachers in the United States and elsewhere. They had simply not placed near the

Crookes tube the same detector as had Rontgen: a piece of paper covered with a

salt that duoresces when struck byX rays and becomes visible to an alert investi

gator. Some physicists had found that photographic film stored near the site of

cathode ray studies became fogged. Their solution was to store the film elsewhere.

Others who encountered the same problem and missed making the discovery
returned darkened film to the manufacturer and asked for a rebate. One scientist

could actuady provide his codeagues with evidence he had taken anX-ray picture
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.Fig. 4.3 Probably the first X-ray photographs taken in Tennessee were by John Daniel in

February 1896. From right to left the subjects were Miss Grace Olive Knight (age thirty-

five), Daniel's future wife, wearing a diamond ring (perhaps the first X ray of a diamond);

Bishop Oscar Penn Fitzgerald (age seventy), a member of the Board of Trust; his son

William (age twenty-two), aVanderbilt student and athlete; the Bishop's grandsonAdolph

Nye. Courtesy of the Department ofMedical Illustration, Vanderbilt University Medical

Center.

before Rontgen. This researcher had inadvertently placed a bunch of keys on top
of the box of film he stored in a drawer near his cathode-ray apparatus.When

later he used the film, he was puzzled to find on the photograph the image of a

bunch of keys. As Pasteur once said, "Chance favors the prepared
mind."

To Daniel's credit, he never claimed to have preceded Rontgen or that he had

seen effects ofX rays he had ignored, although he did make the categorical state

ment that "Lenard, a German physicist studying cathode rays at the same time as

Rontgen, was the true discoverer ofX
rays."67

Nor did Daniel, again to his credit,

support the claim made by Dr. Walter F. Boggess, a physician of Louisvdle,

Kentucky, and a Vanderbdt alumnus that Chancedor Garland had anticipated

Rontgen in a lecture delivered at the university. Like the modern reader, Daniel

must have found Boggess's description to be ambiguous and not operationally

defined. Boggess made his claim in 1896 to the editor of the Southern Dental

Journal:

In 1879 and 1880, when I was a student at Vanderbdt University, . . .

Landon C. Garland . . . exhibited before his class in a series of elaborate
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lectures the Crookes tubes with the so-called "radiant
matter,"

and

explained the new phenomena as a new form of ether. . . . The tubes were

of glass ... in which a so-caded vacuum was produced to the mdlionth

part of one atmosphere. He also exhibited the resistance that various

forms of ether, gases and metals offered to the rays. He predicted that

these experiments and this new etherial [sic] medium would revolution

ize our theories of light and also that these rays would be used in photog

raphy at some future
date.68

What Garland was describing was surely what went on inside the tubes, and

"these
rays"

were cathode rays, whose true nature, a stream of electrons, had not

yet been established in 1879. (The electron was not recognized as an entity until

J. J. Thomson'swork of 1897.) But X rays were generated in the glass envelope of

the tube, where the cathode rays impinged after missing the second electrode,

and the effects observed by Rontgen and others were exterior to the Crookes

tube itself.

Daniel knew the source of X rays was in the glass. The Nature report by
Rontgen had said so. He recognized too that they were emitted from a large area

and that if he wished to obtain sharp shadowgraphs like those he saw in Nature

he would have to restrict the source of the rays to a small area or "point
source."

This he achieved by interposing a metal diaphragm between the Crookes tube

and the sensitive photographic plate. The diaphragm had in it a hole about one

inch in diameter and placed half an inch from the end of the tube,which was the

source of the X rays, and six inches from the photographic plate. The metal

diaphragm itself blocked X rays; the hole formed the "point
source."

The subject

for the shadowgraph was placed between the hole and the photographic emul

sion. In this way Daniel took the pictures of the hands shown in the figure.

In another picture he showed the hand of his future wife, and, on one finger,

a diamond ring, perhaps an engagement ring. The differing opacity of diamond,
metal of the ring, and human tissue was of scientific interest, and whde Daniel

later claimed hewas the first to take an X-ray picture of a diamond, he never pub

lished the claim in a scientific journal.He also tookX rays of teeth, probably plac

ing a piece of film within the mouth, like the dentist of today. Further, and of

particular interest to physicists, he did experiments with a Crookes tube that

included a metal anode, made in the form of a Maltese cross, which could be

raised or lowered on a hinge so as to intercept the cathode raybeam.As thosewho

have seen or performed this experiment know, when the metal is placed perpen

dicularly to the cathode ray beam, the electrons in the beam are intercepted and

do not strike the glass at the end of the tube.An image of the cross is seen because

the glass outside the image fiuoresces from the electrons that strike there.

Exposure of the photographic film to the end of the tube showed a cross, as

Daniel reported later, because few or no X rays were emitted from the glass

shielded by the metal cross. But if the metal cross were shaken down, no image

was found, after an initial burst from the fresh surface, and the entire end of the
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tube became a source. It was with the Crookes tube in that arrangement that

Daniel made his successful X-ray pictures.

Despite his unpublished findings, Daniel did, however, make one discovery
that he thought worthy of publication. Like Rontgen's original discovery, it was

serendipitous, unplanned, but the result was obvious to a "prepared
mind."

It

came about this way. Dr. William
Dudley69

Daniel's friend and a co-member of

the IV
Club,70 had been following Daniel's spectacular experiments with X-ray

pictures and had discussed them with him day after day as they ate meals together

inWesley Hall, where the two bachelors lived. One day, when a case in his school

came to Dudley's attention that might be helped by an X-ray picture, he men

tioned it to Daniel. A buUet had accidentally lodged in a chdd's brain. Could X

rays locate its position? Had Daniel or anyone else ever taken an X-ray picture of

a human skull? Daniel replied that he had taken a picture of a forearm, injured

thirty years earlier by gunshot, which showed how bones had knit and the pres

ence of some half dozen shot remaining in the arm. However, he had never taken

an X-ray picture of the head. They agreed that a preliminary test should be made

before photographing the child's skull, and Dean Dudley offered to be the test

subject, since Professor Daniel would have to operate the apparatus. To simulate

the metal budet, a coin, said later to have been a silver dollar, was placed on one

side of the subject's head,whichwas then positioned between the X-ray tube, that

is, cathode-ray tube, with its diaphragm and its opening, and the photographic

plate in its light-proof holder. For an entire hour Professor Dudley held his head

as quietly as he could, an exposure time probably decided upon after considera

tion of the shorter successful exposure times for hands and arms.When the pho

tographic plate was developed, no shadowgraph of the coin was to be seen. The

picture of the chdd's head was never taken.

That was not the end of the episode, however. Twenty-one days after the trial,

on a Sunday, possibly whde they were eating dinner together in Wesley Hall,

Daniel noticed, and informed Dudley, that the hair was falling out from the area

on his head that had been immediately exposed to the X rays. Indeed, there was

soon to be seen a complete loss of hair from an area two inches in diameter. At

once the two saw the medical implications of the finding, and the next day,March

23, Daniel sent a letter describing the discovery to the editor of Science, where it

appeared in the issue ofAprd 10, 1896, but without the successful X-ray photo

graphs Daniel had sent with his
article.71

Although earlier, in 1883, Dudley had

published a paper entitled "The Poisonous Effects of Cigarette
Smoking,"

he did

not choose to be a co-author of the paper on X-ray damage to the skin. This was

perhaps because he had not contributed to the techniques used in making the

trial attempt and because he was reluctant, as head of the Pharmacy School and

dean of the Medical School to risk possible ridicule, however unwarranted, for

the ignominious results.

It is worthy of note that Daniel's article in Science was written, presumably,

during the duration of a single day, for he dated the manuscript March 23 and

stated in it, "Yesterday ... all the hair came out over the area under the X-ray
dis-
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charge."

True, it was on a Monday, a day when he taught no classes in 1895-96,

but in one day he assembled his thoughts, wrote them down in an orderly way,

checked with Dr. Dudley, and sent the paper off. It was quickly and competently

done, a measure of his abdity to express himself rapidly and felicitously in scien

tific writing. And where did he mad it that evening? Probably in the nearest post

box, that located onWest End Avenue by the stde at the pedestrian's entrance to

the campus.

Medical books and journals give Daniel andDudley credit for discovering the

depdatory effects of X rays. An edition of Gray's Anatomy used one of Daniel's

photographs of human hands. The students took note of the event ofMarch 1,

1896, when they included a full-page caricature of the two professors in the stu

dent yearbook in the spring of
1896.72

It was used there without explanation or

relevant prose, which seems to have been unnecessary in view of the probably

widespread knowledge of the experiments among faculty and students.

It is interesting, though scarcely of great importance, to pin-point the day on

which the two scientists made the importantX-ray exposure, which ended in the

first finding of the possibly deleterious effects of the radiation. Having dated his

letter to Science March 23 (aMonday), Daniel wrote that "yesterday, 21 days after

i-

Fig. 4.4 Student caricature of Physics Professor John Daniel taking X-ray photographs of

Chemistry ProfessorWilliam Dudley. From the 1896 student yearbook.
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the experiment, all the hair came out over the space under the X-ray
discharge."

Counting back 21 days plus
"yesterday"

from March 23, one arrives atMarch 1.

March 1 was a Sunday, a day thatwould have found both Daniel and Dudley free

of regular university duties. The date ofMarch 1 is also consistent with Daniel's

statement that "on the 29th of February (a Saturday) Dr. Dudley and I decided to

make a preliminary test of photographing through the headwith our weak appa

ratus. . . Additional information on the Daniel-Dudley experiment can be

found in two publications byVanderbdt faculty
members.74

Changes in the Physics-Astronomy Curriculum

Immediately after he was made a full professor, Daniel effected a significant

change in the course offerings of the department, a change that would remain

with litde alteration for a period of thirty-four years, untd the end of the session

of 1927-28. In essence, the new plan he devised was the creation of a combined

Department of Physics and Electrical Engineering, an arrangement not uncom

mon at the turn of the century.Although placed administratively in theAcademic

Department, now the Codege of Arts and Science, and named simply the

Department of Physics the following year, the department would provide new,

additional courses of interest largely to engineering students. (In 1895-96 astron

omy had been combined with mathematics.) At first Daniel himself taught the

courses in electricity and its applications, but later a new position was created to

provide for an additional faculty to teach
them75

and Daniel would more and

more relinquish them and devote himself to the introductory physics courses. In

time, too, members of the faculty of the School of Engineering would teach

courses in mechanics and in heat that were listed under the physics offerings, as

was the case in 1927-28, for instance. During the inaugural year of the John

Daniel regime astronomy topics were removed from the general physics course,

and a separate, two-semester course meeting four hours a week was instituted

and taught that year, 1894-95, by Professor Thornburg. At the end of the year

Thornburg resigned, and the teaching of astronomy was turned over toWdliam

J.
Vaughn,76

who had previously taught the subject atAlabama. Although Daniel

was qualified to teach astronomy, having studied under Simon Newcomb at

Hopkins, it appears he chose not to do so and continued to devote much of his

teaching effort to electricity, and, beginning in the middle of the year, when

Garland died, to the introductory course and the lab in electrical measurements.

The new courses taught that inaugural year, 1894-95, were described as

"Mathematical Theory of
Electricity"

and "Theory, Design and Testing of

Dynamos,Motors,
etc.,"

to which the next year a course in "Alternating
Current"

was added. In no one year were all of them taught. The year course in electrical

measurements was also continued and was soon expanded to a two-year course

meeting two afternoons a week and renamed "Physical
Laboratory,"

which now

included some nonelectrical topics.
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Fig. 4.5William J. Vaughn came toVanderbilt in 1882 as professor of mathematics.When

Thornburg went to Lehigh in 1895, the Mathematics Department assumed responsibility

for astronomy and retained it until 1948. Vaughn was director of the observatory from

1895 to 1912. From the PhotographicArchives of the Jean and Alexander Heard Library.

Danielwas also involved in selecting instructors for courses in physics offered

in other than the Academic Department. From 1888 to 1897 students in the

School of Pharmacy were provided with a special course in physics taught by a

graduate student who had taken at least the two-year course taught in the

Academic Department and who was sometimes enroded in an advanced physics

course. The textbook often used was one byAlfred P. Gage. Simdarly, from 1901

to 1915, though here Danielwas less involved, students in the School ofMedicine

took a special course in physics. Except for Mr. McClure, who taught the course

from 1907-13, the teachers were largely connectedwith the medical
profession.77
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A sample examination posed for the medical class in physics during this period is

presented in appendix 4.2.

Besides altering the course offerings when he succeeded Garland, Daniel dis

pensed with the services of Mr. Schott, the departmental machinist, who had

served Garland for fourteen years and who had been praised by the chancedor

almost every year at budget time. Age seventy-three at the time,Mr. Schottwrote

a poignant letter of protest to Dr. Garland, but it was to no avad. Daniel perhaps

felt that such shop services as the assistant had provided could just as wed be fur

nished through the Engineering School, which had recently acquired some

machine tools.

ProfessorDaniel'smode of teaching the introductory coursewas to lecture on

the topics assigned and to illustrate the lectures with the demonstration appara

tus assembled by his
predecessor.78

Very little additional demonstration appara

tus was purchased for the introductory lectures during Daniel's tenure.What he

had inherited was thoroughly adequate, even superb. He was fascinated by tun

ing forks, however, which he purchased in unusual numbers. These were usually
obtained inmatched setswith a gradation of frequencies. Theywere bought from

Charles L. Bourne, the Lowell, Massachusetts, dealer, who imported them from

the Parisian instrument maker Rudolph Koenig. Five such sets, each encased in a

fitted chestnut box, stdl remain in the university's
collection.79

In harmonywith his strong interest inmusic, one ofProfessor Daniel's favorite

demonstrations was to show that the human voice exhibited a variety of frequen

cies and, of course, a variety of overtones for each note during singing. This was

before the development of electronic devices designed for that purpose, and he

made use of Koenig's Manometric Flame Apparatus. This splendid instrument

possessed fourteen tiny gas jets (manometric dames), which when lighted burned

steaddy in a quiet room. Also arranged in a row were fourteen Helmholtz res

onators, each tuned to a frequency in the musical scale. The gas supply to each jet

passed through one side of a smad capsule containing a thin rubber diaphragm

stretched along its middle, paradel with the flow of gas, whde the space on the

other side of the diaphragm was connected by a rubber tube to a resonator.When

a resonator responded to a sound frequency, the changes in pressure in the res

onatorwere communicated through the diaphragm to the gas supply, and the cor

responding jet flamewould flicker.When a tuning fork, which ordinardy emits no

overtones, was sounded, only one gas flame would flicker.When a voice was the

source of sound,with overtones present, perhaps two or three flameswould flicker

in response. Numbers stamped on the corresponding resonators gave the numer

ical values of the frequencies in each note. To exhibit this phenomenon Daniel

would turn off the room lights, ignite the fourteen flames, and sing theVanderbdt

alma mater in a "high squeaky
voice."80

As he sang "On the city's western
border,"

and ended with "Vanderbdt, ad
Had,"

the flames would dance about and cast an

eerie light on the wads of the room. The combination of sight and sound must

have provided a memorable, if not fully understood, experience for the students.

It has been reported that in the darkness a few studentswould slip out of the room.
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Another ofDaniel's demonstrations before the class was one on resonance of

sound that is famdiar to generations of teachers. Whde the demonstration was

instructive in showing how the speed of sound in air could be easdy found, it

unfortunately could also lead to student frolicking in Daniel's classes. In this

experiment a vibrating tuning fork was held over the open end of a vertical tube

partiady fidedwith water. The level of thewater surface could be raised or lowered,

altering the length of the column of air, untd a point was reached where resonance

in the column of air augmented the feeble sound of the fork. A quiet room is

needed for the ear to detect the smad but noticeable strengthening of the sound.

During the experiment, it is
reported,81

some ofDaniel's students would at inter

vals hum in semblance to the tuning fork, which led to spurious results or at the

least confusion. It was difficult for the distraught professor to detect the source of

the humming, and as he rushed to the point of the suspected source, the humming
there would cease, only to be taken up by conspirators in other parts of the room.

Daniel and other professors were, of course, often the subject of student rib

aldry and satire. Usuady the characterizations passed about orady, but sometimes

they appeared in The Comet, the annual yearbook published by the fraternities

beginning in
1887.82 In 1890, for instance, the students chided the collective fac

ulty as "Goodmen who do the best they
can."

In 1896, just after Daniel's remark

able X-ray pictures, they wrote about him in the yearbook: "It is said that

Professor Daniel attempted to pass the Roentgen rays through one of his class

explanations, but met with singular
fadure."83

A year later the editors advanced

the thought that Professor Daniel had tried to determine the authorship of

Shakespeare's plays byphotographing the internal evidence of themanuscripts by
means of the new Rontgen rays. Then after gently chiding another professor,

FrederickW. Moore, for his convoluted questions, the columnist wrote:

Daniel: Professor of Theoretical and Useful Knowledge. Author of "One

Hundred Mistakes in Textbooks in
Physics.'

All Lectures dlustrated by
polarized light, guaranteed to be genuine. Owner of the famous Wesley
Had pointer

pup.84

The mention of a "pointer
pup"

appended to this bit of satire on his teaching is a

tale that cannot be documented from other sources. Knowing Daniel's love of

hunting and noting that he kept hunting dogs near his later campus residence,

Central Hall, we can surmise that he was keeping a hunting dog in or nearWesley
Hall (and possibly feeding the animal on scraps from the Refectory there).

Besides lecturing, demonstrating principles with apparatus, and using the

blackboard for explanations, ProfessorDaniel questioned students orally as a part

of his teaching technique. In his later years he would occasionally upbraid a stu

dent on his lack of comprehension or lack of preparation. One student recalled

sixty-four years afterward that he had been unable to respond to the professor's

question, "What is the difference between a pound and
poundal?"

and as a con

sequence had been humdiated by an "acerbic
remark."85
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Professor Daniel also resorted to oral exhortation and admonition to encour

age students, rather than some sterner sanction, and even appealed to their

honor, a characteristic he had perhaps acquired from his admired predecessor

(after whom he had named one of his sons Landon Garland Daniel). Overton

Wdliams, long-time Bursar of the university and a student in Daniel's class in

about 1925 and who remembered Daniel as "reserved, quiet, and
gracious,"

remarked to me in 1972 that Dr. Daniel, as was required by the faculty rules,

caded the rod at each class meeting and after announcing each name made an

entry in his rod book, "from which he did not raise his
head."

Many students

arranged partnerships with others in the class whereby one would answer
"here"

for an absent partner, should the need arise. Overton Williams's pairingwaswith

an absent student named
"Smith,"

and one day, there being two Smiths in the

class and Overton being inattentive, two persons replied when only one answer

was expected in response to the other Smith's name. This caused the Professor to

raise his head, grow suspicious, and inquire into what was going on. Having
located the sound as having come from a group of four students, the professor

asked each in turn if he was the culprit.When it came Overton's turn, he had to

reply
"yes."

A pained expression came over Daniel's face, Overton recaded. Then

Daniel said, "You are a man of honor. I know you won't do that again."86

A different conclusion came about when a simdar incident took place a little

later. As Ddlard Jacobs related the story, a football player sitting in the rear of the

room would often throw pieces of chalk and even erasures at another player

seated in the front of the room,when the professor's backwas turned as he wrote

on the blackboard. One day, however, an errant erasure struck the blackboard

beside thewriting professor. This could not be ignored, and Professor Daniel pro

ceeded to call the rod of the class and ask each in turn, "Did you throw the era
sure?"

Through the entire list hewent, one by one, only to receive negative replies.

Then sadly he opined, "Earlier this year, when this same thing happened, I caded

the rod andMr. D admitted his gudt. Today we do not have a person with the

same sense ofhonor in this class."87 ProfessorDaniel's appeals to honorwere con

sistent with the existence of the honor system for the giving of examinations,

which, having been introduced when the university opened, continues even

today, whereby teachers do not proctor examinations and students sign their

examination papers "I have neither given nor received help on this
examination."

Dr. FrankWitherspoon, who took Professor Daniel's course in the late 1930s,

thought his professor was "a man of much knowledge and possessed of a very

good
memory."88

He had heard the allegation that Dr. Daniel and Mr. McClure

did not carefudy read the "blue
books"

(examination booklets) and the lab

reports, instead using some sampling technique to determine grades. "I was
dared,"

recaded Dr.Witherspoon, "to make a statement to that effect in my
blue-

book. I did so, pointing out that I bet that he does read ad the books. Believe me,

he did, because he read my note, which I had placed in the middle of the blue-

book, to the whole class. To his credit he didn't ted which young fool had written

the
note."

Dr.Witherspoon,who later became a prominent physician in Nashvdle,

reports he received a grade of
"B"

for the semester.
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Dr.Witherspoon also recads a delightful anecdote involving Felice Petrucelli,
a fedow student in his physics class. Felice came to class one daywearing a set of

eye glasses on the lenses of which he had glued two pictures of life-size human

eyes. Anyone not remembering that Felice had brown eyes would, from a dis

tance, think he was looking into the open eyes of a blue-eyed student. In class,

ensconced behind his camouflaged glasses, Felice closed his eyes and proceeded

to take a nap whde the lecturer droned on. All this caused no undue disturbance

in the class. But then, suddenly and dramatically, the sleeping Felice fed out ofhis

seat, prone in the aisle. He had indeed faden fast asleep and leaned over too far.

Presumably he passed the course, for hewas admitted to a school of dentistry and

became a wed-known dentist in Nashvdle.

Family Life

During the first quarter century of John Daniel's stay at Vanderbdt, he lived

only a few hundred steps from his office and laboratory. At first he resided in

Wesley Had, a new, pleasant, five-story combination dormitory and classroom

budding budt in 1880-81 that served as the center of social life on the campus.

Supplied with gas and running water, it had a large dining room, parlors, a

library, and, though mainly intended to house theology students, it accommo

dated a few other students and some faculty members. Most bachelor faculty
members lived and tookmeals there, for few suitable rooms or restaurants could

be found close to the campus. At the time, a row of some ten houses linedWest

End Avenue between 21st and 24th avenues: beyond were only scattered resi

dences.

In 1896, when he married Grace Olive Knight of Anniston, Alabama, on

September 2, Daniel left Wesley Hall, and the couple lived for three years on

Hayes Street and on West End Avenue, not far from the campus. Then in 1899

they received the good news that they had been provided a house to rent on the

campus. Being granted a house was quite a coup, for the approximately ten avad

able were in great demand. No doubt, the grant was made in the light ofDaniel's

having achieved an excellent record at Hopkins and at the University of Berlin,

lighted the campus with his dynamo, published six scientific papers in reputable

journals, and made those marvelous X-ray photographs. The rent was low, some

times even remitted, and the setting, close to the classrooms though itwas, was in

a sylvan park. The house had been one of two large brick houses included in the

campus of seventy-five acreswhen the university opened. Budt about 1859 in late

ante-bedum style, it had two stories, a central hall and staircase, many high-ced

ing rooms, a cedar, and a fine porch. The house was the largest on the campus

next to the chancedor's, though they shared part of their house with Dr. L. C.

Glenn, an unmarried faculty member in geology. It was closer to Old Main than

WesleyHad, his former abode, and only theMcGdls at 1 WestAvenue were closer,

and that by only about fifteen steps. Incidentady, John told Grace, theMcGdls stay

up half the night in the summer playing croquet. They like the game so much that

after dark they use torches and flashlights.
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The house at 10 Central Avenue (a campus street) would serve the Daniels as

their home for fourteen years (1899-1913), until they moved to Woodlawn

Avenue at the southern limit of the city. Four of their five
children89

would be

born in the
house.90 Some of their neighbors had associated with their houses

smaller ones for servants and stables for horses. Although lacking these, the

Daniels kept a cow and chickens and had a large vegetable and flower garden near

the
house.91

The Fire of 1905

In 1905 a catastrophic occurrence took place that affected physics particularly

and the other sciences more than the other disciplines. This was the fire that

destroyed the roof, the floors, and the upper walls of Old Main, by then called

UniversityHall, andmade it impossible to hold classes there until the fall of 1907.

About 11 a.m. on the morning of April 20, 1905, students walking toward

UniversityHall saw smoke rising from the topmost floor.Although they raised an

alarm and everyone in the building escaped without harm, many personal items,

furniture, and other furnishings were lost, for there was no way ofhalting the fire

as it continued all day in its inexorable progress downward. Because the fire was

burning first the upper floors, it was possible to save some of the library housed

on the second floor, as relays of students and others either carried the books out

or threw them out ofwindows. The physics demonstration apparatus, housed on

the first floor,was removed piece by piece by a brigade of students, although some

of the glass pieces were broken, much to the despair of Professor Daniel, we are

told, who was directing the transfer. A comparison of the lists of items purchased

by Garland in 1875 with those remaining in 1983 suggests that less than ten per

cent were lost to the fire or to events in subsequent years. Nor did the pieces suf

fer any water damage in the hurried move, since water was not available to fight

the fire and the instruments were placed under cover before rain or dew affected

them. Today the polished walnut and other wooden surfaces show no signs of

damage from the worst such event in the university's history. And surely their

present condition shows theywere not thrown fromwindows. Probably theywere

stored in the observatory or even in the basement of Professor Daniel's nearby

home, or, like the library books, in one of the apartments in West Side Row, a

group of small dormitories for students. The physics classes were among the

many that had to be held elsewhere during the remainder of the session and until

the building was restored. But, of course, no demonstrations could be performed

at first, essential as theywere thought to be in those days. Chemistrywas also hard

hit. Astronomy was not. Biology and geology classes were unaffected since they

had moved to Science Hall a few years earlier.

The First Laboratory in General Physics

Great blow that the fire was, the building was repaired in a little more than

two years and was available for full use for the 1907-8 academic year. Even for the
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1906-7 session, Chemistry and Pharmacy were able to carry on in the basement

of the burned out buildingwhile construction went on above their heads. Physics

was not so fortunate, and teaching and learning must have suffered during
1905-6 and 1906-7. Before the fire, however, funds had fortunately come in hand

for the construction of the Chemistry Department's Furman Hall, and the new

space for Chemistry freed their former space in University Hall, which was

renamed College Hall after the fire. At the beginning of the 1907-8 session, in

some of this vacated space, Physics found a new home large enough for a new lab

oratory to provide "hands
on"

work for the students of the introductory course.

The first of its kind at Vanderbilt, such laboratories flourished in the 1890s at

Cornell and atWilliams College, for example, and even earlier at MIT. That lab

oratory occupied the entire basement of the south wing. It measured approxi

mately thirty-three by forty feet. Entrance from the hall was through double

doors on the north side of the lab. Adjacent to the working space was an appara

tus room, which was located on the east side of the south wing and measured

Fig. 4.6At about 11:00 a.m. on April 20, 1905, fire of unknown origin was noticed engulf

ing the upper reaches ofOldMain. It consumed thewhole inner structure leaving only this

outer shell. Students were able to save only a portion of the library located on an upper

floor, but they removed the bulk of Garland's unsurpassed collection of scientific appara

tus before the fire reached the lower floors.Most of this collection is now displayed in the

hallways surrounding the lecture auditoriums in the Stevenson Center. From the

Photographic Archives of the lean and Alexander Heard Library.
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Fig. 4.7 When Old Main burned, classes scheduled there continued elsewhere without

interruption. College Hall (later Kirkland) was immediately rebuilt, fireproof, and was

ready for use in 1907. Physics remained on the main floor of this end of the building until

Garland was occupied in 1928. A 1925 photo from the Photographic Archives of the Jean

and Alexander Heard Library.

about seventeen by forty
feet.92 In the lab were placed stone-topped piers extend

ing to bed rock to provide a steadybase for galvanometers and other instruments.

A small office for the instructor was located in the mainwing adjacent to the lab

oratory. A new lecture room was placed on the second floor in the south wing of

the rebuilt building, with dimensions the same as for the lab and with the appa

ratus room in space at the east side. The lecture room could accommodate about

one hundred students, although enrollment was always much less. The students

sat in tablet armchairs fixed to the floor, which rose in a series of tiers from front
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to back. The lecture desk stood at the east side of the room, with easy access to the

nearby apparatus and preparation room.An office was located in the centralwing

near the lecture room. A small physics library was to be found on the north side

of the second
floor.93

In these two sets of rooms classes met and labs were held

from the fall of 1907 through the spring of 1928, at which time the department

moved to Garland Hall. At first the lab was open on Tuesday andWednesday after

noons, and consistent with wide-spread practices at other institutions before and

afterward a maximum of twenty students was accommodated and one hour of

credit was given for three hours of laboratorywork. In 1913-14 a lab fee of $5.00

per year was instituted.

The introduction of a laboratory to accompany the introductory course

brought change in the credit hours assigned to it. But earlier changes had already

occurred in the credit and requirements of physics for graduation. The record for

the earlier years is laid out in table 1.1. When the university opened, every grad

uate from the Academic Department was expected to have taken two years of

physics or sixteen semester hours. The following years saw a gradual lowering of

the requirement until in 1916-17 no physicswhatsoeverwas required for the B.A.

or B.S. degree. As a result, never again has such a high percentage of graduates

from the College ofArts and Science leftwith at least a basic understanding of the

fundamental principles of physics and astronomy and an appreciation of the

wonders and accomplishments of those sciences. At the same time and culminat

ing in the 1940s, students who elected to take science courses shifted to the other

sciences, mainly chemistry, until the enrollment in physics and astronomy

courses lagged behind the other sciences taught in the college.

Meanwhile enrollment in graduate study at the universitywas not prospering.

Although throughout his tenure Garland had repeatedly pointed out the need to

foster graduate work, his hopes for enlarged programs in physics and other disci

plines were not to be realized for decades. Chancellor Kirkland, when he came to

office in 1893, also urged the need to support graduate study. In his 1896 report

to the Board ofTrust, Kirkland stated:

No part of ourwork is more important and more beneficial to the South.

. . . The men taking this graduate work generallymean to be teachers, and

we are gradually putting our men in the colleges throughout the whole

South. This means a better set of teachers for those schools and colleges,

and it means an increase in the influence and patronage of the University.

... Ifwe are to make this a University in fact as well as in name, we must

keep up this department. . . . We must do something for the profession of

scholars and teachers.

Despite his resolve and his plan to apply "any large means that come to
us"

to the

cultivation of advanced work, Kirkland soon changed his views. By 1900 he came

to believe that students interested in graduate work should go to northern uni

versities with programs "beyond our
reach."94Although the physics section of the
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catalog, as in 1904-5, occasionally stated that graduate studentswere accepted, no

special courses for them were developed, no doctoral degrees in physics were

awarded between 1890 and 1950, and only a few graduate students were enrolled.

Nor did Daniel andMcClure carry on any personal research.

The Landon C. Garland Professorship

In 1914 Daniel received an honorary LL.D. degree from the University of

Alabama, his alma
mater.95

In 1919 his tide at Vanderbilt became Landon C.

Garland Professor of Physics. During a drive for endowment funds in 1918 and

1919 the university established two endowed chairs named after the two most

influential of the founders of the university, Holland N. McTyeire and Landon C.

Garland. Putting aside McTyeire's commitment to religion the time was five

years after the official separation of Vanderbilt from the Methodist Church in

March 1914 and noting thatMcTyeire hadwritten a history ofMethodism, the

Board awarded the McTyeire professorship to a historian, Walter Fleming, and

gave the Garland chair to Vanderbilt's physicist, John Daniel. While the income

from the endowment of $60,000 per professorship paid the salary of $3,000 to

each of the original recipients, it has been supplemented from other funds to pay

the salary of the holders in recent
years.96

These two were the first named profes

sorships to be established at the university.

A Period of Laissez-Faire

Despite his auspicious beginning, as time went on and he advanced in age,

John Daniel appears to have become tired of his work, less enthusiastic, and less

concerned with motivating students. Also, he gave up thoughts of further

research. His paper of 1896 on the depilatory effects ofX rays was the last he ever

published. At the time he was thirty-four. He never followed up on his early

research in X rays, which he could have done with apparatus already on hand. He

possessed the skills to exploit his first finding, which came only weeks after the

announcement byRontgen, and he could have been a pioneer in the field. He had

the background, a place to work, even time to publish. For a long time he had

been teaching the same subject matter in the samemanner, using the demonstra

tion apparatus Garland had so earnesdy gathered. Few new pieces were added. No

innovations in teaching techniques were tried. The same textbook, Atkinson's

Ganot, continued to be used long after better ones were available. At the same

time, according to a student who used it in 1925, the equipment in the introduc

tory laboratory was becoming
"rusty."

About 1926 complaints about the teaching of physics began to circulate in

greater numbers. In time the rumors of John Daniel's laissez-faire attitudes

reached Chancellor James H. Kirkland. One day the chancellor found a suitable

occasion to raise the matter of retirementwith his old friend ofWesley Hall days,
when they were both members of the elite IV Club. We don't know how Mr.
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Fig. 4.8 John Daniel in his mature years. He retired in 1939 at the age of seventy-six and

died in 1950 at eighty-seven. This is a photo of a painting hanging in Old Central, where

the Daniel family had lived for several years. From the Photographic Archives of the Jean

andAlexander Heard Library.

Kirkland put his inquiry, but Daniel's reply is authentically established as having
been, "Well, chancellor, you are two years older than I am. I'll be glad to retire

when you
do."

(Editor's note: Actually, Kirkland was almost four years older.)

Professor James McClure

During much of Professor Daniel's career at Vanderbilt he had as a close co

worker James
McClure,97

who taught laboratory in the Physics Department and
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astronomy in the Department of Mathematics and Astronomy. A part of his

duties for nearly all of his tenure at the universitywas to care for the observatory

and its instruments, to regulate the clocks, and to provide instruction on the han

dling of the telescope and the other viewing instruments. McClure graduated

from Vanderbilt in 1898 with a B.A. degree. During the following year he held a

fellowship and assisted in the teaching of observational astronomy. In 1899 he

received anMA. degree. From then to 1907-8 he appears in the Register as fellow

and assistant inmathematics and astronomy (1899-1903) and as fellow and assis

tant in physics (1903-8). Beginning in 1908 he carried the title of instructor and

in 1924-25 the tide of assistant professor, sometimes in the one department,

sometimes in the other, sometimes in both. Noting the nature of his academic

titles, it is clear that over a span ofmore than four decades atVanderbiltMcClure

dutifully taughtwhere hewas most needed. The onlybreak in his long servicewas

a year, 1905-6, which he spent at the Clemson Agricultural College of South

Carolina as a replacement for a physics professor on leave of absence. There his

tide was associate professor of physics.McClure retired from Vanderbilt in 1942.

Throughout all those years McClure exhibited no interest in research. This is

in part understandable, for he had few colleagues in the South at the time to act

as role models, while at Vanderbilt scientific research was only intermittendy
encouraged or carried on. Evidently, too, the university did not choose to fund a

position of full-time, professionally trained astronomer. Instead, Mr. McClure

would teach the elements and would occasionally let students and the public peek

through the Cooke telescope, a role that apparendy suited the all-purpose assis

tant professor.

In his off hours, McClure devoted himself to a number of pleasurable pur

suits. One of these was the game of chess,which he admired partly because, as he

said, it did not involve the element of chance. He taught the rudiments of the

game in classes conducted by recreational groups, played all comers, including
Chancellor Kirkland, and extended his competition, even internationally,

through correspondence with other aficionados. In this mode of play, moveswere

transmitted via postcard to an opponent, who then had an agreed upon time

two or three days perhaps to decide upon a move and forward it on another

postcard. It is reported that Mr. McClure had as many as fifty games in progress

at one
time.98 "You and your opponent are like two

armies,"

he claimed. "The one

that can out-general the other
wins."

Altogether, in the period following his

retirement, he won four North American Championships, and just a few years

before his death (at age eighty-six) he was named second in the United States in

a brilliancy contest. In this competition, hundreds of chess players searched their
files for their most impressive winning moves or

"combinations."

The panel of

expert judges gave second place to the Vanderbilt professor.

Mr. McClure's proficiency at chess was unknown to me when I came to

Vanderbilt in 1934 as a Teaching Fellow in Physics and was assigned to teach

introductory laboratory in accompaniment with him. He of course was the sen
ior in rank and experience, but we worked amicably and almost independently in
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Fig. 4.9 For over four decades (1899-1942), James McClure taught the elements ofphysics,

astronomy, or mathematics wherever he was most needed. He became a chess player of

national distinction. Here he plays a correspondence game with a set he carved himself.

From the Tennessean Magazine of July 16, 1950. Photo from the Tennessee State Library
andArchives.

the sunny laboratory at the south end of the ground floor ofGarland Hall,which

at the time accommodated forty students, twenty doing one experiment, twenty

doing
another.99

One day, as we chatted during a lull, he asked me whether I

played chess.When I proudly answered
"Yes,"

he suggested, with a smile I would

in retrospect call mischievous, that I bring a board and some chessmen to lab

some day and "We'd play a
bit."

The next week I did so, although I wonderedwhether the playing of chess by
the instructors during laboratorywas a proper activity.Whatwould Dr. Slack and
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Dr. Rudnick think? IfMr. McClure I always called him Mr. McClure had any

such reservations, he never disclosed them. After all, I reminded myself, it was a

professor who made the suggestion. "Let's play in the
stockroom,"

he suggested.

That allayedmy apprehensiveness a little. As I lifted the pieces carefully from my

little cardboard box and considered whether I would employ the Ruy Lopez

opening, Mr. McClure obligingly placed them in position on the chess board.

Unobtrusively he set up the white pieces on his side of the board and accordingly
had the right of firstmove. King's pawn to the King 4 it was. I countered with the

usual response, king's pawn to the black king's 4. Next, through the openingmade

by his vacated pawn, the professor brought out a bishop queen's bishop 4. I

moved something or other. Then he nonchalantly moved his queen to his king's

knight 5.
"Hmm."

Just in time I saw he had two pieces concentrated on a pawn

beside my king.After only two moves byme he was all set to administer the coup
de grace. "The old

rascal,"

I disrespectfully thought. "He's trying to catch me in

the (well- known) 'Beginner's
Trap.'"

I was able to take evasive action, but he

pressed the attack inexorably. I thought of the Sicilian Defense. I considered the

Tarrish Defense favored, I had read, by the great Russian Master Ivan Ivanovitch.

All to no avail. I survived only about fifteen moves before I capitulated. In a sec

ond game he routed me in some twenty moves, whereas games between equals

often go to forty or fifty moves and more. I had met mymaster, and I knew it. It

was then that he told me he had recentiy won a national correspondence chess

tournament. I doubted it not at all, and we went back to teaching the waiting lab

students.

Another of Professor McClure's loves was playing golf. After retirement he

increased his frequency ofplaying to almost every afternoon, playingwinter and

summer at the McCabe Municipal Course, often in the same foursome. He was

quite skillful at the game, but what was remarkable about his proficiency was

that he used only a single club.A huge bag and a full set of clubs was not for him,
all too heavy to carry in those days before golf carts came into vogue.And on the

pay of a Vanderbilt assistant professor he surely could not afford a caddy, espe

ciallywhen he played almost every day. No, with one club, a number three iron,

I think it was, he drove off the tee, moved along the fairway, lifted out of sand

traps, and putted. Hewon consistently over younger men armed with a full com

plement of clubs.

A newspaper reporter described Mr. McClure at age seventy-eight as a "tall,

gentle
man."

I recall him as a man of goodly bearing, not unhandsome, a bit

above average height, who always wore a suit and tie, even while teaching lab. He

knew well the purposes and procedures of each of the elementary experiments,

but he seldom approached a pair of students at their work table to add some bit

of advice or extra knowledge not to be found in the lab manual. To be sure, this

was not unusual. The students, and the teachers, thought of the procedures set

forth in the labmanual as themaximum to be accomplished in an afternoon and

that the scheduled three-hour period was the maximum allowed to do the work.
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If a student could finish the prescribed work in less than three hours, well and

good, he could leave early to sip a coke at the bookstore in Calhoun Hall or drift

over to watch football practice but of course "not too early". Mr. McClure

should not be faulted for doing what the rest of us did. After all the manual did
not provide any "optional

exercises"

for those studentswho finished early. "Don't

try to get the best students to learn more than prescribed in the
manual,"

was the

unspoken maxim for lab teaching, "and, above all, get 'em all out by four
o'clock."

The question might be asked, If Daniel and McClure did not carry on per

sonal research for over four decades and prepared only a few master's-degree

students and no Ph.D.s, did they perhaps encourage Vanderbilt undergraduates

to attend a graduate school in physics or astronomy and there study for

advanced degrees? The answer is that they did not. In a study of undergraduate

origins of American physicists who were listed in American Men of Science in

1944, Blackwood lists seventy-three undergraduate departments that furnished

four or more. MIT leads the list with twenty-seven. Next come Wisconsin,

California, Caltech, and Harvard. From the South one finds Virginia (ten),

Kentucky (ten),Mississippi (ten), Chattanooga (six), andNorth Carolina (four).

Vanderbilt does not appear among the seventy-three institutions
listed.100

Nor is

Vanderbilt listed among the institutions that graduated relatively high numbers

per thousand enrolled male students. Here the small liberal arts colleges pre

dominate. Chattanooga is fifth on the list, which is headed by Reed College in

Oregon; also present are Mississippi andMississippi College. Again Vanderbilt is

not present.

The Daniel Era Ends

And so, Dr. Daniel and Mr. McClure went on teaching year after year. Like

most other universities,Vanderbilt had no system of retirement in those days.Not

until the time ofChancellor Carmichael, in 1941, was a plan developed. Professor

Garland taught physics classes up to a few days before he died at the age of eighty-

five. Dr. Daniel taught physics until the age of seventy-six. Chancellor Kirkland

left his office when hewas seventy-eight. Dean Summers in the School ofReligion

would arrive at the steps ofWesley Hall so exhausted after a short walk from his

house that the studentswould customarily bring a chair to the foot of the outside

stone steps so he might rest before going up to meet his class.

One half of the dilemma of the university's administration was that if they

pressed retirement on a professor they were usually confronted with an angry

response from the faculty member and his friends. The problem is well illus

trated by the case of Professor of Latin Clyde Pharr, who, in 1950 at about age

sixty-five and in an even less paternalistic period of the university's history,

found himself summardy retired, much to his outrage. In his later years he had

appropriated for himself considerable space on the fourth floor ofCalhoun Hall,

where heworked assiduously as the author of a multi-volume translation of, and
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commentary on, the Theodosian Code. One of the offices he acquired served as

a bedroom, where he set up a cot in one corner and where he kept his collection

of grandfather clocks. For his ablutions, which were only infrequently per

formed it was said, he used the nearby men's room. Not only had he oppor

tunistically enlarged his working space and his own quarters, where he lived

around the clock, but he had increased his library by an enormous number of

books from the JointUniversity Library, some borrowed in orthodox fashion but

most taken surreptitiously. When Chief Librarian Frederick Kuhlman heard of

Pharr's impending departure, he hurried over to Calhoun and re-appropriated

and carted away everything that bore the library's stamp. This further infuriated

Professor Pharr and, doubtless too, his research assistant,MaryBrown,whom he

married before he left Nashville to accept a sinecure at the University of Texas

and continued his writing.

One day in JuneWilliam Binkley, chairman of the HistoryDepartment, heard

loud thuds and alarms outside his office on the first floor of Calhoun.

Investigating, he saw book after book being thrown down from above it was

Professor Pharr emptying his office of cast-offvolumes, discarded notes, and old

clothes. Before the last scrap ofpaper had fluttered down from thewindow above,

the pile of articles was some two feet in height and spread over an area some ten

feet in diameter. There it remained for several days at the very front of Calhoun

Hall, to be seen by every student and professor passing by, a remainder of the fury
of a professor dismissed against his will.101

In 1928 Chancellor Kirkland found a way to lighten the loads of Professors

Daniel and McClure and to introduce graduate work and new developments in

physics into the curriculum. The plan was simple, although at the time thought

expensive. He personally sought out a promising young candidate and appointed

him as an additional professor in the Department of Physics. The new appointee

was Francis G. Slack, who had just returned to Columbia University after a year

spent abroad after receiving his doctorate in 1926. Given the title associate pro

fessor of physics, hewas destined to bring about significant growth in the Physics

Department and to play an important role in promoting physics in the South. He

and John Daniel worked amicably together for eleven years. A division of labor

was agreed upon. Although Daniel still held the tide of Landon C. Garland

Professor of Physics and was nominally the department head, Slack was increas

ingly consulted by the administration and faculty colleagues as the de facto head.

This bi-jurisdictional arrangement continued from 1928 until Daniel retired in

the spring of 1939 under an arrangement whereby he was to receive half salary

the remainder of his
life.102

John Daniel lived on in retirement for eleven more years, working in the

large garden he had established in a vacant lot beside his home at 2500

Woodlawn Drive, collecting walking sticks made of unusual natural wood and

dismantled historic Nashville homes, avidly following the stock market, and

attending meetings of the exclusive Old Oak Club, where discussion of current
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events and papers delivered by its members provided lively postprandial enter

tainment. He enjoyed amost honorable reputation among the townspeople and

the faculty.When he died onMarch 2, 1950, at the age of eighty-seven, a special

editorial in the Tennessean took note of the event, and an extensive obituary was

headed, "Renowned Scientist / Authority on X-ray / Dies at
Vanderbilt."

At his

funeral service the long list of honorary pall bearers included many distin

guished NashvUle citizens, the chancellor of the university, and numbers of fac

ulty members.



Fig. 5.1 Francis Slack at his desk in Garland Hall in 1950. Slack was Landon C. Garland

Professor of Physics (1939-51). Photo by Ken Spain. From the photographic archives of

the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
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A New Beginning

1928-1945

Beginning in 1925 the university launched a campaign to raise $4,000,000,

of which $3,000,000 was to be added to the endowment. The remainder

was to be ofvery significant aid in advancing physics and astronomy,which

for fifty years had been housed in cramped quarters in Old Main. A sum of

$900,000 was designated for the construction of three new buddings: Calhoun

Hall, a classroom and office budding for the humanities and social sciences,

Buttrick Had for biology, and Garland Hall for geology and physics. Among the

donors for the budding was the General Education Fund of the RockefeUer

Foundation, which provided funds on a matching basis. However, when the con

struction of the three buddings was to begin in 1927, the construction bids came

in under $900,000 and Chancedor Kirkland was faced with the possibdity he

would have to return part of its contribution to the foundation. This was of

course unthinkable. The chancellor thereupon obtained permission to use the

extra funds to buy books, particularly for the social scientists and humanistswho

were to occupy Calhoun Hall, where the books would be shelved and used in a

new resolve to develop graduate work. Also included in the total sum raised were

funds for scientific apparatus.

Included in the new furnishings for the three science departments were new

movable chairswith tablet arms. The newwork tables for the laboratories were of

sturdy oak and had composition tops; most are in use even today. Faculty offices

received handsome combination book shelves (enclosed by glass doors) and stor

age space, as well as new desks and chairs. The only old furniture brought from

Old Main for the use of the Physics Department consisted of the long lecture

table for the introductory classes and the tall glass-enclosed cabinets for the stor

age of demonstration apparatus.

Tradition has it that when Professor Daniel was asked by the architect of

Garland Had, "How much space does Physics need, and how would you like it

129
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arranged?"

the professor replied, "Just give me half of
it."

As it turned out, the

division between the Physics and Geology departments was very nearly equal.

Geology occupied the north half whde Physics was located in the south
half.1

Perhaps Physics was given the southern portion so as to allow ProfessorDaniel to

use direct sunlight for optical demonstrations in the classroom and advanced lab

oratory located with a southern exposure. Too, perhaps anticipating a need to

store and move heavy boxes of specimens, the geology professors chose to be on

the north end where a door at ground level opened upon the basement and a

nearby elevator.

An Additional Faculty Member, Francis G. Slack

The erection of the three buddings, ad near the center of the campus, was to

add significantly to the capacity of the CoUege ofArts and Science to serve its stu

dents in their learning and the faculty in their creative endeavors. In particular, the

Biology, Geology, and Physics departments would be strengthened, Chemistry

being wed housed in Furman Had. L. C. Glenn in Geology and E. E. Reinke in

Biologywere very competent and vigorous leaders in those departments, but John

Fig. 5.2 The west front of the south end of Garland Hall, which was occupied by the
Physics Department on moving from College Hall (Kirkland) in 1928, the year Slack

joined the faculty as associate professor of physics. From the Photographic Archives of the

Jean and Alexander Heard Library.
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Daniel in Physics, now sixty-five, needed a youngerman to workwith him, it was

thought. Even as the buddings were taking form, Chancedor Kirkland began his

search for such an addition. He found him in Francis G. Slack.

The exact detads of how Kirkland and Slack met and came to terms are not

known, but many of the circumstances surrounding this important appointment

have been ascertained. In the fall of 1927 Slack had just returned from a post-doc

toral year in Germany and was back at Columbia University, where he had

received a Ph.D. in physics in 1926. There he was teaching in a non-tenured posi

tion during 1927-28 and was ready to move to a more permanent place.Whereas

at present most U.S. universities announce important faculty openings in peri

odicals widely avadable to possible candidates as a supplement to the many other

forms of recruitment, in 1927 a searching administrative officer would write to a

friend who might know of a candidate or to the departmental chairman or pres

ident of another university with a known reputation in the desired field. It was

not untd the 1950s and 1960s, when physics faculties had become larger, that

incumbent faculty members would bring forward the names of candidates or

search committees would form to recommend one or more candidates.

Chancellor Kirkland, himself a classicist, probablywrote to a few prominent

centers of graduate education or to his friend NicholasMurray Butler, the highly
respected president ofColumbia University. Butler in turn would have passed the

inquiry to the Physics Department, perhaps to HaroldWebb, who was the secre

tary of the American Physical Society and surely would have his finger on the

pulse of the profession. AndWebb, in turn, would likely have thought at once of

his Ph.D. student, who had just returned from Europe and who was a Southerner.

In any case, a meeting of the American Physical Society, which took place in

Nashvide at Christmas 1927, offered a splendid opportunity for the candidate to

visitVanderbdt and look into the matter firsthand. Slackwas scheduled to deliver

a paper at the meeting, and he and hismentor probably traveled together by train

from NewYork to Nashvdle.

This meeting was the first meeting of the Physical Society to be held in

Nashvdle. The choice of the date and location came about because the societywas

a member society of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

which had chosen Nashvdle for its annual meeting. The physicists met at Ward-

Belmont School (now Belmont University), a women's finishing school, whde

other sections of theAAAS met atVanderbdt and elsewhere.Ward-Belmont pro

vided a gracious setting for the
physicists'

meeting,with the magnificent antebel

lum Acklen Mansion as its centerpiece, and was easdy reached by streetcars that

came out 16th Avenue from the downtown hotels and from Union Station on

Broadway to a stop immediately in front of the beautiful campus. The attendance

was estimated at 150.About 116 were present at the annual dinner. The president

of the APS (and of Section B [Physics] of the AAAS) for 1927 was Arthur H.

Compton, then of the University of Chicago, but in his absence his brother Karl

Compton (then of Princeton) presided at the APS meetings and delivered the

presidential address at the joint meetingwith Section B. During the course of the

meetings, it was announced that foUowing an election held earlier Karl Compton
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would succeed his brother as President of the APS for 1928. Having given his
paper2

before the physicists, and now more carefree and relaxed, the
thirty-one-

year-old Slack turned to his second reason for coming to Nashvdle, an interview

with Chancedor Kirkland at Vanderbdt, located only a few blocks from Ward-

Belmont. Leaving the meetings no recondite talk on cosmic rays or photoelec

tricity could be as important as the topic ofhis future Slackwould have walked

a couple of blocks to 21st Avenue and then turned north. Soon he was walking

along the limestone wall that edged the campus of George Peabody College for

Teachers and saw to his right the roding lawns and the well-laid-out neoclassic

red-brick buddings with their columned porticos. At Garland Avenue he would

have seen the extensive new three-story buddings of the Vanderbilt Medical

School and then, behind the trees,Wesley
Hall,3

its majestic five-story facade ris

ing above a slight eminence. All in aU he was impressed with the spaciousness of

the two campuses and their many trees. Recalling his European travels, he noted

the French Garden plan of the Peabody campus and the contrasting English

Garden arrangement of the Vanderbdt campus, with its meandering paths and

streets. Indeed, the buddings reminded him of the University ofGeorgia campus,
where he had lived in a room on the third floor of Old College. Certainly it was

not like the Columbia campus, which he had left only a few days before. Soon he

reached University Hall and was ushered into the presence of Mr. Kirkland by
Miss Bishop, the only secretary.

When Chancellor Kirkland first saw on Slack's resume that the candidate

had been born in Superior, Wisconsin, he was surprised. He had been told the

young man was a Southerner. Later he learned that Francis's father, William

Henry Slack, Jr., was a graduate ofMarietta College (class of 1881) in Marietta,

Ohio, and who on leaving college had launched upon a business career, first as

a bookkeeper in the State of Georgia and then as treasurer of the Argand

Refining Company back in Marietta. Later he married EnidWarner ofMarietta

and became a banker in Superior,Wisconsin, where Francis was born in 1897.4

In 1898 his father was appointed a bank examiner, serving as such for four

years, and in 1904 returned to Georgia where he acquired financial interests in

the electric power companies of the region. Thereafter the family resided in

Gainesville, Georgia, but retained close ties with his
parents'

relatives in

Marietta.

After attending lower schools in Georgia, Francis was sent to Marietta, Ohio,

to complete his high school education. Returning in 1915 to Georgia, he entered

the University ofGeorgia, located in Athens not far from his home in Gainesvdle,

and graduated (B.S.) in 1918, having pursued an accelerated program that

included a major in physics.Whde at Georgia he won a prize in physics and was

also made hismark as an athlete on the track team. One of his physics professors

and head of the department was Linvdle L. Hendren, who in 1905 had taken a

Ph.D. in physics at Columbia University. Upon graduation, young Francis imme

diately joined the U.S. Army and was commissioned a pdot after receiving train

ing in the classic open-cockpit biplane of that era. The war ended, however,

before he could experience any combat duty.
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For some time in 1920-21 he was a test engineer at the General Electric Co.

in Schenectady, New York. In the fall of 1921 he entered the Columbia Graduate

School to study physics. On June 30, 1923, he married BeUe Hunt, a school

teacher, in NewYork City. In 1926 he received the Ph.D. degree.5

AH this interested Chancellor Kirkland verymuch, and after their visit he took

Slack to meet Dean Tolman and Professor Daniel, both ofwhom also had offices

in University Hall. Ad were further impressed when they learned that the candi

date had been awarded theWidiam B. Cutting Travel Fedowship that had allowed

him to study and travel in Germany during 1926-27. Daniel must have men

tioned his own stay in Berlin in 1892, and Chancedor Kirklandmust have recaded

his own studies in Leipzig in the 1880s.

Slack in Munich

In the early summer of 1926, following his award of the Ph.D. in physics from

Columbia, Slack left with Mrs. Slack to spend a wanderjahr in Europe. Earlier,

when notified he was to receive a fedowship for a year abroad, he had made

arrangements to work with Arnold Sommerfeld, the head of the Institute of

Theoretical Physics at the University of Munich. Sommerfeld, at Munich since

1906 and fifty-nine at the time, enjoyed a high reputation as a teacher and author

of books and was widely acclaimed for his researches in atomic structure and

atomic spectra. When Slack arrived in the Bavarian capital, Sommerfeld sug

gested hework on an explication of the disymmetry of the components ofhydro

gen lines found in the Stark Effect. Another advanced student, RaimundWierl,

had just finished an experimental thesis under Wilhelm Wien in the Physics

Department that showed that the two lines produced when a field of some 60,000

volts/cm was imposed on a hydrogen source were not of equal intensity. It was

quite obvious. The long-wavelength component of the H line, for example, was

stronger than the short-wavelength component. Moreover, said Sommerfeld, he

had a suggestion of how this asymmetry could be explained using the new wave

mechanics recently set forth by Schrodinger.

Since the mysteries of Schrodinger's wave mechanics were just beginning to

penetrate the hinterland of America Condon and Morse's book on quantum

mechanics, the first published in English, did not appear untd 1929 the oppor

tunity to learn about this new tool of the theoretical physicist appealed to Slack.

He agreed to Sommerfeld's proposal. Sommerfeld then added that he himselfwas

very busy and could give only general, occasioned advice, but he had a fine assis

tant, a privatdozent named Karl Bechert, who had gotten his Ph.D. a year earlier

and who knew a lot about spectroscopy and the new formulations ofHeisenberg
and Schrodinger. Slack could turn to him for day-to-day advice and help.

The two assistants who gave the newly arrived American the most aid,Wierl

and Bechert, were a bit younger than Slack, who was twenty-nine at the time.

Surely the three must have spent pleasant hours together that fall talking about

physics, politics, and the differing customs in their respective countries as they sat

at the outdoor tables that fined Leopold Strasse in Schwabing, the student quarter
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near the university buddings. Sometimes Mrs. Slack would join them. Sometimes

Bede and Francis would go off alone to explore the city. Karl Bechert was turning
out paper after paper on atomic spectroscopy, which was on the forefront of

physics then, whdeWierl was putting the final touches on his thesis, which he fin

ished in October, in time to inform Slack of the detads of the intensity measure

ments.Wierl was a particularly helpful guide to the Slacks. As a native ofMunich

he knew ad the student haunts and the sights of likely interest to foreigners. Surely
the Slacks must have stroUed through the Englishe Garten, an extensive natural-

park garden located only a block or two from Schwabing, which had been laid out

at the end of the eighteenth century by an American scientist, Count Rumford,

famous for his contributions to knowledge of the interchangeabdity of heat and

work, discoveries originating during his direction of the boring of cannon in a

Munich arsenal. Doubdess they must have visited the gigantic Frauenkirche

Church, with its twin onion-domed towers, and climbed the stairs of the south

tower, from where on a clear day one could see the Bavarian Alps some fifty mdes

away. They must have been impressed by the magnificent public buddings that

lined Ludwig Strasse and, leading to the river, Prinzregenten Strasse. On the short

walk from Schwabing to the inner city theywould have passed the Opera, and the

massive Residenz, the winter palace of the ruling Wittelsbach famdy, and the

famous Hofbrauhaus, formerly the brewery of the Duke of Bavaria. Near the

Opera the Slacks would have walked along the street where, only three years

before, the
"Putsch"

ofAdolph Hitier and other members of the National Socialist

Party had been put down by the authorities. Then when they reached Odeonplatz

and stopped for weisswurst and a mug of HB beer,Wierl would have told them

that Hider had received a six-month prison sentence for his part in the revolt, had

then been released, and even now was a serious political force in Germany.

But despite the distractions ofMunich, Slack worked hard at his research.

Ordinardy a "bench
physicist,"

that is, an experimentalistworking alone to make

recalcitrant apparatus yield significant measurements, now Slackwas faced with

taking up the role of amathematical physicist explaining an experimental obser

vation and in so doing coming to understand and apply the recondite ideas of

Erwin Schrodinger'swave mechanics. Onlymonths before, Schrodinger had laid

down the foundations of non-relativistic wave mechanics, and even as Slack

arrived in Munich physicists were struggling to understand the new branch of

quantum mechanics. Shortly before, Werner Heisenberg, working with Max

Born at Gottingen after studying with Sommerfeld, had formulated a quantum

mechanics based on matrix algebra. His theorywas soon shown to be equivalent

to Schrodinger's, but for many practical purposes wave mechanics proved easier

to work with than matrix mechanics. In 1927 wave mechanics was generalized

byWolfgang Pauli, a former student of Sommerfeld's, to apply to particles with

spin, and in 1928 Paul Dirac of Cambridge University proposed the relativistic

wave equation for the electron. None of these new ideas had been avadable to

Slack in graduate school. In Germany he found himself in the center of these

exciting and revolutionary developments. To his credit he chose to work in a

field entirely new to him.
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AU went well and a paper was completed and mailed off the day before

Christmas 1926. The same issue of the Annalen where Slack's paper
appeared6

also carried, as an article preceding his, a paper by his co-worker, RaimundWierl,

on the experimental findings Slack's paper explained. Publishingwhere they did,

they were in good company. The editors were Wdhelm Wien and Max Planck.

And among the other authors were to be found Erwin Schrodinger, Friedrich

Paschen, Gerhard Herzberg, Phdlip Frank, Ludwig Bergmann (ultrasonics), and

WdhelmWien. Nor was Slack the onlyAmerican publishing in the Annalen dur

ing 1927. Other Americans were studying physics in Germany at the same time,
and three of them also published in this premier journal in 1927: Robert

Oppenheimer (working with Max Born at Gottingen), Ralph A. Sawyer (spec

troscopy), andMartin Knudsen (sound).

How Slack spent the remainder of his year abroad we do not know precisely.

Undoubtedly he and Belle traveled widely and included among their stops visits

to a number of universities and their departments of physics. But he also appears

to have continued to invoke the new wave mechanics in an elucidation of line

spectra, although the completed paper did not appear until he had returned to

the United States. Entitled "Intensities in the Hydrogen Spectral Lines,"7 it was a

theoretical study and was submitted to the editor on December 20, 1927, some

fourmonths after he had taken up residence again at Columbia, which is given as

his address in the by-line. Sometime during the summer of 1927 the Slacks

returned to the United States, and Francis took up a non-tenure teaching post at

Columbia, whde at the same time he carried on research in the laboratory of his

former thesis director, Harold Webb. It was on this research that he reported at

the meeting of theAmerican Physical Society held in Nashvdle, December 28, 29,

and 30, 1927. In his abstract he located himself at Columbia
University.8

In Chancellor Kirkland's view Francis Slackwas an exceUent candidate for the

opening atVanderbdt: a Southerner by up-bringing, a graduate of the University
ofGeorgia, a Ph.D. from Columbia, and already the author of two published arti

cles ad in ad an attractive, married young man who could in time succeed John

Daniel. The arrangement finally struckwas that Slack would come at the tenured

rank of associate professor, a generous inducement indeed from the chancedor, in

view of Slack's inexperience and the university's perdous financial condition and

its parsimonious granting of rank. Francis and Belle moved to Nashvdle in the

late summer of 1928 and found a house for rent on Beechwood Avenue near the

end of the Hdlsboro Streetcar Line and just beyond the usual edge of the pall of

terrible smoke and smog that frequently blanketed the city on winter
mornings.9

A New Curriculum

The arrival of Francis Slack brought an abrupt and extensive change in the

physics course offerings listed in the catalog for 1928-29, the first year of his

tenure. No longer listed under physics were the courses in electrical engineering,
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so long a prominent feature.Also absent were the names of facultymembers who

were in actuality primardy members of the faculty of the Engineering School.

Specifically, in 1928-29 Assistant ProfessorWesley B. Brown and Professor W. H.

Schuermanwere omitted, and Slack's name appeared as the teacher of"Electricity
and

Optics,"

with an accompanying laboratory, and "Advanced
Physics''

(i.e.,

"Modern Physics"), also with a three-hour laboratory. Daniel's course, "Electron

Physics andAdvanced
Optics,"

no longer was listed. McClure was listed as teach

ing astronomy. (He also taught introductory laboratory). At the time the aca

demic year consisted of three terms, the semester system having been altered

duringWorldWar I.

Nor was the introductory course unscathed. That course, 201, was divided

into two sections. One, for liberal arts students, many of whom were premeds,

was taught by Professor Daniel. A second, for engineering students,was taught by
Slack. The two groups were also separated in the laboratory sections that were a

part of each course. For a number ofyears the textbook used in both sections was

Kimbad's College Textbook ofPhysics,
10
whde the laboratory manual was byAmes

and
Bliss.11

This 527-page manual, an 1898-edition copy of which was recently

found in the Vanderbdt Science Library, was by two professors from Johns

Hopkins, where Professor Daniel had studied for two years. In view of the copy

right date, 1898, and the fact that the manual is named in the 1928-29 catalog,we

can plausibly conjecture, and especially because of Dr. Daniel's conservative

teaching practices, that the manual was used from 1907, the year of the first gen

eral student laboratory, through 1928-29. Finady, however, probably in 1929-30,

the lab manual was changed to Taylor, Watson, and
Howe,12

probably because it

more closely corresponded to the new apparatus that had been purchased from

the Central Scientific Co. in 1928.

With the arrival of Professor Phdip Rudnick in 1931,
13
the elementary labo

ratorywas placed under his direction and he prepared a new
manual.14 The result

was a noteworthy achievement. Between his arrival in September 1931 and July

28, 1932, the day when he signed the foreword, he wrote up and tested instruc

tions for ninety-two experiments and had a bound volume produced from 136

typed pages ready for student use at the opening of his second year of tenure.

Among the many exemplary practices Rudnick and Slack introduced in the

conduct of the beginning lab was the maintenance of an accurate card file listing
the name, identification number, and condition of every piece of laboratory appa

ratus in the introductory
laboratory.15

At the close of each academic year Dr.

Rudnick and one of the graduate-student assistants would inspect, clean, repair

when necessary, and inventory every piece, large or smaU. Imyself recall that in June

1935 whde helping Dr. Rudnick carry out the annual inventory, hewas assigned the

task ofchecking the accuracy of aU theweights from the smaU boxes ofweights used

by the students. Every weight (mass) from the flat 1-mg. pieces (always handled

by tweezers to avoid contamination) to the larger 100-, 200-, and 500-gram

weights was polishedwith a chamois,washed in alcohol (to remove fingerprints),
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and checked on a chemical balance against a master gold-plated set Dr. Rudnick

kept secreted in his office. Any weight that departed by an assigned amount from

the corresponding standard was replaced or polished down to the correct value. If

the weights were incorrect, how could students be expected to achieve the small

error tolerance assigned by Professor Rudnick for values of the specific heat of cop
per, for instance, or the sum of the torques on a rigid rod in equdibrium?

At the close of the inventory a truly remarkable one-to-one correspondence

was found between the items in the stockroom and the record cards for each.

Very few not even a half dozen of the items were found missing or broken,

including such small pieces as thermometers, tiny compasses, and tuning forks,
and even some of these turned up when the research rooms were searched for

items
"borrowed"

by graduate students and facultywho in the dark of night des

perately needed a certain tool to finish their thesis before the Graduate School

deadline or, as they perhaps hoped, to make a discovery thatwould shake physics

to its very foundations. A further aid to conservation was the practice, assidu

ously carried out, of requiring students to pay for any items they broke. Also, in

all labs any sets of apparatus left out of storage cabinets for use perhaps a week

later by another group were punctiliously covered with green-felt dust covers.

Such commendable preservation of apparatus, which was also duplicated in

the advanced laboratory,was not always practiced in the storerooms of other col

leges and universities. About the maintenance of a record file, a professor at

another institution once told me, "The best inventory and storeroom guide is one

which is affixed in the mind of the
professor."

Of such a careless policy Slack was

scornful. As for loss, a faculty member at Columbia once said to me that over

some ten years of time the Physics Department there had purchased some six

hundred screwdrivers for their labs. All disappeared without a trace. And at the

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, I was told, each succeeding group leader is asked

to sign a receipt for tools and supplies left by his immediate predecessor. This is

done with promptness and without a count being made as a professional cour

tesy. But of course each hopes he wid not be the last in the progression of signers.

Professor Newton Underwood

With the coming in 1936 of Newton Underwood (1906-73),
16
the depart

ment's courses described in earlier catalogs in general, encompassingwords and

varying from year to year to adjust to student needs were expanded in number

and made more specific in content. Thus, beginning in 1937-38 we find four new

specific titles for intermediate courses: "Mechanics and
Sound,"

"Heat and
Thermodynamics,"

Electricity and
Magnetism,"

and
"Optics."

The new addition to the faculty had graduated in 1928 from Emory
University, located in Atlanta, where his father was a federal judge. At Brown

University Underwood received an M.S. in 1930 and a Ph.D. in 1934. Prior to

coming to Vanderbdt he had served as an instructor at Hood College, in

Maryland, for two years. Versatde, he taught a wide range of courses from fresh

man physics to advanced lab. Ingenious, he devised a clever way to improve
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Verdet Constant measurements at Vanderbilt, and in a spectacular display of

inventiveness to be described in a later chapter, Underwood devised a new

method for making diffusion barrier that has saved the U.S. government billions

of dodars. Interested in many different aspects of physics, he took occasion to

visit laboratories at other universities and spent leaves of absence at Oak Ridge.

Also, he became associated with codeagues in the Medical School and entered

into research projects in
biophysics.17

After leaving Vanderbilt in 1950,

Underwood went first to North Carolina State University and later to the

University ofNorth Carolina.

Fig. 5.4Newton Underwood near the end ofhis stay atVanderbilt,which occurred in 1950.

By developing an innovative process for large-scale production of a superior gaseous dif

fusion barrier while on leave at Oak Ridge in 1948-50, Underwood saved the U.S.

Government millions of dollars annually. From the PhotographicArchives of the Jean and

Alexander Heard Library.
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The Advanced Laboratory

Professor Slackwas a great believer in laboratory practice as a sine qua non for

all physicists, even such as planned to be theoreticians.As an experimentalist him

self, he saw the necessity of learning how to question nature, what devices and

methods were avadable to elicit answers, and how to insure the answers were

meaningful and significant. As a model for the course on experimentation that he

worked to develop at Vanderbdt, he used a course he had taken whde a graduate

student at Columbia. At Vanderbdt the course came to be referred to simply as

"Advanced
Lab."

Even before he arrived atVanderbdt, during the spring and sum

mer of 1928, Slack had occupied himselfwith the planning for the new course and

in preparing a list of the apparatus he would need. Happdy, he had been promised

enough money to provide for virtuady ad his first-year needs, some
$8,30018 from

the 1925-27 campaign. He placed his first orders in September upon his arrival in

Nashvdle, and by October 1 1 some pieces had already been received. Slack was

wasting no time in getting started at his new job. By November 16 he received

additional shipments and had spent $6,070.30. By December 4, $7,902.68 had

been expended, and by Aprd 2, 1929, $8,297.71. This was $2.29 less than he had

been awarded, so at the end of the fiscal year, on June 18, he dropped by the

Department of Buddings and Grounds and picked up $2.29 worth of lumber to

use in fabricating bases on which to mount electrical knife switches.

Most of the purchases were for electrical apparatus, and the laboratory as it

first developed could be described as one in "electrical
measurements,"

as such

labs were often named in those days. But it also included several fine pieces of

optical equipment, such as a Michelson Interferometer and a constant deviation

prism spectrometer.Major expenditures were paid to Leeds &Northrup, General

Radio Co., James Biddle, and the Central Scientific Co. Some items were made by
"G.

Bender,"

whomwe have identified as George Bender, one of the machinists in

the Physics Department Shop at Columbia.

The sum of $8,300 made avadable to furnish the new lab was a magnificent

amount for that time. It was probably equivalent to the combined annual salaries

of two full professors. If, as a publication of the American Association of

University Professors states, the average salary of a Vanderbdt professor in 1987

was $61,000, a simdar adocation for apparatus today would come to about

$120,000. At the same time he was granted the $8,300, Slack also received $1,200

to equip the physics shop, which supported the work of the advanced lab and

research students. Not untd 1946, however, was the chairman able to secure funds

to hire a fuU-time instrument machinist, Hdlard Carlton, who served untd
1986."

For over three decades, beginning in 1928, every graduate student in physics,

virtually without exception, was required to take at least one afternoon of

advanced laboratory per week, usually during his first year of residence. As Slack

stated in the manual he wrote especially for the course, enough material was

available to provide two years ofwork, "there being approximately thirty labora

tory periods in each
year."20

The thirty-one exercises in the
manual21

required on
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the average two three-hour periods and in ad some sixty afternoons of work.

Some experiments were intended to famdiarize the student with an important

instrument, such as the Kelvin Double Bridge; others taught a standard method

ofmeasuring a physical property as in the exercise "Comparison ofCapacities by
the Ballastic Galvanometer"; another required the redetermination of a universal

constant as in "Measurement of
'e'

byMdlikan's Od Drop
Experiment."

A full list

of experiments is given in appendix 5.1. Only rarelywas anyone other than a sen

ior professor assigned to teach the advanced lab. Clearly it was considered an

important course. For many years it was taught by Professor Slack himself, and

upon his departure in 1951 its direction was taken over by Professor John I.

Hopkins, who taught it every year untd 1959.

So important was this course considered as part of a student's education that

something should be said about the content of the manual. Some of the exercises

give as their source a book used by Slack himselfwhde a student at Columbia: A

Manual of Physical Measurements, by George V Wendell and Willard L.

Severinghaus,22 both professors at Columbia. At least one exercise is credited to

another of Slack's teachers there, S. L. Quimby, author of Notes on Electrical

Measurements. But most of the writing is Slack's own, though to be sure many of

the procedures were not original with him. He did, however, introduce the novel

teaching device of basing exercises on the instructions and suggestions prepared

by the instrument manufacturers to accompany the instruments they sold. A

number of such pamphlets have been found in the storerooms of the Physics

Department. Often Professor Slack directed the attention of students to the book

let byWended and Severinghaus referred to above.

Like Rudnick's feat three years later, Slack's organization of the advanced lab

oratory and the preparation of a manual of instruction in a year's time, was no

mean accomplishment.

Garland Hall

The place where this revitalization of physics was taking place was Garland

Hall, named after the first chancellor and the first professor ofphysics and astron

omy at the university. Designed particularly for physics and geology astronomy

was stdl associated with mathematics in 1928 Garland Hall provided much

more space than had been provided for physics in Old Main and by its size and

arrangements adowed for future growth of its faculty and programs. The new

budding provided 35,735 gross square feet for the two departments.

The basement floor furnished, among other things, space for a shop and a

generator room where a motor-generator set provided DC current for connec

tions to the upper floors, where wall outiets supplied direct current for laborato

ries. The DC supply fluctuated too much for certain needs, it was found, and

batteries (two-volt and six-volt nickel-cadmium) were more and more used

instead of the central generator. A battery room located near the generator pro

vided overnight charging of batteries. Also in the basement was a walk-in vault,
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with a combination lock, where valuable materials and documents could be

stored. In later years it was used to store radioactive samples and documents clas

sified by the U.S. government.

On the first floor was the introductory laboratory, about 30x70 feet in area

and occupying the south end of the budding. Adjacent to it was a storage and

preparation room, for the teaching apparatus and supplies,which also opened on

a laboratory. Two faculty offices were located on that floor.

On the second floor, at the southwest corner,was a lecture room seating about

110 students, where the large introductory courses met. A lecture desk some

twenty feet long occupied the east end of the room and was supplied with elec

tricity, gas, and compressed air. This desk, judging from its appearance, had prob

ably been transferred from the department's former quarters in Old Main.

Opening on the east wall and directly behind the lecture desk was a double door

leading to the demonstration stockroom, whose size was about 30x27 feet. Also

on this floor was a workroom next to the apparatus room, two classrooms, and

three faculty offices, one ofwhich served for many years as a central staff office.

A joint Physics-Geology library occupied the north end of the second floor.A

special workroom and facdities were provided the full-time librarian, who for

many years in the 1940s and 1950s was Mrs. Charles McCary. The important

periodicals from England, France, and Germany were received. The book collec

tion was adequate for the time, although it contained more Geology books (and

maps) than physics books because Professor of Geology L. C. Glenn had been

particularly active in adding to the collections. Glenn also collected specimens on

his many consulting trips and shipped them back to the campus to be added to

the extensive holdings acquired earlier. And it was he who found ways to bring to

the campus the large blocks of various rocks that were displayed on the campus

lawn at the north entrance to Garland Hall. In the 1930s graduate students who

wished to use the library at night or on weekends could do so by borrowing a key
kept conveniently accessible in a nearby office.

The so-caded Advanced Laboratory took up the south end of the third floor.

Itmeasured about 30x70 feet. In its center was a room that could be darkened for

optics experiments. Adjacent to the lab at the east side was the apparatus storage

room, but to supplement it, tad glass-sided storage cabinets occupied the centers

of the two large portions of the lab, thework benches being largely placed around

the perimeter of the rooms, where good lighting prevaded and the wads fur

nished electrical oudets and a firm support for hanging ballistic galvanometers

and other equipment. Completing the physics space on the third floor were two

large laboratory rooms (later divided with partitions) used for research, a smad

room for research, a dark room, and two faculty offices.

When the budding opened for classes in the fad of 1928, each faculty office

had a newmetal desk and rotating chair and a glass-front cabinet for books with

storage space below. The labs were generously supplied with the best (Kewaunee)

oak tables. Judiciously placed along the walls of labs and offices were electrical

outlets and gas valves. The entire budding and its furnishings were eminently
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appropriate for its intended use and offered expansion space for the future. At

least three large laboratory rooms were not used at all in the first five years, nor

were they occupied by other departments of the university. Without the new

budding, neither the master's degree program nor the new doctoral program

inaugurated at the close ofWorld War II could have been revived.

Graduate Study

Whde Slack and Rudnickwere re-invigorating the undergraduate curriculum

in the early 1930s, they also tried to enlarge upon a dormant master's degree pro

gram for graduate students. This was not easy. A few undergraduate codeges in

the South notably Mississippi College, the University of Chattanooga, the

University of Georgia, and the University of Mississippi had outstanding

departments, despite often being staffed by only one professor, that produced

capable and wed-trained students regularly accepted at Northern universities for

graduate study in
physics.23

YetVanderbdt had neither a Ph.D. program nor a rep

utation in physics with which to attract such prospective graduate students. Even

setting aside the issue of a department building on its own students, Vanderbdt

did not graduate enough undergraduate physics majors who might form a

nucleus of graduate students.

But Slack embarked on a master's program, and it slowly began to gather

momentum. In the early 1930s the so-called
"feeder"

codeges were Western

Kentucky State College and the University of Chattanooga, but the annual

announcements maded out brought students, for instance, from Baldwin-

Wadace College in Ohio, Furman in South Carolina, and St. Louis University.

Occasionady a graduate of the Vanderbdt Engineering School entered graduate

study in the department. As financial support to assist these students, the

Department of Physics offered a teaching fedowship worth $500, tuition for the

academic year, and a scholarship of $300 plus tuition. Yet despite active recruit

ment of graduate students, the existence of a demanding and praiseworthy mas

ter's program, and the presence of adequate facdities, only about three full-time

graduate students of physics were in residence annually. Those that fodowed the

usual pattern eventuady dropped out of graduate study and in many cases

accepted teaching positions. Only a few students went on to doctoral studies.

Also, the number of undergraduate majors in physics during the 1930s averaged

about three annually. Trytten states that of 1,160 Ph.D.s in physics fromAmerican

universities who earned their degrees between 1936 and 1945 and who were listed

in 1947 in American Men of Science, only one did his undergraduate work in

Tennessee.24 (This was probably James A. Peoples, who received an A.B. degree

from Vanderbdt in 1933).

The demands made on those graduate students of the 1930s were not light. In

nearly all cases, they were expected to complete all requirements for a master's

degree within a nine-month period. A typical work load of a teaching fellow

included the following activities:
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(a) Twelve hours of course work during each of the three terms in the aca

demic year

(b) Courses divided into a physics major and a minor in another science

or mathematics.

A typical schedule was:

Physics 11: Kinetic Theory ofGases (Rudnick) 3 hours

Physics 12: Electricity and Magnetism (Slack) 4 hours

Physics 13: Advanced Laboratory (Slack) 1 hour

Chemistry 15: Physical Chemistry (Bircher) 4 hours

(c) A thesis based on original research. (About half such theses were pub

lished in the periodical literature, usuadywith a faculty member as a

coauthor.)

(d) Avadabdity every day at 12 noon to receive and file lab reports from

students

(e) The teaching of two sections of introductory lab and the grading of

the student reports therefrom

(f) Assistance in the weekly (or bi-weekly) moving of lab equipment

between the storeroom and the lab tables

(g) Performance of such miscellaneous tasks as wiring the had display
cabinets for dlumination, assisting in inventorying, and repairing, for

example, a galvanometer suspension for Professor Daniel.

The catalog tides of the courses listed above were less specific. For instance,

Physics 1 1 was officially tided "Modern Theories ofAtomic
Structure."

No text

bookwas used. Professor Rudnick transcribed his careftdly prepared notes to the

blackboard andmade elucidative remarks. The students (six or seven in 193435)

transferred the blackboard notations into their notebooks, usually omitting the

comments. For most of the students the course was the first they had experienced

to start from first principles and assumptions to budd a comprehensive theory of

a subject using calculus and deductive reasoning. Itwas a worthwhde experience.

Before the wed-used blackboard a low 6x8-foot platform provided a raised

dais for a desk. At the same time it presented a hazard to the lecturer as he wrote

on the board or stepped down to survey his handiwork. To the students the fre

quent stepping up onto and down from the platform was a constant distraction.

Would the teacher stumble, kick his shoe against it, or fad? Dr. Rudnick appeared

almost invariably wearing a knitted tie, possibly part of a set received at

Christmas. Students made bets on which one he would be wearing as he walked

in at 8:10 a.m.: red, green, blue, or brown. A careful treatment of the data showed

he liked the brown one best.

Like Dr. Rudnick, Professor Slack always wore a suit and tie to class and lab

oratory. For shoes he preferred a pair of two-toned brown oxfords. His course

was named "Advanced
Physics"

in the catalog, but during 1934-35 it was largely
a good exposition of classical, intermediate "E. and

M."

using
Starling25

as a text.

This book included among its later chapters such topics as X rays, radioactivity,

electromagnetic waves, and electrical conduction in gases. However, as many a
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physics teacher has found, it was difficult to reach those distant pages before the

end of the year arrived. Dr. Slack assigned frequent homework, such as numeri

cal problems on DC and AC circuits. In Advanced Physics, as in Advanced

Laboratory, he constantly stressed units, the correct use of significant figures,

and error estimation. Never telling a joke or employing a play on words, Slack

was a serious lecturer, steady not flamboyant. Slack was a frequent cigarette

smoker, a habit he restricted largely to his office; Rudnick never smoked.When

I first arrived at Vanderbilt, a timid, new graduate student from the North, and

introduced myself to the physics professors, Slack's office door was open and he

greeted me genially. When I went downstairs to meet Dr. Rudnick, I had to

knock several times before the door opened. Inside I found him oiling his slide

rule.

Physical chemistry with Dr. Bircher involved a page-by-page clarification of

the widely used textbook "Getman and
Daniels."26

Very often, as he approached

the end of a lecture hour, Dr. Bircher raded against "armchair
scientists."

Unacquainted with the history of chemistry and not being given specific exam

ples by the kind professor, we students gathered that his objection was to conjec

ture, guess-work, and laziness, for which he would substitute careful observation

and planned experimentation.

The laboratory associatedwith the course, whichmet every Friday afternoon,
was a very valuable part of the instruction, although, because of the nature of the

course, the physics graduate students enrolled were at a disadvantage with respect

to the chemistrymajors enrolled. Thus, as a physics graduate student, I found it

my good fortune to be paired with Stanford Moore, a senior chemistry major

who later, in 1972, won a Nobel Prize in chemistry. His adeptness at setting up

burettes, weighing with the chemical balance, and importuning the stockroom

clerk were invaluable in getting the two of us out by 4 p.m. Before students left the

lab they had to ask Dr. Bircher to sign their data sheets and submit to a few oral

questions about the work done that afternoon. An added dividend was the

opportunity offered to learn the simpler techniques of glass blowing in a low-

cost, no-credit course taught by Mr. Thomas Marshad, the chief majordomo of

the department. Tom, as everyone caded him, was a marvelously skilled glass

blower, and the techniques he imparted were of enormous help to physics stu

dents in a period when vacuum systems relying on glass tubing were a compo

nent in much of the research in experimental physics.

During my second year at Vanderbilt, 1935-36, 1 taught labs and a problem

session for engineers inwhichwe solved various problems from Kimball's College

Textbook of Physics. I also took two mathematics courses, Ordinary Differential

Equations with Professor John Hyden and Functions of Complex Variables with

Professor John S. (Smdey)
Morrel,27

so-called because he never smded. Morrel

was a no-nonsense lecturer who strode into the classroom, advanced at once to

the blackboard, and proceeded to cover it with equations. He might well have

employed an assistant, as was long engaged at the Gottingen Mathematical

Institute, where a lowly Diener lurked behind the lecturer with a wet sponge in

hand and cleaned the board in preparation for the next transit from left to right.
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Dr. Morrel assumed, incorrecdy in most cases, that the act of placing derivations

and theorems on the dusty boardwas sufficient to ingrain them on the graymat

ter of the students, a half-dozenmathematics and physics majors. I don't think he

knew our names, but he did connect my name with the proper grade, C.

Years later I read an anecdote about another professor that perfectly describes

the relation of Smiley Morrel to his class. At the University of Gottingen in the

1920s, during the period ofHdbert and Courant, one of the faculty members of

lower rank was Emmy Noether. Although a brilliant mathematician she was not

a good teacher, and her classes usually consisted of a half-dozen listeners. Once,

though, she entered her classroom at the appointed hour to find more than a

hundred students waiting. "You must have the wrong
classroom,"

she told them.

No, theywished to stay.When she finished, a note was passed up to her by one of

the regular class members. "The
visitors,"

it read, "have understood the lecture

just as well as any of the regular
students."28

Taking the strenuous program just described, most graduate students in

physics were content to achieve the B average required for graduation. A perusal

of half-dozen transcripts from the 1930s shows the large majority of the grades

to have been B,with only a few A's and C's scattered among them.When, as hap
pened more than once, a student approached graduation day with his achieve

ment of a B average in official doubt, a kindly, though otherwise stern registrar,

Laura Louise Hart, would suggest that the term averages C, B, B could be inter

preted as a B for the year. Perhaps if the studentwent to Professor X and obtained

a note . . . , she would suggest. No professor, a few days before Commencement,

could refuse the hapless student's plea that he had
"improved"

and that the high

B work of two sessions compensated for the C
work.29

Slowly the new curriculum in physics and the addition of Professors Rudnick

and Underwood to supplement the efforts of Slack and Daniel began to affect the

enrollment, which for years had lagged behind that of the other sciences and math

ematics. FinaUy, in 1937-38 the enrollment reached that of Geology. It never did

attain that ofChemistry, however,which for years had benefited from having its own

building, a succession of strong chairmen (Wdliam L. Dudley and J. M.

Breckenridge), and a strong appeal for premed majors. Even surpassing EngHsh and

mathematics in its student load, as wed as all other departments, Chemistry carried

13 percent of the total student load in the CoUege ofArts and Science (see table 5.1).

However, table 5.1 does not reveal how its hour numbers came to be, in par

ticular the effect of the stated requirements for graduation from the college upon

the enrollments in the various disciplines. After Chemistry moved into its new

budding in 1907, it attracted many students. In part this was due to the fact that

for many years Introductory Chemistry was required for graduation from the

college, and, moreover, no other natural science course carried this stipulation.

Thus, in 1930 the Chemistry Department enroded about 1,400 students in all its

courses whde the other science departments (Biology, Geology, and Physics)

combined to enrod a total of only about 1,300.

That chemistry should be the only science required for graduation, and to the

exclusion of ad other sciences, appeared to be educationady unsound to many
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facultymembers. Certainly the subject matter of other sciences might be as use
ful to the general student as that of chemistry, and the methods of science could

be dlustrated just as wed in a study ofbiology or physics. In 193 1 Professor Edwin

Reinke, head of the Biology Department, put before the faculty a plan for adding
introductory biology to introductory chemistry as a science course that could be
offered for graduation.30 His proposal, seconded by a member of his department,
was approved by the faculty and became effective in 1932. Furthermore, near the

close of the meeting in which biology was granted the coveted perquisite, Dr.

Reinke moved that the laboratory fees in ad the biology courses be set at $10, $5,
and $5 for the three terms of the academic year. That toowas approved by the fac
ulty. Seemingly this was done without objection from Chancedor Kirkland, who,

pro forma, was in the chair. Thereupon Professor Bircher of the Chemistry
Department rose to propose that like the courses in biology, all the courses in

chemistry should receive laboratory fees of $10, $5, and $5. This the faculty
rejected by a vote of seventeen to twenty-four. It must have been an elated group
of biologists and a crestfallen group of chemists who emerged from the Alumni

Hall meeting place into the lowering dusk that Tuesday evening.

The following year, 1933-34, the total enrollment in the Chemistry
Department fell from about 1,400 in 1931-32 to about 1,300 students and the

enrodment in Biology rose from about 400 to about
800.31

Physics and Geology,

none of whose professors rose to speak in the two crucial faculty meetings,

remained excluded from selection as satisfying a science
requirement.32

The same

fall that Biology experienced a doubling of enrodment, Physics and Geology saw

their enrodments drop.

Research, A New Start

During 1928-29, whde Slack as the new professor taught his first classes,

ordered new apparatus, and wrote his new lab manual, he gave thought to what

research he might take up. At first he chose to continue along the direction of his

theoretical work in atomic spectroscopy begun at Munich and to write up his

Table 5.1

Student Hours, byDepartment, 1937--38

Department Student Load in Hours Percent ofTotal Hours

Chemistry 6,854 13.0%

Mathematics 5,185 9.8%

Biology 3,892 7.4%

Physics 1,897 3.6%

Geology 1,851 3.5%

Source: Bulletin of Vanderbilt University, Reports of the Chancellor and Other

Administrative Officers, 1937-1938, January, 1939
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studies of spectra arising from electron impact done at Columbia upon his return

from Munich. He had already published two papers based on his research in

Munich, and had presented at the Nashvdlemeeting of the Physical Society a talk,

"On the Polarization of Light from Hydrogen Canal
Rays,"33

which was never

published. Then, at the Aprd 1929 meeting of the American Physical Society in

Washington, D.C., Slack delivered the first paper given by a Vanderbilt physics

professor before that premier association.34Although based on work at Columbia

(probably done during 1927-28) and not published later, the report was the very
first by a Vanderbdt physicist cited by the Physical Review since 1894, when

Professor Daniel's two papers appeared in volume 1. Thirty-seven years had

passed in the meantime.

Slack's first research done atVanderbdt and attributed toVanderbdt appeared

in 1930, some two years after his arrival.35

It was a tedious calculation that

revealed the statistical distribution of the electronic charge around the nucleus of

hydrogen exposed to an electric field in the Stark Effect. As he stated in his paper,

the electronic configuration was "computed from Schrodinger's expressions for

the Stark Effect, using unperturbed wave functions. . . He was by now becom

ing quite conversant with the newwave mechanics. Indeed, hewas one of the first

Americans to understand and apply the new tool ofmathematical physics. It has

been said that Robert Oppenheimer, who was studying in Germany at the same

time as Slack, brought wave mechanics to theWest Coast; it could as wed be said

that Slack brought wave mechanics to another section of the country, but of

course there were not many research oriented physicists there to listen to him.

Then, six months after he had finished his third paper based on Schrodinger's

wave mechanical concepts, an event occurred that was abruptly and radicady to

alter the direction of Slack's creative talents. This was a meeting in Nashville of

the Tennessee Academy of Science held November 27-28, 1930, a most unlikely
place for sudden redirection of efforts of someone who was to contribute signif-

icantiy to the development of physics in the United States. Although young (age

thirty-three) and as yet not well known in the state, Slack had been elected vice-

president of the academy for the calendar year
1930.36

One of his duties in that

capacity was to sit on the program committee for the annual meeting to be held

atVanderbdt in the fad. One of the featured speakers invited to appear before the

academy, most of whose members were not research scientists, was Dr. Fred

Adison of Auburn University. We can with considerable confidence conjecture

that Slack was the person to advance his name and to arrange for his coming to

speak on "AMagneto-OpticMethod of Chemical
Analysis."

It was a good choice

of topic. The speaker had the authority of someone coming from another state.

The subject was of concern to more than one of the disciplines represented in the

academy and, moreover, was of great current interest. Originating in a cleverly

contrived piece of work done in 1927 by J. W Beams and Fred Allison,37

young

researchers at the University ofVirginia, the method interested chemists because

it offered a simple, rapid means of chemical analysis of compounds (but not ele

ments) and physicists because theywanted to understand the fundamental causes
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of the startiing effect. Prior to Allison's long paper delivered at Vanderbdt, about

a dozen other papers on the subject had appeared, most of them from the

University ofVirginia andAuburn University.

At the meeting of the Tennessee Academy in November
1930,38

Dr. Allison

made some extravagant claims:

(a) He could detect the presence of chemical compound to one part in

1011.

(b) Compounds, not elements could be detected.

(c) Both organic and inorganic compounds could be identified.

(d) He was currentiy searching for elements 85 and 87 (which scientists

had not yet isolated).

The claims, indeed, the entire subject, fascinated Slack as he listened to Adison in

the first-floor lecture room of Buttrick Hall on the Vanderbdt Campus. Within

three months he was at work constructing an apparatus patterned after Allison's.

Located in room 107 ofGarland Hall, the apparatus and the succession of altered

arrangements that followed were to occupy Slack's avid attention for four years.

His only research diversion during that entire period was to describe a useful lab

oratory technique he had conceived whde working on his Ph.D. at
Columbia.39

Three years earlier, when Slackwas stdl at Columbia, he andAllison had both

given papers at the Physical Society meeting held atWard-Belmont in Nashvdle.

Adison's own paper on the magneto-optic effect was the only paper presented by
a professor at a Southern university, despite the fact that the location of themeet

ing was in Nashvdle. As a prospective faculty member at Vanderbdt, Slack could

not have faded to note this.Was he coming to a scientific desert? During the next

three years, having himselfbecome a professor in the South, Slackmust have con

tinued to noteAdison's papers and their optimistic
results.40

Did he perhaps envi

sion himself as joining Allison in a regional attack on this promising research

discovery? But first he would have to duplicate Allison's early findings.

Magneto-Optic Research

Before describing Slack's important contributions to magneto-optic research,
a brief account is in order ofAllison's method of chemical analysis by use of the

time lag in the Faraday Effect. Only through such an interjection is it possible to

appreciate what Slack and his students were doing during four years of often frus

trating labor.

When placed in a magnetic field, all transparent isotropic liquids (and gases

and solids) rotate the plane of polarization of a beam of plane polarized light,

provided some component of the field lies in the same direction as the path of the

transmitted light. Each liquid in a magnetic field produces a characteristic rota

tion, which is usuadymeasured by use of a polarimeterwith its two Nicol prisms.

As long as the magnetic field is constant the rotation is constant. If the field is
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reversed, the rotation is reversed. This phenomenon, the Faraday Effect, was of

considerable interest to physicists during the first quarter of the twentieth cen

tury, and many measurements were made of the Verdet Constant of materials,

that is, of the numerical value of the rotation per cm ofmatter traversed per unit

of the effective magnetic field imposed.

Where, however, the field is quickly changed, or anAC source is impressed on

the electromagnet, observations and their interpretation become more difficult

because of the short time periods involved. Assuming, as I do, that the effect of

the imposed field is to align the molecules of the substance into some statistically

averaged orientation, a time lagwould exist between the moment of the applica

tion of the field and the observation of any rotation of the light, a lag required for

the orientation of the molecules.

Beams and Allison estimated this time lag as less than 10"8 seconds.41

They
attempted to measure it by use of the ingenious arrangement shown in figure 5.5.

As can be seen, the circuit allowed the light source A to be activated at the same

time as the magnetic fields of the electromagnets Bj and B2, thus making possible

the observation of a rotation of polarized light in the two-Nicol system. Bywind

ing the electromagnets in opposite directions, however, the experimenters were

able to obtain canceling rotations and a null effect at all times during the cyclic

field when the same liquid was placed in the two cells enclosed in the magnet

cods. Any small deviations from complete cancellation of the rotation could be
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Fig. 5.5 Schematic of the optical and electrical connections for themagneto-opticalmethod

of chemical analysis, drawn by Robert T. Lagemann, after a diagram in an article by Fred
Allison and Edgar J. Murphy, Journal of theAmerican Chemical Society 52 (1930): 3797.
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obliterated bymoving the slide-wire trodeys introduced into the two arms of the

divided circuit.

If, now, a different liquid replaces the liquid in the second ced and the time

lag for it is greater than for that in the first cell, light wdl penetrate the Nicols,

since the molecules in the two cells have not aligned simultaneously. Movement

of the second cell away from the first, say, by ameter, gives the liquid a longer time

to align by the amount of time required by the light to travel one meter. Instead

ofmoving the cell, however, a simdar result can be obtained by moving the trol

leys. Accordingly, the positions of the trolleys, as they alter the capacity, induc

tance, and resistance of the circuits, are identifiablewith the compound in the test

cod.A two-column table can be set up that gives the trolley settings in one-to-one

correspondence with known compounds. Thus
"unknowns"

can be identified by
name if the corresponding trolley positions are found.Moreover, if a trolley posi

tion is found for which no known compound has been found, the observer can

claim discovery of a new molecule or, asAllison did, an isotopic molecule and the

isotope contained in it.

The positions of the trolleys are noted when no light penetrates the optical

system. The observer therefore is seeking to find the
"minima,"

as they were

caded, in very feeble light, with all the physiological and psychological difficulties

inherent in such observations.

Slack's Four-Year Search

To help him budd a replica ofAdison's apparatus, Slack involved an under

graduate student,W. W. Woodcock, during the summer of 1931, and beginning
in September 1931 Wdliam M. Breazeale, who wished to work for a master's

degree in physics atVanderbdt after graduating from Rutgers. They and their suc

cessors interested in magneto-optics worked in Room 107, a room previously

unused in Garland Had. Within a little over a year they had done enough to war

rant a paper at theWashington meeting of the
APS42

and to publish a paper enti

tled "Magneto-Optic Rotation by Condenser
Discharge."43

Making no claims for

the procedure as a means of chemical analysis, they restricted their report to dis

cussing mainly the characteristics of the electrical system.

Then, beginning in September 1932 and continuing untd June 1933, the work

was continued as a thesis project byWdliam B. Brown. He and Dr. Slack contin

ued to attempt to correlate rotations with the electrical characteristics of the cir

cuit. They found it very difficult to obtain reproducible results and were

especially discomfited when at one point they found that the rotation varied sig

nificantly with the temperature of one of the electronic tubes in the circuit, a

most irrational finding indeed. Itwas all very disconcerting, even frustrating, and

meanwhileAllison kept on publishing. But Brown and Slack could not duplicate

Allison's results. Although some minima noted as variations were introduced in

the circuit and the two ceds, in his thesis Brown concluded, "No minima due to a

time lag in the Faraday Effect were definitely located during these
experiments."44
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Still determined to understand what was going on, Slack recruited yet a third

graduate student, James A.
Peoples,45

who as an undergraduate had been helping
Brown and Slack. But again they, too, were frustrated in their attempts to repro

duce the published results ofAllison and others. Try as theymight they could not

see the minima at repeatable positions as the troUeys were moved that increased

or shortened the length of the wires (some thirty feet in total length) that were

included in the energizing circuit. They wrote to Allison for more detads, for

advice, for any
"tricks"

they might have overlooked. They themselves went to

Auburn to take personal instruction from the staff there; they brought to

Nashvdle one of Adison's Auburn assistants; they asked other Vanderbdt scien

tists, among them members of the Medical School Faculty, to place their eye to

the polarimeter and look for minima as they turned the wheel moving the trol

ley. A professor ofpsychologywas brought into the laboratory in Garland Hall to

attempt observations and to discuss the difficulties introduced by the very low

levels of light intensity. All was to no avad. Nor could Slack and Peoples agree on

where minima occurred.

Meanwhde,whde theywere encountering only disappointments, they read of

the successes of others. Roy Goslin at Auburn had found eight isotopes of ura

nium, ten of thorium, and ten of
thadium.46

Edna Bishop and others at Auburn

had found isotopes of lead, of radium, of bismuth. Fred Adison himself said he

could identify the three isotopes of
chlorine.47

John Yoe ofVirginia (a bachelor's

graduate from Vanderbdt) confirmed with his own observations at Auburn six

teen readings published by theAuburn group, with no extra or missing observa
tions.48 Even Wendell Latimer, a distinguished chemist at the University of

California, contracted the fever and reported finding an isotope of
calcium.49

Particularly frustrating was to read a report by two biochemists from Emory

University that they had carried out a form of "controlled
experiment"

in which

they had provided a series of twelve
"unknowns"

to Allison that were checked by
him and two assistants "100% correctiy in three

hours."

Such a trial was wed con

ceived and long overdue. But somehow during the telephone conversations that

we know took place between the two laboratories, security was breached. Hints

and suggestions must have been exchanged. In the light ofwhat is now known, a

100 percent rate of success was impossible under strictly controlled
conditions.50

When Slack, concerned that auto-suggestion was playing a role, suggested a

test reminiscent ofR.W.Wood's test of the objective existence ofN Rays,51 Allison

rejected the idea on the ground that theMagneto-Optic Method had already been

sufficiently confirmed. In this famous caseWood had gone to Nancy, France, to

learn at firsthand about the new radiation, N Rays, that adegedly had been dis

covered by Rene Blondlot and purportedly confirmed by other physicists. The

rays were studied in a form of spectrometer that employed a metal prism. During
a demonstration of the new radiation, put on for Wood's benefit, he surrepti

tiously reached down and in the dark removed the essential prism. The observer

continued, however, to read off the locations of the refracted rays.
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Finady, in his master's thesis, Peoples wrote: "The conclusion is drawn that

the magneto-optic method of analysis is not based on sound physical principles

but is dependent on physiological factors, and that it would not function in a

purely impartial objective
test.52

And Slack himself, despairing of reproducing the results of others and yet

confident of the validity of his negative findings, delivered a critical paper at the

Cincinnati meeting of the APS held December 12, 1933.
53

Immediately fodowing
Slack's paper on the program was one given by two Iowa State University
researchers claiming they could detect vitamin A by the Allison

method.54

Then

Slack wrote a long article in which he recorded the ftitde attempts at Vanderbdt

to corroborate the method and its
claims.55 Thereafter the method fed into disre

pute and editors of scientific journals declined to publish anymore articles on the

subject. Too, Adison's claim to have discovered two new elements (atomic num

ber 87 and 85), which he had named Virginium and Alabamine, was not recog
nized.56

Although chagrined by the turn of events,Allison retained respect and honor

in his own university. In 1931 he had received an honorary D.Sc. (at age thirty-

nine) for his many publications. After the method was discredited, Allison con

tinued on as chairman of the Physics Department and in time became dean of the

Graduate School at Auburn University and for a long time its representative on

the Board ofDirectors of the Oak Ridge Institute ofNuclear Studies.

Furthermore, he and Francis Slack remained on cordial terms and served

together as officers of the Southeastern Section of the APS ( 1 940-4 1 ) . Andwhen

Allison was considering the addition of a Vanderbilt physics professor to his

Auburn staff in 1946, he wrote to Slack asking permission to approach the can

didate. Slack acceded most generously In all his publications on the Magneto-

Optic Method Slack treated Allison generously and respectfully and never

chadenged the sincerity ofhis efforts.At the close ofhis final, 1934 article on the

subject, he wrote:

In conclusion we are due to express our greatest appreciation to Dr. Fred

Allison for his continued interest, information, and cooperation in this

work, and this appreciation is expressed with pleasure. It is with real

regret that it seems necessary to report the negative results, since this

problem was undertaken and carried out in hopes of finding a real phys

ical basis for theMagneto-Optic Method ofChemical Analysis.

When I came to Vanderbdt in the early fall of 1934 as a teaching fellow in

physics, I was given the responsibdity of dismanding Professor Slack's magneto-

optic experimental arrangement. I recall that Professor Slack simply said, "Take it

down and put the pieces on the table
there."

Then he walked away, no explana

tion of its workings, no statement of triumph over having saved many other sci

entists from fruitless effort, no expression of regret that he himself had lostmuch
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time in debunking the method. In four hours I took apart what he had spent four

years in budding and using. I also recad accompanying Professor Slack to Emory

University in the spring of 1935, the occasion being the organizing meeting of

what came to be the Southeastern Section of the American Physical Society.

There, among the various activities, we viewed with some fifteen others a mag

neto-optic set-up simdar to the one I had taken apart six months before. Located

in the basement of the Theology Budding a location remarked upon by one of

the skeptical visitors the apparatus was that of Professor Joseph L. McGhee,

who had supportedAllison's claim to the discovery of the new elementVirginium

(At. No. 87).57

As the group stood about the observing polarimeter and the long wires of the

trolley stretched overhead along the ceding, a vigorous discussion took place in

which Slack, the doubter, was the central participant. Standing at the fringes,

another graduate student and I from Vanderbdt did not ftdly comprehend what

was going on. But the experience was worthwhde nonetheless, as the debate gen

erated memorable words and phrases from the august center:
"repeatabdity,"

"artifact,"

"I don't believe
it,"

"But others have confirmed
it!"

I believe that Jesse

Beams, who first conceived the way to estimate differential time lags in the

Faraday Effect, was also present. In time, after a professorship at Yale, he became

one of the most respected physicists in the South. It is interesting to note that

despite his early contributions he never placed his name on any paper that dealt

with the magnet-optical method as a means of chemical analysis.

Organization of a New Physics Society in the South

For physicists in the 1930s the most important society promoting their com

mon welfare was the American Physical Society. Founded in 1899, it enroded

most of its members from the Northeast and for decades its secretary and treas

urer were located in New York City. Its official publication was the Physical

Review,which in 1913 had been taken over from a proprietary group of physicists

at Corned. As a student and later lecturer at Columbia, Francis Slack had frequent

contacts with the officers; in fact, the secretary was his Ph.D. thesis advisor, and

he could easily attend the annual meetings held in New York and Washington,

DC.

But when he moved to Nashvdle, almost a thousand mdes from New York,

Slack was handicapped in the enjoyment of some of the benefits offered by the

society. In particular, he and other physicists of the Southeast could not, for lack

of travel funds, easdy attend the meetings. Indeed, often seen on the programs

beside the titles ofpapers in the 1930s were the words, "Paper read by
title,"

which

was shorthand for "Lack of travel funds prevented appearance by the author, but

he wanted to place on record that he was working on the
subject."

Recognizing their need for more responsive association, a group of physicists

met in Decatur (near Adanta), Georgia, in 1935 to form a new and completely
separate association. The proposal for a new organization was first brought for-
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ward byA. A. Bless of the University of Florida. (Was that because he was among
those physicists in the Southeast farthest from New York?) With the early aid of

C. W. Edwards of Duke and A. E. Ruark of North Carolina, he assembled some

one hundred physicists for a two-day meeting, March 23-24, 1935. The Hotel

Candler,wheremany of those in attendance stayed,was located in Decatur, aswas

Agnes Scott Codege, where a dinner meeting was held, but the organizational

meeting was held at Emory University some four mdes away. The local arrange

ments were made by S. W Nelms of Emory. On a Saturday morning a program

of twenty-five papers was presented. The session was held in the chemistry lec

ture auditorium, for lack of a simdar room in the Emory Physics Department.

Among the speakers was Slack, who, in the second paper on the long, non-stop
session, spoke on "Research in the

South."

Another paper fromVanderbdt was by
Professor Rudnick and Benjamin L. Moore, a fedow graduate student of mine.

They reported on Moore's master's thesis work. My own thesis results were pre

sented at the following annual meeting, which took place at Georgia Tech in

March 1936.

Immediately after the program of papers, a business meeting was held to dis

cuss further the tentative plans for the new organization. L. G. Hoxton ofVirginia

and C.WEdwards ofDukewere elected president and secretary, respectively, and

Slack was elected a member of the eight-member executive committee, although

some later lists in the annual programs omitted that fact. The name chosen for

the new society was the Southeastern Association of Physicists. The correspon

ding, and unfortunate, acronym was SAPS. Possibly because this designation was

later deemed inaccurate, the name was changed a year later to "The American

Society of
Physicists."

The acronym ASP was apparentiy not found unseemly or

objectionable, although it could have been facetiously remarked upon since the

new societywas fully associated with theAmerican Physical Society and in direct

competition with it for members in the South.

During the second year of the new society's existence, discussions with the

officers of the older and larger society resulted in the new association being des

ignated a section the first, by the way of the American Physical Society. At a

joint meeting held at Duke and the University of North Carolina on February

19-20, 1937, the new section was formally admitted and renamed "The

Southeastern Section of the American Physical
Society,"

the name it bears today.

This change of name yielded the acronym SESAPS, and so it has remained for

over half a century.

The new section named Jesse W. Beams its chairman, a change from presi

dent, and F. G. Slack ofVanderbdt as its secretary. Fodowing Slack's second term,

Professor Phdip Rudnick ofVanderbdt served two years as secretary. At first the

departments at North Carolina, Duke, and Virginia led in the number of papers

presented at the annual meetings, but beginning in the 1950s, year upon year,

Vanderbilt provided the most papers from any academic institution, and second

only to contributions from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. In recent years

the absence of papers from certain institutions along the southeastern seaboard
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may reflect an attitude of those institutions toward gatherings of Southeastern

physicists. ButVanderbdt through the early years of the section has strongly sup

ported it as a means to encourage isolated physicists (and physics teachers) of the

region and to introduce graduate students to their professional obligations.

Two Improvident Students

Among those in attendance at the organizational meeting of what was to

become the Southeastern Section were four physicists fromVanderbdt: Professors

Slack and Rudnick and graduate students Benjamin L. Moore and Robert T

Lagemann. Accompanying them on the day-long drive to Adanta in Dr. Slack's

car wasMrs. Rudnick, a biologist in her own right. Each time we stopped for gas,

she would stride off down the road for exercise, and we would have to await her

return before starting off again. Nowadays, a magnificent interstate highway takes

a driver over themountain atMonteagle, Tennessee. In 1935 the roadwas scarcely

wide enough for two cars to pass, was fided with potholes, and possessed of steep

grades and dangerous curves. In the front seat with Dr. Slack sat Professor

Rudnick,who seems to have been interested in buying the big Reo from Dr. Slack.

Or was Dr. Slack trying to sell the car to Professor Rudnick? For after exhausting

the topic of the upcoming meeting, Slack spent much of the trip extoUing the

merits of the car. In time Rudnick did buy the car and in turn used it to transport

students to SESAPS meetings. Ernest Jones recalls that on one such trip about

1940 they came to a swoden creek inAlabama, and Professor Rudnick decided to

plunge through.When the water reached the floorboard, Ernest leapt out, or so

he claims.

In Decatur, Ben and I were on our own as Slack consorted with the big-wigs,

most of whom he seemed to know, including the mdlionaire chairman of the

Tulane department. As teaching assistants we had little money. Noting the cost of

our hotel room, we decided to forgo the banquet on Friday night. Instead, we ate

a "blue-plate
special"

at a "one fork
restaurant"

on the city square, where a hun

gry-looking Confederate veteran stood guard. Then we wandered over to Agnes

Scott Codege, and through the open window of the banquet had heard Arthur

Compton speak on cosmic rays. Stdl impoverished when importuned to join the

new association, we declined. Some years later, I mentioned my then-impover

ished state to codeagues in the Section. Thereupon they graciously contributed to

the two-dodar annual fee and by formal motion at a business meeting made me
a foundingmember of theAssociation.Accordingly, as of this writing, I have been

a member of the Section for fifty-eight years and have paid dues personady for

fifty-seven.

Verdet Constant Studies

Having found, after some four years of effort, that magneto-optic research

based on the time-lag method was fruitless as ameans of chemical analysis, Slack
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turned to a more simple, less frustrating, and more productive aspect of the

Faraday effect measurement of theVerdet Constant itself. As the subjects for his

measurements he chose largely liquid and solid compounds that might exhibit

unusual values of the constant or offer elucidation of the atomic and molecular

bases of the phenomenon.

Measuring a physical constant, and doing so accurately, is a perfectiy honor

able endeavor. Richards of Harvard spent many years establishing the atomic

weights of the elements; Michelson, the first American to win a Nobel Prize in

physics, worked long on measuring the speed of light; Millikan devoted years of

effort to determining the charge on the electron; and Becquerel, in the 1880s

before he became involved in the study of radioactivity, measured the Verdet

Constants ofmany substances. Such work is, of course, only one aspect of the sci

entific enterprise. Whether a particular scientist enters into it is dependent on

many factors: background and experience, for instance, or availability of facdities

or a judgment of the relative importance of the measurement to be undertaken.

In the late nineteenth century it became clear that a renewed, careful effort

had to be made to define fundamental units on which other (derived) units are

based. It was realized too that operational definitions of only five units for

instance, those of length, mass, time, the ampere, and temperature could serve

to define ad other units. In particular the electrical units were in disarray, and

many distinguished physicists turned to their proper definition and to examina

tions of the interrelations. Prominent among these wereWeber and Kohlrausch

ofGermany and Sdvanus Thompson and Lord Kelvin ofEngland. Even the great

Maxwed personady undertook in 1863 an experimental determination of the unit

of resistance and between 1862 and 1868 a determination of the number of elec

trostatic units in one electromagnetic unit of quantity of charge, a ratio he

believed equal to the speed of
light.58

Thus, once the fundamental units were

defined, certain so-called
"universal"

constants could be measured, as for exam

ple Boltzmann's Constant, Planck's Constant, the mechanical equivalent of heat,

the charge on the electron, and Avogadro's number.

One can also include among the physical constants such physical properties

as refractive index, specific heat, speed of sound, and electrical conductivity,

which are constant under specified conditions. The best or accepted values of

these constants are compded in such reference works as The International Critical

Tables, Landolt-Bornstein, and the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, all avad

able at Vanderbdt during the 1930s in the Geology-Physics Library. But whde

knowledge of the numerical values of the physical properties of pure substances

are important for their identification and much desired for technological pur

poses, their determination, no matter how accurate, is in general not assigned the

intrinsic worth associated with the so-called universal constants because, for one

reason, a universal constant is more often used by other scientists and, for

another, such constants appear more often in the performance of some crucial

test of a theory.Nobel prizes are given for ameasurement of the speed of light but

not for a determination of the speed of sound in liquid hydrogen fluoride. Like
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the use of the numbers of later situations of a published paper as a measure of its

worth, the more frequent
"citation"

of a universal constant brings value to its

measurement.

In Slack's case, he chose to makemeasurements of theVerdet Constant for the

following reasons:

(a) Such work was suitable for master's-degree theses in physics. (Vanderbdt did

not have a Ph.D. program in physics at the time). It suited student capabili

ties and allowed them to complete, as expected of them, a thesis within one

academic year. Had he selected the measurement of a universal constant, the

work would have encompassed several years of effort and master's-degree

students could not have easdy been involved.

(b) The requisite apparatus was at hand, including a fine, precision Schmidt &

Haensch polarimeter, which allowed readings to be taken to hundredths of a

degree.

(c) His interest in and knowledge of the Verdet Constant had been enlarged by
the previous reading he had done on the Adison Effect. In fact, in one of

Allison's papers he had read of the curious properties of solutions of cerous

chloride. Solutions of the salt,when fairly concentrated, cause a negative rota

tion (opposite to the direction of the flow of current in the magnetic field),

and solutions may be prepared that for any one temperature and wave length

produce zero rotations. He and a graduate student, Ralph L. Reeves, worked

on the cerous-chloride compound during 1933-34 and published their

results.59

Then, during the summer of 1934, Slack went to Columbia and with

Professor Hayner's Faraday apparatus measured the Verdet Constant of Heavy
Water with samples borrowed from Harold Urey, who had just discovered the

hydrogen isotope H2, forwhich he would receive aNobel Prize threemonths after

Slack's visit, and who had on hand smad quantities of D20 of 99.7%
purity.60

(Curiously enough, fourteen years later I made simdar measurements on liquid

polymers using the selfsame apparatus at Columbia University as had been

employed by Professor
Slack.)61

A Shift to Solid Samples

We have seen how Slack's researches during his younger years originated from

contacts with other physicists: Webb at Columbia, Sommerfeld at Munich,

Allison and the Faraday Effect. He next turned to the Faraday Effect in solids, a

choice that came about largely by chance.

During the academic year 1935-36, having stayed on atVanderbdt as a teach

ing fedow to obtain a better background for entry upon a doctoral program else

where, I took a non-credit course in glass-blowing from Tom Marshall, the very
knowledgeable proprietor of the chemistry stockroom. During my visits to his

inner sanctum I had observed large, blue crystadine pieces of copper sulfate.
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When I remarked on their huge size and their beauty as light reflected from the

many plane surfaces, Tom told me they could be grown by simply preparing a

highly concentrated solution of CuS04 in a large flat dish, placing a piece of flat

glass over the rim of the dish and allowing slow evaporation of the water of the

solution.As the concentrations thereby increased to saturation, the CuS04 mole
cules would deposit on seed crystals in an enlargement of their crystalline array.

Intrigued, I set up my own crystal-growing dishes. Some ofmy crystals reached

edge dimensions of four inches, and Professors Rudnick and Slack often dropped

by my desk in the first-floor supply room to note their progressive growth.

One day Dr. Slack said, "I wonder if one could measure the Verdet Constant
of those

crystals?"

Certainly theywere large enough and seemingly single crystals,
but none of us, at that time, knew how to cut and polish pieces with the two par-

adel-side faces needed for optical transmission. Then one day, as I recall, I came

by accident across a smad bottle in the physics storeroom labeled NiS04 and con

taining a blue-green powder and broken pieces and a few larger crystadine pieces

as long as one cm. on a side. Moreover, some of the chips lying in the bottle were
smad slabs with two paradel sides. What was startling to me, however in my

innocence of the science of crystallography was that this nickel compound

afforded crystals with some cleavage planes obviously parallel, whde my beauti

ful crystals of the sulfate of copper, located in the same column of the periodic

table as nickel, possessed faces inclined at other angles to one another and with

no obvious cleavage plane. A few trials revealed that with a light blow applied by
a hammer to a razor blade held along a cleavage plane, paradel side pieces of

NiS04 could be formed. Not deliquescent, they could be used over and over, their

length measured with a traveling microscope and the samples easdy oriented in

the magnetic field (of a special bored magnet) and in the optical path of the

polarimeter when mounted on a goniometer borrowed from the Geology
Department. Providentiady the tetragonal crystals were easily cleaved in the (001)

plane and the optic axis of the crystal lay perpendicular to the cleavage plane.

Assured of a good source of specimens, Professor Slack went to the National

Research Councd for a smad grant-in-aid probably only the second such grant

from outside the university obtained by a Vanderbdt physicist and engaged me

to assist him in measuring the Verdet Constant of NiS04 during the summer of

1936. Theworkwas done in room 005 in the basement ofGarlandHad,where the

summer heat was the least noticeable.We always began work at 9 a.m. and always

tookWednesday afternoon off. Nor did we work on July 4, a Saturday, but did

make observations on the preceding Friday and following Monday. The work

began about June 15 and ended on a Friday,August 28.
62
Subsequendy, NiS04 crys

tals (that is, NiS04 6H20) were subjected to study at Vanderbdt for some
half-

dozen years under a variety of conditions. A succession of graduate students was

involved. Even Professors Rudnick and Underwood became interested and

actively took part. A number of papers were published. But with the advent of

WorldWar II, the program of research was discontinued and never revived.
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The War Years

Throughout the 1930s important political andmditary events were occurring

in Europe and elsewhere that were to have an enormous impact on the United

States, including its educational institutions. Japan assumed a bedigerent attitude

toward its neighbors, andMussolini andHitler and theNational Socialist Party in

Germany rose to power. In 1935 Mussolini invaded Ethiopia. In 1936 Hitier

declared theVersadles treaty no longer acceptable and occupied the Rhineland. In

September 1939 Hitier invaded Poland. Three days later Great Britain and France

declared war on Germany. On September 17, Russia invaded Poland.

One year later, September, 1940, a year before this country became involved

in actual war, the Selective Service Bid provided formditary service in the United

States. Finady, on December 7, 1941, the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, and on

December 1 1 the United States and Germany and Italy were at war. Clearly col

lege and university enrodments would be affected, some faculty would be called

to war service, and certain capital investments for example, buddings and

research facdities would be underutdized. As it turned out, only the introduc

tion at some coUegiate institutions of premditary programs for uniformed men

lightened the disruption, but the disarraywas not uniformly borne, nor were the

adjustments equal among the schools and departments of each institution.

At Vanderbilt the Law School had to close for a year. A summer session, the

first in the history of the institution, was inaugurated to adow students to accel

erate progress toward graduation before mditary enlistment. In 1944 theMedical

School started its Freshman class in June rather than in September, with the

approval of Selective Service officials, and thereby accommodated a ruling that

only those students already enroded in a medical school by September 1944 were

adowed deferment. The low enrodment of women at Vanderbdt increased the

enrodment problem and its concomitant effect on tuition income. Although a

very few faculty were transferred from departments with low enrodment to ones

with higher enrollment, in large part each department had to solve its own

staffing problems.

Already in 1941-42 two hundred uniformed premeteorology students had

appeared on the campus. And during the year the university was allotted four

other Army programs: Basic Mditary, Advanced Engineering, Premedical, and

Medical, and students in those areas were on the campus during 1943^14. Navy
trainees also enrolled. In his report of September 1943 the chancellor estimated

the university could accommodate between nine hundred and one thousand

such students. The varied beginning and ending dates of the programs, as well as

the varying numbers of students in each, complicated scheduling and faculty
recruitment. Thus, the premeteorological students completed their program in

February 1944, while the students in the Army Specialized Training Program left

in Aprd. Then the spring term of 1944 found only 70 premedical trainees

enroded, 151 medical army trainees, 4 medical navy trainees, and 1 navy theo

logical
trainee.63
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Although the total enrodment atVanderbdt remained fairly stable during the
war years and the tuition income did not radicady alter, the science departments

in the College of Arts and Science and the School of Engineering met with

extraordinary difficulty owing to radical fluctuations in enrollment. Student

course loads were concentrated in those areas, and the abrupt increases and

decreases of the students in the mditary programs brought uncommon difficulty
in staffing.

Physics was among those so burdened. Chairman Francis Slack left in May
1941 to carry on research at Columbia. With him to the same institution went

Professor Newton Underwood. A year later Professor Rudnick left to join the staff

of the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory. When Roderick Scott, the

newly engaged instructor in astronomy, went into war research inAprd 1942, no

replacement could be found, and the subject was not taught again untd after the

war. Their places had to be filled by non-tenure teachers. Great ingenuity was

needed to find laboratory space and to schedule classroom use to meet the

demands of the new programs. Laboratory periods were reduced from three

hours to two hours in order to crowd more each week into the rooms avadable.

At the same time the Physics Department attempted to maintain its regular cur

riculum for the women students and for the men physically unqualified for md

itary service. As a result teaching loads were inordinately high and the labor

repetitious and concentrated in the introductory aspects of the science. Elmer

Carnes, who joined the physics faculty in September
1943,64

remembers that at

one point he was teaching laboratory sections both mornings and afternoons

every day of a five-day week. He thus interacted directly with students twenty

hours a week. In addition he graded reports, "set
up"

and "took
down"

the appa

ratus, and performed other duties. His labor was unprecedented in extent. At one

time, he recaded, five laboratory sections met simultaneously, whereas before the

war the maximum had been two. During one period the department taught the

specially designed physics curriculum prescribed by the mditary to six hundred

ASTP (Army Specialized Training Program) students. At the same time two hun

dred advanced ASTP students were on the campus and enrolled in physics

courses.

Fortunately, just as the deluge of students came upon the department one

senior professor returned from war research. In the spring of 1942 Newton

Underwood came back to replace Phdip Rudnick as the acting head. To recruit a

new staffhe first turned to Guy Forman, a physics professor atWestern Kentucky
State Teachers College, who began in 1942-43. He in turn found a former stu

dent, Elmer Carnes,who was working for the Corps ofEngineers in Nashvdle. At

Columbia University,where he was located during the war, Dr. Slack recruited for

Vanderbdt an advanced student,Harold Beyer,who was exempted fromwar serv

ice because of a physical disabdity. Beyer taught for two years, 1941-42 and

1942-43. Dr. David Bender helped for a year, 1942-43. Also newly avadable was

Dr. Max Delbriick, a German national who had held a Rockefeder fellowship at

Caltech and accepted a position at Vanderbdt when the ignition of the war in
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Europe prevented his return to Germany To assist in teaching laboratory sec

tions, the number of new graduate teaching fedows was increased, and others

stayed on beyond their normal appointments. Among these wereWdliam Kirby,

Wdliam Skinner, J. E. Wiser, Elizabeth Briggs (later Elizabeth Briggs Johnson),

and ErnestA. Jones, the only graduate student to receive a physics degree between

June 1942 and June 1947. During 1943-44, eight graduate students were needed

to teach labs; two had been required in 1940-41.

Except for Delbriick's brdliant work, which wid be described in chapter 6,

research came to a standstill. Teaching required the faculty's full time. Forman's

steadiness and wide experience in teaching provided invaluable guidance for the

younger faculty, and Underwood's abdity, ingenuity, and resolve held the tempo

rary staff together.

The enrollment in Physics during the war is given in table 5.2. It can be seen

that the maximum student hours taught occurred during the academic year

1942-43, when the enrollments increased about 70 percent over the prewar year

of 1937-38. Overall the enrollment at the university remained remarkably stable.

But at the end of the war, as the training programs were being phased out, enrod

ment dropped in 1944-45, and with it the tuition income in the College ofArts

and Science fed from $431,000 in 1943-44 to $332,000 in 1944-45.65

By 1944-45,

however, some veterans were enrolling under the GI Bdl, and by January 1946,

only two months after the close of the war with Japan, 484 veterans were enrolled

out of a total of 1829, and the enrodment was back at its prewar level.

Table 5.2

The Student Enrollment in Physics and the UniversityDuringWorldWar II

Total Enrollment Number of Students Student Hours

Academic Year at University Enroded in Physics Taught in Physics

488 1897

504 1902

627 2253

803 2949

840 2654

957 3243

592 2229

465 1560

Source: Bulletin ofVanderbilt University, Reports of the Chancellor and OtherAdministrative

Officers, 1939-40 through 1944-45.

1937-38 1637

1938-39 1770

1939-40 1831

1940-41 1849

1941-42 1709

1942-43 1905

1943-44 1410

1944-45 1482
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The enrollment in the Graduate School, however, was not as constant as that

in the university as a whole. Never large, the enrodment had been 120 in 1938-39

and 109 in 1939-40. By 1944-45 it had dropped to
52.66

At the June 1943

Commencement, while 91 seniors in the codege received B.A. degrees, the

Graduate School awarded degrees to only 13 students: 3 with the Ph.D., 9with the

M.A., and 1 with an M.S.

As the war ended and the public became more aware of the value of physi

cists in solving technological needs, enrollments in physics courses soared, and

the shortage of Ph.D.s to fid teaching posts and industrial jobs led to enlarged

enrollments in graduate schools.While atVanderbdt the number of undergrad

uate physics majors did not rise greatly, largely because of the long-standing
interest of Vanderbilt undergraduate students in careers in business, law, and

medicine, the enrollment in graduate work in physics rose to a phenomenal

level. At one time, some ten years after the end of the war, the department

enrolled one-seventh of ad the students in the Graduate School. Accompanying
the rise were increases in the number of faculty and research publications. The

rooms and hallways ofGarland Hall teemed with activity. For the first time the

heads of the Geology and Physics-Astronomy Departments looked jealously at

the space zealously guarded at opposite ends of the shared
building.67

A new

Ph.D. program in Physics was introduced; construction of a new observatory

aided development of astronomy. The Department was entering a new period of

growth and development.



Fig. 6.1 Max Delbriick in Nashville in the early 1940s. Courtesy ofMrs. Delbriick and Dr.

Robert Collins.
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Max Delbruck at

Vanderbilt

When Max Delbruck came to Vanderbdt in 1940 as an instructor in

physics, his future contributions to the university and to science could

not have been accurately predicted. At age thirty-four and having
come to the end ofhis Rockefeder grant,Delbruckwas a kind of refugee, disgusted

with the events in his own land, stranded in the United States because of the war

in Europe, and desperately concerned for relatives living in Berlin. Although a
brd-

liant research physicist, hewas inexperienced and untested as a physics teacher and

his capabdities as a teacher of undergraduates in some doubt. Besides, he wished

to do research in another field, biology, a traitorous sign to some physicists, not a

mark of commitment to the department that paid his salary.Yet, based on his own

experience in Germany, Francis Slack, the departmental chairman, was wed aware

of the kind of education Delbruck had undergone in his native land and recog

nized that the list ofhis recommenders was indeed impressive. Perhaps, too, Slack

could foresee the coming need for replacements for himself and others in the

department who were being called to engage in what the university came to cad

"war
work."

The signs were evident and ominous. During the fad of 1939, when

Vanderbdt officials were considering Delbriick's appointment, the United States

was not at war, but in mid-July, President Roosevelt had asked Congress for repeal

of the arms embargo, so that help could be given such countries as Great Britain.

At the same time he had asked for revision of the NeutralityAct, and at the end of

July the United States abrogated its 1911 trade treaty with Japan. Then in mid-

August Germany sent fourteen U-boats to patrol in the North Atlantic. On

September 1,without a declaration ofwar,Germany invaded Poland and, two days

later, Britain and France declaredwar on Germany
Better than most Americans, Slack was informed about the situation in

Europe. Just a few days before Hitler invaded Poland, he and Mrs. Slack had

slipped out of a North German port after spending the summer touring

165
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Germany. And he was probably on the high seas returning to Nashvdle when he

heard that on August 2 1 and 24 the pocket battleship Graf Spee as well as the

Deutschland had been deployed into the North Atlantic. It appeared to him that

sooner or later the United States would become actively involved in a European

war and that he, at least, would be called from Vanderbdt to New York City to

continue research on the fission of uranium, work he had left only months

before.1 (Slack was probably not aware that on August 2, as he and Mrs. Slack

were about to leave Germany,Albert Einstein, urged by fedow scientists, had writ

ten to President Roosevelt that some sort of powerful atomic bomb was possible).

Thus it was that when he returned to the campus for the opening of the fad

term and met with the recently appointed chancellor, O. C. Carmichael, he was

quick to see the need and desirabdity ofhiring the availableMax Delbruck. As for

the chancedor, he was always aware of the importance of charitable foundations

to privately endowed Vanderbdt and, so, was glad to help the Rockefeller

Foundation by taking on one of their fellows whose fellowship had expired.

A brief account of Delbriick's education in Europe will be useful in under

standing howhe interactedwith the physics students during his nearly eight years

on the Vanderbdt campus.

Future Nobel Prize Winner

Max Delbruck was born in 1906 in Berlin, the youngest chdd of Caroline

(Thiersch) and Hans Delbruck, who was a professor of history at the University
of Berlin. The famdy lived in an eighteen-room house in Griinewald, an affluent

suburban section of Berlin where many other professors lived. Max recaded that

as a child he had picked cherries in the nearby garden ofMax Planck, the physi

cist known for initiating the quantum
theory.2

The chddren were encouraged to study and explore and were exposed to a

wide range of intellectual stimulation. The three sons all entered professions

(two in physics, one as a lawyer) and the four daughters all married men who

earned university degrees and entered professions. The children witnessed their

father's meetings in their home with other professors and governmental offi

cials, and on Sunday nights the Delbriicks and the Harnacks, the famdy of his

mother's sister,met for dinner and conversation on the topics of the day, among
which politics was a frequent subject. They had all experienced the travail of

World War I: cold, hunger, temporary teachers, and the enforced renting of

rooms in their large house to Berliners who had been driven from their own

homes. At the timeMaxwas fourteen. Then they experienced the postwar social

unrest of the 1920s and 1930s with its accompaniment of inflation, when, for

instance, on November 20, 1923, 4,200,000,000,000 German marks were worth

only one U.S.
dodar.3

At the same time they witnessed the rise of the National

Socialist Party untd in the election of 1933 the party gained the most seats in

the German Parliament and President von Hindenburg appointed Adolph

Hitler to the chancellorship. Almost at once the Parliament granted Hitler
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emergency powers and the right to rule by decree. At the timeMax was twenty-

seven.

The Delbruck famdy at first looked on the National Socialists with mere skep
ticism, but then, as time went on, they found reprehensible the excesses against

the Jews and other ethnic and national groups. They spoke out to friends and

acquaintances but did not take to overt expression or physical interdiction to

express their views.Many of their neighbors and close friendswho visited in their

home were more vociferous in their objections to the Nazi policies, and during
WorldWar II some would be executed by the Gestapo. Indeed, as the war neared

its end,members ofDelbriick's famdywere singled out and executed by the Nazis.

Max's fatherwas politically active much ofhis life and exerted considerable influ

ence on governmental policies prior to the Hitler era. How he might have viewed

the culminating rise of the Nazis is not known; he died in 1929.Max himselfwas

once directly involved with the investigations of those who spoke out against the

practices of the National Socialists. Before entering the University of Tubingen,

Max had lived near the famdy home of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who later, as a

Protestant pastor, was an outspoken opponent of the regime. During the

Gestapo's codection of derogatory evidence to be used against Bonhoeffer, Max

was asked whether he liked the man. Actually he did not, but not because

Bonhoeffer opposed the Nazis. Should he tell the truth which would be miscon

strued? Max said he liked the man.4

Meanwhde, whde great social changes and momentous political events were

taking place around him, Max was attending schools that would enable him to

enter a university. He became interested in astronomy early, and whde a student

at the gymnasium he owned a personal telescope mounted on a balcony at his

home. In 1924, when he was eighteen, having finished his studies in Berlin, he

enroded at the University of Tubingen to study astronomy, and also at the

University of Berlin and the University ofBonn. Then, in 1926 he transferred to

the University of Gottingen, where he remained for three years. There he devel

oped an interest in astrophysics, not as an observer but as a theorist. To be able to

apply physics to the forming of the stars, he needed to learn more of that science,

which at the time was in rapid transition.

In the winter of 1925 Max returned to Berlin and for a time was an assistant

in an observatory. In Berlin, especiady at the coUoquia he attended, he was in the

very center of the new physics. There he came into contact with Max Planck,

Albert Einstein,Walter Nernst, and Max von Laue and heardWerner Heisenberg
lecture. Returning to Gottingen in the summer of 1926 he soon came under the

influence ofMax Born,Wolfgang Pauli, and Heisenberg. He decided to leave the

field of astrophysics and become a theoretical physicist. He discovered that he was

more interested in mathematical descriptions of nature than in the techniques of

experimentation. Moreover, he found the new quantum physics and wave

mechanics fascinating. Among the other physics students at Gottingen were

VictorWeisskopf, Maria (Goeppert) Mayer, and Edward TeUer, all of whom Max

came to
know.5 RobertOppenheimer andNorbertWiener came by for a time. He
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took courses under such luminaries as David Hdbert in mathematics, James

Franck in physics, andMax Born,who besides carrying on the research for which

he received aNobel Prize in 1954 waswriting his useful textbooks for physics stu

dents. Under Paul Ehrenfest Delbruck took one of the first courses ever offered in

the new wave mechanics. Delbriick's authorized
biographer"

writes that Max

enjoyed life at Gottingen and that although he shifted to theoretical physics he

continued scientific studies for the same reasons expressed by Robert

Oppenheimer who when asked, "Why did you go into scientific research when

you made a choice of your life's
work?"

answered with sentiment from his

Gottingen days: "I found in myyounger days that science was a haven for shyness,

for the unusual person, for the brash . . . whoever felt he was an oddball and could

here feel at
home."

Max remained at Gottingen for three years, 1926-1929. By 1928 he had aban

doned astrophysics entirely and had turned to quantum physics. Much of what

he was learning would be useful later in his studies under Max Born andWalter

Heitler. He was regularly attending the physics colloquia and now had a small

paid job as a teaching assistant to Max Born. He was among the first students to

read the famous textbook by Courant and Hdbert on the methods of theoretical

physics. In 1928, with some encouragement from EugeneWigner, who like many

other ofMax's friends at Gottingen would later receive a Nobel prize, Maxwrote

his first paper.7

His delay in choosing an intedectual specialty, his incursions into astronomy
astrophysics, mathematics, even phdosophy, whde very useful to him later, did

not help himwhen he faced the doctoral examinations in theoretical physics. He

himself said he faded his first attempt because of "foolish naivete and
arrogance,"

but, more specifically, he was unable to answer questions on a fairly low level of

physics because he had notwidely prepared himself. One ofhis examinerswas the

eminent teacher and professor of experimental physics Robert Pohl. To Pohl's

question, "How do you measure magnetic
fields?"

Max answered, "I don't
know."

To "How do you measure electric
fields?"

he answered simdarly, and the same

even to "How do you measure
temperature?"

In late 1930 he passed the exams on

a second attempt. This time when Pohl asked the same question "How do you

measure a magnetic
field?"

Max had an answer. "Professor, this is described on

page 328 of your
textbook."8

The Peripatetic Postdoc

In 1929, even before he took his Ph.D. exams, Max began a one-and-a-half-

year stay at the University of Bristol, which at the time was enjoying a period of

prominence in
physics.9

There he worked mainly with Lennard-Jones, who was

applying quantum theory to molecular structure and whose name is associated

with his semi-empirical interatomic force law. He shared a room with C. F.

Powell, later to become famous for his discovery ofpi mesons using photographic
emulsions as detectors and who would receive the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1950.
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At the end of his stay, where one of his accomplishments was to perfect his

English, he enjoyed a Rockefeder Foundation fellowship during 1931-32. The

first half-year of his fellowship was spent in Copenhagen at Bohr's institute on

Blegdamsvej and the second half in Zurich with Wolfgang Pauli, whom he had

known at Gottingen and Copenhagen. At the Institute on Blegdamsvej there were

eleven postdoctoral fellows at the time, Victor Weisskopf among them. There

Delbruck came under the wing of George Gamow, the fun-loving Russian who

had escaped to the West during the Russian revolution. Together they published

a paper on the theory of
a-decay.10

Meanwhde his Ph.D. thesis, "Theory of

Homopolar Bonding of the Lithium
Molecule,"

had been accepted at Gottingen.

Done under the guidance ofMax Born andW Heitler, the thesis was a treatment

analogous to the Heitler-London theory of the hydrogen molecule.

Then in thewinter of 1931-32,Maxmoved to Zurich towork withWolfgang
Pauli, who apparentiy did not treat Max with the rudeness for which he was

notorious, or, if so,Max found compensation in the Austrian's fertile and stim

ulating mind. Pauli's reputation as a
"terrible"

young man had preceded him

when the two met at Bohr's institute. He was often brash and rude, according to

one
reporter,11 but at the same time a brilliant physicist who gave help and sug

gestions to others. His brashness is wed illustrated by an incident that occurred

when Pauli was nineteen. A research student at the University of Munich, he

attended a lecture on relativity by Albert Einstein. After Einstein had finished

speaking, the teenager rose and began, "What Einstein said is not so stupid. . .

On another occasion when he was introduced to Professor Paul Ehrenfest of

Leyden University, a distinguished physicistmuch respected by his fellows, Pauli,
much the younger, was overtly rude, provoking Ehrenfest's reaction, "I like your

publications better than I like
you."

Thereupon Pauli quickly retorted, "I like you

better than your
publications."

To another physicist he once commented, "I do

not mind if you think slowly. But I object when you publish more quickly than

you
think."12

Despite his frequent visits to movie theaters, ice cream salons, and

swimming pools in Copenhagen, Wolfgang was a serious worker dedicated to

understanding physical phenomena. Once, sitting on a bench outside Bohr's

institute, he was reproached for his sad appearance by the kindly Mrs. Bohr.

"How can one be
happy,"

he replied, "if one does not know the cause of the

anomalous Zeeman
Effect?"

(This was before the spin of the electron had been

recognized.)13

Pauli and Delbruck never published jointly, but perhaps some of Pauli's per

sonal characteristics rubbed off on Max. After he removed from Europe to the

United States, if not before, Max had acquired the sometimes irritating habit of

greeting a report of new findings by a student or colleague with, "I don't believe
it."

Whde this response often elicited evidence and proof and encouraged a

rational and fruitful dialogue, the remark just as often discouraged the young and

the shy.Max also sometimes walked out in the middle of a seminar that he found

uninteresting or puerde. His criticism could be devastating; he often told speak

ers, "That was the worst seminar I ever
heard."14
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Despite his often abrasive and rude treatment of colleagues, in later life Max

did attract co-workers and students and formed groups loyal to him and widing

to fodow his leadership in research. In part this was because ofhis view of science

as a form of adult play. Too, he was gregarious, liked to organize walking tours, as

he did with Vanderbilt students, liked parlor games, and enjoyed pranks and

practical jokes. This last characteristic is well dlustrated by an episode that

occurred during a transatiantic trip taken in 1954when he and his wife and chd-

dren were returning to the United States on a Dutch freighter that brought them

to New Orleans. They were accompanied by another scientist, Niels Jerne, who

joined Max as a challenging partner for chess and ping-pong. The two had

noticed that at noon each day the crew hauled up a bucket of sea water along the

side of the ship to measure the ocean temperature. As the bucket passed their

deck one day, Max and Jerne managed to place in it a sealed bottle containing a

scroll of paper bearing Arabic script words they had found in a book in the

ship's library. Later in the evening they enjoyed listening to the captain develop
fanciful speculations to account for the origin of the bottle.15

Whde throughout his life Max liked to engage in such gregarious fun, he

never gained a reputation for eccentricity. Occasionady though, he lapsed into

ostentation and flamboyance. After he had won his Nobel Prize, for instance, he

chose to deliver the expected lecture on his work not in his native German nor in

English,which he commanded wed, but in Swedish, because, he said, the Swedes

would understand it better. Once, when invited to give a seminar lecture at the

University ofCologne and where in his honor the dean of the faculty, in spite of

the hot weather, appeared arrayed in his magnificent robe and badges of office,

Max chose to appear in lederhosen and open-neck shirt, and with the tad of the

shirt hanging out. And to Max is attributed the invention of the "sweater-

trousers."

When camping one cold night, he found the sleeping bag did not pro

vide enough comfort. To keepwarm he used an extra, conventional sweater in an

unconventional way. He thrust his legs through the arms of the sweater and

pulled it up to his waist. Too, his practice of sending even important messages by
postcard, whde perhaps originady done to satisfy practical exigencies of postage

and writing materials, may well have been continued because he was aware the

practice would arouse comment on the part of others.

Working with Lise Meitner

After another stay at Bristol, Delbruck returned to Berlin in September 1932

and took a position as "famdy
theoretician"

in Otto Hahn's research group. There

he worked most of the time with Lise Meitner, who later with her nephew, Otto

Frisch, first correctly interpreted the chemical evidence that uranium fissioned

into two approximately
equal-weight nucleiwhen bombardedwith neutrons. For

the next five years he lived in the home where he had spent his boyhood, worked

with Hahn andMietner at the KaiserWdhelm Institute, and almost everywinter,

as he did first in 1931, attended Bohr's select symposium in Copenhagen. At the
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Fig. 6.2 On the front row of this 1933 Copenhagen Conference of notable physicists are

(left to right) Niels Bohr, Paul Dirac,Werner Heisenberg, Paul Ehrenfest, Max Delbruck,

and Lise Meitner. Courtesy ofNiels Bohr Archives, Copenhagen.

same time he became more and more interested in biology. In fact he had

accepted the position with Meitner because her institute was near those of the

biological sciences. Even earlier, however, Max had concluded that theoretical

physics was "too complicated for
him."

He could not, he felt, beneficiady discuss

physics with Pauli and Weisskopf. Instead he considered turning his talents to

biology. In fact, Niels Bohr was doing the same
thing.16

In the seven years fodowing the award ofhis Gottingen Ph.D.,Max, as was the

custom of the day for young physicists, kept up research in a low-paying, lesser-

titled job in the hope ofbeing caded to some prestigious university as a professor.

In this hope he was to be disappointed. Although not a Jew,Max was having dif

ficulties with the National Socialist government. At the time, as now, ad German

university professors were employees of the state. To be appointed to a university

post, they had to be licensed to teach. Even after gaining a doctorate they had also

to write a
"Habditation"

thesis on a subject in their specially and be judged wor

thy as a teacher. During the summer of 1934 Max submitted a paper on Dirac's

theory of positive electrons, but without explanation was turned down for his

license to teach. It appears that a political component entered into the decision. In

1935, along with some thirty others, he attended a special academy for aspiring
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candidates, but he faded to pass muster. His lack of enthusiasm during indoctri

nation of governmental policies had been apparent. After a second attendance at

the academy, he again faded but by a special dispensation was authorized to use

the tide "Dr. phd.
habd,"

but permission to teach at aGerman universitywaswith

held. He could not even get on the first rung of the academic ladder, although he

was adowed to keep his research post with Otto Hahn. By 1936, itwas apparent to

Max that he should leave Germany.

Decision to Go to the United States

Delbriick's decision to leave Germany was also influenced by the turbulent

events taking place around him. During his five years in Berlin (1932-37) Max

witnessed at close hand the rise of the Nazis and the aggressively expansionist

policies of Germany and Italy. Saunders MacLane, an American mathematician

then studying in Germany, has noted that "in the fad of 1931 Germany seemed a

great big mess. . . There were twenty-seven different political parties. The

National Socialists was but one."17 Then, in January 1933 Hitler became the head

of government.Almost at once the universities were ordered to remove from their

employment almost every Jew who held a teaching post. Often gross incompe

tents were appointed in their places. In February the Reichstag burned, forwhich,

even today, the responsibdity is uncertain. On May 10, 1933, a public "book-

burning"

of Marxist and
"un-German"

literature took place before the Opera

House in Berlin. On the same day a simdar event attended by thousands occurred

in Frankfurt. In March 1936 Hitler occupied the Rhineland, which according to

the Versadles Treaty was a demditarized zone. That same month Great Britain

announced its intention to budd thirty-six new warships.

Ad thisMax viewed with alarm as he helped Lise Meitnerwrite a book on the

structure of atomic
nuclei18

and in his spare time delved into genetics. Hewas wed

aware, too, of the many Jewish scientists leaving Germany. Einstein had attracted

the public ire of the Nazis when in 1933 he left for the Institute for Advanced

Study in Princeton. And from his own doctoral institution, Gottingen, James

Franck, head of one of the physics institutes, had gone to Johns Hopkins in 1933.

Then, only a year later, Max Born, his thesis director at Gottingen, had gone to

Cambridge and in 1936 moved to Edinburgh. The Mathematics Institute at

Gottingen was simdarly disrupted. Many of the other German universities were

also in shambles. Finally, trying to better his own future, on February 8, 1937, he

wrote a letter to the International Fund of the Rockefeller Foundation prelimi

nary to an actual application for a fellowship that would allow him to work at

Caltech. In his letter he said:

I am by training a theoretical physicist, but stimulated by Professor N.

Bohr, I have for the last five years tried to learn as much about genetics

and biochemistry that I might be useful in discussions where a good

knowledge of atomic theory is required.
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In June 1937 Max received an award that allowed him to study the "theory of

mutations . . . with particular reference to their origin by physical
means."

He

would receive $150 a month, travel funds to Pasadena via Cold Spring Harbor

and Woods Hole and funds for his return to Berlin after a one-year stay at

Caltech.

As a requisite for obtaining an exit visa from the German government, he

received assurance from Otto Hahn and Lise Meitner that on his return he could

have his old job back.As he filled out his request to the Nazi officials, however, he

was about to write the German equivalent of "Sincerely
yours,"

when he abruptly

realized that he was expected to inscribe, "Hed
Hitler,"

especiady if he wished to

obtain the desired exit document. Faced with this problem he turned to a senior

fedow physicist, Max von Laue, for advice.19Counseled von Laue, "Either way

you'd be telling a lie. Sign Hed
Hitier,"

and Delbruck did.

Two Years at Caltech

After a farewell visit with Bohr, Max proceeded to New York in September

1937.After visiting genetics labs on the East Coast and in theMidwest, he arrived

in Pasadena inmid-October 1937.At first heworked with Thomas Hunt Morgan

on Drosophila genetics. Although Morgan welcomed help from the physical sci

ences, there did not appear to Max to be any phase of the Drosophila studies to

which he could make a contribution. Fortunately, whde visiting other research

labs at Caltech, he stumbled upon a line of biological research that immediately
fascinated him. That was Emory Ellis's studies of bacterial viruses, subcellular

entities that prey on bacteria and are called bacteriophage or simply phage. Edis's

experiments relied on counting and measurement and were almost like simple

physics experiments, and Max saw that overnight one could generate data

amenable to analysis by simple mathematics and deductive physics reasoning.

Max had come upon a line of investigation that was in its opening stages. He

would continue it atVanderbdt and laterwhen he returned to Caltech as a faculty
member.

Max thought of the phages as "the atoms of
biology"

with a definite internal

structure. To him the death (lysis) ofbacteriawas due to encounters of one virus
"particle"

with one bacterium.A phage particle would enter a bacterium, multi

ply in it, disintegrate the bacterium, and release more virus particles, which in

turn entered other bacteria. He became fascinated that thirtyminutes after a sin

gle virus invades a bacterium, some hundred progeny phage suddenly burst out.

"You could put them [the viruses] on a lawn of bacteria [in a petri dish] he

said, "and the next morning every virus particle [and its progeny] would have

eaten a macroscopic one-millimeter hole in the lawn This seemed to me just

beyond my wildest dreams of doing simple experiments on something like

atoms in biology. . .

Edis and Delbruck were so successful in their studies of how bacteriophage

multiplied and the director of the laboratory so impressed, that it was arranged
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with the Rockefeller Foundation thatMax continue for a second year at Caltech.

Although Ellis gave constant encouragement, Max worked largely alone and

published three papers that drew attention to phage work and attracted others

to the field.

The War in Europe Spreads

Meanwhile, during Delbriick's two years in Pasadena, grave events had been

taking place in Europe that would affect his plans to return home at the close of

his fedowship in September 1939:

onMarch 12, 1938, German troops marched unopposed into Austria;

during October 1938 Hitier occupied the Sudetenland;
"Kristadnacht,"

planned and coordinated by the SS to attack the Jewish pop
ulation throughout Germany, took place on November 9, 1938. Glass fronts

of Jewish-owned businesses were destroyed and many homes, businesses,

and synagogues were burned.

on April 27, 1939, Great Britain instituted conscription to augment its

armies;

on September 1, 1939, Hitler invaded Poland;

on September 3, 1939, Great Britain and France declared war on Germany.

These events, and others, gave Delbruck pausewhen he considered how to return

to Berlin, and whether he should go back at ad. Although the U.S. and Germany
were not at war, the conditions in Europe and the possibdity of further spread of

war made it difficult for Max to reenter Germany, even through a neutral coun

try. At one point he considered returning through Japan and Russia. But as events

turned out, that would have been disastrous, for in September Russia joined

Germany in invading Poland. Too, he learned that when Austria succumbed, Lise

Meitner, being half Jewish, had lost the protection ofherAustrian citizenship and

had lost her job in 1938. She had, therefore, emigrated to Sweden. Max was left

uncertain as to whether he would, as promised, have a job in Otto Hahn's labo

ratory on his return. His sponsor at Caltech, T H. Morgan, had this to say about

Max's ddemma:

He is not expatriated and not Jewish, and, in theory at least, could return

to Germany. On the other hand, ... I think he is entirely out of sympathy
with the present Nazi organization in Germany, and with his very liberal

and democratic views he might very easdy find himself in a tight place if

he returned to Germany under the present
conditions.20

Considering everything, Max decided that he wished to remain in the United

States. As early as February 1939 he informed the Rockefeder people of his wish,

and then in June, learning that Caltech had no place for him, he asked the foun-
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dation for help in finding a job. This would not be easy His training and experi

ence were mainly in the field of physics; his current research interest was in bio

physics. Only one university displayed a strong interest. That was Vanderbdt. But

for the three months fodowing the close of his fellowship Max lived a frugal life

in Pasadena. Existing on borrowed funds and possibly on the funds advanced for

his return travel, he severely restricted his living expenses. During his second year

in California, for example, he usually went for lunch with a young colleague to a

diner near the university where each bought a canister of milk and a sack of

peanuts, which they consumed as they sat on a bench at a nearby bus stop.

Vanderbilt Gives Max a Chance

When the Rockefeller officials contacted Chancedor Carmichael, he brought

the matter to the attention of Francis Slack, who had just returned from a long
visit to Germany. They agreed that Delbruckwould be a valuable addition to the

faculty. But howwould they find the funds to pay his salary? The budget for the

year 1939-40 had already been closed. No uncommitted funds were avadable.

Finady, the chancedor suggested to the New York officers that if the Rockefeller

Fund could provide ftdl salary for Delbruck for 1939-40, two-thirds of the salary

for 1940^41, and half salary for 1941-42, Vanderbdt could assume his support

fully after that year. That was agreeable, came the reply, but the Rockefeller offi

cers must have again been appaded at the precarious financial state of Southern

universities.

On December 21, 1939, Slack telegraphed Delbruck reporting on the univer

sity'swish to hire him at a salary of $2,500 beginning "January 2 or [as] soon after

as you can
come."

His title was to be instructor in physics. Max answered on a

postcard saying he would be in Nashvdle on January 1 . The winter term of the

academic year was about to startwhen Max arrived and took a room at a board

ing house at 2409 Garland Avenue, just down the street from the tennis courts

where he later was to spend many enjoyable hours during his almost eight-year

stay. At once he was assigned an office on the first floor ofGarland Had. During
that first term his codeagues in physics were Professor Slack, Assistant Professor

McClure, Assistant Professor Rudnick, and Instructor Underwood. The two

Graduate Assistants were Clifford Keith Beck, Jr., and Mdton Carter Woodard.

What the new instructor taught during his first quarter on the faculty is uncer

tain. In view ofhis late arrival and inexperience in theAmerican pedagogical sys

tem, however, he was probably assigned to teach one-hour quiz sections and

three-hour laboratory periods in introductory physics. By the opening of the

spring 1940 term, he was hard atwork. His assignments for the spring term were:

Quiz section in General Physics (201), 10-11 Saturdays.

Quiz section in General Physics (201), 11-12 Saturdays.

Course inModern Physics (450), Lecture MWF 10-11.

Course in Modern Physics (450), Laboratory 4-5:30 Thursdays.
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A year later, during the spring term, 1940-41, he taught twelve contact hours of

laboratory, two hours of quiz section, and three hours in Selected Topics. This

was indeed a heavy teaching load for an inexperienced teacher and someone who

had for a decade been enjoying the flexibdity and freedom of a solitary researcher.

A year stdl later (Spring, 1941-42), he took over Slack's lectures in Physics

103 significant because this course involved general education for young liberal

arts students and taught a course in Introduction to MathematicalMethods in

Physics, in which he used as a textbook the famous standard book of the day by
Page.21

By the Fall of 1942-43 he was teaching two advanced courses: Modern

Physics and Selected Topics in Current Physics. In 1947 he taught the first course

in "Quantum
Mechanics"

offered atVanderbdt.

But as Delbriick's proclivity for research became apparent and as the teaching

of special courses for mditary students was reduced at the close of the war,

Delbriick's teaching load was greatly reduced. Even in the middle of the war he

was teaching "less than one-half
time."22

Recollections of Delbriick's teaching ability whde at Vanderbilt differ

markedly in the smad sample of former students interviewed. Of three graduate

students present in his classes in 1941-42 and interviewed in 1987-89, one

recaded, "It [the teaching] was indifferent. The professor did not appear inter

ested in helping the students to
understand."

A second recaded, "He was one of

the most brilliant physicists and one of the most lucid lecturers I have ever

known."

A third, who characterized himself as "a country boy from
Tennessee,"

said he was intimidated by the somewhat
"arrogant"

Ph.D. from Germany, who

"cut them
up"

after their unsophisticated reports on current literature given in

theweekly seminar. Even ifDelbruckwas not arrogant, his backgroundmust have

led young students to respect the prestige that comes from accomplishment.

Whde at age thirty-five Max was directing the seminar and serving tea there and

requiring ad advanced students to attend, he had already published a paper with

Gamow (at twenty-five), a bookwith Lise Meitner (at age twenty-nine), and had

been a coauthor with Linus Pauling (at thirty-four). Moreover, he could have

said, even if he did not, that he had published a paper on group theory with

Eugene Wigner's help. And truly astounding must have been the names of the

European physicists with whom he was on speaking terms.

We do not know whether he was a "name
dropper"

during his years at

Vanderbdt, but had he been so disposed, he could have,with accuracy,mentioned

that in Germany he often contacted and was fairly intimately acquainted with

Niels Bohr, Max von Laue, Otto Hahn, Erwin Schrodinger, Paul Dirac, Werner

Heisenberg, Wolfgang Pauli, C. F. Powed, and Eugene Wigner, ad of whom had

alreadywon or would soon win, a Nobel Prize in physics.And he could mention

such
"lesser"

lights as George Gamow, Lise Meitner, and Fritz Strassmann. and

quite truthfudy he could say he was in frequent letter correspondence with Niels

Bohr and Linus Pauling, or nonchalantlymention the occasion when he acted as

a butler at a party for Erwin Schrodinger in 1933, just before he received hisNobel

Prize. According to
Olby,23

early in 1933 Max was invited to a costume party at

the Schrodinger apartment in Berlin and for the occasion borrowed the uniform
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of a porter and acted the part of their butler. When the news of Schrodinger's

Nobel Prize came some sixmonths later,Maxwrote a letter of congratulations to

the new recipient, now living in Oxford, pretending to be his old butler Schulze.

Schrodinger replied: "My dear Schulze . . . remembering yourmany years of faith

ful service I am giving you an annuity one hundred pounds (of
potatoes)."

Although a theorist andwithout experience teaching introductory laboratory
sections,Max taught such groups at the beginning of hisVanderbilt stay because

of the staff shortage and the large influx of students enrolled in the Army
Specialized Training Program. As Max wrote later, the United States appeared to

be making every soldier take a physics course. One of his colleagues in such a

course,Wdliam Skinner, recalled later that Max was not adept in the use of his

hands in the laboratory and was, in effect, all
thumbs.24

The students were some

times amused, said Skinner, by Delbriick's attempts at apparatus manipulation

and his references to the famdiar "rods and
clamps"

as "sticks and
clamps."

One

of his former students at Caltech told me that while there, impatient to obtain

results, Delbruck "would himself sometimes carry out some laboratory proce

dure, but his assistants, knowing his clumsiness, would secretly repeat the

work."25

In contrast, he was superb in designing research experiments that pro

vided unequivocal and often landmark results.

Throughout his life Delbruck liked to discuss his research with others and,

to augment the meetings organized by scientific societies, he organized symposia

and courses, both formal and informal ones, in which he was the leading spirit.

When working with Meitner in Berlin, he had organized a seminar on genetics

that met in his home. At Vanderbdt he formed the informal "phage
group,"

which soon included scientists from other states and for years stimulated dis

cussion and set the terms and boundaries of the group's investigations. Later,

when he took up a new line of research, he organized a
"Phycomyces"

group. In

Aprd and May of 1944 he delivered a series ofweekly lectures before the faculty
of the Vanderbilt School ofMedicine. Entitled "Problems ofModern Biology in

Relation to Atomic
Physics,"

the series attracted a goodly audience, with some

attending from the College ofArts and Science. It was a sophisticated examina

tion of his subject, with references to wide-ranging sources and obviously the

product of wide reading and carefully reasoned insights, as can be concluded

from a preserved typed copy of his
lectures.26 At the end of the lecture series,

Delbruck concluded:

The status of biology may be likened to that of physics around 1890.

The separate branches of classical physics, i.e., mechanics, optics-electro-

magnetism, thermodynamics, seemed to have reached their final formu

lation. There seemed to be no hope of progressing further to an

understanding of the structure of the atom. The discoveries of radioac

tivity, of x-rays, and of the electron, all in the 1890's, completely changed

the situation. The partition between these branches, as well as that

between physics and chemistry, was broken down, and the common basis

of ad, atomic physics, was rapidly constructed.
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Perhaps we are approaching a simdar phase in biology. Genetics,

embryology, biochemistry, and physiology may find a common root in a

fundamental theory of the organization of the cell. Itwould seem that the

principles of atomic physics witi have a large share in the construction of

this "modern
biology."

Although Delbruck was acquiring a national reputation, he still participated in

meetings of local scientists. He gave talks before the Tennessee Academy of

Science and the IndianaAcademy of Science. He was also invited to speak before

the Vanderbdt Science Club, which was made up of faculty members and

advanced students. Itwas on that occasion, a facultymember
recads,27

that a puz

zled listener interrupted Max and asked for the meaning of a strange symbol

among the equations Max had written on the blackboard. Max stood back, also

puzzled. Then advancing to the strange symbol, with a swift flick of a hand he

brushed away a huge fly. Turning to the audience, he announced, "That's howwe

theorists get rid of our
difficulties."

Delbruck and U.S. Citizenship

Although Delbruck now had a secure place to work, there was one large

restraint on his peace ofmind: would the U.S. immigration authorities adow him

to remain in the country? Occupancy for his two-year fellowship and the job at

Vanderbdtwere permitted by a visitor's permit that expired at the end of 1940. To

obtain a new resident-alien status he must, by the regulations, leave the country
and apply for re-entry. The interval between departure and re-admission need

not be great. One could simplywalk across a border at a point where one's papers

could be properly stamped and then walk back at the same point in a matter of

hours. Max accomplished this at Mexicali on the border of Southern California.

Five years later, however, in 1945,matters did not go so easdywhenMax appeared

before a federal judge in Nashvdle to obtain his final citizenship papers. He was

turned down. It appears he showed disdain for the simple questions asked him

and possibly for the pledge of adegiance he had to repeat, antagonizing the judge

with his impertinence.When he reported to university officials his lack of accept

ance, hewas given a crash course on the immigration rules and on how to address

federal judges. At his next appearance before the judge he was accompanied by
Professor Newton Underwood, the acting head of the department and himself

the son of a federal judge, and by Cecd Sims, the head of the law firm retained by
the university. This time he was successful.

On his earlier visit to California, besides the trip to Mexico to assure his con

tinued residence in the U.S., two other distinctive events took place. Passing near

Pasadena he stopped in to see Linus Pauling, the distinguished chemist and early
advocate of wave-mechanics, who would later receive two Nobel prizes, one in

Chemistry and the Nobel Peace Prize. At the end of their discussion of a topic

brought forward by Max and right there in Pauling's office the two worked out
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the framework of a short paper, which was published under their joint author

ship and gave "Vanderbdt Physics
Department"

as Delbriick's home institution. It

was the first of twenty-five papers published by Delbruck during his tenure at

Vanderbdt.

A second noteworthy event was his first meeting with his future wife, whom

he would marry a year later. Mary Adeline Bruce was the daughter of an

American mining engineer. She had lived in Cyprus as a young girl, had gone to

school in Beirut, Lebanon, and had just finished Scripps College when she met

Max at a party in Pasadena. Like Max she was widely traveled. Their courtship

continued, by long distance, for a year. The following summerMaxwas spending

most of his time at Cold Spring Harbor on Long Island doing research. In the

middle ofhis work, he dropped everything and traveled to Pasadena for the wed

ding on August 2, 1941, and returned with
"Manny,"

as she was caded, to the bio

logical station (and its primitive accommodations) before going back to Nashvdle

to begin Max's third year at Vanderbdt. At first they lived southwest of the cam

pus at 2709 Wortham Drive. In 1943 they moved to 223 Lauderdale Road, some

two mdes west of the campus, where they lived untd they left Nashvdle in
1947.28

Life in Nashville

Max andManny soon acquired a large circle of friends among theVanderbdt

faculty and educated lay people. She worked half-days for a time at Vanderbdt

and later as a reporter on the Nashville Banner. Because of his research in biology,

Max came to knowmanymembers of theMedical School faculty. In particular he

found Dr. Mdton Bush of the Pharmacology Department a kindred spirit, and

the two often played chess and tennis together. Although he had lost his left arm,

Bushwas a superior tennis player.With his lone arm he could toss the ball up and

quickly bring his racket around for a powerful serve. He held national ranking,
had won numbers of tournaments, and beat Max and other local competitors

much of the time. For his part Max interested Mdt in phage research and, in

preparation for teaching the so-caded phage course at Cold SpringHarbor for the

first time in 1945, tried out the course atVanderbdt withMdt and one other stu

dent. Surely, too, Mdt must have consulted with Max on biochemical problems,

an area inwhichMax considered himself deficient, later in life asking his employ

ers to furnish him with a biochemist as an assistant. As for Mdt, he found the

young Delbruck, only three years his senior, a delightful companion and was

attracted to him for the same reasons as advanced by Salvador Luria, one of two

others sharing the Nobel prize with Max: "He is terribly intelligent. ... He is

unusually cultured by American standards. You know, most American scientists

are duds; they never have read a sensible
book."29

So intimate did the friendship
between the two men become that when Max andMannywent to Europe in the

summer of 1947 to visit Max's surviving relatives in Berlin a several-weeks trip

that was both necessary and intensely stressful for Max Thelma andMdt Bush

cared for the Delbriick's young son, Jonathan, then only some six weeks old.
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Evenings of bridge playing and evenings of conversation often occupied the

Delbrucks in Nashvdle during the war. One of the interesting persons they met

was Alfred Starr, a man of some wealth who owned and operated a chain of

movie theaters in the South. Starr was eight years older thanMax and a Harvard

graduate who had attendedVanderbdt for two years. A Jew, he was fascinated by
Max's recounting of life under Hitler before coming to America, sympathetic

with his strong antipathy toward the Nazis, and empathetic with Max's fear for

the safely of his famdy in Berlin, from whom he had not heard in a long time. A

man of culture and wide interests he was one of the founders of the Nashvdle

Symphony Association and the Nashvdle Arts Councd, for instance Starr

appreciatedMax's wide-ranging knowledge and recognized the names ofmany of

his teachers and scientific friends in Germany. On discovering thatMax held only

the lowly tide of instructor (and received the commensurate low salary), the busi

nessman approached Chancedor Carmichael and averred that this young physi

cist of great abdity and promise should be paid more, indeed, the salary of a fud

professor of physics. Forthwith, partly from funds supplied byMr. Starr,Maxwas

paid $4,500 a year, the same salary as received by Francis Slack, the head of the
department.30

Max could now afford a car, though one was hard to obtain during
the war, to travel to Cold Spring Harbor for research each summer, and, after the

war, to aid his surviving relatives in Germany.

In a letter to a friend in Germany after the war,Maxwrote, "We spent the war

in Nashvdle in a fabulously peaceful way, ... I really lived a sheltered
life."31

Unlike

the 120,000 Japanese who were placed in internment camps in California during
the war, Delbruck was permitted to live undisturbed in Nashvdle and to travel

freely about the country often going as far as the West Coast and Long Island,

New
York.32

Simdarly, Salvador Luria, his codaborator and also a noncitizen, was

permitted to work unrestricted. Although there were some grumblings from

Nashville townspeople, the Vanderbdt faculty on the whole accepted Max's pres

ence. Said one, "We thought of him as a European, not a
German."

However,

another professor is reputed to havemumbled about "theAdolph Hitier Professor

of Biology and
Physics,"

and another, perhaps in jest, was heard to say, "First we

have a German citizenworking here; then an Italian national arrives toworkwith

him; if a Japanese shows up, I'm going to phone the
FBI."33

In fact, seemingly

innocently, Delbruck did wish to bring a lone Japanese researcher to visit his

Vanderbdt laboratory, but the university officials declined approval. It appears

too that although he knew Slack and Underwood were working on research rele

vant to the war at Columbia University, he was completely unaware they were

working on atomic energy or that the purpose of the plants being budt at Oak
Ridge during 1944 and 1945 were intended to produce an atomic bomb.

Research in Molecular Biology

It was atVanderbdt, whde an instructor in physics, that Delbruck carried out

the basic investigations, started at Caltech, that led to the Nobel Prize for him
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(and Salvador Luria and Alfred Hershey) in the field ofMedicine or Physiology
for 1969. Within weeks after his arrival on the campus in early 1940, he had

arrangedwith Dr. Edwin Reinke, the head of the BiologyDepartment, to have use

of a room in Buttrick Hall. The room itself, some 20x35 feet in area, had in it only

some basic laboratory furniture, but it was adequate for his needs during the

entire eight years at Vanderbdt and had the advantage of being only some three

hundred paces from his office in Garland Hall. As for apparatus and supplies, he

required very little. The Biology Department loaned him a microscope and

assorted glassware such as petri dishes and pipettes.A necessary autoclave and an

incubator could be used cooperativelywith other nearby facultymembers. There,
in Room

330,34 he worked largely alone, with only an occasional short-term col

laboration with senior investigators from outside the university. No member of

the Biology Department ever came forward to join his program, but three biol

ogy graduate students did carry out theses under his
direction.35

Before coming to Vanderbdt at age thirty-four, Delbruck had published with

such eminent physicists as George Gamow and Lise Meitner. Now, having shifted

to biology, he was alone, with only the experience of his two years in biology at

Fig. 6.3 The east front of Buttrick Hall. Delbriick's lab space was in the northern portion

of the third floor of this building. From the Photographic Archives of the Jean and

Alexander Heard Library.
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Caltech to guide him. He was deeply interested in the phage research he had

begun under Emory Ellis, however, and he was an assiduous reader of the current

literature in biology and physics, for which he found the departmental libraries

atVanderbdt entirely adequate. He had the advantage that his subject had but few

other investigators; in addition, the phenomena he was observing took place in a

matter of hours, thus adowing rapid testing of hypotheses.

One reason for Delbriick's success at Vanderbdt was that he restricted his

investigations largely to the interaction of only one of the many combinations of

bacteria and phage that could have been studied, that is, to the bacterium

Escherichia coli (E. coli) and to the seven groups ofbacteriophage (bacterial virus)

designated TI, T2 . . . T7. The bacteria could be seen in an optical microscope.

The phage could not be seen in an optical microscope, but, just as neutrons are
"seen"

by their effects in neutron counters, the phage particles were detected by
their effects at the surfaces of properly prepared gels in petri dishes. The experi

mental procedures were really quite simple.

First, the bacteria were grown in a test tube of liquid meat broth. Then

enough viruses were added to the test tube to insure that at least one virus was

attached to each bacterium.After a certain period, about ten minutes, depending
on which of the seven viruses was chosen, the bacterium burst, liberating large

numbers of virus particles. At the moment when the bacteria were destroyed, the

test tube,which had been cloudywhile the bacteriawere growing, became limpid.

The new phage particles could then enter other bacteria just as neutrons act in

a uranium pde and ad bacteria would be destroyed. But Delbruck wanted to

observe the progress of the attack of phage on the bacteria, not to accomplish the

death of all bacteria. To do this, before the bacteria burst, part of the liquid taken

from the test tube was dduted a thousand fold. From this dduted liquid samples

were then removed at definite time intervals and each placed on the surface of a

previously prepared
"lawn"

of bacteria disbursed in a nutrient jelly. There each

virus again attacked a bacterium and produced more phage.Within hours a bare

spot, called a plaque, appeared on the bacterial lawn and was visible to the naked

eye. The first samples from the original mixture would show only a few plaques,

for the chain reaction had not as yet produced many phage. But as the process

continued in the original mixture, later samples produced a larger number of

plaques, because with time more phage progeny had been accumulated. By

counting the plaques in each petri dish, an investigator could ascertain the rela

tive number ofphage viruses in the corresponding sample.A plot ofplaque count

versus time allowed for multiplication of phage in the original both showed a

latent period (duringwhich the phage was replicating inside the bacteria), a "rise
period"

(when the chain reaction was producing more and more phage viruses),

and a saturation period (when ad the bacteria had been destroyed).

That simple procedure, carried out by Delbruck and Ellis at Caltech in 1939

and many times in Buttrick Had at Vanderbdt, was named "the one-step growth
experiment."

It was the predecessor ofmore complex but simdar procedures and

more subtle interpretations. Soon (1943) Delbruck and T F. Anderson were tak-
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ing electron microscope pictures of the small phage particles attaching them

selves to the outer walls of E. coli bacteria. And Delbruck, Salvador Luria, and

Alfred Hershey, although resident at separate institutions, were beginning in 1942

their fruitful codaboration that led to their Nobel Prize.

Salvador Luria, a young Italian biologist also caught in the United States by
the war, was holding a fellowship in NewYorkwhen he attended ameeting of the

AAAS in Philadelphia after Christmas in 1940 and by prearrangement met

Delbruck for the first time. In Luria's words,

After a few hours of conversation (and dinner) with W Pauli and G.

Placzek, during which the talk was mostly in German, mostly about the

oretical physics, and mostly above my head, Delbruck and I adjourned to

NewYork for a 48-hour bout of experimentation in my laboratory. . .

During the fodowing summer, that of 1941, Delbruck codaboratedwith Luria

at Cold SpringHarbor, and in the fall of 1942 Luria came to Nashvdle for the first

of several visits. Hersheywas also a visitor toMax's lab (for the first time in 1943)

and spoke to the Vanderbdt Science Club.When asked by Hershey at what level

to pitch his lecture,Max replied, "The speaker should assume complete ignorance

and infinite intedigence on the part of the
audience."

Thus itwas, says Ernst Peter

Fischer, that "with Luria's participation molecular genetics was spawned in the

secluded American
South."37

At first the so-caded phage group began with

Delbruck, Luria (six years younger), and Hershey (two years younger). Delbruck

was its intedectual leader, the one who encouraged the others, the one who incor

porated physical and chemical insights into the biological observations. The first

"official
meeting"

of a larger phage group came inMarch 1947 in Nashvide. Eight

personswere present, includingA. H. Doermann,who later became chairman for

a time of the Vanderbdt Biology Department. One landmark paper by members

of the group caused two textbook authors to write:

Just as the birth of genetics is considered to have taken place in 1865, upon

the appearance ofMendel's paper, so the birth ofbacterial genetics can be

dated 1943, when S. E. Luria andM. Delbruck published a paper entitled

"Mutations ofBacteria fromVirus Sensitivity to Virus
Resistance."38

Some of the scientific questions asked by Delbruck and the members of his

group were:

How does a virus particle enter a bacterium and minutes later produce lysis

of the bacterium and some two hundred liberated virus particles?

How does the virus get in?

How does it multiply?

Does it multiply like a bacterium, growing and dividing?

Does it have to be inside the bacterium to do this multiplying?
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What is the effect of temperature, of different viruses?

Do mutations occur?

The questions bear a great resemblance to those that physicists asked when con

fronted by the probable fissioning of uranium by neutrons:

Can atoms other than uranium undergo fission? (analogous question: can

bacteria other than E. coli be lysed by phage particles?);
Can elementary particles other than neutrons cause fission?

How many neutrons leave the uranium atom when it is fissioned by an

incoming neutron?

Are ad the neutrons ejected at once? Are some neutrons released slowly?

What happens inside the uranium nucleus during fission?

What is the effect of different conditions, e.g., different speeds of the bom

barding neutron?

The heuristic value of the two sets of questions, taken together, should not be

overlooked as the physicist tries to understand what Delbruck was doing. But

what is remarkably curious in the history of physics at Vanderbilt is the coinci

dence that at the same time (1939-45) that Delbruck was asking his biological

questions in Nashvdle as a member of the physics department, Francis Slack was

asking the analogous questions in NewYork City as he and Dunning and Booth

confirmed the fission ofU-235. The analogy between the procedures of the physi

cists and biologists in the two instances is remarkably close and is diagrammed in

figure 6.4.

Delbruck himself answered some of these questions. In the ensuing years fur

ther progress has been made, aided in part by the electron microscope, which, for

instance, revealed that members of one strain of phage look like tadpoles, with a

hexagonal head and a tad, and showed such viruses attaching themselves to the

outer wall of a bacterium by six fragde legs as the tad becomes imbedded in the

wall. Another technique,whose development was aided by physicists, was that of

radioactive tracers, by which it was confirmed that upon attachment to the bac

terium the phage injects its nucleic acid (DNA or RNA), gathered from its head,

through the tad and into the bacterium. The emptied protein coat is left outside

the bacterium and plays no further role, for electron micrograms show such col

lapsed phage particles. Inside the cell, the DNA of the virus begins to make repli

cas of the virus, using as rawmaterials some of the parent virus DNA, the nucleic

acids of the bacterium, and fresh substances absorbed by the bacterium from the

medium surrounding it.

The interest generated by these discoveries came not only from the bacterio

phage process itself, but in its implications for understanding the general process

of heredity. Of great significance to biology and the new molecular genetics pio

neered by the workers in bacteriophage was the finding that only a portion of a
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Fig. 6.4 A Physics-BiologyAnalogy. The first horizontal sketch can be read: A neutron (n)

enters a uranium (U) nucleus, which ejects 2.5 neutrons (on average) and decays into a

nucleus of barium (Ba) and a nucleus of krypton (Kr). The physicist obtains neutrons

through the reaction a + 'Be > '^C + '0n (with the alphas coming from the radon in the

source). The biologist can obtain the phage particles from the "city
sewer."

During the

data-taking period, the physicist reads the output of the ionization chamber over a period

of time and obtains counts per minute. The neutrons entering the ionization chamber

interact with the boron nuclei to yield the counted alphas. The biologist counts plaque

spots (clear spots) on the surfaces of a set of petri dishes containing bacteria in a nutrient

jelly, after a series of samples is taken at intervals from the reacting vessel and placed on

the petri dishes.

phage virus, the DNA, enters the bacterium and that this portion contains genes,

which heretofore had not been thought possessed by phage. It fell to James D.

Watson, in work that was an offspring of the phage group's, and Francis Crick,

who, like Delbruck, had been trained in physics, to discover in 1953 the spiral

structure of DNA, for which they received a Nobel Prize with Maurice H. F.

Wilkins in 1962. As one biologist pointed out, "The mystery of the gene was
dra-

maticady dispelled in the early 1950's with the discovery that it is composed of

DNA, and that the genetic information that specifies protein structure is encoded
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in the linear sequence of nucleotide bases contained in the double-stranded, hel

ical DNA structure. . .

Vanderbilt Recognizes Delbruck's Pioneering Work

As time went on during the tumultuous war years, Max's codeagues and the

deans at Vanderbilt became increasingly aware of his scientific acumen and the

potential import of his work. His teaching load was reduced and recognition of

his progress expressed in official university publications. He was given small

grants for the purchase of supplies by the university's Natural Science Research

Fund and strongly supported in his applications for outside funds. One such

grant came from the Rockefeder Foundation, which gave him $2,500 for three

years, June 30, 1942, to June 30, 1945. (He stated in a report that by February 1945

he had spent a total of $12,192.36.) Another grant, one from the Markle

Foundation, allowed him to bringAugust H. Doermann ofStanford toVanderbilt

as a full-time assistant.40

The level of his spending can be ascertained from a three-page letter to the

university's administration about two and a half years after his arrival. In it he

described his research plans and named three investigators whom he expected to

join him atVanderbdt for short periods of codaboration. He closes his letter:

The undersigned believes that a supporting program of $2,000.00 annu-

ady, for several years, to be spent largely on equipment during the first

year, and during subsequent years to pay a research assistant, would be

adequate to insure a continuous output of substantial research work.41

The War and Relatives in Germany

But whde Max was working so hard and successfully in Nashvdle and was

shielded from the war in Europe, his relatives in Berlin were subjected to great

hardships associated with the unfolding catastrophe. He was aware, of course,

even before he left Germany in 1937 and through letters received untd Germany
and the United Stateswent towar in December, 1941, that his famdy had no sym

pathywith the Nazis. He knew too that many of his neighbors in the Griinewald

district, including the Harnacks and the Bonhoeffers, opposed the National

Socialists. More, he had learned that in 1944 a bomb had been exploded in a con

ference roomwhere Hitlerwas present but that the Fiihrer had escapedwith only

minor injuries. But unknown to Maxwas the existence of a vigorous, but largely
impotent, resistance movement among the Germany citizenry. The
"Widerstandsgruppen"

were largely un-coordinated and arose from a variety of

different reasons. Their efforts consisted not so much of acts ofphysical sabotage

against the war machine and weapons production, but of oral and printed

appeals to reason and for a halt to hostdities. The substantial opposition to the
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war within the German armed forces, which culminated on July 20, 1944, with

the explosion of the bomb left by Col. Berthold von Stauffenberg, did not develop
in a vacuum. Quick retribution for that plot fodowed. A number of army officers

were summardy executed, including General Witzleben, who commanded the

army in Berlin; General Ludwig Beck, who for a time had been head of the

General Staff of the army, was allowed to take his own life.

Among the civdian population, some dissenters published and distributed

underground pamphlets.Among these were a group of students at the University
ofBerlin. Theywere discovered and executed. Others acted out of sympathywith

Russia, and indeed a strong Communist party had opposed Hitler's election to

chancedor. When in 1933 Hitier was asked to form a government because his

party, the National Socialists, had received the largest percent of the popular vote

(43.9 percent), the Communist party had received 12.3 percent. Among the left

ist opponents were some of Delbriick's distant relatives.

Another group expressing protest were certain Protestant clergymen. The

most prominent representative was Dietrich Bonhoeffer, who with his parents

had lived down the street from the Delbriicks in Berlin. He was executed in Berlin

on Aprd 9, 1945. His brother, Klaus, who was married to Max's youngest sister,

Emmy, was also executed. (A third son of the famdy, Paul, was never accused by
the Nazis and survived the war to become Director of theMax Planck Institute of

Physical Chemistry at Gottingen).

Stdl another protester who had lived only a few miles from the Delbriicks in

Max's youth was Erwin Planck, son of Max Planck. Thirteen years older than

Max Delbruck, he had served his country in World War I, had been severely

wounded, and had endured life as a prisoner ofwar.Afterward, he had remained

in the army for a number of years before taking a civdian job. He seems not to

have been a member of a connected group, but alone expressed his strong oppo

sition to Nazi policies. On January 23, 1945, at age fifty-two, he was executed.

Like those ofMax's relatives, his death took place near the end of the war, after

the Adies had landed in Normandy on June, 6, 1944, and after the Russian

advance in the
East.42

All this was unknown to Max untd after the war. He could only conjecture

about the health and safety of his relatives in Berlin, as in the spring of 1945 the

Russian armies approached from the east and theAllies from the west and the city

was subjected to heavy aerial bombardment.When Berlin fed in May, Max must

have been gravely concerned about the welfare of his mother, and of his sisters,

his brother, and their chddren.Where were they?What had happened to the big
house and the garden that he had thought of as a paradise as a chdd?

His only knowledge and that was sketchy had come from a disquieting
newspaper article he had seen one afternoon sometime in March 1943. Having
ridden home on his bicycle after work at Vanderbdt, he climbed the stairs to the

little apartment onLauderdale Road and picked up a copy of theNashvilleBanner,

left lying on the bed. Almost at once two famdiar names drew his attention: Arvid
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Harnack and Schelia. A Russian spy ring had been uncovered in the highest lev

els of the German government, said the Banner, and the leaders had been appre
hended.43 Schelia?Wasn't that the name of a friend ofhis brother Justus?Andwas

Justus involved too? And Harnack, that was the name of his aunt Amalie, his

mother's sister, whose famdy had lived in the house next to theirs in Berlin. But

Arvid7. Who was he? His uncle had been named Adolph, and there were no sons

named Arvid.

Disturbed and frustrated,Max had to wait untd two years after the end of the

war before he could obtain the full facts. Arvid Harnack, a distant relative, was

indeed accused of being a Communist spy and head of a group called "Rote
Kapede."

With his American wife he had been executed in 1943.

A Dreadful Letter Arrives

Then, one day after the close of the European war, which took place May 9,

1945, Max received a letter from Germany. Addressed to him in Nashvdle in a

strange hand and bearing no postage stamps, it bore the markings of U.S. mdi

tary mad. Opening the envelope he noted the name of the writer was that of no

one he knew. "I am an American soldier at present in
Berlin,"

the letter began. "I

have met a member of your famdy, and because Germans are not permitted to

send letters to the outside I have been asked to forward news of your
famdy."

Then the letter went on to relate the news of what had happened to Max's rela

tives during the war.Although I have not seen this letter personady,Max revealed

some of its contents to Professor Guy Forman, who shared an office in Garland

Hall with Max Delbruck at the
time.44

The full extent of the tragedy of the Delbruck famdy has not been previously
reported elsewhere. It is given here, in summary fashion, to cast light on Max's

eight-year stay in Nashvdle and on his decision to move to Caltech. I have listed

the events one by one in an attempt only to imply, not fudy describe, the enor

mity ofwhat took place.

Sadly, the letter informed Max that his mother had died of natural causes

midway through the war (in 1943) at the age of seventy-nine. A year after her

death the famdy home in Berlin was completely destroyed by bombing. (His

father had died in 1929 at age eighty-one. A brother,Waldemar, had died whde a

soldier in Greece duringWorld War I.)

His sister Emdia had married a son of the neighboring Bonhoeffer famdy,

Klaus Bonhoeffer, a lawyer. He was put to death by the Gestapo onAprd 23, 1945,
two weeks after they had executed his brother, Rev. Dietrich Bonhoeffer. At the

time of his execution Klaus Bonhoeffer's three chddren were of the ages seven,

eleven, and fourteen.

His sister Helene had married Georg Hobe, a banker. He was murdered (by
whom the letter did not say) on May 5, 1945, just four days before the formal

close of the war.
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A third sister, Johanna, had married Ernest Brauer, a physicist. He was mur

dered May 21, 1946 (again, the soldier provided no detads).

Near the end of the warMax's brother, Justus, four years older than Max, was

incarcerated by the Gestapo for acts alleged inimical to the state. On the last days

of the conflict he escaped from his prison, only to fall into the hands of the

Russians. Sent to a Russian prison camp, six months later he died of diphtheria

on October 23, 1945.

Altogether seventeen ofMax's nieces and nephews were made fatherless by
the executions of resisters and the two murders at the close of the war.

Further, certain of Max's more distantly related relatives, members of his

mother's famdy, also met death at the hands of the Gestapo. One ofMax's first

cousins, Ernst von Harnack, a high governmental official and the son ofMax's

maternal aunt Amalie, at the age of fifty-seven was executed by the Gestapo on

March 5, 1945.And as already noted,ArvidHarnack, the chief governmental offi

cial in the business-economics ministry and a cousin of Ernst's, was executed as

a Russian spy in
1943.45

According to Professor Forman, the letter's contents came as a complete sur

prise to Max. Dr. Forman does not recall, over forty years later, thatMax revealed

to him any specific detads about the deaths except to ted him that one of the men

(probably one of those described as "murdered") was killed by "Russian soldiers

who kicked in the door of the roomwhere hewas and sprayed the roomwith bul
lets."

That victim must have been either Georg Hobe, who died some four days

before the surrender of the German army to the Adies or (less probable) Ernst

Brauer, who was killed about a year later.

Delbruck Returns to Berlin

Not until the summer of 1947, some two years after the war, was Max able to

go to Germany and visit surviving relatives. Even at that date a visit for personal

reasons could not be permitted by the U.S. State Department. Moreover,

Germany was divided into four zones of occupation and travel from one to

another was restricted.Max's ingenious solution was premised on obtaining a let

ter from H. J. Midler, president of the Genetics Society (in America), requesting
thatDelbruck represent the Society in securing first-hand information on geneti

cists in Germany and ascertainingwhether or not "theymay be regarded as inno

cent of having actively aided Naziism and taken part in the Nazi prostitution of
genetics."

Max's first destination was to be the Bohr Institute. He embarked from New

York in July, 1947, on aDanish freighter bound for Copenhagen. During a stop in

England he obtained permission to enter the British Zone ofOccupation byway
of Denmark. In Denmark he secured from the U.S. Consul permission to enter

Germany. Once in the British Zone of Occupation, he was adowed to enter the

British zone in Berlin, and from there to the U.S. Sector where his former home
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had been located.46 The scheme was as complicated as planning a bacteriophage

experiment.

In Berlin he interviewed such biologists as he could locate, including some of

his former codeagues. He even gave a seminar. The house of his youth had been

totally destroyed. "The war had produced an enormous amount of physical

destruction, making the situation
chaotic,"

state E. P. Fischer and Carol Lipson.

Thereafter, for more than thirty years Max tried to aid his surviving relatives and

scientific codeagues in Germany. To some he sent CARE packages. To Max von

Laue he shipped many volumes of scientific journals. And, for varying periods

once for two years he taught in German universitieswhde on leave from Caltech.

Delbruck Leaves Vanderbilt

Meanwhde, between the receipt of the fateful letter from a GI and his visit to

Germany in the summer of 1947, he entertained job offers from other universi

ties. In early 1946 he was in correspondence with the Carnegie Institution of

Washington, where research on bacteriophage was in progress, and with the

University of Manchester, where the well-known physicist P. M. S. Blackett

offered him the chair of the Biophysics Department. At first he and Manny
approached the prospect ofmoving to Englandwith some enthusiasm, andMax

visitedManchester in June 1946 and gave four public lectures. And if he moved

thereMaxwould be closer to his relatives in Germany, ad of them surely in strait

ened condition, and as forManny,who had lived in Cyprus and had experienced

British Colonial rule, she thought she might like to live in England. Besides,

Nashvdle, where Max had found a peaceful refuge and generous aid and encour

agement, was now becoming "rather
boring."

Butwhde in late 1946 he was tenta

tively planning to move to Manchester, he unexpectedly received from George

Beadle on December 11, 1946, the offer of a professorship in biology at Caltech,
where he had worked ten years earlier on first coming to the United States. He

accepted the offer December 27, 1946.

As late asMarch 23, 1945, an official of the Rockefeller Foundation hadwrit

ten in his diary:

[Max] remarks that he has fallen in love with Vanderbdt and life in the

South and has no desire whatsoever to leave Vanderbdt so long as he can

continue his researches there.47

However, after the war,Max seems to have found alarming the large influx of stu

dents, many studying under the GI Bdl. Too, he now found his quarters in

Buttrick Hall insufficient and the prospects for additional assistants and faculty
codeagues rather elusive.When he approached the administration about the pos

sible establishment of a separate institute for studying phage, one costing initially
half a mdlion dodars, the university pleaded its inabdity to raise that

amount.48
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Yet, while unable to fund his work fully or to create an extraordinary faculty
post for him, the university thoughtwell ofDelbruck. After remaining an instruc

tor through the war years after his abdity and productivity had become recog

nized, he was promoted to an assistant professorship in June 1946. In one of his

annual reports, that for 1942-43, Dean Davidson wrote ofMax:

Another research of great importance is that conducted by Dr. Delbruck

and his associates in the field of bacteriophage. This is probably the most

important piece of research that has been carried on at Vanderbdt for

some time. It has attracted national attention.

In the same report the dean cited Delbriick's work as a commendable example of

cooperative research.

The Chairman of the Physics-AstronomyDepartment, Francis Slack, also rec

ognized Delbriick's abdities. On March 18, 1947, writing to Dean Davidson, he

described Delbriick's research as "spectacular and of large quantity"49

On his part Max, too, had expressed satisfaction with his place at Vanderbdt.

On February 8, 1945, after being informed he had been promoted from instruc

tor to assistant professor, he wrote to Chancedor Carmichael to express his appre

ciation that he could continue his work during the war. "I count the years (at
Vanderbdt),"

he wrote, "among my happiest and most
fruitful."

And when, on

December 27, 1946, he sent a letter of resignation to the chancellor, he expressed

thanks for the "spirit of cooperation in the administration and in the depart

ments of physics and biology, which made my stay ... at Vanderbdt University
fruitful and

pleasant."

Still, despitemutual regard and expressions of appreciation

on the part ofbothMax and the university faculty and administration, California

beckoned strongly (and successfully) to Max andManny.

Both inside and outside the university, one occasionally hears the question:

"Why did Vanderbdt not do more to keep this future Nobel Prize
winner?"50

No

regular faculty position existed at Vanderbdt that could accommodate Delbruck

in 1947. The Physics-Astronomy Department was about to initiate its new Ph.D.

program, and Max would not have cared to direct student thesis research in

physics. In the BiologyDepartment he could direct theses with consummate suc

cess, but he could not be expected to teach undergraduate classes in botany, zool

ogy, or bacteriology, fields in which he possessed no formal credentials or

comprehensive knowledge. He might have found a niche in the Medical School,

but those were before the days of extensive federal support of research in medi

cine, and considerable teaching was required of every facultymember. In the face

of the financial constraints of the postwar period,Vanderbilt could not go all out

to create a suitable position for him or provide a laboratory and supporting staff

thatwould allow a full use of his recognized talents.And of course no one at that

time could have predicted that he would be awarded a Nobel Prize twenty-two

years later.
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So, at the end of the summer of 1947, Max andManny and young Jonathan

headed west to Pasadena. It was almost exactly ten years since he had gone in the

same direction and to Caltech upon his arrival in the United States for the first

time. He would remain there untd his death in 1981.
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Fig. 6.5Max Delbruck as a Caltech professor. His 1969 Nobel Prize, awarded jointiy with

Salvador Luria and Alfred Hershey, rested on work he initiated in microbial genetics as a

member of the Vanderbilt Physics faculty during 1940 to 1947, when he returned to

Pasadena. Courtesy ofCalifornia Institute ofTechnology, Pasadena



Fig. 7.1 An artist's rendition of E. Booth, F. G. Slack and J. R. Dunning observing on an

oscilloscope the huge energy released by the fission of a uranium nucleus on January 25,

1939, at the Columbia University cyclotron. This experiment at Columbia was the first

such measurement in the U.S. From Columbia Research News 13 (winter 1962-63).
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Splitting the

Uranium Nucleus

In the spring of 1938, after a decade of teaching at Vanderbdt, Francis Slack

decided he needed a change of scene. An English professor might have

described such awish aswanting to put new wine in an old bottle. A phdoso-

pher might have said, "I'm searching for new grist for my
mill."

An official of a

phdanthropic organization once said, "A Rockefeder Foundation grant can put

new wheels on old
carts."

Slack himself, having taught electricity so long, might

have used the metaphor: "recharging my
batteries.''

When hewent to Dean Pomfretwith his proposal for a year's leave of absence,

the Dean reminded him that Vanderbdt had no system of faculty sabbaticals, no

financialmeans for affording a leave for a professor, no matter how urgent or how

productive ofbenefits it might be. "I'd pay for it
myself,"

was Slack's answer. "You

can usemy salary to pay for a
replacement."

"Andwho would we get to carryyour

teaching
load?"

the Dean queried. "Well, I've been in touchwith a professor from

Eastern Idinois University FrankVerwiebe is his name and he'd be wdling to

come for a year. He's a very good teacher, has a Ph.D. from Chicago, and, besides,

he's interested in examining ways to improve physics
teaching."1

How far Slackwent in pressing his case, we do not know. In his occasionally

turbulent way, he might have pointed out that in his ten years at Vanderbilt he

had not received a promotion in rank and that in ad those years the university

had taken no steps whatsoever to facditate the retirement of Professor Daniel,

who was now almost seventy-five years of age. Too, he might have added that he,

Rudnick, and Underwood had felt it necessary themselves to use laboratory peri

ods to deliver special lectures as a supplement to Professor Daniel's introductory
course.2

As he briefly outlined his plans to the dean, Slack proposed to spend the

approaching fall touring physics departments in the Midwest and East to learn

195
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what was going on elsewhere by way of new approaches to teaching and admin

istration. Then, during the spring he planned to go to Europe to observe the state

of science there. When the dean mentioned the unstable state of politics in

Germany was it not dangerous to travel there? Slack replied that he would be

protected by his American passport. The United States was not at war with any

one. Besides, he pointed out, he had studied there a decade ago, knew his way

around, and had contacts who could facditate obtaining the most from his visi

tations.

The often-proclaimed benefits of an academic leave-of-absence accrued to

Slack in full measure. Besides gaining new insights into how departments were

administered, he became involved in research in the new field of nuclear physics,

which was more contemporary,more productive than the backwater ofmagneto-

optics. Also, he entered into active participation in the early research in uranium

fission, research that led to new, fundamental discoveries and to his later partici

pation in the organization of the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies with its

bountiful benefits to Vanderbdt University and its Physics Department after

WorldWar II. But certainly, it should be said, his leave was not intended as, nor

did it provide, an opportunity for him to lecture to large groups of students, as a

recent history ofVanderbdt University
avers.3

He had been doing that for many
years, and successftdly, atVanderbdt.

The Slacks Tour the Midwest and East

As planned, Francis and Bede visited several universities during the fall of

1938. Among those visited were the University ofWisconsin, where he met with

Professor L. R. Ingersod, and Ohio State, where in earlyNovember he visited me,

then a graduate student there, and Tommy Lynn, also a graduate student, who

held a bachelor's degree fromVanderbdt. Altogether he visited some sixty codeges

and universities, an extraordinary accomplishment in the few months at his dis

posal.Whde establishing contacts and gaining impressions useful in his work, he

also gathered impressions as a semi-official observer for the American

Association of Physics Teachers. At the close of his trip he reported to its

Executive Committee on the attitudes of college physics teachers toward that

organization, which, having been organized only eight years earlier, was in its

formative years.4 One condition he deplored was the lack of support shown the

organization by the physics teachers in the larger research universities. Another

was that papers presented at the association's meetings were often an opinion or

a description of a subjective teaching system. "They should be supported by sci

entific experiment and presented and discussed on a more scientific
basis,"

he

thought. Finady, he offered an adjuration simdar to one later expressed by
President Kennedy: "Many physicists seem to feel that the association can do

them no good They [should be] made to consider the goodwhich they them

selves can do for physics and for science . . . through
membership."5
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Going eastward, the Slacks probably visited relatives as opportunity allowed.

Francis had a number of relatives inMarietta, Ohio,where he himselfhad lived for

a time. A brother, Charles M., was a physicist at theWestinghouse Corporation in

Pittsburgh, where he worked on the development ofX-ray tubes for commercial

use. His other brother, ChesterW, was a portrait painter who lived on Martha's

Vineyard,Massachusetts. Bede's famdywas located in Rochester,
NY.6

By January 1939 they had come to New York City, where they had married

and lived for several years. Of course, Franciswished to visit his former codeagues

in Pupin Had, the modern, thirteen-story physics budding on 120th Street near

Broadway on the ColumbiaUniversity campus. There he surelymust have looked

up DanaMitched, once a fellow student and now on the faculty; dependable Sam

Cooey, who ran the precision shop; old Doc Farwed, the beloved teacher; George

Pegram, now the head of the Physics Department and dean of the Graduate

School; and John R. Dunning, who, after postdoctoral study in Europe on the

same fedowship enjoyed earlier by Francis, had been elected to the faculty and

now ran the cyclotron program.

When Francis dropped byDunning's research laboratory in the basement, the

affable director introduced him to Eugene Booth, and thus began a codegial

friendship that resulted in productive and important research codaboration dur

ing the next five years. Eugene T Booth was born in Rome, Georgia, in 1912. He

received a B.S. from the University of Georgia in 1932 and an M.S. in 1934. He

had joined the Pegram-Dunning research group in 1937 after a three-year stay at

Oxford, where he had acquired a Ph.D. Both Southerners, one by birth and the

other through adoption, both graduates of the same physics department, and

both with a background of research in Europe, Booth and Slack liked each other

from the very start.

The day he visited Dunning and Booth was to be a fateful one in Slack's

career. So interested did he become in the research the two were engaged in, he

decided to work with them for a time and postpone his European travels to the

coming spring. As Dunning later described the occasion:

I wed remember the day . . . when Francis parked his Lincoln and his wife

Bede outside Pupin and came to the basement cyclotron laboratory to say
a brief hedo and goodbye before taking his car and his luggage down to

the ship to leave for a sabbatical period in Europe. Francis stayed around

and talked with Gene Booth and me for not a few minutes but more like

an hour or so getting more excited all the time about helping with the

research we were planning. Finady Francis exclaimed, "Why should I go to

Europe when I can have more fun
here?"7

Written some three
decades'

after their meeting, this letter reflects Dunning's

characteristic ebullience and possibly contains some inadvertent inaccuracies.

Actually, Slack was not about to board the ship at once, as the letter implies, but
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had, at the very least, to wait untd after February 23-25, 1939, the date of the

nextNewYorkmeeting of theAmerican Physical Society,where Slackwas sched

uled to present a paper on
magneto-optics.8

Nor was it likely that Belle was kept

waiting in the car for over an hour whde Francis chatted with his friends. But

that he enthusiasticady entered upon the Dunning research program cannot be

gainsaid.While welcome as an unpaid volunteer, he had to participate as a jun

ior member scientifically, despite his age forty-one at the time, for he had not

previously had experience with accelerators and the investigation of nuclear

reactions, decay schemes, cross-section measurements, and the life times of

short-lived isotopes. Nor had he engaged in the construction of the apparatus so

essential to the work theywere doing. It ismuch to his credit that, as he had done

earlier in Munich, he was willing to change the course of his personal research

interests, learn new techniques, and gain new knowledge of a new branch of

physics that was supplementing and graduady shouldering aside such fields as

cosmic rays, atomic spectroscopy, conduction of electricity through gases, and

molecular spectroscopy.

When he joined the group in mid-January, according to what Francis once

told
me,9

the thirty-six-inch cyclotron was not working wed. The remedy

attempted, with Slack participating, was to insert various shims (thin sheets of

soft iron) in various positions between the two pole pieces and note in a cut-and-

try manner the effect on the observed beam current of protons or alphas. After

some days of effort the placing of the shims did result in a better focusing of the

magnetic field and a very satisfactory beam was made avadable. They were now

ready to reopen the research that Pegram and Dunning had been pursuing. But

the arrival of a most unexpected piece of scientific news changed their plans and

diverted them to epoch-making discoveries.

Dunning, Booth, and Slack Confirm Uranium Fission

When Francis Slack arrived in NewYork in mid-winter of 1938-39, he could

not have foreseen the tremendous impact on his life and plans that was to come

from the near simultaneous arrival from Europe of two Nobel Prize Laureates in

Physics during January, 1939. One was Enrico Fermi, who had onlyweeks before

been awarded the prize in Stockholm for hiswork in Italy on neutron absorption,

and,without returning to Rome or obtaining the assent of the fascist regime, had

proceeded at once to theUnited States to take up a professorship at Columbia. He

arrived on January 2 and, although handicapped by his lack of proficiency in

English, at once began talking with the other physicists at Columbia about their

work and suggesting ways in which he could collaborate with them. Then on

January 16 came Niels Bohr from Denmark, accompanied by his son Erik, then
about sixteen, and having as a fedow passenger the physicist Leon Rosenfeld.10 To

meet them at the dock were Dean Pegram, Enrico and Laura Fermi, and John

ArchibaldWheeler, then twenty-nine and a professor at Princeton, who had ear

lier collaborated with Bohr in Copenhagen.
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On the voyage across the Atlantic, Bohr had divulged to Rosenfeld a startling

discovery that had been disclosed to him hours before his departure by Otto

Frisch and his aunt, Lise Meitner, who having just escaped to Sweden from the

Nazis, had heard from Otto Hahn in Berlin of his finding, with Strassmann, that,

when bombarded with neutrons, uranium atoms appeared to yield atoms of far

less weight, among them barium. The evidence was chemical. That is, chemical

analysis of bombarded uranium showed unmistakable signs of atomic fragments

of uranium rather than signs of elements near uranium in the atomic weight

scale. Bohr had promised Meitner and Frisch not to discuss their interpretation

of the Hahn-Strassmann findings as a splitting of uranium untd after their paper

on the subject had been published. But apparently he did not caution Rosenfeld

about his promise. Now, here in NewYork, less than two weeks after the Hahn-

Strassmann discovery, were two newly arrived foreign physicists possessed of

most startling information, knowledge known only to a few Europeans. It was

another example of the benefits avadable to physicists working on the Eastern

Seaboard. Not only did they obtain from visitors from abroad early news of sci

entific discoveries, but they even received the European journals days in advance

of physicists living in Tennessee, or Iowa, or California. Generally, to be sure, this

did not matter greatly, for a few days head start in the race for accomplishment

and priority usuadymade no difference, but in the case of fission, as the new phe

nomenon soon came to be called, it did, because some physicists in the United

States already had in hand and operating the apparatus needed to explore within

days, even within hours, the implications ofHahn's
revelations.11

But the news was not long to be restricted to the two new arrivals. Bohr seems

at first to have withheld it from Fermi, but Rosenfeld, on the hour's train ride to

Princeton with John A. Wheeler could not refrain from telling him. Then

Wheeler, at the time in charge of the weekly seminar at Princeton, discussed the

splitting of uranium there on the evening of January 16, 1939. From there the

news came quickly back to the physicists at Columbia, one ofwhom had attended

the seminar, and Bohr himself became more communicative. Fermi, who had

received the Nobel Prize largely because of his research on the transmutation of

elements caused by neutron bombardment, discussed the Hahn findings with

Pegram and Dunning, whose laboratory held the capabilities of generating neu

trons and ofdetecting ionization caused by charged particles, including ones gen

erated by neutrons. They discussed an experiment that could be done to

substantiate the suggested explanation of the Hahn-Strassmann findings: they

would search for the heavy pulses of ionization in air that would be expected

from the flying fragments of the splitting of the uranium nucleus. They would

search for physical evidence to confirm the chemical evidence, although in fact

they were mainly occupied with the large amount of energy released during fis

sion and not in identifying the atoms produced.

Francis Slack was, of course, in the midst of all the excitement generated by
the news brought by Bohr: the preparations for the forthcoming experiment, the

two Nobel Prize winners stroding about the hads and talking with students and
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faculty alike, the discussions in the lobbies before the two elevators serving the tad

budding, the conjectures that were traded back and forth, the wish for concrete

news, the arrival finally of Die Naturwissenchaften with the Hahn-Strassmann

article12

in it on page 11.

The experiment was carried out in the basement of Pupin Had on the night

of January 25, 1939. Unknown to the participants, a simdar experiment had been

done a few days earlier by
Frisch13 in Copenhagen; nevertheless, it was the first

such to be performed in the United States, and Francis Slack was an active par

ticipant. Others present were J. R. Dunning, the head of the group; Eugene Booth;

HerbertAnderson, a graduate student and one of the cyclotron group; and G. N.

Glasoe, an instructor in the Physics Department. Unfortunately, for the purpose

of establishing who was present at this memorable experiment, the paper record

ing the results is not unambiguously useful, since it is a composite of research

results at Columbia and the paper's authors do not correspond exactly with the

names of those present on January 25.
14
The order of the

authors'

names is of

some interest. The alphabetical arrangement corresponds with a more subjective

paradel. Accordingly, Anderson, although at the time a graduate student, is

named first becausewhen difficulties arose in the midst of thework itwas he who

suggested a cruciady needed and easdy avadable source of neutrons. Booth and

Dunning came next because the cyclotron and the detector used had been devel

oped by them over months of labor. The last three authors were contributors of

lesser importance,with Slack last because he had only participated in the labora

tory's efforts for a couple of weeks in January.

The cyclotron group was wed prepared to make the first experimental test of

the release of large amounts of energywhen uranium atoms fissioned under the

impact of neutrons. Since neutrons cannot be directly ejected by particle acceler

ators, they can only be obtained from nuclear reactions instigated by other

nuclear projectdes. Dunning's cyclotron had been used in earlier studies for gen

erating neutrons by use of alpha particles accelerated by the cyclotron bombard

ing a sample of beryllium, which then ejected neutrons. By suitable codimation

the neutrons could then be directed upon the thin layer ofuranium (actuady ura

nium oxide), coated on one plate of an ionization chamber. In this detector the

strong ionization caused by the fission fragments were visually apparent as large

pips on the screen of the associated
oscilloscope.15

Also, Pegram and Dunning
had for years been generating neutrons by means of berydium-radon sources,

which they had made by mixing berydium powder with radon obtained from

physicians who collected radon gas from radium and used the needles of radon

to irradiate cancer patients. Such sources had to be frequently renewed, however.

During the experiments on January 25, both methods were used.

Later, in 1951, Dunning described the successful results in a letter to a former

classmate:

On January 25, 1939,when a small group of us, late at night, first observed

the big
"green"

peaks on the oscdloscope screen which meant that about
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200,000,000 electron-volts were liberated as a single uranium atom was

spdt by a slow neutron, my notebook, opening sentence, says that we

believe we have observed new phenomena of "far-reaching conse

quences,"

there in the basement of the Pupin
Laboratories.16

As engrossing as the science of this subject is, we are focused here on Francis

Slack's participation in this important finding, which he himself revealed to me

in some detad, and it is disconcerting to note considerable confusion, even dis

agreement and misinformation, in thewritten history about the night of January
25. In his detaded book, TheMaking oftheAtomic

Bomb,17
Richard Rhodes makes

no mention of the active participation ofDunning or Booth or Slack in the activ

ities in the cyclotron laboratory on the evening of January 25. In fact, Booth and

Slack are not named at all. And as for the group's leader, John Dunning, Rhodes

quotes Herbert Anderson as recalling only that "Dunning showed up later that
evening."

Indeed, Rhodes portraysAnderson as doing the experiment alone.

In sharp contradiction, in a 1955 publication (the sixteenth anniversary of the

test) of the Engineering School of Columbia
University,18

only Dunning, Booth,

and Slack are named as participating. Stdl later, in 1964, a press release simdarly

credits the three alone, no mention ofAnderson and Glasoe and, of course, none

ofFermi,who had already left Columbia and at the timewas inWashington, D.C.,

and no use of the words "and
others."

In part the press release stated:

After a hurried dinner on the night of January 25, 1939, Dunning
descended to the cave-like basement of Columbia's physics laboratories.

Awaiting him were Eugene T. Booth, a physics instructor, and Francis G.

Slack, a Columbia graduate, then a visiting professor from Vanderbdt

University.

Dunning outlined his plan for an experiment, and amid growing

excitement Slack and Booth helped him set up
equipment.19

Incomplete, ambiguous, contradictory, even romanticized after decades had

passed, the reports leave us unsure as to who was present andwhat took place on

the night in question. To clarifywhat actuady happened, I wrote to Eugene Booth,

who later rose in the academic ranks at Columbia, served as director of the Nevis

Cyclotron Laboratory (1953-56), as departmental chairman, and thenwent on to

be scientific advisor to the supreme adied commander of the Atlantic Fleet

(1959-61) and vice president of Laser, Inc. (1961-66), before closing out his

career as dean of the Graduate School of Stevens Institute of Technology. Here is

what he replied:

Booth and Slack set up the ionization chamber near the cyclotron.

Dunning joined us about 6 p.m., and we began collecting data. This data

collection was time consuming, since we felt compelled to make many

control runs and checks to be sure that the large pulses of ionization seen
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on the oscidoscopewere not produced by artifacts, (e.g., randommomen

tary breakdowns of a high voltage condenser). About 9 p.m. we were fairly
certain that the results we were gettingwere valid, but the cyclotron began

to behave unreliably due to vacuum problems. In the meantime, Herbert

Anderson had joined us, and suggested that we continue the experiments

with neutrons from a radon-berydium source that he had recently

obtained from the Columbia Physicians and Surgeons Hospital. . .

Anderson had secured this source for his research with Fermi. . . .

Counting continued with the radon-beryllium source untd after mid

night, and everyone was convinced of the validity of the
result.20

Booth's account removes most of the gaps in other published records. Those

occupiedwith how science is done would, of course, like to knowwhy omissions

of participants occur in the several versions and why Herbert Anderson moved

from Dunning's group to associate himselfwith Fermi, go with him to Chicago

to work, and later write his Ph.D. thesis under Fermi's directions.

The group that first confirmed the Hahn-Strassmann experimental fission

hypothesis they themselves called it a conjecture in their first report did not

continue intact. The physicists at Columbia interested in fission re-formed into

four groups: one budt around Fermi, Anderson, and H. B. Hanstein; another con

sisting of Leo Szdard (on a short-term appointment at Columbia) andWalter H.

Zinn (a professor at City College who had been doing research on X rays with

Bergen Davis at Columbia); a third composed of G. N. Glasoe and J. Steigman

(who held an appointment in Chemistry at City Codege); and a fourth composed

ofDunning, Booth, and Slack. During the next three months Slack's group pub

lished three more important papers on the fission of uranium, a startlingly new

phenomenon since heretofore only smad bits of atoms had been chipped off dur

ing nuclear codisions.

In their first paper Slack's group had noted that their results could be

explained by Bohr's suggestion that the primary isotope involved in fission was

U-235, not U-238. Furthermore, they found that the cross-section for thermal

(slow) neutrons was twenty times that for fast neutrons. Then in a paper submit

ted Aprd 17,
1939,21

Booth, Dunning, and Slack were the first to interpret cor

rectly that the delayed neutrons observed immediately following fission were in

fact beta-delayed neutrons.What they correctly determined, and that only later

was better understood, is that some of the fission fragments undergo radioactive

decaywith a certain half-life and emit a negative beta particle. Following the beta

decay, the nucleus is left in a highly excited state and quickly emits gamma rays to

rid itself of the excess energy, but in these highly unstable conditions the nucleus
has a smad probabdity of emitting a neutron rather than a gamma ray.

Accordingly, the neutron emission fodows the half-life of the beta decay and so is
delayed.

In their third
paper,22

submitted May 1, Booth, Dunning, and Slack were the

first to measure the energy distribution of the fission fragments. Again, as in the
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first Columbia experiment, a vital piece of apparatus was the ionization chamber

and its amplifier-oscdloscope system that had been developed earlier.23

They
found the first evidence that fission fragments are not always the same pair of

nuclei but are divided into two approximately equal groups, each roughly

approximating a normal distribution curve. The authors give the ratio of the

masses of the two fragments at the peaks of the distribution curve as "approxi

mately
96/i4o,"

which is in excedent agreement with later results obtained bymore

sophisticated apparatus, as has been pointed out in a recent biographical sketch

of F. G.
Slack.24

This important paper was one of the classic papers on fission of

uranium reprinted in The Discovery ofNuclear Fission: a Documentary History,

published by the Commission on College Physics in 1971.

In a fourth paper, like their third submitted May 1, the three codaborators

described measurements on the range distribution (in air) of uranium fission

fragments.25
Finady, in a last furious endeavor, at the end ofAprd they reported

at theWashingtonMeeting of theAmerican Physical Society on the delayed neu

tron emission from uranium after exposure to a strong neutron source. The delay
was found to have half-lives of about 3-14 seconds and 45 seconds. This finding
of the presence and delay time of so-caded "delayed

neutrons"

also discovered

two months earlier byRoberts, Meyer, and
Wang26

was of critical importance in

the control of nuclear reactors that were soon to come into use to make bomb

material and later to provide a controlled means of obtaining nuclear energy for

civdian use.

At the same meeting, held Aprd 27-29, several papers on fission were deliv

ered. Three papers by Columbia physicists, including the one by Dunning's

group, were immediately followed on the program by one given by Niels Bohr

and John A.Wheeler on "TheMechanism ofNuclear
Fission."

Soon, by common

agreement, although not without some initial opposition, the publication of

work on fission was halted by U.S. physicists.

Although we have here fodowed the work in which Francis Slackwas a partic

ipant, it should be pointed out that fodowing January 25, 1939, other groups from

Columbia also published on the subject of fission. So did other laboratories in the

United States. In Europe, immediately fodowing the Hahn-Strassman article, arti

cles quickly fodowed in Nature, the English weekly scientific journal. The authors

of these articles included O. R. Frisch, who, having returned to Bohr's Institute in

Copenhagen, had on January 16 been the first to provide physical evidence of

heavy fission fragmentswhen he detected them in an ionization chamber exposed

to Ra-Be
neutrons.27 Other articles were byMeitner and

Frisch,28 Bohr29

(writing
from theUnited States), and

Meitner30On January 30, 1939, only five days after the

Dunning experiment, F. Joliot in France announced before the FrenchAcademy of

Science that he and two colleagues had confirmed "a new kind of nuclear reac
tion."

This was followed by an article in Nature inwhich they announced they had

found that secondary neutrons were produced during fission.

Much of the work that fodowed in the United States was initiated when the

subject of the splitting of uranium was brought forward,without prior planning,
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at the Conference on Low Temperature Physics that convened in Washington,

D.C., in January 1939.

Paul Wang and the Washington Conference

Just one day after the Columbia group carried on their experiment, a confer

ence on theoretical physics opened inWashington, D.C., and there the privately

held knowledge of the Columbia and Princeton physicists became more widely

disseminated. Curiously enough, a Chinese physicist, Paul K. S.
Wang,31

who later

joined the Vanderbilt Physics faculty for a period, was present inWashington at

the time and noted at first hand what went on. In 1955 he told me the fodowing
story, on which I took copious notes and which I paraphrase here:

After receiving a B.Sc. degree from the National Peking University in

1928, 1 continued studying and teaching in China untd Iwent to Germany
to studywith Otto Hahn at the KaiserWdhelm Institute for Chemistry at

the University of Berlin. In 1938 I was awarded a D.Sc. degree by the

University. There I also met Strassmann and Lise Meitner and learned

many of their techniques for handling radioactive materials and measur

ing half-lives. But in August 1938, noting the growth of the Nazi move

ment and the aggressive behavior of Germany, I left for security

reasons my own security, that is.

I was not aware, however, of the group's research on uranium exposed

to a beam of neutrons, in which they at first tried to check Fermi's belief

that transuranic elements were formed when uranium atoms are

impacted by neutrons. Nor was I aware that they were finding lower

atomic weight elements when uranium was bombarded. That must have

taken place after I left Berlin to go to the United States to work withMerle

Tuve and L. R. Hafstad at the Carnegie Institution inWashington, D.C. As

I recad, I held a fedowship given me by the China Foundation. Although

the laboratory was caded the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, the

people there were doing nuclear physics. They had budt a high-voltage

Van de Graaff and an up-to-date detection apparatus for charged parti

cles. My title was "Guest
Investigator."

After I was there about fourmonths, a conference on low temperature

physics organized by George Gamow and Edward Teller was held in

Washington. It was jointly sponsored by the Carnegie Institution and

GeorgeWashington University. I attended the first session on January 26.
It was scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m.,32 but the start was delayed because

Niels Bohr had not yet arrived. As the group waited, they chatted. Then

someone, I don't remember who, brought up the news that uranium

nuclei exposed to neutrons broke into two almost equal parts. Just then

Bohr walked in and was asked to ted what he knew. He spent about forty
minutes telling of Frisch and Meitner's interpretation. Then Fermi, who
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was also present, rose and spent another thirty minutes describing how

one could confirm the finding by physical means.

The novelty of the discovery and its immediate implications were

clear to ad those assembled. Some of the questions raised were clearly

urgent.Ways to answer themwere considered. The meeting broke up. Low

temperature physics was forgotten. Some attendants sent telegrams to

their colleagues. Some left immediately in their cars parked outside the

meeting place. Others caught early trains.A few remained inWashington,

however. Then Hafstad, I think itwas, of the Carnegie lab said he thought

he could perform a confirming demonstration in a short time, and invited

the conference attendees to witness it.Unhappdywe had to repair ourVan

de Graaff accelerator, but two days later, by Saturday, January 28, it had

been repaired and we were able to detect the enormous ionization caused

by the fission fragments. Present at the demonstrationwere Bohr and his

son, Fermi, Edward Teller, and Gregory Breit, among a few others. I even

have a photograph of the group.When a newspaper account of our find

ings reached California, Luis Alvarez read the report whde sitting in a bar

ber chair having his hair cut.Without waiting for the barber to finish, I

was told later, he jumped out of the chair and rushed back to the

Radiation Lab to begin experiments.

After the news spread, other labs also initiated confirming experiments. The

first four were described in the Physical Review issue of February 15, 1939:

Carnegie Institution (publication submitted February 4), Johns Hopkins

(February 3), University ofCalifornia (two separate authors) (February 3). Bohr

also had a note in the same issue, which he had submitted on February 7. Fowler

andDodson ofHopkins cabled news of their confirmation of the discovery to the

editor of Nature, who reported it in the issue of February 11, 1939. Preceding
them ad, however, were the observations of January 25 at Columbia. But Slack

and his codeagues did not publish their findings untd the issue ofMarch 1, where

it is stated they submitted their manuscript on February 18. In that same issue

appeared a cloud chamber picture showing for ad to see two heavy particles

recoding in opposite directions from a uranium film under neutron bombard

ment.33

The Slacks Tour Turbulent Europe

Slack probably halted his collaboration with the cyclotron group at Columbia

in lateMay 1939. Their publications had helped to advance knowledge about ura

nium fission, andDunning and Booth had found new co-workers. It had been an

excitingwinter and spring.Now itwas time for Francis and Bede to undertake the

European trip they had postponed. The news from abroad was alarming, how

ever. In March, 1938, just as Slack was applying for leave, the German army had

marched unopposed into Austria. A year later whde he was working on fission
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with Dunning's group, Germany had occupied part of Czechoslovakia. But at the

moment Germany was not at war with any other country, and the December

before, France and Germany had reached a friendship pact similar to the Munich

agreement, and Germany had disavowed interest in Alsace-Lorraine. Tensions in

Europe appeared to have relaxed, thought the Slacks, and they decided to go.

They went by ship from New York to England and then in easy stages across

France to Switzerland. Near Lake Constance they crossed the border into

Germany and went first to Munich, where Francis met with Sommerfeld, who

back in 1926 had suggested a research problem for him when he held a postdoc

toral fellowship at Sommerfeld's institute. Slack recalled later that his former

mentor had suggested the American visitors should not come to his university

office; instead, theymet at the
Slacks' hotel.34

From Munich they went to Gottingen, where all was in disarray because the

National Socialists had taken over both physics institutes, and then to Berlin,

where Francis met several scientists, including Otto Hahn. He looked up, he

recalled, a young German he knew from his earlier stay in Germany, and the two

took long streetcar rides together so that theywould not be overheard as they dis

cussed current events. He also visited his friend's room,where hung German flags

and symbols of the Nazi party. He never heard from the young man again, said

Slack, "doubtless because he lost his life in the
war."

While he was knowledgeable

about fission, having just left Dunning's group, the German physicists Slack met

did not seem to know of Bohr's visit to the United States nor the head start his

arrival had given to the experimental confirmation of the Meitner-Frisch expla

nation of fissioning. Even more puzzling was that they had not read the recent

articles by Frisch andMeitner and by Joliot and his co-workers.

Governmental Interest in Fission of Uranium

But if the physicists Slack met did not know of the new revelations (or chose

not to talk of them), a few who watched developments in the field of transmuta

tion using neutrons were wed aware of the Hahn-Meitner findings. Even before

Slack visited Berlin, the German government had beenmade cognizant of the pos

sible implications of fission. In Aprd a Dr.Wdhelm Dames, the head of research in

the Ministerium fur Wissenschaft, Erziehung und Volksbddung (Ministry of

Science, Education, andNational Culture), had received letters from two scientists,

Joos and Hanle, mentioning the possibdity of a "uranium
machine."35

He called a

conference at Berdn for Aprd 30, attended by six German experts in atomic sci

ence, where,we are told, nothingwas said about an atomicweapon, only about the

possibility of employing nuclear fission to drivemotor vehicles. News of themeet

ing leaked out, and a Dr. Siegfried Fliigge wrote a detaded account about fission

and the possibdity of a chain reaction for the July number ofNaturwissenschaften,
the widely circulated scientific periodical. At once a reporter from a newspaper

with awide circulation interviewed Dr. Fliigge. Everybody in Germany could read
about fission. Moreover, a second meeting of nuclear physicists was caded by the
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Research Division of theArmyWeapons Departmentwhen the Hamburg physical

chemist Paul Harteck had at the end ofAprd caded attention to the possibdity, in

principle, of the initiation of a chain reaction in uranium.

Ad this was taking place in Germany before Einstein's famous letterwas deliv

ered to President Roosevelt on October 11, 1939, and wed before U.S. govern

mental support of fission research was begun. Indeed, as the German discussions

were taking place, the first attempt to interest the U.S. government in the portents

of fission faded utterly. OnMarch 17, 1939, Fermi called onAdmiral S. C. Hooper,

Director of the Technical Division, NavalOperations,with a letter of introduction

from Dean Pegram of Columbia. The possibdity of an atomic bomb was dis

cussed, states Robert
Jungk,36 but the admiral was not impressed. No funds came

forward. A second letter to President Roosevelt from Einstein, sent on March 7,

1940, called attention to the "intensification ofGerman interest in uranium since

the beginning of the
war."

It too did little good.37 It was not untd the reports on

the progress ofBritish nuclear research, sent regularly to Lyman Briggs, Director

of the U.S. Bureau of Standards, after July, 1940, that official interest in

Washington D.C. became aroused. Not untd November 1, 1940, were govern

mental funds made avadable, when Columbia received $40,000 from a nonmdi-

tary source. By summer 1939, because of the inactivity of the U.S. government

and the reports of meetings between scientists and governmental officials in

Germany, a growing concern about the need to study fission and its possible md

itary significance developed among certain physicists, especiady among thosewho

had recently immigrated from Europe: Leo Szdard, Edward Teller, EugeneWigner,

Enrico Fermi, and Victor F. Weisskopf. Their concern was heightened when they

learned that Germany had suddenly forbidden ad exports of uranium ore from

Czechoslovakia, which had been recently occupied. If the Nazis allowed so much

information about fission to be published, certainly they knew even much more

about the subject. Surely they would be looking into the explosive possibdities

related to the great amount of energy released during fission.

But Francis Slack, traveling about Europe, probably had no opportunity to

read the Fliigge article in Naturwissenchaften. Nor did he chance to meet any of

those who were communicating their concerns to the German government. Nor

did others bring up the subject. He found, he said, no interest in the topic. As the

summer wore on, the Slacks were advised by German citizens to leave the coun

try before September (1939), since the danger of war was very great. About the

middle ofAugust, then, they left Germany for Copenhagen. From Denmark they

went by ship to Norway and there embarked for the United States. On September

1, German troops invaded Poland; on September 3, England and France declared

war on Germany

Arriving safely back in NewYork, Slack stopped by the cyclotron group to see

what they had learned since his departure and to give them his impressions of the

reception of the Hahn-Meitner discoveries among European physicists. He found

them stdl occupied with the study of fission. In particular, they were trying to

determine which of the uranium isotopes was chiefly involved in the fission
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process. They were attempting to enlist the help of a mass spectroscopist but so

far had not achieved any certain results.

Slack surely had no premonition that in some twenty months he would be

returning to NewYork to rejoin the group and that he toowould become engaged

in separating the uranium isotopes. Right now, he and Bede had to return to

Nashville. Classes would soon be starting.When the Fall term opened, he found

himself the new chairman of the department. Professor Daniel had retired. Too,

he had a new title, "The Landon C. Garland Professor of
Physics."

Dunning and Booth Press On

In the meantime, whde Slack was in Europe and later resuming his post at

Vanderbdt, Dunning and Booth and others at Columbia were avidly studying fis

sion. The Columbia physics faculty was the largest in the country, and they gen

erated more scholarly papers on the subject than the staff of any other institution

in theUnited States or abroad. During 1939, starting on February 15, the Physical

Review,where the great preponderance of reports on fission appeared, published

thirty-eight reports; during 1940, twenty; and twenty during 1941. Bohr himself

published four notes in the Physical Review in that period. Scientists from other

countries also published there from Denmark, England, France, Japan, and

Russia. No articles, however, came from Germany That country was already at

war, having invaded Poland in September 1939. Then, during 1942, no papers on

fission whatsoever appeared in the Physical Review. A system ofvoluntary screen

ing was set up by the editors and contributors after the U.S. declarations of war

against Germany and Japan in December 1941.
38
Before voluntary censorship

took place, however, a good summary of the various discoveries on fission was

published by L. A. Turner in Reviews ofModern Physics.39

In their first report on fission40

Dunning and his associates had mentioned

the possibdity that only one of the isotopes of uranium was responsible for fis

sion and passed along Bohr's belief that it was U-235, a conjecture Bohr had

advanced because of the odd number of neutrons in the nucleus of U-235.

However, unequivocal determination of which isotope was responsible was not

easy. In fact, almost a year of effort was required before Dunning's group became

the first to prove without doubt that U-235 was responsible. Their plan was sim

ple; carrying it out was difficult. They would separate the isotopes into more or

less pure batches, then irradiate each batch in turn with neutrons from a Rn-Be

reaction, and observe which one (or ones) produced those huge pulses of ioniza

tion (from the fission products). Needed as collaborators were a competent

chemist and a mass-spectroscopist. The first they found in Aristid von Grosse,

who later joined Dunning and Booth to pioneer in the development of mem

branes for isotope separation.

Experienced and competent in working with radioactive elements and their

compounds, von Grosse was a very valuable member of the Dunning team. Born
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in Riga, the son of a Russian diplomat, educated in Europe, and holder of a

German Ph.D., he had spent almost a decade working along the same lines as

Hahn, Strassmann, and Meitner. Indeed, he had worked for a time with Hahn in

his Berlin institute, dealing with the controversial element protactinium, for

which he first made the pure pentoxide and from that the metal itself. Then he

questioned whether Fermi's team in Rome had really found transuranic ele

ments they had not when they directed neutrons against uranium. He sug
gested that Fermi might actually have been observing a new radioactive isotope

of protactinium. His paper attracted the attention ofHahn and Meitner, who in

investigating whether von Grosse or Fermi was right, came upon their discovery
of fission.

By 1931 von Grosse had come to the United States to work for the Universal

Od Products Co. and to hold a post in the University of Chicago Chemistry
Department. At Dunning's request, Vladimir Ipatieff, the president of Universal

(a research arm of the od companies), released von Grosse, his associate director

of research, to aid Dunning in handling UF6. Their funds limited in those early

days, Dunning and Harold Urey persuaded the John Simon Guggenheim

Foundation to award von Grosse a fellowship to allow him to work at Columbia

untd, later, he could be paid from project funds. At times he was given the use of

Urey's office. Not only did von Grosse manage the preparation and handling of

the UF6 that was used in the earliest testing of the gaseous diffusion process, he

participated in the very early devising of separation membranes, and, in a paper

attributed solely to
him,41

identified the names and half-lives ofmany of the ele

ments resulting from the splitting of uranium. Then, in 1942, largely because of

his abtiity as a scientific translator, he went to Russia as a member of an official

mission sent to learn how the Russians were making synthetic rubber. Upon his

return he was "taken off theManhattan Project by Leslie
Groves,"

he states,42 pre

sumably because of his Russian and German background. After the war he

became director of the Temple University Research Foundation. During his sci

entific career he published over two hundred scientific articles.

Because their apparatus could easily count the neutrons and detect the pres

ence of fission fragments from small amounts (micrograms) of uranium,

Dunning and Booth could search for the responsible isotope of uranium with

only minute samples. No great industrial separation plant was needed. They
thought a mass spectrograph could be used. After all, mass spectroscopists were

searching for and finding new isotopes almost every day. But such an instrument

was not avadable at Columbia, and Dempster ofChicago,who did have one, was

busywith his own projects. They turned to a young physicist at the University of

Minnesota, Alfred O.
Nier,43

who a few years before had used a mass spectro

graph to show that the relative abundance of U-238 and U-235 in natural ura

nium was 139 to 1. After considerable importuning on the part of
Dunning,44

Nier agreed to help, but as he said later, "At first it seemed such a farfetched thing

that I didn't work on it as hard as I might have. It was just one of a number of
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things I was trying to
do."45

In his first attempts Nier used samples of UF6 (prob

ably supplied to him by von Grosse), but it was very volatde and spread through

out the interior of the mass spectrograph and caused poor results. So badwas the

contamination that he had to discard the vacuum portion of the spectrograph

and rebudd it for a new start.

This time he used samples of UBr4 deposited on the source of the spectro

graph. The ejected ions were then sent into their circular orbits by the magnetic

field and deposited on two insulated, smadNichrome plates placed side by side in

such positions that the U-238 ions fed on one plate and the U-235 (and U-234)

ions fed on the other plate. The resolution of the instrumentwas good enough to

separate U-238 almost futiy from U-235, but not to separate U-235 from U-234.

The two metal strips were glued onto the margin of a handwritten letter and

deposited at the Minneapolis Post Office one evening at about 6 p.m. It reached

Columbia University the next day, a Saturday. "Early Sunday
morning,"

recads

Nier, "I was aroused by a long-distance telephone cad from John Dunning. The

Columbia test of the samples clearly showed that U-235 was responsible for the

slow neutron fission of uranium."46 In their subsequent report, which appeared

March 15, 1940, they predicted, "These experiments emphasize the importance of

uranium separation on a larger scale for the investigation of chain reaction pos-

sibdities in
uranium."47

Almost in parallel Booth and Dunning arranged with two scientists at the

General Electric Co. in Schenectady to carry out a simdar experiment using UC14.

They found thirty-seven times as many fissions from the U-235 sample as from
U-238.48

Stdl wishing to be sure of their findings, Dunning and Booth repeated

their efforts with the Nier spectrograph using larger quantities only about 2 x

107

mg samples had been used in the first experiments.Again they found that
U-

235 was responsible for at least seventy-five percent of the slow neutron fission

observed in unseparated
U"

and that U-238 undergoes fast neutron fission only.49

These were crucial findings, important because they pointed out a direction

research should take. Thus, some twenty months before Pearl Harbor, out in the

open literature for ad the world to read, appeared the plausible conjecture that a

chain reaction in uranium might be possible, that the release of energy from one

uranium nucleus could release energy from other uranium nuclei and so con

tinue in a rapid buddup of explosive force.Moreover, U-235 was identified as fis

sioning under slow neutrons, whde U-238 fissioned under fast neutrons. Back in

Nashvdle Slack must have followed all this with great interest, as he taught

advanced lab and the physics course for liberal arts students.

Dunning and Booth Turn to Large-Scale Isotope Separation

On Aprd 3, 1940, the Columbia group sent off to the editor their last paper,

incontestably identifying U-235 as the isotope responsible for fission and the

source of enormous energy. Only four days later Germany invaded and quickly
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overcame Denmark and Norway. The fodowingmonth Germany began the inva

sion ofBelgium, the Netherlands, and France. In June, France fed. It was evident

to Dunning and Booth thatwhat they had been doing was not at all unrelated to

the war in Europe. Others thought so too.

Once the physicists at Columbia had shown that U-235 was the isotope that

fissioned upon bombardment with slow neutrons, general agreement took place

that the next step was to concentrate the U-235 isotope, although some felt that

natural uranium might undergo fission in a so-caded reactor. But what method

or methods to try was not obvious. Indeed, the next five years were spent in

simultaneously exploring several ways to separate the uranium
isotopes,50

untd

finady, whde certain other methods were abandoned or developed slowly, the

gaseous diffusion method was brought to the point that it provided the largest

quantities ofU-235.

Probably the first formal group meeting to coordinate plans and gain funding
for research on isotope separation was one held on May 2, 1940, when at

Columbia Fermi, Urey, Dunning, and Pegrammet. The results of thatmeeting are

contained in a five-page memorandum signed by
Pegram.51 The purpose of the

group was to plan for a division of labor, as various promising methods of sepa

ration were explored. Whde ad were members of the Columbia faculty, they

included in their plans two other groups from nearby institutions, one led by J.

W Beams of the University ofVirginia and one led by Ross Gunn of the Naval

Research Laboratory. They did not claim to speak for the rest of the country, they

said, and they were witiing to enlarge their membership. Nor did they submit a

long-term budget. But clearly theywanted to get to work, to budd on what they

had already learned, and wished a few thousand dodars to get started.

To lay a background for the later participation ofVanderbdt physicists in iso

tope separation, and particularly the role of Francis Slack, it is instructive to out

line the three approaches to separation that the plan advocated:

1. The thermal diffusion method. Those interested in pursuing this

method were Nier, von Grosse, and Booth. In the thermal diffusion method

one wad of a vertical tube containing the mixture of isotopes is cooled,
usu-

adyby awater jacket,whde an electricady heatedwire occupies the axis of the

column. The heavier molecules concentrate near the cooler wad, the lighter

ones near the heatedwire, and convection currents effect a partial separation.

Optimisticady, as hindsight revealed, they thought "two to four
months'

work

might suffice to showwhether it is worthwhde to pursue this method further,

or it might turn out that a year's work would be
[necessary]."

(By the end of

the war this method, under the leadership of Phdip Abelson, had been exten

sively developed as a
fad-back means in the event other methods faded.)

2. Chemical separation. This approach was to be explored by Fermi,

Urey, and Steigman. No specific method was named, except to mention

Urey's separation of the isotopes of carbon and nitrogen, thus inferring an
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interest in chemical exchange reactions. In 1935 and 1937 Urey had pub

lished work in the fournal ofChemical Physics on the separation of nitrogen

and oxygen isotopes using chemical exchange reactions. Other chemical sep

aration methods under consideration might have been electrolysis and frac

tional distidation.

3. The centrifugalfractionation method. This method was thought by the

group to be "the most promising, but it will be more expensive than meth

ods 1 and
2."

Professors Beams (of the University of Virginia, where cen

trifuges were already under study) and Urey were chiefly interested in this

method.

Preliminary to or as an accompaniment of these methods were to be studies

of the production and handling of uranium hexafluoride. This service would be

undertaken by Ross Gunn of the Naval Research Laboratory inWashington, D.C.,

who already had supplied researchers with smaU amounts of UF6, and von

Grosse, who at the time was resident chemist for Dunning and Booth as, with

Nier, they had identifiedU-235 as the fissionable isotope. A second service needed

during development of the three methods was a means for determining the ratio

of the isotopes of uranium. A mass spectrograph, under the care ofNier, would

be needed and located at Columbia.

Several anomalies appear in the plan as recorded by Dean Pegram. First,

although Dunning is listed as someone participating in the strategic plan, he is

not assigned a specific responsibdity. A careful perusal of the photocopy of the

document, however, shows his name written in the margin of typed page 3

beside the heading "thermal
diffusion."

A second and strange finding is Fermi's

name in the group along with Urey and the young Dr. Steigman (of NYU) to

study chemical separation. At the very time the plan was drafted, Fermi (and

others) were engaged in determining the absorption cross-section of graphite

and in fabricating a chain-reacting
"pile"

with graphite and natural uranium.

Envisioning the two Nobelists Fermi and Ureyworking successfully together, or

Fermi studying chemical separation, is difficult. Third, gaseous diffusion is not

mentioned, although two months earlier Dunning and Booth had already

decided towork on it. Fourth, nothing is said of initiating an investigation of the

possibility of a chain reaction in natural uranium using graphite or another

moderator to provide slow neutrons. But of course this did not fad under the

theme of the document, which was to draft a plan for the concentration of ura

nium isotopes.

However accurate and specific the plan is in revealing the thinking of the

Columbia researchers in May 1940, it was soon modified by events and by the

contributions ofDr. Briggs and other national figures.Whde von Grosse did con

tinue the study of the chemistry of UF6, Nier never did come east (untd much

later) to serve as mass spectroscopist. And whde Urey codaborated, largely at a

distance, with Beams, he soon stepped aside, after he secured a Navy contract in

the fad of 1940 and had a prototype centrifuge budt. Later, large, high-speed cen-
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trifuges were developed by the Standard Oil Development Co. and the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., and whde they performed up to

expectations, their production was soon
halted.52

As for chemical methods, they

were soon considered useless for isotopes ofhigh atomic weight. However, Booth

and Dunning and von Grosse did set up a twelve-foot thermal diffusion column

during the summer of 1940, only to become discouraged by the difficulties and

their lack of success. In July Dunningwrote to Nier:

Booth, Grosse and myself have beenworking some with this small 12-foot

thermal diffusion column.A great deal has been learned about techniques

ofhandling UF6, . . . although it is verymean stuff. The actual separations

obtained have not been startling.53

At the same time, Dunning was disappointed by the lack of response, including a

lack of funding, that had been contemplated in the Pegram document. To Nier he

wrote:

This whole question of support of work on U-235 separation has been

going so slowly that we are rather disgusted with it. However, the govern

ment is now getting around to show some signs of action. Urey has been

appointed chairman of a committee to consider isotope separation, and

Pegram isworking on the cooperation too. Just how fast itwdl progress is

hard to say, but I'm afraid no great amount wdl be accomplished this

summer. At the present rate Hitler wdl be in Minneapolis long
before!54

Compounding their discouragement came an "exceptional thunderstorm

which . . . overtaxed the storm sewers and flooded the cyclotron basement several

inches deep. . . Disappointed by the results of their work with the thermal dif

fusion
column,55

Dunning and his group began work on an isotope separation

method that no one else in the United States was even considering, the gaseous

diffusion method.

The Origins of Gaseous Diffusion Studies at Columbia

The precise detads of the origin ofwork on the gaseous diffusion process at

Columbia are not yet known.What is certain, however, is that the four scientists

who first discussed and explored the possibdity of using gaseous diffusion to sep

arate the uranium isotopes were two chemists, Harold Urey and Aristid von

Grosse, and two physicists, John Dunning and Eugene Booth. Of these Urey was

the key figure who undoubtedly brought forward the method for consideration,

whde Dunning and Booth were its early active developers. It can be documented

that they conferred during the summer of 1940 and that by November they had

performed enough exploratory work to warrant a patent application, a copy of

which is in existence.
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We can with high probabdity outline what went on. Once Dunning and

Booth had established that U-235 should be separated from U-238 in large quan

tities, they turned to Urey for advice. His office was only a few hundred steps from

Pupin Had. Only six years before, he had won a Nobel Prize for discovering deu

terium, an isotope of hydrogen that came to be called heavy hydrogen and could

be utdized to make so-called heavy water. He was the world's acknowledged

supreme authority on isotope separation, for following his identification of
H2

he

had continued to study the isotopes of oxygen, nitrogen, and lithium.When the

physicists approached him during the early summer of 1940, Urey was in the

midst of preparing a long paper on "Separation and Use of Stable
Isotopes,"

which he delivered before an MIT conference on October 30. And at the same

time Karl Cohen, one of his codaborators at Columbia, was preparing two papers

on the mathematical theory of isotope separation, which he would publish in the

fournal of Chemical Physics (August and December, 1940).Who more appropri

ate to consult?

Urey and two collaborators had used fractional distdlation of liquid hydrogen

to effect an enrichment in the heavier isotope and had identified the isotope from

its atomic spectrum using a high resolution twenty-one-foot grating spectrome

ter. For his work with nitrogen, oxygen, and lithium he had employed another

chemical method: a chemical exchange reaction in which a compound in the

gaseous phase exchanges isotopes with another compound in the liquid or aque

ous phase, and one isotope tends to concentrate in one of the compounds. But

surely he had looked into other methods as well.

When they approached him, Urey appears to have discounted the chemical

methods (as for example, distdlation, exchange reactions, electrolysis) because

the only usable compound of uranium then known, UF6,was hard to handle, and

especially because the molecular weights of the two isotopic molecules were so

close together and their physical properties (such as vapor pressure) also very

near, thus making separation difficult. A second method, thermal diffusion, had

been developed by Clusius and Dickel, who had used it to separate partiady the

neon isotopes of atomicweight 20 and 2 1 . A once-tried and unsuccessful method

was being investigated by Jesse Beams atVirginia.With sktiled mechanics brought

from Europe, he was budding extremely high-speed centrifuges that might wed

separate isotopes. The high speeds often resulted in catastrophic breakages: the

centrifuges literally broke themselves apart. The operators had to be protected

behind thick brick wads, but improved models could doubtless be built. Urey
himself declared interest in exploring that possibdity.

Were there other methods? Yes, one that had enjoyed some success was the

gaseous diffusion method that had been usedmost recently by GustavHertz,who
had used it to separate the neon isotopes. In fact, he had been doing that at the
same time Ureywas separating the hydrogen isotopes. The method was described

in the Zeitschrift. "Just look it
up,"

Ureymight have said, busy as he was in his new
appointment as Executive Officer of theDepartment ofChemistry (1939-42) and
still accepting awards and making public appearances relating to his Nobel Prize.
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When Booth, von Grosse, and Dunning went through literature searches in

Physics Abstracts and ChemicalAbstracts and then worked backward in time from

reference to reference before abstracts were initiated, they found that Lord

Rayleigh had used diffusion to separate argon from the atmosphere and with the

help of the chemist Sir William Ramsay had identified it as a new element.

Rayleigh had drawn air through a long series of tubes made of a type of porcelain

used to make the stems of tobacco pipes. The tubes had been enclosed in outer

glass jackets that could be evacuated. As the air moved along the inner tube, the

lighter constituents, nitrogen and oxygen, filtered through the porcelainwalls and

were discarded, while the inner flow was preferentially budding up in the heavier

gases, including argon, which was then identified by spectroscopic and other

tests. Even before Rayleigh, others had separated gases ofwidely differing molec

ular weights by physical (nonchemical) means. As early as 1863, Graham had

used
"tobacco-pipe"

to separate oxygen and hydrogen (Philosophical Transactions

of the Royal Society 153 [1863]: 403). Continuing their search, the Columbia

physicists found that
Aston56 had used gaseous diffusion to obtain slightly

enriched samples of neon gas, which he then identified in his positive ray appa

ratus. Like Rayleigh he had used porous porcelain to effect a slight enrichment.

The first work effecting a partial separation of weighable quantities of iso

topes of any element was that ofHarkins and
Broeker.57

Whde others had isolated

only enough atoms to affect the photographic emulsion in a positive ray appara

tus, in 1920 they had separated a sufficiently large sample so that measurable

changes in atomic weight could be found. Theirmethod was to diffuse hydrogen-

chloride gas through "walls of porous churchwarden
pipe-stems"

at atmospheric

pressure. Harkins and his co-workers also obtained partial separation ofmercury

isotopes. (Mercury was often studied at this time because it could be made very
pure and was a monatomic substance at room temperature.)

A confirmation of the findings ofHarkins came from Bransted and
Hevesy58

They also found that a partial separation ofmercury isotopes could be achieved

using unglazed porcelain, and they demonstrated that separation had occurred

by measurements of density of the gas. But they went further, much to the satis

faction of the Columbia physicists. They provided insight into why a porouswall,

that is, one penetrated by a large number of holes of very small diameter, could

in fact separate isotopes. Their explanation was that the lighter isotope (or the

molecule containing it), in consequence of its greater molecular velocity, strikes

the openings in the wall more often than the heavier and wdl have a greater prob

ability of penetrating the opening.
It was a concept that would remain centrally

before them during the next four years as they tried to understand what took

place on the two sides of the separating wad.

The importance of this idea, although a simple one, cannot be exaggerated. It

was absolutely essential in any numerical calculation of the number of stages

needed for separation of uranium isotopes on an industrial scale, when, as it

turned out, some thousands of stages were deployed in a facdily costing about

500 mitiion dollars. The first explicit expression of this principle appears to have
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been made by J. N. Bransted and G. Hevesy, who devoted some three pages to its

elaboration and included the statement, "If in the initial substance the two iso

topes were present in the proportion 1:1, and only a smad fraction pass
through

the narrow opening, we must expect an enrichment of the lighter isotope on the

other side of the opening to be present in the proportion of
(Mviil)'/2."59

When the Columbia physicists turned their attention to the work and iden

tity ofGustav
Hertz,60

whom Urey had specificadymentioned, they found he was

the nephew ofHeinrich Hertz, who had discovered that the speed of radio waves

was the same as the speed of light waves. Like Rayleigh andAston and the others,

G. Hertz had used tubes made of a fine clay baked at high temperature. This was

the age of "sealingwax and
string,"

and to seal the tubes into the glass parts of his

vacuum system, Hertz had used a seadng wax named Picein, which was applied

in a hot molten state and quickly cooled to form an airtight seal. (Picein was also

used by Booth and Slack.) But Hertz had developed several radical improvements

over his predecessors, changes that would adow the method to be put to use in

the final industrial plant that came out of the Dunning-Booth initiative.

Very importantly, whereas Rayleigh and Aston had sent their gases, along a

continuous path and pumped off and discarded what they could not use, and

Harkins had used a batch method, Hertz had recirculated the diffused gas and

brought it back into the stream to be again reprocessed. This scheme was to be

essential for UF6 gas, for, because of the high cost of uranium and the limited sup

plies, the partially depleted portions could not simply be discarded. Furthermore,

whereas Rayleigh had wished to retain the heavy component and discard the

lighter N2 and 02, Hertz in his experiment wished to collect the light component

before the required recirculation. This recirculation plan is shown in fig. 7.2a,

along with the similar arrangement used a decade later in the Oak Ridge plant

(fig. 7.2b). The plan is caded a cascade system, and the repeated parts are named

stages. Hertz used twenty stages in a cascade to separate neon from helium.When

Dunning made a quick calculation of the number of stages needed to refine ura

nium to the neighborhood of 90 percent concentration ofU-235 from the natu

ral concentration of 0.7 percent, he found that some five thousand stages would

be needed. The number is quoted by Dunning in several sources, and he never

expresses dismay at the prospect ofbudding a plant containing such a large num
ber of stages. Also, whereas Hertz used mercury-vapor diffusion pumps for recir

culation and operated his system at very low pressures (ca. 10 cm Hg), the

Columbia group realized theywould need special, hermeticady sealed pumps for
UF6. Their previous experience had shown that UF6 could not tolerate mercury
or, for that matter, glass.

The greatest change needed in fodowing Hertz's lead was in the membrane

effecting the separation. Hertz had used a porous wad about one mm thick in the

form of a tube measuring five mm in inner diameter. The tubes were made of a

fine baked clay and were obtained from a German industrial firm, the Steatit-

Magnesia Co., which sold them for commercial purposes. Americans could not

easdy procure the tubes, however; the U-boat campaign against transatlantic
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Fig. 7.2a The recirculation arrangement devised byGustav Hertz for separation of isotopes

(G. Hertz, Zeitschriftfur Physik 79 [1932]: 110).

Fig. 7.2b A schematic of flow in a gaseous diffusion cascade for separating uranium iso

topes. From R. G. Hewlett and O. E.Anderson, Jr., The NewWorld:A History of the United

StatesAtomic Energy Commission (Washington, D.C.: USAEC, 1979). 98.
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shippingwas in ftdl operation. Booth thought theymight use anAmerican prod

uct, fritted glass, but, later, when he tried that, it was found to be unsuitable.

The more they discussed the Hertz arrangement and admired his ingenuity in

devising a cascade system, the more they saw how it might be adapted to their

needs. Even as theywere in themidst of separatingminute amounts ofU-235 and

U-238 by mass-spectroscopic means, they considered the Hertz scheme as a

means for securing larger amounts. One day,whde returning from a trip to GE in

Schenectady, Dunning and Booth stopped for dinner and during the meal dis

cussed the various ways they might use to separate the uranium isotopes. They
decided on gaseous diffusion as the best for their purpose. The time was proba

blyMarch 1940, for it was in that month that their GE codaborators submitted

their paper on the mass-spectroscopic
results.61 Pearl Harbor was more than a

year and a half in the future, and Booth andDunning,who liked to claim he pos

sessedmany characteristics of engineers,were at the time interested in the indus

trial application of fission, not in bomb making. As Booth stated later, "If a chain

reaction became possible with normal uranium [as Fermi believed possible], a

smader and probably cheaper power plant could be made with enriched ura

nium."62

Some two months after Dunning and Booth decided during their visit to GE

to concentrate their efforts on the gaseous diffusion method, George

Kistiakowsky also expressed an interest in that method. According to the official

historians of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, R. G. Hewlett and O. E.

Anderson, Jr., theHarvard chemist made attempts to look into theHertzmethod.

But he soon gave up. It would be up to the two Columbia physicists to carry on

studies of the method and then to convince first their Columbia associates and

secondly the funding agencies inWashington that here was a workable system. As

Dunning has said, "We began increasingly intensive experimentation on gas dif

fusion in the spring of
1940."63

This date precedes the abortive attempts of

Kistiakowsky, who began hiswork in July 1940. At first theymust have proceeded

cautiously and quietly, for the Pegram memorandum ofMay 6,
1940,64 does not

mention the gaseous diffusion method as one on which the Columbia faculty
would expand its labors.

As a tenured associate professor of physics, Dunning was diverted by regular

duties in his department. The day-to-day labor of research on diffusion fell on

Booth and von Grosse, who held research positions. First, of course, they had to

find materials that resisted the already-known corrosive efforts of UF6. During
the summer of 1940 they did accelerated corrosion tests ofvarious materials, and

preferred materials of construction were
selected.65 It became apparent that frit

ted glass and the fired clay of Hertz were not compatible with UF6. Then what

should be used for the ad-important separating wall of Hertz's cascade?

Something of metal would be good, especiady if made of nickel. But what?

Perplexed, at a standstill, theywent back to
Urey66

Told of their ddemma, Urey replied, "Yes, there is a possible way to make

metal separation walls. I ran across it in the Journal of the American Chemical
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Society!'67
Chemists have long been interested in measuring osmotic pressure, he

went on to say, and this professor at Ohio State, who noticed that brass becomes

porous in use, made some brass sheets porous in his laboratory. There is even a

widely-used laboratory manual for college students that devotes an entire labo

ratory period to such an experiment. I think I have a copy
here."

He turned to the

bookshelves behind his chair. "There it is, page 73, experiment
6,"

Ureymightwed

have said.68 "Take it with you, ifyou
like."

Back in Pupin, Booth and von Grosse read the manual's pages with growing

interest. Osmosis was mentioned, but not isotope separation. There was no refer

ence to "pipe-stem
porcelain."

Nonetheless, maybe the brass sheet could be

applied to their need. The description told explicitly how to make the thin sepa

rating membranes by removing zinc from an adoy of copper-zinc making up

brass sheeting. Under the explicit heading "Preparation of Porous Copper
Membranes,"

the authors recommended placing a
"postage-stamp"

piece ofbrass

about 0.001 inch thick in a quartz test tube, sealing the tube to a vacuum system,

heating the test tube to
600

C for twenty hours.At a low vacuum, the zinc would

distill out of the brass, as evidenced by the deposition of zinc on the wads of the

quartz tube. The manual went on to say: "Although no holes or porosity can be

observed even with the most powerful microscope observation, such a porous

membrane will pass small molecules . . . and wdl stop large molecules. . .

The student experiment, presented so openly and so matter-of-factly, was

based on a short article published shortly before by one of the book's authors.

Both sources mentioned the possible use of the porous sheet for osmotic flow

studies. Booth and his codeagues developed high hope that the sheet could be

used to separate isotopic molecules, although the writers referred often to the

"size of
molecules,"

not to their mass. However, the high-temperature vacuum

procedure seemed drawn out and cumbersome.Why not simply place some sheet

brass in an appropriate hot acid solution and etch out the zinc? That would be

easier. Perhaps whoever suggested that procedure might even have recaded that

brass piping used by plumbers often revealed with.age a crumbling and porosity
caused by the etching out of the zinc by acids in the waste carried by the pipe.

Perhaps we have here yet another illustration ofhow a commonplace observation

can lead to fundamental and enlarged scientific use and understanding.

So it was then, for almost a year, during the latter half of 1940 and the first

half of 1941, andwithout federal funding, Booth (mainly) rolled out small sheets

of brass and gold-copper adoys and etched out one component in a matter of

hours to leave a sheet fdledwith a myriad of smad holes. He and von Grosse also

made flow tests to ascertain howmuch gas could actually penetrate through these

barriers, as they now began to be called, under a known pressure
differential.69

Still ahead were the crucial tests. Would the barriers separate common gases of

somewhat different molecular weights and would they separate isotopic mole

cules as close together in molecular weight as 349 and 352?

By the end of the year (1940) they had constructed barriers that would sig

nificantly separate helium
and carbon-dioxide gases in a single stage. In February
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1941 they partiady separated oxygen
isotopes.70

In November 1941, as we shad

see, they partiady separated the two uranium isotopes. These dates are only

obscurely recorded. (I found them given in a patent declaration.) But they rank

in importance with the date when the first reactor went critical under Fermi's

direction in Chicago.

During their early work on diffusion, Dunning's group was without outside

funding, the university paying their salaries and providing miscedaneous sup-

pdes.At the same time Fermi, stiti at Columbia, had received $6,000 from themd

itary to buy graphite for measurements of neutron cross-section. In the fad of

1940,Urey got some governmental funds to study the centrifugalmethod, and on

November 8, 1940, Columbia was awarded $40,000 (effective November 1, 1940,

to November 1, 1941) for use by Fermi's group. To Fermi, long accustomed to the

paucity of funds avadable to him in Italy, these were magnificent in size. As he

said some years laterwith regard to research and funding, "At that time . . . the eye

of physicists had not yet been distorted. . . By contrast, at the end of Fermi's

contract for $40,000,November 1, 1941, the budget for the Radiation Laboratory
atMIT, where radar was being developed, was "several mtilion

dotiars."72

But for Dunning and Booth, nothing. As Booth recaded:

Briggs visited us in the basement of Pupin at Columbia to see our exper

iment for the separation of U-235 by [gaseous] diffusion of uranium

hexafluoride. He was interested, blessed us, but sent us no
money.73

Not untd July 1, 1941, after Dunning and Booth had been operating their

experiments for a year, did federal funds cading specificady for diffusion studies

go into effect.

Patents and a Foundation

During the fad of 1940, as they were making significant progress with the

development of isotope separation, Dunning and his close associates began to

give thought to taking out patents on what they had invented. This was before

they had acquired any governmental financial support and before the "Special

Alloy
Materials"

contracts were signed that included vesting patent rights in the

U.S. government. Their objective in obtaining patents was not personal financial

gain, however. Rather, it was their wish to control indiscriminate use by others,
even by other countries, and to direct any income to a profit-free foundation yet

to be organized that would grant funds for research in pure science. In a long let
ter to Nier at Minnesota, Dunning laid out his views on the

subject.74

As Dunning saw it, he and Booth and von Grosse and Nier had been "clearly
the first to demonstrate definitely and experimentally that the U-235 isotope is

the one which splits with slow neutrons . . . and that a chain process is therefore

definitely possible with sufficiently separated uranium. . . These four, "the group

ready active in this development, should have a large voice in its development,
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rather than an outside
group,"

he felt. Others toowould assign their patent rights

to the new organization, a
"trusteeship,"

which he compared to the Research

Corporation, a phdanthropic foundationwed-known to scientists of the day. In a

postscript to the letter, Dunning states theymight consider bringing in Fermi and

Bohr, whose prestige might help gain the main patent. Other patents, "those

largely of a chemical
nature"

could be added, as for example ones on "new cheap

methods of producing UF6, and of handling it in various plant processes, pre

venting corrosion, enriching it,
etc."

These would be based on work done largely
by von Grosse. And for legal advice, Dunning writes, they already have had pre

liminary discussions with a very competent law firm in NewYork City.

We do not (as yet) know how Nier replied nor how far Dunning and his col

leagueswent in pursuing their plan for a foundation. However, I have located two

cover pages of a "Record of Invention / Office for Emergency Management /

Office of Scientific Research and
Development,"

which were prepared after

February 17, 1942.Whde they were prepared by the Office of Scientific Research

and Development (OSRD) after that governmental entity began its financial sup
port of gaseous diffusion, that is, after July 1, 1941, they are of importance to us

in showing that patents were pursued and, even more importantly, on what dates

certain significant achievements were
accomplished.75

One of the cover sheets lists as the inventors J. R. Dunning, H. D. Urey, E. T.

Booth, and A. v. Grosse and gives the title of the invention as "Method of

Separation of Gases of Different MolecularWeights by Diffusion, including the

Separation of Uranium
Isotopes."

The other cover sheet lists as inventors F. G.

Slack and E. T Booth and gives as its title "Porous Metadic Membranes for

Separation of Gaseous Molecules of Different Masses by Diffusion, Prepared by

Removing One orMore Constituents of an
Atioy."

The "Record of
Invention"

bearing the four names appears to be the basic

invention mentioned by Dunning in his letter to Nier. It mentions the existence

of other patent applications, namely ones by C. B. Slade and by F. G. Slack. The

one by Slade, a graduate student, was undoubtedly submitted after February 17,

1942, for that date is given as the one for "First test or operation of
invention."

The one by Slack (and Booth?) must have been submitted on some date after

June 23, 1941, for that date is given for the "First test or operation of
invention."

This date is consistent with the fact that Slack returned to Columbia about May

1, 1941.

It is not evident how far the Columbia scientistswent in making patent appli

cations and securing final patents. These matters are stid subject to security reg

ulations. A telephoned inquiry to the U. S. Patent Office did not elicit any

evidence that any patents, secret or otherwise, had been granted to any of the

"Special Alloy
Materials"

scientists. There is evidence that Booth and Dunning
made a formal application for a patent, butwhether itwas granted is not known.

Dr. Hugh C. Paxton, who was a dady associate of the two in the physics depart

ment, recalls that "Gene Booth was unable to accept a position with the Atomic

Energy Commission [after its formation in 1947] because of litigation about a
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patent on the diffusion process heldwith Dunning."76And von Grosse states that

as late as 1970, they were "still battling with the AEC asking compensation in

accordance with the Atomic Energy
Act."

Slack Returns to Columbia

At this point, the spring of 1941, the gaseous diffusion method held consid

erable promise for eventual success, at least Dunning and Booth thought so. And

the U.S. government was expected to provide a modicum of financial backing
before long, largely through the efforts ofGeorge B. Pegram, dean ofColumbia's

Graduate School. Born in North Carolina in 1876, and a graduate of Duke

University, Pegram received a Ph.D. at Columbia in 1903 and continued studies

at Berlin and Cambridge. In 1916 he became a full professor at Columbia, and

when the exciting news arrived from Hahn andMeitner, he was not only dean of

the Graduate School but head of the Physics Department. As such he was vitady

important in obtaining working space and financial aid for the prosecution of

research on fission. In a talk before the American Physical Society in 1954, Fermi

refers to Pegram as "theman who could carry out magic around the
University."77

With the heightening developments in isotope separation and some better fund

ing in prospect, Dunning and Booth approached Dean Pegram to ask for some

added manpower. The military draft would soon reduce the number of graduate

students, they claimed, and besides, they needed more experienced assistants.

Why not ask Francis Slack to return? To their invitation, Slack replied that he was

willing to come back to Columbia, but he owed it to his classes to remain at

Vanderbilt until the end of the academic year, and, besides, he was currently the

chairman of the Southeastern Section of the APS, and their annual meeting was

to be held in Nashvdle on April 4 and 5. There were arrangements to be made, a

speech to prepare. Mrs. Slack had to arrange for a luncheon at their home to

which she was inviting the spouses of ad the delegates. They could not leave these

matters to
others.78

Once the Southeastern Section meeting was concluded and his obligations

discharged, Slack left for NewYork to begin an uninterrupted period of three and

a halfyears working on the separation of the uranium isotopes. He leftVanderbdt

in lateAprd or earlyMay, 1941, on what precise daywe do not know, but proba

bly even before his last classes for the quarter had been met. Possibly he left his

last days of teaching and the proctoring of his final examinations to other staff

members and had the papers maded to him in NewYork for grading. Booth states

themonth was
May,79

while aVanderbdt publication states, "In Aprd, 1941, Slack

was granted a wartime leave of absence byVanderbdt. . .

Arriving at Columbia, hewas at once given an office in the basement ofPupin

and briefed by Dunning and Booth on their progress since he had left them

almost exactly two years before. They had shown that U-235 was the isotope that

fissions under slow neutron bombardment and had been occupied in finding
ways to isolate it in quantity.With the help of a remarkably experienced chemist,
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Aristid von Grosse, who was at Columbia on leave from his position as Deputy
Director of Research at the Universal Oil Products Co. of Chicago, they had

learned to handle UF6. But it was a very corrosive gas, and theywere investigating
separation methods first by use of noncorrosive gases. For a time they had stud

ied thermal diffusion. Then, they had looked into gaseous diffusion, where sepa

ration of isotopic molecules was accomplished by diffusive flow through metal

membranes containing many small openings. In time a cascade of such mem

branes would be needed in a commercial plant, but just then they were testing

single stages, with signs of considerable promise. Back in February, only three

months before, they had used it to separate oxygen isotopes. They needed now to

improve this membrane and then to try it out with uranium hexafluoride gas.

That's where Slack came in.

Booth had made some encouraging progress in devising barrier that's what

they caded the membrane that separated common gases of dramatically differ

ent molecular weight and had recognized the simple principle that their separa

tion depended on the inverse square root of the molecular weight. They
recognized that the holes in the thin metal sheets, tortuous and smad as they

were, did not separate the gas molecules as would a sieve separating gravel of dif

ferent sizes. Rather their advance through the separatorwas largely dependent on

the number of times the molecules, during their kinetic motion, approached an

opening per unit of time and entered the hole. This depended on their speed,

which in turn depended on the inverse square root of their mass. The more times

they struck an opening, the more times they penetrated. Such flowwas described

as diffusive or, sometimes, effusive.

Under Booth's direction they were using carbon dioxide and helium as a test

mixture because, easdy available and inert to glass, copper tubing, and mercury,

they offered a wide range of molecular weights and gave, therefore, pronounced

and measurable separations. Too, the use of the inert gas helium meant that the

carbon dioxide could be easdy removed from test mixtures by absorption with

solutions of sodium hydroxide and volumes compared. The gas composition

before and after diffusing through the test barriers was measured with an Orsat

apparatus initiady borrowed from the Chemical Engineering Department.

They had had some success, Booth told him, and now needed to improve the

barrier by learning the optimum conditions for fabricating it. At the same time

they needed to budd improved and additional models of the testing machines to

permit evaluation of the augmented number of samples coming out of the devel

opment program. Separation of uranium isotopes would come later.

At once Slack went to work. The simple Orsat apparatus had to be replaced

by a version that incorporated a pump to force the gas mixture across the face of

the barrier to maintain, by turbulent mixing, a fresh supply of the original mix

ture as the lighter molecular weight gas diffused through preferentiatiy. After all,

if a fresh supplywere not brought
to the barrier face, the heavier gas would also

penetrate more than desired. To pump the gas mixtures they used a rubber

diaphragm pump out of a
secondhand refrigerator they had purchased. Later, as
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the test sets evolved, most of the piping consisted of copper tubing and associated

parts avadable through the plumbing industry. Ad the parts had to be leak-tight,

and sdver-solder joints were required. Pressure gauges were stid mercury

manometers, however.

Progress Using UF6

But when testing of the ever-improving barrier with UF6 gas became

required, glass and rubber and mercury and stop-cock grease could no longer be

tolerated.Whde Slack, and the assistants he was gathering about him in the base

ment of Pupin and on the eleventh floor, continued to make a systematic study

of various types of etched barrier, Booth shifted his attention more to the design

and development of systems that were compatible with the highly corrosive gas

uranium
hexafluoride.81

Together with Hugh Paxton, at the time an instructor at

Columbia, a hermeticady sealed pump suitable for usewith UF6was designed and

budt, and, proving satisfactory, was copied for use by the several groups now

being recruited for an enlarging program with federal funding.

By the late summer of 1941 a summer that witnessed the peak of German

U-boat activity in the Atlantic Slack had prepared a variety of etched barriers

suitable for laboratory use with UF6. With von Grosse's advice and help, Booth

constructed a rudimentary apparatus for separating batches of uranium isotopes

by diffusion. The first such apparatus used a Slack barrier with pumping capac

ity obtained by refrigerating certain portions of the apparatus, that is, by con

densing the gaseous UF6 in one part to draw it from another part, because the

mechanical pump was not yet operable. This first experimental separation was

made in November 1941. In 1969, speaking at an awards and commemoration

ceremony in NewYork, Booth stated explicitly that Francis Slack (with Dunning,

Booth, and von Grosse) participated in the first (partial) separation of the ura

nium isotopes by gaseous diffusion through a porous
barrier.82

Had he wished to

be uncharacteristically flamboyant Booth might have added, "First by any
method"

and "First in the
world."

Then, on December 7, 1941, came "Pearl
Harbor,"

followed by declarations of

war on Japan and Germany. A new urgency entered their efforts. Additional per

sonnel were brought into the project, which at the time bore the name "SAM
Project,"

an acronym for "Special Alloy
Materials."83

Within a few days after Pearl Harbor, an improved apparatus making use of

the Booth-Paxton pump was placed into operation, again employing one of

Slack's etched barriers. With this arrangement Dixon Cadihan and Rex Pontius

separated uranium isotopes in small quantities during 1942. Next, Booth and

Slade84 designed and budt a twelve-stage cascade, making use of twelve of the

Booth-Paxson pumps and Slack's etched barriers. In this cascade system the UF6
gas, partially enriched in U-235, was pumped through the next stage and succes

sively onward,with an added enrichment at each stage. This outfit took up about

half the area of a 20x30 foot laboratory room in the basement ofPupin and in the
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summer of 1942 successfully effected a partial separation of the isotopes of ura

nium. This demonstration, and others, showed on a laboratory scale the feasibil

ity of using Slack's barriers and metal along with hermetically sealed pumps in a

large-scale industrial plant and gained the approval ofvarious engineering review

committees for a large diffusion plant. All this had been done under a research

grant to Columbia made by the federady funded Office of Scientific Research and

Development (OSRD). The grant ran untd May 1, 1943, and was designated for

the SAM project. Meanwhde the "Manhattan
District"

of the U.S. Army was

establishedAugust 13, 1942, but did not take over the funding of the SAM work

untd May 1, 1943. Officially the Manhattan District work was labeled, for secu

rity reasons, the "DSM
Project"

(Development of Substitute Materials). But the

Columbia project continued to be caded the SAM Project. In September 1942

General Leslie Groves was placed in complete charge of allArmy activities relat

ing to theManhattan Project (DSM Project), and in December 1942, a year after

Pearl Harbor, he authorized the Kellogg Company to begin design of a diffusion

plant, for which it was estimated that some five thousand stages would be

required in the cascade. Named
"K-25,"

it would be located at Oak Ridge,

Tennessee.

Much remained to be done. Even as plant designs were underway, improve

ments to ad the components were continued, new problems that arose had to be

solved, a coordination of effort maintained. Indeed, SAM continued with undi

minished activity whde the huge production plant at Oak Ridge was being
designed and budt and whde barrier of high quality was being produced in

Decatur, Idinois, byHoudadle-Hershey On February 1, 1945, SAM was removed

from the jurisdiction ofColumbia University and placed under the management

of the Carbide & Carbon Chemical Corporation.

Parallel Efforts to Obtain Fissionable Material

It should be pointed out that in paradel with the SAM project at Columbia,

other methods for obtaining fissionable sources of high energywere being stud

ied at other locations, ad under the jurisdiction of the Manhattan District: Urey

and Beams were looking into a centrifugal method; Phdip Abelson at the Naval

Research Laboratory was studying the thermal diffusion method; at Berkeley,

Ernest Lawrencewas investigating electromagnetic separation.Adwere seeking to

isolate U-235 from natural uranium. And in Chicago, Fermi and his group were

attempting to produce a slow neutron chain reaction in a graphite-moderated

"pde"

of natural uranium in order to form the element plutonium, which is also

fissionable. If the atomic energy foot race was against Germany, there were sev

eral runners on the U.S. team and, as well, one in England,where the gaseous dif

fusion method was being assiduously (and successfully) investigated. The

initiation, development, and degree of success of each of these enterprises are

described in Henry DeWolf Smyth's Atomic EnergyforMilitary Purposes, written

in 1945 at the close of the war, and in other later books by Stephane Groueff's
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Manhattan Project The Untold Story of the Making of the Atomic Bomb (1967),

Richard Rhodes's TheMaking of theAtomic Bomb (1986), and others.Whde the

several U.S. methods were successful (the centrifugalmethodwas not developed),

the gaseous diffusion method was the one that produced preponderantly larger

quantities of fissionable materials and the one which was extended after the war

by the construction of large facdities at Paducah, Kentucky, and Portsmouth,

Ohio, to supplement the ones at Oak Ridge. For a time, however, partiady
enriched U-235 was sent from the liquid thermal diffusion plant (S-50) and the

gaseous diffusion plant (K-25) to be further enriched at the nearby electromag
netic separation plant in Oak Ridge (Y-12). At the close of the war the two plants

Y-12 and S-50 were shut down, and the gaseous diffusion plants were the main

stay of the separation process.

In the midst of the work just described, a number of former graduate stu

dents in physics atVanderbdt were enlisted to come to NewYork and participate.

Besides Professors Slack and Underwood, seven former students worked on the

SAM Project. The next chapter relates some of their experiences as participant.



 



Fig. 8.1 The enormous K-25 gaseous diffusion plant (the U-shaped structure in the cen

ter) was designed by Kellex and constructed (by J. A. Jones) on the Clinch River at Oak

Ridge, Tennessee, in 1943^4, before the feasibility of its major components (diffusion

membrane, pumps, valves, etc.) had been demonstrated. But the gamble paid off. The

plant provided enriched U-235 by diffusing highly corrosive gaseous UF6 through a cas

cade of several thousand stages and several acres of porous membrane. The product was

essential in the production of the first atomic bomb used against Japan in August 1945. At

K-25, under the auspices of the Manhattan Project, workable components were invented

and manufactured against all odds and almost universal wisdom on time. From the

PhotographicArchives ofOak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL).
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A New Recruit from the Provinces

Having been invited by Professor Slack to join him at Columbia, I arrived

at NewYork's Penn Station in late March 1942. In addition to Dr. Slack,

Dr. Underwood, and me, six moreVanderbdt physicists joined the proj

ect at various times; theywere Clifford Beck, Elizabeth Briggs (Johnson),Wdliam

G. Kirby, Ernest A. Jones, Edward B. Nelson, andWdliam C. Skinner ad except

Beck proteges of Guy Forman at Western Kentucky State Teacher's Codege. We

were ad quickly introduced to a way of life different in many respects from that

ofKentucky,Nashvdle, orAtlanta, fromwhere I had left only ten hours before my

arrival at Penn Station.As I walked out of the station onto EighthAvenue, I think

it was, into the warm spring sunlight, a young man, smding affably, approached

me. "Sir, that suitcase seems
heavy."

Itwas. "Letme help you find a
taxi."

With that

he reached for my bag, thinking to myself, This is a helpful chap; such courtesy to

strangers in New York. As we approached a line of taxis, he opened the back door

of one and tossed my bag lightly onto the back seat. As he held the door open for

me, he said, "That'ti be a dodar,
Sir."

A smde was on his face. Was it one of tri

umph or one of pity? I've often wondered.

Of course I could have taken the subway out to Columbia, but with the cau

tious prudence of an auslander, I chose the taxi. It would provide a good first

view of the city, I reasoned, and be sure to deliver me and my suitcase precisely

at the entrance of the hotel Dr. Slack had suggested. At the King's Crown Hotel

on 116th Street owned by Columbia, I learned later I paid the driver, took a

few steps toward the entrance, then heard mutterings and curses behind me, far

in advance of anything known to Rhett Butler. Obviously, I had not tipped the

driver enough. A bit unnerved by now, for I had been asked to pay extra for my

heavy suitcase, I was greeted civitiy enough by the desk clerk. "Yes, we have your

229
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reservation. Here is a map ofNew
York."

The room itselfwas satisfactory but not

its location. It was beside the busy elevator.

So it went on the social education of a young Ohioan who had immigrated

to the South.When I tried to cash my first paycheck, the bank teller looked at me

in disbelief. "Do you have an account
here?"

"Wed, uh,
no."

"Then you must open

one or get one of our other depositors to vouch for
you."

The bank in Decatur,

Georgia, had not treated me like that when I cashed my first paycheck at Emory.

Then, when I bought a quart of French-vanilla ice-cream, took it to my apart

ment on a warm June evening, I was horrified on opening it to see a myriad of

black specks covering the swan's back surface.With a "They can't do this to
me"

I returned excitedly to the corner drugstore at Amsterdam and 120th Street.

When I manftdly demanded recompense for the contamination, I was greeted

with, "Oh, those. That's ground-up vanilla bean. Gives it flavor. That's French

Vanilla
ice-cream."

Waiting customers found this amusing. I foundmy ignorance

a cause for chagrin and renewed caution. Walking back from the drugstore, the

canister of now-warmed ice-cream dripping white spots on the pavement, I was

somehow reminded that my first (furnished) apartment had been infested by
bedbugs. The one night I endured it left me looking like the ice-cream, only the

spots were red instead of black.

Slack, however, was street-wise and drawing-room-wise in NewYork City. He

had arrived, also from Georgia, for the first time over twenty years before and

now knew his way around, both geographicady within the city and personady in

the bureaucracy of the university. Even the machinists in the shop knew him

(how convenientwhen you needed something fabricated in a hurry!). His former

classmate,Mitched,was superintending the stockrooms (again, convenient for an

experimentalist). He knew Professor Severinghaus, the long-time secretary of the

American Physical Society. He even knew Harold Urey, the Nobel Prize winning

chemist. Back in the summer of 1934 he had borrowed a sample of heavy water

from Ureywhde doing research at Columbia. Yes, Slack knew how to get things

done at Columbia: when to exhibit bluster and when to exhibit humdity before

power, although for Francis Slack the latter was difficult. He was "at
home"

in

New York. So too was Mrs. Slack, who had taught school there before their mar

riage. All in ad, Slack, forty-three at the time,was well suited andwed prepared to

take a leading role in the development of the gaseous diffusion process for sepa

rating the uranium isotopes.

But the rest of the Vanderbdt contingent, young and innocent except for

Professor Underwood, who had studied in the East, had to learn by occasionally
cruel experience.Within the academic atmosphere of the Special Adoys Material

(SAM) Project, however, we found congenial company and a cooperative spirit.

The Experiences of One Vanderbilt Participant

When I joined the work at Columbia, I was at once placed in charge of the

inert gas testing group made up of about a dozen young men, whose job was to
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measure the quality of the separation barrier being developed by other groups.As

one of the group explained their task to me, "Our job is to take the samples from

the
'in-box,'

test them, and return them to the
;out-box.'"

"And where do they

come
from?"

I asked. "From the eleventh
floor,"

was the reply. It turned out that

no one in our group knewwho was working on the eleventh floor or what fabri

cation procedures were used or what success was obtained, except that the "num
bers,"

as time went on, appeared to be improving, although not consistently.

Probably unplanned, such sequestration resulted in tighter security of informa

tion, doubtless because the project had developed in science buddings ordinardy

used for teaching purposes; as the need for research space increased and the need

for teaching space decreased, the accommodating alterations took place ran

domly The all-important development of barrier material took place largely on

the eleventh floor of Pupin Hall. The testing of it occurred in the basement, also

where the early separation of isotopes was accomplished, the cyclotron was oper

ated, and the uranium sample analysis took place. On the seventh floor, and later

in nearby Schermerhorn Had, Fermi was constructing an exponential pde untd

the spring of 1942, when he left to continue his work at
Chicago.1

Two theorists

simply continued using their former offices to investigate the number of stages

needed in a separation plant. Some chemistry and corrosion studies took place on

the eleventh floor; some in Havemeyer Hall nearby.

The testing machines in our section were custom designed and occupied

some three square yards of floor space. Their prototypes had been contrived by

Slack, Booth, and Newton Underwood, of Vanderbdt, who had joined them,

probably, in August 1941. The weakness of the equipment pieces was that they

incorporated parts intended for the plumbing and refrigeration industries, and

under almost constant use they developed leaks that vitiated results and led to

frantic searches for the hard-to-find holes. Always at hand was a tank of com

pressed air and a brush and cup of common shaving soap, which, when applied

to joints, would form telltale bubbles at leak sites as air under pressure escaped.

Ad this was before the development of the so-caded electronic helium leak detec

tor.What inglorious hours were so spent! A common saying among the searchers

was that if the project faded of its objectives, they could always find jobs repair

ing refrigerators.

As time went on and the testing program required expansion, new test outfits

had to be constructed and new personnel hired. The added staff came largely
from science students at Columbia. Then, as thework expanded, a night shiftwas

added. Such personnel were easdy found, however, for work on the SAM project

entitled one to mditary draft deferment, and night shift work even allowed some

of the personnel to attend classes during the day. The supervisor, however, had to

spend added hours by dropping in nightly to oversee the night shift. Although

often repetitive and routine, the work of the testing group was a valued service to

other investigators and essential to the overall success of the program, for inac

curate reports and inadvertent false findings greatly handicapped those develop

ing the ad-important barrier material.
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Although testing of the separation and flow characteristics ofbarrier material

occupiedmuch of the group's time, some attention was given to investigating the

effects on separation of such parameters as the pressures on the two sides of the

barrier and the
"mixing"

of the gas on the high pressure side. Such information

would be of great value in designing a manufacturing plant using a cascade sys

tem. For example, possibly the speed of flow of the mixture across the face of the

barrier would be important.Would turbulent flow be better than laminar flow?

These and other questions were studied using mixtures of inert (that is,
noncor-

rosive) gases, helium and carbon dioxide, for instance. This pair could be handled

and analyzed much more easdy than the gas UF6 itself, which, although intended

as the working gas in the final plant, would have required maintenance at tem

peratures above
140 F and use in situations where corrosive properties, in the

early days, would have vitiated results by harming valves and pumps and, above

all, by plugging the barrier itself. It was assumed that conclusions reached with

inert gases could be transferable to the separation ofU-235 from U-238.

The several reports coming out of the group's investigations have never been

released into the open scientific literature. Even today they remain classified, on

file in repositories of the Atomic Energy Commission and its successor, the

Department of Energy of the U.S. government. However, their innocuous titles

can be given here to show, in part, through a few concrete examples, what con

tributions were made by theVanderbdt scientists to theManhattan Project: ( 1 ) R.

Lagemann, F. G. Slack, and C.Widiams, "Effect of Back Pressure and Circulation

Flow on the Separation Factor of Diffusion
Barriers,"

Report 1R-22, 2/17/43; (2)

R. T. Lagemann and IraWed, "Correlation of Flows of Pure Gases and Mixtures

through Diffusion
Barriers,"

Report 1R-180, 1.1-4, 6/1/43; (3) R. B. Bernstein, E.

C. Corry, and R. T Lagemann, "Some Nomographs of Interest in Barrier
Testing,"

Report 1-R179, 7/24/43. In addition, I have found two other titles (of reports) by
Vanderbdt physicists: (1) N. Underwood and E. Melkonian, "Progress Report on

Barrier
Development,"

Report A-189, 9/1/41-5/1/42; (2) K. Schleicher and F. G.

Slack, "The Measurement of Gas Flows through Diffusion
Barriers,"

Report 1R-

12, 1/15/43. Many other reports were of course written by Vanderbdt physicists,

including their monthly progress reports, but I cannot recad the titles, nor are

they obtainable from the still-secret archives of the project.

Colleagues

Personnel for the SAM project were largely recruited by persons already

working on the project. Geographicady they camemostly from the NewYorkCity
area: professors from Columbia, City Codege, and NewYork University, graduate

students from the local universities, and a few recent graduates who were caded

back by professors in dire need of assured assistance. Their salaries were closely

equivalent to what theywould have been paid at university positions. The senior

researchers were paid at the same rates they had received at their prior university

appointments, with those from outside the NewYork City area receiving a smad
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cost-of-living supplement. My own salary in 1943 was $375 per month. General

Groves, the head of the Manhattan Project with its thousands of personnel and

bdlions in annual expenditures, received $663.40 each month, which at the end

of the war rose to
$828.67.2

The project's personnel tended to be young and most had scientific careers

lying ahead of them. In the testing group, to provide some examples, D. B.

Trauger came in as a young graduate of Nebraska Wesleyan College and later

became an assistant director of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory; J. Weneser,

recruited as a graduate student, became a professor of physics at Columbia;

Richard Bernstein became a professor of chemistry at Berkeley; IraWed went on

to a Ph.D. Others, ad beginning their careers, also later rose to hold responsible

positions: W. A. Nierenberg, who would become head of the Scripps Institution

in California; Edward Melkonian, professor of physics at Columbia; James

Rainwater, a Nobel laureate in physics, to name only a few.

One reason for the presence ofmany young people on the SAM Project was

that they were often students or former students of senior staff members. Too,

they were more mobde than already-established scientists. Stdl another reason

was that the work, whde often referred to as research, was in fact a mixture of

research and industrial development. Only in part was it research in the peace

time sense. And the work also involved fabrication of new instruments, testing

and development, and operation of complicated experimental devices, which

caded for knowledge and technical ability that only the trained physicist could

adequately provide. Senior scientists often found that aspect routine and boring
whde younger staff members could be excited by it. Nevertheless, many older

physicists responded to thewar-time need for their talents and to the challenge of

new problems. Whde some of the tasks might have seemed routine, dull, and

unimportant to the individual worker, the accuracy and skdl with which it was

carried out played a decisive part in the ultimate success. To the extent that large

groups were gathered together in concerted attacks on pre-chosen problems, the

SAM and other parts of the Manhattan Project presaged the advent of "big sci

ence"

that fodowed the war.

By February 1943, as it became evident that the diffusion process would

become a viable means for separating out U-235, the group under Dunning's

leadership reached a numerical plateau, and the application of know-how and

concern began to shift gradually to industrial concerns, to planning and build

ing a production plant. The names of the persons, some 195, located at

Columbia and immediately concerned with the diffusion program are shown on

the accompanying chart. In contrast, we read that half a year earlier there were

1,250 employees at Chicago working on reactors and the electromagnetic

process. The chart is dated February 15, 1943, a few months before a reorgani

zation of theManhattan Project resulted in a transfer of funding from OSRD to

the Manhattan Project and the appointment on May 1, 1943, of Urey to be in

charge of all aspects of the gaseous diffusion work, while Dunning remained

director of one of the principal divisions.
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Some of the participants from Vanderbdt are named in the boxes of the first

column. F. G. Slack appears as the head of the so-called process division; R. T

Lagemann as the leader of the testing group;W G. Kirby andW. Skinner as mem

bers ofgroup 2,whose taskwas to test barrier by actual use of the proposedwork

ing gas, UF6; E. Jones is named as a member of group 4, the principal group

developing barrier; and C. Beck's name appears under group 5, a group occupied

with development of an alternate form of barrier. Stdl another participant with

Vanderbdt antecedents, Elizabeth Briggs Johnson, had not yet joined the project

when the organization chart was drawn up, and Newton Underwood had already

left. E. Nelson worked for a time in another division.

Group B under Henry Boorse (ofBarnard College) was mainly chargedwith

devising pumps, valves, and meters to handle the corrosive and easdy contami

nated gas UF6 at high temperatures. This brought forward the difficult problem

of introducingmovement into an enclosed spacewithout leakage of air inward or

gas outward. Sylphon valves were tried and diaphragm valves, even schemes

whereby an electromagnet outside a system activated a magnet placed internady.

In the end (one can read today) a new type of seal made of the newly developed

plastic Teflon was used to adow motion without leakage.

Group C, under E. T. Booth, was largely occupied with the trials of separating

UF6 and, for a time, determining the concentrations of the working gas near the

surface of the barrier. It was theywho worked closelywith industrial engineers in

the transfer from batch processes to continuous ones and the construction of

industrial plants. They were also occupied with the problem of corrosion of the

barrier and the interior surfaces of the system, corrosion that could stop up the

holes in the barrier and effectively shut down an entire separation plant.

Group D had as its mission learning what it could in a short time about the

chemistry of UF6 and other uranium compounds. Its head, after von Grosse had

done early work on the topic, wasWitiard Libby, who later won a Nobel Prize in

chemistry.

A few other important contributors should be mentioned. Clark Wdliams

and his group investigatedwhat was happening aerodynamicady at the face of the

barrier. Dixon Callihan and his group studied the corrosion resistance of various

barrier materials whde in actual use. Pellissier used an electron microscope to

study the porous nature of barrier. A smad theoretical group under Karl Cohen

designed the cascade system. Edward O. Norris and Edward Adler devised a new

form of barrier that was one of the competitors for use in the final production

plant at Oak Ridge. Although the early Slack barrier was not, in the end, strong

enough for use in the Oak Ridge plant, it was of inestimable value in demon

strating that the diffusion process was feasible and allowed the ancillary appara

tus and techniques to be investigated. It was a link in the chain of constantly

improving separating membranes.

Among the consultants named on the chart was F. C. Nix, a Southerner from

Alabama, who at the time was ametadurgist at the Bed Laboratories and had ear

lier helped Dunningwith advice on other matters.Another was Nier,who advised
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upon and participated in mass spectroscopic analysis. Still another was "R.
Wood"

(Robert W. Wood of Johns Hopkins). I remember seeing him wandering about

the halls on the eleventh floor. Rumor had it that the distinguished physicist had

intruded himself on the projectwhen he had learned about it in its earliest stages.

During World War I he had made scientific contributions to the mditary. For

instance, given a uniform and commissioned a major, he had improved signaling

between mditary units and he had advocated the use of trained seals to detect

submarines, a suggestion actually tried out by the British. The diffusion process,

however, eluded his talents, perhaps because it was too simple and involved cut-

and-try methods, and it became Dunning's obligation to soothe the disappoint

ment of the then seventy-five-year-old physicist. One conciliatory device of

Dunningwas to send him a bottle ofwine as a Christmas present.Wood,who was

a great versifier and had written an amusing book entitled How to Tell the Birds

from the Flowers, replied in a cryptic letter that came into my possession and that

I still own, "Thanks a lot for the magnificent
bot."

The leader of the group, John Dunning, should be cited for his steadfastness

of purpose and his energy and drive in achieving his goals. Those of us who

worked with him found him ever optimistic and enthusiastic over signs of

progress. He never appeared discouraged. In any group meeting he always had

something to say and incessantly queried others present on points relevant to the

discussion. He was described as
"self-assured"

and as "the spark plug of the pro
gram."

Stephane Groueff states that Urey thought of him as an "overeager, ambi

tious young
man."

After the war Dunning became dean of the School of

Engineering and Applied Science at Columbia and, year after year, served on

committees and boards of directors of prestigious scientific and phdanthropic

organizations.

The Role of Ernest A. Jones

The first barriers for the separation of two gases ofdifferentmolecular weight

were made by Booth and a few associates as early as the summer of 1940. Their

first success came when they began roding out thin sheets of brass and gold-cop

per alloys and etching out one component by the action of suitable acid solutions.

The procedure took place in smad chemical flasks as a bench operation. The size

and thickness of the membranes ranged from that of a postage stamp to that of

an envelope. During the latter part of 1940 and the first half of 1941, Booth and

von Grosse tested their barrier for how wed it withstood corrosion in an atmos

phere of uranium hexafluoride at elevated temperatures.

Thus, when Francis Slack left Vanderbilt in the spring of 1941 to join the

work at Columbia, he found in progress a small research program on diffusion

barriers run by Booth and von Grosse as the active bench scientists with

Dunning, Pegram, and Urey as close observers and advisors.When Slack, and a

little later Underwood, arrived, theywere among the first dozen senior scientists

to join the venture. By January 1942, Slack (and Booth) had produced etched
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barrier material that showed promise when tested for porosity and separation

qualities. In the meantime Slack assumed the chief responsibdity for the devel

opment of barrier and finding ways to test it with inert gases, whde Booth took

on the responsibility of devisingways to test the barrierswith UF6. Thisworkwas

done in the basement of Pupin Had, not far removed from the cyclotron room

where it had all started in that epoch-making experiment.

Soon Slackwas joined in barrier development by EdwardAdler, a former stu

dent of Urey's who was teaching at City Codege. And then Adler was joined, at

first only part-time, by Edward O. Norris, a self-trained inventor without a uni

versity degree. They formed a good team, despite their disparate backgrounds.

Norris supplied ideas for barrier improvement that arose from his earlierwork in

electroplating, while, in complement, Adler contributed from his wide and

recently acquired knowledge ofhow chemists accomplish certain tasks. In brief

the ftdl story cannot be told Norris and Adler recognized that the Booth-Slack

barrier had to be radically altered, not simply incrementally improved. Their new

approach was to put together their own sheets starting with a slurry of compo

nents in which nickel was a large component and removing from the resulting

thin, flat dried sheets the now-unwanted material by hydrogenation at elevated

temperatures. Then, to strengthen the thin sheets they had to be thin to adow

greater flow of gas Norris and Adler electroplated a fragde mesh over the

sheet a backing, so to speak. This necessitated the prior printing of an inked

pattern on to the original sheet so as to obstruct the electroplated component and

leave areas for diffusion to take place. Whereas the Booth-Slack barrier some

times exhibited pinholes,which of course permitted flow of unseparated gas, and

was considered too fragde for handling andwithstanding the pressure differential

across it (about one atmosphere), the Norris-Adler barrier was a significant

improvement. By February 1943 their group had grown to thirteen persons and

had moved to the eleventh floor of Pupin.

It was into this group that Ernest Jones came from Vanderbdt in January
1943, immediately after he had completed his master's degree work in Nashville.

Coincidentally,Wdliam Skinner arrived from Harvard where he had been hold

ing a fedowship in physics. The month they arrived was marked by the

announcement of the confident Allies that they would accept nothing less than

unconditional surrender from Italy and Germany. Thatmonth was also the same

month in which designs for the K-25 plant were begun. At the time, the Norris-

Adler barrier development had progressed so far that it was believed a suitable

form of it could be manufactured in large-scale quantities for an isotope separa

tion plant. But even whde the plans for the plant were being drawn up and even

as late as September 1943 when construction of the main process plant was

begun, the attempts to develop better performing barrier went on. Jones was in
the verymiddle of this activity. The optimum conditions for each step of the fab

rication of the barrier had to be established. Since this followed largely trial-
and-

error methods with incremental changes, the statistics ofmeasurement had to be

considered, very careful records kept, andmany tests of the effects of each change

made. It was exacting labor and at times repetitious. Jones made a significant
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Fig. 8.2 A few of theVanderbilt physicists who were members of theManhattan Project at

Columbia in 1943. From the left: Ernest Jones, William G. Kirby, Mrs. Dixon (Alva)

Callihan, William Skinner, and Dixon CaUihan from Marshall College, at 116th St. and

Broadway in NewYork City. Courtesy ofErnest Jones.

Fig. 8.3 Francis Slack (4th from left) greets several past colleagues at an early Slack lecture

in the late 1970s. From left: James F. Key (M.A., Vanderbilt, 1951), former Provost Philip

Davidson, Elizabeth Briggs Johnson (M.A. Vanderbilt, 1952),William C. Skinner (Ph.D.,

Vanderbilt, 1950). Johnson and Skinnerworkedwith Slack at Columbia asmembers of the

Manhattan Project in the 1940s. Courtesy of Joseph H. Hamilton.
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contribution to the development of that barrier (code named A- 10) and, indeed,

was commissioned by Dr. Slack to write a full report outlining the laboratory
steps and procedures used in its fabrication. Like other reports written by partic

ipants in the SAM project, this report remains classified and inaccessible even

today, half a century later. (Editor's note: Professor Jones recads the name of this

barrier only as the A barrier.)

The stage had now been reached where the findings of the SAM group were

to be turned over to industrial engineers for further development and incorpora

tion into a huge plant for the separation of uranium 235 from uranium 238 in

quantities suitable for mditary purposes. The M. W. Kedogg Co. was selected to

begin such an evaluation of the gaseous diffusion method and its translation into

a large scale industrial process. Kellogg did this through a new subsidiary, the

KeUex Corporation, located in Jersey City, New Jersey, and in the Woolworth

Budding in NewYork City. One of its engineers, Clarence Johnson, frequently vis

ited some of the groups in Pupin Hall, including the barrier testing group, to

observe how our work was performed and discuss in detad our reports, which

were now routinely forwarded to the Kellex people.When Kedex decided that the

Norris-Adler barrier should be improved, although they agreed it might be ade

quate for a manufacturing plant, Johnson was commissioned by his superiors to

make the improvement effort. His success in making a new form ofbarrier based

on the use of powdered nickel led then to vigorous discussions within the hierar

chy of the Manhattan Project, with some advocating the Norris-Adler type, oth

ers vehemently advocating the Johnson type. The detads of the contention and

the choice of the Kedex barrier, largely because it was claimed to be stronger and

more easdyworkable, is told by Stephane Groueff in his bookManhattan Project.

When the SAM project moved out of its quarters at Columbia, Ernest Jones

moved with his group to the Nash Building, a huge reconverted parking garage at

133rd Street and Broadway, and continued there untd after the first bomb was

dropped over Hiroshima on August 6, 1945. (He learned the news from newspa

pers as he was leaving his laboratory at the end of a day ofwork.) With his mas

ters from Vanderbdt already in hand, in September he went to Ohio State to

continue work on a Ph.D. in physical chemistry, having been awarded a teaching

fellowship there. Later, for two years, before returning to Vanderbdt as an assis

tant professor of physics, he worked at the K-25 plant at Oak Ridge, the very plant

to whose construction he had contributed through his more than two and a half

years on the Manhattan Project.

Before Jones left the project in 1945, 1 had already left, in late October 1943,

to return to Emory after almost twentymonths at SAM. In November 1944, Slack

had left after forty-two months working on the project.

Would the Nazis Be First?

One of the incentives for the organization of SAM at Columbia and later of

the Manhattan Project was the fear raised by the question What if Hitler gains
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control of an atomic bomb? Only very occasionally did those of us in the lower
arms of organization charts ponder the question, but we were predisposed to

anxiety by fears passed along by John Dunning, who had direct contact with

George Pegram and Harold Urey. They had visited English scientists and officials
in the fad of 1941 and reported back the well-informed British apprehension that

the Germans were working on the release of energy through the fission process,

although no direct evidence could be cited.3 The British pointed out that Norway
had been overrun by the German Army and that the heavy water installations
there had been captured. And they had learned that Germany had ordered con
siderable quantities of paraffin made using heavy hydrogen. It was natural to

envisage use for "heavy
paraffin"

as a moderator for neutrons impinging on ura
nium. Moreover, the British had learned that an expansion of activitywas taking
place at the KaiserWdhelm Institute in Berlin, in the same institute where Hahn

and Strassmann had obtained the first evidence of fission.

As for the British themselves, Pegram and Urey reported that they were not

studying the chain reaction possibdity, as Fermi was doing with a graphite pde,

but were investigating isotope separation by the diffusion process. Returning to

NewYork just about a month before Pearl Harbor, the two Americans gave their

fedow Columbia scientists much to consider scientifically and communicated a

sense of urgency to the effort. Then, after Pearl Harbor and the opening ofwar

with Japan and Germany, apprehension was felt that Germany with its demon

strated scientific prowess would budd a bomb before the United States, and the

fear arose that German saboteurswould attack the Pupin Had laboratories them

selves. As a result, guards were stationed at the doors to each floor where signifi

cant research activity was taking place. Those working in the basement, the

members of the barrier testing group, for instance, wore badges of a color allow

ing them access to the basement only. Others, such as Slack, though his office was

in the basement, who had responsibdities on other floors as wed, wore a badge of

another color. Like the barrier being protected, however, the security system was

not impervious in those early days. For example, ordinardyworkwas not under

way on Sundays, and no guards were present then. But any senior investigator

who wished to labor on Sunday could do so by applying for a budding key and a

floor key at the central campus security office. Since locked file cabinets or safes

for highly classified reports were not in use at that time, much could have been

learned by an unauthorized entrant.A second and perhaps more grievous flaw in

the system was that it failed to take account of the steam tunnels connecting the

buddings. This flaw seemed evident only on rainy or snowy days, when a goodly

number of the staff would enter the steam tunnels in a budding adjacent to the

subway station at 116th Street and make their way, dry and warm, to the base

ment ofPupin Hall at 120th Street. So far as I know, this practice, clearly one that

could lead to a serious breach in security, was never halted.

Then, about a year after Pearl Harbor, in the belief, since confirmed, that the

German scientists were much interested in using heavy water from the

Norwegian electrolysis plants, the British decided to attempt to destroy the
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heavy-water instadations at Vermork in southern Norway during the winter of

1942-43.An advance party of fourNorwegians parachuted into the area near the

plant on October 18, but on November 19, when two gliders filled with troops

were towed across the North Sea from Scotland, they crashed in Norway and the

British troops not kided in the crash were captured. Despite the first disaster,

destruction of the plant was deemed so important that six commandos para

chuted into the area in February 1943 andwithout injury to themselves or to the

protecting Germans succeeded in blowing up the eighteen ceds where D20 was

being prepared by electrolysis using electric power from the nearby hydroelectric

facdity. One account in the world press, and avadable to the Columbia group, said

that the attack succeeded in "spdling nearly half a ton of heavy water into the

drains"

and put the plant out of production for a year. "Whatever the German

physicists might be doingwith heavy
water,"

commented Rhodes, "theywould do

it more slowly
now."4

Actuady although German scientists were indeed trying to obtain adequate

supplies of heavy water both before and after the British commando raid,

Germany was far from engaging in a viable program of research on a fission

bomb. When in 1945 Allied soldiers overran the smad vdlage in Bavaria where

Heisenberg and his smad team were at work, they found the group stid trying to

achieve a self-sustaining nuclear reaction, something Fermi and his team had

accomplished in December 1942. As late as March 1945, the Heisenberg group
was still searching for more heavy water. Their (noncritical)

"pde"

consisted of

cubes of uranium immersed in heavywater and surrounded by a reflection man

tle of graphite.When the U.S. physicist Samuel Goudsmit, as the scientific leader

of a special U.S. Army unit, took several German scientists prisoner and collected

the records of the uranium projects, he found a spherical-shaped reactor some

few feet in diameter, which he mistakenly labeled "Germany's atom
bomb."5

It

had never gone critical and could not produce plutonium.

Several reasons have been advanced to explain the lack ofGerman success:

1.With the enormous successes ofGerman arms in the early years of the war,

little need was felt for a super-weapon, which some thought could not be

achieved in any case before victory.

2. The dispersal of responsibdity among various branches of the government

did not provide the concentrated, wed-supported and well-financed push

made by the United States in the Manhattan District under its energetic

and forceful leader, General Groves.

3. As the war went on in Europe, a shortage of critical materials developed,

caused in part byAided bombing. At the same time the bombing required
that entire laboratories be relocated, with a consequent slow-down in

progress.

4. Bickering among the scientists themselves reduced achievement.

5. Though more difficult to assess, it is claimed that a dedberate lack of ad-out

effort on the part of some scientists reduced progress. Still under debate
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today is the claim advanced after the war by Heisenberg and others that

some physicists and chemists hadwdlfidly conspired to denyHitler a bomb.

Some conspired, or acted individually, because, they said, ifHitier had been

told of the potential destructiveness of such a bomb, hewould have ordered

an ad-out effort and given them a three-month deadline, which they knew

was impossible to meet. Others restrained their efforts because of moral

scruples, it was claimed, but continued work with the objective of develop

ing atomic energy for postwar industrial use. Still others, goes the claim,

continued work, but slowly, because they thought Germanywould lose the

war, even before the Allies were able to budd a bomb.

These last claims have been advanced and examined in books by Robert

Jungk,6
David

Irving,7
and Mark Walker.8

The latest assessment, an article by
Walker in Physics Today in

1990,9
expresses the view that the German physicists

working on fission were first-rate, that they knewwhat theywere doing, although

working under certain handicaps, that scruples were not an issue, and that in his

view the conspiracy claim should be discounted. In his 1989 bookWalker flatly
states, "Heisenberg's claim, that these German scientists widfully hindered the

creation of nuclear weapons for Hitler's government, is
implausible."

In May 1991 the matter of moral responsibdity of the German scientists

and by implication ofU.S. scientists as wed was revived by a German TV drama

devoted to the subject. This so aroused Carl Friedrich von Weizsacker, age sev

enty-eight and one of those who had worked with Heisenberg on the German

project, that he offered himself to a number ofwidely circulated publications for

interviews on the ddemmas of scientists in Hitler's Germany. After repeating

much that was already known, he stated that he and some others did notwork at

top speed, believing Hitler and his reprehensible actions would soon pass on but

that development of a super-bomb would have more lasting effects. Then he

added, "The decisive difference between the German and the American efforts

was that the United States devoted one thousand times more money than

Germany $2 billion to Nazi Germany's $2 mdlion."10

In Japan research on atomic energywas not concentrated in a single division

of the government, and despite considerable financial support committees exhib

ited doubt that Japan could budd an atomic bomb in less than ten years in view

of Japan's relative lack of electrical capacity, mineral resources, and industrial

supply. Some wished to investigate nuclear power for ship propulsion. Others

could not agree on which method to pursue. In the end, no significant progress

was made in Japan on finding a means of utdizing the tremendous energy

released during fission, although the possibdity was well recognized. A recent

article byMorris Low rejects the claim by one author that Japan may have suc

ceeded in testing an atomic weapon shortly before the end of the war and

advances the thesis that a lack of scientific expertise precluded development of a

bomb. At one point he asserts: "Recent findings . . . point to the extremely limited

supply of active nuclear physicists that Japan could potentially draw from during
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the wartime period. Anymajor atomic bomb project would have required a level

and quantity of scientific manpower non-existent in Japan at the
time."11

But at the time, those working on the Manhattan Project could only conjec

ture on progress beingmade byGermany and Japan. No intedigence information

was being passed along by the very few privy to what little knowledge turned up.

In fact, among the lower echelons of the SAM organization, no one spoke of

developing a bomb; the focus was on the scientific problem of separating iso

topes. Knowledge was withheld even from us on progress in our own country

regarding research in obtaining plutonium bymeans of reactors or of the success

of other means for separating isotopes. With the beginning of the war with

Germany (December 15, 1941) conjecture did turn to the harm, if any, that could

come to those of us working in New York City, where spies and saboteurs could

find good cover. The landing of a party of German saboteurs on the beaches of

Long Island by rubber boats from a submarine lying off-shore did not relieve our

anxiety, even though they were all quickly apprehended (and later executed)

when beach patrols came upon their tracks in the sand.

On one occasion, a rope was discovered onemorning dangling from an upper

storywindow ofHavemeyer Had, the chemistry budding. Below, on the concrete

pavement, police came upon the dead body of a young man. The rope dangled

beside the office window of Dr. Urey, the Scientific Director of the SAM Project.

The first thought was that here was a spywhose handhold had slipped as he tried

to enter a window of the office where ad the project's reports were kept. Indeed,

the hypothesis was strengthened when the police searched the youngman's room

and found there books printed in German, scientific books, too. Further investi

gation revealed, however, that the unfortunate fedow was a student at Columbia

majoring in chemistry and that, approaching a difficult examination, he had

resorted to sliding down a rope to gain an early look at the questions he believed

to be in the office of his professor an office just above Urey's.

In January 1943 a startling revelation appeared in the campus humor maga

zine, The Jester. There, under the title "New
Energy,"

we found a description of

some of the very laboratories occupied by SAMworkers and statements about the

purposes of their presence. The article began (and quite accurately so), "The

entire basement of Columbia's Pupin Laboratory has been taken over by the

United States government for secret experiments described as among the most

important American science is now
producing."

Continuing, though with some

hyperbole, the story stated, "Laboring at least 24 hours a day, the scientists are

alleged to be under constant FBI
survedlance."

Then fodowed a fictionalized

report on the activities of an equady fictional Professor Steinholtz von Kennedy.

Although no detads of any consequence whatever were disclosed, the story was

just the thing, went our horrified thoughts, to arouse the interest of a quiescent

spy. The title, "New
Energy,"

was right on the mark. Noticing the accuracy of

some of the descriptions, we conjectured that student reporters had been peering
into windows of Pupin from tall neighboring buddings. And if they could do it,
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could not a spy? Copies of the issue quicklywere taken off the shelves of the cam

pus bookstore the result, we were told, of a raid by the FBI.

About the same time, as he left the budding after a night of hard work, one of

our scientists stumbled over an inert body just outside the laboratory door. His

initial fear that it was a colleague slain for documents was unfounded; investiga

tion showed a case of suicide unconnected with the work of the project.

Unlike security arrangements at Oak Ridge, Los Alamos, Hanford, and else

where, where tall wire fences surrounded the installations, physical security bar

riers were not possible at Columbia.At the same time as SAM personnel occupied

certain space in Pupin, Havemeyer, and Schermerhorn Halls, those buddings

were also being used for classes, faculty offices, and other academic activities. The

only workable security arrangement had to be guards stationed at doors to proj

ect areas. Perhaps the best form of security was not to prevent unauthorized

entrance to buildings but to recruit new employees from among persons known

personady to staff members on hand. Thus, Slack brought in a Vanderbdt con

tingent, the Columbia physicists recruited their friends fromNewYorkUniversity
and City College, Dunning found a young man at his alma mater in Nebraska,

and I, myself, recruited one of my Emory students, Edward Corry. Surely the

Germans (or the Japanese) would not have planted a mole down in Tennessee or

out in Nebraska. Nor, in view of the short time between the discovery of fission

and the incidence ofwar could spies have been set up in the places where research

on fission had been initiated. In the end it was from Los Alamos where Klaus

Fuchs and the Rosenbergs were employed through inadequate investigation and

without the prior acquaintance with resident workers that important secrets

were spirited out. No member of the SAM group has ever been accused of reveal

ing essential detads ofwhat went on.

Some Incidents

Despite our furious activity and fear of coming in second, the work had its

human and humorous sides. One day in 1943 Francis Slack heard a furious

pounding on the door of the laboratory in Schermerhorn Hall,where he and oth

ers were budding a smad pdot plant for making diffusion barrier in a continuous

strip process rather than by the batch method first used. The door opened on

busy Amsterdam Avenue and was seldom used, but the repeated blows caused

Slack to unlock the door. Before him stood an irate woman. "Look what you've
done,"

she said, as she pointed to a scattering of tiny holes in the pretty spring

dress she was wearing. "You've ruined my new outfit. I was waiting for the bus

when that horrid spray came out of that pipe up there on the
wall."

At once Slack

knewwhat had happened. The pipe was a vent for fumes of chromic acid used in

their process. Where the droplets of the chemical had made contact with the

woman's outfit, they had simply dissolved the nylon. To calm her justifiable rage

Slack agreed to buy the bus rider a new dress, which he did, and from his own
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funds. Asked later about the incident, he wryly commented, "What would a

Senate investigating committee have said after the war if they had found an

expenditure on the financial records of the Manhattan District: 'One new dress

for a woman on Amsterdam
Avenue?'"

On another day in 1943, Ernest Jones and EdwardAdler delivered a heavy rod

of copper fod both were needed for the task to a textde manufacturer in New

Jersey that had the capabdity of printing a pattern of ink dots on one side of the

foil. Arriving just before the noon lunch break, they were asked to wait whde ad

was made ready for their job. Shown into a nearby and vacant break room with

comfortable seats, they noticed a great many lunch boxes on the otherwise empty

tables. According to Ernest Jones, who told me this,Adler, investigating the lunch

boxes with scientific zeal and curiosity, found numerous items of food that

appealed to his fancy, for it was almost noon and carrying the heavy roll had

sparked appetite. Thereupon, Ed proceeded to sample the tempting boxes: a ham

sandwich from one, a peanut butter and jedy sandwich from another, a piece of

Danish from another, and so on. As Ernie told it, he himself did not partake but

only watched. Just as Ed returned to his chair, the door opened and the plant's

officials escorted them to the printing area,where ad wentwell and theywere able

to return across the Hudson.

Nothing was ever said to them about the incident, although several workers

must have been perplexed or complained to a spouse about the inadequacy of

lunch that day.As forAdler, he possibly felt his repastwas a contribution from the

textde workers ofAmerica to the war research effort at Columbia University.

As I recad, no vacations were taken by those working at SAM. Only short

emergency leaves were taken. We were largely dependent for recreation on the

resources ofNewYork City, which, to be sure, were numerous and varied. Much

ofour spare time was spent exploring the city and visiting famous landmarks: the

Staten Island Ferry,with its five-cent fare, China Town, themammoth radway sta

tions, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Cloisters, Times Square on New

Year's eve, the Public Library, Saint John's Cathedral, the Hudson River Day
Line ad provided fascinating and engrossing experiences.

One Sunday, a formerVanderbdt student wished to visit the famousNewYork

Aquarium. Not knowing where it was, he obtained the address from a telephone

book, but actuady finding the aquarium itselfwas much more difficult. After rid

ing the subway interminably and walking and walking, he at last discovered the

street. In great anticipation he then sought the street number given in the phone

book, only to find that "The
Aquarium"

he had found so laboriously was a small

store in Queens dispensing goldfish. The day being Sunday, it wasn't even open.

To the wife of the same former student fell the task of conducting tours of

NewYork for themany relatives and friendswho came to visit. Everyone, it seems,

wanted to see the Brooklyn Bridge. Often it was first on their list. Proud of her

abdity to master the transportation system, she brought each new set of visitors

to the famous landmark. "There it is, there's the Brooklyn
Bridge."

One day, on

perhaps the eighth such excursion, she again made her proud announcement,
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when a voice interrupted.A derelict denizen of the Bowery spoke up from his seat

on the curb. His appearance was disordered, but his knowledge ofNewYork pre

cise: "No, it ain't, lady. Dat's deManhattan
Bridge."

For some reason the Horn 8c Hardart restaurants held a peculiar fascination

for the youngmen and their wives from the South.At theAutomat, as the restau

rants were caded, there were no receptionists, no waiters, no cashiers, and anyone

could sit anywhere, no reserved tables or seating. The eatables were placed on

dishes ensconced behind smad, glass-fronted doors.An entire wall would be cov

ered with the little cubicles. Behind them the restaurant had fitied the boxes; in

front customers could stroll along, search for delectable items, and obtain their

choices by dropping the required change, in nickels, into a slot. Then the little

doors could be opened. The system was simple, and the guests could see what

they were about to consume. No pecan pie, as I recad, but the lemon meringue

pie was delicious.

Many years after I left the project, I read in a NewYork newspaper an account

of a television skit that reminded me of the simple pleasure of visiting Horn 8c

Hardarts. In the skit Tadulah Bankhead, another Southerner by the way, clad in a

mink coat, was grabbing a bite to eat after rehearsal at a nearby theater. The

restaurant, she said, was run by a "Greek
fedow"

by the name ofMr. Automat.

Encountering no maitre d', she eventuady seated herself. Soon, another patron

placed his tray at her table whde he went off for a glass ofwater. Presuming the

tray was meant for her, Tadulah edged the plate closer, only to be scolded by the

returning patron that the Salvation Army Post was just around the corner. At last

she learned one must buy nickels at a special counter, where she declared, "I

would like to buy some nickels, please. Howmuch do they cost? Twenty for a dol

lar? Oh, how cheap! Is there a sale
on?"

Construction of Production Plants

Even whde barrier was being improved and whde pumps, gauges, valves, and

compressors were under development, a huge plant for their utdization was

designed and being constructed in Oak Ridge. The plan involved an airtight sys

tem of pipes, blowers, barrier headers, and control valves that incorporated sev

eral thousand stages in which about half of the gas (UF6) processed at each stage

diffused through the porous barriers as an enriched U-235 product and was then

sent on to the next-higher stage for further concentration. The impoverished half

is repressured and recycled through the next lower stage. The main gaseous dif

fusion plant budding was U-shaped, eachwing 2,450 feet long and averaging 400

feet in width and 60 feet in height. The total area of this main budding was 44

acres. The cost of that original plant was around 500 mdlion
dollars.12

Once con

structed, it continued to operate efficiently with only nominal maintenance for

decades.

In 1942 the M. W Kedogg Co., having created a special subsidiary, the Kedex

Corporation, began evaluating the SAM work and making a gradual transition
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from bench research to industrial application of it. On September 10, 1943, the

massive plant at Oak Ridge (K-25) went under construction. The first units for

production ofU-235 began operating February 20, 1945. But weeks are required

for such a large gaseous diffusion plant to come to equdibrium, so that only by
the summer of 1945 were amounts of U-235 sufficient for a bomb something

less than one hundred pounds being produced. Indeed, we read that after the

two bombs were dropped on Japan and a demand for surrender delivered, there

were no reserve bombs in existence.

To provide the electrical power to operate the thousands of pumps in the

plant and to maintain the entire plant above the
140

Fahrenheit needed to keep
the UF6 in the gaseous state, a huge coal-burning steam plant was budt nearby. A

contract with TennesseeValleyAuthority provided the needed electrical power.

Then, since it was believed that the diffusion plant could not achieve 100 per

cent separation of the isotopes, an electromagnetic plant, under development at

Berkeley, was constructed in a vadey a few mdes away. Designated Y-12, a name

based on a location on a map, we are told, its purpose was to take material from

the K-25 plant and upgrade it further for a final use.

And then, as a hedge against the fadure of the K-25 and Y-12 plants, a sepa

rate facditywas budt near the steam plant to utdize the thermal diffusionmethod

(using liquids) that had also been under development. At the same time, at

Hanford, Washington, on the Columbia river, three giant reactors were budt to

produce plutonium, an accompaniment to the fission process in a controlled

chain reaction based on uranium.Also, as a prudent safeguard, a heavywater pro

duction plant was budt in Canada to provide heavy water in the event it was

needed as a reactor moderator.Ad these developments came to fruition about the

same time. Plutonium was used in a nuclear test in NewMexico in July 1945 and

in the bomb dropped on Nagasaki, Japan,August 9, 1945. Uranium 235 produced

at Oak Ridge was used in the bomb dropped on Hiroshima on August 6, 1945.

Vanderbilt Professor Newton Underwood

Makes a Vast Improvement

But in 1945, at the end of the wars with Germany and Japan, the development

of barrier did not stop.Whde the barriers developed by Booth and Slack were of

great importance in demonstrating that uranium isotopes could be separated by
the gaseous diffusion process, barriers of that type were never used in an indus

trial plant because of lowmechanical strength and poor corrosion resistance. The

Norris-Adler barrier, on whose team E. A. Jones worked, was advocated by some

as suitable for large-scale production, but the barrier actually used was a stiti fur

ther development, though not dramaticady better, combining ideas of scientists

from SAM, Kedex, Bell Labs, Bakelite Corp., and the Houdadle-Hershey Corp.

The next (and much later) improvement and a very pronounced improvement

it was came about mainly through the work ofNewton Underwood, a physics

professor from Vanderbdt. Underwood had worked at Columbia for some
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months during 1941-42 but had returned to Vanderbilt for reasons of health.

During a two-year leave of absence from Vanderbdt in 1948-50, Underwood

invented a radicady new way ofmaking barrier that not only improved its qual

ity but did so at a significantly lower
cost.13

In essence, the method invoked an

extrusion process whereby the raw materials for barrier manufacture that were

introduced into the press came out in the form of a continuous, fully formed tube

that could then be cut into desired lengths. Rumor in the "barrier
community"

put the savings effected by Underwood at midions of dollars annually. "Quite a

return from Underwood's salary at
K-25,"

Dunning once told me elatedly at a

board of directors meeting of the Oak Ridge Institute for Nuclear Studies.

Underwood's salarywas the same as hisVanderbdt salarywould have been. Then

he turned very serious and said, "Bob, thinkwhat would have happened ifwe had

not succeeded! There would have resulted the longest, most searching Senate

Investigation this country has ever known. Why, it would have occupied more

rancor,more recrimination, than the investigation of the blame for Pearl Harbor,

or for President Kennedy's assassination, or . . he paused, "even the Nuremberg
Trials. . . . Who knows what might have happened to Fermi, Conant, Vannevar

Bush,General Groves, Urey, Oppenheimer, Compton, Lawrence, or Jesse
Beams?"

As he paused for breath, I added, "Or Dunning, Booth, and
Slack."

Elation had

turned to sober thought, and we returned to the business of the meeting.

Recognition

Interviewing the survivingmembers of the SAM group, one often encounters

a feeling of lack of recognition of their accomplishments. The newspaper

accounts, the magazine articles, even the serious histories give little space to the

project at Columbia University and much more to the workers on the other parts

of the Manhattan Project. Much is made, for instance, of the fabrication of the

first bombs dropped on Japan and the testing in New Mexico. The name of the

delivery plane iswell publicized, the name of the pdot is known, theminute ofhis

take-off is recorded for posterity. We are even told what the pdot had for break

fast that fateful day (ham and eggs and pineapple fritters). The tad gunner on the

plane wore a Dodger's baseball cap.Well known too as they should be are the

exploits and biographies of such prominent contributors as Fermi, Urey,

Oppenheimer, Compton, Lawrence, Seaborg, Abelson, Szdard, Kistiakowsky,

Bohr, Frisch, Bethe, Teder, von Neumann, Alvarez, Ulam, Wigner, Wheeler, and

Morrison.

Of course, the perceived relative de-emphasis of the SAM efforts is in part due

to the great extent of the total work of theManhattan District,with its thousands

of scientists and engineers and tens of thousands of industrial workers and serv

ice personnel. And it must be recognized that John Dunning, especiady in the

days before Pearl Harbor, received considerable publicity in the Eastern press,

especiady in the New York Times, where William Laurence, the science reporter,

recounts the findings and opinions of someone he later caded "his
friend."
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But, on balance, there is some basis for the feeling that SAM personnel have

not been given deserved recognition, official or otherwise, for their contribu

tions. Three chief reasons for this come to mind. First, many of those promi

nently named as contributors to the scientific results after the war were Nobel

Prize laureates with a past record of accomplishment that added luster to their

Manhattan participation. In contrast, except for Harold Urey, the SAM scientists

had in large part published little and were mostly young: Dunning was thirty-

three in 1940, Booth twenty-eight, von Grosse thirty-five, Nier twenty-nine, C. B.

Slade twenty-four, Edward Adler twenty-six, Wdliam Nierenberg twenty-one, to

name a few. Of the Vanderbdt contributors Francis Slack was the oldest at forty-

three; Newton Underwood was thirty-four. Others were E. A. Jones (twenty-

two), R.T. Lagemann (twenty-eight),WSkinner (twenty), C.Beck (twenty-seven),

E. B. Nelson (twenty-four), and Elizabeth Briggs Johnson (approximately
twenty-three when she came to Columbia).

Already in
mid- 1940, whde trying to persuade Ernest Lawrence to cast his lot

with the Columbia group, Dunning learned the disadvantage of youth in obtain

ing financial support and, later, recognition. In a speech made in 1969, he recited

a portion of a conversation he had heldwith Lawrence soon after fission had been

discovered: "I've been trying to get support, but ad the national committees feel

that I am just a young fedow. Fermi, after ad, ismuch older and he is aNobel Prize

winner, and we young fellows don't have much
backing."14

A second reason for the lack ofprominence given the Columbia project might

be that the progress and developments in New York were not the dramatic, cli

mactic occurrences that took place with other groups, ones that could excite the

layman's imagination. Except for the day in 1939 when Dunning, Booth, Slack,

and others at Columbiawere the first in America to reveal that uranium fissioned

with enormous energy release, no episodes occurred that could match headlines

with the first pde going critical at Chicago on December 2, 1942, or the first

atomic bomb detonation in New Mexico on July 16, 1945. The Columbia

progress was more plodding, less dramatic.

A third reasonmight be the implicit recognition of the great success of the dif

fusion process and the need to clothe the methods used even the scientists, even

today in a secrecy that wdl help prevent other countries (or even individual ter

rorists) from dupdcating the results.Although plutonium made in the reactors at

Hanford, Washington, was the explosive material used in the bomb tested in the

New Mexico desert and in the bomb dropped at Nagasaki, the diffusion method

has been more economical and has produced larger amounts of fissionable mate

rials. The method has been much extended beyond its use in K-25 by the con
struction of other separation plants known as K-27, K-29, K-31, and K-33 in Oak

Ridge and in the large production plants later budt at Paducah, Kentucky, and

Portsmouth, Ohio. Moreover, enriched U-235 produced in the diffusion process

has been used in fission reactors themselves for civdian energy production. And

nuclear powered submarines, for example, are only possible because the use of

enriched uranium permits the design of smader reactors.And other methods and
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techniques have been developed within the diffusion process, unconventional

ways ofdoing things, valuable and ingenious variations of production that do not
exist in or apply to othermethods used to obtain fissionablematerials. These tech

niques remain secret, and in today's world that is appropriate.

Whde not at ad denigrating the accomplishments of the other groups, it can

be pointed out that General Groves himself has recognized the lack of wide

acknowledgment given to the Columbia group, and in particular to its original

and long-time de facto leader, John Dunning, who, although superseded by Urey
as the overall director during a reorganization in 1943, was the early and princi

pal advocate of the process and an indefatigable contributor to its success.

In a letter to a journalist, General Groves wrote:

There was ... a great deal of adverse opinion among many scientists, and

even among the group at Columbia, as to the possibdity of our being able

to make the gas diffusion process an operable affair.15

About Dunning, the General added:

He stood up against the freely expressed scientific opinion that the task at

Oak Ridge was an impossible one from the scientific and technical stand

points, ... I feel very strongly that Dr. Dunning has not been appreciated

for the credit due him for his work on the Project, and primardy, he has

not received the credit due him for his scientific anticipation or intuition

and for his courage in standing up against the opinions of his fellow dis

tinguished scientists.

By extension and analogy it can be said that Francis Slack did not receive the

recognition his contributions merited. As a trusted and responsible co-worker

with John Dunning, he shared Dunning's optimism and provided scientific ideas

vitady important to the development of the diffusion process, contributions wed

recognized by theVanderbdt graduates who worked with him.

His superiors at Columbia and SAM, those who knew firsthand ofhis contri

butions and his administrative abdity, however, praised him generously in letters

addressed to him and to Vanderbdt officials at the close of the war. Two weeks

after Slack had left the project on November 11, 1944, Nobel Laureate Harold

Urey, at the time the designated director of the Project, wrote to Vanderbdt's

Chancedor thanking him for his cooperation in releasing the Vanderbdt profes

sor for war research. One section of his letter reads:

Dr. Slack came with us early in the program, and has seen it through to

substantial completion of the research work. Throughout this time he has

done outstanding work often under circumstances which were unpleas

ant His devotion to his work was undivided and continuous through

out all of this period. He brought to bear on the problem a very
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well-trained and alert mind, and helped us to solve many difficult prob

lems.16

A week later Francis received a commendatory letter from his immediate super

visor, John Dunning. In part he wrote:

Almost six years have elapsed since that first small group of us joined

together and first observed the energy release in uranium fission. In the

years of close association that fodowed, we have watched the early begin

nings grow in ever widening circles. Today when we see the K-25 Project

and the other projects over the country approaching completion, we can

ad look back, I believe, with justifiable pride to a slow but steady course

upwards to which our efforts have jointly contributed.

The loyally and devotion coupled with high scientific abtiity which

you brought to this work has carried us through in spite ofmany serious

difficulties, so that we can now see final success nearly
assured.17

In 1971, thirty-six years after the end of the war, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission presented a citation to Dunning, Booth, von Grosse, and Nier in

recognition of their "outstanding scientific contributions to the development of

nuclear
energy."

In part, the citation reads:

The efforts of these scientists during the period 1939-1945 in determin

ing that uranium 235 was the thermally fissionable isotope in natural ura

nium, and in developing a practical method for the separation of

uranium isotopes were major contributions to the birth of the Nuclear

Age. Their laboratory separation of a concentrated sample of uranium

235 and measurement of the fission of that sample in March 1940 pro

vided the first confirmation that uranium 235 was the thermady fission

able isotope. They then pioneered in the advocacy of the gaseous diffusion

method for the large scale separation of uranium isotopes and played a

major role in the war time development of this process which resulted in

the construction of the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, and the

world's first production of enriched uranium in quantity.

To some degree the young graduates ofVanderbdt who worked with Slack and

Dunning can share in the recognition publicly bestowed on their mentors. At the

same time they must share in the anonymity imposed by the continuing restric

tions on publication of detads of their participation.
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Epilogue to Chapter 8

Observations on the Contribution of

Columbia University to the Manhattan Project

Ernest Jones

June, 1997

Much has been written about the Manhattan Project and the atomic bomb. The

tides of books on the subject seem to imply that they contain ad of the secrets

related to the project. Note, however, that none of the authors was involved in the

project at Columbia University, where a method for separating U-235 from U-

238 was developed. Many people both here and abroad did not believe that the

diffusionmethod could be made to work. Itwas shown in Pupin Hall, the physics

budding at Columbia, that a barrier could be made to separate the isotopes. This

barrier was an excedent beginning. Over a period of time a better barrier was

made, but the fundamental principles of the barrier made at Columbia formed

the basis for ad the modifications that appeared later. Of course, we now know

that plutonium-239 is highly fissionable, but the early hopes for obtaining fis

sionable material rested on the diffusion process to obtain enriched U-235.

I arrived at Columbia University January 2, 1943, and became associated with

the group headed by Dr. Francis Slack and Dr. John Dunning, who were inter

ested in developing a porous membrane for separating Uranium-235 by a diffu

sion method. I was associated with research and development in this area untd

the fad of 1945, a few weeks after the first atomic bomb was dropped on

Hiroshima. I was fortunate to get to see and participate in research on develop

ing barrier, from the abandonment of the etching process to the use of the final

product for large-scale production ofU-235,which ever since has been an impor

tant source of energy for various purposes.

In the fodowing paragraphs I want to point out where the research and other

efforts toward barrier production took place on the Columbia campus. Attached

is a map of the campus in 1942. The central academic units ofColumbiawere in

buddings that extended from 116th street to 120th street and were bounded on

the other sides by Broadway and Amsterdam. (When the Project left the

Columbia Campus in early 1945 it was moved to the Nash Budding at 133rd

street and Broadway). Following is a summary of the events that took place on

the Columbia campus, according to the buddings in which they transpired.

Pupin Physics Laboratory

Most ofPupin was taken over for research and development of the porous mem

brane for separating theUranium isotopes. Pupin was the onlybudding in use for

this purpose untd 1943. The Vanderbdt people in Pupin were Francis Slack,
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Fig. 8.4 The location of buildings on the campus of Columbia University during the early
1940s when theManhattan Project was active there.
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Elizabeth Briggs (Johnson), Wdliam Kirby, Clifford Beck, Ernest Jones, Robert

Lagemann,Widiam Skinner, Edward Nelson, and, early on, Newton Underwood.

On August 10, 1943, 1 was put in charge of barrier production as a replacement

for the departed E. W. Ferris. I stayed in charge of barrier production while the

research was on the Columbia campus.

Schermerhorn Geology Building

The complete laboratory for barrier research was moved from Pupin to

Schermerhorn during the winter of 1943^4. The research continued, but it is

worth noting that barrierwas actuady effected in Pupin andmade ready for
large-

scale production elsewhere. For historical purposes two things ought to be men

tioned about the Schermerhorn activity.

(A) The first pdot plant for producing barrier continuously was constructed

in the Schermerhorn basement under Dr. Slack's supervision during the

last half of 1943. (Editor's note: Hewlett andAnderson say that this plant

was "running around the
clock"

bymid-July 1943. 18) It might be said that

this was Slack's last official effort at Columbia. Ernest Jones was the only

person officially connected to Vanderbilt (as an alumnus) in the

Schermerhorn activity.

(B) Schermerhorn was the center for the transfer of the technology ofbarrier

production to Houdaide-Hershey at Decatur, Idinois. The team for cor

relating ad efforts with the outside industry consisted of several physical

chemistry professors from Ohio State University. Included were Dr.

Edward Mack, Dr. Preston Harris, Dr. Edwin Lassettre, and Dr. George

MacWood. Industry representatives from Carbide & Carbon and

Houdadle-
Hersheywere also there.

Havemeyer Chemistry Building

Dr. Harold Urey's office was in this budding. Urey had constructed a sdo-shaped

budding next to his office where he carried on a project of thermal diffusion for

separating the isotopes.

The Nash Building at 133rd and Broadway

In early 1945 Carbide 8c Carbon took over the work that had been done by
Columbia and moved it from Schermerhorn to the Nash Budding. I was the last

Vanderbdt person on the project.At the Nash BuddingCarbide 8c Carbon learned

ad about the barrier that was to be manufactured by Houdaide-Hershey and

instaded at the K-25 diffusion plant at Oak Ridge.

I would like to add some comments concerning the Manhattan Project at

Columbia University and elsewhere in NewYork City.
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1. The major part ofproducing a porous membrane (barrier) was done in the

Pupin Physics Budding.

2. The major scientists in this work were physicists.

3. The barrier produced in Pupin was successful but, as all research goes,

other research and development did have to fodow to make it a better prod

uct for practical use.

4. The Norris-Adler barrier (the A barrier) with modifications (for example,

control of pinholes) was used at Oak Ridge until the Newton Underwood

extruded barrierwas developed in 1948-50,whde Underwoodwas on leave

fromVanderbdt at Oak Ridge.

5. Hundreds of 8xl0-inch barriers were made in my laboratory in Pupin and

Schermerhorn.Various parameters were changed in order to find the opti

mum values.

6. The first pdot-plant production of barrier by a continuous process was

accomplished under Dr. Slack's supervision in Schermerhorn Had during
the last half of 1943. (See Schermerhorn section above.)

7. Edward Adler and I took the first roll of copper for this pdot plant to New

Jersey and had it modified so that it could be used for the continuous

process. This occurred sometime in the fad of 1943.

8. The first Carbide 8c Carbon representative (Dr. Crist) was at the Pupin

Budding in late 1943.

9. The large group ofCarbide 8c Carbon personnel came in late 1944 and set

tled in the Nash Budding.

10. The transition from Columbia research to the outside industrial people

was engineered by the Ohio State University professors and Kedex.

1 1 . Securitywas very tight at the Pupin, Schermerhorn, and Nash buddings.

Even today the detads associated with the Norris-Adler A barrier and its

modifications have not been declassified, even fifty years after the research

started.

12. Several scientists associatedwithVanderbdtUniversity had key roles in the

Manhattan Project.

13. Columbia University and a group of dedicated physicists gathered there

from several institutions, includingVanderbdt, have not received sufficient

credit for their efforts in the development of amethod for producing a fis

sionable isotope that undergoes a chain reaction. Henry Smyth gives an

excedent assessment of their contributions:

For the men working on gaseous diffusion it was a long pull from 1940

to 1945, not lightened by such exciting half-waymarks as the first chain-

reacting pile at Chicago. Perhaps more than any other group in the proj

ect, those who have worked on gaseous diffusion deserve credit for

courage and persistence as well as scientific and technical ability. For

security reasons, we have not been able to tell how they solved their
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problems. Even in many cases [they] found several solutions, as insur

ance against failure in the plant. It has been a notable achievement. In

these five years there have been periods of discouragement and pes

simism. They are largely forgotten now that the plant is not only oper

ating but operating consistently, reliably, and with a performance better

than had been anticipated.19



Fig. 9.1 Physics andAstronomy faculty on the front steps ofGarland Had during
1950-5 1 , Slack's last year atVanderbdt. Back row (left to right) : Ernest Jones, Guy
Forman, John Hopkins, Francis Slack, Sherwood Haynes, Carl Seyfert, and Elmer

Carnes. Front row: David Hid and Ingram Bloch. From the photographic archives

of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
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Slack Takes Stock

1945-1951

When Slack returned to Vanderbdt from war research at the end of

1944,1
it was becoming apparent that both the war with Germany and

the war with Japanwould soon end. On June 6, 1944, General Dwight

Eisenhower's forces had stormed the French coast on D-Day In March 1945 the

Allies crossed the Rhine. On May 2, 1945, the Russian army entered Berlin, and
the German army capitulated on May 7, 1945. In the Pacific a succession of vic

tories had driven the Japanese from their island and Asian outposts and back to

the shores of their home islands. On August 6, 1945, an atomic bomb was

dropped on Hiroshima and two days later one on Nagasaki. It was now time for

the returning chairman of the Physics Department to reconstitute a faculty dis
persed by the war and to institute the Ph.D. program he had long had in mind.

As Slack surveyed the situation during 194445, he found, besides himsdf,

the fodowing staffmembers on hand or expected them to return soon: Professor

Rudnick, Associate Professor Underwood, Associate Professor Delbruck,

Assistant Professor Forman, Instructor Scott, and Instructor Carnes. But in the

course of the year he learned that Scott did not plan to return to Vanderbdt and,

in December 1946, that Delbruck wished to move to Caltech. Then, although he

returned for three years (1946-49), Rudnick resigned after eighteen years at

Vanderbdt to join the Marine Physics Laboratory of the Scripps Institute of

Oceanography of the University of California at San
Diego.2

One year later, after

fourteen years of service, Underwood resigned to take a post at North Carolina

State University,where he remained from 1950 to 1963. Later Underwood joined

the Department of Physics and the School of Public Health of the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hdl.

As Slack himself said in public speeches at the time, he expected an increased

demand for Ph.D.s in physics when the public became aware of their utdity during
the war in developing nuclear energy, the V-T Fuse, radar, and other technological

259
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advances. Moreover, new Ph.D.s would be needed to fid the gap in their produc

tion during the war.Vanderbdt could help fid the need, but meanwhde departing

faculty would need to be
replaced.3

Adding to Slack's problems in replenishing

the facultywas the fact that at the timeVanderbdt's salary scale was low and pro

motion slow, and for those reasons he faded to obtain acceptances from such fine

candidates asWdliam Nierenburg, who later became the director of the Scripps

Institute; Dixon Cadihan, later a staff physicist at the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory and editor of a nuclear engineering journal; and Dudley Williams,

who later became co-author of a famous textbook and was also named

Distinguished Professor of the University of Kansas. Undeterred, however, and

helped by his wide contacts in the profession, he brought together an excedent

postwar faculty, one especially suited to staff the new graduate program that had

been approved by the Graduate Faculty for inauguration in 1947.

Guy Forman

One of the stalwarts remaining at the close of the war was Guy Forman

(1906-93), who had joined the faculty in 1943 as an assistant professor after a

successful tenure atWestern Kentucky State Teacher's Codege,where he had been

especiady distinguished for counseling students and urging those qualified to

continue in a graduate school.AtVanderbdt he continued this valued service and

was judged by the dean of the College ofArts and Science and by his codeagues

as one of the best student advisors. He was also an excedent teacher at the intro

ductory and intermediate levels, clear in exposition, fair in grading, and aware of
students'

capacities and interests. He also usedmany demonstrations in his teach

ing. One in particular involved a high-frequency, high-voltage Tesla cod. Its chief

components were a huge condenser and a large cod with two knobs protruding

from the secondary in such a way as to allow a spark of as much as 15 cm in

length to pass between them. The crackle of the spark and the sight of the bright,

yedow-blue stream made the viewer think he was in a cloud with lightning flash

ing all about.Andwhen Professor Forman held a two-foot long fluorescent bulb

in one hand, dramatically thrust his other hand into the heart of the apparatus to

grasp one of the knobs, and grounded the other end of the bulb to a water pipe,

the amazed students saw the bulb light up brdliantly Herewas the professor him

self in the circuit with the fluorescent bulb, not thrown to the floor, confident,

even nonchalant. Only one other member of the faculty was ever courageous

enough to try it.

Although the chairman valued Forman's abdities and wanted to keep him on

the faculty, there was one major obstacle: he did not possess a Ph.D. degree. Nor

did he choose to leave Nashvdle and possibly return to complete his work at the

Indiana University, where he had accumulated some two years of graduate cred

its. Thereupon Forman and Slack arranged with the authorities of the University
ofKentucky that Forman would satisfy certain of that institution's requirements

for the Ph.D. and that the research for the Ph.D., while approved by Kentucky,
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would be undertaken at Vanderbdt under Slack's personal direction. Although

unusual, the plan was not unprecedented, and in later years, too, many institu

tions (Vanderbdt included) allowed doctoral dissertations to be carried out at

national laboratories, as for example atOak Ridge, subject, of course, to oversight

by a committee at the home institution. In Forman's case the greatest deviation

from standard practice was the waiving of a residence requirement at the univer

sity awarding the degree, a relaxation doubtless based on recognition of the

wartime exigencies that had made impossible the normal progress toward a

degree for so many students.

So it was that in 1947 Forman began his doctoral work in the basement of

Garland
Hall4

at the same time carrying a regular load of teaching, whde Slack,

the thesis director, maintained his own regular obligations. Forman's thesis was

finished and his doctorate awarded in 1950. He did not publish the results. As

we will see, his promotion to associate professor, which the chancellor had stip

ulated was dependent upon the granting of his Ph.D. and upon his engaging in

research in the future, was long a subject of contention between the chairman

and the administration and was a factor in causing Dr. Slack to resign his post

in 1951.

Sherwood K. Haynes

In September 1945, just at the close of the war with Japan, Slack hired as an

associate professor Sherwood K. Haynes (1910-90), who had taught atWdliams

Codege (1936-39) and, after a fellowship abroad, at Brown (1940-42). During
the war he had become associate director of the radar school at MIT. He made a

splendid addition. A graduate of Wdliams (1932) with a Ph.D. from Caltech

(1936), Haynes was a versatde, energetic, and knowledgeable physicistwho could

be particularly valuable in a small department that was beginning a Ph.D. pro

gram. He could, and did, teach introductory physics with a total dedication to

helping young students learn. At the other end of the often-assumed hierarchy of

courses at the time, he could teach quantum mechanics.Also, he taught advanced

laboratory and intermediate courses. Later, he served on a smad committee that

revised the course offerings of the department. He was the first faculty member

of the department to hold a research contract with a federal agency. After being
in residence one year, 1945^16, hewent to Oak Ridge on a leave of absence as the

first physicist from the Southeast to hold a faculty research participantship at

what was then called the Clinton National Laboratory, where he worked closely

with A. H. Sned. At Caltech he had carried on cosmic-ray studies with Millikan,

but at Oak Ridge he took up a new line of research of more current interest to

physicists and, as it turned out, one especially appropriate for the graduate stu

dents at Vanderbdt. This was nuclear spectroscopy, the study of the energies of

beta and gamma rays emitted by natural or artificially induced radioactive atoms

and the elucidation therefrom of the energy levels and transition probabdities of

nuclei. One of his special interests was the Auger Effect.
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His year at Oak Ridge culminated in a lengthy, important
paper5

and in a

resolve to build at Vanderbdt a spectrometer simdar to the one he had used at

Oak Ridge. With the aid of a research grant-in-aid, or
"contract,"

as such grants

came to be caded, and with the assistance of graduate students, who received

research training and thesis credit for their part in designing, testing, and using

the spectrometer, he completed his research tool in the spring of
1949-50.6

A

magnetic lens spectrometer, it measured the energies of electrons emitted in

radioactive decay. Itwas located on the east side of the third floor ofGarland Hall.

Later, it was redesigned for electron-gamma coincidence experiments by
Professor Hamdton and his co-workers. During the next decade the spectrome

ter furnished a means for over a dozen students to accomplish publishable Ph.D.

and master's thesis research.Moreover, in 1957, when Haynes resigned to become

chairman of the Physics Department at Michigan State, a position he held from

1957 to 1968, the program Haynes had developed and the avadabdity of the spec

trometer he had budtwere important inducements to attract toVanderbdt Joseph

H. Hamdton, who was to play a role of inestimable value as the department

gained wider recognition.During 1974 Haynes served as national president of the

American Association of Physics Teachers.

Ingram Bloch

The next addition to the faculty was Ingram Bloch (1920-95), a theorist, who

came in 1948.A bachelor's graduate ofHarvard (1940) with a Ph.D. from Chicago

(1946), Bloch hadworked at theMetadurgical Lab at Chicago during 1943^4 and

at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory of the University of California during
1944-46. During 1946-47 he had spent a year atWisconsin and during 1947-48

hadworked with Gregory Breit at Yale. Bloch's knowledge of physics was vast and

his special proficiency in teaching higher-level courses was very important to the

success of the new Ph.D. program, as students moved toward their climactic

courses. Although he did not publish extensively, he was a widely read scholar

interested in many fields besides physics and was, among many other things, an

accomplished, published poet. He served on many committees of the university

and in 1976 was awarded the Jefferson Prize for Distinguished Service to the

University.7
When he retired in 1988, he had served for 40 years, the longest term

of a physics or astronomy professor in modern
times.8

Carl K. Seyfert

Immediately after the war the university sought a replacement for Roderick

Scott, the astronomer who had taught for only a few months before leaving to
participate in war research. A very strong successor was found in Carl K. Seyfert

(1911-60),who held three degrees from Harvard,A.B. (1933),A.M. (1934), Ph.D.

(1936). From 1936 to 1940 he had served as a research associate at the University
of Texas McDonald Observatory, near Fort Davis. During 1940-42 he was a
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National Research Council fellow at the Mt. Wdson Observatory, and from 1942

to 1946 he was an instructor and assistant professor at the Case Institute of

Technology. Extraordinarily enthusiastic about the beauty and significance ofhis

chosen field, he was destined to stimulate strong interest in astronomy among

Vanderbdt students and townspeople and, largely through his own efforts, to

raise the funds to budd an observatory some eight mdes south of the main cam

pus. He was the right man come at the right time, everyone agreed. Upon his

arrival, to symbolize the university's renewed dedication to the advancement of

astronomy, the department was re-named in 1948 the "Department of Physics

and
Astronomy."

Immediately fodowing his coming in September 1946, and

whde his plans for a new observatory and a twenty-four-inch telescope were

maturing, he entered into research on variable stars in codaboration with John

DeWitt, a local resident,who had avadable a twelve-inch telescope suitable for the

purpose. The two equipped itwith a 1P-21 photomultiplier tube and a DC ampli

fier. In a remarkably short time they published the first paper in astronomy by a

Vanderbdt astronomer since
1887.9 Seyfert also studied the magnitude and dis

tribution of extra-galactic nebulae from photographs made with a Schmidt tele

scope supplied by the Harvard Observatory. Another of his interests was to study
the a, P, and y radiation from freshly-faden meteorites. In avidly following this

interest, Carl was much like Professor Lincoln LaPaz of the University of New

Mexico, ofwhom a newspaper once reported, "Last night a meteor was seen flash

ing across the sky over Santa Fe with Professor LaPaz hot in
pursuit."

In Seyfert's

case, one day in the early 1950s he read in a local newspaper that on the previous

night a large meteorite had been observed to have faden near Clarksvdle,

Tennessee, only some fiftymdes from Nashvdle. Forthwith he jumped into his old

Chevrolet and by successive inquiries among the residents of the beleaguered area

he found a farmer who had picked up a chunk and would sell it for $50.

About five inches in cross-section, the roughly-shaped meteorite rested for

several years in a clear plastic box in the lobby of the new observatory offGranny
White Pike, there to be observed by the students and townspeople who attended

the monthly open-house nights. One day someone examining it declared, "Why
that's not a meteorite at

all."

Investigation revealed the object was a papier-mache

replica of the original stone. Painted black it had been ignored by the observatory
staff as they almost dadywalked by the familiar object. Further investigation then

revealed that the original meteorite had been stolen and sold to the Smithsonian

Institution. Happdy it can be reported that the meteorite was returned. It now

rests in a more secure exhibition case.

John I Hopkins

Another addition to the staff was John I. Hopkins (1912-90). After taking

three degrees at Duke (B.S., 1934; M.A., 1936; Ph.D., 1938), he had taught for a

year ( 1938-39) atWest Georgia Codege and for four years atNorth Carolina State.

Coming toVanderbdt in 1946, he was appointed an assistant professor (1946-50)
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and served as an associate professor (1950-58). He made a special contribution to

the departmentwhen on his arrival he took over the direction of the advanced lab

and continued to care for it for twelve years. Teaching that laboratory was

demanding and few professors ever volunteered to teach it, because the lab

instructor had to possess a wide range of knowledge, including awareness of pre

cautions and techniques not usually included in the training of physics teachers.

Whde personally somewhat reserved in demeanor, Hopkins was effective as a

teacher of intermediate courses and in working with students as they carried on

thesis research. He had not, however, developed a program of his own research

during the war years after his graduation from Duke, where he had done cosmic-

ray studies. In order to refocus his interests hewent to Oak Ridge during 1949-50.

On his return he entered vigorously upon a program of research in nuclear

physics involving anthracene scintdlation counters to make alpha-ray range stud

ies in various gases; he also utdized an electronicady controded, eighteen-cen

timeter cloud chamber arranged with stereoscopic cameras and magnetic field to

study pair production by gamma radiation. His first papers at Vanderbdt were

entitled "The Response of the Anthracene Scintillation Counter to

Monoenergetic
Electrons,"10

and "Electron Energy Studies with the Anthracene

Scintidation
Counter."11

From 1951 to 1958 Hopkins was the department's representative on the com

mittee that selected the AEC Radiological Fellows, most of whom came to

Vanderbdt for their training. In 1958 Hopkins went to Davidson College as head

of its Physics Department and in 1961 was appointed the James B. Duke

Professor.

David L. Hill

David Hid came to Vanderbdt in the fall of 1949 from Princeton, where since

1946 he had been studying for his Ph.D. and working with JohnWheeler on the

liquid-drop model of the nucleus. Fodowing his graduation from Caltech (B.S.,

1942) he had spent the remaining years of thewar at theMetallurgical Laboratory
at Chicago and the nearby Argonne Laboratory. At Vanderbdt he served as an

assistant professor 1949-52 and as an associate professor 1952-54. During his five

years of tenure, he enjoyed two successive annual leaves of absence. One, during
1952-53, was spent at Princeton, the other at Los Alamos (1953-54). In both

locations he codaborated closelywithWheeler, who had directed his thesis for his

Ph.D., which he had received in 1951. Together, they published in 1953 a remark

able paper entitled "Nuclear Constitution and the Interpretation of Fission

Phenomena."12
Its importance is implied by the frequencywith which it has been

cited as a reference by others. Fided with valuable insights into the theory of fis
sion and nuclear structure, the length of the paper ran to forty-three pages in

Physical Review, an unusual perhaps unparalleled length for a submission

published in that dlustrious periodical.
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Asked to comment on the paper, Professor Wdliam Pinkston told me:

The paper had a tremendous influence on the development of fission

theory. It set forth an agenda followed by others for many years. In par

ticular it identified asymmetric fission [the breaking of the nucleus into

two unequal parts] as perhaps the most formidable problem to be solved

by a correct theory of fission and discussed in detad the difficulties in

explaining this phenomenon.

The body of the paper is important because it identifies virtually all

the issues involved in the quantum mechanical description of the col

lective motion of a system of particles. One of the methodologies sug

gested was only exploited years later. It is routinely referred to as the

"Hdl-Wheeler generator
procedure."

The long appendix [of twenty-five pages] is a gem. Very near the end

of the paper a simple formula appears for the penetration of a potential

barrier in the shape of an inverted parabola In the next paragraph its

derivation is indicated, almost an afterthought. Today we call it the Htil-

Wheeler formula. It is universady known.

Although his primary interests were in theoretical physics, Hill initiated at

Vanderbdt a briefly existent program in experimental nuclear physics. Whde at

Argonne Laboratory during the war, he had been a group leader and had devel

oped there amultiple-counter,variable-absorption device known as the
"Ranger,"

which was capable ofmeasuringwith high accuracy and speed the distribution in

range of protons, alpha particles, and other, heavy particles ejected in nuclear

reactions. This equipment was obtained through loan from the Atomic Energy
Commission and housed in Hiti's laboratory in the basement of Science Hall.

However, Hdl went on leave to Los Alamos (1953-54) before it could be prof

itably utdized. During his absence, Donald Cowan looked after Hdl's laboratory,

whde Henry Brysk, who worked in beta decay and neutron interactions, taught

his courses in theoretical physics.

Very attractive personally, very intelligent, and widely knowledgeable, Hdl

was greatly interested in state and national political policy. Whde at Vanderbdt

he lobbied the Tennessee State Legislature on the issue of loyalty oaths for teach

ers, a requirement he strongly opposed and, during 1953-54, served as president

of theAmerican Federation ofAtomic Scientists. This was a group of leading sci

entists who had been involved in the U.S. effort to develop the atomic and

hydrogen bombs. They formed an association to provide a public forum on the

uses of nuclear energy and sponsored a widely influential publication named

"The Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists."

The Federation and its magazine con

tinue even today.

After leaving Vanderbdt in 1954 he worked at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory (195458) and then entered upon entrepreneurial business. For a
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time, beginning in 1962, he was the president of Southport Instruments of

Fairfield, Connecticut.

Ernest A Jones

The last appointment made by Slack during the immediate postwar era was

that of Ernest A. Jones,who had graduated fromWestern Kentucky State Codege

in 1942, received an M.S. at Vanderbdt in 1943 and a Ph.D. from Ohio State in

1948. Before coming toVanderbdt in 1950 as an assistant professor, he had spent

two years at the Carbide 8c Carbon Chemical Co., which at the time operated the

K-25 facdity at Oak Ridge, where U-235 was being separated from U-238. There

the gaseous diffusion separation process was using uranium hexafluoride as the

working gas. During the movement of the gas through the maze ofpipes, pumps,

gauges, and valves contamination would take place, and as a result other fluorides

would be formed in small quantities. These might in fact clog the smad channels

in the separation barriers or, because of their lowermolecularweight, concentrate

at the output end of the vast system, which covered some forty-four acres. To

learn more about such contaminants, the laboratory set up a group of senior

physicists and chemists, one of whom was Jones. During his two-year stay he

coauthored a remarkable succession of papers on the structure and molecular

spectra of such exotic fluorine-containing molecules as HF, C1F, C1F3, and C102.

The field was relatively new, one ready for further exploration, and Jones contin

ued to work in it after his transfer to Vanderbdt. In short order he secured an

Atomic Energy Commission contract to study the Raman spectra of the new
flu-

orocarbons and continued to holdAEC contracts for seventeen years. In connec

tion with his research he helped organize and he taught in an annual,

long-enduring summer institute on molecular spectroscopy at Fisk University,

the Fisk Infrared Institute. The institute attracted participants from all over the

United States, and Jones and two of the other teachers reproduced the institute's

course one year in Brazil. For twenty-four years he was an associate director and

a teacher in the institute. On occasion its classes have been held at Vanderbdt as

well as at Fisk.With only a three-year lapse in its long history, the institute con

tinues even today.

At first Jones taught largely in introductory courses for engineers, uponwhich

the department laid considerable stress. Then he developed a course in molecu

lar spectra for advanced students and a very popular course in optics. His record

of master's and Ph.D. theses directed is one of the two best in the department.

When he was granted emeritus status in 1988, he ranked first in the number of

master's theses directed (thirty-seven)13
and second in the number of doctoral

dissertations (eighteen).

Ernest spent much time in advising students concerning their courses of

study and their goals and was very helpful in aiding his graduate students to

secure positions after they completed their degree work. So successful was he that

in 1978 the university established an endowed annual award named in his honor
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Fig. 9.2 The Fisk Infrared Institute at the University of Sao Paulo in February of 1965. Front

row (left to right): James Lawson (Fisk), Ernest Jones, Professor Mattei (Sao Paulo),

unidentified, Nelson Fuson (Fisk). Second row: Jose Mateus (University ofMexico), Clara

Carver (St. Louis), Professor Jordan (Sao Paulo), Mrs. Mattei, Mrs. Jordan, Mrs. Fuson.

Third row: Perkin-Elmer man, unidentified, Dolores Phillips (Kansas City), Mrs. Staats,

Mrs. Lawson, Henry Morgan (ORNL). Back row: Percy Staats (OPJSTL), unidentified,

Enrique Silberman (Buenos Aires, later Fisk), unidentified, Walter Edgell (Purdue).

Courtesy ofNelson Fuson.

that gave recognition each year to an outstanding faculty student advisor in the

College ofArts and Science.Also, in 1987 he was the first recipient of the Guy and

Rebecca Forman Prize for Excedence in the Teaching of Physics. In 1977 he was

awarded the George B. Pegram Medal for Excellence in Teaching by the

Southeastern Section of the American Physical Society. In 1985 an annual schol

arship award for physics students was named in his honor.

Two junior members of the early postwar faculty should also be mentioned.

Although occupied for a time by work on their degree requirements, both made

significant contributions to the program of the department. Donald A. Cowan

had come highly recommended from Texas Christian and the University ofDallas

in 1948 and was a productive member of Hopkins's research group in the study

of pair production as observed in cloud chambers. He was also interested in the

relative scattering of positrons and electrons. He received his Ph.D. in 195 1 , began

his teaching as an instructor from 1948 to 1951, and served as assistant professor

from 1951 to 1953. In 1953 he moved to Texas, where he first taught at Texas
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Christian and later, beginning in 1959, at the University of Dadas, where, after

heading its Department of Physics for a number of years, he became president.

The other junior member was Elmer B. Carnes, a member of the department

beginning in 1943, who received an M.S. degree in the Department in 1948 and

taught mainly introductory physics for engineering students. He was very con

scientious about his duties. His carefully prepared lectures were delivered with

clarity and received with satisfaction, so well in fact that the dean of the

Engineering Schoolwrote special letters of commendation about his work to the

dean of the Codege ofArts and Science. In 1955, Carnes, who had been teaching

physics as a lecturer, transferred to the faculty of the School of Engineering,

where he taughtmechanics and strength ofmaterials from 1955 to 1975,when he

retired for health reasons.

From the above description of the new faculty and their research interests, it

is apparent that the chairman chose largelyyounger men to budd the postwar fac

ulty, men who were good teachers and active in research in the physics of the day.

Moreover, theyworked in an atmosphere of cooperation and comradeship in the

inauguration and early development of the new Ph.D. program. In part this was

due to their close proximity in Garland Had and, in the case of Jones and Hid, in

the nearby Science Hall. But a larger reason was Professor Slack's intimate con

cern with each research program and his frequent encouragement and even

exhortation to greater effort. This cohesiveness is well dlustrated by a photograph

(see figure 9.3) showing the graduate students and faculty who attended the

(1950) Oak Ridge meeting of the Southeastern Section of the American Physical

Society. Only two members (Bloch and Hill) were absent from the meeting held

some two hundred mdes from Nashvdle.

As the war came to a close, the four senior members of the department

engaged in a thorough revision of the course offerings. One notable change it

even received the unusual distinction ofmention in the chancedor's annual report

for 1945-46 was the introduction of a two-year course in fundamental physics

"as a basis not only for a major in physics but for amajor in other departments of
science."

The main impetus for the change came from the Engineering School,

which wished to introduce certain courses in the sophomore year that the engi

neering faculty thought should be preceded by physics. But the physics teachers

argued for freshman mathematics as a prerequisite and calculus as a corequisite

and thus did not wish to move their course into the freshman year.

The compromise effected was a two-year course beginning in the freshman
year.14

Eachweek classes met for two hours of lecture and a three-hour laboratory
session that on alternate weeks substituted an afternoon of numerical problem

solving for an experiment. Thus the same amount of laboratoryworkwas accom

plished as formerly, and additional time was found for inclusion of topics in

modern physics. Course credit increased from twelve quarter-hours to eighteen

quarter-hours. Whde this was quite agreeable to the engineering students and

some physics majors who elected the course, it was not attractive to pre-medical
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Fig. 9.3 The Vanderbilt Contingent at the 1950 Oak Ridge meeting of the Southeastern

Section of the American Physical Society. Back row (left to right): unidentified, Ernest

Jones, Sherwood Haynes, Robert Kerr, Guy Forman, and Elmer Carnes. Middle row: Tom

Cook,Mrs. Barr,Wendell Holladay, Virginia Holladay, Carter Broyles, John Hopkins, Carl

Seyfert, and Francis Slack. Front row: David Matthews, Tom Barr, Al Solbrig, James

Perkins, Don Cowan, Henry Thomas, and Y. C. Hsieh. Courtsey ofORAU.

students, for example, and for them a one-year four-hour course was continued.

At the same time a one-year, four-hour per quarter course was retained for use by
nonscience majors.

In designing three different courses of introductory physics to meet the dif

ferent needs of students, the department began a practice that continues todayAt

the time, the University of California (Berkeley) also offered a two-year, three-

hours-per-semester physics course for its engineering students and a one-year,

four-hours-per-semester course for premedical students. Describing their prac

tices, a Berkeley professor wrote, "It is our experience that, unless elementary

work can be divided into courses of varying magnitude and character, it is not

possible to make the work satisfactory for any
group."15
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First taught during the 1945-46 academic year, the two-year course for engi

neers was last taught at Vanderbdt during the 1956-57 academic year and was

then succeeded for engineers by a one-year, four-hour-per-week course whose

two halves are both taught during each semester at present. But the recognition

of the desirabdity of different introductory courses to meet the needs of different

groups of students stdl
prevads.16

Slack's Research After World War II

Whde away from Vanderbdt during the war and doing research and engi

neeringwork on the separation ofU-235, Slack had devoted himselfunsparingly

to the project. He had not, as a few of us had done, slipped off some evenings to

the science libraries at Columbia to learn what was going on in the published lit

erature or to plan some postwar research endeavor. There was little to read, in

any case. Physical Review fed from 2,198 pages in 1938 and 2,564 pages in 1939

to 657 pages in 1945. The physicists who remained at their home institutions or

companies were generally busier than usual; those who entered upon military

research were even more fully occupied. Only a few strongly self-disciplined

individuals continued to carry on their personal research interests, if in a cur-

taded manner, whde teaching and working regular hours in research devoted to

the war effort.At Chicago, for example,where thework on budding the first crit

ical-mass reactor was going on, John Wheeler, the Princeton theorist, used his

lunch hour to think about academic research. According to a close colleague,

Phdip Morrison,

When noontime came . . . most ofuswould go to lunch at the nearby cafe

teria.We'd learned, though, not to botherWheeler. He brought his lunch

and when the (12:00 o'clock) bell rang he took it and his Princeton note

book out. Then he went ahead to do what he regarded as his real
work.17

Butwhen Francis Slack returned toVanderbilt in late 1944 and itwas incum

bent upon him as the senior professor to suggest research topics to graduate stu

dents, he found himself somewhat at a loss. He could not continue or

recommend his wartime work on the gaseous diffusion process of separating

isotopes, because the background work was classified by the U.S. government

and could not be cited. Besides, to go forward with this workwould reveal what

had been successfudy accomplished during the war, and, as we wdl see, of this,

too, the authorities disapproved. Nor had Slack read about or prepared for any

other new program of research in which he and his expected students could

immerse themselves. Nor did he wish to continue his Faraday Effect studies,

although the necessary apparatus was stdl avadable. It was clear that although

the fieldwas available formaster's thesis research, it was not suitable for the doc

toral students. And although the field had some bearing on studies of paramag
netism, it was old-fashioned and would probably be unproductive. No
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breakthroughs had appeared in recent years, and no mutual stimulation with

other physicists was in prospect.

Instead, he turned to the "physics of the
surroundings."

Perhaps "macro-

physics"

would be a better term for it, since most physicists had turned their

attention to
"micro-physics,"

the study of molecules, atoms, nuclei, and their

structure and interactions. Many natural phenomena begged explanation in

terms of already-known principles of physics: meteorological phenomena, curi

ous occurrences in technology, production of sound bymusical instruments, cer

tain strange biological and geological findings, for example. Theywere mystifying
and intriguing. People would be pleased to learn the explanations andmight even

see therein the power of the science. And students would gain in particular

master's level students an abdity to analyze, to question, to carry out calcula

tions, to design experiments. Why study all those new particles, neutrons,

positrons, and such like, which the student could not even see in a microscope?

Of course Slack knew that few new principles or laws would arise from the study

of macro-physics, whereas the aims of nuclear physicists, the strange-particle

physicists, the microwave spectroscopists, would be more productive in advanc

ing the science of physics.

Yet, Francis was intrigued by such phenomena as yet unexplained, and,

besides, it was an honorable pursuit. It had, for example, been avidly fodowed by
British physicists throughout the nineteenth century. Lord Rayleigh had eluci

dated why the sky is blue; Joule had explained why the water at the bottom of a

waterfall is measurablywarmer than that at the top. Lord Kelvin had studied the

ocean tides. Theywere successors of the earlier natural phdosophers who had, in

terms of fundamental principles, explained desert mirages, geysers and intermit

tent springs, and St. Elmo's fire. Even in 1948 in the American Journal ofPhysics

Slack could read an article by the accomplished and prominent physicist E. U.

Condon, entitled "Effect of Oscdlations of the Case on the Rate of a
Watch."18

Intrigued by some pictures he had seen in Science Illustrated (vol. 3, no. 1 1

[ 1948] ), Slack prevaded on a graduate student, HsiehYu-Chang, to reproduce and

explain their configurations. Together they sandwiched photographic film

between two condenser plates, charged and discharged the plates, and then devel

oped the film. The exposed film revealed tree-like figures caused by the electrical

discharge. Or they discharged a condenser between two metal points in contact

with a photographic plate and about four inches apart. They reported their find

ings in 1949.
19 The usual way to produce such images, named Lichtenberg Figures

after their discoverer,was to place a pointed electrode and a flat electrode on oppo

site sides of a dielectric and observe the corona discharge when a sufficiently high

potential was applied. Voltages of short duration give more distinct figures than

ones of long duration. The figures in photographic film had earlier been shown to

be due to actinic radiation from the discharge. Such studies of electrical break

down might wed have been undertaken in an electrical engineering laboratory
Another of Slack's attempts to do

"macro-physics"

was made with Elmer B.

Carnes. As a thesis topic he studied "Vibrations Produced by Water Flowing
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through a Constricted Elastic
Tube."

They examined, for instance, the influence

of velocity of flow on the frequency of vibration of a rubber tube. A
"Strobotac"

was used to determine the frequency. Even Professor Bloch, one of the theorists,

became interested in the problem.20

Wdliam C. Skinner, the first recipient of a physics Ph.D. from Vanderbdt in

modern times, later recalled Slack's point of view:

Dr. Slackwanted to have a graduate studentworking in some field beyond

the then popular subjects for thesis research, and I wanted to work with

him. During the fall semester we considered a number of far-out topics

and finally settled on the etched alloy
membranes.21

As it developed, Skinner's thesis could be caded macro-physics it dealt with the

flow of liquids through smad interstices in metal sheets and later helped Skinner

to obtain a jobwith a Texas oil company but the research involved was also sim

ilar to that done by Slack during the war just past,when he had investigated, with

others, the flow of gas through small openings in flat metal plates, through what

came to be called
"barrier."

Although Skinner had tested such barrier during the

war, he, himself, had not directly participated in its invention, and he and his

mentor felt his thesis work could be original, a Ph.D. requirement, and also not

be subject to the government's secrecy restrictions. In this last theywere to be dis

appointedly thwarted.

Skinner made his barrier with its very small openings by etching out in an

appropriate acid bath one of the metal components of the sdver-zinc adoy (or the

copper-zinc adoy) that had been rolled into sheets. Then he passed gold sols of

very smad diameter through the openings thus created. In general the method

was simdar to the wartime method used in the early stages of U-235 separation,

except that the latter used a gas UF6 and barrier made by a different method.

In the spring of 1950, the thesis completed, Skinner and Slack got ready a
ten-

minute report on thework to be presented before the Southeastern Section of the

American Physical Society. They also prepared a paper for publication in an open

scientific publication and sent it to the Declassification Office of the Atomic

Energy Commission for approval. Quickly the reply came back: "You must alter

the 10-minute talk drastically and you may not publish the longer
paper."

Then

the thesis itselfbecame an issue. It had alreadybeen typed and signed byDr. Slack

and the other four members of the examining committee. Indeed, it had already
been accepted by the Graduate School. The question arose over whether the dis

sertation could be housed on the open shelves of the university's
library.22 "No,"

said the officials of theAEC. Should the thesis be filed in theAEC Archives?
"No,"

said the university, whose property it was.

Finally, it was decided to place the two copies of the thesis in a vault in the

basement of Garland Hall. There it rested for fourteen years, unavadable to the

chancellor of the university, unavadable to the dean of the Graduate School,

unavadable to Skinner, the author, himself. Only Slack could consult it because he

held special clearance as a director of the Oak Ridge Institute ofNuclear Studies
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and because only he knew the combination to the vault, which was used mainly

for the storage of (dangerous) radioactive substances used in research. At last, in

1964, the AEC voluntardy released the thesis from its custody. One day a

pompous official came two hundred miles from Oak Ridge, entered the cav

ernous walk-in vault with the then chairman of the department, who like

Professor Slack possessed a
"Q"

clearance from the AEC, and, picking up the two

copies of the
"secret"

thesis, handed them over for deposition in the university's

library, where today they rest.

Like others of us, Slack had received a notice immediately after the war's

close asking that we not "reveal the nature of [our]
activities"

with the

Manhattan District.23
Signed by Colonel K. D. Nichols, the letter pointed out

that official public statements must come from the Army, and any other "publi

cations, addresses, or advertising by individuals or groups cannot be released

without prior
clearance."

Attentionwas called to Espionage Act 50, U.S.C. 3 1 and

32 and to "the fact that even information classified as low as RESTRICTED falls

within the scope of the
act."

A "control
group"

had been set up, said the letter,

and all requests for clearance must be addressed to the office of General Leslie

Groves.

Although Slack was aware of the cautioning letter from the Army, he was

indignant when he was told the contents of Skinner's thesis could not be pub

lished. The war was over. The war was won. The U.S. alone had an atomic bomb.

Also, the barrier used to separate the uranium isotopes had not been the same as

the ones made by Skinner. Finally, as a last act of protest he forwarded an appeal

to the AEC for a review of the decision. Appointed as an arbiter was Widard

Libby, who had worked on the chemistry of uranium at the same wartime labo

ratory where Slack and Skinner had worked producing and testing
barrier.24

He

too supported the AEC's denial of permission to publish. The reason? It was

widely assumed that other, non-Allied countries did not know which of several

possible methods had been employed by the United States in developing an

atomic bomb. Therefore, itwas reasoned, if an unfriendly power noted that a for

mer researcher on the atomic bomb project was using etched barrier in his post

war research, it could be plausibly surmised that the U.S.'s successful effort had

used thatmethod. This in turnwould relieve their scientists of trying other meth

ods that would be both expensive and unproductive.

Meanwhde, Dr. Slack had enlisted two other graduate students, Thomas Barr

and David Matthews, in studies simdar to those pursued by Skinner. Their work

too was not published. The research on the passage of smad particles, gold sols,

through small openings formed by preferential etching of a bimetallic adoy was

the last investigation by Dr. Slack. In the spring of 1951 he abruptly resigned his

position at Vanderbdt. At the time he was fifty-four years of age, was in good

health, and had before him the immediate challenge of the development of a

Ph.D. program in physics. It was an unusual act for a professor, especially for

someone so well thought of by his colleagues.Why he should depart, never again

to hold a full-time post, can be better understood ifwe consider next his personal

characteristics and the circumstances surrounding his resignation.
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Francis Slack's Personal Characteristics

When, in about 1947, Slack had frequent need to carry on business at the Oak

Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, it was his practice to take a Greyhound bus

from Nashvdle to Oak Ridge, a journey of about four hours. His friends could

never agree as to his reasons for choosing this mode over travel by airplane or pri

vate car. To travel by plane afforded no savings in time because, counting from

departure from his home to arrival at the institute, flying also required about four

hours. Some said he did it to savemoney for the federady funded Institute; to me,
it was very common sensible. As a matter of fact, I tried it once, about 1952,

after I succeeded Francis as department chairman and simdarly had frequent

occasions to go to Oak Ridge. My first experience, however, was almost disas

trous. Unlike him, I faded to read carefully the bus schedule before leaving. Some

three hours on the way, I suddenly reaized that the bus was bound for Knoxvide

without passing through Oak Ridge. When we stopped at Kingston, I hurriedly
grabbed my bag and got off. Then I found there was no bus connection from

Kingston to Oak Ridge, twenty-five mdes away Finally I spied two teenage boys

sitting in front of the local drugstore and rising occasionady to flick dust from the

hood of their brightly painted old Chevrolet. They would take me to Oak Ridge,

they agreed, "for $15, if I would buy the
gas."

In the end the bus trip cost more

than the airplane would have. But I arrived before the institute's office in a cloud

of dust and bridiant reflections from the setting sun, much to the amusement,

and possible envy, of Bill Pollard, the institute director, who happened to be

standing at the door.

Francis Slack always treated students with courtesy, kindness, and respect for

modest accomplishments. He demanded earnest effort but if disappointed in a

student's accomplishments, he displayed no recrimination, bowed to youth and

inexperience, and tried to find ways to help, usually unobtrusively. Hismanner in

helping me was, no doubt, typical. After I completed a master's degree at

Vanderbdt in June 1935, 1 received no offer of a teaching assistantship in support

of further graduate work at a major university. Not greatlyworried, but stdl with

out a job for 193637, 1 returned in August to my home in Ohio. About the first

of September I received a letter from Professor Slack teding me he needed some

one to teach introductory labs in the ensuing year and to teach a quiz section of

engineering students according to a new plan he had devised for that course.

Would I come for $750 (a fifty percent raise over what I had been receiving) and

the opportunity to take some courses? My reply was delayed only untd the local

telegraph office opened for business.Whether the new plan was devised entirely

on pedagogical planning or partly on humanitarian grounds I never knew.

Professor andMrs. Slackwould also invite resident graduate students to their

home on occasion. My own experience suggests the relationship that Slack culti

vated with his graduate students. I recad that in the spring of 1936, three of us

were asked to come for dinner on a Saturday night. At the appointed time the

three went together to the Slack's home on Whitiand Avenue, near West High
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School. It was the first time any of the three had seen the others in a jacket, white

shirt, and tie. Corduroy was the prevading material for slacks at the time, not
"jeans,"

considered the clothing of laborers. We were greeted at the door by Mr.

and Mrs. Slack and soon were seated at a formal dinner in the spacious dining
room.We graduate students sat very vertical, very stiffly in our seats, and covertly

watched the Slacks to see what utensds to use atwhat time. No other guests were

present. No liquor was served. No servants appeared, if there were any. No great

gems of humor or wisdom issued from our mouths. The Slacks, though, tried to

draw us out with questions. Our answers at first were laconic no's and yes's, until

Mrs. Slack got each of us to ted about where he had gone to codege. George

Crouch had grown up on a plantation in South Carolina, he said, and I noted that

his padid face and diffident manner scarcely implied a grandfather overseeing a

hundred slaves. At Furman College he had become interested in physics because

of the teacher. When Slack said he knew him, Crouch felt a new bond with his

professor at the table. Harry Tropp was from St. Louis, a city boy, a graduate of

St. Louis University, and had prepared to become a high-school teacher ofphysics

before attaining the teaching fedowship at Vanderbdt. I explained that I had

attended a little mid-western codege in Ohio (Baldwin-Wadace),where notmany

physics courses were avadable butwhere I had acquired a good general education.

"Why did you come to
Vanderbdt,"

asked the host. "Largely because I read an

attractive announcement about graduate opportunities at Vanderbdt. I saw it on

the budetin board ofmy physics
professor."

"Oh, yes, I knew
him,"

said Dr. Slack,

"a man named Unnewehr. He got a Ph.D. at Columbia, just as I
did."

(I thought

to myself, That was a lucky break for me when I applied at Vanderbilt.)
After dessertwe adwent up to the attic and played shuffle board on the exten

sive, smooth, and marked-off floor. Though none of us students had played the

game before, we easdy entered into it. And what a welcome relief it was to the

three, after trying at the table to appear as urbane young gentlemen from three

different points of the compass.

In time we said our thanks and good-byes. When we came to the street we

quickly loosened our ties and agreed it was a pleasant evening indeed as we

stroded back to the campus in the soft Nashville evening. As we came downWest

End Avenue we could hear music from the Old Gym. The SaturdayNight Dance

was in full "swing and
sway"

but not with Sammy Kaye, one of the famous big
bands of the era. Rather the band was Francis Craig's; they had just finished a set

with "Near
You,"

Craig's own composition. Harry, who seemed to know a lot

about it, commented, "That's Peewee singing right
now."

A little later he mur

mured, "and that's Fanny
Rose"

(later known in Hodywood as Dinah Shore).

Though impressed, George and I said nothing. Farther along, at Kissam dormi

tory, we heard the students bowling in the long hadways using empty coke bot

tles as ten-pins. Garland Hallwas dark.We went on.A bit farther on we heard the

roistering at the house of a medical fraternity. (Surely such goings on had not

taken place when President McTyeire and later Chancellor Kirkland had lived in

the same house.) In front of the Medical School we separated, each to continue
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on to his separate boarding
house.25

As we parted, we again agreed it had been

indeed a pleasant evening.

Slack's relation to his graduate studentswas more one of counselor and friend

than one of competitor or dictator of actions to be taken. Yet, they listened

respectfully to his comments and advice and seldom chadenged his recommen

dations. He never went to a local pub to drink beer with students, though he did

play handball with them occasionady He tried to find graduate appointments

and jobs for students and continued to correspond with them after they left

Vanderbdt. At Columbia University, where during the war several of his former

students, stdl young, worked with him, he saw to it that theywere invited to the

occasional staffmeetings held to decide some policy or research direction. Their

inexperience seldom adowed them to offer fruitful ideas, but it was a beneficial

experience and made them feel a part of the team. None of them had lived in or

even visited NewYork City before. Knowing this, Mr. and Mrs. Slack, themselves

long residents of the city, often invited students to dinner inMidtownManhattan

restaurants. Despite the wartime restrictions on menu offerings, the experience

was both pleasant and enlightening. During that same period Mrs. Slack, too,

took an interest in the wives of those same former students and would often sit

with them of a morning in the summers in a smad park atMorningside Avenue

and 120th Street.

Despite his concern for
students'

progress andwelfare, however, Slackwas stdl

a formidable figure,whether in the lecture room, in the lab he taught for so many

years, or in the hads between classes. His demeanor, his piercing eye, his direct

gaze, even his bristling white mustache made clear that here was a man of com

petence, of assureness, of ftdl belief in what he was doing.

When he retired at Vanderbdt, a publication of the Oak Ridge Institute of

Nuclear Studies said, "He ran a tight
ship"

at
Vanderbdt.26

Most of his colleagues

through the years would agree. But they would also agree that the Physics

AstronomyDepartment possessed clear objectives: to promote research and good

teaching; to give precise attention to administrative detads, despite shortages of

funds; to maintain careful records; and to care for laboratories and their equip

ment scrupulously.

At the same time Francis could put aside his usual calm and gentlemanly

manner and wax indignant over what he considered an inane bureaucratic deci

sion imposed on him from above,whether from his superiors duringWorldWar

II or governmental officials (federal or local) or unfair or unethical business

tycoons.

One day, for some undisclosed reason, Slack came to believe that the voltage

supplied to his home was significantly below the nominal 115 volts expected.

Knowing that this could have a deleterious effect on the electrical appliances in

his home, Slack borrowed some very accurate meters from the department and

recorded the voltage at the fuse box at various intervals. Satisfied the voltage was

far below normal, he telephoned the local TVA office, fufly prepared to make a

determined protest and to back it up with numbers. (After ad, he had once been
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a test engineer at General Electric.) To his great surprise and consternation, the

electric company representative did not hear him out and quickly interrupted:

"I'm glad you called. We were just about to change that transformer out on

Woodmont
Boulevard."

Momentarily abashed, all those numbers on the pad

before him useless and wasted, his balloon of pent-up venom punctured, Francis

could only mutter,
"Good,"

and hang up the receiver.

Occasionady, too, and in a way that accrued to his reputation, he could vent

his disapproval of or impatience with a close codeague or even a student. An oft-

told tale has it that Dr. Slack once telephoned a new addition to the faculty, Ernest

Jones, and without preamble asked, "Are you
busy?"

When Ernest cooperatively

and amiably answered, "No,
"

Slack continued, "Well, why aren't
you?"

Neither

Ernest nor those to whom he has related the conversation are sure of the inter

pretation to be placed on this ambiguous exchange.Was Slack engaging in ban

ter or upbraiding a recent faculty addition? Another close associate recalls that

whde he was present in Dr. Slack's office one day just before noon, the phone

rang. Lifting the receiver, Slack listened for only half a minute. Then he said, quite

firmly, "No, I can't go to lunch. I'm
busy!"

Then he hung up with a clatter. "Who

was
that?"

asked the visitor. "The
chancellor,"

replied
Slack.27

At a dinner held by the department in 1978 in honor of Dr. and Mrs. Slack,

former Dean Phdip Davidson told me of an incident that occurred when Dr.

Slack resumed active duties after the war and dropped by his office to discuss the

state of the department. Davidson took the opportunity to remind his returning

chairman of some unanswered letters he had been sent during thewar.According
to the dean, Slack made no direct apology but rather truculently answered, "We

didn't have time to be courteous during the
war."

Back in 1935, Dr. Slack told me in a kindly, helpful manner, "Don't say
,ap-

pa-'rat-us; say Fifty years later Dr. Slack was present at a talk I

gave on the antique equipment held in conservation by the department. As I

ended and the usual short sdence ensued, I distinctly heard Dr. Slack say to a

nearby friend, "He stdl says

Slack's Wealth

Francis Slack was a man of considerable wealth. Sooner or later every new

graduate student became aware of it, and, since most graduate students in physics

in the 1930s and 1940s came from famdies of modest financial means,28 the

knowledge often increased their respect for the professor and even gave rise to

some awe. Originady inherited from his parents, his investments were largely in

tax-free municipal bonds. His records of his holdings and the income therefrom

were kept in a large ledger, which, in his late years, during expansive moods, he

occasionally handed to his less-fortunate but admiring friends with the com

ment, "Go ahead, look through
it."

Because he lived in a comfortable but unos

tentatious style and because of his longevity he lived to the age of 88 his

portfolio grew year by year. The story, never authenticated, is often told of a
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group of physicists attending a meeting of the Physical Society in Washington,

D.C.With Slack among them, they left to go to lunch along Connecticut Avenue.

As theywalked along searching for a restaurant, they came to an obviously pleas

ing one only to hear one of the group remonstrate. "That's too expensive for
me,"

he said. Thereupon, Slack modestly urged: "Oh, come on, let's go in. I own the

budding and the
restaurant."

Only rarely, however, did Slack give his friends reason to think he lived on

more than the salary of a physicist. He stayed in the same hotels as the rest of us.

He drove no exotic car. His suits were tasteful blues and browns, and his shoes

usually black-and-brown Florsheims. He lived (from 1936 to 1951) in an attrac

tive but not large home that he andMrs. Slack had budt onWoodmont Boulevard

in 1935-36. There he employed a full-time yardman and a
cook.29 Even when

during the 1970s and 1980s he lived in Stuart, Florida,with his third wife,
Mary,30

their condominium, whde at the edge of the golf course and near the swimming

pool, contained only six rooms. One ofhis indulgences, however,was travel, espe

ciady shipboard cruises. In fact, it was whde on such a voyage that he died in

1985.31

The full extent of his benevolence is not known. He did, however, provide

funds for several years for the education of a number of Chinese students in the

United States. He also gave generous support over an extended period to

Boystown in Florida and to the Bill Wilkerson Center for Hearing and Speech

Sciences, which later became associated with the university. At Vanderbdt, years

after his resignation from the faculty, he helped endow the "Slack
Lectureship,"

which brings to the campus a distinguished physicist for two lectures on two suc

cessive days annually. His gift was offered largely out of friendship with his for

mer colleagues in the department. His later feelings for the university as a whole

became less charitable. Later, he once told me, doubtless remembering the cir

cumstances of his departure and in his sometimes pungent manner, "They
[Vanderbdt's officials] don't even send me the alumni

magazine."

Slack's political affiliation was Republican. He favored low taxes and delighted

to clip the coupons of his tax-free bonds. He once said to a large group when he

was chided about his aversion to taxes, "I don't mind paying taxes; I only object

to how the government spends the
money."

Postwar Problems

When afterWorldWar II Slack returned toVanderbdt, where he would spend

six more years, he faced several major problems as the chairman of the

Department of Physics and Astronomy, as the department was titled after 1948.

Besides his search for additional faculty members and the development of a

revised curriculum, he contendedwith the need (1) to find added space, (2) to set

policy on research contracts, and (3) to define the nature of the faculty.

With his accustomed vigor he at once attacked the first of these, the need for

new space that would accommodate the additional students and faculty coming
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with the inauguration of the new Ph.D. program. The need for additional space

in Garland Had was temporardy addressed by placing partitioning walls in three

large rooms. And substantial space was acquired on the ground floor of nearby

Science Had, when in the summer of 1949 the Engineering School moved out of

its quarters there and into the new Engineering Budding. Professor Hdl occupied

a large work room, office, and storeroom at the northeast corner, and Professor

Jones moved into rooms at the southwest corner that provided an office, a dark

room, and other space for the new Raman spectrograph he acquired with funds

from the second contract ($7,000) to be awarded to the department by the AEC

after thewar.A largewed-lighted, ground-floor classroomwas given over to grad

uate students for a study and meeting place. And in space formerly occupied by
the heating plant of the university in the early days, the Chemistry Department

set up a "hot
lab"

for handling radioactive materials.

Fig. 9.4 Science Hall (1960), finished in 1880, has been occupied at various times by sev

eral departments of the university. Physics first occupied space (in the basement) in the

summer of 1949,when Engineering vacated it. From the PhotographicArchives of the Jean

andAlexander Heard Library.
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Still in need of space, however, Slack entered enthusiasticady into discussions

with other faculty members on the need for more space felt by all the science

departments of the College ofArts and Science and by the basic science depart

ments of the Medical School. One locus for such talks was the Science Division

Committee, made up of representatives of the four science departments and one

representative from the Medical School, which administered smad research

grants and recommended science policy to the university's administration.

Tradition has it that Slack and Howard J. Curtis, chairman of the Department of

Physiology, were the original instigators of a plan to erect a single budding to be

shared by members of a variety of science departments and that would provide

shared support facdities. This plan gained adherents as it developed through 1948

and 1949, and finadyDean Phdip Davidson decided some concerted discussions

and formal planning should take place. He invited Dr. Curtis to prepare a report

summarizing the discussions that had taken place among the science faculty. In

January 1949 Dr. Curtis submitted a draft first to other professors and then to

Dean Davidson and Chancedor Branscomb. Dated January 22, 1949, five pages in

length, itwas entitled, "TheNeed for a Graduate Science Budding at
Vanderbilt."32

After persuasively pointing out the country's need for more research in sci

ence and Vanderbdt's obligation to support that objective, Curtis stated that

rather than add smad increments of space and isolated, expensive instruments

and facilities, the university should consider construction of a single budding
where jointly used facdities could be housed and research space could be assigned

on a nonpermanent basis according to merit and avadable funding. Among the

sixteen jointly used facdities, the report mentioned "a machine
shop,"

"an elec

tronics
shop,"

"an electron microscope
room,"

and "an infrared spectrometer

room."

The departments with access to the proposed space were listed as

"Anatomy, Biochemistry, Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, and
Physiology."

Some twenty faculty members and forty-nine students could be

accommodated, it was estimated. Of those, seven faculty and twenty students

were assigned to physics. The total area needed was 47,000 square feet. The cost

was estimated at $1,132,000.

Lastly, Dr. Curtis pointed out that Vanderbdt was a smad university, that the

Medical School was located on the main campus, and that cooperative research

and cooperative use of expensive equipmentwas conveniently feasible.Moreover,

he claimed, the medical faculty could benefit from the near proximity to profes

sors from physics, chemistry, and biology.

The leading advocates of the plan were, besides Curtis and Slack,W. J. Darby
ofBiochemistry andM. D. Peterson ofChemistry. Even before the Curtis report,

these four had made approaches to federal agencies concerning possible interest

in funding the budding. On January 23, 1950, Curtis wrote to an official of the

recently formed Atomic Energy Commission; on January 26, Slack wrote to Dr.

Paul McDaniel of the AEC, whom he knew very well. On January 24, Dr. Ernest

W. Goodpasture wrote to Chancedor Branscomb that he was importuning the

AEC. This flurry of activity came to naught, however. The Atomic Energy
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Commission was not funding projects of this sort. Nor, at the time, were other

funding agencies interested in aiding such an ambitious project.

When hopes for the project dimmed, a revised plan was developed to erect a

basement and two upper floors on a site near theMedical School and that would

be contiguous to two wings housing the preclinical departments of the Medical

School. Door openings in the north wads of themedical wings would adow direct

access, for example, to the Biochemistry and Physiology departments in the new

structure,which in the planning stage was named the Graduate Science Annex or

Graduate Science Budding.

The concept of a shared budding was both ingenious and singularly appro

priate for a small university such as Vanderbdt. So, too, was the plan for
nondu-

plication and shared use of expensive apparatus an electron microscope for

example and of certain services. As planning developed much emphasis was

placed on making the budding a center for research using radioactive isotopes,
which just then were coming into wide use, largely because of the avadabdity of

a great variety from the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory.33 But despite the attrac

tive plan and the scaling down to three floors, funds for construction were diffi

cult to secure. Only in 1954was the budding finady completed, and, because even

then it was a shed without inner furnishings, only in January 1956 did the first

occupants move in. Francis Slackwas no longer atVanderbdt, but it must be rec

ognized that his early advocacy of the plan for the new budding was an impor

tant contribution to providing the department with much-needed space.

The Debate on Research Contracts

A second major problem before Slack after the war involved how the depart

ment (and the university) should interface with the Atomic Energy Commission

and its nearby facdities at Oak Ridge and with the National Science Foundation,

founded in 1950. More particularly, should the department seek grants in aid of

research from the AEC? Such grants were soon to be avadable to academic scien

tists, especiady to those who had.worked at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

for a period of time as research participants. Chancedor Branscomb thought

Vanderbdt should apply for such grants; he did not foresee much financial help
from the university as the department launched its Ph.D.

program.34

Indeed, as

early as the end of 1946 the chancedor wrote to
Dr. Slack expressing pessimism

about financing the department's planned Ph.D. program from university funds

and saying that outside grantswould be
needed.35

Slack, at least at first,while very

enthusiastic about cooperation between Vanderbdt and the laboratory only 190

mdes away, was unreceptive to such grants. In 1946, as the formation of a

National Science Foundation was under discussion, he opposed the plans during
a speech made before the Rotary Club of

Nashvdle.36
Nor did he believe that a

governmental foundation should operate research laboratories. "Why should the

government control scientific
research?"

he asked. And in March, 1947, he wrote

to Dean Davidson:
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I foresee eventual spodation of scientific freedom in this, and do not care

to promote such a program, though I wdl not oppose it, and I wdl gladly

relinquish my position or any part of it to make way for someone else to

do this if it seems advisable.37

Francis Slack's cautious approach to the acceptance of federal grants for

research was shared by many physicists at the time. They were themselves prod

ucts of a long tradition of lone investigators who with meager funds pursued

physical problems of their own choosing. They thought of themselves as modern

versions of Faraday, Kirchoff, Madame Curie isolating radium,Michelson meas

uring the speed of light, Gibbs studying thermodynamics alone at Yale, unaided

by help from the outside. These andmost of their fedow researchers were at uni

versities, pursuing their own notions of important work, sometimes with a col

laborating student. A few private researchers had the wherewithal to work in

absolute independence: LewisM. Rutherford ofNewYork City, who made signif

icant discoveries in photographic astronomy and was a pioneer in making ruled

gratings for spectroscopy; Alfred Loomis at Tuxedo Park, New York; Lord

Rayleigh who owned a huge dairy farm near London, where he pursued his

research on the rare gases and on acoustics before becoming head of the

Cavendish; and even James Clerk Maxwed, supported by the income from his

estate in Scotland whde unattached to a university, developing his monumental

kinetic theory of gases. In addition, there were a few physicists at General Electric

andWestinghouse, and at the National Bureau of Standards inWashington, and

at the Bed Labs onWest Street in NewYork City. But they had the bounds of their

investigations circumscribed by their employers. As for support from govern

mental agencies, thatwas too rare an occurrence to be a reliable source of aid, and

in any case such aid was always directed toward some mission of direct interest to

the government.When Slack first considered the advisabdity of accepting federal

grants he had not yet heard the terms "Big
Science,"

or "Mission-Oriented

National
Laboratories,"

or
"Sputnik."

Views simdar to Slack's appeared in Science andNature and other periodicals

at the time. The authors feared their freedom to choose research directionswould

be drasticady circumscribed or prescribed. Did this not prejudice the continued

success of science, whose nascent ideas had traditionady been avadable in the

open market place of ideas, there to be freely and openly discussed? Arthur

Roberts, a physicist from Iowa State University, felt compelled to compose the

music and lyrics of six songs, including accompaniment, for the delectation ofhis

scientific
friends.38 Although intended to be light hearted and satirical, the songs

nonetheless expressed nostalgia for past ways of doing physics and bemoaned the

new, postwar trends. The lyric to one of them, "Take AwayYour Bitiion
Doflars,"

read in part:

Take away your bdlion dollars, take away your tainted gold,

You can keep your damn ten bdlion volts, my soul wdl not be sold.
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Take away your Army generals; their kiss is death, I'm sure.

Everything I budd is mine, and every volt I make is pure.

Take away your integration; let us learn and let us teach,

Oh, beware this epidemic Berkelitis, I beseech.

Oh, dammit! Engineering isn't physics, is that plain?

Take, oh take, your bdlion dodars, let's be physicists again.

(Editor's note: By
"integration"

Roberts is referring not to racial but to the aca

demic integration of disciplines, a feature of several physics departments engaged

in massive, government-sponsored projects, including that of the University of

California, at Berkeley.)

Of course every one knew thatArthur Compton had persuaded a trans-Pacific

shipping line to grant him space to instad his cosmic ray detector to take meas

urements at various latitudes, and Albert Michelson had gotten Alexander

Graham Bed to pay for the construction of an interferometer. And Slack himself

had received smad grants from the Phdosophical Society and the National

Research Councd, and he knew of a grant made by theMarkle Foundation toMax

Delbruck during thewar years. But the subjects of those instances of research orig
inated with Compton, Michelson, and Slack.Would not the Federal Government

give funds only for directed, immediate objectives, even formditary applications?

Roberts's attitudes toward Big Science did not persist in practice, however.

Like others, he soon saw the need to achieve goals set by society as a whole as wed

as to support individual initiatives. Whether from sympathy with mission-

directed research or yielding to the blandishments of federal funds, heworked for

many years at the Fermdab near Chicago. Even after retirement, at the age of sev

enty-eight and forty-three years after he had written his warning verses, he was

based in Hawaii, accepting a salary from a Department of Energy grant.

Slack, too, ameliorated his early opposition to government grants for aca

demic scientists, although five years after the war he stdl held some reservation.

In a report to Dean Davidson he wrote:

In spite of statements to the contrary, these agencies are primardy inter

ested in development and applications. Our Department is equipped for

basic or fundamental research and should continue in this.We have so far

not found work areas mutuady satisfactory, but continued contact and

effort wdl doubtless result in one or more
contracts.39

Slack's early reluctance to accept federal grants, a position he espoused in

public speeches made at the time, was largely dissipated when the National

Science Foundation was established in 1950 and its policies provided for support

of a wide spectrum of science and for peer review of applications for aid. But an

immediate need to reach a favorable decision on acceptance of grants came for

ward from Professor Haynes.
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On January 1, 1947, the Manhattan District, the agency that had developed

the atomic bomb,was dissolved and renamed theAtomic EnergyCommission. At

the same time, the District's Clinton Laboratory became the Oak Ridge

Laboratory of the AEC. Sherwood Haynes, whde on leave from Vanderbdt, was

carrying on research at Oak Ridge during 1946-47, and at the close of his stay he

was offered a grant by the AEC that would adow him to continue his research at

Vanderbdt. Slack could scarcely refuse to accept a grant of such obvious advan

tage to Haynes and Vanderbdt, which, without unwanted restrictions enabled

Haynes to budd a beta-ray spectrometer for use with his graduate students.

Haynes had been the first Vanderbdt physicist to spend a year at Oak Ridge and

was the first to receive a postwar
"contract"

from the AEC. The amount annuady

received was $8,000. The beginning date was September 1948.

But carrying out the grants provisions met with some unexpected minor dif

ficulties. A conscientious Haynes told Slack, in effect, "My teaching load is large;
how can I find time to carry on properly the research described in the

grant?"

Then, just days after Haynes had returned to Nashville with the contract in his

pocket, Fred Allison of Auburn wrote to Slack asking permission to approach

Professor Haynes about a position there. To this Slack agreed and wrote Allison

that he hoped Haynes could "stay in the
South."

Then he added, "We [at

Vanderbdt] seem to be in the ddemma of having an administration which

desires research as a prerequisite to advancement, but which at the same time

does not seem to be futiy cognizant of the time and facilities needed for effective

research in the
sciences."40

On the same day hewrote to Dean Davidson: "[We do

not have] space, facdities, or money to competewith State-financed institutions.

.

"41

Nevertheless, Haynes decided to remain at Vanderbilt. He had come in

1945, had spent a year (1946-47) at Oak Ridge, and remained atVanderbdt untd

June of 1958.

Obligations of a Faculty Member

The possibdity of losing Haynes raised not only the need to increase salaries

in the department but also the need to reduce the teaching loads of those doing
research whde fulfilling the obligations entailed by

"contract"

responsibdities. In

turn, the nature of the faculty to be sought in physics and the criteria for promo

tion came under frequent and contentious discussion between Dr. Slack and

Chancedor Branscomb and constituted one of the major problems Slack faced

after the war.

Bothwere strong-wdled personalities,men sure of their tenets, and both were

accustomed to making decisions with little or no collegial consultation. Like

other departmental leaders Slack was
"Head"

of the Department, not

"Chairman."

Branscomb, with much to do and hurried and harried, sometimes

assumed the role of de facto personnel officer of the faculty and often treated

directlywith facultymembers, frequentlywithout the intercession of the relevant
dean. Too, further enhancing his immediacy to the faculty, the chancedor presided
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at the monthly faculty meetings of the College ofArts and Science, whose dean

sat in the first row of the assembled faculty and introduced certain legislation.

Especially did the chancellor deal with departmental heads, who in virtually all

cases in the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s were the highest paid member of each

department and assumed many internal administrative prerogatives. Although

ProvostDavidson (who then served as both provost of the undergraduate schools

and dean of the Graduate School) was eventually involved in nearly all serious

matters, those matters often progressed quite far before he was informed or con

sulted. In short, in Branscomb's day the university was small enough that the

chancellor could keep in touch with much of what went on in the university's

schools. Especiady was this true of the Codege ofArts and Science, in which ad

the previous chancedors had also taken a special interest.

In Slack's case his strong-mindedness had come forth during his war research

at Columbia, where his tenacity and occasional inflexibdity often resulted in suc

cessful results, but results achieved without full consultation and concerted

acquiescence. Indeed, John R. Dunning, the director of his division, commented

in 1973 in recommending Slack for an award and whde recognizing his abdity

and achievements on the uranium project:

He was probably even more valuable to me ... as about the most
'non-yes'

man I have ever known. He could always be counted on to give an honest,

pungent, incisive analysis of the current status and what should be

done without regard to titles, Nobel Prize winners and Generals who

inevitably became
involved.42

For his part, Chancedor Branscomb was quick ofmind and a bit impatient at

times. In part this sometimes-peremptory manner was occasioned because a lack

of assistance put many problems directly on his shoulders. So hurried did he

sometimes appear that Edeen Bishop, his lone secretary, characterized him as "the

jet-propeded
chancedor."

Moreover, Chancedor Branscomb had few discretionary funds, little gasoline

to throw upon fires of enthusiastic chairmen, and here, just two years after the

war had ended, a
"gung-ho"

physics department was adding new courses, grant

ing fellowships to new graduate students, and hiring new faculty members.

Sherwood Haynes had been engaged in 1945. Carl Seyfert, a new astronomer,

came in 1946, John Hopkins arrived in 1946, and now in the spring of 1947 the

chairman was actively negotiating with two instructors and three prospective fac

ulty members at the professorial level. Where was the money to come from?

Furthermore, Professor Slack was saying over and over again that theVanderbdt

salary scale was much too low to attract good
people.43

Against this background, a contentious Slack and an impatient Branscomb did

not see eye to eye on a third postwar problem, that of faculty development, nearly
always a university issue. Briefly stated, given an obligation to teach undergradu

ates and to conduct research involving graduate students, what kind of faculty
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shall a university engage or promote? More specifically, since often-prospective

candidates are more proficient at one of those two obligations than the other,

should the university hire or promote some of each kind professors particularly

adept at research, some at teaching or should a department attempt to find the

whole or wed-rounded professor, one with a large radius? Stated so simply, the

problem has many subtle, unspoken aspects: avadability of funds, avadabdity of

suitable candidates, attractions of the institution for prospective staff, the atti

tudes of the incumbent faculty, a drift out of research by some faculty.

The question of the most efficacious faculty to teach undergraduate physics

at the college level has not even yet been resolved in the American university.

While it is generally agreed that the doctorate in physics should be manifest

among the faculty building a physics curriculum and designing the constituent

courses, it is not universally agreed that the individual teacher of specific courses

should hold a Ph.D. Although ideady, as Chancedor Branscomb stated, under

graduate physics teachers will furnish "stimulation which comes from the enthu

siasm of the instructor for his subject and his constructive [research] work in
it,"

teachers of introductory physics, including those with the magic doctor's degree,

are in practice largely obsessed with their expository role. They teach the defini

tions, the laws, the principles often preselected for them by the writer of the

textbook chosen for the course and are not significantly concerned with the

communication of (scientific) attitudes, interests, or appreciations that require

enthusiasm for the subject and the perspective of wide and indispensable knowl

edge. Consequently, many departments of physics in major universities include

one or two facultymembers who are concerned mainly or exclusivelywith teach

ing introductory physics. Many universities consciously subscribe to a
"two-tier"

system, although not openly endorsing such and certainly never with an accom

panying statement ofwhich tier is the higher in salary or prestige. Ohio State, for

example, lists on its physics department roster two professors mainly involved

with the teaching of physics for beginning students, and their research interests

are listed on promotional brochures as "research in
teaching."

At Vanderbdt the criteria for selection of tenured facultymembers in physics

came contentiously forward in the case of Professor Forman, who was being rec

ommended for promotion from assistant to associate professor.

Chancellor Branscomb's position was clear. On June 21, 1949, in connection

with the request for Forman's promotion, he wrote to Slack, "Teachers of under

graduates should not just be good teachers but also advance knowledge in their

field to act as a stimulant ... [to furnish] the stimulus which comes from the

enthusiasm of the instructor for his subject and his constructive work in
it."

Having so set forth his policy, he reluctantly approved Forman's promotion to

associate professor, "ifheplans to engage also in
research!"*

Francis Slack's position was entangled with day-to-day problems. There was
the heavy teaching load; the need for time to be made available for research; the
obligations to

"contracts"

with federal agencies, which were beginning to be

avadable; the need for research space; his need to be relieved from some of his

departmental duties. Forman would be of great help, and surely adding to his
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considerations was the fact that he thought well of Guy Forman, who occupied

an office next to his. Through the open door between, he often consulted with

Professor Forman about departmental business. Moreover, Forman was

admirably completing the Ph.D. thesis under Slack's direction, and surely the

degree would soon be awarded by the University of Kentucky. After considering
everything, the chairman came to favor a two-tier system, at least with some pro

fessors servingmainly as undergraduate teachers.And as it turned out he retained

both Professor Forman and Professor Elmer Carnes, a Forman protege, predom

inately as teachers.

Although Slack had the chancedor's letter assuring a promotion for Forman "if

he plans to engage also in
research,"

he appears not to have been sure that Forman

did indeed plan to or could be expected to continue research, and he wished to

establish the principle of (some) professors acting only as teachers. Thus, at the

end of the summer, three months later, with Forman not yet promoted, he wrote

to the chancedor and challenged the conditions of promotion: "Research men do

not give sufficient time to planning and teaching large sections of Freshman and

Sophomores I'm sorry to learn you will not promote Forman,who has finished

data taking [on his Ph.D. thesis] and advised graduate
students."45

With the Haynes case in the immediate background and the disinclination to

promote Forman manifestly evident, Slack wrote to the chancellor, arguing that

if a research faculty is expected to spendmuch time teaching, theywill, in the first

place, be impossible to attract, and, in the second place, if their teaching load is

reduced, more wdl have to be hired,with needed additional funds. Even earlier

a year and a half earlier he had presented Dean Davidson with simdar argu

ments for hiring some faculty whose main task would be teaching large sections

of introductory physics: "Most effective research workers in physics put nearly ad

their effort into research and thus neglect either academic assignments or social

activities, or both. They are not ready good citizens and frequently not good
teachers."46

It was apparent that two divergent views existed on what should characterize

a university science professor and on how much money was needed (and avad

able) to secure the required faculty. As for funding, the chancellor thought that

research contracts should be expected to bring in the wherewithal to employ
"higher-priced"

men.Yet Slack expressed early skepticism concerning this view as

wed, albeit with an effort to be flexible and cooperative. Meanwhde Professor

Forman was hard at work on his Ph.D. thesis and wondering whether he would

be promoted when he finished it.

The modern resolution atVanderbilt to this post-WorldWar II ddemma

hiring research-minded facultymembers who are assigned low teaching loads

requires the faculty member to secure sufficient funds through research

contracts (and their overhead) and requires the university to increase student

tuition and rely on annual gifts. Thus many of Francis Slack's reservations about

the deficiencies of researchers as teachers are removed. Too, enlarging the modern

faculty makes for greater flexibdity in teaching assignments: professors are more

likely to teach according to their desires and strengths. At the same time any
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extraordinary mismatch between a professor's performance and the university's

expectations can often be resolved through the opportunities offered by the present

system of early retirement. These solutions, however, did not exist in Slack's day.

Slack's Resignation

Throughout 1950-51 Slack kept sending the chancellor enrollment figures

and staff sizes at other institutions, all in an effort to prove his contention that he

needed more faculty and more salary for them. He never seemed to let up.47

Rather untactfully, though perhaps with provocation, the chancellor commented

on the figures, "[I am] surprised at how few undergraduates majors there are in

physics [atVanderbdt] Some of the information discussed by the two is given in

table 9.1.

Stdl further complicating the discussions of promotion and funding was

Slack's contention, made as early as 1947, that he himself should be given assis

tance by one of the other professors to help care for departmental administration.

"Our research
professors,"

he wrote, "all need pushing, coordination, and active

aid, which they are not getting now. I would like to exert this effort, but have not

found this possible with the large amount of detad work required in adminis

trating the course and teaching work. It is for this reason I have requested aid in

the administrative
end."48 It was his plan to assign such duties to Professor

Forman,49
although whether or not he informed the administration of this can

not be documented.

The exchanges about Professor Forman's status went on and on. Surely no

undiscussed or unplanned promotion was to transpire, as once occurred at the

Table 9.1

Numbers ofphysics graduates in selected institutions during 194849.

(The absence of a number means the degree is not offered)

Institution Bachelors Masters Ph.D.

Southern

Duke 7 3 4

Emory 7 9

Kentucky 11 6

North Carolina 10 9 3

Texas 12 12 2

Tulane 22 4

Vanderbilt 10 5

Elsewhere

Calif. (Berkeley) 68 9 7

Calif. Inst, of Tech. 18 15 12

Harvard 97 29 20

Washington (St. Louis) 25 7 5
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University of Chicago. Chancellor Lawrence Kimpton of Chicago, speaking at a

presidential inauguration at Florida State University in 1958, related that "due to

a clerical
error"

a professor who "did not fit
in"

was made a ftdl professor with ad

the rights appertaining thereto. ... He never knew what had taken
place,"

added

Kimpton. "In fact, he did notable research and brought credit to our
university."

Then, in June of 1950, upon the award of his Ph.D. from Kentucky, Forman was

promoted to associate professor of physics. But he was not designated as an assis

tant to the chairman. Nor did he, after his promotion, continue to carry on

research, as doubtless the chancellor had expected of him.

Besides the interchange of letters, there were oral exchanges of views in the

chancellor's office that probably repeated the written arguments, and whde the

conversations clarified the positions of the two administrators, they did not result

in a meeting of minds on how the Physics Department should be developed.

Then, too, in February of 1951 one more grain of sand scratched the machinery
of compromise and negotiation. Slack wrote the chancellor of his disappoint

ment that a statement given by the chancellor to the Sunday Tennessean had not

done enough to dispel the view that theVanderbdt Arts and Science Faculty had

taken an official, concerted position against a bill before the Tennessee

Legislature, the Taylor Bid, which advocated an oath of loyally to the United

States for teachers in the state.

At last, onMay 1, 1951, Dr. Slack sent a letter of resignation to Dean Davidson:

I submitmy resignation as the Chairman of the Physics Department as of

the end of this school year. The Department is in good condition and I

feel it can carry forward our plans for growth and expansion in the future.

I do appreciate the cooperation and assistance that I have had in budding
the Department to its present

stature.50

No immediate action was taken in response to Slack's letter, a not uncommon

response. Often a university administration hopes that the disaffected professor

wdl experience a change of heart. Sometimes the professor hopes for assurances

thatwdl adow awithdrawal of the resignation. In Slack's case, a careful reading of

his letter reveals he did not explicitly resign from his professorship, but rather

from the chairmanship. This ambiguitymay have meant he was willing to remain

atVanderbdt solely as a facultymember. Itmight have allowed the administration

to ask him to stay on in that capacity. At any rate, he appears to have heard noth

ing for a week, and then no direct mention of his letter of resignation.

On May 8 the chancedor wrote to the chairman of Physics and Astronomy
that he had heard from Dean Davidson of Slack's meeting with the dean, that

Slack had expressed concern about "personal and administrative
factors,"

and

that Slack and he should talk about the latter.
"Unfortunately,"

he wrote, "I am

just leaving on an extended and important
trip."

Then he added, "Let me say that

few things have happened this year which have given me more satisfaction than

what I have felt to be our growing abdity to communicate with each other with

out
misunderstanding."51
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If this was intended as an olive branch, it certainly did not have that effect.

Upon the chancellor's return, Professor Slack met with him in his office (about

May 15) and reiterated his wish to resign. His age was fifty-four, his development

of a Ph.D. program in physics only begun. Rumors of his action spread quickly

around the campus, and on Sunday, May 20, an announcement appeared in the

Tennessean. It was Professor Slack's plan, said the newspaper, to enter private life

and engage in "writing and
research."

Campus Conjectures

In the spring of 1951 there occurred an upper-echelon shake-out at

Vanderbdt. In addition to Slack's resignation as Landon C. Garland Professor of

Physics, Provost Phdip Davidson, who was also dean of the Graduate School, left

to become president of the University of Louisvdle. Also, Meredith Crawford,

dean of the Junior College (an instructional unit within the Codege ofArts and

Science) resigned to take a research post with the U.S. Army
As was his usual policywhen vacancies occurred, Branscomb acted with dis

patch. No search committees were formed; no extended conversations took place.

By commencement all three vacancies had been fitied. Crawford's position was

filled by Ewing Shahan, an assistant professor of economics.Measuring his steps

prudently, the chancellor appointed the untried Shahan as acting dean for a year,

even though he had been strongly recommended by George Stocking, the
chan-

cedor's friend and confidant who, as chairman of the Department of Economics

and Business Administration, was Shahan's superior. A phone call to Dean

DeVane of Yale brought forward the name of Leonard Beach, head of the

Department of English at the University of Oklahoma, where he had displayed

calm sagacity during faculty-administration discussions. He matched the chan-

cedor's quick response. On May 1, 1951, (the same day Slack resigned) he came

to Nashvdle for an interview. Later in the same month he decided to accept the

place of dean of the Graduate School and in June arrived in Nashvdle with his

famdy, including three young chddren, to look for a house. They stayed at the

Allen Hotel onWest EndAvenue, Beach
recads,52

whde a real estate agent looked

for a house for them to buy. Learning of the avadabdity of the Slack home at 1921

Woodmont Boulevard, they bought it "without much
negotiation"

and moved in

during September.

In the case of a replacement for Slack, the chancedor also moved expedi

tiously.Within a week after the resignation was announced in the newspapers, he

called the Physics-Astronomy faculty together in a classroom in Garland Hall.

There, with Professor Slack and Dean Davidson present, he discussed the situa

tion and asked for thoughts on who should replace Mr. Slack. No coalescence on

a name appeared during the meeting and the matter so stood as the chancellor

appointed Professor Haynes to act as chairman untd a new chairman was

appointed.Within another week Chancedor Branscomb had sought the counsel

of others, including Professor Slack and Dean Davidson, and had offered me the
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position whde I was on the physics faculty at Emory University. After a visit to

Nashvdle and a double exchange of telegrams with the chancedor, I accepted the

position effective September 1, 1951.

During the years after his resignation Slack often visited his friends in

Nashvdle and often met his scientific colleagues at the annual meetings of south

eastern
physicists,53 but he never divulged his reasons for resigning. His precipi

tate departure after a successful career and with a chadenging prospect of a Ph.D.

program at Vanderbdt, puzzled many of his friends and led to many conjectures

as to his true reasons. That he had strong policy differences with the administra

tion of the university cannot be doubted in view of the correspondence cited

above. In support of this documented contention, Professor Forman told the

author that the chancedor had made certain oral assurances a year earlier and

that Slack had at that time made known his intention to resign if the promises

were not
kept.54 Other conjectures, though doubtless based on contributing fac

tors in an episode that was of such moment to the development of physics at

Vanderbdt, should be laid to rest.

One often-expressed supposition was that he left because he knew his wife

Bede had become afflicted with cancer and that he wished to devote himself fully
to her care. As a matter of fact, the Slacks vacated their Nashville house inAugust

and moved to Florida, where they purchased a house in Pompano Beach. Mrs.

Slack's itiness was discovered about three months later, and they then moved to

NewYork City for extended treatment at the Sloan-Kettering
Hospital.55

Another supposition was that he had aspired to one of the positions opened

by the resignations of Davidson and Crawford. But it is scarcely credible that he

should entertain such hopes in view of his less-than-friendly relations with the
administration.56

So it was that disillusioned with the prospects of a compatible cooperation in

developing the department he resigned, perhaps at the same time irritated he had

not received any increase in salary at the beginning of the year (1950-51) and

emboldened another conjecture with the knowledge he was soon to receive an

honorary D.Sc. degree fromMarietta
Codege.57

When news of his resignation was

announced, Slack received a number of laudatory letters from his codeagues. One

of them, a professor of English, wrote to him, "I would have done the same thing,

long ago, myself, if I had had just a little more margin of financial
independence."

Then he added, "I should name you as one of the very few persons in this country

who is in the highest degree ad that a university professor ready ought to
be."58



Fig. 10.1 Faculty ofPhysics andAstronomy, front steps ofGarland Hall, 1954^55. Back row

(left to right): Ingram Bloch, Robert Lagemann, and Sherwood Haynes. Middle row: Ernest

Jones, John Hopkins, Guy Forman, andWendell Holladay. Front row: Elmer Carnes, Ray

Grenchik, Cyril Curtis, Carl Seyfert, and Robert Hardie. Photo by Charles M. Cowden.

From the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
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From Obscurity to Skeptical Recognition

Althoughmany ofus have difficulty distinguishing between cosmology and

cosmography or between ichthyology and ichthyophazy, most of us have

an understanding of the meaning of the words physics and physicist. But

this was not always so. It took the scientific events associated withWorldWar II

to bring a wide understanding of the words.

Before about the 1840s, before scientists became more specialized, a common

designation was natural philosopher for those who studied force, motion,

machines, electricity, heat, sound, light, and meteorology. The general term for

those topics was natural philosophy. Even today, a reminder of such use is found

in the title of the British journal the Philosophical Magazine, founded in 1798,

whosemodern issues carry articles mostly in the realms of physics and chemistry.

At the time of the journal's founding, the word physics embraced the connotation

of a healing art, and it is probably not coincidental that a famous English physi

cian of the nineteenth century bore the name Sir Phdip Physick. An even earlier

instance of the medicinal meaning is present in a quatrain about John Coakley

Lettsom, M.D., F.R.S., who was famous for signing his prescriptions "I. (for J.)
Lettsom."

A contemporary was prompted to write the fodowing:

When any sick to me apply,

I physics, bleeds, and sweats 'em;

If after that they choose to die,

What's that to me.

I. Lettsom

293
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By about 1850 thewordphysicswas rapidly replacing the term naturalphilosophy,

and in 1875 Vanderbdt, for one, was among the first universities to list in its cat

alog a "Professor of
Physics."

Many others continued to list a position of

"Professor ofNatural
Phdosophy"

Even Thomas Edison, who had close contacts with engineers and scientists

andwho dealtwith electricity and usedmany tools associated with physicists, did

not employ the word physicist in 1878 when he hired Francis R. Upton to be his

chief assistant. Upton had studied physics under C. E Brackett at Princeton and

withHelmholtz in Berlin and had taken a graduate course at Johns Hopkins, even

freely exchanging ideas with Henry Rowland, the renowned Hopkins researcher.

He was accustomed to mercury vacuum pumps developed by Sprengel and

Geissler in Germany and knew how to measure
"work"

by the amount of heat

developed in a calorimeter. But when Edison hired him to come to Menlo Park,

Upton was designated a "mathematician."1

As World War I approached, chemists and mathematicians had some name

recognition, whde physicists were little recognized. As late as 1935 the preferred

definition in Webster's New International Dictionary for physicistwas "one versed

in
medicine."

In 1940, U.S. draftees forWorldWar II who were trained in physics

and held a Ph.D. had to register as engineers or chemists; the profession of physi

cist was not recognized by the mditary authorities.

Even by the advent ofWorldWar II, the general public did not understand the

terms physics, physicist, or even physical, and the abbreviation phys. was often

improperly interpreted. To some it meant physiology or physiography. As a result

of the confusion the editor of a prominent physics journal decreed that the abbre

viation phys.must henceforth be speded out in his journal. In part his action was

prompted by his finding that the American Antivivisection Society had distrib

uted a leaflet in which the American Journal of Physics the name spelled out

completely was credited with having published certain experiments involving
torture of dogs. Actuady, of course, the attribution should have been to the

American Journal of
Physiology.2

However, at the close ofWorld War II the profession of physicist, while stdl

unknown to many
citizens,3

advanced from a position of relative obscurity to one

of uneasy prominence. The role of physicists in the winning of the war was given

wide attention in newspapers and magazines. The nature of radar and its impor

tant part played in the Battle ofBritain and in the deterrence of an invasion from

the continent was made known. Too, itwas revealed that already in 1943 U.S.war

ships in the Pacific had been equippedwith radar and could detect Japanese ships

long before they could detect ours. In addition, the role of the proximity fuze

became common knowledge, and everyone learned of the wartime development

of the atomic bomb. Many newspaper editorials of the day argued that these

devices, in particular the bomb itself, saved many lives that would have been lost

during the expected invasion of Japan itself.

At the same time as the war work increased the general knowledge of a physi

cist's capabdities, it brought forward the debate on the ethics of making such
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powerful bombs, a debate, while now diminished, that continues to this day. But

even the debate had the effect of increasing the public's knowledge of the science

of physics and of the physicist's approach to investigation.At the close of the war

national laboratories were established, usually as outgrowths of previously estab

lished laboratories for war endeavors. And many industries instituted research

and development divisions, which before the war had been recognized as desir

able by only a few, such as the General Electric, the Bed Labs, and Dupont.

The need for physicists suddenly boomed. Financial support for their train

ing rose sharply. The universities were the natural place to train new physicists,

but often theywere poorly prepared to undertake the enormous task. Vanderbdt

was among the unprepared institutions, but an energetic departmental chairman,

Francis Slack, and a dedicated physics faculty accepted the challenge, instituted a

Ph.D. program in 1946, one year after the close of the war, and soon began turn

ing out a credible number of master's and doctoral graduates in physics. The

remainder of this chapter teds of their efforts and describes the results they

achieved.

A New Resurgence

In part, then, the growth of the Physics and Astronomy Department at

Vanderbdt depended upon increased public recognition of the value of those sci

ences to society and upon the increased funding of research that such recognition

brought. Internal support based on tuition and gifts from alumni and friends

could not have provided a basis for the phenomenal growth of the department

afterWorld War II. In addition, the burgeoning growth depended greatly at the

beginning on two key persons, Francis Slack and Carl Seyfert.

The infusion of funding for that growth came principally from so-called con

tract research from the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and the National

Science Foundation (NSF). Fellowship support for graduate students came

largely from the Atomic Energy Commission, with its facditating agencies of the

Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies (ORINS) and the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (ORNL). Fortunately forVanderbdt's physicists, the city ofOak Ridge

was less than two hundred mdes from Nashvdle and thus easdy accessible even

when travel funds were limited. The predecessor of ORNL had been established

at Oak Ridge during the war for a variety of reasons: the location was isolated,

was distant from attack by sea, offered large tracts of land with a sparse popula

tion, provided a large river to supply coolingwater, and offered a nearby radroad

system. That it was not far from Nashvdle presented an opportunity for

Vanderbdt to grasp.

Certain other Southern universities were equally near Oak Ridge, and some,

like the University ofTennessee and the University ofKentucky,were closer. But

Vanderbdt was somewhat better prepared to seize the opportunity those facili

ties offered to a developing physics program. Georgia Tech, Emory, and the

University of Alabama, all with simdar prewar science programs, also lagged
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behindVanderbdt. Further to the east, Duke, North Carolina, and Virginia con

tinued their prewar leadership in physics in the South, but their orientation was

toward the northeast center of gravity of physics. In a short time theywould be

joined byVanderbdt to constitute the "Big
Four"

of the South. As someone com

mented, "Thank the Lord for the Smoky
Mountains,"

for west of those moun

tains, all the way to the University of Texas and Washington University in St.

Louis,Vanderbdt soon became the strongest physics department in the region.

Although Francis Slack and his codeagues were long determined to inaugu

rate a doctoral program in physics their hope was mentioned as early as 1940 in

a planning
document4

they had not reckoned with the fortuitous establishment

of ORNL nearby, a splendid scientific resource. They were not slow to recognize

its potential value to them.

The Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies

By the close ofWorld War II an enormous amount ofmoney had gone into

the construction in Tennessee of what at the time was named the Clinton

Laboratories of the Manhattan District. At once a question arose: What shad be

donewith the extensive and valuable scientific facilities assembled at Oak Ridge?

Some, like the K-25 plant for the production of fissionable uranium, would con

tinue in operation. But what would happen to the facdities at other sites, for

example, the air-cooled uranium graphite nuclear reactor, or
"pile"

as it was

caded? And what was to be the future of the scientific staff, including those who

had underway research programs in neutron physics, plutonium chemistry, and

radioisotope production?

The final answers to those questions was not reached untd January 1, 1947,

sixteen months after the bomb was dropped,when theAECwas established by an

act ofCongress and took over jurisdiction of the Oak Ridge facdities.Meanwhde,

several plans were discussed, even one whereby the Clinton Laboratories would

be moved to the vicinity ofNewYork City, where, as Isidor I. Rabi of Columbia

argued during a visit to the Clinton facdities, "its long-term research productiv

ity could be
assured,"

a goal the northeastern scientists believed could not be

achieved in
Tennessee.5

Even whde the disposition of the various war-time laboratories was being

considered, the University of Chicago had entered into a cooperative plan with

the Argonne Laboratory for the joint establishment of an institute of nuclear

studies with a distinguished staff that included Fermi and Urey, who was resign

ing from Columbia.And only two months after the bomb had been dropped, the

University of Tennessee had arranged with the Clinton Laboratories to establish

a branch of that university's graduate school at the laboratories to allow the

young scientists there to take graduate courses in physics and chemistrywithout

interrupting their employment.

About this time discussions were taking place for an organization of even

wider scope, one thatwould involve a group ofSoutheastern universities to form

an association that would facditate cooperation between those institutions and
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the Clinton Labs. This larger concept was first broached at a party given by Dr.

and Mrs. Boarts of the University of Tennessee in Knoxville in September 1945,

only a month after the end of the war with Japan. The elements of the idea were

brought forward by Dr. Katharine Way, at the time working at the Metadurgical

Laboratory of the University of Chicago and visiting Oak Ridge, where she had

earlier worked as a member of the physics
staff.6

Listening to Dr. Way was Wdliam G. Pollard, professor of physics at

Tennessee, who had worked at the Special Alloy Materials (SAM) Laboratories

during the later years of the war.With enormous vigor he went to work to gain

the interest of various universities of the South, assemble their representatives,

and with them discuss the purposes and benefits of forming an institute to pro

vide liaison between the scientists at Oak Ridge and those at the universities of

the region. In a matter of months his skillful efforts brought a nucleus of univer

sities into concert, and on October 15, 1946, his group of five designated organ

izers received a charter of incorporation from the State of Tennessee. Two days

later, the five incorporators met to adopt by-laws and elected fourteen sponsor

ing institutions, includingVanderbdt, to membership in the Oak Ridge Institute

of Nuclear Studies (ORINS), which in 1966 changed its name to Oak Ridge

Associated Universities (ORAU).

Francis Slack was intimately involved in ad of the organizational activities,

and at the culmination he was one of the five original incorporators of the insti

tute and was, in fact, the one who personally delivered the signed incorporation

papers to Tennessee's secretary of state in Nashvdle. Earlier he had chaired a ses

sion at which university representatives had discussed the desirabdity and feasi-

bdity of a cooperative program at Oak Ridge. He was then made a member of a

ten-person committee to organize a larger meeting of representatives of
forty-

one institutions to work out detads of codaboration. And at that meeting, in

December 1945 he was one of eight Southern educators and Clinton Lab scien

tists named to an executive committee to develop the plans further. In that capac

ityhe helped draft a description of the proposed institute that appeared in Science
Magazine.7

Slack early saw the great advantages that could accrue to his department by
virtue of participation in the new institute. As it developed, the institute estab

lished programs that aided faculty members of universities in joining the Oak

Ridge Laboratory staff for summer research or even for twelve-month periods,

aided graduate students in doing thesis research at Oak Ridge, brought speakers

to the campuses at no cost to the universities, and administered fellowship pro

grams sponsored by the AEC. It was one of these programs, the Radiological

Physics Program, that was to support Vanderbdt importantly as it developed a

graduate program afterWorld War II.

The Radiological Physics Fellowships

The origins of the fellowship program lay in the need of the Manhattan

District to train experts in the hazards of ionizing radiation. As early as 1943 a
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group with that purpose was gathered at the Metallurgical Laboratory.When in

the fad of 1943 a nuclear reactor was started at Oak Ridge, five members of that

group set up an operating program there. By December 1943 a total of twenty-

four employees constituted the division. Besides their other responsibdities the

members provided courses for training health physicists at other instadations of

theManhattan Project, representatives of the armed forces, civd defense officials,

and employees of the Public Health
Service.8

By 1949 it became apparent that

much ofwhatwas taught in the courses was not of a secret nature and was dupli

cated in courses taught in colleges and universities. Such a course could as wed be

offered for academic credit on university campuses. Karl Z. Morgan, then direc

tor of the Health Physics Division of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory,who had

been doing much of the teaching, and Herman Roth, of the Oak Ridge Office of

the AEC, visited several universities and wrote a number of letters to physics and

biology departments to inquire whether they would be interested in adding a

program in health physics. "Most recipients of the letter were at best only luke

warm to the
idea,"

Morgan told me, "but Francis Slack atVanderbdt and Stafford

Warren [an M.D.] at Rochester showed
interest."9 The AEC then selected those

two schools for the training of practitioners in radiological science.After a period

of nine months at an academic institution, the fellows (and their famdies) moved

to the OakRidge National Laboratory or the BrookhavenNational Laboratory for

further on-site training and experience (for which no academic credit was

earned). The fedows at Vanderbdt were enroded in the standard courses in

physics, whde those at Rochester were enrolled in the Biology Department. Only
one nontraditional course was included in the Vanderbdt program, one desig
nated "Applied Radiation

Physics."

Myron Fair, who came to Nashvdle from Oak

Ridge to teach the course for a number ofyears, has stated, "Dr. Slack facedmuch

internal opposition from his staff [to the introduction of such a course] , since

many feared making any changes in the traditional physics
curriculum."10

Nevertheless, the course was adopted, and, according to Fair, Vanderbdt was the

second university in the nation, after Rochester, to offer such a course in this new

branch of physics. Perhaps to reassure his own faculty about the merits of the

course, Fair said, "Dr. Slack himself attended all its sessions and took ad the exam
inations."

Definition of Radiological Physics

According to an announcement released at the time, "the field of radiological

physics includes health physics, radiation monitoring and control, radioisotope

measurements, hospital physics and simdar
fields."11

The field of health physics,

while often thought of by some as synonymous with the field of radiological

physics, was considered by others as more restricted and mainly occupied with

ascertaining the levels of radiation that were harmful to humans and the moni

toring of radiation levels, at first, in governmental laboratories and, later, wher

ever radiation, including X-ray radiation in medical practice, might entad
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dangerous levels. With the development of instruments, methods, and proce

dures to assess radiation hazards, health physics also became concerned with

obtaining a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms of radiation damage

and with providing protection to people and to the environment.

Itwas reasonable that the summer training for theVanderbdt students should

take place at Oak Ridge, where the first organized and separate division formain

taining a program in health physics was established. Besides watching over the

procedures employed in the handling of radioactive materials, the assembled

group there undertook a research program in the effects of radiation on humans.

It was the first coordinated and large-scale endeavor of its kind and for a long
time the only program carrying on "fundamental radiation physics research in a

health physics
framework."12

It was also appropriate that the administration of

Fig. 10.2 At Oak Ridge National Laboratory Karl Z. Morgan has for many years been a

major national figure in defining the discipline of health physics. For several years

(1950-73) he led a collaboration withVanderbilt and the Oak Ridge Institute for Nuclear

Studies (now ORAU) in training hundreds ofgraduate students in this field for theAtomic

Energy Commission. From the Photographic Archives of ORNL.
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the fellowship program be put under the care of the Oak Ridge Institute of

Nuclear Studies. Thus, the Vanderbdt fellows were pioneering participants in a

new and growing field of applied physics. Manywent on to hold important posts

in health physics.

The Curriculum of the Fel ows

The nature of the academic program at Vanderbdt and Oak Ridge was based

on the belief that health physicists should be trained largely in physics and math

ematics and not so extensively in chemistry or biology. Moreover, the courses

should be in the fundamentals of physics, with only a smad portion devoted to

applications to health physics, which would be elucidated in the summer of on-

the-job experience and in the special course Applied Radiation Physics.

Karl Morgan and his group atOak Ridge alongwith Francis Slack and his fac

ulty subscribed to this approach. Students took the department's standard

courses in electricity and magnetism, electronics, modern physics, nuclear and

atomic physics the same courses that enrolled physics majors. They were all

required to take one afternoon of advanced laboratory practice. The only special

course was one no faculty member felt competent to teach, Applied Radiation

Physics (four semester hours), and to teach this course each spring a member of

the staff of ORNL came to Nashvdle two days each week. For some time the

teacher was Dr. Elda Anderson. After her death (from leukemia, ironically) the

course was taught byMyron Fair for many years. In later years Vanderbdt com

pensated ORNL for the released time of the special teacher.

For a master's degree in physics atVanderbdt a total of twenty-four semester

hours of course work was required along with a thesis involving so-called origi

nal work. Since scarcely anyone could do the work for a thesis in one academic

year whde carrying the demanding course work, the AEC granted fedowship
extensions of a semester or even two semesters to allow students to complete the

work for a degree after they had spent the summer at Oak Ridge. Some of those

given extensions returned to Vanderbdt to complete the requirement. Others

remained at Oak Ridge to work under qualified scientists there. Their thesis top

ics had to receive prior approval by the faculty, and on its completion the thesis

was reviewed by two faculty members and the Oak Ridge advisor. Later many of

the fedows were given stdl longer extensions and were able to complete work for

a Ph.D. at Vanderbdt. Of course Vanderbdt participated in the original choosing

of the fedows by having a representative on the selection committee. That repre

sentative was also the resident advisor of the fedows. Successively, these represen

tatives were John I. Hopkins, Charles E. Roos, and P. Galen Lenhert. Furthermore,

Vanderbdt's Graduate School held its usual power of acceptance or rejection of

each candidate.

Content with the requirements and conduct of the ORINS fedowship pro

gram, most of the Vanderbdt physics faculty remained unaware of forces from

outside the university that wished to alter the program. These came largely from
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two directions: (1) from those who wished to have fellows assigned to their own

universities and (2) from those who wished to alter the academic program. These

were of course legitimate concerns, and as the administrator of the fellowship
program, W. W Grigorieff of ORINS had to consider them and insert his own

reactions into the continuing discussions. His views were expressed to me, as

Vanderbdt's departmental chairman, more by innuendo and by quoting others

than by direct statement or letter. A reading of the once-restricted minutes of the

Health Physics Fellowship Board (hereafter called the HPF Board, not to be con

fused with the ORINS governing Board of Directors, which appointed the HPF

Board to supervise the fellowship program) shows that Grigorieff, a chemical

engineer by training, held strong views that more biology and chemistry should

be incorporated into the course requirements.13 So, too, did some members of the

cognizant HPF Board. As late as 1962, a dozen years after the ORINS fedowship
program began,W D. Claus, a member of the HPF Board, suggested "that the

HPF Board, together with a few outside consultants could draw up some guide

lines as to what should be in a health physics
course."

But nothing came of his

suggestion or of Grigorieff's, largely because Karl Morgan, by then an interna-

tionady recognized specialist in health physics, was on the HPF Board and from

the beginning held to the inclusion of much fundamental physics as a basis for

the
training.14

In 1962 when Morgan became disappointed with the low percent of appli

cants accepting awards (thirteen of twenty-one) at Vanderbdt, he placed the

blame on the disarray of opinions on the purpose and nature of the ORINS fel

lowship program by those on the HPF Board. His frustration, he wrote, was not

directed toward Vanderbdt, but rather toward certain other institutions that

emphasized biology and chemistry in their requirements and toward members of

the boardwho, he claimed, "do not have the remotest idea ofwhat a health physi

cist is, or what should be expected of him by way of education and
training."

To

this he added, "It is rather distressing to me that there are so many offers and

acceptances at Kansas University, which has been offering what I consider a

watered-down B.S.major in
everything."

In particular he blamed Grigorieff, who,

he said, "has preconceived ideas ofwhat a health physicist should be and would

like to make over the
profession."

At one point during a meeting of the HPF

Board, Morgan suggested that "a committee [of the board] should visit a large

production plant to see how health physics works in the field; they would then

have a better idea as to what should be put into a university
program."15

From time to time other universities were added until for the year 1962-63

eight were allowed to enroll fellowship
holders.16

They are listed in table 10.1,

which shows that sixty-one offers had been extended by the board and that of

these forty-one were accepted. Of those listed, Vanderbilt had been granted

twenty-one, and of those thirteen had accepted. It was this last number that had

aroused Morgan's frustration. He had, of course, hoped for more to enter his

program and to undergo the more rigorous program offered byVanderbdt and

Oak Ridge.
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Table 10.1

Radiological Physics Fellowship Awards for 1962-63

Institution Offers Extended Offers Accepted

California 9 5

Harvard 4 2

Kansas 10 7

Michigan 4 4

Puerto Rico 1 1

Rochester 6 5

Vanderbilt 21 13

Washington 6 4

61 41

For the same year, extensions for a second year of study were granted to nineteen appli

cants who had held grants in 1961-62. By institution, they were: California, 1; Kansas, 1;

Michigan, 1; Rochester, 1; Vanderbilt, 12; and Washington, 3. In addition, five appoint

ments were made to the "Advanced Health Physics Fellowship
Program"

(for students

going on to doctoral studies). Two of these were assigned to Vanderbilt students.

Accordingly, twenty-seven holders of Health Physics Fellowships were in residence at

Vanderbilt in 1962-63.

Numbers of Fellows Trained

About halfway through the duration of the program, the ORINS made a sur

vey of its accomplishments in numbers of students involved. From 1950-51

through 1962-63, theAEC program had prepared 639 persons17 to enter the field

of health physics, as the profession continued to be caded. A high percentage

remained active in the field. From a sample of 250 participants surveyed, 60 per

cent had continued in the field of health physics. Of these, 90 percent were con

centrated in three types of employment: governmental (47 percent), industrial

(22 percent), and academic (21 percent).

Near the close of the fedowship program a survey of the retention effective

ness of the program showed that 82 percent had remained in the field. The num

bers by category are given in table 10.2.When the program ended in 1973, some

910 students had benefited, but of course not all had been at Vanderbdt.

The Benefits to Vanderbilt

The effect on the total enrollment ofAEC graduate students in the Physics-

Astronomy Department can be readdy imagined. At one time one-seventh of ad

the students in the graduate school were enrolled in the department. In 1960

commencement, the department granted twenty-five master's degrees, or 18 per

cent of the total, a number equaled only by the Department of Economics. At
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Table 10.2

Retention Effectiveness of theHealth Physics Program

Total Number in Not in Health Percentage in

Responding Health Physics Physics Health Physics

Industry 150 116 34 77

Government 260 242 18 93

AEC 6 5 1 83

University Teaching 162 145 17 90

Military 30 16 14 53

Other 53 17 36 32

Subtotal Employed 661 541 120 82

Further Study 162 136 26 84

Total 823 677 146 82

Source: William G. Pollard et al., ORAU: From the Beginning (Oak Ridge, Tenn.: ORAU,

1980), 83.

For Vanderbilt alone, students had participated as fellows in the ORINS program for

twenty-three years. During that time 347 students had been in attendance and of these 189

received master's degrees and 54 doctoral
degrees.18

each of the commencement exercises of 1961 and 1962, Physics and Astronomy
granted twenty-one master's degrees, more than any other department. The fac

ulty, stdl not large in numbers, were kept extraordinardy busy providing thesis

topics and direction for the large numbers of students carrying on research for

their theses.

For a five-year period in the midst of the Health Physics Program (from

1958-59 through 1962-63) the sum of the annual enrollments of graduate stu

dents in the departmentwas 427, second only to the 463 enroded in English. Next

in succession were the departments of Religion with 263, Psychology with 262,

History with 250, and Chemistry with 204. As for master's-degree graduates in

the same five-year period, Physics-Astronomywith 98 was second to Economics

with 100. Next in succession were English (80), Psychology (42), History (26),

and Chemistry (18). In the case of Ph.D. graduates,
Physics-

Astronomy with 17

was fifth, surpassed by Chemistry (37), Psychology (31), Religion (32), and

English (22).

Finady, it must be recognized that the success and scope of the Radiological

(Health) Physics Fedowship Program brought an augmentation of pride and self-

esteem to the faculty. Carried on with no relaxation of academic standards, the

program adowed the chairman to write glowing accounts in his annual reports of

the growth and development of the department. Faculty members with due

academic modesty, of course-could mention the numbers of graduate students

whde at the faculty luncheon table in Rand Had. And some facultymembers, it is
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claimed, even voluntardy chose to attend the commencement exercises, just for

the pleasure of so frequently hearing the word physics or astronomy as the disci

plinary affiliation come from the loudspeaker as graduates advanced to shake the

hand of the chancellor. Unquestionably, the presence of the ORINS fellows in the

department was the most important factor in its growth and prosperity in the

decades fodowingWorldWar II.

Research Contracts

Another important benefit derived from the proximity to Oak Ridge was that

it facditated personal contacts between Vanderbdt's faculty and the laboratory's

scientists. Early knowledge of avadable opportunities for research contracts was a

consequence, and face-to-face meetings facditated rapid action and good reviews.

To idustrate: Vanderbdt's Sherwood Haynes was the first professor in the United

States to receive a faculty research participation award to carry forward research

at Oak Ridge. That was during 1947-48. And the first year after his return to

Nashville Haynes received a grant-in-aid from the AEC for further research. This

support continued, so that in ad he was awarded six grants totaling $44,000 in the

period 1949-55 and thereby gained research momentum so that he received

$35,000 from 1955 to 1958 from NSF.

After John I. Hopkins's stay at Oak Ridge (1949-50), he received seven grants

totaling $58,000 between 1951 and 1958, the year he moved to Davidson College.

Also among the early grantees, and partly because he had spent some time at the

Metadurgical Laboratory at Chicago, David Hid received grants worth $30,000

(and equipment valued at over $10,000) from the AEC for use in 1951-53. And

beginning in 1951 Professor Earnest A. Jones receivedAEC support for seventeen

years, for a total of $128,000. Although not a beneficiary of the AEC, Professor

Ingram Bloch was awarded $17,000 in 1951-53 from Army Ordnance Research

and $9,300 in 1954-56 from NSF. The Research Corporation gave $3,550 in

1956-57 to support Professor Cyrd Curtis.

These sums were (for the time) unprecedented in size and continuity and

were vital in promoting research by faculty and students in the years immediately

followingWorld War II. Back in the 1930s and 1940s Slack and others, Delbruck

for one, were pleased to obtain grants from any source for $400 or $500, to cover

the purchase of supplies or equipment for a summer of research. Now the

amounts were multiplied ten-fold (and by a factor of 100 and more by 1992).

Furthermore, soon came the astounding news that a professor could supplement

his annual nine-month's salary by doing research at the university during the

summers in his regular laboratory or
office!19

Traditionady a professor was expected (or forced by circumstances) to spend

his summers in renewal, in rest, or writing poetry in Vermont (as did Professor

Donald Davidson of the English Department) or, as lately one of them irrever

ently remarked, "recycling his
trash."

Now, in the 1950s,Vanderbdt and other uni

versities permitted the faculty recipients of certain AEC and NSF grants to pay
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themselves for two months of research each summer, an augmentation of regular

annual salaries of 22 percent.As this became known, the old fears of imposed pri

orities on research by outside agencies miraculously disappeared.And also, not to

be disdained, graduate students could expect professors to be available to them

most of the summer, as they continued thesis work and sometimes themselves

enjoyed support from theAEC or NSF grant. As a result of this paradigmatic shift

in research sponsorship, physicists became the envy of their colleagues in the

humanities and social sciences. Their defense: "Well, the professors in the School

ofMedicine receive twelve-month
salaries."

Research Space

When David Hid joined the faculty in 1949 and Ernest Jones in 1950, there

was no space left in Garland Had to accommodate them. Rooms that had stood

sometimes under-utdized in 1928 were now teemingwith faculty and the gradu

ate students attracted by the new doctoral program. To accommodate the two

new professors, space in the basement of Old Science Hall was assigned to the

department when certain Engineering School units moved out. Hill was given a

large room at the northeast corner andwith it two smaller rooms, where he gath

ered material and made plans for the possible reconstruction at Vanderbdt of a
"Ranger,"

a particle analysis machine he had built earlier at Chicago. However, his

two leaves of absence in a four-year period thwarted his plans. He did use the

space to budd three-dimensional models showing nuclear properties.When Hill

resigned in 1954 to go to LosAlamos, the space came to me for use in guiding stu

dent thesis research in ultrasonic velocity in liquids. Whde Hid was stdl on the

faculty, he also occupied a 10xl4-foot room next to the shop in Garland Hall

where he supervised construction of an ultrasonic interferometer for studying

the absorption of sound in gases. Jones found office and laboratory space in the

southwest corner of the basement for his research in Raman spectra and, later,

infrared spectra.

Other basic science departments were also encountering a shortage ofwork

ing space as faculty and students increased in numbers after the war. For the

immediate future, Learned Hall offered some prospect for surcease. First dis

cussed in 1948-49, the budding was partiady occupied in 1954. Its conception,

construction, and occupancy came about in part through the Science Division

Committee of the Codege ofArts and Science.

The Science Division Committee

After Oliver Carmichael was appointed Chancellor at Vanderbdt in 1937, he

soon recognized the usefulness of dividing the faculty of the Codege ofArts and

Science into three divisions: Humanities, Social Science, and Natural Science. At

first the division facilitated planning for course distribution requirements for

undergraduates, but quickly the chancellor formalized organization of the faculty
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by appointing for each division a small committee that was advisory to him and

the deans on curricular and other matters. The three faculties met only seldom as

divisional entities, but the three committees with their appointed chairmen met

often, usuallymonthly.

The chancedor's first request of the three committees was to carry out a plan

ning study for their respective divisions. Coming as it did, just before the involve

ment of the United States in World War II, the carefidly crafted report of the

year-long study by the science faculty provides a picture of the state of the four

departments before they encountered the disruptions of the
war.20

The chairman

of the committee for the sciences was A. W. Ingersod of Chemistry. The repre

sentative from Physics-Astronomy who signed the final report was Phdip

Rudnick, but Francis Slack, before he left for war research, participated in the

early discussions. The report was approved on May 25, 1940, at a meeting of the

members of the division.

A second important function assigned to the Science Committeewas to make

adocations from a science research fund that had been procured from the General

Education Board, a major Rockefeder-funded phdanthropy Scientists of today

are appaded at how meager the fund was in the humanities it amounted to

$1,000 annually. Received in January 1942, the fund provided four grants to sci

ence faculty during the summer of
1943.21

A special four-person committee rec

ommended the grants, but in time this responsibdity devolved onto the Science

Division Committee.

By the time I joined the Science Division Committee in 1951, its activities had

become more or less moribund. Its function to
"advise"

was stdl avadable,

although seldom
used,22 but appeals to it for consent had become vanishingly

smad. A few dollars each yearwere avadable for adocation to facultymembers for

research, butmuch of the fund had already, by committee action, been preempted

to furnish technical assistants (one each) to four departments. The chairman was

M. D. Peterson, chairman of Chemistry, who one year earlier had arrived from

Oak Ridge,where he had been director of the Technical Division ofORNL. At the

time he was the highest paid science professor in the codege. The chairman of the

Humanities Division was Walter Clyde Curry, the distinguished scholar of

Renaissance literature. The chairman of Social Sciences wasWilliam Binkley, the

nationady known Southern historian.

But by 1951, the committee had little to do, although itmight have beenmore

inventive and assertive. Its discussions usuady produced formal listing of needs,

complaints, and frequent reiteration of the lack of sympathy on the part of the

university administration. Unfulfilled promises had been made, letters unan

swered. For over a year at almost every meeting, the biologists retold their sad

experiences in trying unsuccessfully to obtain a sorely needed greenhouse adja

cent to Buttrick Had. The
"promises,"

as they termed them, were not in writing

and had been made, perhaps in encouragement, by Deans Davidson and

Crawford,who had just left the university for parts unknown and were no longer

accountable. Their
"perfidy"

was manifestly evident. The new deans, Beach and
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Shahan, disclaimed any knowledge of promises made by their predecessors. No

one on the committee came forward with a suggestion for adeviating the biolo
gists'

frustration. To ted the truth, we were ad in awe of THE ADMINISTRA

TION, a distant, powerful adversary ensconced in Kirkland Hall with

money lots of it stored away in that vault in the basement guarded by a huge

plaster cast of a prehistoric monster hung on the nearby corridor wall.

Whde Professors Deacon and Bold spoke bitterly of their greenhouse, the

mathematics representative, Professor John A. Hyden, expressed concern about

the fire hazards presented by the wooden floors and staircases ofOld Science. For

years the floors had been cleaned with od.Moreover, most of the floors had been

raised some two feet because the high cedings made heating difficult; the space

would thus create a draft in case of fire. Thirty more years would pass before the

condition was corrected.

The geology representative,Wdlard JeweU, told of a recent visit to their quar

ters in Garland Had paid them by the chancedor. At one door Chancedor

Carmichael had asked, "What is this room used
for?"

On being told, "This is the

office ofProfessor
Glenn,"

he retorted, "Whyhe retired five years ago. Get him out

and you'd have more
space."

And, indeed, Dr. Leonidas C. Glenn,who had assem

bled a magnificent codection of books for the Geology-Physics library and

brought back a multitude ofminerals and other specimens from his consulting

trips, had to go. The other members of the committee listened intently to Jewell's

account and resolved never to conduct the chancedor on a tour of their quarters.

As for Physics and Astronomy, the past representative, Francis Slack, had just

left the university and could not give his impressions of aUeged faithlessness of

the administration, but for his successor the committee's meetings provided

invaluable lessons on the problems faced by departmental chairmen at

Vanderbdt.

The attitudes expressed in those committee meetings have been aptly

described by Jacques Barzun, for a time provost ofColumbia University,when he

observed, "At some point every facultywould certainly lynch its dean if it could

agree on a
date."23

At the same time the two deansmust have had their reasons for

their own actions and entertained their own opinions of the obstreperous com

mittee members. Doubtless they received consolation from the chancedor and in

other ways. found occasion to be comforted. For instance, about that time the

alumni magazine ofBrown University told of a dean who, one day, had a tumul

tuous meeting with a faculty rebel, referred to in the article as one Professor

Teachit. The next day the dean opened his morning newspaper and got a big lift

from an unfortunate ambiguity. In a prominent heading he read of a discovery by
one of the faculty: "Missing Link to Man's Probable Beginning Suggested by
Professor

Teachit."

A photo ofDr. Teachit accompanied the newspaper article.

Of coursewith such a small amount ofmoney avadable for research support,

the members of the committee often looked on one another as competitors for

the grants and not as members cooperating for joint improvement. Hidden jeal

ousies and imagined wrongs sometimes beclouded issues. Coached by codeagues
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in the department, the new physics representative was warned that the chemists

hadmanipulated the curriculum requirements so as to attract a disproportionate

number of freshmen into the introductory chemistry course. At one meeting the

biologists had nominated for a generous fedowship a student who owned a

Cadillac and (besides!) came from Brazd. When a member from another depart

ment protested against the award, he met with a strong retort. The mathemati

cians fretted that, not having laboratories, they could not ask for committee funds

for assistants. The chairman made secret calculations on a pad of paper at his

elbow and then proposed how to divide the funds, ad with little discussion. We

were much like the campus dogs scrambling for scraps of food at the back

entrance of the campus cafeteria. Simply stated, the cause was that the university
had very little uncommittedmoney, and even small, highly justifiable needs could

not be met. Even the heat was turned off in Garland Hall during the three-week

Christmas holiday, and research had to halt, except for an occasional faculty
member who wore heavy clothing. And in the summers faculty members were

forbidden to install window air-conditioners at their own expense. The official

reason was that the lines would not carry the additional electrical load, but some

suspected the cost of power, which would overload the university's electrical bid.

For several years the committee's representative from theMedical School was

Dr. Sam Clark, a highly respected anatomistwho hadwritten a classic text on the

subject. Hewould nearly always arrive late for themeetings he had patients, you

know, and research in progress. As ad eyes turned to him as he closed the door,

he would often say, "Ah, the committee that keeps the minutes and loses the
hours."

The otherswould smde amiably, but deep down we were all frustrated by
lack of progress.

Nevertheless, out of this discontented committee in 1948-49 came the gene

sis of a plan for a new budding that would serve several departments. The con

ception's importance was to establish the fact that by reason of this new budding
research activity would be increased and graduate work enlarged, so that when

the federal government began a program of construction of science facdities at

universities,Vanderbdt would be academically strong enough to merit one of the

few grants although, to be sure, financiallyweak enough to deserve consideration.

Expansion into Learned Laboratory

Throughout the early years of the university there had been sporadic

instances of cooperation between the faculties of the School ofMedicine and the

physicists. An early example was the collaboration between Dudley and Daniel in

the discovery in 1896 of the deleterious effects ofX rays on the skin. Then, after

the transfer of the Medical School to the present campus in 1925, physicists and

medical researchers and practitioners were in close proximity. The curious and

ingenious Newton Underwood was one physicist who visited codeagues in the

School ofMedicine, "just to see what they were
doing."

For his own delectation

he used to re-perform classical demonstrations. He liked, for instance, to show
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one and all the model of nerve conduction based on electrical impulse transmis

sion along a column of electrolyte. The experiment was dramatic. During the

early stages of World War II Underwood collaborated with members of the

Department ofAnatomy in studying skull concussions in monkeys in an attempt

to offer precautions formditary aviators. Notably, too, MaxDelbruck had enlisted

the active aid of a pharmacology professor in research on bacteriophage and had

delivered a series of lectures before the faculty of the Medical School.

After the war, as radioisotopes began to be widely used in medical diagnosis

and research, the medical faculty came more and more to depend on the nearby
physicists for advice and assistance. One such was George Meneely, Associate

Professor ofMedicine, who after the war changed his interests from pulmonary

physiology to the study of radioactive elements as tracers. For example, he

worked with Professor Haynes and two of his students to budd "A Rotating
Sphere Solid Angle Scanner for Gamma

Rays"

(Physical Review 95 (1954): 308).

This device was used to determine the distribution and intensity of various

gamma-ray sources in human organs and tissues. Another medical physicist in

Nashvdle at the time was Dr. Paul F. Hahn (Ph.D.). A frequent conferee and col

laborator with Dr.Meneely, he was on the faculty ofNashvdle'sMeharryMedical

Codege.

Thus, there was a background of need and collaboration in existence when

the concept of a new, shared buddingmoved into the discussion stage.We saw in

chapter 9 how Francis Slack and Howard J. Curtis were the early advocates for

such a budding.

The earliest plans for the joint-use structure were ambitious. It was expected

to cost $1,132,000 and to provide 68,700 square feet in a structure nine stories

tad. This sum was found to be too much for the university to finance, and the

budding was scaled back to three stories (including the basement) encompassing
some 24,000 square feet of floor area. OnAprd 15, 1951, the architect began pre-

dminary plans for what was to be the "Vanderbdt University Graduate Science
Budding."

Construction began early in 1953, although not all the needed funds

were in hand, and by July 1953 the outer walls and the roof of the three stories

had been completed. Of the cost, $126,000 was received from the National Cancer

Institute of the U.S. Public Health Service.

The budding was constructed as a shed, that is, a basic structure was erected.

Omittedwere inner partitions (except for hallways), electric lights, floor covering,

and laboratory furniture. Included, however, were an air-conditioning and heat

ing system and empty shafts for two elevators.Also includedwere water, gas, and

electric services ending at the wads of the halls. Everything else needed to provide

a working laboratory had to be supplied by the occupants a process that took

some two years in ad, but thatwas undertaken by some early in 1954. In that same

year the chancellormust have experienced reliefwhen a $75,000 contribution was

received from an alumnus, Andrew Brown
Learned.24

Sometimes caded the "Graduate Science
Annex,"

the buildingwas sited across

the ends of the two north wings of the medical center complex, joining them
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Fig. 10.3 The first three floors ofLearned Lab were constructed and occupied in stages dur

ing the mid-1950s. Space was provided here for an assortment ofMedical Center activi

ties and for physicists E. Jones, R. Lagemann, amd J.Hamilton. This is a view of Learned

Lab from within theMedical Center courtyard south of the building looking north. From

PhotographicArchieves of the Jean andAlexander Heard Library.

together and affording access doors on most
floors.25 The date of completion is

sometimes given as January
1956,26 but in view of the incremental occupation, it

is difficult to set such a date. The first to find a place was the Medical School's

instrument shop, whose heavy machines were appropriately placed in the base

ment on the north side. The second facditywas the jointly used radioactivity lab

oratory, placed on the south side of the basement. It consisted of monitoring

instruments and rudimentary storage facilities for low-level radioactive isotopes

received from Oak Ridge. The plan for its use was that a scientist could bring an

experiment to this room, utdize the jointly owned detection apparatus and then
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move out to make way for another. This use was disappointingly meager, but it
was a start and, as matters turned out, the beginning of the university's

Radioisotope Safety Office. On the first floor, Biochemistry quickly expanded

into the new space through its conveniently located access door.Also moving into

the new space were GdbertMeier, an experimental psychologist, and three physi

cists: Professors Ernest Jones, Robert Lagemann, and J. H. Hamdton, the last of

whom constructed on the third floor the first iron-free, double-focusing electron

spectrometer in the United States.27

An effort was made to obtain grants and gifts for furnishing the three floors

of the new budding. An attractive brochure was prepared describing the needs in

eight categories. In cost they totaled $58,125. But not a penny was forthcoming
for the "Radioactivity

Center,"

where, the brochure stated, "Much of the workwill

center about radioisotopes, their nature, their use in basic research, and their

application to
medicine."28

Instead, ingenuity and improvisation had to provide

rudimentary accommodations.

Fig. 10.4 Professor Ernest Jones,with graduate students Edward Barnhardt (left) and Terry
Crow (right), examines a spectrographic readout from a molecular sample in Learned Lab

around 1958. Photo by Charles M. Cowden. From the photographic archives of the

Department of Physics and Astronomy.
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Seven More Floors

The need to complete Learned Had (or Learned Lab), as it came to be caded

after Mr. Learned's gift, was ever before us, and here again the Science Division

Committee played a role. At the time (about 1957) I was chairman of the com

mittee and Dr.Wdliam Darbywas a member representing the preclinical faculty
of theMedical School. One day in conversation hementioned he had heard of the

possibdity of funds becoming avadable for construction atMedical Schools the

source: the Surgeon General's Office. "Lets look into
it,"

I urged. Soon Darby
came backwith specifics, and he and I decided to visit Chancedor Branscomb and

lay out the prospects before us.My telephone call elicited an appointment for the

next day. It did not take long forMr. Branscomb to be convinced of the need and

the opportunity. "But we will need assurance of matching
funds,"

I said. The

chancellor hesitated only a moment. "Excuse
me,"

he said, rising from behind his

desk. I didn't know whether he was going to look in some secret vault for the

matching funds or whether this was his way of terminating our visit, but in a few

minutes he returned. With him was a tall gentleman of goodly bearing. "Mr.
Vanderbilt,"

said the chancedor in introduction, "here are two professors who

think they know how to secure a new budding we sorely need at
Vanderbdt."

It

was, of course, Harold S. Vanderbilt, president of the Board ofTrust, who appar

ently had been in consultation with Mr. Branscomb when our visit interrupted

them. Quickly the chancellor told the president of our plan. "Shall we go ahead,

Mr.
Vanderbilt?"

he ended. The originator of contract bridge, thewinner of inter

national yacht races, this great grandson of the founder of the university hesitated

not at ad. "Let's
proceed,"

he said, with a slight smde on his face as Darby and I

sat in awe before the two tycoons of finance and education.

BdlDarby did proceed.And so did the dean of the School ofMedicine, which

would have to apply formally for the grant. That was in late 1957, as I recad, and

in 1958 (October 6) the university received through the Research Facdities Act

from the National Institutes of Health a grant of $700,000 with which to add

seven stories to the Graduate Science Budding. The total costwas $1,440,000. The

budding was completed in 1960.

Although theMedical School prepared the formal application, the text of the

request made much of the prospects for collaboration betweenmedical scientists,

on the one hand, and physicists and chemists, on the other, and it was expressly
stated that the physicists would be given space in the new addition for expansion

of their efforts to develop biophysics. Of course, everyone knew tacitly that in

time the budding would, by the nature of things, come ftdly under the jurisdic
tion of theMedical School, as indeed it has, except for occupancy by a part of the

Department ofMolecular Biology. Itwas an immediate benefit to physicists, how

ever, providing laboratory space and offices, although no classrooms were per

mitted. The expansion in Learned Lab was surely one reason the Physics

Department could accept more graduate students, until in 1962-63 it enroded

the most graduate students of any department atVanderbdt.
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For the second time the construction of Learned Hall provided only shell

space, although this time elevators were included. Again a faculty committee rec

ommended how the space would be adocated, although now the use of radioac

tive materials was not emphasized. And again those awarded space had to find

ways and means to adapt it to their use. Through this enlargement Ernest Jones

was able to expand his program as he moved to the seventh floor and generous

space for the biophysics development came into being when quarters were pro

vided for Dr. Otto Bliih, Dr. Paul Latimer, and Dr. Walter Bouldin. Also Dr.

Hamdton's research space was enlarged on the eighth floor, where he placed a

redesigned magnetic lens beta-ray spectrometer. Further, in 1961 Robert Hardie

was able to install an iris diaphragm photometer on the eighth floor for use in his

astronomical research, and Charles Roos was able to enlarge his particle-physics

program of microscopic examination of emulsions for events and tracks. This

time, however, some help came from the National Science Foundation. Under a

program entitled "Modernization of Graduate
Research,"

three departments

received aid: Physics ($16,559),Mathematics ($9,070), and Chemistry ($19,750).

In a separate application, Biology received a grant of simdar size. A site visit was

paid prior to the grants by an NSF committee in January 1960. A total sum of

$90,000 was awarded by NSF.

Still More Space

When, in 1960, the additional seven floors of Learned Laboratory were being
occupied, a plateau in adequacy of space for research appeared to have been

reached. Every facultymember in the Department ofPhysics andAstronomy had

adequate quarters, and graduate students doing research had at least a desk and a

chair. Research was wed under way. Quality publications were coming out. A

minor disappointment, however, was that facultywere scattered in four different

locations on the campus: Garland Had (19,000 sq. ft.), Science Hall (3,600 sq. ft.),

Mechanical Engineering Had (2,000 sq. ft.) and Learned Hall (7,700 sq.
ft.)29

Some department members hazarded hopes of consolidation that would adow

for better communication and a heightened sense of community. Their hopes

were to be realized much sooner than any could have predicted. Even beforemov

ing into Learned, initiatives took place to consider the housing needs for all the

science departments in the College ofArts and Science. In a letter to the natural

scientists dated October 1, 1959, Dean Emmett Fields proposed that the five rel

evant departments undertake a space study This was done, and at a most propi

tious time.

The dean's request resulted largely from two developments: (1) urging from

the Natural Science Committee that the needs of all the sciences be addressed

and (2) the university's plan to initiate a financial campaign, soon to be named

"The $ ThirtyMillion
Campaign."

Such matters come to fruition slowly at uni

versities, developing over time: discussed first among a few privately, then gath

ering support, and then, finally, announced in the newspapers after a Board of
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Fig. 10.5 Learned Lab, expanded to ten floors by 1960, is the high-rise building off to the

right in the picture. It provided much-needed research space for physics and preclinical

medical faculty. This view looks northwest and shows Medical School buildings in the

foreground with the Stevenson Center for the Natural Sciences in the background. The

dome of the campus observatory sits atop the Physics Building to the left, the other build

ings in orderly arrangement to the right. This 1974 photograph is from the Photographic

Archives of the Jean and Alexander Heard Library. Photo by J. Clark Thomas.

Trustmeeting. The scientific needs and the need to set objectives for the financial

campaign resulted in a commonality of purpose and endeavor. The needs of sci

ence, while in the end coincidingwith the campaign plans, developed before the

campaign came forward.

Whde Learned Had was being constructed and slowly occupied, the Science

Committee met to discuss the further needs of the sciences in the Codege ofArts

and Science. Put aside were lessor problems that had occupied the committee's

attention. No longer was the apportionment of space in Learned Hall a major

consideration. The main topic was how to relieve the crowded condition of the

science departments, now all in need of ways to accommodate larger student

enrollments and the space demands of increased research financed by contracts.
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The new committee chairman was Dr.WdliamDarby ofBiochemistry, one of two

representatives from the Medical School. (Curiously, there was no representative

from the Engineering School.) In a letter to the chancellor Darby expressed the

general views of the Committee on the need for new construction and other

assistance.30

No momentous action resulted from this initiative. The fluids of uni

versity change have a high viscosity.

Then in 1959 came Dean Fields's letter soliciting an account of departmental

needs for space. Perhaps, as a dean, Fields was already aware of an impending
financial campaign. Then, some months later Darby wrote to the

chancellor31

expressing the wish that the entire Science Committee meet with the chancellor

(to urge that the tentative, amorphous plans be enlarged). Now a quick response

came forth. Darby was invited to meet with Dean Fields on Saturday, February
13. There Darby expressed the committee's belief that 250,000 square feet was

necessary to provide for the existing sciences without expansion, with a 50 per

cent addition for the next ten to fifteen years, at which point the dean expressed

the view that 400,000 square feet was a more realistic figure. Dean Fields sug

gested further that the new construction proceed step-by-step and that Buttrick

Had plus an added wing could suitably accommodate the existing needs of

Biology. As a first unit ofbudding for the prospective science group would be one

of about 100,000 to 125,000 square feet. The Dean and Dr. Darby had no specific

discussion as to what departments or activities could be housed in that first unit.

(Eventuady, Chemistry and Physics were placed there in what came to be desig
nated as "The Physical Science Center.")

As their conversation continued, Dean Fields and Darby discussed the best

location for such a complex of new buddings. They agreed that the preferred

location would be the popularly named "Sacred
Grove,"

a wooded, open area east

of the Engineering School and north of the Medical School, more or less where

the Stevenson Center now
stands.32

Dismissed for the time was the possibdity of

retaining Furman Hall for the continued use ofChemistry and placing new struc

tures on what was known as Curry Field.

Three days laterDarby apprised the Science Committee ofhis conversationwith

the
dean.33

Clearly, the Committee had won an ady in Dean Fields. As things now

began to move, a third factor entered into the plans for science development.

In 1960 NSF announced a grant program for construction of science budd

ings. The purpose was to upgrade the research and teaching capabdities of a few

institutions, which, whde below the top rank, could greatly enhance a basic

strength already present. Vanderbdt appeared to fit closely the NSF guidelines,

particularly when it was learned that geographical diversitywould be a factor in

the selection. No longer would we have to compete with such giants as MIT,

Chicago, and Caltech. Instead, as the situation developed, our competitors would

be such institutions as Rochester, Duke,Washington University, and Texas.

But if competition with other institutions was intense, the choice of scale of

plans atVanderbdt and the choice of the departments to be includedwas also dif

ficult. This time the deliberations were not centered largely in the Science
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Division Committee, which during the late 1950s had suffered a slow demise and

in its death throes had recommended the development of a science center, but

were held at the highest levels of the university. Dean Emmett Fields was espe

cially involved, since the College ofArts and Science was the one school eligible

to apply.A decisionwas made that the application to the NSF would include only

the departments ofChemistry and Physics, since matching funds to include oth

ers were not in view, and those departments were the strongest in their history of

graduate development. But before that decision was made,many discussions took

place, and several tentative sketches of budding sites drawn up. Even floor plans

and architectural elevations were tentatively sketched. As early as the first part of

1961 the Boston firm of Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson, and Abbott was engaged

to prepare general plans and working drawings for the Science Center, as it was

then designated.

Abruptly one day we received a formidable set of blueprints prepared by the

Boston consultants for presentation to NSF. Whde members of the firm had

interviewed the several faculties, their final instructions had come from the

administration.We were surprised to see on the plans a single, mammoth budd

ing located just north of the Medical Center. A number of designations on the

drawings and the way in which space was assigned to departments strongly sug

gested that the budding would quickly become known on campus as the

"Chemistry
Budding."

The physicists who saw the drawings were shocked. They
had expected their enterprise and their accomplishments to be better recognized.

One of them muttered, "Chemical Physics will be subsumed by Physical
Chemistry."

However unworthy their premonitions might have been, however

unjustified their fear of domination and physical obscurity, the physicists wished

to have established a recognizable physical entity they could designate the

"Physics
Budding"

or the "Physics
Wing."

As chairman I resolved to present their

reservations to the highest echelons of the administration.

Over the fodowing weekend I got out my drawing board and T-square. I drew

up a ground plan ofmy own that showed the location of existing buddings and

suggested sites for separate buddings for Chemistry, Physics, and the other sci

ences. Each budding was identified by a department's name under the belief that

each department would grow in the decades ahead and expansion outward and

upward would be facditated by separate buddings. And other benefits, including
improved faculty morale, would accrue with the multi-budding concept. Of

course, separate buddings would cost more than a single one, and a single struc

turewould preserve space for future buddings. But forme the pride of identity and

the possibdity for future, separate departmental expansion were very important.

OnMonday I tookmy simple plans to Dean Fields,who listened carefrdly and

expressed surprisewhen, at his question, I told him I had drawn them up over the

weekend. He made no promises of change, expressed no personal opinions, but

the reservations of the physicists were surely noted. In a few days, I received a let

ter from Chancellor Branscomb in which he made no direct reference to my

drawings nor to my recommendations to Dean Fields, but which expressly stated

that a single, large building was no longer under active consideration and that
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smaller units were to be considered by the architects in their continuing
studies.34

In part he wrote:

In conference . . . with Mr. James F. Clapp, Jr., representing the firm of

Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson and Abbott, I suggested to him the desir-

abdity of revising the proposals in order to provide facdities for physics

and chemistry each ofwhichwould be a unit to itself.Whde I do not think

we want to go into a whole series of smad structures dotting the campus,
it seems to me the recommendations which have been made for clearly

defined, separate facdities for each department have value. Mr. Clapp
agreed to endeavor to work out some such

plan.35

At last an application went to NSF. In 1962 the university received notice that

$700,000 had been awarded toward construction of facdities totaling in cost

$4,772,000. A portion of the total cost was contributed by the Ford Foundation

($1,000,000), U.S. Steel, DuPont, and other benefactors. The buddingswere com

pleted in time for occupancy at the beginning of the 1964-65 academic year. They
were dedicated in formal fashion May 13, 1965, in ceremonies held in the largest

lecture had and in conjunction with two scientific conferences held in association

with the dedication, one in chemistry and one in physics.

Fig. 10.6 The west side of the three floors above ground of the physics wing of the Science

Center. This building, along with the Chemistry Building rising to the left, was part of the

Phase II construction of the Science Center, completed and occupied in 1964. Both build

ings had two completed floors underground. From the photographic archives of the

Department of Physics andAstronomy.
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The elevation of the plan of the completed buddings is shown in the accom

panying sketch. As can be seen, Chemistry and Physics,whde connected by
glass-

paneled arcades or underground passageways, are located in separate buddings.

This projection of the Chemistry Budding is ten stories tall, the Physics Budding
five stories in height. Two large lecture hads seating 296 and 152 are detached but

connected to the other buddings underground. A computer center, budt earlier

and completed in 1963, is 69 feet in diameter and contains 8,500 square feet in

two levels. It was later connected to the other buddings underground. Its cost of

$340,000 is not included in the total cost given above.
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Fig. 10.7 Some Science Center buildings in elevation in 1964.An iron-free room is attached

to the lowest floor of the Physics Building off to the right. From the photographic archives

of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

Departmental offices for Chemistry and Physics-Astronomy occupied adja

cent suites on the ground level near the main entrance, which faces north. The

tenth floor of the Chemistry Budding housed mechanical equipment. At first the

eighth and ninth levels contained only shed space, as did the seventh, which later

served for a time as the location of the Science Library. As in the case of Learned

Hall, the provision of shed space was in the long run an economy because of the

rapid increase in budding costs that prevaded at the time. Altogether, omitting

the computer center, the new buddings contained 190,700 square feet of floor

space. Theywere fully air-conditioned.

At last the Department of Physics andAstronomy was wed housed. The por

tions from the four separate sites had been brought together. Moreover, the suc

cessful development of the center meant that faculty in humanities and social

sciences profited as wed, for they fed heir to the areas given up by the physicists

and the chemists. For example, ad of Furman Had was tastefudy refurbished for

the humanists. The Biology, Chemistry, and Physics-Geology libraries were coa

lesced in the new center and released valuable space. In time, too, the astronomers

were able to find rooms on campus to supplement their quarters at the Dyer
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Observatory and, later, to erect on the top door of the Physics Budding the Cooke
telescope procured by Chancellor Garland in 1875. As the physicists left Learned

Had, their working space reverted to the new Department ofMolecular Biology
and to the various departments of the Medical School.

Worthy of mention was the inclusion of an iron-free underground room

leading off the lowest level of the Physics Budding. Eighteen feet square in floor

area and sixteen feet distant from the main structure, its non-ferrous materials

served to minimize unwanted magnetic fields. A nad and a chain-link, smad

though bothersome, were dug out of the concrete wads after their discovery by a

mine detector. An instrument shop was located at the ground level.

The introductory laboratories and the stockroom servicing themwere located

on the third level, which is to say, on the ground level, so as to afford easy access

by students and minimize use of the elevators. The advanced teaching laborato

ries were placed on level two, underground, along with a few offices. On the first

level were located research in plasma physics (Barach) and beta-ray spectroscopy
(Hamdton) as wed as more offices. The larger classes were assigned to one of the

two lecture auditoriums, smaller classes to classrooms on the ground level of the

Chemistry Budding and other rooms scattered about the Physics Budding.

On the fourth level were located research in ultrasonics (Lagemann), high-

energy physics research (Roos and later Webster), and the offices of theorists

(Bloch, Hodaday, and Pinkston). On the fifth and then topmost level were to be

found research in infra-red and Raman spectroscopy (Jones) and offices for

nuclear physicists (Hamdton andAlbridge), aswed as nuclear physics laboratories.

In an exchange of space between the two occupying departments, Professor

Lenhert and hisX-ray crystadography equipment occupied rooms at thewest end

of the Chemistry Budding on the ninth floor, and Professor Roos occupied an

area at the west end of the second floor of the Chemistry Building. At the same

time chemistry Professors Mark Jones and Thomas Martin held space in the

Physics wing.

Whde I had participated in the preparation of applications for funds and in

the detaded planning of the areas on each floor, the labor of overseeing the trans

fer of equipment and furniture from other buddings fed on my successor as

chairman,Wended Hodaday In the early stages of the planning I had accompa

nied Lamar Field, the chairman of chemistry, to meet with the architects in

Boston, where we viewed buddings at MIT as possible models. As one result of

the visit we suggested a facade for the Chemistry Budding, including its main

entrance, that closely resembled an MIT budding.

But this was not the end. In 1967 a new award was received from NSF. Called

the NSF Science Development Grant, the funds amounted to $4,961,000 to be

expended over a five-year period in Physics-Astronomy and two other sciences

in the College. By means of this grant five more floors would be added to the

Physics Budding, which continued to be so designated even though it could have

been accurately caded the Physics-Astronomy Budding, since henceforth offices

for astronomers were included in it as wed as a place for a teaching telescope.
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Also, additional faculty members were to be engaged. The application to NSF

stated that it was Vanderbdt's purpose to develop a national center of scientific

excellence in the underdeveloped mid-South region.

Faculty

During the 1950s, and doubtless at other times as wed, deans and depart

mental chairmen did not always see eye to eye on the number of faculty a depart

ment needed to carry on its program. The dean always had to think of the secret

budget hidden in the lower left-hand drawer of his desk. The chairman facing
him across the

desk,36
caught between the upper and lower grindstones, harbored

resentments from his faculty, all ofwhom felt they were overworked and, as they

put it, "had no time for
research."

Too, the chairman wished to add one or more

faculty members so he could "offer a more balanced course
program,"

or "cover

an essential field for the
majors,"

or take advantage of a colleague's "special
expertise."

And then there was always the need for salary increases.

One story that went the rounds one spring was that a certain brash faculty
member went directly to the dean and asked for a raise in salary for the impend

ing year, a courageous act indeed. He pleaded his cause while the dean listened

attentively, as he always did when money was involved. Finally it was the dean's

turn to respond:
"Professor,"

he said, "we like your work, but we feel you are

already
overpaid."

This startled the professor, but with quickness-of-mind he

replied, "But I'd like to be among those who are highly
overpaid."

He was not

given a raise.

Professor Guy Forman had a novel approach to suggesting he warranted an

increase in salary, though he never pressed the matter. He pointed out that he had

large classes in general, classes that involved much paper and examination grad

ing. As a consequence he was collecting much tuition for the university, much

more than any other teacher of astronomy or physics. By multiplying his total

student-contact hours by the tuition garnered per student hour revealed a rather

princely sum, twice as much as Forman was paid.What do they (the administra

tion) do with the rest of the money? he queried.Well, Forman knew, and so did

the dean and everyone else.

In this period Carl Seyfert, the director of the Observatory, succeeded in

increasing his staff from one to three. Because he was director, he and others pre

sumed that he himselfwas the budget officer for astronomy, I do not knowwhat

arguments he used to advance his kingdom, but surely the dean must have been

reminded, if he was not already aware of it, that Carl had just managed the con

struction of the new observatory in the Brentwood hdls out on GrannyWhite

Pike and that this new edifice should not be adowed to stand unused.

As for the physicists, they realized that a frontal approach for added staffwas

futile. Desperate to enlarge the faculty in order to reduce teaching loads, I resorted

to indirect means, albeit open and honorable ones. When opportunities arose I

pleaded that half-time appointments (Wang was one; Cowan another) be made
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full-time faculty and that professors paid by grants (so-caded soft money), having
become invaluable when the grant ran out, be transferred to the university (hard)

budget. One such transferwas Dr. Otto Bliih,who was paid at first through a grant

administered byDr. GeorgeMeneely, director of the Division ofNuclear Medicine

and Biophysics at Vanderbdt. A simdar case involved Dr. Paul Latimer, who for

five years was a Howard Hughes Investigator. The Howard Hughes Foundation

was sequestering a huge sum with the thought of someday developing an institute

at some university not yet selected. In the meantime the foundation was support

ing three or four professors at each of several institutions, ad ofwhich, including
Vanderbdt, hoped to secure the fabulously endowed institute.Vanderbdt's Charles

R. Park was on the national selection board. The fedowships awarded to

Fig. 10.8 The 1964-65 faculty and staffof the Department ofPhysics andAstronomy at the

north front of the Stevenson Center. Several classrooms forArts and Science students were

to the left in this building. The departmental offices for Chemistrywere to the right on the

northwest corner, the Physics offices adjacent on the southwest corner. Back row (left to

right):Will Au, Joe Hamilton, Bob van Nooijen, John Barach, Ingram Bloch, Ernest Jones,

Dave Kotelchuck, Galen Lenhert, Tom Pinkston, Arnie Heiser, and Howard Wade. Front

row: S. C. Pancholi, EdGoza,A.V. Ramayya, RoyalAlbridge,Martha Pratt,Mildred Powers,

Jean Hacker,Wendell Holladay,Walter Bouldin,William Stevens, and Robert Hardie. From

the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.
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Vanderbdt were usuady apportioned to departments in the School ofMedicine,

where Dr. Park was a professor; however, the chairman of Physics-Astronomy
importuned him to grant one to a biophysicist, for, after all, physics was a partic

ipant in the development of Learned Laboratory and in carrying out its coopera

tive plan.After their grants were discontinued, Bluh and Latimer remained on the

faculty and were paid by hard money.Whatever the original meanings of soft and

hard, in the 1950s hard meant "hard to get from the
dean."

Even when funds were avadable to fill a position, securing good candidates

was difficult in the period followingWorld War II. For a number of years the

chairman annually attended the placement service at the New York meeting of

the American Physical Society. Of course, faculty members also suggested can

didates, and the chairman wrote to his friends and chairmen at prestigious uni

versities. Strangely enough, to us at least, the best master's and bachelor's

graduates of our own department who went off elsewhere for their doctorates

did not seem to react favorably to hints that they might be welcomed back to

join our faculty. Were they so bridiant and well trained that other universities

offered them fabulous salaries? Had they found theirVanderbdt experience defi

cient? We never knew.

There was, to be sure, turnover in the faculty in this period. The most exten

sive changes took place in the two-year period 1958-60. The first to leave was

Sherwood Haynes. He resigned in 1958 to assume the chairmanship of the

department at Michigan State at Lansing under a mandate to direct the budding
of a cyclotron there. In the same year John Hopkins left to become departmental

chairman at Davidson Codege. The year before, Elmer Carnes resigned to accept

a position in the Vanderbdt Engineering School and Cyrd Curtis moved to the

Argonne National Laboratory. In 1962 Guy Forman left to become chairman of

the department at the University of South Florida in Tampa. It seemed that

Vanderbdt, small as it was, was furnishing an extraordinary number of chairmen

for other departments across the country. A recent writer on the history of

Vanderbdt takes the view that most of such resignations were signs that the uni

versity had chosen good proprietors for its professorships, men whom other

institutions found attractive. He implies that Vanderbdt should be compli

mented, that it was an honor to be stripped of good professors who would, pre

sumably, be replaced by others of equal or better
quality.37

At the same time, one

must ask, If others wanted their services, why did we not do more to keep them?

In several of the cases cited, it is clear that in at least one form of reward

Vanderbdt had been remiss. It had not promoted in rank three of those who had

resigned. In 1951 during the last month of Slack's tenure, three faculty members

had been promoted, but then, in part because of that, a period ofnon-promotion

set in. Guy Forman had come toVanderbdt in 1943 as an assistant professor. Nine

years later, he was still an associate professor. John Hopkins had come in 1946 as

an assistant professor. In 1950 he was made an associate professor, the rank he

held eight years laterwhen he resigned. Elmer Carnes had served for sixteen years

as an instructor and lecturer when he resigned. Other departments atVanderbdt
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had a simdar record of slow promotions. Since administrative lore holds that a

significant raise in salary should accompany changes in rank, it can be inferred

that the paucity of promotions was in part a result of a shortage of funds.

Chancellor Branscomb himself recognized the need to improve faculty
salaries. In his "Report of the Chancedor to the Board of

Trust"

(May 4-5, 1962),
Branscomb wrote:

Salaries for full professors in the Liberal Arts facultywill average, as of July
1 next, approximately $12,000. A recent study by the late Mr. Beardsley
Ruml, however, calculated that an average salary of $12,000 for fitil pro

fessors would restore them to the economic status of professors of 1904,

whereas the real salaries of numerous other groups, both laboring and

professional, had greatly increased. Furthermore, we are running an aver

age of some $3,000 per man behind the better institutions of the nation,

with one or two universities announcing figures of $20,000 for their futi

professors.

Whatever the reasons for the resignations, and there were probably others as

wed as the one just offered, a significant loss of continuity and momentum

resulted. Ad the lost faculty had been valuable and contributorymembers of the

department. The only perceivable benefit to the department associated with the

departure of those men was to emphasize to the administration the need to raise

salaries and, because of those hired to replace them, to establish the principle that

facultymembers should hold the doctorate and be expected to carry on research

as wed as
teaching.38 No longer did the department accept Slack's belief that a few

facultymember could be permitted to engage only in teaching.

Graduate Students

Partly because there were so few undergraduate majors, the faculty was ori

ented toward graduate students. They were encouraged to attend the weekly col

loquium held for a long time every Thursday at 4 p.m. and the informal

departmental tea, held for a few years every Friday afternoon at 4 p.m. Each year

annual department picnics were arranged. These were held in one of the picnic

areas of Nashvide's huge Percy and Edwin Warner Parks west of town. The stu

dents were also encouraged to attend the annual meetings of the Southeastern

Section of the American Physical Society and often accompanied faculty mem

bers in their cars. In 1965 a bus was engaged to take thirty-three professors and

students from Nashvdle to Charlottesvide, Virginia, to attend the meeting.

Largely because of the many students attending as Radiological Physics Fedows,

the geographical origins of student attendees were wider than those of the under

graduates and the other graduate students. Annually, a one-page brochure

describing the facdities, faculty, and graduate appointments was maded to several

hundred colleges. A simdar, but more elaborate booklet was sent out by the Oak
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Ridge Institute to announce the Health Physics Fedowships at Vanderbdt and

Rochester. This program occasionady brought a woman student I recall some

five in a decade one of whom came ad the way from Oregon accompanied by
her cedo. An accomplished musician, she played in the Nashvdle Symphony.

Three women have been granted Ph.D. degrees in physics fromVanderbdt: Alice

Kimbler Hanlda in 1971, Gwendolyn Nelson McAllen also in 1971, andWen Jui

in 1978. The number of graduate students enrolled by years is given in table 10.3.

Few ofVanderbdt's graduate students in physics have been considered eccen

tric. One unusual student, however, was James Perkins. During the early 1950s he

always arrived late in the fad term. Inquiry revealed that he had a lucrative job

Fig. 10.9 Faculty, staff, and family at the Department of Physics and Astronomy picnic in

PercyWarner Park, Nashville 1965. Back row (standing, left to right): Sarah Lenhert; Bruce,

Ernest, and Elliot Jones; Ingram Bloch, Trevor Bacon, Wendell Holladay, Tom Pinkston,

Galen Lenhert, William Stevens, Dave Kotelchuck, Bill Gentry, Henry Hopkins, Robert

Lagemann,Arnie Heiser, lohn Barach,Mrs. Goza, Ed Goza, andWalter Bouldin, holding a

young Bouldin. Middle row (seated): Val Bacon, Virginia Holladay, Frances Jones, Mary

Bloch, unidentified, Martha Terrell, Dale Stevens, Ulla Albridge, Mrs. Gentry, Cynthia

Hopkins, Vivian Heiser, Mildred Powers, Carol Barach, Ginny Bouldin holding a young

Bouldin, andAnne Rooswith David Roos. Front row: Jane Holladay, Fran Hardie (looking
to her left), Phillip Jones, Paul Henry, Sandy Hardie, Mark Holladay, Warren Holladay,

Royal with Kim Albridge, Geri Albridge, a young Bouldin? Andrea Barach, Alice Roos,

Carlton Roos, the right arm ofMargit Roos? Faculty members absent were Otto Bliih, Joe

Hamilton, Robert Hardie,A. V. Ramayya, Charles Roos, Ed Salant, and Bill Fickinger. From

the photographic archives of the Department of Physics andAstronomy.
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each summer andwished to enjoy its income as long as possible each fall. The job
was to accompany an auctioneer at the seasonal auctions at warehouses where

heaps of tobacco scattered about the floor were sold in rapid fashion and in lan

guage understandable only to a few cognoscenti. The weights of the pdes varied;

as did the prices per pound bid. Perkins's job was to multiply the two numbers

quickly and record the product before the crowd of bidders moved on to a new

station. He was reported to have done this without the aid ofmechanical or elec

tronic calculators and was judged a mental wizard by the assembled tobacco

farmers and the proprietor of the warehouse. Perkins was a student of theoretical

physics, but no one ever advanced any connection between his mental powers

Fig. 10.10 Graduate Students and families at the 1965 department picnic in PercyWarner

Park. Back row (standing, left to right): Leigh Carter, Babs Carter, Ken Carter, unidentified,

unidentified, lack Wiley, Scott Cram, Mike Zender, David McMillan, Tom Cochran,

Wendell Pou, Tom Schaffher, Joe Roti-Roti, Frank Cofffnan, James Cook, Joe Ferguson,

Ron Price, JimWang, JamesWhetstone, Edwin Ellis, unidentified, Curt Parkin, Jon Visser,

ArtWard, unidentified, Tom Borak, AndrewMuhlenberg, Carl Rester,Mrs. Riggs, Shelton

Riggs, young Riggs. Middle row (sitting): Y. K. So, Robert Brown, Larry Franks, unidenti

fied, Hillard Howard, Sam Lott, Gwen Nelson, unidentified, unidentified, Mrs. Berg with

Matricia Berg, Ron Berg, Jeanne Rotolante with baby, unidentified woman holding child,

Don Benson, Ed (Sonny) Sommer holding boy. Front row (on ground): Nancy Deans,

Connie Erickson, Rod Deans, Christine Deans, James Deye, Jon Erickson, Al Kellner,

Margaret Sweeney, unidentified woman holding baby, Lee Riedinger, unidentified boy,

MarshallWilt, unidentified boy, Toni Dyer, Dyer son, Dyer son, Norm Dyer, John Springer,

unidentified man holding child, Ralph Rotolante holding daughter, Dave Burba, uniden

tified woman, Robert Reynolds.
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Table 10.3

TheNumber ofGraduate Students andDegrees

AnnuallyAwarded in Physics andAstronomy

(Editor's note): Post-1945 numbers in the first two columns are from data in the Office of

the Graduate Dean, including either the dean's Annual Reports or the graduate registrar's

10th Day Enrollment Reports. These reports list the number of graduate students sepa

rately in astronomy beginning in 1969, though graduate degrees in astronomy have been

awarded since the early years of the university.
Pre-1945 numbers in these columns come

from theAnnual Register of the University,where the field of study is listed for each grad

uate student. Pre-1930 data have become increasinglymurky with time, though it is clear

that some graduate students were studying physics or astronomy, though generally along

with other fields such as chemistry, mathematics and/or geology during the first fifty years

of the university. The origins of the data for the number of degrees awarded can be found

in appendices G.l, G.2, and G.3.

Number of Students in

Year Physics 8cAstronomy Ph.D. Master's Bachelor's

3

3

2

3

2

2

2

1

3

3

1

1

0

0

0

1

3

5

1 7

4 7

4 9

4 19

1 12

3 15

2 9

1 19

8 14

5 16

1930-31 1

1931-32 4

1932-33 3

1933-34 3

1934-35 2

1935-36 3

1936-37 2

1937-38 3

1938-39 2

1939-40 4

1940-41 5

1941-42 3

1942-43 4

1943^4 3

1944-45 0

1945-46 6

1946-47 6

1947-48 16

1948-49 25

1949-50 29

1950-51 52

1951-52 51

1952-53 62

1953-54 57

1954-55 59

1955-56 62

1956-57 76

1957-58 77

1958-59 76
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Number of Students

Year Physics / Astronomy

1959-60 78

1960-61 82

1961-62 96

1962-63 95

1963-64 95

1964-65 92

1965-66 75

1966-67 72

1967-68 74

1968-69 77

1969-70 60 / 2

1970-71 47 / 3

1971-72 42 / 2

1972-73 32 / 1

1973-74 29 / 2

1974-75 25 / 2

1975-76 27 / 3

1976-77 26

1977-78 22 / 3

1978-79 15 / 3

1979-80 14 / 1

1980-81 16 / 3

1981-82 19 / 3

1982-83 22. / 3

1983-84 26 / 2

1984-85 30 / 3

1985-86 34 / 2

1986-87 35 / 2

1987-88 40 / 5

1988-89 40 / 2

1989-90 44 / 2

1990-91 44 / 2

1991-92 44 / 3

1992-93 47 / 3

1993-94 50 / 1

Ph.D. aster's Bachelor's

25 5

21 10

21 5

16 8

23 17

13 15

17 12

9 8

8 14

6 16

8 14

10 16

8 14

4 12

2 11

3 23

4 24

3 25

3 11

4 12

8 13

1 8

1 9

2 7

6 10

4 9

3 14

7 8

6 11

3 11

11 8

4 18

6 12

4 8

11 8

4

2

1

5

12

8

11

5

13

13

9

10

11

9

4

2

3

2

6

3

3

3

2

2

1

3

0

2

5

1

5

8

5

2

5

and his choice of specialization. In any case, his late registration sometimes as

late as six weeks was condoned by the faculty and abetted by the usuady punc

tilious registrar of the Graduate School, Miss Hart.

A less fortunate case was that of a student who had been granted a master's

degree by another university. After he had spent some two years at Vanderbdt

studying toward a Ph.D., itwas
discovered that he had purloinedmuch ofhismas

ter's thesis from an already published work. His appointment was not renewed.
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There were very few foreign students during this period. Perhaps the first was

Y. C. Hsieh, who earned a Ph.D. in 1951. Not untd the early 1970s did significant

numbers of foreign students enroll in Physics-Astronomy.At that time they came

largely from Europe, often to studywith Professor Hamdton. Black students were

first admitted to the university in the mid-1950s, and then only in the Divinity
and Law Schools. The first black graduate student in physics or astronomy

entered in the mid-1960s. He was Ronald Mickens, who received a Ph.D. degree

in 1968. Two others were Warren Eugene Codins, who earned his doctorate in

1972, and Marcus Lewis (1980). The department's faculty took a great interest in

the civd rights movement of the 1960s and held varying views on its purposes and

methods. One white faculty member undertook an activist role, however, and

besides picketing several restaurants participated in a confrontation at aNashvdle

lunch counter on December 8, 1962. Around noon, black students from

Nashvdle's four historicady black colleges entered the small restaurant ordinardy
frequented only bywhites. Schooled in nonviolent methods of resistance, the stu

dents occupied the stools at the single counter and asked to be served. The wait

ers and the manager refused and attempted to close the outer door against the

ingress of others. Holding the door firmly open, however, was two-hundred-

pound Professor David Kotelchuck, assistant professor of physics at Vanderbilt.

The evening paper displayed a large picture of the restaurant's manager making a

savage, wild swing at Kotelchuck's jaw. Fortunately for both perhaps the blow

never landed. Of course, Kotelchuck's identity and affiliation were prominently

mentioned in the article. Any unusual act by a Vanderbdt student or faculty
member always received emphasized mention.

David's probably unplanned, spontaneous act at the restaurant occurred only

four months after his arrival from NewYork. As Paul Conkin says in his history
of the university, "[Kotelchuck] wanted to show his support for the students and

apparently could not understand what waswrongwithVanderbdt professors. Not

a one joined the effort, whereas on many northern campuses hundreds of faculty
members had joined such demonstrations."39 At the time Kotelchuck was a visit

ing assistant professor, as the chancellor was quick to point out to critics of the

university. Then for three years he served as an assistant professor. Although a

very competent scientist, Kotelchuck changed professions after he leftVanderbdt.

Undergraduates

If the enrodment of so many graduate students was a source of satisfaction, a

cause for disappointment was the paucity of undergraduates majoring in astron

omy or physics. Chancedor Branscomb had remarked on the smad number, as

had the faculty in its 1964 self-study, and the situation remains so today, despite

the excellent course program and the splendid facdities. The explanation usually
put forward is thatVanderbdt's students come from famdies that encourage their

sons and daughters to go mainly into medicine, law, or business as a career. The

fact is that, nationwide, undergraduates did not enroll as physics or astronomy
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majors in large numbers. In 1955 when an informal survey was held among

Eastern and Southern heads ofdepartments (see table 10.4),Vanderbdt estimated

it enrolled five seniors as majors, Duke reported seven, North Carolina twelve,

Princeton twelve, Harvard thirty-six, Johns Hopkins twelve, Brown twelve, and

Rochester fifteen. MIT enrolled fifty.

Table 10.4

Student Enrollment in Physics atUniversities

Offering the Ph.D. Degree in Physics

(as estimated by departmental chairmen from the East and South at

a meeting held at Yale, November 45, 1955)

Full-Time Seniors Sophomores Average Average

Graduate majoring majoring Ph.D. Master's

Students Graduates Graduates

University per year per year

Poly. Institute ofBrooklyn 88 15 20

Brown University 31 12 23

University ofBuffalo 50 8 9

Carnegie Institute of Technology 70 18 40 14

Catholic University 8 6 8

Columbia University 250 25 8

University ofConnecticut 30 2 0.5

Cornell University 95 25 25+ 15 5

Duke University 40 7 12 6 4

University of Florida 20 5 12 2-3 4

Fordham University 1-6

GeorgeWashington University 15 5 1 2-3

Harvard University 95-100 36 18 very few

Johns Hopkins University 55 12 11 1

Lehigh University 31 19 30 3 7

Louisiana State University 36 11 20 3+ 6-8

University ofMaryland 77 8 20 7

Mass. Institute of Technology 180 50 180 35-40

NewYork University 40 30 10

University ofNorth Carolina 22 12 18 4

Penn. State University 70 27 50 9 8

University of Pennsylvania 75 12 12 10 12

University of Pittsburgh 30 7 23 4 4-5

Princeton University 58 12 20 12

Rensselaer Poly. Institute 37 35 40 3 7

University ofRochester 55 15 25 12 2

Rutgers University 20 9 11 2-3

Syracuse University 35^0 8 10 4 7

Temple University 80 p.t. 9 1.5 12

University of Tennessee 14 4 4-5

Vanderbilt University 55 5 5 4 20

University ofVirginia

Yale University 88 17 30 17 small
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Although we had few undergraduate majors, many undergraduates enroded

in our courses. Since an informal system of rotation resulted in nearly every pro

fessor teaching undergraduates during short spans of years, no one lost touch

with the younger students. Even the introductory courses found new professorial

faces from time to time, and if some teachers were somewhat more successful

than others, even the less successful were not so bad and kept in touch with what

was going on. No particular course was considered the domain of a single teacher,

to remain an unexamined private purview.

Classes began at ten minutes after the hour, which was a new and confusing

custom for newly arrived freshman, graduate students, and even faculty. But the

new comers soon learned the system.No rule, however, could substitute for alarm

clocks or self-discipline for thosewho overslept. Those who were late soon found

that some professors took overt steps to avoid interruptions. This was specially

true of those teacherswho had roused themselves for an eight a.m. class and noted

sleepy students stroding late up the aisles. A few teachers, among them Dr.

Wdlard Jewell ofGeology and a few physics professors, locked the classroom door

at eleven minutes after eight to discourage late-comers. This was seldom done by
the astronomers,who taught few earlymorning classes. On the whole, attendance

at class was good during the 1950s and 1960s, and as the hour neared its end, no

great shuffling of feet or cosmetic preparations caused disruption. The male pro

fessors, with scarcely an exception, wore ties and jackets, and students dressed

tasteftdly Few beards were to be seen. One exception, and then only for a short

time, was the astronomer Carl Seyfert. On returning from a holidaywith his fam

dy in Ireland, hewas subjected to some jocular criticism by his codeagues because

of his shaggy beard. His explanation was both ingenious and true. To save

expenses he and his famdy had been staying overnight in monasteries and other

ecclesiastical abodes for strangers. The accommodations were Spartan, he said,

and did not include hot water in the mornings. Thus, his beard grew and grew.

The examinations and the writing of papers were conducted by the "honor
system,"

which had been fodowed atVanderbdt since its inception in 1875. Only
a few other institutions possessed such a system. Guided by an Honor Councd of

students and a few professors, the plan appeared to work well and effectively.

Nonetheless, a few incidents ofnonobservancewere noted from time to time, and

dealt with, and some other infractions were suspected but unproven.

Once in the early 1950s suspicions arose that a student had obtained a set of

keys to Garland Had through contact with a janitor at the Department of

Buddings. There was also reason to believe that he, or they,would try to enter the

physics or geology offices a night or two before final examinations intending to

discover the questions. The reasons for these suspicions have been lost in time,

but Dr. Forman thought them so persuasive that he stationed himself in his sec

ond-floor office for two successive nights, turned off the lights, and waited for

signs of impending entry. Beside him he placed two baseball bats, ofwhich hewas

the custodian during intervals between the departmental picnics. The first night

hewaited fruitlessly, but near midnight on the second night he heardwhisperings
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down the hall. Peeking from his door, he saw low light from a flashlight. Armed

with a basebad bat he charged down the hall. But the students surely that's who

theywere ran to the nearby stairway and escaped. The next day, tired from loss

of sleep, Professor Forman averred that he had at the very least preserved the

integrity of the physics examinations.

The following day, listening to his account ofhis ordeal, I told him thatwhen

as an assistant proctoring examinations at another university, I had come across

a "blue
book"

examination booklet in which the answers to the questions had

been typed. Since no typewriters had been present in the examination room we

had an obvious case of a student somehow having gotten hold of a set of ques

tions and fdling in a set of answers as a guide. Unhappdy for him, he had inad

vertently handed in the wrong booklet. Even though his name was not on it, he

was easdy identified as the only student for whom a written set of answers had

not been turned in.

Although not actively seeking culprits or laying traps, Formanwas alert to stu

dent tricks. One year in introductory laboratory he came to suspect that a pair of

students was not taking data carefidly and, besides, were always finishedwith their

work before the others. From this he inferred that they were simply transcribing

results from a set of laboratory reports ofa student from the previous year who had

done creditable work. (Laboratory reports were always returned to students, so

that they could benefit from the comments and suggestions of instructors.) When

in due time the expansion ofmetals upon an increase in temperature came to be

studied in the laboratory, Forman gave to the suspected pair as the subject speci

men a special metal rod that he normady kept in a drawer of his desk. Itwas invar

(nickel-steel), which had a coefficient of expansion of only 0.9 units, whereas the

coefficient of the copper rods used by the other students (and by those the year

before) was 14 units, or some 15 times as great. Hewas amused to note, from a dis

tance, the seeming discomfort of the two as their own measurements revealed

hardly any expansion of their sample. The results handed in at the end of the three-

hour period, however, gave a coefficient of expansion equal to that of copper.

At the same time, Forman was recognized as one of the best student advisers

in the Codege ofArts and Science. His door was invariably open. He knewmore

about the College curriculum and its accompanying faculty rules than did any

other member of the departmental faculty, who often turned to him for infor

mation before advising their own students.

The Curriculum

Physics curricula in the United States during the 1950swere very simdar. The

deviations from the mean were small innovations and often transitory.

Movement to incorporate new, current topics occurred slowly. At Vanderbdt,

with the exception of the introductory course for nonscience majors, the courses

and their relations to one another were subjectedmore to fine tuning than to rad

ical change.
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The introductory courses were separated into those especiady intended for

engineers, those for premedical students and science majors, and those for non-

science majors. They were taught conscientiously and demanded diligent effort

from the students, and if, as some said, an amount of grade inflation occurred, it

was probably less than took place elsewhere in the university. No startling inno

vations occurred and little new apparatus was purchased in this period, but at

least this cautious approach avoided potentially harmful extremes. On the one

hand, Engineers were not taught as though they were drinking from a fire hose,

as has been attributed to the physics course atMIT. In fact letters of commenda

tion from the dean of the School of Engineering were received. On the other

hand, while the course for nonscience majors was occasionady called "bathtub
physics"

possibly an adusion to
Archimedes'

Principle it was not named

"sorority
physics,"

as was a course at the University of California taught by
Edward Teller in the late 1950s.

The laboratorywork accompanying ad introductory courses continued to be

scheduled for three hours. The exercises followed largely those in the manual by
White andManning. The apparatus was chiefly inherited from the Slack-Rudnick

era and consisted mainly of purchases from the Central Scientific Company. But

even with good care, it was now beginning to appear a bit shabby. No longer did

the graduate student assistants ordinardy wear ties and jackets. Nor were they

given a mimeographed set of suggestions to guide them in their general conduct

of the sessions. No longer was a student charged for replacement of a broken

thermometer the procedure "took too much
time."

No longer did the course

professor assiduously visit the labs to "see if everything was going
well."

By 1960,

introductory laboratories were taught almost exclusively by graduate-student

teaching assistants.

Nevertheless, high standards of student accomplishment were maintained,

and any smad changes of procedure can be attributed to the increasing numbers

of students enrolled. The list of courses appearing in the catalog for 1962-63 is

given in appendix 10.1.

Teaching Science for the Nonscientist

At Vanderbdt in the 1950s, as at other universities, "good
teaching"

was a

common topic but something rarely defined. The scientific concepts taught

force, wave-length, rotational momentum, for instance were all operationally

defined but not "the good
teacher."

My impression was that each teacherwas con

vinced thatwhat he or she did in the classroomwas "good
teaching,"

perhaps even

better than that of colleagues. And if students did not flock to register for his

classes it was because he demanded high standards of accomplishment, whde

some of his colleagues, in their crowded classrooms, were offering
"watered-

down"

courses.

When student opinion pods were taken beginning about 1970, teachers with
low scores argued, "Twenty years from now they (the detractors) will realize how
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much they derived from my
course."

Unfortunately, no one later bothered to ask

the opinions of thosewho had indeed taken the course two decades earlier. Those

low scores rarely chadenged the teacher's command of the subject matter taught.

The Ph.D. degree had usually guaranteed that, as did the teacher's own self-

appraisal. Rather, the deficiencies noted in the student polls lay in personality

traits and in the fadure to take requisite time and thought to prepare daily pre

sentations, which usuady took the form of lectures before a blackboard. Both

types of deficiency could have been addressed with the proper recognition. Even

when a "teaching
laboratory"

was introduced and made avadable, no physics or

astronomy professor ever performed before a camera and then replayed the video

before his own eyes. Thatwould have been demeaning and an admission of gudt.

An additional and revealing attitude toward teaching was the overtly dis

played disdain of so-called education courses and the supercdious pose toward

George Peabody College, located across 21st Ave. from Vanderbilt and for many

years the home of a goodly number of experts with national reputations.

Although C. R. Fountain was not to be classed among the nationally known

members of the Peabody faculty, he was, and had been since the 1930s, a thor

oughly competent and energetic physics teacher who was devising new demon

strations and laboratorywork for use in high schools and codeges. But he enjoyed

little interaction with the physicists across the street, despite holding a Ph.D.

degree from Columbia (1907). It was as though the street of separation between

the two institutions was a light-year.

Several of the physics faculty in the 1950s had a background of work in for

mally offered courses in education, courses like "Principles of
Teaching,"

"Educational
Psychology,"

"Methods of Teaching
Science,"

but they were, wisely

enough, reluctant to make mention of it before their colleagues. Among those

were Guy Forman, E. A. Jones, and R. T. Lagemann, all of whom in time were

awarded the Pegram Prize in Teaching by the Southeastern Section of the

American Physical Society. I was active for a number of years in the National

Science Teachers Association and in 1957-59 served as the national treasurer. In

1955 I brought a national convention of the society to Vanderbdt. Yet, despite

these possible influences, very little was discussed about the need for particular

courses to be a part of the physics and astronomy curriculum nor about the aims

of each course. Too often the teacher adopted the aims of the writer of the text

book chosen for the course, chosen sometimes under the persuasion of the per

sonable book salesmen who dropped in or because an eminent college used the

text. Most of the discussion, as I recad, was about continuity of a sequence of

courses, about how one course laid a foundation for the next.

If this sometimes casual approach to teaching characterizedVanderbdt in the

1950s and 1960s, it was common in other universities as well. The entire haphaz

ard process was redeemed, however, by the seminal fact that almost ad of us as

students had experienced dozens of teachers whose examples molded our con

cept of good teaching, even if we found it difficult to articulate the particular

aspects of teaching we found good.
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Among the students were two captive groups that did not have to be brought

into our classrooms by conscientious teaching, by flamboyant activities, or by

easy standards. These were the future medical students and the engineers. To

widen the clientele, as was assuredly desirable, the department paid special heed

to courses for nonscience majors, sometimes called courses for "liberal arts stu
dents"

or even "courses for poets and
actresses."

At first these were given at the

introductory level, but as timewent on they included a course in optics taught by
E. A. Jones and one in sound that I taught. The first year it was given, the course

in sound enroded 190 students, a sign of student interest in such courses.

Interestingly, the chemists did not offer an introductory course for nonscien-

tists. Their view was once expressed by Professor Bircher, the venerable, stately
teacher of physical chemistry who, during a discussion of the curriculum in the

Science Committee plaintively commented, "But that's not
Chemistry."40 The

introductory physics course for nonscience majors, probably viewed disapprov

ingly by Dr. Bircher, did in fact contain largely principles of physics, but the use

of mathematics was reduced and no derivations from simpler to more general

laws were included. For decades its content was really an unimaginative recital of

what was taught to engineers but in a palatable form for those who knew little

mathematics beyond the arithmetic of addition and division.

When I came to Vanderbdt in the fad of 1951, 1 inherited, along with many

other of Slack's duties, the teaching of Physics 110, the course for nonscience

majors. Itwas scheduled, year after year, for 8 a.m., each of three mornings aweek,

a clear impediment to a large enrollment. The first year or two it was patterned

after Slack's course: that is, general physics without derivations or calculus, with

out much trigonometry or modern physics, but with lots of demonstrations and

a laboratory that incorporatedmuch measurement and a search for such accuracy
of confirmation of laws as the apparatus allowed. During the year 1953-54 I

received a Ford Faculty Fedowship to allow observation and study at Harvard. A

new world was opened, principady by Edwin Kemble and Gerald
Holton,41

who

were avidly pursuing the phdosophy of the General Education Movement as it

was developing at Harvard Codege in nearly all its departments under the

encouragement of its chemist president, James B. Conant, who himselfwas con

tributingmethodological and historicady oriented booklets on such topics as the

conservation of matter. Sitting in the classes at Cambridge, talking with teachers

in Jefferson Hall, I gathered the impression that as expositors the professors were

not any better than those at Vanderbdt but that what they taught was vastly dif

ferent, at least in the introductory courses. In physics, instead of taking up ad seri

atim every law and principle, Kemble and Holton were using themes of topics to

show the development and growth of the science. For example, they traced our

present view of the universe through the efforts of the Greeks, Galileo,

Copernicus, Kepler, and Newton. In the process they taught many laws, but

always in the context of a larger picture. In an introductory biology class I heard

an hour's lecture on the habits and cooperative organization of a bee colony. In

an introductory class in geology an entire class period was spent describing a
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search for mastodon bones in Wyoming. The dlustrative slides could have come

from an evening spent at aNational Geographic Societymeeting, but they served

to introduce ideas of evolution, changing climates, and comparative anatomy.

Returning to Nashvdle after the year's sabbatical I tried to introduce some of the

Harvard practices into course 110. The enrollment did not leap upward; nor did

it decline. One of my innovations was to develop new laboratory exercises

intended to show how physicists made their discoveries: the difference between

inductive and deductive reasoning, for instance, and the use of analogy to for

mulate hypotheses. Both laymen and future scientists, I thought, would benefit

from exposure to a modicum of the rules of reasoning and methodology. Very

recently the nonobservance of such rules has been dlustrated by the "Fission-
Fusion"

controversy, in which, beginning March 23, 1989, it was claimed by a

British chemist and a scientist at the University ofUtah (and others) that nuclear

fusion was taking place at room temperature and, as the media proclaimed it, "in

a
bottle."

This was only the most recent of a long list of spurious discoveries,

including the supposed discovery in the early 1900s ofN rays and the adeged dis

covery of a new kind ofwater,
"super-water,"

by Lippincott and three colleagues

in
1969.42

Soon I resolved to write my own textbook and laboratorymanual.

This effort resulted in the book Physical Science, Origins and Principles, a 458-

page volume published by the Boston firm of Little, Brown & Company in 1963,

and the manual Experimental Physical Science published subsequently by the

same firm. Before publication of the lab manual, however, I sent Gerald Holton,

at his request, a typescript copy He wrote that he liked it so much that he would

like to see it published and to use it at Harvard in his own General Education

Physics
course.43

In fact, he recommended as a publisher the Addison-Wesley

Press, which had published his own Introduction to Concepts and Theories in

Physical Science.

Little, Brown, already the publisher ofmy text and the prospective publisher

ofmy manual, became aware of the interest ofAddison-Wesley. Theywere eager

to persuade me to staywith them, arguing, "Allow us to publish the manual as a

supporting and accompanyingbook for your
text."

They argued that this arrange

ment would help sales of the text. Together the two would have vastiymore sales

than if I let Addison-Wesley have one of the two. The logic was to me
unassad-

able. I wrote Holton and his publisher to decline his offer. Then I was stunned by
news from Little, Brown: "GeraldHolton requested a prepublication copy ofyour

text from us and protests that you have adopted approaches and sequences of

material that fodow very closely too closely, he claims his own book. He's

about to try to stop our I was aghast. I answered, "But physics is
physics,"

using an expression then
in vogue. "I can't omit Newton's Laws or a dis

cussion of relativity. And I've included a lot of topics not in his book. There's an

entire chapter on the Classification of Atoms, another on the Classification of

Molecules. Also a new one on Particles ofModern Physics, and on Fission and

Fusion, where I write from my own experience on the atomic bomb project.

These topics and much more are not even in his
book."
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Predictably concerned by Holton's threats and fearing the loss of their invest

ment, Little, Brown (with my acquiescence) placed a sixteen-line acknowledg

ment in the book stating "our debt to the pioneering model of Professor Gerald

Holton's Introduction to Concepts and Theories in Physical
Science!'

A few years

later at a committee meeting held at the American Institute of Physics in New

York, Holton walked across the room and offered his hand. I accepted it. But very

little was said between us. Evenmodest attempts to change the world are likely to

be fraught with unpredicted assaults on one's good nature.

The book and manual enjoyed modest
sales,44 but a second edition was

printed four years after the first. An edition in Spanish was put out for adoption

in Mexico and parts of South America. Simdarly, the lab manual was published

in Spanish. It was about the manual that I received the greater number of com

mendatory letters. Most pointed out that many teachers talked about the meth

ods of science but that this book illustrated the procedures and approaches by
actual exercises the student could perform in a three-hour period.

Thirty-five years previously two laboratorymanuals had been published pri

vately by two Vanderbdt professors. The textbook and laboratory manual by
Little, Brown & Co. were the first to have been published by aVanderbdt physics

professor for nationwide use under the aegis of a national publisher. Another

such came out in 1967 under the coauthorship ofWendell Hodaday, who revised

the third edition of Oldenberg's Introduction to Atomic and Nuclear Physics.

Published by the McGraw-Hdl Book Co., the book was translated into Spanish

and Portuguese editions.

When in time others assumed the care of the course Physics for the Non-

Scientist, they introduced a different textbook and gave their own insights to the

organization of its subject matter. Joseph Hamdton has often taught the course

and has continued even augmented the use of many demonstrations as a

means of dlustrating the principles taught and exciting the interest of the stu

dents. In fact, he has introduced many new and ingenious demonstrations and

the enrollment in the course has soared. Ofgreat help in recent years has been Dr.

David Burba, a technical assistant in the department,who in the 1990s aids in the

preparation of demonstrations for ad introductory courses and has originated a

number of useful and cleverly contrived demonstrations himself.

Ford Fellowship Program

In 1953 the universitywas granted a substantial sum by the Ford Foundation
to fund a special program to prepare Ph.D. graduates for teaching in college. The

students chosen for the program came from those already enroded in the
Ph.D.-

granting departments.Whde receiving generous stipends, they participated in a

weekly seminar, ostensibly to discuss educational practices, and underwent a

teaching internship under the care of their respective chairmen and the director
of the program. The first frdl-time director was Dr. Roger P. McCutcheon, for

merly dean of the Graduate School at Tulane. Later, Professor Paul Hardacre
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coordinated the activities. Most of the fellowships were awarded to students in

the humanities and social sciences. One was awarded to a candidate for a Ph.D.

in physics, F. Douglas Shields, who had been teaching full-time at what is now

Middle Tennessee State University and was therefore exempted from performing

practice teaching.After completing a thesis in ultrasonics, he joined the faculty of

the University ofMississippi and instituted a continuing and productive research

program with large funding from the Office ofNaval Research.

The objectives of the program were lofty and well- intended. Yet, in some

ways we fed short of their full realization. The teaching undertaken by the stu

dents was neither extensive nor in general judiciously supervised. The weekly

seminar itwent on for a year soon departed from a consideration of the phi

losophy and practices of higher education and moved instead toward a deeper

appreciation of general culture. The departure took the form of formal lectures

given by members of the faculty at the invitation of the director. Never before

did facultywork so hard for the $50 they received for each lecture. Itwas not the

money that incited their efforts, though; it was their appearance before other

facultymembers and students from alien disciplines and the chance to show the

relevance of their special branch of knowledge to the rest of local academia. As

a result most of the lectures were excellent. Professor Lloyd Stow of Classics, I

recall, presented a truly bridiant lecture on the meaning to the Greeks of arete, a

code of personal honor sought for and held in high esteem in that civilization.

Professor Carl Seyfert ofAstronomy gave a couple of interesting lectures on how

ancient astronomers made extraordinarily accurate discoveries without the use

of the optical telescope. I presented three lectures on the development of science

among the Sumerians, Egyptians, and Greeks. Perhaps the exercise was not the

realization of the ideal the program's objectives, but I am satisfied that it served

the right purpose.

The Cockcroft-Walton Accelerator

In 1954, our contacts with the scientists at Oak Ridge once again bore fruit.

More or less by chance, I, as chairman, heard from C. D. Moak that the Cockcroft-

Walton accelerator he had budt at ORNL would be put on standby, since their

personnel had to be transferred to more pressing work. As conversations contin

ued, I arranged for the entire accelerator to be moved to Vanderbdt. The agree

ment called the transfer a six-year loan, but few of those involved thought the

machine would ever return to ORNL, and it never did.

It has been suggested that Professor Hdl was instrumental in bringing the

Cockcroft-Walton to Vanderbilt, but that notion results from a misreading of

memoranda. In the Ranger, his particle analysis machine, Hdl had a good, versa

tile detector.What he lacked for a program of research was an accelerator to pro

vide energetic particles to instigate interactions that the Ranger could analyze.

That he knew full well. In a letter to his codaborator, Donald Cowan, he stated

that they should consider ( 1 ) building aVan de Graaff or a Cockcroft-Walton, (2)
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buying one commercially, or (3) borrowing one. But he was not involved in

obtaining the unit from Oak Ridge in 1954. During the academic year 1953-54

Hillwas on leave in LosAlamos, and inAugust 1954 he resigned his professorship

at
Vanderbdt.45

Obtaining the Cockcroft-Walton was an event of great importance to the

small but growing department. At the time, a few years after the close ofWorld

War II, new accelerators were providing evermore energetic particles with which

to bombard matter. Through a study of the kinds and energy of the ejected par

ticles, physicists at major research institutions were learning more about the

structure of atomic nuclei. Budding a new cyclotron orVan de Graaffwas beyond

the resources ofVanderbilt. A smad Cockcroft-Walton, however, fit our situation

nicely Not only did it furnish another tool for graduate student research, it pro

vided a talking point when new students were being recruited or even forgive

the crass thought serve as a public relations gimmick.

Before it could be instaded on the campus, a place had to be made ready.

Already the department was pressed for space, but even more difficult would be

finding a room twenty feet from floor to ceding. Fortunately there was such an

area, miraculously unoccupied. Moreover it was in Science Hall, the same budd

ing occupied by Professors Jones and Hid. It was the basement extension on the

north side, which had formerly housed the old steam heating plant for three or

four of the early buddings. Abandoned for that use about 1925, the excrescence

had no rooms above it and could be raised in height by simply budding up the

walls and adding a flat roof. Inner and outer doors were already in place. The cost,

estimated the Budding and Grounds Department, would be only $8,000. The

next step going to the chancellor and asking for only $8,000 was taken not

without trepidation. But after expressing anguish over the large sum, which was

standard procedure for administrators in those days, Chancellor Branscomb con

sented to find the funds and in my presence even phonedMr. Bryan, Director of

Buddings, for his acquiescence, a step I was very pleased to note in view of the

many adegations I had heard of ddatory administrators.

At once, within weeks, Dr. Cyril Curtis recently added to the faculty and

who knew a lot about accelerators and I went to Oak Ridge to consummate the

loan agreement. I soon accompanied a huge truck driven by a Vanderbdt

employee to East Tennessee. I brought along four graduate students, all strong

and in good health, to disassemble the huge machine and bring it back to the

campus for rebuilding. After an hour or two of symbolic efforts to assist carry

ing heavy parts to the waiting truck, I pleaded I was needed back in Nashville, an

announcement greeted by benign acceptance and knowing smiles on the part of

the students. Three days were required to load the various parts onto the wait

ing truck.

Assembling the accelerator took longer than taking it apart. As the work con

tinued we considered the ethics of asking the students to engage in the work of

riggers, carpenters, and electricians. Generady, in the past, physics students doing
experimental theses had budt their own apparatus or supervised the budding
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Fig. 10.11 Cyril Curtis (right) and graduate student T. P. Lang tinker with the
Cockcroft-

Walton accelerator in the basement of Science Hall around 1958. Photo by Terry Tomlin.

From the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

thereof by the technical assistants. In those cases, they understood each detad of

construction or operation. Butwhen commerciadyproduced "black
boxes"

began

to be introduced things like scaling circuits in, yes, black boxes the past cus

tom of students budding their own equipment began to fade. Like the telescope

of the astronomer and the microscope of the biologist, a scaling circuit could be

procured ready for use, assuming the student understood the workings of the

black box sometimes, alas, a questionable assumption. But the Cockcroft-

Walton was a much larger and more complex affair, a very large "black
box."

Many weeks would be consumed in its reconstruction. But in the end, the stu

dents were adowed to put the thing together. Thiswas justified as a learning expe

rience, since most could be expected to teach in codeges where they would have
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to budd their own apparatus. Also, who else would do it? A group of the profes

sors? Surely not, especiady when they noted the "block
box"

was covered with

black dust, as it was being erected in the former coal bin of the university's heat

ing plant. Confronted with this abhorrent suggestion, one professor declined

with the thought, "Wed, each of the students wdl be doing only one-fourth of the
reconstruction."46

The students themselves responded with enthusiasm. In their first studies,

deuteronswere accelerated and bombarded nuclei ofvarious elements. The accel

erator was capable of operating up to 400,000 volts, but atVanderbdt it was
usu-

ady used only up to a maximum of 300,000 volts. Later the machine produced

beams of 14 Mev neutrons. For example, one Ph.D. thesis, that ofG. B. Bunyard,

was entitled "Inelastic Scattering of 14 Mev Neutrons from Si28, Mn53, and
Co59."

Altogether seventeen and a halfmasters theses and four Ph.D. theses based on the

Cockcroft-Walton machine were carried out under Curtis's
direction.47

As a

learning device for students the accelerator was probably better than the "swim
ming-pool"

reactor first advanced by the chemists and considered a year earlier

but rejected. Even a national conference titled "The Reactor and the
University,"

sponsored on the campus byVanderbdt and ORINS in November 1954, could not

overcome objections to the erection of a nuclear reactor on campus.

All in ad we were pleased at the course of events and at Curtis's ingenuity and

persistence. Only one person is known to have been dissatisfied. That was a pro

fessor in the mathematics department housed on the first floor of Science Had.

One day he entered his office to find workmen erecting a solid brick wall only

four feet beyond the single window of his office. His view of the campus its

magnolias, its dogwoods, the ginkgo tree imported from China was completely

blocked. His protests came too late. The chancedor had already awarded the

money, the drawings completed, the bricks ordered, the mason at work.

Regrettably no one had foreseen this unhappy consequence of raising the roof of

the basement extension. Twenty or so years later, too late for the deceased math

ematics professor, the raised portion of the basementwas cleared away during an

extensive renovation.

Contributions to the Profession

We have seen in an earlier chapter how Professors Slack and Rudnick con

tributed to the organization and early functioning of the first physics society in
the Southeast. Their successors in the department continued to support the soci

ety by their presence at meetings, by giving of papers, and by encouraging stu
dents to become members. The officerships held by facultymembers through the
years are given in table 10.5. Three meetings of the Southeastern Section of the

American Physical Society have been held in Nashvdle: in 1941 (Vanderbdt), in

1956 (Fisk), and in 1966 (Vanderbdt) when the National Society met with the

Southeastern Section. In 1984 the annual fall meeting of the Nuclear Physics

Division of theAPS met on theVanderbilt campus, the first time anAPS Division

had held a meeting in Nashvdle.
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Five Vanderbilt professors have been given the annuady awarded Pegram

Prize for Excedence in Teaching: Guy Forman (1972), Francis Slack (1973), E. A.

Jones (1977), R. T. Lagemann (1977), and J. H. Hamdton (1988). In 1975 J. H.

Hamdton was awarded the Beams Prize for research accomplishment, becoming
the only member of the Society to receive both awards. Three former students

have also been named to the Pegram Prize: Widiam W Alford (1983), Craig
Whitiock (1984), and Dan Allan Cross (1985). (Editor's note: More recently, for

mer student Joe Ferguson [1995] ofMississippi State andW G. Holladay [1996]
have received the Pegram Medal).

At present the society has approximately 1,800 members. At the 1989 annual

meeting held at Tuscaloosa, Alabama, 1 56 papers were presented. Whereas dur

ing an eleven-year period ending in 1964 ORNL and Vanderbdt physicists had

offered by far the most papers (see table 10.6), in 1989 whde noting small-num

ber statistics the most papers were given by physicists from Alabama (13),

Florida State (8), and the University of Southern Mississippi (8), the last ofwhich

Table 10.5

Offices Held byVanderbilt Faculty in SESAPS

Year Chairman Vice-Chairman Secretary Treasurer

1936-37 F. G. Slack

1937-38 F. G. Slack

1938-39 P. Rudnick

1939-40 F. G. Slack

1950-51 R. T. Lagemann

1951-52 R. T. Lagemann

1952-53 R. T. Lagemann

1953-54 S. K. Haynes R. T. Lagemann

1954-55 R. T. Lagemann

1955-56 R. T. Lagemann

1956-57 R. T. Lagemann

1957-58 R. T. Lagemann

1960-61 I. Bloch

1961-62 I. Bloch

1964-65 E. A. Jones

1965-66 E. A. Jones G. Forman

1966-67 G. Forman W. Holladay

1967-68 W. Holladay

1971-72 J. H. Hamilton

1972-73 J. H. Hamilton

1986-87 W. T. Pinkston

1987-88 W. T. Pinkston
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Fig. 10.12 A coterie of Vanderbilt physics professors who have been chairmen of the

Southeastern Section of theAmerican Physical Society convene at the SESAPS meeting in

Birmingham, 1972. Ingram Bloch, SESAPS chairman in 1961-62, was absent. Except for

Ernest Jones, all have been chairman or acting chairman of the Vanderbilt Department of

Physics and Astronomy, and Forman leftVanderbilt to become the founding chairman of

the Physics Department at the University of South Florida. Left to right: Tom Pinkston,

Guy Forman, Joe Hamdton, Robert Lagemann, Wendell Holladay, Ernest Jones, Francis

Slack. From the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

did not exist when the section was founded. ORNL and Vanderbdt contributed

six and five respectively. Three years later (1992), when the meeting was held at

Oak Ridge, 69 of the total of 244 papers were given by ORNL scientists, an indi

cation of the extensive work being done by that national laboratory. Vanderbdt

was next with 12. But now others were crowdingVanderbdt more closely than in

1964: Southern Mississippi (11), North Carolina State (8), North Carolina (7),

Fisk (7). Another change was the vastly increased number of institutions (over

seventy) from which papers were forthcoming.

Contributions to thework of the TennesseeAcademy of Science were fewer in

this period, in part because the academy's membership and programs were more

oriented toward biological than toward physical science and because the research

papers of the physics and astronomy facultywere more appropriate for presenta

tion before the specialized societies. Nevertheless a few members of the depart-
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Table 10.6

Institutional Affiliation andNumber ofPapers Presented byMembers at the

AnnualMeetings of SESAPS, 1954-64

(Only institutions providing the largest numbers are given. Twelve meetings

were held in this period in places listed below.)

Institution Number Institution Number

Oak Ridge National Lab. 237 University ofNorth Carolina 23

Vanderbilt University 102 University ofGeorgia 19

University of Tennessee 85 Fisk University 18

University ofAlabama 56 University of South Carolina 15

University of Florida 40 University ofVirginia 15

Florida State University 37 Emory University 15

Louisiana State University 35 North Carolina State 14

RedstoneArsenal, HuntsviUe 35 Clemson University 11

Duke University 30 Tulane University 10

Georgia Inst. Technology 28 University ofMississippi 8

University ofKentucky 24 SouthernMissionary College 5

Auburn University 23 University ofChattanooga 4

Year and Location ofMeetings

1954 University ofTennessee 1960

1955 University of Florida 1961

1956 Fisk University 1962

1957 University ofKentucky 1963

1958 Redstone Arsenal 1963

1959 Loyola University (New Orleans) 1964

ORNL (Gatlinburg)

University of Louisville

Florida State University

University of Tennessee

University ofKentucky

University of Chattanooga

ment attended meetings rather consistently. Carl Seyfert and Robert Lagemann

were invited to address annual dinnermeetings of the academy. Francis Slack had

served as vice president in 1930 and as president in 1932. In 1959 Lagemann

served as president and during 1967-69 Holladay served as secretary.

Vanderbdt faculty rendered especiady important services to the Oak Ridge

Institute of Nuclear Studies. At its beginning Slack had played a vital role in its

origins. After Chancedor Branscomb, Dean Beach, and Professor Peterson had

served as Vanderbdt's representative on its Advisory Councd, I performed that

service from 1953 untd 1961. From 1958 to 1961 I was the elected chairman of

the councd, and from 1958 to 1967 I served as a member of the Board of

Directors. Professor Oscar Touster of the Vanderbdt Department of Molecular

Biologywas chairman of the councd, 1970-73, while serving asVanderbdt's rep
resentative from 1963-73. Touster also rendered long service on the Board of

Directors (1970-88), of which he was vice president, 1974-76, and president,

1 976-88. J. H.Hamilton of the Physics andAstronomyDepartment served on the
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councd as Vanderbdt's representative from 1973 to 1979. He was vice-chairman

of the councd from 1974 to 1975, and as chairman of the University Relations

Committee he has assumed a leading role in organizing UNISOR, a consortium

of universities allied with the Oak Ridge National Laboratory to maintain a

jointly used research facdity. Beginning in 1990 he has served on a national com

mittee sponsored by ORAU entitled the ORAU Science and Technology Policy
Committee.W T. Pinkston has served on the ORAU Committee from 1980-92.

As for services rendered the National societies, such assistance has come

largely through membership on committees. Slackwas amember of the Editorial

Committee of the American Journal of Physics. During the 1950s I served as a

regional representative on the History of Physics Committee of the American

Institute of Physics and on the membership committee of the American

Association of Physics Teachers.

Contributions to the Local Community

If in this period anyone had asked Nashvdlians,Whom can you name as an

outstanding scientist at Vanderbdt? the answer would have been Carl Seyfert.

Soon after coming to the city in 1946 he had opened the campus observatory

once a month to allow any who wished to peer through the telescope. He also

organized and fostered a local society that held meetings monthly, often to hear

visiting astronomers, during the academic year. In another way, too, he brought

enhanced recognition of the university's services to the city. From about 1952

untd his tragic death in 1960, Carlwas the
"weatherman"

on Channel 4 television,

WSM. Each evening about six he appeared on the screen to set forth in a jovial,

interesting way the current state of the weather. As a trained and practicing

astronomer he lent authenticity to his predictions and, as appropriate, added

comments on unusual astronomical events taking place in the night sky.

Recognized wherever he went about the city, he was a remarkably effective

ambassador forVanderbdt and the astronomy program.

Other members of the department played a significant role in the establish

ment of the educational television station in Nashvdle, now caded Channel 8,

WDCN. The participation, however, had its origins in Atlanta, Georgia, whde I

was teaching at Emory University. In 1948, the first commercial TV station in

Atlanta (WSB) was being established. A program director came to my office at

Emory and asked, "Would you present a science program in which you dlustrate

simple aspects of physics the way you do before your
classes?"

The first broadcast from the new station took place on September 29, 1948.

On the morning of the broadcast the Atlanta newspapers wrote, "Television is
here,"

and "Atlanta today has the first television station in the
South,"

and "Will

go on the air dady at 4 p.m. and stay on until about 10 p.m., and "TV. sets sed from

$189.95 to
$629.95."

The day following the two-hour evening program, the

Atlanta Constitution reported, "The first words spoken last night were 'WSB

Television is on the
air.'

. . . Speakers included Mayor Hartsfield, . . . Fred Moore,
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vice president of theAtlanta Chamber ofCommerce, ... Dr. Robert T Lagemann,

of Emory University's Physics Department, . . . Earl Mann, President of the

Atlanta Crackers Basebad Corporation . . . R. L. Doyle, Chairman of the Fulton

County
Commissioners."

The Constitution also added, "Entertainment included

. . . The Sunshine Boys with songs, the Gdpin Marionettes, and a short movie 'a

talking
monkey'

from 'Monkey
Business.'"

Having read the long list of distin

guished studio guests and the names of notables who had appeared before the

camera, a fellow professor commented, "Well, the physicist and the monkeys were

certainly in good
company."

As it developed, the program occupied a fifteen-minute segment every

Wednesday afternoon at 4:15 p.m. Under the title "Science is
Fun,"

it was directed

toward grade-school chddren. Subjects included "Liquid
Air,"

"Is Stone Mountain
Radioactive?" "Pendulums,"

and "Surface
Tension.''

The fifteen-week series

extended from October 6, 1948, to January 12, 1949.

The station had only a smad studio and only one camera at the beginning.

Successive programs were set up side by side, and when one program changed to

another the cameraman simply turned his camera some
30 from one to the

other. This led to the distraction of scene-changing taking place only a few feet

away from a performer. It sometimes led to more serious incidents. I recall the

afternoon I demonstrated that by placing a few drops of awetting agent in a duck

pond, the water wetted a duck's feathers, removing a layer of air and small bub

bles that helped the duck to float. In the studio the "duck
pond"

was a wash tub

some three feet in diameter coveredwith a dome ofwire netting. The duck hon

ored to represent his species had been living in the bathtub ofmy family's apart

ment for a week and was rushed by car to the studio for its premier performance

on TV, the new communications medium. There he performed admirably though

noisdy. The screen kept the bird confined but did not prevent water from splash

ing out of the
"pond"

as the duck protested its loss of buoyancy and slowly sank

untd only its head was above the water.

As the program ended amid quacking and splatter, the camera turned to the

next show. Suddenly the viewing audience saw Bobby Dodd, the successful foot

ball coach from Georgia Tech, on the screen, perched on a chair and holding his

feet high off the floor to avoid the spdledwater. The interviewer had the presence

ofmind to interject, "Bobby, it seems you are going to play on a muddy field next
Saturday."

Educational Television in Nashville

Educational TV had a simdar rudimentary beginning. It was initiated about

half-a-dozen years later. Certain large cities were tentatively awarded the right to

have one such station. How it was to be financed and managed was left to the cit

izens of the city, who would submit a plan to the Federal Communications

Commission for approval. In the case ofNashvdle, the aim of having such a sta

tion was pursued by the Nashvdle
Educators'

Television Councd, an organization
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made up of seventeen representatives of local educational institutions. The coun

cd first met in January 1952, as I recall. Its first chairman was Dean Felix Robb of

Peabody Codege. Appointed by Chancedor Branscomb, I served as Vanderbdt's

representative. Positive action by the councdwas slow: themembers all had other,
full-time jobs; there were no precedents to fodow; television itselfwas untried as

an educational medium.

There was in existence, however, one TV station in the country sponsored by
an educational entity. The Iowa State Codege at Ames, Iowa, was its sponsor. Its

chief function was to inform the state's farmers about weather, crop conditions,

andmarketing practices, but it also provided entertainment, courses of study, and

general information to the entire population of the state. When that station

offered a one-week workshop on its operations to observers from other states, I

was dispatched to Iowa in August 1952 to learn what I could and report back to

the councd andVanderbdt, which paid my travel
expenses.48

Partly as a result of this report, the Television Councd decided to sponsor

two series of programs over a local commercial station,WSM. Thus the councd

members could obtain firsthand experience. For its part, Channel 8 was glad to

cooperate because in those days commercial television had difficulty finding
programs and sponsors to fill its broadcast time and, besides, federal regulations

required each station to provide a stipulated amount of time to public enlight

enment, an indication that the commercially sponsored broadcasts might not

serve that purpose.

In the fad of 1952 one such program was offered by Craig Foster of the

Nashvdle Chddren'sMuseum. His fifteen-minute program was devoted to nature

study and geology. Beginning in January 1953 I fodowed Foster with a twenty-

two-week series for school-age chddren. Caded Let's Find Out, the program

focused on elementary physical science for fifteen minutes each Monday after

noon at 4:15 p.m. On three other afternoons each week, nonscience programs

were presented by the councd. One revelation to the performers was the enor

mous amount of time required to conceive of appropriate visual aids and to pro

vide or budd them. Fortunately for the physicist, the visual examples and

demonstrations traditionady used in teaching codege freshmen provided a store

house to be drawn upon. Some titles of the programs presented were: "Cooling

by
Evaporation,"

"How to Make an
Electroscope,"

"Pressure of the
atmosphere,"

"Bats and Ultrasonic
Radar."

In addition to the chddren's shows the Television Councd sponsored pro

grams for adults. These were presented each Sunday at 1 p.m., scarcely "prime
time"

but then the presentations were not ofprime quality either. I organized and

moderated some of these, starting in January 1953, and continued untd June

1955. During 1954-55 I was the elected chairman of the councd, fodowing
Wdlard Codins ofDavid Lipscomb Codege (1953-54) and Felix Robb (1952-53).

Soon it was decided that the development of a new educational TV outlet in

Nashvdle should be placed under the care of the Nashvdle Board ofEducation, at

which point the councd dissolved. In retrospect one wonders if ad of this effort
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expended amateurishlymight not have been better spent in advancing one's own

profession and professional endeavors. But Vanderbdt has always offered its

resources to the community, from access to its telescope and libraries to provid

ing consultantships by its professors, and, some would argue, public entertain

ment through its intercodegiate sports programs.

The Middle Tennessee Science Fair

In the spring of 1949 I had participated extensively in promoting and con

ducting the first annual Georgia State Science Fair. Sponsored by the Georgia

Academy of Science, the fair was held in the physics laboratories of Emory

University and attracted 239 exhibitors from among elementary and high-school

students. After participating for two more years, I became convinced of the value

of such fairs, not only to the students and their teachers but also to the codeges of

the state because the fairs raised the level of science teaching in the schools and

brought better-prepared students to their science classes.

Having moved to Nashvdle, I recommended to Dr. Forman in 1953 that he

organize such a fair at Vanderbdt under the care of the Physics-Astronomy
Department. For what help they could be, I gave him the pamphlets and copies

of organizational procedures from my Atlanta experience. Forman was an ideal

director of the fair. He loved the work and probably saw it as a substitute for

research as a contribution to the department. The university provided some of

the operating expenses, as wed as adowing use of space. In a few years Forman got

a local newspaper to support the fair through cash and extensive publicity. From

local businesses and professional societies he solicited prizes in areas of science

akin to their own interests. He was the enthusiastic and successful director from

1953 to 1962, when he moved to Florida.

Professors from other sciences atVanderbdt took up his work, and then for a

long time the School of Engineering was in charge. More recently, the central

administration of the university has taken a leading role. In Aprd 1992 the forti

eth annual fair drew students from twenty-four Middle Tennessee counties.

During the fodowing month the forty-third annual International Science and

Engineering Fair was held in Nashvdle, drawing some 750 high-school students

from the United States and several foreign countries. The week-long event was

held at the Nashvdle Convention Center,May 10-16, sinceVanderbdt'sMemorial

Gymnasium, for years the site of the local fair, was not large enough.

Cosponsoring the international fairwereVanderbdtUniversity and, amongmany

others, Northern Telecom and Ingram Industries. Some ninety different scien

tific, engineering, and federal organizations participated in providing such special

awards as codege scholarships, summer jobs, and expense-paid trips to scientific

installations. The two top finalists received trips to attend the Nobel Prize cere

monies in Stockholm.

In initiating and conducting the science fair, the members of the department

were making a more direct and
clear impact on the teaching of science than in
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their appearances on educational television. Today's chddren come to schoolwith

background experiences that are quite different from in many ways more lim

ited than the experiences of chddren a hundred years ago. Then, chddren knew

much more about the natural world of plants and animals. They knew how

machinery worked, how it could be mended. Today, for most kids, such "hands-

on"

contact with the biological and physical world is rare. They learn from the

electronic and print media much about how other people live, and their social

experience is rich. But the learning is passive. "How much
better,"

asked Philip
and Phylis Morrison recently, "if they learn that in order to find out about a sys

tem, theymust inquire of it, and that the best kind of evidence comes from sci

entific experiments and their
confirmation."49

The science fairwork provided just

such
"hands-on"

experiences and their rich rewards.

Duties of the Departmental Chairman

In 1963, when I left the office of chairman temporardy I thought at the

time to serve as director of Vanderbdt's Planning Study, I drew up for my

replacement a nine-page list of responsibdities of the chairman. Itwas comprised

of forty-two major categories. Its very length reflected the fact that the chairman

had no assistants and that the single departmental secretary gave aid to ad faculty
members. The list provided for little or no delegation of duties. I believed, like

Francis Slack,my predecessor, that the chairman's role was to encourage, support,

and facditate thework of other facultymembers, not to burden themwith admin

istrative matters. Successively, each chairman had added to what his predecessor

had been doing as the size of the faculty and the number of administrative tasks

grew with time.

After Ingram Bloch had served as an interim chairman in 1963-64 andW G.

Hodaday in a simdar capacity during 1964-65,Holladaywas appointed chairman

in 1965. On assuming office he also made "a list of the duties and activities

involved in the administration of physics and astronomy at
Vanderbilt,"

wherein

he opined that "others had added too many tasks for one person to carry out

effectively, especially if that person was also to teach and carry on
research."50

His

list consisted of sixty-nine items. He wisely divided the duties among himself

(16), an administrative assistant (24), and faculty members (29). As someone to

share the administrative burdens, which had multiplied largely because of the

greatly increased contract research, he saw to the appointment of James Brys as

administrative assistant, a position now filled under the title
"Administrator"

by
Norman Nash, who in 1987 fodowed David Shepard.

A recital of the duties of chairmen would not be appropriate here, nor would

a comparison of administrative styles and practices of the various chairmen

through the years be dluminating.51
Perhaps, though, mention of a few of the

unusual experiences and unexpected pitfads would be of interest to anyone con

templating the position.

I had sat in the chairman's chair for only two weeks in 1951; student regis

tration for the fad term was about to begin. The door of 202 Garland was stand-
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Fig. 10.13 While the science fairs focused on students, summer institutes were attended by
high-school and college teachers. Representative of a number of summer institutes held

for physics teachers during the '50s and '60s is this group that came in the 1966 National

Science Foundation Physics Institute. Front row (seated, left to right): William L. Haney,

Alan L. Gammon, Stanley G. Kullman,William Cumming,Arthur A. Ramos,Don J. Linds,

Philip S. Edwards, Richard W. Madsen, and Robert R. Highfill. Second row: Harold

Weinstock, A. V. Ramayya,Wendell G. Holladay, Rutherford Atkins, Dasara V. Nagamani,

Maria R. Diaz, Sister St. Mark (Coatsworth), Gwen M. Nelson, K. E. Chiang, George

Huedepohl, and David Kotelchuck. Third row: Walter A. Lang, Trenton Cooper,William

RalphNance, Dave Burba,A. D. Oliver, ClarenceA. Poxon, D.Arden Rice, J. D. Oliver, Peter

S. Bartel, Paul J. Lienan, Robert E. Dawson, Hoyt M. Kaylor, and Ingram Bloch. The group

stands before a statue of Harold Stirling Vanderbilt, great-grandson of the Commodore

and generous Vanderbilt patron. Photo by C. N. Vandeventer, ft., and in the photographic

archives of the Department of Physics andAstronomy.

ing open.Abruptly in the doorway appeared a tall, grim-faced man dressed in an

overcoat it was September and carrying a heavy suitcase. "Miss Hart sent
me,"

was his opening remark. His skin was swarthy, suntanned, I thought, and

his speech quite un-Southern. "She says maybe you can help
me."

Further con

versation revealed that he had been in correspondence with Miss Hart, the reg

istrar of the Graduate School, and now he was here, he said, to register at this

great university. He had come all the way from Bombay to NewYork by ship and

from New York by train. The only problem, it soon became apparent, was that,

although he had been admitted, the university had not offered him a scholarship
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or assistantship, nor had he any funds of his own to pay the necessary tuition

and provide for his living expenses. He was totady without support. Was he

naive? Or extraordinarily clever? I stdl can't decide.

Of course, the Departmental Supply and Expense Fund could not be used to

aid any student, no matter howworthy or how great the need. So, likeMiss Hart,

I passed him along to a higher level of administration, the dean of the Graduate

School. Somehow, although he too had been in office only some two weeks, Dean

Beach found some money for the student's immediate needs after ad, that cost

less than a return ticket to India- and, I suspect, he awarded him a tuition schol

arship, a practice normady forbidden in the Graduate School, where every award

had to be funded by "real
money,"

that is, funds budgeted from the annual

income.

As timewent onAugustus Dahr came under the benevolent care of one of the

churches bordering the campus. Its pastor displayed considerable ingenuity, I

thought, in helping Augustus. He arranged for him to make Sunday visits to

churches of the same denomination near Nashvdle and describe life in India to

groups interested in the church's missionary efforts. At each service a codection

was taken up for the Indian student, and soon he was able to dispense with the

hand-me-down suits from Dean Beach and me, both of whom luckily for

Augustus were about his size.

The mention of religion brings to mind Brewer Had, a technical assistant in

the departmentwho supplemented hisVanderbdt salary by serving as pastor of a

congregation he himself had organized. Any disadvantages he suffered by lack of

affiliation with any recognized denomination appear to have been compensated

for by his deep religious faith and his frequent devotions. In the department his

job was to clean and repair apparatus, run errands, and operate the mimeograph

machine, which was in frequent demand before the days of photocopying.When

needed to run off mimeograph copies, Brewer was to be summoned by use of a

buzzer at the command of the departmental secretary. But increasingly the secre

tary complained to me that Brewer did not respond to the buzzer. She suspected

he was sleeping in a storeroom in the basement. Especially did such dereliction of

duty take place onMondays, she commented.

It thus became my duty as chairman to correct the situation.When nextMr.

Had did not respond, I hurried down two flights of stairs, calling "Brewer,
Brewer,"

and thrust open the door of the storeroom. Apparently alerted by my

calling his name, Brewer was on his knees in fervent prayer. His position, his

clasped hands, his mumbledwords, ad brought me to a sudden halt. In quiet def

erence, I gently closed the door and left. Some weeks later, Mr. Carlton, the

department's machinist,whose shop was located near the storeroom, toldme that

after I had retreated up the stairs, Mr. Had had emerged from his sleeping quar

ters and had exclaimed to him, "Hadelujah, the Lord saved me
again."

Many other emergency tasks devolved upon the chairman. One Thursday, just

half an hour before the weekly departmental codoquium met, the secretary

reported that the professor in charge could not attend. Would I introduce the
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Fig. 10.14Machinist HUlard Carlton operates precision tools in the departmental shop in

the basement ofGarland Hall around 1956; graduate student Terry Crow hones his skills

in the background. Hillard provided the department forty years of dedicated and timely

service, 1946-86. Photo by Charles M. Cowden. From the photographic archives of the

Department of Physics andAstronomy.

speaker, who was coming ad the way from Oak Ridge? He had not yet arrived, but

his name was known, a common name, as I recad, something like John J. Smith.

To prepare myself in the onlyway avadable at the moment, I rushed to the nearby

departmental library and sought outAmericanMen ofScience. Breathing a sigh of

relief at finding the name there, I quickly copied down a few salient biographical

detads and hurried back to the meeting room,where some
seventy-five professors

and graduate students were assembling.

Soon the speaker arrived, having come from Oak Ridge by car, and I arose to

let ad assembled knowwho was about to address us. His birthplace, his degrees,

his research interests ad slipped easdy offmy tongue. Onlyminutes before I had

looked them up.After the usual perfunctory applause for the speaker-to-be, not

the introducer Dr. Smith rose with a puzzled look on his face. He seemed at a

loss for words. Finally, he said, "I am not the John J. Smith just described to you
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by the chairman. He also works at Oak Ridge, but he knows nothing about the

subject I'm about to speak on. We share only the same
name."

Chagrined, I

quickly stood up to explain what had happened. Fortunately, everyone else,

including the speaker, thought it all very amusing. But I came prudently prepared

on all simdar occasions thereafter.

Crackpot Scientists

Physicists have long been occupied by the subject ofperpetual motion, at first

in considering whether perpetual motion machines could be constructed and

recently in explaining why they cannot be devised.When a revival of interest in

the subject arose in the early 1600s, even such famous scientists as Johann

Bernoulli and Robert Boyle seriously proposed detaded descriptions of such a

system, with Boyle's based on capdlary action. Since then thousands of such

devices have been proposed and many
"working"

models actually constructed,

only to be found unsuccessful. The attention of physicists has now reduced to

answering correspondence from those who believe they have invented ameans of

circumventing the laws of thermodynamics or to writing histories of the unre

warding labors of these unfortunate souls.

One can readdy purchase such evaluations of folly, like Fifty PerpetualMotion

Mechanisms. Another paperback is titled Perpetual Motion: The History of an

Obsession. Its 235 pages byArthur Ord-Hume, can be bought for
$6.95.52

And for

those who think such a machine can in fact be constructed, one can buy a book

by R. A. Ford, The Perpetual Motion Mystery, which besides providingmuch his

tory on the subject suggests that there are possibly defects in current appraisals of

such machines and includes a reprint of "Perpetual Motion Handbook Through

Entropy
Reversal."

Books like Ford's can be useful as references to be provided to the uninformed

and the self-deluded who write to physicists pleading for information on the sub

ject. Such an inquiry came to the famous Johns Hopkins physicist Henry
Rowland, who personadyvisited the premises of an inventorwho claimed to have

put together a series ofwheels that operated a saw capable of sawing small pieces

of wood. Closing a switch to a small battery started the massive machine.

Noticing that the power appeared to emanate from a wheel driven from a large

steel box, Rowland told the inventor he suspected the real source of power was in

the room below and power propagated through the floor, a suggestion the inven

tor vigorously denied. According to Rowland's published account (of 1902),

"[The inventor] intimated that, if I were not careful a force might proceed from

his body which would act in conjunction with gravity in causing me to be pro

jected through the window and strike with violence on the ground
below."

Simdar exposes of perpetual motion mechanical devices have shown them to

be receiving energy from such sources as clockworks hidden in the base or a

stream of compressed air introduced through a smad tube brought in from a con

tiguous floor or wad. The budders are oftenmotivated by dreams of personal gain
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through deception. Sometimes those who resort to deceit are driven to such by
the failure of what began as a genuine attempt to find a perpetual motion

machine. One writer has deplored the fact that the unquestionable dexterity and

ingeniousness of some of the inventors is not directed to a better end. Finally,

there are also those who through ignorance or self-delusion make simdar claims.

The earliest British patent for a perpetual motion machine was granted in

1635. A second was patented in 1662. In the United States, by the time the Patent

Office burned down in 1836, about ten patents for perpetual motion machines had

been granted and were on file. In 1911 the U.S. Commissioner of Patents warned

inventors of the office's accord with the views of scientists and demanded that a

workingmodel had to be presented before any application would be entertained.

If that rule has deterred misguided inventors from pursuing the mirage of

perpetual motion, it has not halted inquiries on other dubious subjects. For a

time relativity was a common subject on which university scientists received let

ters of correction and improvement. Especiady was the equation E =
mc2

pro

pounded upon. The fantasy of proving Einstein wrong was widely held, it seems.

Simdarly the construction of atoms from lesser particles has been a favorite diver

sion. In some fourteen years I received thirty-five gratuitous communications,

somemany pages in length, offering commentary and improvements on thework

ofEinstein and other modern physicists. Usually theywere addressed (for exam

ple), "Chairman of the Physics Department, Oxbridge
University,"

and the form

suggested a simdar missive had been sent to other anonymous chairmen. As in

the case of perpetual motion, it was not always easy to discern the exact reason

for a device's invalidity or the faults of logic in the more numerous verbal pre

sentations. A general lackwas a fadure to recognize the incremental advancement

of science and the need to keep inmind that advances are usually based on prior

foundations and on problems inherent in olderworks. More specific was the fad

ure to define concepts with operational definitions or to provide experimental

confirmation for hypotheses brought forward.

Perhaps the best known and the longest enduring of scientific hoaxes was

one involving a John Worrell Keely of Phdadelphia, who for a quarter century

ending in 1899 preyed on citizens with no background in science who searched

for quickmonetary gain. One of his various hoaxes was a levitation experiment

bywhich heavyweights in water were made to rise and fall in response to musi

cal sounds of various pitches. Although the weights appeared solid, they were

hollow and contained pockets of air that expanded or contracted as pressure was

exerted on the water's surface. A visiting physicist was at first mystified when he

saw the ponderous metal objects rise and fall in a jar ofwater enclosed at its top.

After several visits he concluded the trick was effected by the decrease and the

increase of the air pressure in the space above the water, changes effected

through a small tube leading into the space. It was the well-known "Cartesian

Diver"

in disguised form. Keely claimed the tube was a solid wire, even filing on

it. But when investigators proposed cutting the wire during the demonstration,

the inventor refused.
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Compressed air, introduced through a smad hodow tube leading from a

source in the basement of his home, also supplied the motive power for his

"hydro-vacuo
engine."

The inventor, however, claimed the source was provided

by the "disintegration of a few drops of
water."

The successful demonstrations of

his marvelous machine aroused such confidence on the part of the public that he

was able to form the KeelyMotor Company, with a capitalization of $5,000,000.

When the trained and competent physicist of the University of Pennsylvania,

George F.
Barker,53

asked to examine the motor, his request was refused by the

inventor, who appears to have lived for a quarter century on the gifts and invest

ments of those who hoped to profit from his schemes.

A hundred years later such deliberate deceptions are not as common, perhaps

because people are better educated in science and because more expert observers

can be found. But the self-deluded are stdl writing letters and books. For exam

ple, among the vanity-press books I received is a hardback entitled OneHundred

Simple and Exact Mathematical Proofs that the Valences of Carbon are Unequal.

The only references furnished were to earlier books by the same author.Another

book, a twenty-eight-page paperback in German and impressively embeflished

with French and English forewords, is entitled The Universal Constants ofNature.

It revealed that the numerical values of Planck's Constant, the speed of light, the

charge on the electron, etc., were arithmeticady interconnected by the various

formulae ofmodern physics, which was no surprise to the Vanderbdt professors.

I received many queries from well-intentioned theoreticians and would-be

inventors. One example was a two-page letter from a resident of a smad town in

Mississippi, who wrote on "Equations Excerpted from the Theory of Restricted

Absolute
Motion"

but who gave no definition of what or whose theory he was

espousing. His words were tingedwith the pathetic hopelessness ofhis situation:

"This is of potential importance to theoretical physics. The material has had dif

ficulty being considered by institutional physics. . . Others wrote in quest of

commendation or reassurance, as did the physician who was proud of his inven

tion of an adjustable-angle golf club, so that one needed to carry only a single

club (and awrench).Manywere secretive and fearful ofhaving their ideas stolen.

Occasionally a humorous spoof came along, as when an author claimed there are

two separate entities,
"light"

and
"darkness."

As one piece of evidence, he pointed

out that
"dark"

always settles to the bottom of a lake or river. "Dark is therefore

heavier than
light,"

he concluded. Above all, and delightfully complicating mat

ters, are equally spurious letters that are concocted by friends at other universities

or even by resident colleagues and that are foisted on department chairs, who

must be ever watchful for such pranks.

Of course, I received serious questions from serious, though perhaps naive,

writers. One wrote, "The three outermost planets, Mars [he meant Uranus],

Neptune and Pluto, have orbital periods of about 84, 164, and 248 years. These

are very nearly in the ratio of 1:2:3. Why is
that?"

How should that letter have

been answered?
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An analysis of the mistakes made by these writers would not be beneficial

here, nor would criticism of their foolish, even pitiable, efforts be considerate. One

particular case, however, idustrates the value ofpatience in dealingwith such cor

respondence. This particular gentlemen wrote to me in a clear, bold hand and

reviewed rather wed the state of a certain branch of physics. But at intervals he

made some unsubstantiated comments and lapses in mathematics. Here's a pri

vate, uneducated laymen trying to understand physics, I concluded, and I sent him

a number of constructive comments over a period of about three years, as I recad.

On his stationery he gave his address as Greystone Park, Maryland this was

before the day of zip codes and whde, for some reason, his letters came atwidely

differing intervals I would try to answer them as best I could.Was I simply being
courteous? Was I unconsciously fostering an interest in Vanderbdt on the part of

a wealthy, potential donor? I don't know. At any rate, for several months no letters

came to me from Maryland. Then one did. It, too, bore the letterhead address of

Greystone Park. The letter was signed not by my former correspondent, but by
another, who placed a title under his signature: "Superintendent, Greystone Park

Psychiatric
Hospital."

"Thank
you,"

it read, "forwriting so often to our patient.You

were very helpful in ameliorating his
condition."

Preprandial and Postprandial Delights

When one reads biographies ofEnglish physicists, one comes frequentlyupon

references to social events sponsored by departments on special days. On these

occasions students parodied their professors mannerisms and performed plays

ridiculing the dady routine. Often the group sang songs in unison in which the

melody was that of some popular ditty but the words a whimsical plaint about

the difficulties of research or the lowly life of a student.

These antics, of course, are not the private province of the British. Bohr's

Institute in Copenhagen enjoyed them. And in Germany we read of Max

Delbruck assuming a butler's costume to greet guests at a party held in Berlin for

Schrodinger. In 1985 at the annual party of the Theoretical Physics Group of the

University of Frankfurt, a roasted piglet adorned with a red apple in its mouth

garnished the serving table. After Walter Greiner, the director, made his serious

report on the institute's accomplishments and a visiting scientist reported on an

actual case of a falsified discovery made by a non-German physicist, the stu

dents to the their own delight and to the delight of the attending faculty and

theirwives put on a slide show spoofing the professorial staff and ridiculing the

nature of the research undertaken. One unplanned spoof at the expense of the

director, evident but not remarked upon, was that Professor Greiner was delayed

in arriving, and the students began eating. When the director and his guests

arrived, scarcely a gram of the piglet remained for them.

At Vanderbilt, as the Ph.D. program prospered during the 1950s and 1960s,

annual picnics were held in the Warner Parks near Nashvdle. Occasionady one
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took place in the fall to welcome new and returning students, but the spring affair

became a rite of the season. At first the food was furnished by the participants,
but later certain components were provided from a modest fee charged. After ad,

graduate students in their garret rooms could not provide casseroles of delec-

tables, and at times the bottles of pickles and olives and the bags of potato chips

they provided became obviously excessive. Light athletics occupied some. Others

went for walks in the immense parks. For some conversation sufficed. Held usu-

ady on a Saturday afternoon, the picnicswere followed onMondayby the appear

ance in classes of stiff-limbed professors who had endeavored to display their

athletic prowess and rapport with students.

For a time my wife and I, during my tenure as chairman, invited groups of

students to our home. Growing numbers and a particular incident, however,

brought a halt to the practice. On one occasion, as the group sat in chairs on the

lawn outside the house, I went inside to bring up the punch cooling in the base

ment. Having poured it into a large punch bowl set at one end of the festive table,
I went off to search for a punch ladle. As I reentered the room, to my horror I

found a young boy, perhaps seven years old he had been playing
out-of-

doors reaching up and washing his hands in the filled punch bowl.

Arriving too late to take preemptive action, I wiped the youngster's hands

with a napkin, guided him out-of-doors, and, with great presence ofmind (inmy

humble opinion), decided to ted no one of the incident. At the end of the recep

tion, with the Grenadier Guards punch by then consumed, I received several

compliments on howwell the punch had tasted. Said one departing student, "I've

never before tasted punch like that."54 Little did he know.

For about a decade in the 1950s and 1960s mywife and I invited the depart

ment's graduate students, the undergraduate majors, and the faculty to "An

Evening in a Montmartre Night
Club."

We had never been to Montmartre, but

then neither had our guests. In fact, the partywas held in the same room inwhich

the august faculty of the Codege ofArts and Science held its staid monthlymeet

ings. The room was decorated in what we imagined a French Night Club looked

like. Card tables were set up, each covered by a red-and-white checkered table

cloth sewn on the famdy sewingmachine. The two main featureswere a program

of skits and musical numbers performed by students and faculty and a repast

served from a buffet. To me fell the task of enticing students to take parts in the

skits. To my wife fed the labor, not inconsiderable, of preparing the food.

Nowadays that would be cared for by a caterer, but at that time the improvident

universitymade no entertainment adowance avadable to chairmen. Usually, over

one hundred persons would be in attendance.

One memorable occasion found Professor Royal Albridge dancing a cancan,
the music being provided by his record player. His costume was a huge red wig,
and little else. Applause was tremendous. At another timeWendell Hodaday per

formed a dance of a different nature. It can best be described as being of his own
composition. Once Dr. Hamilton and his wife put on a skit idustrating

profes-
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sional and famdy life. Dr. Cyril Curtis played a selection of classical music on the

grand piano. And a visiting astronomy professor from the Netherlands, Adrian

Blaauw, played a flute duet with one of the students.

I was surprised and pleased to find so many physics and astronomy students

possessing musical talents. Among the solo presentations were performances on

the piano, cello, and guitar. At one time two students provided an unusual duet,

combining the flute and the violin. At another time students formed a woodwind

quintet, with marvelous results. Among the nonmusical contributions I recad

RobertVermdlion reciting Shakespeare and John
Sorace,55

perched on a tad stool,

reading avant-garde poetry he had learned in Greenwich Vitiage.

The evening's program usuady closed with a grand production by as many as

a dozen students who sang selections from Gdbert and Sullivan's operetta H.M.S.

Pinafore.Whde themusic was that of the two Englishmen, several of us composed

the words, which were more suited to the assembled scientists than to patrons of

the D'Oyly Cart Company. For instance, Gdbert and Sullivan's poignant "Poor

Little
Buttercup"

became the sad story of a Vanderbilt graduate student. The

singers, untrained and unpracticed, made up for their deficiencies with their

verve and enthusiasm.

Having found no one wdling to sing the solo in "When I Was a
Lad,"

I sang

the ditty myself, whde the chorus repeated the lines at intervals, as they are

indented below:

When I was a lad it was my fate,

To be a grad assistant atVandy State.

I quizzed in quizzes with a smde so bland,

And I copied all the grades in a big round hand.

He copied all the grades in a big round hand,

I polished up the apple so carefully,

That now I'm on myway to be a PH.D.

He polished up the apple so carefudy,

That now he's on his way to be a PH.D.

I grew so bright that soon I was sent,

To
Hopkins'

lab to experiment.

I always ran at his beck and call,

And never thought of thinking for myself at all.

He never thought of thinking for himself at all.

I thought so little they rewarded me,

Bymaking me the holder of a PH.D.

He thought so little they rewarded he,

By making him the holder of a P. H. D.
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Biophysics, a Strategy for Growth

Immediately after World War II Francis Slack had wisely reoriented the

research interests of the department away from magneto-optics and in the direc

tion of nuclear physics and molecular spectroscopy. At the same time the plan

whereby each faculty member was master in his own house was continued.

Naturady, Slack knew ofMichelson and Morley at Case, of the two Curies, hus

band and wife, and of other teams. But there was no impetus to group faculty
members to attack restricted problems. And, of course, the German model had

never penetrated America, with its Herr Doktor Professor Director and a squad

of underlings.

Now again, with the department prospering, it was time to consider a strat

egy for growth. Which new branch of physics showed signs for the potential of

new discoveries? Which would keep us in the mainstream of physics, an
ever-

changing science? From where would come sources of funding to support such

new research endeavors? Did Vanderbdt possess some intrinsic resource that

could be cultivated, a resource that lay far off the East-West axis of physicists

extending from Boston and NewYork to Chicago to California?

An obvious resource lay close at hand. This was the research-minded and rel

atively wealthy Medical School. One could look out the windows of crowded

Garland Hall and see the Medical School's red bricks reflecting the rising sun.

One could walk there in five minutes to borrow a vacuum pump. On the distant

horizon one could see Merck and Sharp and Dohme and the National Institutes

ofHealth and ad those phdanthropic agencies fundingmedical research. Too, the

medical professors were so grateful when a physicist wired up an electronic cir

cuit for them, or showed them how to measure surface tension, or, one time,

brought over a Geiger Counter to find lost radium, which indeed was found at a

manhole in a city sewer on 21st Ave. How gratifying, how refreshing, was the

respect earned, and from the white-coated men ofmedicine.

Moreover, Learned Hall was already under construction. How sweet the

thought of the space to be found there and the crumbs and loaves thatmight fad

from the medical table. The prospects for benefits from Learned Hadwere attrac

tive but not cynicady so. We did not think of them as transient nor as simply a

means to gain funds from the U.S. Public Health Service.We actuady believed in

the efficacy of that approach at least most of us did. And if this point of view

were to be implemented and we were to carry out our promises to the Public

Health Service, should we not engage faculty members who would work to

advance those aims?

Our reasoning for additions to the faculty in the field of biophysics can be
summarized as fodows:

1. Some dozen new graduate students annuady supported by Radiological

Physics Fedowships were now on campus. Some of these could receive fel

lowship renewals and could obtain doctoral degrees. Theywould furnish a
nucleus of students for professors in biophysics.
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2. Certain professors in the School ofMedicine were keen on bringing sym
pathetic physicists to the campus. Dr. George Meneely, head of Nuclear

Medicine,was one. Later, another was Dr. Bertrand Brill ofRadiology, who

in time was to hold a joint appointment in the Physics Department.

3. Historicady, many interesting and basic problems studied by so-caded pure
physicists had come from studies they had done in adied fields, in engi

neering for example. Kelvin's work on the Atlantic Cable had, for instance,
brought forth basic problems in electromagnetic theory.

4. Classical physics had been a source of spin-off of new disciplines, aerody
namics and electrical engineering being examples. Biophysics could also be
such a field, one worthy of study by physicists, although in time it might

develop into a separately recognized field much as had occurred with bio

chemistry.

5. The prospects for financial support ofprofessors in biophysics were bright.

6. The Medical School and its associated hospital could doubtless provide

some assistants positions for physics graduate students.

7. It was estimated that over half of all male students in the College ofArts

and Science had entered with the aim of eventuady studying medicine or

law. Professors doing research in biophysics could teach a few courses

directed to the needs ofpremedical students, aswed as teach the traditional

courses, just as some professors in Chemistry and Biology were doing.

8. The department should direct a portion of its faculty effort toward research

and training in a branch of physics having immediate or long-run applica

tion to health. It makes little sense to expect the entire physics faculty to

study profound problems of possibly distant benefit to society What of

graduate students who would hope to find jobs?Already, insufficient open

ings were avadable for students of "profound problems."56

Although the negatives to the propositions were considered,with the seeming

acquiescence of the other members of the department I adopted a near-term

strategy of advancement of the department through development of strength in

biophysics. What better plan was avadable in the 1950s to this university? The

alternative was to plod along doing so-called "pure
physics,"

which was as hard to

define as biophysics, aloof from the world and untainted, hoping for a break

through that would revolutionize the science.

So,with Learned Hall providing space for their accommodation, biophysicists

were added to the faculty from time to time as circumstances permitted. There

was a smad foundation already in existence. The chairman had been
codaborat-

ing in a modest waywith Dr. Meneely, who had recently been named director of

NuclearMedicine and who was a pioneer in the use of radioactive tracers in med

icine. At the time, the extensive atmospheric testing of atomic and hydrogen

bombs by the U.S. and Russia brought forward the question of how much such

tests raise the level of radioactive materials in humans. To investigate that ques

tion and others, Dr. Meneely and his chief electronics assistant, Raymond L.

Wedand, were constructing an "iron
room,"

with eight-inch walls of steel to
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reduce background radiation to a crystal (Nal) counter detector placed with a

patient inside the room. The entire affair was sometimes called a "whole-body
counter."

The iron room is stdl used today. I was included as an author on one or

two papers related to the iron room, two graduate students received financial

assistance in its connection, one physics student (O. C. Parrent) wrote a master's

thesis on thewhole-body counter, andwhen Dr. Hamdton ran out of funds to pay

Werner Mehlhorn, a research associate from Munster, Germany, Dr. Meneely
hired him for his own staff. In fact, Mehlhorn proceeded to make a creditable

contribution, with the result that a paper was
pubdshed.57

These experiences fur

nished an early example of how a strategy of codaboration can be fruitful in pro

moting the several interests of the department.

An early professional appointment in biophysics from outside was Dr. Otto

H. Bliih. He came in 1961 from the University ofBritish Columbia,where he had

finady settled after leaving the German University of Prague in the early 1930s.

His knowledge and interests were wide-ranging, from critical evaluation of the

work ofErnstMach to measuring bioelectric potentials in livingmatter (wounds)
and using Mossbauer equipment for determining motion in biological systems.

One of his contributions was to apply his catholic knowledge to the organization

of courses in biophysics that were comprehensive and systematic. He was paid

Fig. 10.15 Otto Bluh brought to Vanderbilt in 1961 wide experience in biophysics and in

the work and thought ofErnst Mach. From the photographic archives of the Department

of Physics andAstronomy.
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entirely through a grant made by the National Institutes of Health to George

Meneely and me.

An even earlier addition was Paul Latimer, a Ph.D. from Idinois. Coming in

1958, his research centered on the scattering of light from finely dispersed parti
cles. He supported his research through grants from outside the university, and in

addition to teaching the department's course in classical optics he also taught in

the biophysics area.

Stdl another addition wasWalter V Bouldin, with a doctorate from Duke. In

his electron spin resonance research he used a microwave spectrometer to study

the primary effects ofX-ray and gamma radiation on matter. He was particularly
interested in crystalline forms of biologically important molecules irradiated at

low temperatures. He came in 1962 and resigned in 1966. Like Bluh and Latimer,

he occupied commodious space in Learned Laboratory.

Another new faculty member, coming in 1964, was Paul Galen Lenhert, who

had acquired a Ph.D. in Biophysics at Johns Hopkins two years before and was

teaching atWittenberg College. He broughtwith him toVanderbdt anNIH grant.

His research was in the use ofX-ray diffraction apparatus to elucidate the struc

ture of large molecules of biological interest. He, too, taught partly in courses in

biophysics. In later years, he cooperated very successfrdly with members of the

Department of Chemistry in studying the crystallography of organic molecules.

By the time the new science center buildings were completed in 1964, three of

those four biophysicists were stdl on the staff, Latimer having moved to Alabama

Polytechnic Institute in 1963. They directed thesis work in their separate special

ties, taught in the several courses in biophysics that the department and college

faculty had approved, taught in the non-biophysics courses, and participated in

the general activities of the department. Certainly they were not slaves of the

medical staff. They did not repair recording spectrophotometers or scaling cir

cuits. In fact, the electronics technicians and shop men of the Medical School

helped them. Nor did they dealwith patients, nor devisemethods of treatment or

therapy. In 1962 Meneely left for Louisiana State. For the fodowing two years the

program in nuclear medicine was directed by Robert Heyssel, who later became

a dean in the Johns Hopkins School ofMedicine. During the early 1960s I codi-

rected and then directed a large five-year graduate-student training grant in bio

physics that provided financial support for a number of students who received

master's and doctoral degrees in physics.

In 1964 Dr. A. Bertrand Brdl (Ph.D., California and M.D., Utah) came to

Vanderbdt to assist and later to succeed George Meneely. Competent, energetic,

with an enthusiastic interest in nuclear medicine, he became an important con

tributor to the biophysics effort. His research program involved the development

of new instruments and computational systems for three-dimensional image

mapping and reconstruction, and simulation and modeling ofbody metabolism

of radioactively labeled compounds. He received a joint appointment of associate

professor in the department in 1970, taught one of the biophysics courses for a

number of years and directed theses of the department's students. His direction
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of Ph.D. theses reached an apogee in 1972 when three students completed their

work under his care: J. Erickson, J. A. Patton, and J. R.Watts. Altogether whde at

Vanderbilt, Brdl directed or codirected five Ph.D. theses and six master's theses.

All this time, radiological fedowswere being sent to the university by theAEC.

Many of them found placeswith the biophysicists when they returned on fedow

ship extensions for a second or even third year of study. Some were supported on

a training grant. Some found jobs in the medical school, particularly in the radi

ation safely department. One, Ronald R. Price, (Ph.D., Vanderbdt) became

Professor of Radiology in the School ofMedicine and now (1992) holds a joint

appointment on the faculty of the department and is the teacher of course 242,

(formerly 232) Applied Radiation Physics. Although as individuals the newly

added biophysicists were responsible, active, productive members of the depart

ment, little cooperative planning took place among them. No weekly codoquium

on biophysics was instituted, perhaps because their research interests were too

diverse for close cooperation or even fruitful discussion. As a consequence,

although courses including
"biophysics"

in their tides were offered, no focused,

concerted research program was developed. Perhaps that should not be deplored,

however, for the alternative could have led to a version of the old European sys

tem in which the pursuit of a single research goal or the imposition of a single

strong director could lead to suppression of fruitful research ideas. The fact that

the physicists pursued their interests in the fundamental physics ofbiological sys

tems left an unmet need that resulted in the formation in the Engineering School

of a group, now a formal department, under the title Biomedical Engineering.

The Great Debate of 1974

For twenty years a strong presence ofbiophysics had prevaded in the depart

ment. During the self-study of 1963-65, the department's report had stated an

affirmation of the program. In 1965 Wendell Hodaday had given biophysics a

prominent play in his contribution to the printed brochure for the dedication of

the Science
Center.58

In the late 1960s formal planning was continued and a "1-

1-5"

(year) system of evaluation, planning, and future budgeting came into use

in the Codege of Arts and Science. In 1970 the "Profile of the Department of

Physics and Astronomy (1971-72; 1972-73;
1973-78)"

included the fodowing
statement:

As a result of these discussions the department developed a clearer picture

of the program in medical physics at Vanderbilt. Continued support was

voted first, and a replacement requested for Professor Baglan. [Appointed

in 1970, Dr. Robert J. Baglan resigned in 1973.]

But in 1974, when the resignation of the biophysicist Jerome Wagner offered

an opportunity, some faculty began to question the desirabdity of continuing
appointments in the field. The great debate of 1974 was on. Whde the debate
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involved several inter-related plans for the development of the department,

including especiady faculty positions in particle physics and nuclear physics, the

focus and the key issue was how to fill the position vacated by Professor Wagner.

Accentuating the debatewas the absence of an acceptedway to reach decisions on

such matters, that is, on the principles ofgovernance to be followed in the depart

ments of the Codege.

Tom Pinkston, then chairman, wrote in a letter distributed to the faculty dur

ing the discussions:

For years this department has had a very simple approach to governance.

The faculty advised the chairman on matters of importance, and he made

the best decision he could based upon this advice and whatever other

data, etc., thatwas avadable. The system worked verywed, not that every

one agreed with everything the chairman did. All agreed to be governed

in this way. I believe this mode ofgovernance is stdl workable indeed, it

is the only acceptable mode I know of.

He then informed his codeagues of a decision "based upon adequate faculty con
sultations"

he had made: "The physics faculty position in medical physics wdl be

phased out so that a third position can be made avadable for experimental

nuclear
physics."59

Upon receipt of this memorandum, the already divided faculty continued to

dispute the chairman's decisions concerning new faculty appointments and his

method and bases for making the decisions. It appears that Pinkston had

departed from his
"simplistic"

approach to departmental governance by adowing
secret ballot votes as a means to advise him. The result was to provide numbers

bywhich the debate could be continued. In a secret badot on continuing support

for the biophysics program now perhaps significantly entitled "medical physics
program"

the result was eleven for support, four against replacing the depart

ingmedical physicist with
another.60

In an unmaded memorandum to his faculty
datedMay 9, 1974, the chairman stated that the vote was eleven to eight (he was

counting four additional votes of those not included in the formal badoting) in

favor of the program, which he declared "isn't exactly a mandate. . .

In the end the chairman prevaded; his recommendations to Dean Hodaday,

himselfa member of the department, and to Provost Hobbswere accepted. But the

debate continued. On May 27, 1974, the Physics Department Medical Physics

Committee (J.Wagner, A. B. Brid, R. T. Lagemann, P. G. Lenhert, and C. E. Roos)

addressed a letter to Chairman Pinkston stating their belief that the vote was

"clearly in favor of continuing the present faculty position inMedical
Physics"

and

"that itwould be better for a department chairman not to terminate a faculty posi

tion when the department has voted in favor of retaining
it."

About a week later,

Kent Larsen, a graduate student studyingmedical physics,wrote to the faculty and

other students in the department in protest against the chairman's position and

defended the educational value of a university program in medical physics.61
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Some of the letters exchanged among those interested in the filling of a fac

ulty slot in biophysics are stdl in existence. On the whole they are cogent appre

ciations of the problem and offer reasons for their stated position. At the same

time the letters display occasional flashes of scorn and sarcasm, none of which

helped to cool tempers. A few quotations wdl serve to summarize positions.

In a two-page, closely reasoned letter to his colleagues, Ingram Bloch took

the high road. "Almost all the people in the world are working on practical prob
lems,"

he wrote. "Universities have long offered sanctuary and support to a few

people . . . who have wished to lead lives of
inquiry,"

although at the same time

they support schools for the diagnosis and treatment of patients, the practice of

law and nursing, the design of highways and computers. But there are a few

departments that are distinguished by "the scope and profundity, and precision

and specificity, of the questions they ask about
nature."

One of these, he offered,

was a department of physics and astronomy (that is, large scale physics). It had a

unique mission: "to ask intellectuady significant questions about
nature."

Its

practitioners "should not let themselves be seduced by either the money or the

sanctimonious emotions which sometimes attend good
works."

Wed said. But then Ingram recaded that many students in physics and astron

omy "wish to serve their fellow man in more direct ways than fundamental dis

covery . . . and few of them wdl be able to find university jobs. ... Is a physics

department serving these students if its faculty is preoccupied with the great

secrets of
nature?"

He then suggested several remedies, as for example taking

courses in other departments and doing theses at Oak
Ridge.62

In a final paragraph hewrote, "Applied physics canmean, also, the application

of physics to other branches of science in an effort to understand rather than
do."

This was one of the tenets of the biophysicists originally. Yet Bloch was perhaps

the leading objector to the appointment of a replacement in biophysics. The

explanation for his possibly inconsistent viewmust have rested in a seldom-men

tioned change in the original functioning of the biophysicists. In the 1950s they

had in fact been attempting to understand nature, rather than in
"doing"

imme

diate services. Butwith the passage of time, Dr. Brill had brought some of the oth

ers under his own program of research, which concentrated on radioisotopes and

their use in diagnosis and therapy and in medical instrumentation. Thus Ingram

was ready opposing the kind of biophysicist now proposed for employment, not

the sort that had originated the group. One piece of evidence for this is that

almost all the 1974 correspondence refers to the research area of "medical
physics"

rather than of
"biophysics."

Another piece of evidence is that Pinkston,

in an undated document on planning, states that "physicists in
medicine"

is a

"more apt description ofwhat is
involved."

Another writer was John Barach. Whde discussing various aspects of the

planning underway, he said, "The presence of our truly excellent medical school

next door provides us a special characteristic. So does the pre-med proclivity of

our undergraduate student body. Our historical effort in Health Physics is perti

nent here. These provide strong reasons to back up faculty support for Medical
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Physics."

As a framework for planning he suggested "that we look for areas and

characteristics in which Vanderbdt has a particular edge or
advantage."

Medical

Physics was one, he asserted, and another was nuclear physics, as Dr. Hamdton

had developed a strong link betweenVanderbdt and Oak Ridge. Such opportuni

ties would attract "good,
first-rate"

physicists to come to
Vanderbdt.63

The letter from Kent Larsen asked the faculty to reconsider the matter.

Obviously referring to Bloch's letter, he begins by saying, "A university, in my

opinion, should not merely provide a base of operations for those who are

engaged in research if they have little or no desire to train
others."

Moreover,
"doing"

also contributes to
"understanding."

He agreed with Bloch that "ad the

natural sciences should strive to become branches of
physics."

Further,

"Physicists have in the past, are now, and will in the future make valuable contri

butions to
Medicine,"

and the problems cannot "just aswed be solved by
engineers."

Those were some of themore restrained and substantive comments.At times,

though, the debate became acrimonious, and a fud understanding of the perdous

situation in the department should include expressions of attitude.

Onewriter (to the Provost) suggested that the chairman should obtain a secret

badot instead of quoting his impressions of faculty consensus, and if the ballot

does not support his (orady) stated version of the impression then the chairman

"should be asked to resign. . . Another said that secret ballots had been taken by
the chairman for his guidance, but he had not divulged the results to the other fac

ulty members. Another writer alleged, "There is reason to have concern for vin

dictive action by Pinkston if the ballot is not
secret."

The writer also adeged that

Pinkston had a private spy among the departmental faculty and, further, that the

chairman had leveraged support from one facultymember for an appointment the

chairman favored. One professor wrote: "By his inactions and inabdity to logicady
create a decision situation he adowed the problem to get out of

hand."

Another

professor stated that the chairman lacked the requisite knowledge to choose

between two competing research proposals and the qualifications of its sponsors.

Bombarded from ad sides by strange particles of conflicting advice, chairman

Pinkston felt moved to defend himself. To the Provost he said that a codeague's

letterwas composed of "claims, accusations, and
insinuations."

In a letter (May 9,

1974) sent to the faculty Tom asks at one point, "Impeachment,
anyone?"

In the

same letter he gives an excedent summary of the composition of the departmen

tal faculty and of the factors he thinks that affect the appointment of new staff. In

it he says, "I am emotionally wrung out. My inclination is to cad for a
cease-fire."

Fortunately for all concerned, in a few days the commencement ceremonies

brought a dispersal of the faculty, a return to contract research responsibdities,

and a halt to the letter writing. But the decision stood that the much-discussed

biophysics position should be phased out and a third member added to Dr.

Hamdton's group. Also, the practice of taking votes on faculty replacements and

additions has continued to this day.

The loss of a faculty position in biophysics was a case of amputation of a limb,

not of euthanasia. Courses in the area were continued. Students still continued
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doing theses in the field. Indeed, course 242 (earlier numbered 234 and 232),

Applied Radiation Physics, has been taught continuously from 1950 to 1989, a

period of thirty-nine years. Even after the departure ofDr. Brdl in 1980, whde he

held the title "Director of the Program in NuclearMedical
Technology,"

an effort

in biophysics continued. In 1979 Dr. Edward Siegel (Ph.D., California [Berkeley])

Professor of Radiology, was given the added tide "Professor of
Physics"

and dur

ing the early and middle 1980s taught course 206, Introduction to Biophysics,

and, during 1985-86 for example, course 204, Introduction toMedical Physics.At

the same time Dr. Price taught Applied Radiation Physics, and Dr. Lenhert occa

sionally taught a course in biophysics. Teaching part-time in the field, none of

them was considered to be occupying the "phased-out position in medical

physics."

Then in 1977 the effort in Medical Physics received a blood transfusion

when Dr. John P.Wikswo, Jr., (Ph.D., Stanford) accepted an appointment to the

faculty. Describing his research as "Living State
Physics,"

he has received generous

financial support and in 1991 was appointed to a named professorship. Briefly

described, his research is the study ofbiomagnetism. In 1986 he was joined by Dr.

Glenn Edwards (Ph.D., Maryland), whose research is at the molecular level and

involves the excitation of biological molecules by photons over a wide range of

wavelengths. In recent years the catalog has listed five courses totaling fifteen

credit hours in medical physics. In the minds of most of the present faculty, nei

ther Wikswo nor Edwards fids the so-called
"phased-out"

position. With the

increase in the faculty since the debate of 1974, they are considered new appoint

ments based on their personal accomplishments and promise, not so much on

their choice of field. The early work of Underwood and Delbruck lives on,

although the nomenclature has changed: "a borderline field of
physics"

(Slack) to
"biophysics"

to "medical
physics"

(Brill), to "Physics of Living
Matter"

(Lagemann), to "Living State
Physics"

(Wikswo). Today the official programs of

theAmerican Physical Society refer to the field as "Biological
Physics."



 



Fig. 11.1 TheArthur J. Dyer Observatorywas built in the BrentwoodHills some eightmiles

south of the main Vanderbilt campus by the initiative of Carl K. Seyfert and the generos

ity ofNashville citizens. It was dedicated December 27, 1953, at a Nashville meeting of the

American Astronomical Society. From the Photographic Archives of the lean and

Alexander Heard Library. Photo by Ken Spain.
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Modern Astronomy at

Vanderbilt

Vanderbdt's first observatorywas completed in 1876, the centennial year of

the nation's independence. Its design and the selection of the instruments

to equip it originated with Chancellor Landon Cabell Garland. Although

not a trained observer, Garland had a great sense of the majesty of the universe,

a vast awe about its workings. He said once that astronomywas the queen of the

sciences, although others before and after him have given that place to mathe

matics. He thought astronomy was a subject suitable for the codege curriculum,

indeed, that it should be required of all graduates with a bachelor's degree. In his

required two-year course in physics, he devoted about one-fourth to the study of

astronomy, and at one point he published in a general periodical an essay entitled

"The Utdity of
Astronomy."

Many other citizens of the South held similar views. For many, the hand of

Godwas to be seen in the fashioning of the universe.Many,who thought science

should invoke some mathematical reasoning, noted the mathematical aspects of

astronomy and pointed out that its followers were not simply collectors, as were

the natural historians, but, of necessity,men of reason andmathematically based

theory. Moreover, everyone could view the obvious displays of the visible uni

verse, be surprised at the streaks of meteors and comets, and ponder the causes

of the seasons, the dadymotion of the stars, and the retrograde motion of some

of the planets. Too, like Chancellor Garland, they could imagine other worlds

like ours.

Like much of Colonial culture, astronomical books and instruments came

largely from England. In this period there was considerable interest in astronomy

in America, but the attempts to establish permanent observing stations were dis

appointing. For instance, in 1781 David Rittenhouse constructed an observatory

369
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in Phdadelphia with a grant from the Pennsylvania legislature. At his death in

1796, this was the only permanently housed observatory in the United States. His

widow gave it to the American Phdosophical Society, but only desultory use was

made of it. Consequently, in 1810 that society granted the Rittenhouse
daughters'

request that the budding with its land be returned to
them.1 Simdar disappoint

ments affected events in other parts of the country, including efforts at Harvard

Codege and by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.

In 1828 Yale purchased aDodand refractor of five-inch aperture, according to

DavidMusto, "the first telescope in America for almost a
decade."2

Unfortunately,

no budding was budt to house it. In the South, in 1830, a smad observatory was

budt at the University of North Carolina for the sum of $430.2914. Most of the

cost was borne personally by the university's president, Joseph Caldwed. When

the poorly constructed budding codapsed four years later, the astronomical

instruments were placed in a make-shift observatory in the attic of the chemical

laboratory.

The next codeges to foster an effort in astronomywereWdliams (in 1836) and

Western Reserve (in 1837),when theybudt small observatories. In 1844 the Naval

Observatorywas established, although Congress called it a
"depot"

rather than an

observatory. In 1844 also, Harvard and the Boston townspeople, fodowing the

appearance of the great Comet of 1843, established an observatory

If in the case of the Naval Observatory inWashington, D.C., its purpose was

utditarian, to provide data and predictions for the Navy, and in the case of the

various colleges an educational vision, the new observatory at Cincinnati

appealed largely to the wish ofwealthy citizens to obtain preferred access to a tel

escope for themselves and their famdies. In the 1840s O. M. Mitched conceived a

plan whereby shares in an observatory would be sold to Cincinnati's citizens,

much as bonds were sold to budd radroads, one of his other enterprises. The

shares entitled their holders to view the heavens through the telescope,which was

a fine one of 12 /4-inch aperture made by Merz & Mahler ofMunich. The sub

scribers so often demanded their observing rights, however, thatMitched himself

had little opportunity for serious observing.

Beginning about 1840 about twenty-five observatories were budt in the

United States over the next twenty-five
years.3

By 1856 there were two dozen

observatories and 144 by 1882.At the time, according to one commentator, itwas

much easier to obtain money for astronomy than for physics.

As far as I can ascertain, the largest and best observatory in the ante-bellum

South was one constructed at the University ofMississippi in 1858-59 through

the efforts of F. A. P.
Barnard.4

Not to be confusedwith Edward Emerson Barnard,

E A. P. Barnard was born in Massachusetts. Graduating from Yale at the age of

nineteen, he devoted his early life to teaching in institutions for the deaf and

dumb. After joining the faculty of the University of Mississippi, he became the

president and later chancellor and exhibited considerable enterprise in budding
the optical and magnetic observatory there.
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His expectation was to provide the commodious observatory at Oxford,

Mississippi, with the largest telescope in the world. In fact he contracted with

Alvan Clark for an 18'/i-inch refractor.When on its completion the Clarks were

testing its optics, they made an astronomical discovery: they saw the small com

panion of Sirius.

Unfortunately for Mississippi, the onset of the Civd War prevented the tele

scope from reaching Oxford. It was sold instead to a club in Chicago and in time

became a much-used instrument for the Dearborn Observatory ofNorthwestern

University. After the war the University ofMississippi acquired a five-inch refrac

tor. The relevance to Vanderbdt is that Landon Garland, the budder of the first

Vanderbdt Observatory, had earlier worked at the Ole Miss Observatory and used

its observing instruments and library and taught classes in astronomy. Thus, in

1875, he had a good background, although self-acquired, to design Vanderbdt's
facdities.5

Astronomy in Nashville Before Garland

Very little can be found in Nashvide's various archives of any interest in

astronomy before the Civil War. Adelicia Hayes Acklen had a telescope of sorts at

her estate Belmont, but, once having borrowed it, E. E. Barnard returned it forth

with as useless. Some interest in budding an observatory developed among the

teachers at the University ofNashvdle, but nothing came of it. They did, however,

purchase a hugemechanical model of the solar system,made and sold byThomas

H. Barlow of Lexington, Kentucky. Some thirteen feet in outer diameter, it used

round bads to represent the sun, moon, and planets, which rotated and revolved

in their relative periods by means of an intricate set of gears. It was one of about

a dozen budt by the inventor before and after the CivdWar; others were sold to

Washington and Lee University and the University ofMississippi, where they can

still be seen.6

When the present-day Kirkland Hallwas under design in 1874, the suggestion

was made that a telescope be placed on one of the two towers that were to adorn

the budding. The idea seems preposterous now, but the sixty-four-year-old

astronomer and chancedor-to-be Landon Garland at least pondered the possibd

ity. On September 24, 1874, he wrote to President McTyeire: "Have the tower car

ried up separate from the wads, if ... it is designed for an Observatory. Let the

foundation of the core descend at least 8 feet or 10 feet below the
surface."

Since

the towers as constructed were some twenty by twenty feet in cross section and

about eighty feet tad, the prospective observatorywould have been quite small

not at ad like the one finady budt and perched some eight stories in the air. That

location, however,would have been commendably above the trees that soon cov

ered the campus and above the terrible smog of later years. Whde perhaps any

swaying or vibration would not have been a serious handicap to observing, the

height undoubtedlywould have deterred all but the most serious searchers of the
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heavens. The estimated 160 narrow wooden steps to the eerie height would have

seriously reduced attendance on nights when open to the public. Only young

mountain climbers would have attended, and the directors would have been

superannuated at an early age. Fortunately, nothing came of the idea.

An even more impetuous proposal appeared on the pages of the Nashville

Christian Advocate in 1875, just before the university was to open for classes.7 A

Colonel Lewis ofArkansas City, Arkansas, a wealthy planter and land owner, pro

posed that a telescope be procured for the university by the citizens of the South.

Although not himself a Methodist, he suggested in a widely circulated Methodist

weekly that every cotton planter and dealer in the South donate for the purpose

one bale of cotton toVanderbdt University. He set his sights high. The instrument,

he asserted, should "be a first-class telescope ... a telescope which would be, if a

sufficient fund be secured, equal, if not superior, to the largest and best in the
world."

According to the Advocate, the Reverend (Robert) Young, a member of

Vanderbdt's Board of Trust, was to present the plan officially to the university's

administration and consider where the bales of cotton would be shipped. The edi

tor went on to praise the plan to advance "the beautiful and most useful science of
astronomy."

With that the matterwas not heard of again. Seemingly theVanderbdt

officials could not decide where ad those bales of cotton were to be shipped.

About six years later, after the observatory had been constructed at ground

level and E. E. Barnard was impressing his fellow townspeople with his findings,

two prominent citizens of the city, SamuelWatkins, the superintendent of the city

schools, and John M. Lea, a municipal judge, decided that they and their fellow

citizens should budd an observatory for Nashvdle's promising youth. Quite with

out Barnard's consent, they ordered for delivery to his home on 16th Avenue,

South, a huge load of budding stones. Not at home at the time when this gratu

itous gift arrived, Barnard had to send his would-be benefactors three letters

before dissuading them from continuing their
efforts.8

There the stones rested for

years, for decades in fact, all covered by ivy, to be sure,whde Barnard himself took

off for California.9

In view of his isolation from the science of his day, imposed both by his

administrative duties and by the crippling after effects of the Civil War on the

South, Garland displayed considerable sagacity, knowledge, and enterprise when

he procured the observatory and its telescope and accessory instruments.Allwere

readywhen the phenomenal Barnard appeared on the Nashvdle scene and spent,

as we saw in earlier chapters, four years at theVanderbdt Observatory.

But when Barnard left in 1887, no one came forward to follow in his foot

steps. David L. Spence, appointed on Barnard's recommendation,was an abysmal

fadure. Barnard's friend Charles Thornburg, who had some interest in astron

omy, did teach in Barnard's place but never adopted his assiduous viewing habits

or acquire his extensive knowledge. Thornburg had done a Ph.D. in astronomy
under Garland (and possibly Landreth) in 1884, whde attending classes with

Barnard. And whde the thesis is suspected of being based on an aspect of the
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Vanderbdt observations of the transit of Venus in 1882 and probably was an

account of his reduction of the data for that transit, no copy has (as yet) been

found. Not even the title is known. At the time Thornburg and Landreth were

engaged in developing the new Engineering School. Besides, Thornburg was fully
occupied with such extra-teaching duties as managing an eating club and super

vising the volunteer fire department. He was not in a position to spend entire

nights searching for comets. Nor did Alfred Hume take up the telescope left

behind by Barnard, though he knew and admired Barnard and later corre

sponded with him. In 1890 he completed a D. Sc. thesis under Garland.10 He

probably did his experimentalwork in the observatory, but Barnard's ghost never

appeared to him there. Upon graduation he took off for the University of

Mississippi, where he in time became the professor of physics.

After Barnard left, the observatory was little used. Thornburg taught astron

omy classes there from 1886 to 1895. Then James McClure from 1898 to 1942. It

was he, presumably, who year after year read to his classes a biographical sketch

of E. E. Barnard. But it was as though he were reading about Galdeo or Tycho

Brahe or Herschel.11 Barnard was praised but not emulated. No student decided

to make a career of astronomy.

Then, very briefly,Wdliam H. Schuerman of the School ofEngineering taught

an astronomy course. Beginning in 1895 astronomy became administratively

absorbed within the Mathematics Department, whose head was Wdliam J.

Vaughn (1834-1912). Under Vaughn's direction, one advanced student received a

Ph.D. in astronomy in 1908. That was James Harrison Scarborough, who did no

observing and wrote on "The Computation of the Orbit of Planet
558."

("Planet
558"

was one of the asteroids.) Thus two doctorates in astronomy and one in

physics were granted in the early years of the university.

In some years no course in astronomywas taught, as duringWorldWar II. In

1948 astronomy returned to its previous combination with physics in a

Department of Physics and Astronomy. For some years before that the name

astronomy did not appear in the title of any department, although James

McClure taught the basic course in the subject as a member of the Department

of Physics.

A New Star Appears

An enormous change in the fortunes ofAstronomy took place in 1946 with

the appointment of Carl K. Seyfert as associate professor of physics and astron

omy. At once he attracted enlarged enrollment in the classes, revitalized an

astronomy club made up of townspeople, faculty, and students, and began an

observational program with publishable results. Moreover, he took on the self-

appointed task of budding a new observatory. Barnard would have applauded

him; certainly, the citizens of Nashville and his colleagues at the university did

and gave him strong support and approval.
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Fig. 11.2 Carl Seyfert at the twenty-four-in. reflector in the Dyer Observatory in the early
'50s. The telescope is now called the Seyfert Telescope. Photo by Charles M. Cowden and

in the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

Carl Seyfert was born in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1913. After attending the public

schools of his native city he attended Harvard, where he received three degrees:

A.B. (magna cum laude) (1933), A.M. (1934), and Ph.D. (1936). His doctoral

work was done under Harlow Shapley. In 1935 he married Muriel Elizabeth

Mussels, who at the time was one of Shapley's assistants. He and Muriel then

began a series of stays at United States observatories:McDonald in Texas, Lick in

Cadfornia, Yerkes in Wisconsin, and the Warner and Swasey Observatory in

Cleveland. During those stays Seyfert gained valuable experience and acquired a

wide circle of friends, including Jason Nassau whde in Cleveland, where he also
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taught at the Case Institute. He came toVanderbdtwith the distinction of having
an astronomical entity named after him, the "Seyfert

Galaxies,"

a type of galaxy

he discovered and that are now provoking renewed interest on the part of

astronomers because Seyfert Galaxies and quasars have many simdarities.

When Francis Slack met him in March 1946, Seyfert was wed prepared to

head a program of his own in astronomy. Like Slack himself, Seyfert came to

Vanderbdt as an associate professor. The challenge presented him was to comply

with a bequest of the Ferguson famdy ofCleveland,who had given a twenty-four-

inch mirror blank to Vanderbdt on condition that a way be found to budd a tel

escope around it and amodern observatory to house it. Finding the way to do so

provided him, he recalled later, "with the most exciting, sometimes heartbreak

ing, and certainly backbreaking days ofmy
life."

In September of 1946, the Seyferts and their two chddren (Gad and Ken)

moved to a group of
university-

owned, one-story apartments south of the cam

pus near what is now the Olin Engineering Budding. Budt as so-called temporary

housing duringWorld War II, their abode was quite smad. To augment their liv

ing space, they parked a smad vacation trader beside the front porch. Each night

young Carl made a short dash to his bedroom on wheels. Seven years later the

university budt a new, three-bedroom house for the Seyferts near the new Dyer

Observatory.

Upon his arrival in Nashville, Carl inquired about the level of interest in

astronomy among the townspeople. Whde there was no permanently mounted

telescope in the city, there were a number of amateurs owning portable ones. An

astronomy club also existed, having been founded in 1928 byMrs. Roberta Didon

Lyne. Others present at the organizationalmeeting had been LatimerWdson, J. S.

Sturtevant, Mr. and Mrs. Norman McEwan, Maurice Loveman, and Robert S.

Henry. At a second meeting, others were brought in as founding members:

Professor James McClure, Dr. J. T. McGid, James A. Dale, and T. J. Crawford. In

1983 the club was incorporated in the State of Tennessee as the "Barnard-Seyfert

Astronomical
Society."

Through the years, largely through the efforts of Dr.

Seyfert and his successors, a long list of distinguished astronomers has addressed

the club. Some of the speakers during the late 1950s were Harlow Shapley, Bengt

Stromgren, Nicholas Mayad, andArmin
Deutsch.12

Although a fairly complete record has been kept of the speakers at the
(usu-

ady) monthlymeetings of the club, no record can be found of any exchanges such

as Edwin Frost, director ofYerkes, has reported. Frost had to make many appear

ances before lay groups. He once told an audience how important the sun is to the

human race: the material of the sun is transformed into radiant energy, comes to

the earth as light, and is reconverted into grain and fruit. In effect, he pointed out,

"We thus eat the
sunshine."

After his talkwas over, someone in the audience com

mented that the speaker had forgotten to ted them thatwhde we eat the sunshine,

"we drink the

One of the most active and prominent of the local amateurs was John H.

DeWitt, Jr., the manager of local radio stationWSM, which broadcast the popular
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Saturday-night program The Grand Ole Opry. DeWitt owned a twelve-inch reflec

tor, the best in Nashvdle, which he and his brotherWard DeWitt had budt in the

early 1930s. They had ground and polished the twelve-inch mirror and had

designed a mounting that was constructed largely by C. M. Badard of Franklin,
Tennessee.13 Their telescope was used for visual as wed as photographic observa

tions. They often photographed solar and lunar eclipses.

In 1942 the telescope was moved from a location on ObservatoryDrive to the

grounds of the WSM radio station just off Franklin Road, South of Nashvdle.

After World War II when DeWitt returned to Nashvdle, he did much to improve

the telescope, adding a four-inch refractor guiding-telescope as wed as a more

sophisticated clock drive.

Thus when Carl Seyfert came to Nashvdle, he found avadable to him, because

of John DeWitt's enterprise and generosity, a telescope, albeit smad, that would

adow him to keep his hand in research untd, as he hoped, he could budd a larger

instrument. Together with DeWitt he published "Notes on the 1P21

Photomultiplier Tube When Used for Astronomical
Photometry."14

This study

was of help when they applied photomultipliers to the twenty-four-inch tele

scope, then in the planning stages. Assisting them in learning about astronomical

use of photomultiplier tubes was a graduate student named John Post Hallowes,

Jr., who in 1948 wrote his master's thesis entitled "AnAstronomical Photometer

Using an ElectronMultiplier Photo
tube."

His electronic device was tested on the

DeWitt telescope. Also, in 1951, Seyfert wrote on "A Dense Group of Galaxies in
Serpens."15

In his paper he acknowledges the aid of his wife Muriel.

DeWitt took the lead in attaching a photomultiplier tube and its amplifier to

the twelve-inch reflector, assisted by E. M. Lewis, a graduate student whose mas

ter's thesis dealing with the project states that the first data were obtained on the

night of November 20-21,
1948.16

The title of Lewis's thesis is "A Photometer

Study of the Eclipsing Variable Star SV
Camelopardalis."

The technical descrip
tion of the application of a photomultiplier tube to stedar photometry appeared

two years
later.17 The significance of all this to us is thatVanderbdt's astronomers

were, with others, leading the way to introduce a new technique of observation

into their science.

About 1966 DeWitt moved his telescope to the grounds of his home on

Hoods Hid Road. Then, in the summer of 1971 he donated the instrument to the

university.With the help ofRobert Hardie andMarlyn Krebs, observatory super

intendent, the telescope and its dome were moved a dozen mdes and installed on

the roof of the Dyer Observatory, where it stands
today18

Earlier, in 1928, DeWitt had left the Vanderbdt Engineering School and had

been a pioneer in introducing radio and television to Nashvide. He was an engi

neer in the control room the night Nashvide's first radio station went on the air.

For the next three years he worked at the Bed Telephone Laboratories. In 1932 he

returned to WSM and was president of the station at his retirement in 1968.

During World War II he was a lieutenant colonel in the Army Signal Corps.
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Stationed at the Evans Signal Laboratory at Belmar, New Jersey and its director,
hewas a member of a smad group that bounced radar signals off the moon. From

the time required for the signals to make the journey, the distance between the

earth and the moon could be accuratelymeasured. Several early attempts faded,

but echo signals were obtained on January 10, 1946, two minutes after
noon.19

The news was headlined around the world.

Upon returning to Nashvdle at the close of the war, Jack, as everyone called

him, became engaged in 1946 in bringing the first television broadcast station to

the city. Two hundred mdes north ofNashvdle the city ofLouisvdle possessed an

NBC outlet. DeWitt ingeniously noted that perhaps signals originating there

could be transmitted by line-of-sight towers and aerials to Nashvdle, there to be

rebroadcast. Jack and his crews built towers perhaps fiftymdes apart between the

two sites. The first TV station in Nashvdle,WSM-TV, began broadcasting in 1948.

The confluence ofCarl Seyfert, Jack DeWitt, and commercial TV in Nashvdle

was to have a significance for astronomy in Nashville and at Vanderbdt unfore

seen at the time.What could not be envisioned was a succession of events culmi

nating in the construction of a new observatory at the university. The first in the

succession was the appointment by station manager Jack DeWitt of astronomer

Carl Seyfert to the post of
"Weather-Man"

onWSM-TV. Each day at about 6 p.m.

Carl presented theweather conditions in the region. He appeared again at 10 p.m.

For each appearance he received $25, but, more importantly, his affabdity, his

knowledge, his ebudient personality so impressed his audience that he became a

very popular figure in the city, rivaling even many of the country music singers.

His listeners not only liked him; they provided the ad-important ingredient of

favorable public opinion for his idea of budding an observatory. Without the

favor and enthusiasm of his broad audience, he could never have accomplished

this formidable task so soon after his arrival.

Seyfert Builds an Observatory

The university gave him much encouragement but little money. Nor was

Seyfert given released time from teaching to devote to planning and construction.

Undeterred and zealous, he decided on a plan ofbegging the business interests of

the city to contribute the construction materials and labor, each according to its

special capabdities. Of course, he could not importune his TV viewers to con

tribute to his project. But he had no such scruples when he addressed the city's

civic clubs. Nor did he hesitate to make personal cads on Nashvdle's shakers and

movers, where his opening appeal often was, "I know you won't want to be left

out of this

Electrical suppliers would furnish light fixtures and wiring, even connect it

up; the brick makers, the bricks; the concrete manufacturers, the concrete

everything that Nashvdle could supply, including windows, doors, stairway
rafl-

ings. For example, a road had to be budt to bring materials to the site and later
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serve as a public access road. The hid was steep, the distance over a mde. The

Oman Company budt the road and straightened and repaired another approach

road. The Thompson Company came throughwith men and machinery. DuPont

contributed the necessary dynamite. The L. G. Boxwell Company gave the drain

pipes for the road. The Ralph Rogers Corporation set aside 2,000 tons of crushed

stone for surfacing the new road. Eder 8c Olsen added 1,000 more tons. The

Nashvdle Electric Service Company installed 2,000 feet of power line to the top
of the hill as a gift. And so the community pitched in to help. Altogether, over

eighty firms and foundations contributed to the construction of the observatory.

What Nashvdle could not find on the shelves of its businesses, however, was a

dome twenty-four feet in diameter to cover the proposed telescope. It would

weigh five tons, rest on eightwheels, revolve on a circular track, and be controded

by a hand-held set of switches. Certainly, nothing like this was to be found in the

natural stock of any company in Nashvdle. But Carl was aware that one of

Nashvide's largest firms was the Nashvdle Bridge Company, in East Nashvdle on

the Cumberland River. Nashvdle Bridge designed and constructed bridges of ad

sorts and sizes. Was not an observatory dome simply a bridge over a telescope?

Mr. Arthur J. Dyer, president of the firm, agreed that it was. He agreed to provide

it ad of it: the design, the steel, the welding, the instadation everything. He

and Dr. Seyfert first met each other when Carl addressed a meeting of the

Nashvdle Civic Club and afterwards talked with Mr. Dyer about how to design a

sundial. Carl later remarked, "It was probably the most expensive sundial ever

budt."20

Mr. Dyer was of help in many other ways, too. Even with his ingenuity and

entrepreneurial skids, Carl could not find or importune certain essential items for

the new observatory. He had to have cash-in-hand. Here Mr. Dyer was a wdling

donor. The university also contributed $25,000 toward the design and construc

tion of the telescope itself. The Research Corporation ofNewYorkmade a grant

of $10,000 for the optics. The Perkin-Elmer Corporation reduced its estimate of

$15,000 and accepted the $10,000 as sufficient. Finady a grant of $12,000 from the

National Science Foundation completed the necessary financing.

Throughout, Mr. Dyer took a deep interest in the progress of the work. Over

eighty years of age, he accompanied Carl on field trips in search of a suitable

site one, of course, that would be given to the university. They found it 1,131

feet above sea level on a sixteen-acre wooded hilltop near Brentwood, Tennessee,
and about tenmdes south of the center of

Nashvdle.21
Dyer also made phone cads

to his friends on Carl's behalf. Deservedly, the observatorywas named theArthur

J. Dyer Observatorywhen it was completed in 1953, and appropriate dedication

ceremonies were held on December 27 at a meeting in Nashvdle of theAmerican

Astronomical Society. A life-size portrait ofMr. Dyer painted by Muriel Seyfert

adorns the observatory lobby.

Announcing the proposed plans to the Board of Trust in the Spring of 1950,
Chancedor Branscomb told the members, "The Astronomical Observatory is

about to be budt, almost in spite of
ourselves."
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The Building

The observatory budding is constructed of red brickwith limestone trim. The

single story has a flat roof overmost of it to accommodate portable telescopes.As

one enters, a central foyer forms an annular ring about the massive concrete pier

that extends to bedrock below and to the telescope above. A stairway on the west

side of the foyer leads to the telescope dome and the dark rooms and to a door

leading to the flat roof.

On each side of the U-shaped main floor are offices for the staff, a small

apartment for visiting astronomers, a smad machine shop, and an electronics

shop. Farther to the west is a large room used as a library, with shelves extending

along the wads andwith a set of freestanding stacks. The library also serves as an

auditorium with a seating capacity for some one hundred persons. The library is

a branch ofVanderbdt's Central Library and contains a fine collection of astro

nomical books and periodicals. Some of the latter date back to the founding of

the university.

A huge steel domed ceding originady arced over the library. It could be low

ered by a windlass to serve as an artificial sky in conjunction with a planetarium

projector.With the decline of interest in the use of the planetarium, a false ced

ing has been budt in the library-auditorium.

Upon the completion of the Dyer Observatory, the university decided to erect

a house for the director and his famdy on the same hititop. The Seyferts were its

first occupants and lived there untd 1960, followed by the Hardies. Later direc

tors, however, have chosen not to occupy it. Today it serves a useful function as

additional office space for the increasingly large numbers of students, faculty, and

visitors who use the observatory Even here, however, Seyfert sought help from

every source he could. His son, Ken, about fifteen years of age at the time,was put

to work cleaning old mortar off the bricks obtained from the demolition of the

old Barnard observatory. His pay? A penny per brick.

The Main Telescope

Whde Mr. Dyer and other donors were budding a structure to house the

astronomers and their instruments, others were engaged in the design and man

ufacture of the main telescope, which was to be budt around a twenty-four-inch

concave parabolic mirror. In part, at least, the choice of twenty-four inches came

about because when Seyfert came to Vanderbdt he had been given two twenty-

four-inch discs of fused quartz. For several years the crated discs rested in the

remote recesses of Garland Hall. But when they were gotten out and examined

closely, they were found unsuitable for grinding and polishing, much to Seyfert's

great disappointment. Instead a Pyrex disc was used.

The first of its type to be constructed, the telescope is a Baker Corrector-

Reflector of twenty-four-inch diameter. It was designed by Dr. J. G. Baker of the

Harvard Observatory and constructed by the Perkin-Elmer Corporation.22 Its
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versatde design allows its use as a conventional Cassegrain or Newtonian reflec

tor, or as awide-angle camera simdar to a telescope of Schmidt design. In the first

of the arrangements the light from the celestial object is reflected from the

twenty-four-inch concave parabolic mirror to a seven-inch convex hyperboloid

mirror eighty inches distant, and thence through a five-inch hole in the center

of the primary mirror to a focal plane located behind it.

In the other arrangement, a different, secondarymirror is used, and an opti

cal flat, tilted at 45, reflects the light through a hole in the side of the telescope

near the upper end. In this wide-angle arrangement the optics differ from the

Schmidt design in that the primarymirror is a section of a paraboloid rather than

of a sphere, the correcting plate is located near the focal plane rather than at the

center of curvature of the primary mirror, and the field is flat, owing to a lens

located near the focal plane and supported by the annular correcting plate. Thus,

the telescope is about half as long as the equivalent Schmidt telescopes and also,

important in the construction of a low-budget observatory, the dome does not

need to be as large.

The primary mirror weighs about 125 pounds. The assembled telescope

weighs about half a ton. It is counterbalanced by weights that bring the total

weight of allmoving parts to almost a frdl ton, reports a descriptive brochure, but

"in spite of this substantial mass the entire instrument is easdy moved by hand

when
desired."

Once the telescope is clamped into position it can be caused to fol

low the diurnal motion of the stars by a precision clock mechanism that follows

any celestial objectwith an accuracy of a second of arc or
better. This mechanism

consists of a small motor of one seventy-fifth horsepower, a precision gear train,

and an electronic frequency control.

The Stevenson Center Observato ry

Whde the astronomer-members of the department have quarters at the Dyer

Observatory, they also hold individual offices in the Stevenson Science Center on

the main campus, where a number of adjacent rooms provide space for them and

their graduate students and where they can meet with undergraduates taking their

courses. The floor above them, that is, on the tenth floor, provides some additional

office space and laboratories for electronics and optics studies, as wed as for a
wed-

appointed darkroom. On that floor and extending upward from the roof line is an

observatory dome that houses the original six-inch Cooke refractor used by E. E.

Barnard. Nearly ad its accessories have been preserved for more than a century,

since Garland and Barnard used the telescope. In 1973 it was brought out of stor

age, where it had remained since removed from the old observatory twenty years

earlier, refurbished, and mounted in the Stevenson Center under the supervision

of Professor Heiser. One alteration was to replace the old gravity-clock drive with

an electric
motor.23

During that re-erection, itwas found that the tubewas notwed

balanced originady and some four pounds of metal were removed from the

counter-weight. Also the tube of the finder telescope had to be shortened.24
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The main use of the Barnard Telescope at the Stevenson Center is to afford a

viewing instrument on open nights, about once a month, for students and other

visitors as a supplement to simdar opportunities at the Dyer Observatory.

The Finishing Touches

The dedication of the Dyer Observatory in 1953 had provided a
"fine"

instru

ment, as a later director had described it, but appurtenances had to be added to

the telescope to make useful observations. Despite the community contributions

to its construction, it was intended for more than observing the rings of Saturn

or the craters of the moon on "open public
nights."

Pleased by their determination of the light curve for an eclipsing double star

by means of a 1P21 photomultiplier tube attached to the DeWitt twelve-inch

reflector, Seyfert and DeWitt decided to equip the twenty-four-inch with a simi

lar receiver. This was in the early days of the development of such receivers and

the budding of the auxdiary circuit and the means for attachment to the viewing
end of the telescope had to be done locally. Also, a proper telescope drive had to

be developed and instaded to maintain the telescope in constant and accurate

diurnal motion. AH this took time, and Carl had a considerable load of teaching

duties whde Jack was president of a radio and television broadcasting station.

With the coming ofRobert H. Hardie in 1955 as assistant professor of physics and

astronomy, however, their endeavors were markedly accelerated.

Hardie (1923-89) was born in Canada and received B.Sc. and M.Sc. degrees

from McGill in 1945 and 1946. In 1950 he was granted a Ph.D. from Chicago for

work in astrophysics atYerkes. He then spent a year at the Paris Observatory, two

years at Ohio State, and two more at Lowell Observatory (1953-55). His stay at

Lowell culminated in the discovery, with a codeague, of the 6.4-day rotation

period of the planet Pluto. His previous experience in photoelectric photometry

made him at once a valuable codeague for Seyfert and DeWitt, whde his many

manual skdls augmented, and even surpassed, theirs in many ways as the three

worked to adopt the twenty-four-inch for photometry. He was versed in elec

tronics; he was adept with machine tools. He was a member of the National

Society of Tool and Manufacturing Engineers, probably the only member in

Nashvdle.

By 1957 the three astronomers had budt an electricady controlled telescope

drive for the large telescope, the drive that is still in use over thirty years
later.25

A

year later, again with DeWitt taking a leading
role,26

they were able to describe a

"Swing Compensator Employing Television
Techniques."27

This was devised so

that distortion of the received image was greatly reduced by the acceptance only
of signals meeting certain requirements. In 1963 a comprehensive and

much-

needed handbook was prepared for the operation of the twenty-four-inch tele

scope. Its editor was probably Dr. Hardie.

Finady ready, the twenty-four-inch telescope was used for many student theses

and much faculty research. One of the early publications based on the telescope's
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Fig. 11.3 Robert Hardie adjusting equipment in the Advanced Lab on the second floor of

the Physics Building of the Stevenson Center around 1965. Hardie was appointed director

of the Dyer Observatorywith Seyfert's death in 1960. Photo by Charles M. Cowden and in

the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

use was entitled "Three-Color Photometry of DY
Pegasi."28

When joining the

department, new faculty were invited to make use of the telescope's capabdities.

Furthermore, the telescope and its use for photometrywere appropriate for mas

ter's degree thesis research. A number of students published their results. For

almost a decade, Dyer Observatory enjoyed an outstanding reputation for its

work on eclipsing binaries that for various reasons were difficult to study.

Important eclipsing binary systems for which complete UBV photoelectric light

curves were obtained included RS Cephei, SW Cygni,WW Cygni, UZ Cygni, RX

Geminorum, RY Geminorum, AQ Pegasi, RW Persei, and BS Scuti.

One of the most important published works in this early period was a long

survey and review article entitled "Photoelectric
Reductions,"

which appeared in

the book "Astronomical Techniques."29 One astronomer has written that "This

article has been one of the most referred to papers in astronomical photoelectric

photometry. Virtuady every observational astronomer in the world who has

undertaken photoelectric photometry has used Professor Hardie's reduction

techniques in their
work."
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New Directors

When Professor Seyfert died in 1960 at the age of forty-seven in an automo-

bde accident, Professor Hardie was appointed acting director for a year, then

director.Work in stellar photometry continued. Also an effort was made to equip

the twenty-four-inch telescope for studies in stedar spectroscopy, but the optical

arrangement of the telescope, chiefly the need to retain the small angle objective

prism and to workwithout a codimator slit, resulted in very small dispersion and

poor results.

In 1972 Hardie asked to be relieved of the directorship, whde remaining as

professor, andArnold Heiser was appointed director. He served untd 1985, when

he relinquished the place to Douglas S. Had. In time, Hardie asked to be released

of teaching certain courses in astronomy and was assigned courses in physics. For

several years untd 1986 when he retired he taught the course in optics and sec

tions of advanced laboratory in which traditional experiments in physical optics

were performed. He also gave special lectures in my own course in sound, where

he caded on his hobby of studying old sound-producingmachines and the man

ufacture ofmodern stereo phonograph records. He halted research in astronomy,

however, and dropped his membership in astronomical societies.

Arnold Heiser (1933- ) came toVanderbdt in 1961 after having been granted

A.B. andA.M. degrees from Indiana in 1954 and 1957. In 1961 he received a Ph.D.

Fig. 11.4 Arnold Heiser, left, director of the Dyer Observatory, thanks lack DeWitt at the

event dedicating the twelve-in. DeWitt telescope in November 1983, the occasion also of

the thirtieth anniversary ofDyer.
Jack and his brotherWard DeWitt had ground the mir

ror of this telescope as young men in
Nashville. Photo courtesy ofArnold Heiser.
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from the University ofChicago, specializing in astrophysics. AtVanderbdt he has

worked in the spectroscopy of stedar objects and in stedar photometry. As direc

tor he continued the policy of focusing on photoelectric photometry, although

not to the exclusion of other topics of current interest. He took special care in

keeping the observatory and the affairs of the astronomy program in good order

so that other faculty members could find more time for research. His efficiency
and his attention to detads of administration were exemplary. Even today, long
after his retirement from the directorship, he continues to look after the arrange

ment of open nights and the fostering of the Barnard-Seyfert Club.

Questions, Questions

During Dr. Heiser 's directorship renewed attention was paid to satisfying the

public's considerable interest in astronomy. Unusual casual apparitions in the

night sky bring telephone requests for explanation. Newspaper predictions of

eclipses or occultations elicit requests for information on where and when to

look. Parents phone for advice on what telescope to buy for their chddren.

Fishermen phone to ask about the dates for certain phases of the moon. To avoid

allegations ofdiscourtesy and disregard, the conscientious astronomer must dady
look out the window and into the newspapers as well as into the telescope. He or

she must read Sky and Telescope's prognoses of upcoming events in astronomy.

Since the requests from local newspaper writers or amateur star gazers are some

times inaccurate, sometimes foolish, and occasionally the result of abysmal igno

rance, the astronomer must be patient, tactful, and sometimes ingenious.

The literature of astronomy is filled with anecdotes of the lay questions that

have confronted astronomers. The ancient astronomer, Al-Sufi, who lived in

Baghdad, compded a work on the stars that was widely accepted for some nine

hundred years. His pay came from the state treasury, and he enjoyed frequent

conversations with the ruling caliph. One day the caliph asked him how old the

stars would become.

Al-Sufi: An eternity.

Caliph: And how long is an eternity?

Al-Sufi: No one can answer that.

Caliph: Anybodywho is paid as much as you should be able to give a

better answer.

Al-Sufi (respectfidly): If I were paid for ad that I don't know, the entire

treasury would not suffice.

Back in the nineteenth century, Robert Ball, the astronomer royal of Ireland,

was asked if it was not likely that the back of the moon, which we never see, was
the site of the New Jerusalem mentioned in the Bible. To satisfy the questioner

required the wisdom of Solomon. But Bad was up to it.With a mischievous smde

he answered, "I believe you would more likely find it at the back of
Mars,"

to the
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complete satisfaction of the questioner. At another time Ball received a note from

someonewho had been reading one ofhis books and noted he had stated that the

earth moved around the sun in an elliptical path with the sun at one of the two

foci of the ellipse. But, the correspondent wanted to know, "which of the two foci

held this proud
position?"

On a postcard the famous astronomer wrote back,
"The right-hand

one."

More recently, at Mt. Palomar Observatory in California, a visitor asked one
of the astronomers, "If the stars are ad these mdlions ofmdes away, how have we

been able to learn their
names?"

Douglas S. Hall and Photoelectric Photometry

One central theme has characterized the research interests of modern

Vanderbdt astronomers photoelectric photometry. The very first paper follow

ingWorldWar II, by DeWitt and Seyfert, was on the use of the newly invented

1P21 photomultiplier tube for astronomical photometry. DeWitt, Hardie, and

Seyfert then fodowed thiswith the development of a seeing compensator employ

ing television techniques, and Hardie continued, alongwith his other interests, to

utilize photoelectric photometry as a research tool. In fact, Vanderbdt's

astronomers were the first in the South to exploit this new modality.Whether by
chance, or possibly by design inherent in his appointment, when Douglas Had

joined the faculty in 1967 he, too, worked in the field of photoelectric photome

try. He has continued to do so untd the present time.

A bachelor's degree graduate of Swarthmore, the holder of an MA. and a

Ph.D. (1967) from the Indiana University, Had came to Vanderbdt first as a

research associate and, within a few months, was an assistant professor. His spe

cialties are eclipsing binaries, variable stars, and photometry. His publications are

multitudinous. In 1970, usingVanderbdt's
twenty-four inch telescope at the Dyer

Observatory, he sighted the first "flat
star,"

a star rotating so fast that it flattens

itself out "like some kind of a
pdl,"

as one of his biographers quotes him.30. Had

was also the principal participant in the discovery in 1972 of star spots,
"spots"

on stars just as the sun has
"spots."31

Even whde he was carrying on his own personal research efforts and collabo

rating with a few others in his field, Had was both ingenious and farsighted in

advancing the science of astronomy by significantly increasing the number of

observers, in away that costs little. This enlargement enterprise has been going on

since 1968. One year after his coming toVanderbdt, Hall discovered his first ama

teur photoelectric photometrist. This amateur, living in a smad vidage in Ohio,

was working with a ten-inch Cassegrain telescope in his backyard observatory.

The electronic equipment and the photometer itself,which had been constructed

in cooperation with a neighbor, were of high quality. In fact, says Hall, it was

"equipment comparable in sophistication and resultant photometry comparable

in accuracy to that commonly associated with professional
astronomers."

Further,

it seemed to Hall "that such an observatory lacked only
direction,"

that is, a list of
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Fig. 11.5 Douglas Hall peers through the Seyfert telescope in 1979 looking for star spots.

He has been the director of the Dyer Observatory since 1986. Photo courtesy of Douglas

Hall.

what stars to observe for maximum benefit. The amateur and the professional at

once began a collaboration, beneficial to both, that resulted in a joint publication

in
1970.32

The sharing ofdata, as a part of codaboration, is particularly important in the

observation of eclipsing variables and variable stars because one wishes to

observe the light emission from the object continuously over a period of time

a day, a week, a month, for example. Bad weather and other circumstances can

prevent such continuous runs by a single observer, but a night ruined by obscur

ing clouds at one observing station maywed find open skies at another. As a mat

ter of practice a number of observers ought to band together to determine the
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light curve of a variable. Too, the cooperation should continue over an extended

period of time, because some stars vary their rotation period with time. To be

such a codaborator the astronomer need not undergo the long training of the

professional, nor devote full time to astronomical work, nor attain a comprehen

sive knowledge of the entire field of astronomy. In a half-dozen years, Had had

gathered a couple of dozen amateur codaborators. He included their names on

any publications that resulted.

It was soon apparent that an even larger number of potential amateur and

smad-codege photoelectric observers were out there waiting to be mobdized. In

June 1980 Hall and Russed M. Genet, an enterprising and ingenious amateur,

founded a society for International Amateur-Professional Photoelectric

Photometry (IAPPP). The organization immediately founded the quarterly

LAPPP Communications. The role of IAPPP and its journal has been to supple

ment and support the work of other organizations and established journals. The

quarterly does not publish observational data as such. Its editors wish to see reli

able and scientificady useful photoelectric photometry from smaller observato

ries appear in reputable astronomical publications, where it wdl be accessible to

the astronomical community. The goal, therefore, is to foster communication

concerning equipment, observing techniques, computer software, data storage

and reduction, and, most importantly, which stars wdl be worthwhde subjects

and which groups need more collaborations. In the past, professional

astronomers have helped the amateurs. In the case of photoelectric photometry,

the amateurs are often professionals from other fields such as computer sys

tems, electronics, instrumentation, and optics who apply the knowledge of

their disciplines to making advances in photoelectric photometry techniques.

Some of these new advances spdl over into the community ofprofessional astron

omy at large thus, the amateurs are helping the professionals.

The new organization has over one thousand members at present, about

equady divided between amateurs and professionals. In June 1990, at the end of

its first decade of existence, the society had members in forty-three countries on

ad seven continents, even Antarctica! About one third of the members live out

side the United States.At thiswriting, only five of the states are withoutmembers.

Besides providing information about stedar variables, the journal provides a "net
work"

for dissemination of news about occultations, satedite events, and variable

star eclipse timings. The society has no president, no treasurer. The editor of the

quarterly provides the services that officers might ordinardy provide. Professor

Had was coeditor, 1980-84; editor, 1984-87; an assistant editor, 1987-93. The

rapid rate ofmembership growth and the wide geographic disbursement suggest

that many agree with Hall's dictum, "A telescope not used is a telescope
wasted."

Smad telescopes have advantages over large telescopes for certain types of

observation. Smader instruments, which Had defines as no larger than the

Vanderbdt twenty-four-inch, are particularly wed suited to long-term projects.

Use of any of the large telescopes the national facdity at Kitt Peak, for

instance can be provided to any one user for only short periods of time. Also,
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smad telescopes with photometric capabilities are now readdy
available at low

cost from commercial suppliers, who also offer instructional guides for the pho

toelectric equipment. Another advantage arises on consideration of the observa

tory's geographical location, which can be critically important,
independent of

telescope aperture. Moreover, when studying sufficiently bright stars, smad tele

scopes are capable of the same photometric accuracy as large telescopes. Indeed,

stars can be too bright for photometric study by a large telescope, unless stepped

down. For these and other reasons Hall affirms an increased need for telescopes

of, say, twelve-inch aperture. In sum, whde large telescopes wdl always be needed

for certain uses, more potential lies untapped among the smad telescopes of the

world than among the large.

All this suggests that the Dyer Observatory with its twenty-four-inch and

twelve-inch reflectors will not lack for observing opportunities. In 1970,

Professor Heiser studied the "seeing
capabdities"

in Nashvdle and found that

about one-third of Nashvdle's nights provide a cloudless sky. That number, of

course, is not equal to the number of nights ideal for viewing, that is, unclouded

throughout the entire night, undisturbed by high winds, and unhampered by
bright moonlight.33 For many years DyerObservatory has done outstandingwork

on long-period variables, in part also because it was so accessible to users, mainly

the students and the faculty of the university.

In recent years the possibdity of constructing so-caded automatic photomet

ric telescopes has enlarged even more the usefulness of smad telescopes, those

suitable to conditions prevading at Vanderbilt. And the possibdity of adding

remote access to these automatic telescopes has presented the chance to reduce

on-the-scene operators. Hall and Heiser and their codeagues at Vanderbdt have

kept abreast of this development,which has been facditated by dramatic advances

in computers and data transmission. An astronomer has looked into the follow

ing question: Do the findings from small or the large telescopes receive the more

citations in the astronomical literature? Based on the citations (in Citation Index)

of the articles published from the telescopes at the Kitt Peak National

Observatory, he has concluded that "the five smaller telescopes at Kitt Peak aver

age to be three times more cost effective than the 2.1-m telescope in number of

citations per dodar of relative annual costs."34 Of course, large telescopes can

make discoveries that small telescopes cannot and are stdl needed.

The Vanderbilt Robotic Telescope

The first to budd a fidly automated smad telescope was Louis J. Boyd, an ama

teur astronomer in Phoenix, Arizona. Boyd budt a ten-inch reflector that could,

unattended, find a desired star at a designated time, follow it in its diurnal

motion, focus accurately upon it, record the relative light intensity as a function

of time, and shut off at a designated time or upon incidence of such interruptions

as clouds, rain, or high winds. It incorporated stepper motors for necessary
on-

off operation and microcomputers and could be programmed to perform these

tasks unattended.
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Boyd's gainful occupation was that of electrical engineer.As an astronomer he

saw the need for automated telescopes, and as an engineer he knew how to go

about satisfying that need. In the garage at his home he budt the first prototype

of an operable, automated, photoelectric telescope. About the same time Russell

Genet, who had helped Had organize IAPPP in 1980 and who was also an elec

trical engineer, was working on a simdar endeavor in Fairborn, near Dayton,

Ohio. Learning of each other's interests, they formed a loose partnership, with

Genet, having moved to Arizona, specializing in the promotional aspects of their

venture and Boyd concentrating on the engineering aspects.

Boyd then budt another ten-inch automated telescope and placed it on Mt.

Hopkins near Tucson, Arizona, where he leased land from the Smithsonian

Institution, which already had one of its own (non-robotic) telescopes in opera

tion. There, in codaboration withVanderbdt astronomers, he tested it for a period

of four years. Then he contracted with Vanderbdt to build a sixteen-inch auto

mated telescope to be placed onMt. Hopkins on the leased Smithsonian land, the

university having obtained an NSF grant for the purpose. Russell Genet assisted

Boyd in this endeavor. In 1987 they turned the telescope over to Vanderbdt; it has

been in operation ever since. Its observing program can be transmitted to it from

Nashvdle. It will fodow commands and take data whde the astronomers in

Nashville are asleep and in the morning transmit to them over leased telephone

lines the results acquired the night before. It has budt-in controls to halt its oper

ations when desired, to bring it to a horizontal position, and to rod into position

its horizontal roof cover.

One can only admire the ingenuity of the
"amateurs"

who budt theVanderbdt

telescope and applaud the low-cost lease and service provided by Boyd,who lives

near the telescope. Formaintaining the instrument, Boyd receives annuady about

what a research assistant would cost theVanderbdt budget. The telescope has pro

duced a good deal of excedent data it has operated more or less continuously

since 1987 and a goodly number of publications have ensued. Beginning in

1987, both the ten-inch robotic telescope operated by Boyd, the inventor-budder,

and the sixteen-inch robotic telescope owned byVanderbdt have provided year-

round, trouble-free, inexpensive stellar photometry. To cite but one accomplish

ment, by 1992 forty-seven new variable stars had been discovered by the two

telescopes.At one time, in 1991, the sixteen-inch telescope was watching 136 stars

to observe their behavior. One interesting and intriguing discovery was that the

star spot activity of one star, long observed, had a period of about eleven years.

Since our sun has a periodicity of sun spot activity of 11.3 years, it is intriguing
to speculate that our sun's phenomenon shares a common physical mechanism

with the behavior of other
stars.35

Since Vanderbdt's pioneering participation in the development of remote

access automatic telescopes, a few others have been placed on Mt. Hopkins and

are cared for by Boyd and the same staff providing general care ofVanderbdt's.

Presently, thought is being given to a worldwide network of such telescopes.

Other forward-looking astronomers, both amateurs and professionals, are con

sidering the placement
of such telescopes in Antarctica and on the moon, where
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solar ceds would power them and communication would be by radio. Hall and

others have speculated on such telescopes orbiting the earth as satellites and thus,

like those on the moon, avoiding the C02, water vapor, and other contaminants

of the earth's atmosphere. How would these telescopes be serviced or defective

parts be replaced? The answer would seem to lie in the procedures used by the

crew that serviced the orbiting Hubble telescope in late 1993.

That such telescopes, whde usuady trouble free and automatic, require occa

sional human attention, is dlustrated by an incident that took place during the

early years of use of the Vanderbdt instrument. The usual
"rest"

position of the

telescope is in a horizontal attitude, as might occur during the frdl moon or dur

ing daylight hours. Accordingly, each morning when a sensor notes the onset of

excess light, the computer orders the telescope to assume a horizontal position.

When it does, all other activity ceases; the roof closes; the power is turned off. To

initiate this series of events, a beam of infrared light directed horizontally along
the supporting frame of the telescope is interrupted by the reclining telescope

coming into place. This shuts off all further actions. One night an Arizona
lady-

bug, perhaps to enjoy the warmth of the infrared beam, chose to rest on the hor

izontal frame, interrupting the beam and thereby closing down ad observations.

The next day, when Nashvdle received its usual report of the previous night's

work schedule, a curious stoppage of observing was plainly evident. What was

wrong? A telephone cad to Phoenix sent a repair crew out to Mt. Hopkins, and

the next night the telescope was again in operation. Now precautions have been

instituted against interferences by gda monsters and ladybugs.

Anotherwork stoppage came by human error, not by beast or bird or bug. On

this occasion, the stoppage took place during a leap year. The composer of the

software instructions for the telescope's computer had faded to remember that

there was a day, February 29, that was to follow February 28.

Cooperation between Vanderbilt and

Tennessee State University

In the early 1980s, Tennessee State University (located in Nashvdle) instituted

a research group caded the Center ofExcellence in Information Systems. The pur

pose was, in time, to support undergraduate study in science at the institution

and to become a rallying point for
research.36

The group chose to concentrate on

astrophysics, in general, and, in particular, on X-ray sky surveys. Since Tennessee

State University had no astronomical facdities, the new group turned to the

astronomers at Vanderbdt for advice and assistance, a felicitous choice, since the

Vanderbdt group was studying chromosphericady active stars, which are
gener-

ady strong X-ray sources in the softX-ray region. Arrangements were then made

for Tennessee State University to purchase observing time on theVanderbdt auto

mated photometric telescope located onMt. Hopkins. Later financial support for

its continued operation and the analysis of data received has come from NASA
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and NSF grants to TSU. As a part of the arrangement, the information received

dady fromArizona is directed first to researchers at TSU, where they can abstract

the optical stellar data they need to correlate with theirX-ray sky surveys. Data of

interest toVanderbdt are then forwarded to the Dyer Observatory.

An ongoing cooperative enterprise to study robotic engineering and astro

physics involves six organizations, two of which are Vanderbdt and TSU. This

effort wdl include placing remote access telescopes on Mt. Wilson in California

and Mt. Hopkins in Arizona and wdl, through a net-working plan, provide for

taking photometric data when one observatory has clear weather and the other

does not. The inauguration of a worldwide network has been broached, one in

which a second observatory assists another by recording the light emitted by a

variable star when daylight halts such work at the first.

A parable: Astronomers, ever a curious tribe, have always been motivated in

their work habits not by a sense of the appropriate shift or
"workday"

but by the

constraints of daylight. One astronomer faced with a star's light curve that

repeated itself every fifteen hours, frustratedlywished the nights could be longer

so that he could complete a cycle of observations before dawn.After lengthy con

sideration he wrote his congressman in protest against daylight saving time.

Astronomers need darkness, he averred. "Let us press for 'darkness saving
time.'"

A second astronomer agreed. He advocated arranging the normalworkday of the

general population with night. Such a plan would allow astronomers to go to

work when their chddren go to school. Famdy life would be much enhanced.

Realizing the futflity of introducing such plans, a third astronomer noted that the

introduction ofdistantly placed robotic, remote-controlled automated telescopes

would relieve the need to revise practices that have existed since primitive man

first viewed the night sky.

The Curriculum in Astronomy

In 195455, when Dr. Seyfert was the only astronomer on the faculty, the

astronomy courses avadable were Introduction to Astronomy, five hours per

week, taught two of the three terms; Advanced Astronomy, four hours;

Observational Astronomy, three hours; Astrophysics, three hours.

In 1966-67, when Hardie and Heiser composed the staff, the fodowing
courses were avadable, although not ad were taught every year: Descriptive

Astronomy, 3; Introduction to Astronomy, 3-3; Practical Astronomy, 3; Stedar

Photometry, 3; Optical-Electric Instrumentation, 3; Galactic Structure, 3;

External Galaxies, 3; TheoreticalAstrophysics, 3.

In 1989-90, when four astronomers composed the staff, the courses avadable,

although not all taught every year, were: 100-Astronomy, 3; 105-Planetary

Systems and Life in the Universe, 3; 115-Freshman Seminar, 3; 175-Principles of

Astrophysics, 4; Observation Astronomy, 3; Binary Stars, 3; Stedar Astrophysics,

3; Galactic Astrophysics, 3; Astronomy Seminar, 1-1; Selected Topics in

Astrophysics, 3.
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In 1994 the courses listed in the catalog were Introductory Astronomy, 4-4;

Planetary Systems and Life in the Universe, 3; Freshman Seminar, 3; Principles of

Astrophysics, 4; Observational Astronomy, 3; Binary Stars, 3; Undergraduate

Seminar, 1-1; Stedar Astrophysics, 3; Galactic Astrophysics, 3; Directed Study, 1-

3; Independent Study, 1-3; Honors Research and Senior Thesis, 1-4; Astronomy
Seminar, 1-1; Topics in Astrophysics, 3-3-3.

Since the construction of the Dyer Observatory, almost every year has found

one or two graduate students receiving master's degrees. One year there were

four. The average number ofM.S. degrees granted over the last quarter century

has been 1.2, per year.All the students did theses in observational astronomy, and

most chose topics in stedar photometry. Some have published their results in

association with faculty members. A Vanderbdt masters degree has often served

as a transitional degree for students with undergraduate training in astronomy or

another discipline who wish orientation or further experience in astronomy

before entering a Ph.D. program elsewhere. (Vanderbilt itself does not offer a

Ph.D degree in astronomy). Othermaster's-degree graduates have been employed

by NASA contractors, planetaria, and major observatories.

Besides the longer-tenured astronomers who have composed the depart

ment's astronomy group, other professionals have been in residence for shorter

periods. In alphabetical order, these have been:

T. J. Bohuski (1973-75) Roberta M. Humphries (1969-70)
David Crawford ( 1958-60) C. P. Pryor (1986-88)

LindaADressel (1988-90) R. L. Sears (1964-65)

Joel A. Eaton (1979-83) C. L. Terrdl (1967-69)

Francis C. Fekel, Jr. ( 1 983-9 1 ) Wdliam G. Tifff ( 1960-61 )

Raymond Grenchik (1955-57) D.W.Weedman (1970-80)

The latest addition to the astronomy faculty, David Weintraub, received his

bachelor's degree from Yale (1980), an M.S. and Ph.D. from UCLA in 1982 and

1989. His research interests are not in photometry, in which many of his prede

cessors specialized, but in the study of the fine dust and particulate matter that

surrounds stars,which he examines through the infrared light scattered from the

matter around stars. He expects that the acquiring of detectors employing CCD

chips wdl dramatically improve his instrumentation. He is also much interested

in the teaching of astronomy. Along with the others of the faculty he is giving

serious thought to the establishment of an introductory year's course in astron

omywith laboratory in which all, not just some, of the laboratory sessions involve

the use of instruments.

Future Astronomical Research at Vanderbilt

What wid be the nature of future research in Astronomy at Vanderbdt? The

significant success already achieved in stellar photometry, dramatically enhanced
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by improvements in instrumentation through remote control automated robotic

telescopes usable in the favorable climatic conditions ofArizona, favors a contin

uation of effort in the field. The recent introduction of CCD (charge coupled

device) receivers will also facilitate research using photometric methods.

Moreover, the field appears particularly appropriate for master's-degree candi

dates. But wdl it soon be mined out and abandoned? Not likely. There is still

much to be done. Professor Hall has drolly written, "There are more stars than
astronomers."

Vanderbdt's astronomy group has the services at the Dyer Observatory of a

full-time superintendent, a full-time secretary, and a part-time librarian. They

employ a number of assistants, usuady students, who, among other duties, serve

at the various "open
nights."

In recent years, research associates have joined the

regular staff, and visiting astronomers often come from other observatories,

including several located in other countries, to use the facdities. Of special note is

the presence in the Dyer Observatory itself of a library of goodly proportions,
where the collection may be quickly consulted by anyone working at the obser

vatory. Besides subscribing to the current issues of the most important journals

in the field, the library holds a strong collection of older periodicals and obser

vatory reports, some dating from the origin of the university in 1875.

Less than ten mdes from the campus, the observatory is conveniently located

for students and faculty who must spend a portion of their time in classrooms

and offices there. At the same time the observatory is near various services

offered by the university, including shops and computer facdities. And with the

advent of remotely controlled robotic telescopes, the Vanderbilt sixteen-inch

photometric telescope in Arizona is located virtually on the hdl beside the Dyer

Observatory
When the Dyer Observatory was constructed south of Nashville in 1953,

observing was little disturbed by city lights. However, with the growth of popula

tion, especiady in nearby Brentwood, the increase in scattered light is becoming
worrisome. The latest hazard brought by encroaching civdization is a proposed

185-foot tower for transmitting signals to and from cedular phones. This tower,

if budt, wdl be only a few hundred feet from the observatory, probably not an

obstruction to viewing, the staff thinks, but certainly another encroachment. The

directors of the nearby Radnor Lake NatureArea, however, are strongly objecting

to the new construction. (Editor's note: Vanderbdt intervened to have the tower

placed elsewhere.)

The situation brings tomind a plan devised by astronomerDavid Todd of the

Amherst College Observatory,who at the turn of the centurywas troubled by fog

and smoke when he wished to observe. His proposed solution was to mount his

telescope in a balloon and to rise above the low-lying obstructive layer. After due

preparation he allowed the balloon to bdlow out, and up he went. Unfortunately,

the intrepid observer had overlooked an important matter.When he pointed the

telescope at the celestial objects of his interest, he found the balloon itself in the

line of
sight.37
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At present the senior staff in astronomy consists ofDouglas S. Had (director),

Arnold M. Heiser, and DavidWeintraub. Listed as research associates on various

brochures are J. H. DeWitt, Jr., Russell Genet, and Gregory Henry. The number

and quality of their publications are impressive. Over the last twenty-five years

the group has published some twenty titles annuady Their current research inter

ests are photometric and spectroscopic studies of close binary systems; stars with

solar-type star spots and enhanced chromospheric emission; photometric studies

of pulsating variable stars and stedar associations; and studies of the particulate

matter that surrounds stars.
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Fig. 11.6 David Weintraub, at his desk in the mid-'90s on the nineth floor of Physics

(Stevenson Center), contemplates planet formation from the halo ofmatter around a new

star. Note the computer-simulated halo on the screen at right. Courtesy of Billy Kingsley,

Vanderbilt News and Public Affairs.



Fig. 12.1 The addition of five floors to the Physics Building of the Stevenson Center was

completed in 1972,with shell space only in floors 7 and 8. The six-in. Cooke telescope used

by Barnard is in the dome. The other Stevenson Center buildings are to the left, with

Learned Hall and the Medical Center in the middle. A portion of Engineering (Jacobs

Hall) is in the right foreground. The Keck FELC would appear later in the space to the

lower right. From the photographic archives of theDepartment ofPhysics andAstronomy.

Photo by Carlton Roos.
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The Quest for

National Recognition

1965-1995

In 1965, with the dedication of the new Physical Science Center (later named

the Stevenson Center for theNatural Sciences), the department was at a crest

in its sine wave ofdevelopment. The facultywas the largest among the science

departments of the College ofArts and Science. The number ofmaster's and doc

toral graduates at annual commencements was always high, and one year Physics

andAstronomy shared the top spot. Departmental progress could be measured in

other ways as well: the total number of students enrolled in courses was increas

ing every year; contract research was prospering; teaching loadswere down; space

was no longer a restrictive problem, facultymorale was high.

The NSF Science Development Grant

Optimism rose even higher when within three months of the dedication of

the Physics and Chemistry buildings, an application was submitted to the

National Science Foundation under one of its new programs, the Science

Development Program, for substantial funds to help develop further the science

and engineering programs at Vanderbdt. In announcing its new plans, NSF had

stated, "Since the growth and well-being of the Nation are vertically dependent

upon the vigor of its science and engineering, the Foundation remains respon

sive to its prime responsibdity for improving both education and research in sci

ence and engineering at colleges and
universities."

Further, in words that

particularly attracted the attention ofVanderbdt's scientists, NSF stated as two

of its objectives:

(1) Improving the base of academic science and engineering in the prin

cipal institutions ofhigher educationwith due consideration of the needs

397
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of science, the emerging universities, major population areas, and geo

graphical regions of the Nation.

(2) Encouraging broad-area program development and innovation in

academic science with a view toward increasing theNation's interdiscipli

nary-multi-disciplinary capabdity in scientific research and education.

The plan submitted to NSF by Vanderbdt was indeed ambitious. Not since

1925, when the Medical School was moved to the Hdlsboro Road location, had

such a large sum been proposed for allocation to any segment of the university's

development. The proposal, in what was then caded a third phase of expansion,

was a five-year plan for the development of science and engineering that was to

cost $12,701,000, of which $4,961,800 was requested from NSF. Support was

requested for additional faculty, research equipment, and construction in six

departments: Chemistry, General Biology, Mathematics, Molecular Biology,

Physics and Astronomy, and Chemical Engineering. Lesser amounts were

requested for support of technical personnel, postdoctoral and graduate students,

library acquisitions, and instructional equipment. In July 1965 the laboriously
prepared proposal went to the National Science Foundation.

Included in that proposal for a Centers of Excedence Grant from the NSF

Science Development Program had been the Departments of Mathematics,

General Biology, and Chemical Engineering. However, after informal discussions

withNSF officials revealed the Foundation's reluctance to support those areas, the

universitywithdrew its entire application and a year later, in July 1966, submitted

another, substitute proposal. In May 1967 a favorable reply came from NSF. A

total sum of $4,053,000 was awarded, of which $1,254,000 was earmarked for

construction. As planned in the proposal, the funds were to be expended during
the next five years (1967-72). Of special interest to the physics faculty was the

inclusion of the plan to add five more floors to the Physics Budding, bringing it

to its present size, whde the chemists were pleased to note that plans were

included to finish the internal construction of the sixth, seventh, and eighth

floors in their budding, floors left vacant during the construction of Phase II.

Furthermore, additional faculty members were proposed in the participating

departments, as wed as other staff and logistical support.

Encouraged by the success of the application, in August of the same year

(1967) the university decided to go beyond the NSF portion of the general plan

and authorized inclusion of aMathematics budding, a Molecular Biology budd

ing, and a science library (on a sub-surface level but with an entrance through a

lower-level central courtyard). The additional necessary funds were hopefully to

come from the Department of Health, Education andWelfare and other federal

granting agencies, as well as from gifts from alumni and friends of the university.1

However, certain adjustments in the construction plans had to be made in order

to remain within the budgeted finances. Whde the five levels were added to the

Physics Budding, the sixth, seventh, and eighth levels were left vacant, as were the

fourth level of the Molecular Biology Budding and the second level of the

Mathematics Budding. Permission to do so was approved by HEW on condition
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that the universitywould agree to complete these shed areas within five years of

the project's completion.

The eight years from 1967 to 1975 found much construction going on at the

Science Center. Three futi floors of office and classroom space in the new

Mathematics Building were occupied in October 1971. The Molecular Biology

Budding and the Science Library were ready for use during March 1972. The

chemists occupied the eighth and ninth floors of their budding during the sum

mer of 1971. Of the five new floors on the Physics Budding, the ninth and tenth

were occupied by the summer of 1971. Of the 8,554 assignable square feet on

those two levels, about two-thirds was used for the high-energy, bubble-chamber

film-measuring laboratory and for the faculty and support personnel in that

operation. Office space on the ninth floor was also provided for astronomy fac

ulty and students. Approximately 2,515 square feet were used for the teaching

observatory on the tenth floor and for dark rooms, storage space, and offices.

Extending above the roof level of the tenth floorwas the dome housing the Cooke

refractor telescope. By the summer of 1972 the budding program for physics and

astronomy had been carried out and the augmentation of the faculty largely con

summated.

The Dedication of 1972

The enormous sums needed to supplement and match NSF and other grants

were gathered through a Board of Trust committee whose chairman was Eldon

Stevenson, Jr., a successful executive in a Nashvdle insurance firm and the son of

a former facultymember in the Vanderbdt School of Religion.

Facing a shortfad in the financial goals, university officials had decided not to

finish the eighth floor of the Physics Budding and leave it as shed space, though

the physicists had already planned to use the floor for biophysics and had

sketched floor plans for its use. Yet, even that reduction in the plans did not close

the financial gap. Then an eleventh-hour miracle occurred. With only two days

remaining before the deadline to sign construction contracts, a donor was found

to complete the requisite financing and finish the eighth floor. He was Eldon

Stevenson. Later, his wife contributed a splendid sum to the funding ofwhat was

at first caded the Physical Science Center. In recognition of their generous con

tributions, the science and engineering library has been designated the Sarah

Shannon Stevenson Science and Engineering Library, and the entire complex

bears the name the Stevenson Center for the Natural Sciences.

The imposing new Stevenson Centerwas dedicated on Friday,May 6, 1972, in

ceremonies held outside at the east entrance to the complex. Comprising seven

connected buddings, the center housed the departments of Chemistry,

Mathematics, Molecular Biology, and Physics and Astronomy, as well as the

Science Library, the Computer Center, and an auditorium budding containing

two lecture halls. Later, the GeologyDepartment was housed in two of the budd

ings.Among the speakers at the dedication were Chancedor Alexander Heard and

the president of the Board of Trust, Wdliam S. Vaughn, whose grandfather,
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William J. Vaughn, had been professor of mathematics (and for a time in

Mathematics and Astronomy) at Vanderbdt. Another speaker was Wended G.

Hodaday, professor of physics and dean of the College of Arts and Science. He

pointed out that the center provided separate buildings for each of the natural

sciences, whde they andMathematics shared the library, the auditorium, and the

Computer Center. Creation of the facdity, he said, "caded for a spirit of common
purpose"

in the design and construction, and there had been "an equally signifi

cant effort to plan and execute an educational program for the development of

the departments occupying these structures. . . . Like the building program, this

effort has proceeded in stages ... to a higher plateau of quality. . . . The academic

planning involved in this sequence of developments is known throughout the

nation for the excedence of its design and execution."2

Speaking to the various costs of the Stevenson Center, Mr. Vaughn reported

that $4.7mdlion had been needed to budd Phase II,when the Chemistry Budding
and the first five floors of the Physics Budding had been constructed. That sum

had been raised as part of the "$30 Million
Campaign,"

which began in October

1960. Earlier, and completed in March 1963, had been the Computer Center.

Phase III, whose completion was being celebrated, had brought the total

expended for the Stevenson Center to just over $12,000,000 for buddings and

equipment.

A Fourth Phase

As a part of the dedication ceremonies reference was made to a large work of

art in a glass casement set into the wall between the lower entrances to the

Molecular Biology Budding and the Science and Engineering Library. Wrought

over a period of four years by Nancy duPont Reynolds, wife of an alumnus, the

sculptured Lucite depicted a scientific theme and was planned for the location.

The elegant sculpture and the pleasant outdoor surroundings combined to sug

gest a feeling of wed-appointed completion, a feeling that was at least partially

dlusory Sitting before the splendid, illuminated sculpture and viewing the spiral

concrete stairway of the nearby courtyard, one faculty member fed to musing,

"Here we are, dedicating seven floors of shed
space."

The thought reflected the

realities of university construction of the period. With the cost of budding con
struction increasing at the rate of about 10 percent each year, what should be the

financing strategy? Should a university overbudd and save later construction

costs? If so, how is it to find the construction funds? In the case of Learned Hall,

the cost of shell space and its later occupation had come in manageable amounts.

In the case of the Stevenson Center the ancdlary costs were much greater. These

were found in part byborrowingmoney on the security of a trust fund set up ear
lier by Mr. Harold Vanderbdt. To pay the interest on the borrowed money, Mr.

Vanderbilt himself advanced an additional $500,000.

Next, attention turned to financing the cost and then to preparing for occu

pancy, one-by-one, of the shell floors left deliberately empty.Alert Vanderbdt sci-
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entists became aware of an unannounced supplementary fund of the NSF Science

Development Grant that the federal government's Bureau of the Budget had

requested be part ofNSF planning. Vanderbdt and seven other institutions asked

for release of the funds. In February 1972, three months before the dedication of

the Stevenson Center, a supplementary request for $2,244,000 went to the NSF.

Of this, $1,350,000 was granted in June 1972 for expenditure during the next two

years. The sum was given to three departments (Chemistry, Molecular Biology,

and Physics and Astronomy) to augment previously granted amounts for com

pletion of shell space, increasing the number of faculty, adding graduate students

and research associates, and buying research equipment and computer time,

although the detads varied from department to department.

In the case of Physics andAstronomy, no request for more facultywas made.

The department cited among other reasons the drop-off in student enrollment

both locally and nationady. Nor were funds requested for furnishing shell space.

The largest expenditure planned was for scientific equipment. Although

approved by NSF, a plan to budd an addition to the Dyer Observatory at a cost of

$110,000 was never carried out.

An Alarming Development

The science departments were nowwell housed atVanderbdt and their facil

ities slowly being strengthened, although there was some grousing that Geology
had not shared in the development.3 That department remained in Garland Had

for a time, and its staffwas not enlarged. But within two years after the dedica

tion of the Stevenson Center, a disturbing, although largely ignored, figure

appeared in the various numbers dealingwith the accomplishments of the physi

cists. At the 1974 commencement exercises, only six graduates with advanced

degrees from the department were listed in the program (four Ph.D.s and two

masters degrees).Was this a local, onetime aberration? The immediately succeed

ing years showed that it was not. In the five years immediately before the appear

ance of the six students in 1974, the successive graduates had numbered nineteen,

seventeen, twenty, nineteen, and thirteen; immediately afterward, they numbered

six, five, seven, and five. In contrast, no such abrupt drop appeared for Chemistry
or Biology. At the same time as the number of advanced degrees declined, along

with the number of graduate students, the number of undergraduate majors

remained essentially level. If the graduate situation was recognized by the physics

faculty, the smad number of undergraduates was only subliminally evident. It had

always been so. Prior efforts to increase the number of majors had born no fruit.

Both deficiencies now threatened to become embarrassing to the department.

Student Enrollment in the Sixties and Seventies

The root cause of the drop in graduate degrees and in the number of gradu

ate students was easy to pinpoint. It was the cessation of the Radiological
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(Health) Physics Fellowships,which in 1974 were eliminated by theAEC because

it had fulfdled its purpose of training health physicists for the war and for post

war industrial and academic needs. No way immediately appeared to replace this

loss of students quickly. The university could not find the large sums to pay the

graduate stipends, which had been generous. Nor did other federal or private

agencies offer more than a modicum of replenishment. Nor could teaching assis

tants offer a substitute; their numbers depended on undergraduate enrodment,

which was only slowly rising. Dean Ernest Campbell of the Graduate School was

well aware of the diminution of the number of graduate students in Physics and

Astronomy At the opening of the fad term of 1973-74, he read off in open fac

ulty meeting a list of the number of students, by department, enrolled in 1973

compared to the number enrolled in 1969, five years
earder.4

Physics and

Astronomy, he intoned, fell from 62 to 31. During the same period, he said, oth

ers had declined as wed: Chemistry, 60 to 37; English, 103 to 82; Biochemistry,

40 to 19. At the same time some departments had experienced an increase:

Psychology from 70 to 88; Religion, 72 to 106; Sociology-/\nthropology, 35 to 49.

It was clear that in this period shifts in student interests and in modes of finan

cial supportwere taking place. But even though other disciplines shared the loss

of enrodment, Physics and Astronomy had to cope with a significant threat to

the well-being of its graduate program, which, up to that point, had been pros

pering.

In part because of a lack of avadable funds to subsidize graduate students

very few in science pay their own way there was also a shortage of high-quality
applicants. Luxuriating in the beneficence of the AEC, the faculty had neglected

its recruitment efforts among small colleges, which at that time were a well-

known source of physics graduate students.Attendance by theVanderbdt faculty
at the meetings of the Southeastern Section of the APS had declined and pur

poseful contacts with codege teachers thereby reduced. Visits to nearby codeges

were sporadic.Annual fodow-up reports to teacherswho had sent applicants in a

previous year were seldom sent. The main recruitment device used by the admit

tedly busy faculty was an annual brochure describing Vanderbdt's facdities and

graduate openings. Of course, other Southern departments had established dai-

son with Southern colleges. Professor Jack Taylor of Southwestern routinely sent

students to his beloved alma mater, Johns Hopkins. Professor McCay of

Chattanooga often sent his students to Virginia, and of course, the northern

schools, long-established and prestigious, attracted outstanding students from

the South. Princeton was one; Indiana and Ohio State two others. They were-

north but "not too far
north."

Whde the Vanderbdt faculty, reflecting the situation nationally, had come to

expect that very few undergraduates were likely to enroll as physics majors, cer

tain other observers were unaware of this long-standing situation. Back in 1950,

Chancellor Branscomb had expressed in writing his amazement that there were

so few physics majors at the university. In 1978 Dean Jacque Voegeli chided the

department about the paucity of
majors,5

and in between, in 1967, officials at
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NSF, whde evaluating the Science Development Grant application, wrote to Dean

Fields inquiringwhy so few undergraduates were enrolled. For an explanation the

Dean turned to Professor Hodaday, then the departmental chairman. In a care-

fidly crafted, perspicuous reply, Hodaday could only confirm the smad numbers

for recent years and express his belief that the numbers were rising and would

continue to rise, and that the expected trend upward atVanderbdt was in opposi

tion to the national trend,which showed, he said, an average decline in the annual

output of physics bachelors in the United States since
1961.6 Despite much dis

cussion of this unfortunate national trend, he wrote, no one has ready established

any satisfactory reason for it, although a current popular thesis places much of the

burden on the generally poor quality of high school physics teaching.

Then he presented some of the steps Vanderbdt had been and was taking to

remedy the situation, despite a lack of consensus on the causes. The department

had made a special effort to see that the professors in charge of the introductory
course were senior men, "learned in physics and experienced as

teachers."

The

main weakness in the handling of those courses was the use of graduate students

as laboratory instructors. The situation could onlybe improved ifhigher stipends

could be found, thereby improving the morale and caliber of the assistants.

Hodaday pointed out that departmental planning was underway to select care

fully the faculty who taught the upper level courses in the undergraduate cur

riculum, and he pointed to the need for continual study and revision of the

curriculum. Going on, Hodaday listed the various ways being utdized tomaintain

close personal contact with the undergraduate students and the several steps

being taken to bring the department's activities to the attention of persons out

side the university "so that it will become known that physics and astronomy are

actively pursued at
Vanderbdt."

The reduction in graduate students and the perenniady low numbers of

undergraduate majors in the department had a significant effect on the entire

program. Advanced classes experienced reduced enrodment and were therefore

sometimes canceled. In one year, for instance, only one graduate student enrolled

in Electromagnetic Theory, an important and required course. Professors with

research ideas to explore found not enough eager apprentice students. Theweekly

codoquium diminished in attendance. Surely even the need to budd the size of

the faculty could now be questioned. That such a possibdity was not raised can

only be attributed to the award to the department of funds from the successful

NSF Science Development Grant.

A Painful Review by the Graduate School

It was Dean Campbed of the Graduate School who urged the department to

take an extensive and critical look at its enrodment and recruitment practices as

wed as the research productivity of the faculty. He even held over its head the

unspoken threat of discontinuation or interruption of permission to grant the

Ph.D. in physics, a most serious menace indeed.
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Fortunately for the self-esteem of the departmental faculty, Physics-

Astronomy was not alone in being asked to assess its graduate program. In

1974-75, only months after becoming dean of the Graduate School, Campbed

decided to carry out a review of ad thirty-five departments offering advanced

degrees in the school. The reviewwould start with a self-appraisal by each depart

ment and would be fodowed by a review of its academic program conducted by
a committee of facultymembers from other departments. In some cases external

consultants could be invited to participate. The grand procedure was ambitious

and time-consuming. But it was potentiady valuable, for after the rapid and

extensive enlargement afterWorld War II of the number of departments offering

graduate degrees sometimes with onlyminimal resources the time had come

to evaluate this progress, as wed as the state of earlier established programs like

that in physics.

That rapid postwar growth of graduate work atVanderbdt had begun with an

enlarged nationwide educational and research program in science, partly in reac

tion to the development of a Russian space satedite, Sputnik.Among the congres

sional initiatives was the National Defense Education Act (NDEA), which

provided for fedowships in unprecedented numbers and generous start-up finan

cial support to institutions wishing to begin new graduate programs. The aim was

to increase quickly the number of Ph.D.s graduating annually from American

universities. The language of the act favored departments, not only in the sciences

but other fields as wed, that already had a core effort devoted to undergraduate

teaching and, sometimes, a record of master's graduates but no Ph.D. program.

Vanderbdt fitwedwith the plan's requirements and had several departmentsmak

ing obvious candidates. Besides,Vanderbdt had a good reputation, being, for one

thing, a member of the Association ofAmerican Graduate Schools, a prestigious

group numbering less than fifty members. Dean Leonard B. Beach ofVanderbdt

had been an active participant in the affairs of that association, and NDEA offi

cials chose him to be chairman of the NDEA national award committee. As such

he undoubtedly saw to it that the committee did not overlook Vanderbdt's clear

need and potential. For several years Vanderbdt was granted more NDEA fedow

ships, each with generous financial underpinning, than were granted any other

institution.A compdation prepared in 1971 showed that over a seven-year period

(before Campbed began his tenure as graduate dean atVanderbdt) the university
had received 172 NDEA Fedowship Awards, the highest during that period of any
institution. FodowingVanderbdt were Tulane with 163 and Texas with 160. Only
a few of these awards, however, went to Physics-Astronomy atVanderbdt because
itwas considered an

"established"

department.A selected list of twelve institutions

and the awards made to them is given in table 12.1.

Over ad,Vanderbdt received the third-largest number of new NDEA fedow

ships during the duration of the program. In 1960-61 alone, the university added
half-a-dozen new Ph.D. programs with the aid of NDEA funds, which, besides

direct aid to students, provided support to hire faculty.
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Table 12.1

NDEA Title IV Fellowships Awarded

1959- 1960- 1961- 1962- 1963- 1964- 1965- Total

60 61 62 63 64 65 66

Vanderbilt 21 22 28 25 22 29 35 172

Columbia 3 11 10 9 7 12 18 70

Harvard 0 0 0 0 0 12 54 66

Yale 0 0 0 0 5 16 45 66

Northwestern 6 3 9 18 19 10 65 130

Rochester 8 13 16 10 20 17 65 149

Tulane 19 23 24 18 24 21 43 163

Emory 9 19 15 13 8 11 15 90

Virginia 19 14 23 21 14 15 43 149

Tennessee 11 16 21 15 19 21 14 117

Peabody 7 10 12 9 4 2 0 44

Texas 10 16 22 23 17 17 55 160

Source: Clarence B. Lindquist, "NDEA Tide IV Fellowships for College Teaching
1958-68,"

Appendix A.Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department ofHealth, Education andWelfare. 1971.

Now, thought Dean Campbed in 1974, the time had come to evaluate the

NDEA-invigorated departments, as wed as ad others, Physics and Astronomy
included. The chairman of the committee examining the Physics andAstronomy
graduate program was Professor Lou H. Sdberman, professor of Jewish literature

and thought of the School of Religion and a member of the faculty of the

Graduate School. The committee's criticism was along the fodowing lines:

1.Whde giving recognition to the quality of the department's faculty groups

in astronomy, high energy physics, and nuclear physics, the report

expressed disappointment with the accomplishments of the theory group

and the various miscellaneous research programs in molecular spec

troscopy, plasma physics, and X-ray crystallography. Research production

in these areas had languished.

2. The committee was concerned about the quality of the applicant pool of

graduate students seeking admission and the institutions from which they

came. As the graduate dean himself describes those who were applying to

study physics or astronomy, "The pool in physics is in severe
crisis."

3. The number of undergraduate majors in the department was lower than

the committee expected or thought desirable.
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The first reaction of some members of the department toward many of the

criticisms was disbedef, and they were appaded to hear Dean Campbed state in

May 1978 at the graduate facultymeeting that considered the report of the Review

Committee, "To put the matter briefly and bluntly, ... the faculty in Physics must

get its graduate program in order."7

That "some
features"

of General Biology and

of the recentiy formed program in Comparative Literature would be re-reviewed

within a period of three years was of little comfort, or that "Physiology should

devote its excedent resources to its graduate
program."

Nor was their pride nur

tured to learn that the Ph.D. program in Slavic literature had been discontinued or

that German had been placed on probation, as had Civd Engineering.

But Physics! the department granting the most Ph.D.s (12) in 1964, that in

1960 had granted the most master's degrees (25) of any department of the

Graduate School, that in 1970-71 had the largest faculty among the sciences (26),
enrolled the most graduate students (64), awarded the most master's degrees (10)
and the most Ph.D. degrees (10) of all the six science departments of the Codege

ofArts and
Science.8

Physicswas the departmentwith new quarters in the Science

Center into which it had moved in 1965, only a decade earlier, the department

participating in the generous NSF grant of several mitiion dodars.Were the crit

icisms credible?

To the report's criticisms, Medford Webster, the departmental chairman,

made a stout defense. To him fed themain burden of replying to the dean and the

committee. To explain the lack of Ph.D. graduates and research productivity in

the area of theory, he pointed out that of the three facultymembers, two had for

several years been engaged in administrative work for the university, labor that

had detracted from their research
efforts.9

Both were now catching up on devel

opments in their respective fields, one with the aid of a leave of absence,whde the

third theorist had been at work on a textbook and had been assisted to reinvigo-

ration with a leave of absence.

For the lack of extensive research output in the so-caded miscedaneous area,

Webster cited one professor's assumption of a heavy teaching loadwhen his need
for new research instrumentation had not been met by the NSF development

fund. Also, unknown to the review committee, the professor had been collabo

ratingwith aMedical School research group. Another professor's lack of research

productivity, explained the chairman, could be laid to the difficulties innate in

solving certain experimental problems and the long time needed to obtain results
in his field. This professor was now collaborating with another whde awaiting a

decision regarding regaining of a grant. A third professor had changed his

research interests,wrote the chairman, and had entered into a codaboration with

another at Oak Ridge. Yet another had recentiy secured grant support for his

research. All in ad, wrote Webster to the Graduate School, "Extraordinary
progress has been made in the very difficult area of increasing the productivity of
tenured

faculty."

To further counter the committee's views,Webster brought forward his belief

that certain of the university's own practices vis-a-vis the science departments

were responsible for some of the alleged shortcomings. For instance, he said, he
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felt the overhead from the federal research grants ought to return to support

those holding the grants and not be used to fund unsupported research through

the Graduate School's Research Councd. It ought, he argued, to be used to pro

vide free machine-shop time or electronic-shop services as well as augmented

computer time. Webster pointed out that whde the overhead rate charged the

funding agencies had been increased, computing service had been made a direct

charge to contract holders.

Moreover,Websterwrote, the codege's expectations of its departmental chair

men were neither uniform nor expressly stated. Having his own case as an exam

ple, he pointed out that he was carrying on a fidl load of teaching and his usual

research endeavors, whde at the same time maintaining the duties of a chairman

of a large department. Under the circumstances he had little time to aid or cajole

faculty members in the so-called miscellaneous group to increase their research

efforts. His two chiefpowers to stimulate research productivitywere adocation of

resources and adjustment of teaching load. To encourage those with less research

and thesis output to increase their productivity, he had assigned them the same

teaching load as the more productive professors. This was "clearly unjust to those

with active
programs,"

he stated, and "is a temporary situation. ... It is my firm

intent to increase substantiady the teaching duties of those who fad to respond

with tangible evidence of research productivitywithin two or three
years."10

Having replied to the committee after soliciting the view of the departmental

faculty, which incidentady he found diverse and difficult to harmonize, he wrote

to each member that in his opinion we "first and foremost . . . need to promote

visible research and scholarship in the miscedaneous and theory areas whde

maintaining our generally high standards of teaching and supporting the 'excel
lent'

areas identified in the report of our graduate review
committee."

In the end, despite the drain of time devoted to the self-assessment, the effort

was probably useful. The department became more
alert to its problems than it

otherwise might have. In the end, the department retained authority to award the

Ph.D. degree, and sanctions on other departments were very few. No further

comprehensive evaluation of graduate programs has been carried out by the

Graduate School, and at times the department has employed its own self-studies

to provide consensus and guidance. Somemembers felt theywere publicly
humd-

iated on that afternoon in May 1978, a view possibly considered by the Graduate

School Committee ofVisitors when it felt moved to recommend that the reviews

"continue, but that they be less public and engage less of the faculty's energy and

attention than
heretofore."7

However, recognition of the need for student recruitment, important as that

was, did not alone bring a solution. The job market played a role, as did compe

tition from other institutions. So, too, did the lack of financial support for grad

uate students. In the fifteen-year period fodowing the review (1974 through

1989), the average number of Ph.D.s graduating annuady from the department

was only 2.5. In 1984, only one Ph.D. in physics was granted out of a total of 102

from ad departments, and only four master's degrees from a total of ninety-two.

During that same year Psychology granted eleven Ph.D.s, Religion ten,
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Biochemistry nine, Physiology six, and Molecular Biology and English each six.

As late as the year 1986 no Ph.D.s were awarded in physics. Since 1989, however,

the department has experienced a general increase in the number of students.

With the recent large grants of research funds to the faculty of the department,
more research assistants can be hired and the number of Ph.D.s graduated annu

allywdl undoubtedly rise.Amore aggressive effort has also resulted in an increase

in the enrollment ofgraduate students in the department. In 1991-92, the official

enrollmentwas fifty-seven,whereas in 1981 it was only fifteen.
Forty-five of these

students received departmental financial aid, twenty-three as teaching assistants

and twenty-two as research assistants, five doctoral and six master's degrees were

awarded in June 1992.

The Changing Composition of the Graduate Student Body

In 1992 the New York Times reported that the percentage of doctoral degrees

earned by noncitizens had risen from 15 percent in 1972 to 26 percent in 1992.

Foreign graduate students are found in every field but especiady in technology

and the sciences. At New York University's Chemistry Department, stated the

Times, "only one of fifteen first-year graduate students is
American."

At the

University of Texas, in the Civd Engineering Department, of 355 graduate stu

dents enrolled in recent years, 205 came from other countries, said the Times. One

institution even seems to exploit this trend. At the New Jersey Institute of

Technology 734 of 887 full-time students are from
Asia.11

The graduate students atVanderbdt have exhibited this trend as well, albeit to

a much smader degree. In the late 1980s the number of graduate students from

foreign countries began to rise, with an accompanying increase in the graduate

degrees awarded to foreign students. At the 1990 Commencement, of the five

Ph.D.s in physics granted, one went to a student from Libya and one to a student

from China. At the same time, of eleven master's degrees awarded, slightly more

than half (6) went to U.S. citizens. One went to a student from India and four to

students from China. The fodowing year, 1991, of the eight Ph.D. graduates from

the department, two went to students from China and one to a resident of the

Netherlands. Of the four master's graduates, ad were from foreign countries.

three from China and one from Sri Lanka.12 The next year, 1992, of five Ph.D.

degrees awarded, four went to students from China. The four, incidentady, had

attended four different institutions in China. In his 1989-90 report, Chairman

Pinkston stated that of the fifty-three graduate students enroded, 40 percent were

U.S. citizens, 30 percent were from China, 9 percent from Europe, 6 percent from

India, and the remaining 6 percent from other foreign countries.

A Vanderbilt-Chinese University Exchange Program

The preponderant responsibdity for the presence of so many Chinese stu

dents in physics at Vanderbdt rests with Professor Joseph H. Hamdton. In 1985,
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whde he was chairman of the department, Hamdton helped establish a program

whereby TsinghuaUniversity in Beijing, China, encourages and allows its top stu

dents to come toVanderbdt to do doctoral and postdoctoral study here. The pro

gram had its inception when Chen Ze-min of the nuclear physics group at

Tsinghua came to Vanderbdt for a year-long fellowship as a visiting scholar.

Prospective students follow a course of study in China set forth by theVanderbdt

physicists, take Vanderbdt's qualifying examination whde stdl in China, and if

accepted come to Nashvdle for two or three years of research on a doctoral the

sis.Young professors from Tsinghua also come for research participation with the

Nuclear Physics Group. Whde the program, which continues even today despite

the Tiananmen Square student uprising in 1989, is called an exchange program,

noVanderbilt student has (yet) gone to China, but Dr. Hamdton himself has been

made an adjunct professor at Tsinghua, the first American to hold such a post,

and makes occasional trips to China to advise on the physics curriculum there

and to deliver lectures. The first student to earn a Ph.D. at Vanderbdt under the

program was Ma Wen-chao.

Foreign Teaching Assistants

One problem associated with the financial support of foreign students is that

they are often unqualified to teach the introductory laboratories as teaching assis

tants. Some, particularly those from China, do not possess a sufficient command

of English to hold these positions. Also, students from foreign countries are usu-

ady inexperienced in the use of computers, andwith the introduction ofdesk-top
computers in labs those students, if employed,must usuady undergo special prior

training in the use of computers.As a consequence, filling teaching assistantships

presents difficulties. One year (1989-90) in the middle of the summer and with

classes to begin in September, only seven out of ten allocated TA positions had

been filled.

The enlarged enrollment of foreign students in physics was not a consequence

of an overt policy decision. It was not an expression of any wish, however laud

able, to prepare physicists for the needs of third-world countries or to interleave

youngAmericans with students representing foreign cultures or different ways of

doing physics. Actuady, it grew out of a search for bright andwdling assistants to

aid with the enormously increasing amounts of research for which department

members were contracting. Two dozen professors, working alone, cannot per

form research funded at over $6.5 mitiion (in 1992). They need help. NSF and

other federal funding agencies expected such help to comemainly from advanced

students. Indeed, one purpose of making such grants was to provide a training

ground for young scientists. But at Vanderbdt the avadabdity of funds out

stripped the supply ofAmerican
technical assistants. Foreign students were the

answer, especially since Nashvdle, unlike Cambridge,Massachusetts, did not have

a ready reservoir of
qualified student personnel.And besides, foreign students fill

the chairs and provide a collegial presence in the required courses that must be
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taught to offer the doctorate. Indeed, were it not for the participation of foreign

students, the number ofAmerican science professors would have to be reduced

sharply to match the reduction ofAmerican graduate students. The nation's need

for academic research-and-development programs would have to be a compo

nent in any such decision. In addition, removing the opportunity for foreign-stu

dent participation would ignore the advantages that accrue when foreign

students who have benefited from anAmerican education carry back home their

valuable experiences.

The present approach of the department is to mount a campaign ofvigorous

search each year for good students. There are signs that this is succeeding.

Furthermore, the department is receiving an increasing number of inquiries and

applications from students not living in the southern United States.

Does the Stevenson Center Provide Adequate Space?

In 1972 three levels of the physics wing of the Stevenson Center were left as

shed space. Foresightedly they were to provide for expansion of a growing

department. Since then they have been completed in their basic internal arrange

ments, though one floor (the seventh) is currently occupied by teaching assistants

in the social sciences. Recently two floors have been renovated for the use of

Physics. In 1989 the eighth level was assigned to the Living State Physics Group
and divided and furnished to their stated requirements. In January 1990 the

group moved into five thousand square feet of space refurbished through the

support of theW. M. Keck Foundation. Also in 1990 the sixth level was prepared

and furnished for use by ProfessorsNorman Tolk and RichardHaglund and their

research in surface physics.

There have been very few complaints over the design of the Physics Building,

which was dedicated in 1972. It appears to have met well the wants of its occu

pants, but a few signs of impending needs are coming forward. The expansion

of the department, especially in research, has necessitated the addition of more

support staff, so that the administrative suite on level three is seriously over

crowded. A shortage of space in the demonstration stockroom directly affects

the teaching efficiency in the auditoria of level one. This cramping came about

when the science library was budt in 1971. Located beside the already-con

structed lecture room and their stockrooms, the library needed a passageway

connecting it with the auditoria level. To provide that connection, space had to

be taken from the stockroom, a compromise that also isolated the area under the

sloping floor of the physics lecture had. The expansion of the enrollment in the

College of Arts and Science and an accompanying increase in enrodment in

physics courses has meant that the five rooms devoted to introductory laborato

ries on level three are reaching the limits of their capacity to serve these labs.

Currently they are used even in evenings (from 7 to 10 p.m.) and on Saturdays as

wed. At the same time, the stockroom that services them has ftiled to overflow

ing. The impending construction of a new building for Chemistry, necessitated
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by corrosion in the piping and duct systems of the present budding, wdl proba

bly result also in the relief of crowded conditions in the Physics and Astronomy
Budding. Furthermore, the construction of a nearby building to house the Free-

Electron Laser Center (FELC) has relieved crowding in the central budding. The

expected addition of two more floors to that building wdl make for additional
space.

Finady, it is worthy of notice that the budding's present adequacy is in part

due to a shift in the way experimental physics is done. In recent years some of

Vanderbdt's experimentalists have reduced their facdities on the campus and

instead devised their experiments and gathered data at the national laboratories

established by the United States Government.

Teaching

In the 1970s a modest revival of interest in teaching and its evaluation arose

in the department. Perhaps the previous establishment of a central office (labo

ratory) to provide logistical aid to teachers in the Codege ofArts and Science gave

impetus and respectabdity to the revival. Or perhaps the continued turnover in

non-tenured faculty and the many heated and divisive discussions over retention,

recruitment, and promotion made it apparent the faculty should share a more

common understanding of the goals of teaching and the ways to achieve those

aims. To be specific, in 1971-72 the vigorous and often recriminative discussions

connected with certain tenure decisions consumed an inordinate portion of the

faculty's time.

In that same academic year, under the encouragement ofChairman Pinkston,

the department turned its attention to how to evaluate teachers and courses.

Because the overt recognition of the need was so new, the entire process must

have been perplexing. To move from a laissez-faire attitude toward another pro

fessor's teaching to one of open observation and evaluation was not easy. Three

approaches to evaluation were invoked. Students were asked to assess their pro

fessors by means of a form based on one developed by the Psychology
Department of Peabody College. Faculty members proposed to evaluate one

another through classroom visitations in which two professors would evaluate a

codeague during his lectures. Thirdly, itwas decided that a file of all tests given in

the department would be created and maintained, along with average scores.

Thus, a means was avadable to estimate the suitabdity of the tests given and the

success of students in learning the subject matter. These were simple procedures,

a beginning. Put into effect during the fad semester of 1971-72, they provided

information used during the spring semester when the tenured members of the

faculty discussed the non-tenured members under consideration for reappoint

ment and tenure.

But as is the fate ofmany academic innovations, in time interest waned, new

priorities came to occupy the faculty, and a methodical approach to evaluation

was not continued. The imposition of formal evaluation procedures on codeagues
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with whom one has dady, cooperative, and supportive relations is a formidable

undertaking. Two years later Chairman Pinkston was saying, "It is our intention

to take our teacher evaluation program out of limbo and make it work. We are

convinced that we have appropriate means of accumulatingmeaningful data, but

we have not yet decided on procedures of data analysis or regularizing the evalu

ation
process."

Clearly, the process, though supported in theory, was controversial

and burdensome in practice.

About that time, a rumor spread that Chancellor Heard himself was inter

ested in the effectiveness of teaching at the university and had taken to visiting

classes in progress, unannounced. For some weeks thereafter classes began more

promptly, the male professors put on ties, and lectures were more carefully pre

pared and interlaced with apt anecdotes or well-prepared dlustrations. It is not

known who started the rumor. Was it the students, who might benefit? Was it a

young professor seeking promotion? Was it a professor wishing to embarrass a

codeague who had stood up to him in a riotous faculty meeting? No one knows,
nor did we ever learn whether the chancedor visited a medical school class whde

a delicate brain operation was underway, or an art class sketching a live subject,

or a physics class whde Dr. Hamilton, with a roaring fire-extinguisher in hand,

propeded himself across the room and out the door on a chdd's three-wheeled

cart in an dlustration ofNewton's Third Law.

But of course, the busy head of a university can find time for only a few such

visits at best, as, indeed, Chancellor Heard did, satisfied, one can imagine, that he

had placated some parent or trustee who had urged him to look into "the teach

ing
situation."

Slowly, local academia reverted to its introspective approach to

teaching. Evaluation from without would continue to be meager.

Still, during the 1970s some innovations were tried in the department and

some old practices reanimated. In 1972-73 two professors, Charles Roos and

Robert Panvini, separately revived an ancient method. They sent students to the

blackboard during a class, there to set forth and explain for the rest of the class

problems they had been previously assigned. In 1971-72 that year could be

caded the year of revival of teaching Professor R. G. Albridge taught Physics 203

(Intermediate Mechanics) using the Keder Plan of self-paced instruction as an

alternative to the standard lecture format. He concluded that it was an interesting
experiment.He saw advantages and disadvantages to the approach. Neither he nor

the students werewddly enthusiastic about the approach as compared to the more

conventional one.About this time,members of the department participated in the

teaching of an experimental interdisciplinary course, Natural Science 101.

Professors Bloch and David Loebbaka each taught a unit of the course under the

title "The Scientific
Experience."

Also during 1971-72, Professor John Barach

invented a new course, "The Physics of the
Environment."

Coming at a period of

intense public interest in environmental problems and intended for nonscience

majors, "the course was an instant
success,"

stated the chairman's annual report,

"with 90 students
enroded."

Barach taught the course for a number ofyears; itwas

then taken over byAlbridge for a short time. More than any other member of the
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Fig. 12.2 Joe Hamilton's normally fast speed is accelerated on this jet-propelled cart that he

uses to demonstrate Newton's Third Law to his introductory physics classes. This 1990

photo is in the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

faculty, Albridge seems to have tried new approaches and devised new courses.

Barach also developed new courses. As time went on, many others joined in.

An early and popular course for nondepartmental majors was Physics 131,

Light and Its Applications. It was originated in the fad semester of 1969 by
Professor Ernest Jones and taught by him for a number of years. Always with a

goodly enrollment, the course's level was intermediate between introductory
physics and such texts as Jenkins and White's Fundamentals of Optics and also

Wood's Physical Optics. Under Jones's urging, in 1973 Lagemann originated a
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companion one-semester course, Physics 132, Sound and ItsApplications.After a

review of basic concepts in sound and vibration, the course took up such topics

as the acoustics of rooms and auditoria, the production of sound by various

musical instruments, the mathematics of musical scales, vibrations in strings,

standing waves in pipes. Copious use was made of demonstrations. Actual musi

cal instruments were demonstrated before the class. A piano was present in the

classroom. The first year itwas taught, the class attracted some 190 students, then

year by year enrodment dropped untd in 1977 the attendance was about sixty.

When Professor Lagemann retired from his professorship, Barach continued to

teach the course for some years before it was retired from the curriculum.

The underlying purpose of such courses, of course, was to bring to lay stu

dents some of the riches and wonders of the world we try to describe. No prior

physics course was required as a prerequisite, only a year of college science. Itwas

a much more difficult task to teach such students than to teach those who are

accomplished at physics and most eager to learn. Nevertheless, with these and

other new courses in mind, in his annual report for 1972-73 the chairman, (W

T. Pinkston) wrote, "We consider it educationady sound and consistentwith high

academic standards to design courses for non-science
students."

New Courses in the 1990s

The latest major changes in the undergraduate curriculum in the department

occurred in October 1986. "At that time the curriculum was completely
changed."13 The alterations were largely in the order in which courses were to be

taken and in the development of tracks to be followed by students with varying
career objectives. During the 1980s a few new courses were adopted in an effort

to introduce new discoveries in the field.Many of the new courses were brought

forward by professors who wished, in a formal course, to apprise their research

students of developments and techniques in the special field in which they were

to do their thesis work.

Stdl other recent changes in courses have come about because of the intro

duction of the computer as a modus operandi in understanding or as a way of

shortening calculations or extending their range. English Department faculty
have long urged their Physics colleagues to give students additional practice in

composition, using the word processor.What naturally followed, and was more

often fostered, was the opportunity to aid students in acquiring additional profi

ciency in computer usage by applying their computer skdls to physics problems.

Having taught a special course to a selected group of high-school science teach

ers in the software program Mathematica, Albridge introduced its use in two

departmental courses: Physics 251, Introductory Quantum Mechanics, and

Physics 231, Experimental Methods. For his part, in 1991, Haglund introduced

the extensive use of computers in Physics 121a, Principles of Physics, an intro

ductory course for prospective physics majors, and in Physics 221, Classical and

Modern Optics.
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In this period considerable changes were made in the courses in astronomy.

A two-semester introductory survey, Astronomy 101, was offered for the first

time in 1991-92 and satisfied the basic science requirement for graduation. There

was a laboratory, which included a combination of exercises at the bench in a tra

ditional laboratory setting, visits to the two university observatories, and exercises

with the
"Universe-in-a-Computer"

software at the College's Advanced

Technology classroom. Additionally, a new course, Astronomy 130, History of

Astronomy,was first taught in 1992-93.

The Introductory Laboratories

The greatest alterations of traditional courses have come about in the intro

ductory laboratories. In the late 1980s Professor Akunuri V. Ramayya assumed an

increased personal interest in those important parts of the curriculum. Beginning
in 1989-90 he was made director ofUndergraduate Studies, which carried with

it the care of the undergraduate laboratories. In a short time he has accomplished

two desirable innovations: he has begun the preparation of up-to-date manuals

for the guidance of students and the teaching assistants, and he has brought in

new, modern equipment, which in some cases involves the use of computers.

For a long time in the 1960s and 1970s the laboratory for nonscience majors

used the Lagemannmanual of instructions and its revised edition,whde the other

introductory laboratories employed mainly the guide by Weber, White and

Manning. But their very use, even when supplementary sheets were furnished,

discouraged the introduction of new exercises and new equipment. In the 1980s

a few energetic teachers wrote their own versions of the previous manuals.

Produced hurriedly, however, these manuals tended to place an undue burden on

the inexperienced teaching assistants, and, in the view of some, offered no com

mentary on the justification for laboratorywork, either as a part of scientific dis

covery or in learning how science is done. To remedy these deficiences, Ramayya

has already published one such
manual.14

Possiblywith the aid of other members

of the staff, he will bring out others, which, being published by a commercial

publisher,wdl provide continuity to the laboratory practices and assure the ready

avadabdity ofmanuals when classes open each fad.

Of note has been the introduction of better computers in doing laboratory
work and in recording data, manipulating it, and making calculations heretofore

too extensive for carrying out by hand or by slide rule. The principles taught have

been standardized over recent years, and the techniques developed enable under

graduates to perform difficult and precisemeasurements impossible before class

room use of the computer. For instance, to measure time, formerly done with a

hand-held stop watch, a computer can be
used. In timing the period of a simple

pendulum, as the bob interrupts a beam of light the computer screen can be

made to show a series of peaks. The average of the time between the occurrence

of the peaks gives the period of the pendulum. Or, as another dlustration, graphs

can be produced on the screen of the computer by introducing the numerical
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data into the computer along with instruction to plot the graph, calculate its

slope and axis intercepts, and produce a print-out that can be added to the lab

oratory report.

As a way to observe transient electrical phenomena, individual oscilloscopes

have been provided each pair of students. Also, signal generators have been pro

vided, lasers for optical experiments, power supplies to replace batteries. For use

in place of glass-mercury thermometers, electrical resistance
"thermometers"

have been made avadable.

According to Professor Ramayya, one advantage of the introduction of com

puters is that students enjoy the lab more and have more incentive to do accurate

work. Another, he says, is that more can be accomplished in the three-hour peri

ods that still prevad in academic science laboratorywork. Becausemany students

have taken laboratory as part of a high-school physics course, on coming to col

lege they often feel the college course repetitious and disappointing. The new

approach, which cannot be easdy provided in the usual high school, makes stu

dents feel they are encountering new experiences. Moreover, the physics course

reinforces the aims of other disciplines in a college. The English Department has

long implored science departments to help them teach English by requiringmore

written work. In the case of the new emphasis on computers in dady life and var

ious specialized fields, the incorporation of them in the physics work further

enhances the
students'

knowledge of their use.

Much of the cost of introducing new equipment and new exercises has come

from the College ofArts and Science, which for example made $50,000 avadable

in 1992. Also grants have been received from NSF and business and private phi

lanthropies. The College has also enlarged the fund annually provided for

replacement ofbroken apparatus.

Vanderbilt and Big Science

The department has now occupied the Stevenson Center for almost three

decades. Yet, despite the growth both in the faculty and in total student enroll

ment, the building is generally conceded to offer adequate space for most of the

activities. This can be attributed mainly to two factors: (1) the provision for shed

space during the original construction and (2) a phenomenon that developed in

the United States fodowingWorld War II, namely "big
science."

The term big science was originated in 1967 by Alvin Weinberg in his book

Reflections on Big Science. There he used the title to characterize large group

efforts to achieve some scientific goal or technological development. Besides the

many personnel involved, large sums ofmoneywere needed, and large laborato

ries had to be provided. As he wrote, he must have had in mind the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory and the other facdities of the Manhattan District during
World War II, all largely financed by the federal government and each focused on

a central goal. Most are now open to visiting researchers, to journalists, to con

gressmen; some are more or less secret, as for example the Livermore Laboratory
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in California. To these, many others have been added sinceWeinberg wrote, and

the examples can be extended to foreign countries.

Our government has long supported central scientific laboratories: the

National Bureau of Standards, theAmes Aeronautical Testing Facility, the United

States Geological Survey, and the Bureau of Charts and Ships. But never until

World War II were the sums expended so stupendous or the objectives so seri

ously focused, and never were the strategic interests of the nation so prominent

to win the war and the Cold War that followed or later to lead in science and

technology as a means to lead the world in industrial strength, trade, and even in

the number ofNobel Prizes attained.

The relevance of big science to universities is that it has changed how science

is done at certain of the large educational institutions. In recent years universities

themselves have become research arms of the federal establishment, with "con

tract
research"

funding large portions of the faculty and students and so distrib

uted that in the 1990smany such universities, includingVanderbdt, are known as

"research
universities."

Thus, many ofVanderbdt's scientists are engaged in con

tract research and located, with their students, on campus. But many of the fac

ulty, including those who hold contracts, spend some of their time at the huge

federal facdities where big science is practiced, usuady separated from universi

ties. They go as guest investigators, as student apprentices, as codaborators with

the big-science personnel. For those facultywho use the big-science facdities, the

university does not need to provide facdities on campus. Thus, the Stevenson

Center has sufficed to house the department, at least for the present.

For those professors who patronize the great national laboratories, the uni

versity itself is the place where they carry on their classroom teaching, digest and

write up their research, plan their next projects, and fabricate devices to be used

at the big facdities. It is the place where they attend facultymeetings, serve on
col-

legial committees, receive their mad and their paychecks, make airplane reserva

tions, and, lest it not be forgotten, meet with students

A few dlustrations. Professors Hamdton and Ramayya no longer have a

research laboratory at Vanderbdt. They now use mainly the facdities offered by
UNISOR at ORNL. Professor Charles Maguire, another experimental nuclear

physicist,worked there for a time as wed. Now, more andmore, he participates in

two outside projects, a low-energy, heavy-ion experimental program at Texas

A8cM and an accelerator and detector design project for the Relativistic Heavy

Ion Codider (RHIC) to be constructed at the Brookhaven National Laboratory

(BNL). More recently he has engaged in the 250-person PHENIX codaboration.

When he was on the faculty, Charles Roos gathered experimental data at

Caltech for a time, and at Brookhaven. Then he andWebster did so in concert for

a time, and then Webster and Salant and others gathered data at BNL and ana

lyzed them in their campus laboratory NowWebster is a contributingmember of

the project that goes under the acronym DUMAND (Deep Underwater Muon

and Neutrino Detectors) and participates in experiments at the Fermdab near

Chicago on the interactions ofvery high-energy particles.
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Robert Panvini, who has long been associated with large-scale, codaborative

research efforts, has been collaborating with a group at Corned University and

more recentiy has been involvedwith the SLD (Stanford Large Detector) for sev

eral years. A recent successful test of the device used codiding electron-positron

beams from the SLC (Stanford Linear Codider).

More recentiy, Professor John Bartelt, Steven E. Csorna, and Paul Sheldon

were members of the CLEO codaboration. Their research involved mesons con

taining one light and one heavy quark.

The Challenges of Big Science

It is a chadenge, however, to satisfy the recognized need for large codaborative

efforts that involve university professors and at the same time for those professors

to fulfid their obligation to interact properlywith students. The absences from the

campus can disturb the continuity of class work, prevent timely attendance at

committee and facultymeetings, and mditate against informed and contributory
participation.15

Fig. 12.3 Steve Csorna,who normally studies properties ofB mesons, expounds on high Tc

superconductors to Pat Henry and Julia Charles. In the tradition of his namesake, Henry

seems poised to deliver an impasssioned oration on the liberty and death of Cooper elec

tron pairs in superconductors. From the photographic archives of the Department of

Physics andAstronomy.
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Another chadenge is to maintain thesis standards for those students who go

to the national laboratories to do thesis research. Like their professors, they are

members of a large team and often on long lists of authors of work eventually

published. But it is often difficult for the committee on the home campus to

determine the contribution the student has made and to decidewhether he or she

has satisfied the usually stated requirement of "independent
work."

The expecta

tion is that if a student can demonstrate such independence, then he or she can

carry on such efforts in the future and assume a place of self-reliance or even

leadership in the scientific enterprise. At the same time, the committee must find

the student's thesis topic consistentwith the student's specialty Departments are

reluctant to recognize contributions to the design and development of instru

ments as a significant component of a Ph.D. thesis in physics, although consider

able ingenuity and knowledge of physics principles may be involved. Such

projects, sometimes encroaching on engineering, are nonetheless encouraged if

the device or instrument promises to bring a breakthrough into a new field of

physics or extend the range of a current one. As examples of the development of

important instruments that have brought their inventors a Nobel Prize, one can

site Michelson and his interferometer, Lawrence and the cyclotron, and Glaser

and the bubble chamber.

Stdl another challenge to the university is to maintain and upgrade the local

facdities for research and teaching in the face of the blandishments ofbig science.

Universities often adow the deterioration of the electronics shops, mechanical

shops, glass-blowing and photography facdities, and, all importantly, the com

puter facdities. The danger is that, as such technical assistance is allowed to

decdne, even those who work in "little
science"

may be driven to the big science

facdities.

A further challenge is presented by the difficulty of assessing the qualities of

a faculty member being considered for promotion and tenure, or even for addi

tion to the faculty. Does one simply
"count"

publications, including those with

multiple authors? Howmuch consideration should be given the researcher whose

small numbers of publications are attributable to the long period required for a

huge project to come to fruition?

Finally, there is the challenge to preserve the icon of academic freedom. Of

course, the very establishment of a large, mission-oriented science facdity is a

substitution of joint choice for individual choice. Whde the peer appraisal of

funded requests could, in principle, threaten academic freedom, in actuality it

adows individuals to offer their proposals openly with freedom from dady sur-

veidance and freedom ofpublication. Big and smad science compete for funding,

and since big science, so-caded, is often "big
technology,"

the danger exists that

big science can reduce funding for individual pure research and in that sense

restrict one's
"freedom"

to do that research.

Society needs both kinds of science.Most big-science projects associated with

universities do not prohibit publication of results or halt a change of course if

new, unforeseen opportunities arise. Nor does the government influence the
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selection of personnel or prohibit the selection of foreign nationals from work

ing on the science it funds. All this is to say that both kinds of research can coex

ist; neither precludes the other. It should be recognized that themotivation of big
science and smad science is the same, and the expansion to big science is brought

on by the technical necessity for a large group endeavor or the emergency of

accomplishing a scientific task in a short time.

The Paper with 315 Autho rs

Other difficulties, albeit infrequent, inconsequential, or even whimsical, can

arise because of a professor's participation in huge big-science endeavors. In

1992, for example, a paper in Physical Review Letters of only five pages in length

listed 315 authors.16 The article gave almost half as much space (1.5 pages) to the

listing of the long array of authors as to the contents themselves,which ironically
indeed reported a fadure, a negative result in the search for supersymmetry.

Nowhere given was the relative contribution of the 315 authors, who were

arranged alphabetically, as were the twenty-five institutions from which they

came. How then do young scientists establish their credentials? How is evalua

tion done at times of decision about promotion and retention? Wid the adage

change from "publish or
perish"

to "publish and perish"? Or, more whimsically,

if such multiple-author papers should report a remarkable discovery that shakes

science to its foundations and garners a Nobel Prize, wdl ad 315 authors be

invited to Stockholm in December, there to be wined and dined and individually
to shake the hand of the Swedish King or Queen? Fear not. By the rules of the

Nobel committee no more than three persons can share an annual prize. Surely,

similar exigencies can be imagined by physicists clever enough to have found the

bottom quark and the charm quark and the strange quark, even though they

exist but 1010 seconds or less.

Others reading about the inconclusive results of the army-of-authors article

were appalled that so much human talent and mdlions of dodars had been

expended only to report fadure. The particle accelerator used in the research was

the Fermdab Tevatron at Batavia, Idinois. A conspicuous example of big science,
this giant instrument weighing as much as a warship was completed in 1983 as a

$30 mdlion upgrade of an existing accelerator. In an attempt to detect the hypo

thetical particles populated by the unproven theory of
"Supersymmetry,"

the sci

entists associated with Fermdab budt a giant accessory for the Tevatron, the

codider-detector at Fermdab (CDF), which itself cost more than $65 mdlion.

Nevertheless, the participants faded to find their quarry, "a disagreeable
reminder'

commented theNew York Times of January 5, 1993, "that as science gets

harder, even Herculean efforts do not guarantee
success."

The appearance of such multiauthored papers in the field of high-energy
physics a trend that has been developing recentiy not only in Section D

(Particles and Fields) of Physical Review but also in other sections as wed must

have presented the journal's editors with a number of demanding questions. Is
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there a senior author who handles correspondence for the group?Which institu

tion or institutions of themany represented by the authors pay required costs and

fees, in some cases necessary for publication?Why should journal editors be con

fronted by errata when there are so many authors (as many as forty-one17) to

check the original paper before it is submitted? Cannot many presumably knowl

edgeable physicists weed out so many small but important errors?

But, returning to the effects of such gigantic experiments on the careers of

young scientists, it should be noted that the extreme example above was only

one ofmany such papers authored by large teams of physicists and other scien

tists. In a half year, in one physics journal
alone,18

thirty-two articles appeared

bearing the names of five or more authors. Indeed, the thirty-two papers bore

altogether 1,969 names, an average of sixty-two authors per paper. The five

papers with the most authors given under their titles listed 271, 270, 269, 149,

and 142 names. In the same journal, over the same six-month period, there

appeared 466 papers with 4 or fewer authors, 1,028 in all, for an average of 2.21

authors per paper. The papers clearly fall under two classifications: a group

authored by two persons each on average, with very small deviation from the

mean, a practice prevalent for decades, and a group authored by teams of large

size, teams that in our modest survey average some 62 persons but reach as high

as 315. About twice as many physicists (1,969) published as members of the

team groups as did the 1,028 who published as members of groups averaging

2.21
individuals.19

Clearly, the developments of big science are important, and

the experience gained by young physicists in the process is valuable. But rarely
can careers be established without the intense work of the individual or small

teamworking out challenges on the scale that has motivated and moved science

forward since the Renaissance.

High-Energy Physics

It is to be noted that many of the Vanderbdt
physicists'

collaborative efforts

involve high-energy physics, a branch of the science that at present is peculiarly
in need of giantmachines and large groups of scientists and support personnel to

advance the field. In 1967 theorists constructedwhat has come to be known as the

"standard
model"

(SM). It brought the "strange
particles"

into three orderly fam

ilies and throughout the 1970s won much experimental confirmation from

California to Europe. Since then the theorists have devised many ingenious ideas

based on the model, but unfortunately these often do not lend themselves to

experimental testing. The standard model has nineteen crucial numbers, includ

ing the masses of nine fundamental particles. But themodel does not explainwhy

these particles have the masses they do, a fairly serious problem that is central in

the field of high-energy physics today. As Harvard theorist Howard Georgi was

once heard to say, "The masses, that's a problem I've been beating my head

against for 20 years and my head is tired. Its maddening not to have an under

standing of the pattern of
masses."
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Meanwhde, of the six quarks that appear in the standard model only two exist

outside atom smashers. Caded
"up"

and
"down,"

they constitute the protons and

neutrons of ordinary matter. (The proton contains two
"up"

and one
"down"

quark; the neutron one
"up"

and two
"down"

quarks). The two quarks in themid

dle famdy,
"charm"

and
"strange,"

exist only in the rare short-lived particles made

by accelerators with enough energy to create them.
"Bottom"

also pops into exis

tence only fleetingly in such particle accelerators.
"Top"

has been the most elusive,

and the long, expensive search for it has raised again the question,When is a "dis
covery"

a discovery?

InAprd 1994 everyone agreed that the top quark had not been found. The SM

was not yet fudy confirmed. Then in the fodowingmonth (May 3), as befitted big
science, a big press conference was held. In five worldwide centers, Chicago,

Ottawa, Taipei, Rome, and Tokyo, 440 scientists revealed to reporters that they
had found evidence for the evanescent Top. Among other media, the New York

Times, Newsweek, andDer Spiegel gave a big play to the story (and deservedly so).

Laymen reading the accounts might have concluded that Top had been finady dis

covered, but closer reading revealed that the team had found only the first exper

imental evidence for the existence of the long-sought elementary particle.

The evidence for Top had been gathered at the NationalAccelerator Laboratory
at the Fermdab, where protons and antiprotons are pushed around in a circular

path and brought into codision. Of the 16 million codisions examined, stated

Newsweek's edition ofMay 9, 1994, twelve contained evidence for Top. Because on

statistical grounds they figured that five instances of evidence could also be

explained on other bases, the remaining instances did not provide a strong case.As

Michael Riordan of the Standford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) was quoted,

"No single event is convincing. There is not one where you say this could not have

been anything other than
Top."20

Aided by a paradel team of 400 scientists, using a different detector, the 440

wdl continue smashing protons into antiprotons to budd up the number of

events, one hundred or so, thatwill adow them to pronounce unequivocady their

discovery of the top quark.

In some ways the search for Top resembles the search for the Loch Ness

Monster, intermittent sightings later to be discounted. A better analogywdl prob

ably turn out to be the final acceptance of meteorites, "stones fading from
heaven,"

when enough separate reports convinced one and all who had dis

counted a neighbor's single observation. In any case, whether theMay announce

ment describes a "mdestone for modern physics"21

or "the missing part of the
puzzle,"22

the formal scientific papers reporting the resultswdl bear the largest list

of authors (440) so far recorded in the annals of
science.23

The standard model embraces a vast range of physical phenomena; it also

points to a general energy range where new phenomena might emerge. To pene

trate this new energy range, physicists had been pinning their hopes in the early

1990s on a new accelerator in the early stages of construction at Waxahachie,

Texas. Titled the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC), the huge particle-smash-
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ing machine was to have cost $11 bdlion before going on line about 1999.Would

it have found the top quark? Would it have revealed the Higgs field?24 Would it

have forced physicists from their current impasse and gotten them beyond the

standardmodel?We cannot know, at least not soon. In 1993 the U.S. Congress cut

off the needed funds, providing only enough mdlions to dismantle what had

already been budt. Whde some adeged mismanagement, the congress acted

because of the enormous cost at a time other domestic needs were pressing, the

accumulated deficit had reached enormous proportions, and interest charges on

that debt were drawing funds from other endeavors.

A Peripatetic Faculty

At Vanderbdt and elsewhere, the demands of the physics faculty for travel to

cites ofbig-science labs is predictable, troublesome, but, atVanderbdt at least,man

ageable. The possible abuses caused by faculty absences from the campus have been

minimal. Undergraduates paying among the highest tuition rates in the region

appear to be getting their money's worth.Whde Vanderbdt's participation in big-

science projects draws an increasingly impressive faculty and, thus, a growing pool

of talented students, the university does not need to expend large sums for new

buddings to house those of its facultywho participate in big-science projects.

With regard to frequent absences from campus demanded by the National

Laboratories, a facetious modest proposal can be advanced. It is suggested that

soon a need will arise for a supplementary budetin board at the entrance of the

Stevenson Science Center. Its sole purpose would be to indicate where professors

are. By each name could appear the
acronym25 for the national laboratory where

he or she is presently assiduously laboring. A red light could glow forth at the

appropriate spot. Then off to one side the poor student could consult a list of

translations of the acronyms. At present these would include FEL, CMASS,

MEBS, and AMOS (ad centers at Vanderbdt), and RHIC, PHENIX, DUMAND,

RMS, URA, SLAC, SLD, SLC, GEM, SSC, CESR, CLEO, CERN, BNL, ORNL,

UNISOR, JIHIR, and HHIRF, all distant, exotic places where labor our faculty.

Apprised of this novel plan, a fellow faculty member suggested an additional

acronym, GF, for "Gone
Fission."26

The listing of acronyms could be extended to include most of the funding

agencies, private and public,where research funds can be secured, places like NSF,

DOE, NASA, NIH, ONR, ESA (European Space Agency), HHMI (the nation's

wealthiest foundations), and DEAN. On any given day at least one facultymem

ber could be found at one of them with his hand out in humble suppdcation.

Particle Physics at Vanderbilt

Participation in the developments of big science at
Vanderbdt27

could not

have taken place had not a basis existed for the development of high-energy
physics at the university. In the forty years between the start of the new physics at
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Vanderbdt and the present, the names of the many practitioners and, indeed, the

name of the field itselfhave changed, but the Physics andAstronomyDepartment

as Vanderbdt has deep roots in the origins of the search for the most fundamen

tal components of nature.

Briefly stated, the aim of scientists has been to search for the fundamental

budding blocks of nature, which are usually pictured in textbooks and elsewhere

as abstract spheres, since we know so little about them. After identifying elec

trons, protons, and neutrons, nuclear physicists came upon others that they des

ignated "strange
particles."

As these became more famdiar, the field of their study
was named simply "elementary particle

physics"

and "particle
physics."

Now,with

higher energies needed to carry forward the search, the field is called "High

Energy
Physics."

Brought back to life, Lucretius would be amazed at what has

been learned. He would also be surprised to find out how much the discoveries

have cost in drachmas.

Research in particle physics can be said to have begun atVanderbdt in the fad

of 1954 whenWended Holladay joined the department upon earning his doctor

ate at the University ofWisconsin. His was an excedent addition, both because it

brought a physicist of abdity and because he introduced a new sub-division of the

science thatwas to become of vast interest and importance. A theorist, he needed

no laboratory at a time when funds were low, and he continued along the same

lines as his Ph.D. thesis. He gathered a number of doctoral students under his

wing and in the next nine years published some nineteen papers on elementary

particles before serving the university in several administrative capacities: chair

man of the department (1965-69), dean of the Codege of Arts and Science

(1969-75), and provost of the university (1978-83).

When Hodaday arrived he found another theorist to talk to, Ingram Bloch,

who, along with his other interests, had given consideration to strange particles.

Soon, in the fad of 1958, another particle physicist, Charles E. Roos, came into the

faculty. After receiving his Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins in 1953, he had been an

instructor at the University ofCalifornia at Berkeley for a year before joining the

faculty of the University ofCalifornia at Riverside ( 1954-58) and holding a guest

researcher appointment at Caltech. Although whde in California he was at first

interested in theAuger effect, K-fluorescence yield, and superconductivity ofNb3
Sn, on coming toVanderbdt he inaugurated a program in particle physics involv

ing scanning nuclear emulsions. He wrote his first paper at Vanderbdt with

Hodaday on "Lepton Conservation Using Isotopic
Displacement."

In June 1960 Roos received an NSF research contract for a year to continue

his study of nuclear tracks in emulsions, and in subsequent years other grants fol

lowed. His principal objective was to measure the Z+
magnetic moment, making

use of the Caltech synchrotron to photo produce
Z+

particles. Later he moved his

experiments to the Brookhaven National Laboratory. From November 1, 1962, to

October 1963, Roos held the largest grant of any of the Department's faculty,

$36,120. The fodowing year he again held the largest grant, $75,800. From

September 1, 1962, for a year, Holladay held a grant of $9,920. The following year
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fig. 12.4 Charles Roos contemplates particle tracks in photographic emulsions in his office

in Garland Hall in 1962.A few years later he turned his attention to an important study of

high-current, high-magnetic-field superconductors. From the photographic archives of

the Department of Physics andAstronomy.

it increased to $34,875, the second largest, next to
Roos.28

Particle physics was

making an auspicious beginning.

In 1962 Roos was joined by David Kotelchuck, who was to receive a Ph.D.

from Cornell in 1963, and Holladay was joined by Russed Shaffer (Ph.D., 1962,

Johns Hopkins). The experimental work of scanning tracks in the emulsions

received from Caltech was carried out at first on the seventh floor of the new

Learned Laboratory. In 1964 the microscopes used in the work were transferred

to the stdl newer Physical Science Center. At the same time, through grant funds,

Roos was able to engage a research associate, Edward R. Goza, Jr.

By 1964 particle physics was flourishing in the department, and about two

students per year were graduating with Ph.D. degrees in the field. At that point

the department conceived of a plan whereby the growing but modest effort in
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particle physics could be significantly strengthened.At the time Holladaywas act

ing chairman of the department. The plan was to bring an entire research group,

the Nuclear Reaction Group, from the Brookhaven National Laboratory to

Vanderbdt, where theywould teach and continue their research in codaboration

with Brookhaven. The group was composed of E. O.
Salant,29 T. C. Bacon,W J.

Fickinger, and H.W. K. Hopkins. This group,with Salant as the group leader, had

been working together harmoniously for years and had established itself as pro

ductive in carrying out and analyzing experiments dealing with particle interac

tions in hydrogen bubble chambers. A point of the plan was for Salant, whde a

professor on leave, to remain at Brookhaven during 1965-66, whde the other

three would be in residence atVanderbdt. Theywould codabo.rate closelywith the

Fig. 12.5 Edward O. Salant (1900-78), with his omnipresent cigarette, at his desk at

Brookhaven National Laboratory, ca. 1975. He greatly extended Vanderbilt's work in

experimental particle physics by bringingmost ofhis bubble-chamber group in 1965 from

Brookhaven, to which he returned after leaving Vanderbilt in 1973. Photo courtesy of

Brookhaven National Laboratory.
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staff at Brookhaven, where the bubble chamber was located and where Professor

Salant would serve as an intermediary. Also they would work closely with the

bubble chamber group at the Carnegie Institute ofTechnology. At the same time,

Roos, Kotelchuck, and Gozawould augment their skills at emulsion analysiswith

the learning of techniques of analysis ofbubble chamber events. Altogether, with

Hodaday and a research associate in theory, they would constitute a formidable

assemblage in particle physics.

It was an ambitious plan and well worth attempting. New instrumentation

would have to be assembled at Vanderbdt. To purchase what was needed, in

January 1965 a proposal was made for support from the AEC in the amount of

$427,550 for capital equipment and staff support, including summer salaries.

All this was planned and a start made before the massive NSF Centers of

Excedence Grant was obtained byVanderbdt. University resources had to initiate

it. For that and other reasons, Salant, although a member of the facultywhde the

funding proposal was under consideration by the AEC, remained on leave at

Brookhaven during 1965-66. Simdarly, Fickinger was on leave during the fad

semester. However, Bacon andHopkins arrived on campus in the fall of 1965 and

took up teaching duties, and Fickinger came for the spring and the following year.

Meanwhde a research contract in support of the plan was granted by the AEC,
and a scanning laboratory was started on the fourth floor of the new Physical

Science Center. However, for reasons that are not clear, Fickinger and Hopkins left

at the end of 1966-67, and Bacon departed at the end of the fad semester,

1967-68.30

Nevertheless, the erection of a large number of optical scanning machines to

examine the bubble chamber pictures went on. Professor Salant remained untd

the end of 1971-72, when he retired from the university. New faculty members

were engaged to replace departed ones. One appointment, and a felicitous one it

was, was that ofMedfordWebster. With a doctorate fromWashington University
in St. Louis, Webster was the right man in the right place and for years spear

headed the bubble chamber studies. He was largely responsible for setting up the

automated scanning instrumentation and for training the assistants who carried

out the exacting labor of scanning. At one time ten machines were occupied

simultaneously for two shifts per day.

The extensive development of particle physics could not have taken place had

not the physics wing of the Physical Science Center been budt in 1965 and five

more floors added in 1972. When the buildingwas enlarged, the group moved to

increased floor area on the ninth floor. There the planned increased height of the

cedingwas advantageous because desirable lengthening of the optical paths of the

scanning machines was made possible. Trevor Bacon had made preliminary

sketches of how the ninth floor should be laid out, but to Salant andWebster fell

the task ofmoving ad the instrumentation from the fourth floor to the ninth.

Others who came to join the group were . . .

(Editor's note: Professor Lagemann's list of names in the margin includes David

Loebbaka, Ph.D.Maryland, 1967 [1969-72, arrival and departure dates]; Sheldon

Stone, Ph.D. Rochester, 1972 [1973-79]; Robert S. Panvini, Ph.D. Brandeis, 1965
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Fig. 12.6 MedWebster became a stalwart contributor to the work of the department as a

teacher and a researcher in particle phenomena. He was chairman from 1976 to 1979.

From the photographic archives of the Department of Physics andAstronomy.

[1971- ]; Steven E. Csorna, Ph.D. Columbia, 1974 [1978- ]; Paul Sheldon, Ph.D.

California, Berkeley, 1986 [1991- ]; John Bartelt, Ph.D.Minnesota, 1984 [1989- ];

Thomas J. Weder, Ph.D. Wisconsin, 1976 [1984- ]; Thomas W. Kephart, Ph.D.

Northeastern, 1981 [1985- ]. Here Professor Lagemann's orderly exposition of

particle physics at Vanderbdt ends. Although the text beyond this point is from

Lagemann's hand, it appears that this section on particle physics was the last sec

tion on which he worked.)

UNISOR and Professor Hamilton

In the early 1960s, Professor Hamdton was giving renewed thought to the

direction his research should take and, as an experimentalist, to the means for

carrying it out. The two beta-ray spectrometers one a revised instrument inher

ited from his predecessor, Sherwood
Haynes,31

and one a new iron-free instru

ment of the Moussa type were working wed and provided resources for the

increasing number ofgraduate students who were choosing toworkwith him. He

also had added to his facdities two permanent-magnet spectrometers, a scintilla

tion spectrometer, solid state detectors, and a four-hundred-channel analyzer.
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Hamdton's aim was to learn more about atomic nuclei by identifying and

measuring various aspects (intensities, energies, directions, etc.) of the radiations

from radioactive nuclei. Many of these nuclei could be obtained from Oak Ridge,

where theywere manufactured in small amounts bybombardmentwith neutrons

of parent atoms in the Oak Ridge reactor; for example, radioactive 24Na isotopes

can be produced by bombarding stable 23Na atoms with neutrons. The lifetime of

the isotopes produced are characteristic of the particular isotope and thus repre

sent awide lifetime range, from fractions of a microsecond to forever, as far as we

know. The travel time for shipment to Nashvdle ruled out the study of those that

Fig. 12.7 Bob Panvini meets on the steps leading to the Fermilab auditorium with the

Board of Trustees of the Universities Research Association (URA) in October 1985, at

Fermilab near Chicago. URA is the consortium that contracts with DOE to manage

Fermilab with its TeV hadron Collider. Front row: Larry Jones (Michigan), Homer Neal

(Stony Brook),William Fretter (Univ. California, Berkeley), Ed Knapp (president, URA),

Guy Stever (NationalAcademy ofEngineering), Leon Lederman (director, Fermilab), Don

Osterbrock (Lick Observatory, Univ. California, Santa Cruz). Second row: Herbert Gursky
(Naval Research), William Kraushaar (Wisconsin), Kenneth Heller (Minnesota). Third

row: Albert Silverman, Robert Wilson (Cornell), Ed Goldwasser (Illinois), Herbert

Friedman (NRC), Robert Panvini (Vanderbdt), Joseph Lannutti (Fla. State). Back row: Alex

Pond (Rutgers), William Kelly (Iowa State), Kenneth Shirley (treasurer, URA), James

Matheson (v.p.-sec, URA). Photo courtesy of Bob Panvini.
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Fig. 12.8 TomWeiler and David Hochberg share a cosmological joke at aVanderbilt parti

cle physics conference in the mid-1990s. The humor of this usually sober subject is no

doubt enhanced by several near emptywine glasses. Photo courtesy ofTomWeiler.

Fig. 12.9MichaelVaughn ofNortheastern, John Martin ofToronto, and Tom Kephart pon

der neutrino masses on a boat ride down the Elbe at the Lepton-Photon Conference in

Hamburg in 1997. They decided the masses were the same in Hamburg as in Boston,

Toronto, and Nashville. Photo courtesy of Tom Kephart.
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decay rapidly, but there was an adequate supply of many others that could sur

vive the trip. However, they typicady contained impurities that caused problems.

One could not be sure that the gamma and beta rays coming to Hamdton's coun

ters were ad from the isotope he wished to study. How wonderful it would be to

have on the Vanderbdt campus a magnetic isotope separator that provided

homogenous samples of the isotope to be studied. Dr. Hamdton outlined the

need for such an isotopes separator in a larger application fromVanderbdt to NSF

for an institutional Centers of Excellence Grant in 1964-65.
32 Although a gener

ous grant was received, the isotope separator was never constructed. Larger plans

were in the offing.

Meanwhde,with his personal need for an isotope separator ever on his mind,

Hamdton observed and personady participated in related developments in

nuclear physics instrumentation that involved the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory. Already in existence at ORNL (since 1951) was the Oak Ridge

Isochronous Cyclotron known as ORIC. Although newer and larger accelerators

were being budt in the sixties, ORIC had one important advantage.Whde others

produced beams of protons and alpha particles, ORIC could provide beams of

heavy ions. The first beams, obtained in 1968, were weak, but by 1970 a new ion

source was completed, and as Dr. Hamdton said, "With this new ion source,

ORIC became one of themost versatde cyclotrons in the world, with a large vari

ety ofboth light and
heavy-ion sources

avadable."

Even so, ORNL was giving consideration to development of a new heavy-ion

accelerator at Oak Ridge. It was conceived as an accelerator for the southeastern

region and not simply ORNL. To enhance the chances of support, thirty ORNL

and university scientists in 1968 held an information and planning meeting at

Vanderbdt to discuss how the universities could support the new endeavor. A

three-person UniversityUsers Steering Committeewas elected by the group,with

Hamdton as chairman. The other members were R. K. Sheline of Florida State

and P. Rdey of Texas. This group wrote a section of the ORNL proposal to the

AEC for the new accelerator.

Plans for such gigantic machines move ponderously. Meanwhile Hamdton

needed access to an isotope separator and, in his wider perspective, a way for his

Ph.D. graduates (as well as others in the Southeast) to participate in research

funded, in some cases, by their home institutions.Why not seek a more modest

goal of budding an isotope separator for use with the ORIC cyclotron and

develop a user's group to utdize that combination?

So far as I can ascertain, Professor Hamdton was the sole originator of this

approach.Moreover, he was the central force enlisting codaborators and bringing
the plan to fruition. Funds for nuclear research were hard to obtain at the time.

Many accelerators around the country had their funds cut off and were closed.

One existing outside review committee had recommended that the ORIC accel

erator be phased out in the near future. Research funds for individual physicists

in the Southeast were already doled out at a miserly pace. The universities would

suffer, their physics enterprises decline. Something had to be done.
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A major new facdity that could be used by many university scientists at dif

ferent institutions was needed. Only a project with the highest scientific merit,

strong regional support (both in faculty time and university money), and

unusual or unique scope had any prospect of generating the federal
support it

must have to function, thought Hamdton. The heavy-ion accelerator offered that

possibdity As a start, though, to show the capabdities of the region, Hamdton

began the development of support for an isotope separator for the existing

cyclotron and the development of a user's group supported by regional funds.

Hamdton's plan was to garner financial support first from his own institution

and then enlist help from other possible donors, each evidence of support adding

to his appeal.With the endorsement of Physics ChairmanW T. Pinkston, and the

two physicists who were then the deans of the College and Graduate School

(Holladay and Lagemann), Hamdton persuaded Chancedor Heard to take the

initial step of pledging $15,000 for capital costs and $10,000 a year operating

expenses for five years for a total of $65,000. He then approached the University
of Tennessee and obtained a simdar pledge.With those signs of educational sup

port,Hamdtonwent directly to the then governor ofTennessee, Buford Ellington,
and obtained a pledge of $90,000 as the state's contribution to the cost of equip

ment and for the faculty, with the guarantee that the universities would match

this $90,000 and obtain further funding from the AEC.

Thus, with the endorsement of Robert Livingston and Alex Zucker of the

ORNL Electronuclear Division, Hamdton embarked on the formidable task of

convincing other Southeastern universities and their staffs to make financial con

tributions and form a consortium or institute to budd and manage a heavy-ion

separator facdity at Oak Ridge Associated Universities and the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory. A lengthy proposal was submitted to the AEC. The univer

sities and the State of Tennessee pledged to provide more than 40 percent of the

initial capital funds of about $550,000 and the universities 40 percent of the total

(about $150,000 per year) operating funds for five years. The balance of the funds

was requested from the AEC. The heavy-ion separator was budt by DANFYSIK, a

Swedish firm, whde certain accessories such as detector stations were budt by the

university users.

UNISOR (University Isotope Separator Oak Ridge) began operation in July
1971 with joint capital and operating funds from fourteen institutions and the

State of Tennessee and the AEC. Professor Hamdton served as chairman of the

Executive Committee for the first two years of its existence. For the following two

years, E. F. Zganjar, a formerVanderbdt student (Ph.D., 1966) served as chairman.

Other former Vanderbdt students, now teaching at Southeastern institutions,

have also held important posts in the administrative and operational positions of

the consortium. In brief, after suitable approval and scheduling, any faculty
member from the consortium institutions may come to Oak Ridge to use the

cyclotron and the isotope sorter for a day or two to gather data, which can then

be analyzed at leisure at the facultymember's home institution. Resident staffwill

be on hand to aid each nuclear physicist to interface with the cyclotron staff. In

all this, the staff of ORIC was a witiing cooperator.
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Fig. 12.10 A. V Ramayya and Joe Hamilton admonish a germanium detector at the

University Isotope Separator Oak Ridge (UNISOR) in 1993. Hamilton spearheaded the

effort to mobilize the interest and support of fourteen Southern Universities, the State of

Tennessee, and the Atomic Energy Commission for this facility at ORAU and ORNL.

Photo courtesy ofA. V. Ramayya.

The magnetic separator is located in a wing of the ORIC budding and can

receive a beam directly from the cyclotron. It can also be operated independently
of the cyclotron. The first successful on-line test separations were effected in

1972. In the final tests, cadmium isotopes ofmass 101 to 103 were identified.

When a summary of UNISOR'S status was made in 1975, the total capital

value placed on it was over $800,000. The operating budget for the fiscal year

1975 was
$208,000.33

A Joint Institute

Whde engrossed in the technical detads of the new facdity, the Joint Institute

for Heavy Ion Research QIHIR), Professor Hamdton did not forget the need to
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house visiting students and faculty (and foreign scientists) nearbywhde using the

facdities. Graduate students and others on limited budgets cannot pay large hotel

bids. As an institute, the facditywould provide office space, data-analysis rooms,

set-up laboratory space, and dormitory rooms for short periods for those

involved in around-the-clock experiments.An institute budgetwould provide for

secretarial and some technical staff and funds to bring visits for extended stays.

Again,Vanderbdt led the way in establishing this adjunct to the isotope separator.

As a seed contribution, Vanderbdt pledged $75,000 toward the budding and

$20,000 per year to bring visiting scholars to the institute. Next, the help of the

University of Tennessee was enlisted, and private foundations were approached

for funds. In 1981 a budding of some 20,000 square feet area was an actuality.

A Conference Center

One of the objectives of JIHIR had been the sponsorship of conferences,

workshops, and meetings on heavy-ion research and related themes. Such con

ferences could best be held near the Holifield Center, as the ORNL designated

ORIC and its related aspects, and in 1984 a budding for that purpose was con

structed beside the budding already housing the visitors to the center. Again, Dr.

Hamdton was the moving spirit behind the planning and financing. The State of

Tennessee provided $350,000 toward the construction of this second Joint

Institute budding at ORNL. The Oak Ridge Associated Universities added

$44,000 to the project, andVanderbdt and the University of Tennessee provided

funds for furniture. Together the two buddings housing the Joint Institute cost

$950,000. The latest annual operating budgetwas $258,000. That the new confer

ence building is providing the service envisaged for it is evident from the fact that

between 1984 and 1992, thirty-one conferences were held at the Joint Institute,

with an average attendance of sixty-four.

The raising of funds for the construction of buddings to house the Joint

Institute was only one of several problems faced by the organizers. The placing of

a budding owned by the State ofTennessee on land owned by the federal govern

ment required long negotiations between the University ofTennessee, ORNL, the

U.S. Department of Energy, (the successor to the Atomic Energy Commission),

and the State ofTennessee. Then, sinceVanderbdt would be involved in the oper

ation of the institute, a memorandum of understanding between ORNL, UT, and

VU had to be formulated. A policy councd was established, and Hamdton was

designated the first director of the Joint Institute. In July 1984 the first annual

budgetwas established for the institute. It consisted of $165,000 from the Science

Alliance (a program for the improvement of education in Tennessee), $30,000

from the Physics Division ofORNL, $30,000 from theDepartment ofEnergy, and

$12,000 fromVanderbdt University.

Finady, Dr. Hamilton, more or less lifting himself by his boot straps, had

secured a place where he (and others) could advance their research into a new

frontier. Today heavy-ion research is themost rapidly growing area ofnuclear sci

ence among physicists.
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Fig. 12.11 Joe Hamilton stimulatedVanderbilt, the University ofTennessee, and Oak ridge

National Laboratory to join hands to fund these buildings and the activities in them of the

Joint Institute for Heavy Ion Research (JIHIR), which are adjacent to the Holifield Heavy
Ion Research Facility (HHIRF). The building on the right contains the office and business

space connected on the left to living and social quarters. A portion of the Theoretical

Physics Department ofORNL projects from the left. Courtesy of JIHIR.

The UNISOR facdities at Oak Ridge, from the first data-taking in 1975, have

served Vanderbdt nuclear physicists well indeed and facditated research that

could not have been done on campus. Besides Dr. Hamdton, Professors Akunuri

Ramayya (since 1969) and Charles Maguire (since 1975) have participated

actively and over a span ofyears.A continuous stream ofVanderbdt physics grad

uate students have carried on research there, and many of the Ph.D. graduates in

nuclear physics now teaching in codeges and universities in the South have con

tinued their research at the institute. From Hamilton's 1964 dream of an isotope

separator on campus had come in 1975 an operating isotope separator facdity at

Oak Ridge. In 1984 his hopes for the establishment of a Joint Institute for Heavy

Ion Research were realized.

Of the approximately 5,000 isotopes thought to exist, less than half have been

identified, and of these less than half have reasonably wed known nuclear prop

erties. There remains much to be learned. The beams of protons and alpha parti

cles avadable in the past have now been supplemented, for example, by beams of

14N and 160. In 1968 beams of argon-40 were avadable in, at most, two laborato

ries. No nuclear physics could be done at that time with projectdes of the known

eighty elements heavier than argon. Now at the heavy-ion laboratory at Oak

Ridge, projectdes as heavy as uranium can be utdized. At the same time, heavier

targets are beingmade in the nearby high-flux reactor at Oak Ridge. This advance

in capabdity represents a remarkable accomplishment,
in which Hamdton, his

codeagues, and Vanderbdt University played a significant, even crucial role, in

bringing to pass.
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The Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility

But the saga began by Hamdton is not yet ended. In 1979-80 a new Van de

Graaff heavy-ion accelerator went into operation at Oak Ridge at a cost of over

$16 mdlion. Located adjacent to UNISOR and ORIC, it augments the other two

facilities. In its first phase it was configured to accelerate stable, heavy ions, and

the Isochronous Cyclotron (of ORIC) served as a booster after the ions excited

the tandem accelerator, which was capable of being operated at 25 mdlion volts.

The entire assemblage was given the name Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facdity

(HHIRF) by the Department of Energy, which oversees Oak Ridge National

Laboratory.

In 1992, after twelve years of use, theVan de Graaff underwent a two-year $3

mdlion upgrading that will enable the facdity to accelerate radioactive beams.

The facdity's new capabdities will help researchers expand their traditional role in

nuclear structures studies, as theywdl be able to create an additional two hundred

nuclei that cannot be produced with the stable beams and targets that currently

(1992) provide scientists their knowledge of nuclear structure.

"The revamped Holifield
facdity,"

reported an Oak Ridge newspaper, "wdl be

able to make measurements to either confirm or disprove current theories of how

Fig. 12.12 Lee Riedinger, physics professor at the University of Tennessee (Ph.D. from

Vanderbilt); Glenn Seaborg, eminent statesman of science and speaker; Russell Robinson,

director of HHIRF; and Joe Hamilton, Landon C. Garland Distinguished Professor of

Physics atVanderbilt, founder and director ofJIHIR, at the dedication ofJIHIR inOctober

1984. Photo courtesy of Joe Hamilton.
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Fig. 12.13 A collection of nuclear physicists listens to Nobel Laureate Ben Mottelson, the

1987 Slack lecturer from Copenhagen, indicate the elongation of a rapidly rotating nucleus

in loe Hamilton's suite in the Stevenson Center.Around the room are CharlesMaguire, A.

V Ramayya, Sait Umar,Volker Oberacker, Mottelson, Tom Pinkston, and Hamilton. Photo

courtesy of Joe Hamilton.

Fig. 12.14 Representative of the many conferences on nuclear physics organized by
Vanderbilt is the American Physical Society Division of Nuclear Physics Conference in

1984. Here Krishna and A. V. Ramayya, Ed Knapp (director of the NSF), and the noted

physicist FayAjzenberg-Selove from the University of Pennsylvania break from the crowd

for this pose. Photo courtesy ofA. V. Ramayya.
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and where the various elements were produced. ... Its ability to create these ele

mentswill establish the center as an important astrophysical research
center."

Also,

a recentiy constructed recod mass spectrometer wdl be used to study the
proton-

rich nuclei that will be produced at the center. The facdity attracts guests and vis

itors from universities throughout the United States and abroad. "More than 100

scientists and their students use the facdity annuady for their research
projects."34

Among these are Vanderbdt graduate students. The various spectrometers

andmulti-channel analyzers developed and used by Dr. Hamdton and other pro

fessors at Vanderbdt are no longer used on the campus for research. One spec

trometer was given to Furman University for research being done byWdliam H.

Brantley, a Vanderbdt Ph.D. of 1966. Another went to Tennessee Technological

University at Cookeville, where other Vanderbdt graduates are teaching. A few

items remain in use in advanced-laboratory teaching on the campus. The
iron-

free room included in the construction of the Stevenson Center Physics Budding
in 1964 is now used as a magneticady shielded space for biophysics research by
Dr. Wikswo.

Various faculty members joined with Hamdton on the development of

UNISOR and for years utdized the various facdities of the Heavy Ion Institute

and the Holifield Center: Akunuri Ramayya, Royal G. Albridge, and Charles

Maguire among them. For various reasons they have been diverted to other inter

ests and other cooperative endeavors, whde stdl maintaining research in nuclear

physics and adied fields. Ramayya has worked on a "fragment mass
analyzer"

at

the Argonne National Laboratory. Maguire is working with a group from Texas

A8cM and the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven. Albridge

has moved the farthest away from the beta-ray spectroscopy he studied when he

came to Vanderbdt in 1961. He presently devotes time to the study of the physics

of surfaces. Among the Vanderbdt theorists who have codaborated with the

nuclear physics experimentalists have been K. Kumar, who joined the

Department in 1971, W T Pinkston, V. E. Oberacker, and Sait Umar. Adjunct

Professor Walter Greiner (of Frankfurt) andAmand Faessler (of Tubingen) also

pay annual visits to the Holifield Center when theymake their annual sojourns to

Nashvdle.

In his early years at Vanderbdt, Hamdton and his students were mainly occu

pied with beta- and gamma-ray spectroscopy and the making of precision meas

urements of the energies of such radiation during radioactive decay and the

establishment of accurate values of the nuclear energy levels. Emphasis then shifted

to studies of deformed nuclei, and now their studies have turned to accelerator-

based research, the study of nuclear properties of heavier isotopes, including
radioactive isotopes, that can be generated by beams ofhigh-energy heavy ions.

Nuclear Physics at Vanderbilt: A Review

A candid, detaded, and accurate account of the growth of studies in nuclear

physics at Vanderbdt has been prepared by Dr. Hamdton.35 The professional

group of which he was the energetic and productive acknowledged leader has
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Fig. 12.15 Professors Sait Umar andDavid Ernstworkwith students at UNIXworkstations

in the classroom on advanced computational techniques, principally data analysis and

detector design. Ernst was appointed chairman of the department in 1992. From the pho

tographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

produced amagnificent record of accomplishment. For many years it consisted of

only three facultymembers and for a time of five, but the numbers bywhich aca

demics must judge programs are truly astounding. The numbers of papers pub

lished year in and year out are phenomenal, Hamdton alone having published

over six hundred scientific papers between 1958 and 1992. The number of Ph.D.

students who have graduated with theses in nuclear physics exceeds by far the

number in any other field in the department:
fifty-nine between 1950 and 1975,

with Hamdton himself directing more than any other facultymember. Simdarly,
superlatives must be used to recount the number of visiting professors and

research associates who have spent short or long periodswith the nuclear physics

group, the number of articles published in refereed journals, the number of

papers delivered at scientific meetings, and the number of papers delivered

especiady invited papers at international meetings held in France, Poland,

Russia, Hodand, Japan, Sweden, Canada, Hong Kong, England, Finland, India,

and Germany
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Fig. 12.16 Professors Victoria Greene and Charles Maguire study nuclear matter under

extreme conditions produced by high-energy collisions of heavy ions to search for
quark-

gluon plasma and strange quarks in nuclear systems. The screen in the background shows

a simulation of an RHIC (relativistic heavy ion collider) event as seen by the PHENIX

detector. From the photographic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

Even more extraordinary are the many collaborations, including published

research, with scientists in other countries. According to a summary extending

through 1975, such cooperation included 130 scientists at 22 universities and lab

oratories in 13 foreign countries. As for the high quality of the extensive work,

that is attested to by the many offices to which Hamdton and his codeagues have

been elected by their confreres, the large numbers of prizes and awards bestowed

on them, and the extensive awards of financial support granted through peer

review. Also to be noted is the large number of the students ofHamdton and his

colleagues who have upon their graduation from Vanderbilt become teachers at

other collegiate institutions in the South. Even more noteworthy is the fact that

often, despite a lack of a research tradition at their new institutions, those gradu

ates have continued research in physics. Although such endeavors are in part

attributable to the presence of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (and ORAU)
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Fig. 12.17 Professor Walter Greiner, professor of theoretical physics at the Goethe

University in Frankfurt, explains how a shock wave moves through nuclear matter in a rel-

ativistic heavy ion coUision. Professor Greiner has lectured regularly atVanderbilt on fore

front topics in nuclear physics since 1979. Photo courtesy of Joe Hamilton.

in the region, their continued zeal must in part be attributed to attitudes engen

dered by Dr. Hamdton and the other facultymembers.
36

The establishment of the University Isotope Separator at Oak Ridge

(UNISOR) and the construction of two buddings to serve its users are indeed

remarkable achievements. The venture is unique because for the first time a

group of universities, a state government, and a federal agency have codectively

purchased a major piece of capital equipment for instadation at an Energy
Research Development Administration national laboratory and pledged to pro

vide continuing support for its operation over an extended period. Dr. Hamdton

has written, "UNISOR offers a new model for physics research for the
nation."37

True, it does. But any emulation of the model wdl have to include finding a coor

dinator as farseeing, persuasive, and energetic as Professor Joseph H. Hamilton.

Such a person wdl be hard to find.

Living State Physics Resurrected

The course of development of biophysics atVanderbdt might well have been

altered in 1967 had not an exigency in the funding for the five added floors of the

physics wing forced leaving the eighth floor a shell. In the planning, that floor

had been designated for occupation by biophysicists, who would move their
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work from Learned Laboratory. In fact, Galen Lenhert of Biophysics, had been

sketching floor plans in anticipation of the move. Butwhen the entire projectwas

about to collapse because of a shortage of funds, the biophysics construction was

postponed. By the time construction was completed, only Galen Lenhert and

Otto Bluh remained on the faculty, and the latter was already making prepara

tion for his retirement in June 1968. The result of the cutback in space was to

locate Bluh and Lenhert on the ninth floor. Had the eighth floor been prepared

and occupied by a core of biophysicists, their presence there would have argued

against reducing their number by one, when Dr. Wagner left Vanderbdt.

Although courses in the field continued to be presented, the program was in a

restricted mode. A loss of esprit de corps resulted and contributed to Dr. Brdl's

departure later (in 1980).

About this time, too, it became evident that Professor Oscar Touster, chair

man of the Molecular Biology, opposed development of biophysics in the

Physics-Astronomy Department. In fact, he made one or two appointments in

that field in his department. Also a group of professors in the School of

Engineering had formed into a Biomedical Engineering Department,whose pur

pose was to study "Quantitative Physiology, medical instrumentation and med

ical computing, imaging and radiological instrumentation and quantitative

kinesiology."38 (In 1991, twenty professors were listed on the faculty). Then, later,

in the 1980s, the department in the Medical School formerly titled Physiology
changed its name toMolecular Physiology and Biophysics. In effect, these depart

ments contributed to the containment of the early biophysics effort in the Physics

Department, although there was enough intedectual work for ad of them to do

and sufficient funding from governmental sources to accomplish it.

That this was indeed the case was validated when Dr. JohnWikswo joined the

faculty in 1977. He conspicuously claimed his field of specialization as "bio

physics and
electromagnetism"

in funding applications. After receiving a B.A. in

physics at the University ofVirginia in 1970, he earnedM.S. and Ph.D. degrees at

Stanford in 1973 and 1975. Then, for two years he was a research fedow in cardi

ology at Stanford. At Stanford he had been involved in research on the magnetic

fields produced by active nerve andmuscle tissue. In particular, he had conducted
research directed towards understanding the differences between the

magneto-

cardiogram (MCG) and the electrocardiogram (ECG).Aside from John's obvious

merit, it is difficult to discern why the department faculty now subscribed to an

appointment in biophysics only three years after reducing the staff in the field.

Was it because those wishing to fid the vacancy with their own candidate had

been satisfied. Did the faculty think Wikswo was more
"pure"

and not as

"applied"

as had been Brdl's protege Wagner? Whatever the reason,Wikswo has

developed a thriving and productive research enterprise since his coming.

On his arrivalWikswo set forth his views:39 "Living State Physics is a compar

atively new field that offers great potential. Because living systems have been

extensively studied in other disciplines, it is vital that this research be based in col

laboration with biologists, chemists, physiologists, engineers, and other scientists

studying living
systems."

The long-range objective of his research, he stated, was
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to extend our understanding of the relationship between physical princi

ples and the active and passive characteristics of living systems. I intend to

achieve this objective by studying existing physical models for living sys

tems, by developing new models, and by using experimental measure

ments and techniques that have proven invaluable in fields such as solid

state physics but have yet to be applied to living state physics.

In addition to his research, Wikswo has actively and creatively entered into the

teaching program in biophysics, ad taught with the approval and under the aegis

of the Department of Physics and Astronomy. In 1983-84, for instance, the

courses offered were 204, Introduction to Medical Physics (3 hrs.); 206,

Introduction to Biophysics (3); 232, Applied Radiation Physics (4); 234, Living
State Physics (2); and 256, Biophysical Electrodynamics (3). Much the same array

of courses appears in the catalog of (1990-91).

From about 1980 to 1988, Professor Edward Siegel, whose primary appoint

ment was in the Department of Radiology of the Medical School as professor of

radiology, also held a professorial appointment in the Department of Physics and

Astronomy and year after year participated in the course teaching program. He

held a Ph.D. from the University of California (Berkeley, 1966) and came to

Vanderbdt in 1976. Also participating have been Professor Lenhert and Professor

Price, and, briefly, Professors Barach and Roos.

The most recent addition to the facultywith an interest in living state physics

has been Glenn S. Edwards (Ph.D., Maryland), who came to Vanderbdt in 1986

after an eighteen-month stay at the Max Planck Institute in Stuttgart, Germany.

Whde also entering into the teaching responsibdities of the department, he uses

the Free-Electron Laser (FEL) facdity to study the dynamics of DNA, proteins,

and lipids. He also studies the spectroscopy of biopolymers and solid state mate

rials. Recently he has been interested in the use of the laser to destroy human tis

sue deliberately, unwanted cancerous tissue from nearby healthy tissue, for

instance. Along with codeagues from other schools of the university, he is finding
that the use ofnear-infrared light, deliverable in tunable and short intense pulses,

can oblate material more precisely than otherwavelengths, thus reducing damage

to surrounding material. The reason seems to be that at these wavelengths, which

correspond to the normal modes ofvibration of the molecules, the interaction is

primardy electronic and molecular rather than thermal in character.

In 1991 Wikswo was named the first A. B. Learned Professor of Living State

Physics, a position endowed by Phd and Joan Porter, granddaughter of Andrew

Brown Learned,who four decades earlier had contributed to the construction of a

new laboratory budding designed to facditate cooperation between medical

researchers and those from the basic sciences. Recently, with the help of a grant

from theWM. Keck Foundation, the entire eighth floor of the physics wing of the

Stevenson Science Center has been renovated and refurbished for the study of liv

ing state
physics.40 Thus the area put aside for

"biophysics"

in 1967 has returned to

provide a home for "living state
physics"

in the 1990s. There, with a large group of

co-workers including Dr. Barach, earlier in plasma physics, Wikswo continues to
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Fig. 12.18 lohn P. Wikswo (A. B. Learned Professor of Living State Physics) shares his

enthusiasm with Joseph H. Hamilton (Landon C. Garland Distinguished Professor of

Physics) and Sokrates T. Pantelides (William A. and Nancy F. McMinn Professor of

Physics) for the % SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device), the high reso

lution, imagingmagnetic susceptometer that has been developed forWikswo's research in

biomagnetism in the W. M. Keck Laboratory for Living State Physics. From the photo

graphic archives of the Department of Physics and Astronomy.

explore the magneto- and electro-dynamics of biological materials, as indicated

by the title of one of his many publications: "The Magnetic Field of a Single

Muscle Fiber: FirstMeasurements and a Core Conductive Model."41

The past tribulations of living state physics at Vanderbdt illustrate the waxing
and waning of particular research interests in a university department.

Histori-

cady, foci of interest arise, others decline, and some even disappear. Some, like

meteorology, electrical engineering, and aerodynamics, may spin off. And some,

like strange-particle physics, may grow and prosper and change their names.

Others may develop from new opportunities arising from new instrumentation, as

dlustrated atVanderbdt by the avadabdity of remote-controded robotic telescopes,

the free-electron laser, the Oak Ridge Isotope Separator, and the Magneto Muscle

probe. In the case of living state physics, it bids to stay around for some time in

view of its long-term appdcations to health and the complexityof the human body.
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Fig. 12.19 Norman Tolk, director of the Center for Molecular and Atomic Studies at

Surfaces (CMASS), energized the university to procure funds from the Office of Naval

Research for the Free-Electron Laser (FEL) whose many uses for scientific research he con

ceived. Courtesy of the Keck FELC.

The Free-Electron Laser Center

The latest and the largest of the externally funded and continuous research

programs of the department is the Free-Electron Laser Center (FELC). Like the

other research programs, itwas conceived by a facultymember or group and ben

efits facultymembers and students.Whde the university provides an infra-struc

ture for the research, and funding agencies, private and public, provide funds in

direct support, a central requirement is the conceptualization of a plan by a

researcher. Normally, a foundation or a federal or state agency fosters research by

describing it in general terms and then awaits persuasive supplication for aid

from professors. In the case of the FEL, however, a federal agency originated a

research effort in fairly specific form and used word-of-mouth communication to

find its working partner. The financial agent for the FEL program and its estab

lishment atVanderbdt was largely the Office ofNaval Research and the individ

ual was Norman H. Tolk, professor of physics.

The Office of Naval Research takes a farsighted view of the relative connec

tion of scientific research to naval matters. It often funds programs that can be
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expected to have relevance in the more distant future. Its administrators are expe

rienced, wise, and usuady not transitory in office. In the 1980s this federal agency

had already for a long time been supporting the development of the FEL as a tool

in research, a tool that provides ameans of investigatingmatter at the atomic and

molecular level in solids, in contrast to already known means for examining mat

ter in bulk.

TheVanderbdt FEL develops electromagneticwaves in a range ofwavelengths

from 2 to lOjlm (micrometers) (often caded the mid infrared), in short, high fre

quency pulses and in a very narrow, intense, focused beam. Unlike the conven

tional laser, a free-electron laser uses a beam of electrons traveling at nearly the

speed of light to produce a high-powered beam of infrared light. The fast-mov

ing electrons are deflected by an applied magnetic field, with the result that they
emit photons at the expense of their own kinetic energy.When in the 1980s the

device was shown to be successful and commercial firms were entering upon its

manufacture, the officials of the Office ofNaval Researchwere ready to fund
well-

conceived scientific research projects that employed the unique qualities of the

machine. It would turn out to be another example of a new and sophisticated

instrument that would adow asking questions and obtaining answers never

before entertainable. Besides, it could often speed up data taking.

Then entered Norman Tolk. After taking his Ph.D. from Columbia in 1966,

Tolk worked for sixteen years at AT&T Bed Laboratories and came to Vanderbdt

in 1984 as organizer and director of the Center forAtomic andMolecular Physics

at Surfaces (CMASS). He was aware of the development of free-electron lasers

and could envision their application to his research on surfaces and interfaces, a

new and expanding area of research with many potential applications. Tolk also

enjoyed wide personal contacts, both national and international, with fedow

researchers and the officials of funding agencies, including colleagues in the

Office ofNaval Research. From these latter he learned at a chance encounter at a

scientific meeting (at Las Vegas!) of their interest in seeing their new instrument

now being turned to research. With perspicacity Tolk realized that Vanderbdt

would be an ideal location for a center where that might be done. The smad scale

of the university, the close contiguity of its medical, engineering, and pure-sci

ence departments, the variety of research already in progress all were fortu

itously avadable to mount a multidisciplinary exploitation of the new tool. Like

the microscope and telescope, to name earlier dlustrations, and like later record

ing spectrometers, electron microscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

techniques, the new laser would open previously closed vistas for investigation.

Returning to the campus, Tolk enlisted the interest and active support of two

codeagues who could also benefit enormously from the existence of an FEL at

Vanderbdt. One was Richard F. Haglund, Jr., (Ph.D.,North Carolina), who before

coming to Vanderbdt in 1984 had had wide experience at the Los Alamos

National Laboratory, where he had been group leader for Laser Physics and

Applications in the Physics Division. His research experience had involved both

fundamental laser physics studies and the design and construction of large
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infrared and excimer laser systems for fusion experiments. At Vanderbdt, his

research interests include photon-induced desorption and the use of laser spec

troscopy to study the dynamics of spin-polarized nuclei on surfaces.Another col

laborator from physics was Glenn S. Edwards (Ph.D.,Maryland). His Ph.D. thesis

had concerned microwave spectroscopy and the long-wavelength (infrared) nor

mal modes of DNA. He had just arrived at Vanderbdt (August 1986) after an

eighteen-month stay at the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research in

Stuttgart, Germany, where he continued his experimental investigation of DNA

and proteins using far infrared techniques. Ad three Tolk, Haglund, and

Fig. 12.20 RichardHaglund, Jr.,

thinks that the FEL can be

instrumental in creating new

materials for communication

and electronics. As acting

director of the FELC in 1987,

he led the charge for the con

struction of the FEL. Courtesy
of the Keck FELC.

Fig. 12.21 Glenn

Edwards, who

became director

of the Keck FELC

in 1995, intentiy
coaxes the FEL to

greater reliability

and performance

sometime after

the production of

"first
light"

in

1991. Courtesy of

the Keck FELC.
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Edwards were eminently qualified to understand the newly invented FEL and to

appreciate its applicabdity to their research and to the research of others.

But to make any acquired FEL more useful to Vanderbdt scientists and also

more attractive to a financing agency, the three needed to enlist the interest of

other qualified scientists already at work at the university This turned out to be

easy. One of the early joiners was Robert H. Ossoff (M.D., Tufts), head of the

Department ofOtolaryngology, who had extensive experience in the use of lasers

in surgery. He was enthusiastic about the prospects of having an FEL facdity
avadable to him. He would certainly use it, at first in research and later, hopefully,

in the treatment of patients.

Another early convert was Sidney Fleischer (Ph.D., Indiana), a longtime

member of the faculty ofMolecular Biology, who had been studying
lipid-pro-

tein interactions using a variety of biophysical techniques (NMR, EPR [electro-

paramagnetic resonance], Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray and neutron

diffraction). He would be much interested in applying the beam of the FEL to his

research. Yet another was Frank Carroll, assistant professor of radiology and radi

ological science, who had received his M.D. from Hahnemann Medical Codege

and worked in resonance imaging.

Others on the faculty who would also welcome this new tool had concrete,

well-thought-out problems to bring to it. In fact, in all, the application for finan

cial support described the research interests of thirty-seven Vanderbdt scientists

who hoped to use the FEL, if itwere procured. They includedmembers of the fac

ulty from the Engineering School, the Codege of Arts and Sciences, and the

Medical School. It was a convincing array. ClearlyVanderbdt offered a wide spec

trum of probable users.

Another attractive feature of the proposal was that work places of the inter

ested parties are ad near the planned geographical site of the facdity itself. Unlike

the situations at Corned and the University ofTennessee, for example,whosemed

ical schools were hundreds of mdes from their parent campuses, the Vanderbdt

medical researchers were housed only a few hundred feet from the engineers,

physicists, and molecular biologists. Communication and codaboration would

thereby be facditated greatly favorable circumstances that were pointed out to

granting agencies as early as the construction of Learned Hall in 1953.

When the Tolk-Haglund-Edwards trio approached the university administra

tion, they found ready acceptance and support. Chairman Pinkston, Dean

Voegeli, and Chancedor Wyatt all were enthusiastic. Even the Board of Trust

became involved and in a most unusual gesture invited Tolk to appear before it

and outline the plans. The board agreed to furnish funds to budd a special budd

ing to house the FEL in the amount of $2.6 million.

The well-documented and carefully composed application was forwarded to

the Office ofNaval Research on October 1, 1986. It requested support for an ini

tial period of three years in the amount of $14,936,000. A favorable reply was

received, and $8,872,000 wasmade avadable over a three-year period for purchase

of the laser from Sierra Laser Systems and for funding the initial set ofVanderbdt
projects using the laser.
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Vanderbdt's free-electron laser is the fourth constructed in a research univer

sity, following two at Stanford University, one of which has now been moved to

Duke University, and one at the University of California at Santa Barbara.

Vanderbdt scientists say theirs is "themost powerful in the
world."

Vanderbdt was

selected as the location for the FELC in competition with a Harvard-MIT con

sortium, Columbia University, Northwestern University, Baylor University, and

the University of Utah. The first administrator of the project was Richard

Haglund. He put his other research on hold for some two years, whde he

unselfishly kept the program of construction and furnishing on track for its

future use by the larger faculty. Serving as assistant director was Norman Tolk.

In 1988 Charles A. Brau joined the Department as professor of physics and

director of the FELC.With a doctorate from HarvardUniversity, he had had some

twelve years experience at the Los Alamos National Laboratory developing and

using free-electron lasers. Under his care, the laser was installed and underwent

acceptance tests. Construction of the budding was completed in June, 1988. A

floor plan of the second floor is shown in figure 12.23b, and with it a vertical view

showing the laser itself in its below-ground, highly shielded location, and on the

next-higher level the control room, a medical research facdity, and other individ

ual research rooms, to which the beam can be piped by use ofmirrors and con

duits from below. An area of 6,500 square feet is avadable for laboratories used in

association with the laser.

Fig. 12.22 Charles Brau as director of the FELC supervised the installation of the FEL in

this room. Here in 1988 he controls the gate covering the tunnel in which waste electrons

from the FEL are to be dumped. His energetic completion of the installation precluded any

attempt to determine the time needed for the dumped electrons to fill the tunnel. In

August 1996 Brau received the FEL prize at the 18th Annual FEL Conference in Rome.

Courtesy of the Keck FELC.
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The laser itself "went
critical"

in Aprd 1991. A formal dedication took place

Aprd 16, 1992. On the following day the noted physicist Edward Teder gave a

public lecture entitled "A Century of
Science."

At age eighty-four, Teller delivered

his lecture on the stage of Underwood Auditorium whde seated in a chair and

leaning on a cane.

During the first year of its avadabdity, the laser has been put to use in neuro

surgery, the study of metabolic cycles, the mechanical dynamics of DNA, the

study of laser-matter interactions, and the study of wound healing. An enor

mously beneficial attribute is that it can be tuned over a broad range of wave

lengths. Usuady scientists wish to establish relationships between two or more

variables, a relationship that might be a principle or law set forth in an equation.

Knowing one point on the expected curve is not very helpful; a range of data is

needed. Thus, the tuning adows provision of one variable against which some

other physical quantity can be measured, a process that often yields valuable

insights into the nature of the system. Facetiously, scientists often say they are

searching for straight lines on a plot of two variables.

A second valuable attribute is that the laser can produce ultra-short pulses of

light, even as short as a tridionth of a second, so that one can observe what hap
pens in a restricted area or volume of matter during short intervals of time not,
as is normally the case, over extended periods of time. A third benefit is that the

beam generated can be brought to a very small focus.

Fig. 12.23a A cross-sectional view of Phase I of the FEL facdity completed in June 1988.

These two levels are below ground with the laser itself in the lower level. Two floors were

added to this facidty in 1994. This and the next figure are reprinted from Charles A. Brau,

"TheVanderbilt Free-Electron Laser
Center,"

Instruments andMethods in Physics Research

A 318 (1992): 38-41, figs. 1 and 2, with kind permission of Elsevier Science-NL Sara

Burgerhartstraat 25, 1055 KVAmsterdam, The Netherlands.
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In general terms, the purpose of the laser is to localize spatially and
tempo-

rady incident photon energy at a single atomic or molecular site so as to produce

bond-breaking, permanent defects, and for biological materials changes in

structure, function, and dynamics on the molecular, cellular, and tissue levels.

Idustrative of the adaptabdity of the facdity is its use by a team of Swiss

researchers that has developed a radical new approach to analyze the way elec

trons react at the point of interface when two semiconducting materials are

joined to create an electronic device. Their findings are expected to have a revo

lutionary effect on the making of computer chips, which in turn wdl have an

effect on the thousands of ways transistors are used in common devices. In the

realm of medical research, recent advances achieved at the FEL are revolutioniz

ing laser surgery. An interesting aspect of these advances is that they rose from

collaborations between physicists in the College ofArts and Science and clinical

physicians from the School of Medicine. The most important function of the

FELC is the way in which it brings together researchers from diverse back

grounds.

In order to utdize the FEL more effectively, a Peer Review Board considers

applications from outside the university, as well as from within. The committee

will even consider financiady aiding scientists from other institutions, as for

example through travel grants. Codaboration between non-Vanderbdt investiga

tors and those from Vanderbdt is encouraged.

Housed in its own budding and funded through the Office ofNaval Research,
the FEL codaborative and multidisciplinary facdity has its own distinctive fea

tures of benefit to the university. One great advantage is that it is located on the
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campus. It is thus available to faculty and students alike. They can readdy utdize

its varied facdities whde at the same time continuing to attend classes and carry

ing out their other daily responsibdities. No time is lost in travel, no hotel

expenses incurred, no substitute teacher arranged for. The arrangements are, so

to speak, educationally efficient.

Moreover, the FEL is not likely soon to become redundant, like an accelerator

thatmust be upgraded in GEV (giga-elecron volt) or even abandoned, an ad-too-

common occurrence. This is owing to the vast variety of uses to which it can be

put and to the great number of facultywho will find it a desirable adjunct in their

research. If a professor specializing in FEL research leaves the university, another

wdl come, albeit possibly to use the facdity in a different way. Both ultrasonics

andmolecular spectroscopy rose and thenwaned in the department because their

single practitioners retired and no resident facultymember was ready to carry on

the work and no wide-spread desire existed to search for a replacement in the

field. This is not likely to occur in the case of the FEL.

A second beneficial aspect is that its versatility and importance wdl bring
users to Nashvdle from ad over the world. Only four decades ago, Vanderbdt

physicists felt geographicady isolated. Well known and remarked upon was the

tendency for Ph.D.s trained on the East Coast to take jobs on theWest Coast, and

vice versa. In transit, they flew over Nashville and the Midwest. But now, abetted

by the enormously strengthened PhysicsDepartment and the advent of the FELC,
opportunities for stimulation from visiting scientists wdl be further enhanced.

The Future of the Center

The director and the governing board of the center are enthusiasticady opti

mistic about the future development of the FEL and its increasing use. In its third

year of operations it already has more than twenty groups using its facdities. Of

these, three are from Europe. The current annual budget (1993) for the operation

of the center and for support of resident and non-resident users is $3.8 mdlion,

an increase over both 1991 and 1992. Moreover, federal funding agencies have

included the facility in their funding plans for future budgets to be presented to

the U.S. Congress.

Plans are being formulated for the early extension of the range of the laser to

longer infrared wavelengths (beyond eight microns) and to the generation of

tunable 15-20 keVX rays (monochromatic but not coherent). The emphasis will

continue to be on interdisciplinary research, for which the center is eminently
suited and for which Vanderbdt provides a propitious environment. Already,

because of the success of the facility, consideration is being given to increasing
the capabdities of the FEL complex by adding two more floors to those already
present.

Whde a few other free-electron lasers have come into existenceworldwide, the

Vanderbdt facdity has the highest power, the widest range of interdisciplinary
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research, and the best record for delivering user-friendly services. In the future

the FEL wdl have the broadest frequency range as wed, and it wdl be the focus of
a wealth of new research projects made possible in part by the technology and,
more importantly, by the diverse and talented people who have been drawn to the
center.42

Fig. 12.24 The west front of the Keck FELC after the expansion made possible by a 1993

grant from the W. M. Keck Foundation. The College ofArts and Science and the Schools

of Engineering and Medicine collaborated in the development and operation of this

Center. Courtesy ofKeck FELC.
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Epilogue

[Editor's Note: Notes in Professor Lagemann's files indicate that he intended to

compose an epdogue addressing at least two general areas]:

(a) Comparisons (of the department) on a national and international scale.

(b) Changes I have observed 1934-1994. In the latter category I have listed a

number of topics to be discussed.

[There follows a brief outline of the proposed epdogue. Because Professor

Lagemann never fleshed out these matters, several ofhis notations are impossible

to interpret.]

Comparisons and Contrasts 1934 1994

(1) Enlarged budgets in 1994.

(2) Decreased formal teaching load.

(3) Costs of journals.

(4) Ethical Problems: N-rays, magneto-optics, cold fusion, special water, Gallo.

(5) Concern for growth without reference to demographics and national need.

One department member cited need for
"C"

teachers in codeges and 2-year

schools Cigarette ads.

(6) Benefits of improved instrumentation.

(7) Passage from chemistry to physics to biology for new directions and new

insights.

(8) 1993 admission that there was enough money (SCIENCE); Quotes

(9) Computers, tools, library needs

[Only one paragraph of the intended epdogue developed from Lagemann's pen.

It reads as follows]:

Three students from Princeton, Yale, and Harvard were traveling together

across Colorado one summer and chose to discuss the relative merits of the three

institutions. Among the criteria brought forwardwere the amount of the endow

ment of each, the number ofNobel Prize winners on the faculty, even the quality
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of the football teams. Finally, one of the students the one from Harvard

placed them in the order Harvard, Yale, Princeton. Asked to support his choice,

he pulled out a road map ofColorado. There it showedMt. Harvard, 14,417 feet

above sea level; Mt. Yale, 14,202 feet; Mt. Princeton, 14,200 feet.

[It is with deep sorrow and regret that we must record that we were denied his

further analysis of, and insights concerning, the issues he had outlined.]



Appendix 4.1

List or Experiments Included in Daniel's Physical Laboratory Course

Beginning in the Fall of 1888

(This list was prepared inMay 1889 for Chancedor Garland's presentation to the

Board ofTrust. Professor Daniel reported that these "experiments have been suc

cessfully completed.")

1 . Determination ofDip ofMagnetic Needle.

2. Construction ofArtificial Magnets.

3. Mapping ofMagnetic Curves and Field of Force.

4. Determination of the Laws of the Action ofCurrent on Magnet.

5. Equipotential Curves in a Current Sheet.

6. Comparison ofTangent and Dead-beat Galvanometer.

7. Calibration ofDead-beat Galvanometer.

8. Experimental Proof ofOhm's Law.

9. Setting Up ofVarious Batteries.

10. Comparison ofWire Resistance.

1 1 . Calibration ofWheatstone Bridge.

12. Comparison of the Cods of the H. 8c B. Resistance Box.

13. Determination ofAbsolute Resistance of Bridge Wire.

14. The Projection of Equipotentials.

15. Determination ofAbsolute Resistance ofVariousWires.

16. Construction andAdjustment ofTen Mo Ohm Cods.

17. Measurement of Internal Resistance ofBatteries byMauce's Method.

18. Same by Tangent Galvanometer.

19. Resistance by Comparison of Potentials.

20. Comparison of E.M.F. ofVarious Batteries by Tangent Galvanometer.

21. Determination ofAbsolute Strength of Current by the Copper

Voltameter.

22. Determination of the
"Constant"

ofTangent Galvanometer.

23. Sdvering ofMirrors.

24. E.M.F. by Quadrant Electrometer.

25. Absolute Resistance ofTangent Galvanometer and Connections.

26. Wire Resistance by Tangent Galvanometer.

27. Resistance by the Shunt Method.

28. Making of PermanentMagnets for the Absolute Determination ofH.

29. Determination ofMoment of Inertia of same.

459
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30. Determination ofH.

3 1 . Construction of Latimer Clark Standard ceds.

32. Determination of E.M.F. in Absolute Measure now being done.

It wdl be seen from what precedes that
"C"

and
"E"

have both been experimen-

tady determined, which gives independently two of the three quantities involved

in Ohm's Law; (sic) the fundamental equation of practical Electricity, and makes

the third quantity determinate: for C E/R; C and E being known, R = E/C



Appendix 4.2

Physics Examination for Medical Students, ca. 1907-1908

(4) 1.

(9) 2.

(8) 3.

(10) 4.

(8) 5.

(8) 6.

(7) 7.

(6) 8.

(6) 9.

(8) 10.

(9 11.

(5) 12.

(6) 13.

(5) 14.

(The parenthetical numbers in the left margin are apparently the
questions'

rel

ative numerical values, totaling 99.)

State Newton's law of gravitation.

State Newton's laws ofmotion.

Define momentum, work, horsepower.

Explain what is meant by "paratielogram of
forces."

What is an erg? A dyne?

Define potential energy; kinetic energy.

How longwdl it take a body to fall 300 meters?

State the laws of the pendulum.

What are the different simple machines?

What does the pressure on the bottom of a vessel containing a liquid

depend on? Also, the pressure on the side?

State the laws [ofArchimedes] for bodies in water.

Define specific gravity.

State the laws of capdlary action.

A cup when emptyweights 6 oz; when full ofwater it weighs 16 oz.;

when fidl of coal-od it weighs 14/4 oz. Find the specific gravity of the

coal-od.

Source: The fourteen questions, written in the handwriting of Professor James

McClure,were found in 1986 lying between the leaves of a textbookwhose flyleaf

bore the inscription "James McClure, Vanderbdt Medical College, Nashvdle,

Tennessee, September,
1906."

The textbook was Natural Philosophy by Isaac

Sharpless and George Morris Phdips with the collaboration of C. Canby
Balderston. The book was a revised edition published by J. B. Lippincott bearing
copyright dates of 1883 and 1892. The first author was Professor of Physics at

Haverford Codege. A copy of this book signed by Professor McClure is in the pos

session of the author (R.T.L.).

Since the questions cover the upper two-thirds of the page on which they

were written and presumably were not continued on a second page, we assume

they constituted an entire examination. Furthermore, since the topics covered are

from the first three chapters of the textbook, it can be inferred they composed an

examination over part of the first semester's work.
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It is known from the annual catalog that Mr. McClure taught the physics

course for medical students from 1907 through 1913, and presumably the ques

tions were used at some time during that period. The questions are not as chal

lenging as those posed to a class in the Codege ofArts and Science in 1882-83.

Because students of medicine and pharmacy could enter into those programs

directly from high school, there was no college-level course requirement,whereas

the course in the Codege required junior standing.

In contrast to modern examinations in physics, the questions emphasized

definitions over reasoningwith concepts already defined, recall over applications

of laws and principles, and oral statements over mathematical calculations. On a

blank page accompanying Mr. McClure's list of questions appear the words, "I

certify that I have neither given nor received aid on this
examination,"

signed "E.

S.
Kohner,"

an early idustration that the honor system was in use at the time.

Editor's note: The identity of E. S. Kohner remains unknown. The budetin of the

Medical School from the years 1900 to 1925 lists each medical student by class.A

search of these bulletins in the archives of the Eskind Medical Library reveals no

such person. The name most closely resembling E. S. Kohner was Edward Frank

Kohrs, a second year medical student from Davenport, Iowa, in 1922-23, but the

middle initial of the signature on the Honor Pledge is an S, clearly not an E The

alumni directories of 1925 and 1992 also contain no such name.
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List of Experiements Available in

F. G. Slack's 1928 "Advanced
Lab"

Index Sheet

Number of Number of Number of

Experiment Title of Experiment Periods Pages

1 Construction of aVoltmeter and anAmmeter 1

from a d'Arsonval Galvanometer

2

2 Determination of Resistance and Sensitivity 1

of a Galvanometer

1

3 TheWheatstone Bridge Slide Wire and 1

Decade Form

3

4 The Potentiometer 1 3

5 Comparison of Capacities by Badistic 1

Galvanometer

2

6 Capacity 2 4

7 Magnetic Fields of Solenoid and of Flat Cod 1 2

8 Measurement ofResistance by the
Voltmeter- 1

Ammeter Method

1

9 Calibration of aVoltmeter by Type K 1

Potentiometer

1

10 Calibration of an Ammeter 1 1

11 Calibration ofBadistic Galvanometer by 1

Standard Solenoid andMeasurement of

Magnetic Fluxes

4

12 Force on a Conductor Carrying a Current in a 1

Magnetic Field

5

13 Measurement of Inductance 1 1
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Number of

Experiment Title of Experiment

Number of

Periods

Number of

Pages

14 The Kelvin Double Bridge 1 1

15 Alternating Currents 2 18

16 Characteristics ofVacuum Tubes 2 or 3 7

17 Oscidating Circuits andMeasurement of

Wave Lengths

lor 2 1

18 Measurement of%i by Cathode Ray Tube 2 or 3 2

19 Pyrometry 1 : Thermoelectric and Optical

Pyrometry

1 or 4 3

20 Pyrometry 2: Resistance Thermometry lor 2 3

21 Lenses and Lens Combinations 1 3

22 The Compound Microscope 1 4

23 Photometry lor 2 3

24 Spectroscopy 2 or 3 5

25 Polarized Light lor 2 5

26 Abbe Liquid Refractometer 1 or 2

27 The Photoelectric Effect lor 2

28 The Gold Leaf Electroscope 2 or 3

29 Measurement of the Elementary Charge
"e'

Mdlikan's Od Drop Experiment
'by 2 or 3

30 The Quartz Spectrograph 2

31 The Michelson Interferometer 2 or 3

Discussion of the Precision ofMeasurements 2

with problems

5

Totals 42 or 57 96

The above set of experiments may constitute two years work in the laboratory,
there being approximately thirty laboratory sessions in each year. For the stu
dent taking only one year this gives a broad field of choice ofwork.
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Graduate Study in Physics and Biology 1946-1947

(taken from a brochure published by the Graduate School,

Vanderbilt University)

Bennett Harvie Branscomb, A.B., B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Litt.D, Chancellor of
the University

Phdip Grant Davidson, Jr., M.A., Ph.D., Dean of the Senior College and

Graduate School of the University
Warren McAllister Deacon, M.A., Head of theDepartment ofBiology
Francis G. Slack, B.S., Ph.D., Head of theDepartment ofPhysics

This announcement describes opportunities for graduate study and research in

theDepartments ofBiology and Physics atVanderbilt University. The curriculum

in each of these departments has recentiy been enlarged and reorganized to

include work leading to the Ph.D. degree. There are, in addition, ample opportu

nities for supplementary courses in related scientific fields, since the Ph.D. degree

is also offered in chemistry and certain departments of the School ofMedicine,

whde graduate courses for the Master's degree are avadable in mathematics and

geology. Library needs are wed provided for by the Joint University Libraries

including departmental libraries.

For information regarding admission, requirements for degrees, and scholar

ships or fedowships, address communications to theDean of the Graduate School

or to the head of the department concerned.

(Editor's note: The information on biology is omitted except for the fodowing
graduate course):

531.Viruses with special reference to bacterial viruses. Permission of instructor

is required for admission to this course. One lecture and two 3-hour laboratory
periods, one term, spring, (3) Professor Delbruck (Department of Physics).

Department of Physics Staff

Francis G. Slack, Ph.D., Columbia, 1926, Professor of Physics and Head of

Department of Physics

Phdip Rudnick, Ph.D., Chicago, 1931, Professor of Physics

Newton Underwood, Ph.D., Brown, 1934, Associate Professor of Physics

Sherwood K. Haynes, Ph.D., California Institute of Technology, 1936, Associate

Professor of Physics. Leave 1946-47.
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Max Delbruck, Ph.D., Gottingen, 1930, Associate Professor of Physics

Carl Seyfert, Ph.D., Harvard, 1936,Associate Professor of Physics and Director of

Observatory

Guy Forman, M.A., Indiana, 1931, Assistant Professor of Physics

John I. Hopkins, Ph.D., Duke, 1938,Assistant Professor of Physics

Elmer B. Carnes, B.S.,Western Kentucky, 1937, Instructor

Mrs. Elizabeth Briggs Johnson, B.S.,Western Kentucky, 1943,Assistant In Physics

The Department of Physics is housed, togetherwith the Department ofGeology,

in Garland Hall. This budding, constructed in 1928, provides facdities for classes,

laboratories, shops, departmental library, offices, and research rooms. The staff

offers a variety of backgrounds so that competent supervision is avadable for

research work in various fields, such as optical activity, nuclear physics, electron

ics, cosmic rays, stedar spectra, supersonic gas dynamics, biophysics, and theoret

ical physics. Equipment is avadable for work in these and other fields. Proximity
to the Clinton EngineerWorks at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, gives promise of future

exchange of students and research with this important research laboratory.

Courses of Study

I. Introductory and Intermediate Courses

100. Introductory Physics (For nonscience majors) (4).

1 10. Basic Elementary Physics, Part I (3).

210. Basic Elementary Physics, Part II (3).

201. General Physics (Premedical) (4).

311. Intermediate Mechanics (3). Offered 1947^48 and alternate years.

313. Heat and Thermodynamics (3). Offered 1946-47 and alternate years.

322. Intermediate Experimental Physics (1).

Astron 201. GeneralAstronomy (3).

II. Advanced and Graduate Courses.

A minimum of 16 quarter hours in physics is prerequisite to all the fodowing.

Courses numbered 400 and above are avadable for both senior codege and grad

uate students; those numbered 500 and above are for graduate students only.

410. Electricity,Magnetism, and Electronics. 3 terms, 3 hours, every year. Study of

electric and magnetic circuits, basic electro-statics, AC circuits, transients, elec

tron emission, electron tubes and simple electronic circuits. Prerequisites: Physics

210 and calculus. Corequisite for physics majors: Physics 422.

411. Physical Optics and Radiation. 3 terms, 3 hours, 1946-47 and alternate years.

Description and interpretation of refraction, interference, and polarization. Black

body radiation, selective emission and absorption, production and measurement
of radiations throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. Prerequisite: Physics

210. Corequisite for physics majors: Physics 422.
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413. Atomic and Nuclear Physics. 3 terms, 3 hours, 1947-48 and alternate years.

Study of atomic and nuclear structure and processes X rays and radioactivity

including applications. Prerequisite: Physics 210.

422. Advanced Experimental Physics. 3 terms, 1 hour, every year. Experiments in

the fields of electricity, optics, electronics, and radioactivity.

E.E. 416. Electronics. 3 terms, 3 hours. This course, offered by the Department of
Electrical Engineering, may be included as part of a major sequence in physics.

See Bulletin, School of Engineering.

430. Selected Topics. 3 hours, to be given irregularly in accord with department

needs.

440.Vector Analysis. 1 term, 3 hours, fad term, every year. Vector operations and

theorems in Cartesian coordinates. Extension to generalized Curvilinear

Coordinates. Typical applications to physics. Prerequisite or corequisite:

Advanced calculus should be taken simultaneously if possible.

451. Crystal Physics. 1 term, 3 hours, fad term 1947-48 and alternate years. Tensor

description of mechanical, thermal, electromagnetic properties of crystals.

Description of symmetry by means of space-groups. Discussion of important

examples. Prerequisite: Physics 440 and 4 term hours of intermediate mechanics.

452. Introduction to Relativity Theory. 1 term, 3 hours, fad term 1946-47 and

alternate years. Foundation experiments and postulates of special relativity; rela-

tivistic mechanics and electrodynamics; brief introduction to general relativity.

Prerequisites: 4 term hours of intermediate mechanics and 4 term hours of inter

mediate electricity.

453. Electron Theory ofMetals. 1 term, 3 hours, winter term 1947-48 and alter

nate years. Fermi-Dirac electron distribution assumed; Thomson and Peltier

E.M.F.'s; work function; contact potential differences; thermionic emission; pho

toelectric effect; thermal and electric conductivity. Prerequisites: Physics 410 or

its equivalent. A term of Physics 422 on thermionic emission, thermocouple,

photoelectric effect should precede or accompany this course.

454. Spectroscopy. 1 term, 3 hours, winter term 1946-47 and alternate years.

Applications of quantum mechanics and the Bohr theory to the various atoms of

the periodic table; symbolic designation of atomic electron states; Zeeman effect;

Stark effect; introduction to molecular spectra; relation of spectralmeasurements

to the atomic constants; brief consideration of experimental techniques.

Prerequisites: Physics 413 or its equivalentmust either precede or accompany this

course. A term of Physics 422 on spectra should precede or accompany this

course.

455. Advanced X Rays. 1 term, 3 hours, spring term 1947-48 and alternate years.

Selected experimental and theoretical topics on the properties, production, and
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scattering ofX rays; study ofX rays and crystal structure; measurement ofX-ray

wave-lengths; X-ray spectra. Prerequisite: Physics 413 or its equivalent.

456. Sound. 1 term, 3 hours, spring term 1946-47 and alternate years. The veloc

ity of sound; vibrating systems, damping, reflection, beats, coupled oscdlations;

sound emitters, receivers, and analyzers; acoustic impedance; ultrasonics.

Prerequisite: A term of Physics 422 on sound should accompany this course.

500. Seminar. 3 terms, 1 hour. Reports on research and current literature.

Required for first year graduate majors.

501. Electric, Magnetic, and Electromagnetic Fields. 3 terms, 3 hours, 1947-48

and alternate years.Mathematical treatment of electrostatics, magnetostatics, and

electrodynamics chiefly from the point of view of electric and magnetic fields;

electromagnetic waves and their relationship with optics and atomic radiation;

the antenna problem. Prerequisites: differential equations, 9 term hours of inter

mediate electricity. Partial differential equations is recommended to be taken

simultaneously.

502. Introduction to Quantum Mechanics. 3 terms, 3 hours, 1946-47 and alter

nate years. Foundation experiments of quantum mechanics and their interpreta

tion, followed by approximately one term of introduction to mathematical

quantum mechanics and one term of classical and quantum statistics. Lectures,

reading of original papers, discussions, and problems. Prerequisites: differential

equations;Advanced calculus should be taken simultaneously.

504. Analytical Mechanics. 2 terms, 3 hours, winter and spring terms, 1946-47

and alternate years. Mechanics of particles, rigid bodies, and deformable bodies;

general treatment of linear systems; advanced dynamics; introduction to fluid

dynamics. Prerequisites: Physics 440, differential equations, 4 term hours of inter

mediate mechanics.

511. Advanced Optics. 1 term, 3 hours, fad term 1947-48 and alternate years.

Mathematical theory of optics supplementing Physics 411; particular emphasis

on diffraction and the solutions of the wave equation for dielectric, metallic, and

crystadine media; double refraction and optical activity. Prerequisites: Physics

411 or its equivalent, Physics 440, differential equations.

513. Advanced Quantum Mechanics. 1 term, 3 hours, winter term, 1947-48 and

alternate years. Matrix formulation of wave mechanics; perturbation theory;

problems involving time variation; introduction to relativistic wave mechanics.

Prerequisites: Physics 502, Physics 452. Group theory is recommended.

514. Thermodynamics and Radiation. 2 terms, 3 hours, winter and spring terms

1946-47 and alternate years. Mathematical formulation of the first and second

laws of thermodynamics, application of these laws to the equdibrium of pure

substances, mixtures, and ddute solutions, and to other physical systems; brief

introduction to the third law of thermodynamics; applications of thermodynam-
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ics to radiation, Boltzman's, Kirchoff's,Wien's, and Planck's law. Prerequisite: dif

ferential equations, advanced calculus, 4 term hours of intermediate heat.

515. Advanced Nuclear Physics. 1 term, 3 hours, spring term 1947-48 and alter

nate years. Selected topics from nuclear physics as Gamow theory of alpha-parti

cle decay; Fermi theory ofbeta decay; proton-neutron theory of nuclear structure

and binding energy; mesotrons; pair production; other cosmic ray phenomena;

brief consideration of experimental techniques. Prerequisites: Physics 413,

Physics 452, and introduction to quantum mechanics.

550. Research. 3 hours.A studentmay receive credit for research of not more than

3 hours per term for 6 terms.



Appendix 10.1

Courses Offered in

Physics and Astronomy in 19621963

Gust prior to moving into the Stevenson Science Center,

taken from the catalog of the College of Arts and Science)

Physics

110a, 110b Introductory Physics. (4-4)

116,117,118 Elementary Physics (3, 4, 3)

120a, 120b General Physics (4-4)

151 Introduction to Modern Physics (3)

202 Electric Circuits (3)

203 Intermediate Mechanics, I (3)

205 Optics (3)

206 Introduction to Biophysics (3)

207 Heat and Thermodynamics (3)

209 Nuclear Physics and Elementary Particles (3)
213 Intermediate Mechanics, II (3)
219 Principles of Biophysics (3)

220 Methodology of Experimental Physics (1)
221-24 Advanced Physics Laboratory ( 1 )
226 Electric andMagnetic Fields (3)

230 Introductory Quantum Mechanics (3)

233 Radiation Biophysics (3)

234 Applied Radiation Physics (4)

240 Selected Topics (3)

241 Kinetic Theory ofMatter (3)

242 Physics of Solids (3)

251 Atomic Structure (3)

252 Molecular Structure (3)

255, 256 Electronic Circuits (3-3), Taught in Engineering School

285, 286 Electronics Laboratory (1-1), Taught in Engineering
School.

291a, 291b Independent Study (1-10)

296a, 296b Senior Thesis (1-6)

300a, 300b Seminar (1-1)

303 Experimental Nuclear Physics (3)
305 Advanced Dynamics (3)

470
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306 Electrodynamics (3)
312 Advanced Biophysics (2)
321 Electromagnetic Theory (3)
324 Analytical Mechanics (3)

330a, 330b QuantumMechanics (3-3)
340 Phenomenological Nuclear Theory (3)
342 Formal Nuclear Theory (3)

344 Statistical Mechanics and Thermodynamics (3)

350 Selected Topics in Theoretical Physics (3)
360 Relativity (3)

370a, 370b Advanced Quantum Mechanics (3-3)

399 Research

Astronomy

100 Introduction to Astronomy (3)

202 Stedar Astronomy (3)

213a, 213b Galactic Structure (3-3)

215a, 215b Astrophysics (3-3)

Physics and Astronomy Faculty, 19621963

Professors: Lagemann (Chairman), Bloch, Bluh, Hodaday
Associate Professors: Hamdton, Hardie (Director of the Dyer Observatory);

Jones, Roos

Assistant Professors: Albridge, Barach, Bouldin, Heiser, Pinkston

VisitingAssistant Professor: Kotelchuck

Research Associates: DeWitt, Sanyal, Shaffer
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Chancellor Branscomb's Letter Concerning Science Center Buildings.

(Vanderbilt University inter-office correspondence)

TO: Professor Robert Lagemann DATE: June 23, 1961

FROM: Office of the Chancellor

Answering yours

Yesterday, at the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trust,

a presentation of the general plans for a Science Center was made. I recom

mended that the general location of the Science Center be approved and that

the architects be authorized to continue to study the plans with a view to arriv

ing at a solution which would be satisfactory for our purposes. This resolution

was approved, and this is the only decision which has been made on this matter.

In conference subsequently withMr. James E Clapp, Jr., representing the

firm of Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson and Abbott, I suggested to him the desir

ability of revising the proposals in order to provide facdities for physics and for

chemistry each ofwhich would be a unit to itself.Whde I do not think we want

to go into a whole series of smad structures dotting the campus, it seems to me

the recommendations which have been made for clearly defined, separate facdi

ties for each department have value. Mr. Clapp agreed to endeavor to work out

some such plan.

He also made a suggestion, with which I fully concur, that you and Professor

Field, if possible, come to Boston for consultation and for discussion of a num

ber of the arrangements which wdl be involved in developing these plans a little

later in the summer when some general plan more satisfactory than the present

one can be put before you. I think this would be fullyworth the costs involved,
ifyou can give the time to it. I am not sure when this can best be done; I had

the impression Mr. Clapp had in mind a date several weeks hence. I would be

very pleased if it is the case that you can work this into your summer schedule.

The University of course will carry the costs. Mr. Stambaugh, who is in touch

with the architects, will advise you furtherwith references to date.

With cordial regards,

Signed: H B

HB:S
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Graduate Study Areas in Physics and Astronomy, 1990-1991

Leading to M.S. and Ph.D. Degrees in Physics and the

M.S. in Astronomy

(taken from a brochure published by the Graduate School,Vanderbilt University)

Research Areas

Free-Electron Laser Program (FEL)

Vanderbdt is budding a linac-based free-electron laser facility for biomedical and

materials research. Current physics activities in areas related to FEL include stud

ies of multiphoton processes, laser-stimulated desorption, DNA dynamics, and

ultrafast spectroscopy Free-electron laser experiments are also being carried out

at Stanford and Santa Barbara.

Surface andAtomic Physics

Experimental and theoretical studies of the interactions of photons, electrons,

ions, atoms, and polarized nuclei with surfaces; particle and photon-stimulated

desorption; charge transfer processes; quantum interference phenomena; and

hyperfine interactions. Equipment: ultrahigh vacuum chambers, ring and linear

dye lasers, excimer-pumped dye laser, ultrafast dye laser with synchronously

pumped dye amplifiers, ion and electron sources, beam line at Aladdin

Synchrotron Radiation Source, and Free-Electron laser.

Living-State andMedical Physics

Experimental and theoretical research on electric and magnetic fields produced

by nerve impulses and cardiac activity, involving the development of new super

conducting magnetometers and other novel electric and magnetic instruments;

spectroscopy of biopolymers; infrared and light scattering studies of DNA and

proteins; selective interaction of radiation with issue.

Nuclear and Heavy-Ion Physics

Experimental studies of heavy-ion reactions carried out with accelerators at Oak

Ridge, Brookhaven, Argonne National Labs, and at University of Rochester.

Nuclei far from stabdity, in-beam gamma spectroscopy, very high spin states

(J=20-50), heavy ion transfer reactions, fusion reactions, relativistic collisions.

Vanderbdt co-sponsors the Joint Institute for Heavy-Ion Research at Oak Ridge

and brings distinguished visitors for lecture series.

473
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High-Energy Electron-Positron Physics at SLC

Research is underway at the Stanford Linear Codider (SLC), a "Z
factory.''

Experiments wdl yield new information, and probably some surprises, that wdl

test and/or revise the "standard
model"

of elementary particle. Detector physics

development for the Superconducting Super Codider (SSC).

Electron-Positron CollidingBeam Experiment Using CLEO II

Experiment in conjunction with the CLEO II codaboration at the Corned e+,
e~

storage ring (CESR). This experiment has a record of very high productivity in

the field of b-quark physics. Detector and storage ring are being upgraded. It is

expected that with the new apparatus further discoveries relating to mixing, b to

u transitions and perhaps CP violation may become possible.

High Energy Particle Physics

Measurement of the charm production cross section at the TEVATRON to test

QCD estimates of its energy dependence. Jet production by photons with ener

gies of about 0.5 TeV to measure structure functions for photons and protons and

to give information on higher twist QCD processes. DUMAND codaboration will

study very high-energy astrophysical processes by detecting muons from neu

trino interactions in the clear water deep in the Pacific Ocean. The feasibdity
study, measurement of cosmic raymuons at the proposed site and depth

success-

fitily completed. The next stage of the experiment has the sensitivity to measure

the neutrino flux expected from the most promising astrophysical sources.

Computational Nuclear Theory
Static and time-dependent nuclear mean field theory and relativistic fermion

dynamics on a 3-dimensional lattice. Applications to nuclear structure, fission,

heavy-ion reactions. Nonpertubative QED. Work on supercomputers (CRAY-2,

hypercubes).

Theoretical Elementary Particle Physics and Cosmology
Alternatives to the standard electroweak interaction, including supersymmetry

and extended Higgs sectors. Particle/antiparticlemixing. CP violation, and polar

ization phenomena in heavy quark systems; neutrino astrophysics including
oscdlation and supernova studies; relation of finite-temperature field theory to

cosmology; cosmic axions and other darkmatter candidates; grand unification of

forces, superstrings; foundations of quantum theory.

Astronomy
Photometric and spectroscopic observations of unusual stars, binary systems,

and clusters, and multi-waveband observations of galaxies at the Dyer

Observatory (near Nashville), with Vanderbdt's Automatic Photoelectric

Telescope (Mt. Hopkins), at various national observatories such as Kitt Peak

(Arizona), and with NASA facilities such as the International Ultraviolet

Explorer.
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Financial Aid

Scholarships (duty-free) and teaching and research assistantships (duties do not

exceed 15 hrs./week). Currently (1990) TAs typically receive:

$9,200 per 9-month academic year (stipend)

In addition, tuition and health insurance are provided.

For a detaded brochure and application forms, mad the attached card.

In compliance with federal law, including the provisions of Title IX of the

Education Amendments of 1972 and Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabditation

Act of 1973,Vanderbdt University does not discriminate on the basis of race, sex,

religion, color, national or ethnic origin, age, handicap, or mditary service in its

administration of education policies, programs, or activities; its admissions poli

cies; scholarship and loan programs; athletic or other University-administered

programs; or employment. Inquiries or complaints should be directed to the

Opportunity Development Officer, Franklin Budding,West Side Row, Box 1809

Station B, Nashvdle, Tennessee 37235. Telephone (615) 322-4705.

Faculty in Physics and Astronomy 199091

(from the Undergraduate Catalog; the BuUetin ofVanderbdt University,

1990-91; the Registry, November 1990; and listings in departmental files)

Professors:Abridge, Barach, Brau, Fischer",
Had* (Director ofDyer Observatory),

Hamdton, Hodaday, Lenhert, Maguire, Panvini, Pinkston (Chair), Ramayya

(Director ofUndergraduate Studies), Tolk, Webster,Wikswo

Adjunct Professor: Greiner

Adjoint Professors: Compton, Faessler, Peker, Sdlberman, F. Yang
Associate Professors: Csorna, Haglund, Heiser*, Oberacker (Director ofGraduate

Studies), Price",Weder, R. A.
Weiler"

Adjoint Associate Professors: Crater; Majewski

Assistant Professors: Bartelt,Dressel*, Edwards, Fekel*,Kephart,Mendenhad,Umar

Visiting Asst. Professor: Plunien

Adjoint Asst. Professor: M. R. Weiler

Research Assoc. Professor:Waters

Research Asst. Professors: Brage, Friedman; Y. P. Ma, Sepulveda,Venuti

Senior Research Associates: W C. Ma, Kormicki, Kruse, Ter-Okopian (1 month)

Research Assoc: Becker, DeWitti*, Eaton1*, Genet1*, Henry*, Hochberg, Letson,

Riehl-Chadoba, Shi, Sun, Thomas,Wang, Wijesinghe, X. Zhao

f Part-time atVanderbdt

" JointAppointment at Vanderbilt

*

Astronomy
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Doctoral Degrees Awarded in Physics or Astronomy

by Academic Year to 1994

(compiled by the editor)

Early Doctorates in Physics or Astronomy at Vanderbilt

1884: Ph.D. Charles Lewis Thornburg. The thesis is lost but was undoubtedly in

astronomywith advice probably from Landon C. Garland and Olin Landreth.

1890: D.Sc. Alfred Hume, "Some Physical Contacts (Length of Second's

Pendulum, Force ofMagnetism, Latitude and
Longitude."

The thesis is lost and

the advisor unknown.

1893: D.Sc. (Hon). Edward E. Barnard.

1908: Ph.D. James Harrison Scarborough, "The Computation of the Orbit of

Planet
558."

The advisor was Professor Widiam J. Vaughn, head of the

Department ofMathematics and Astronomy. A copy of this thesis resides in

Special Codections (Annex) of the Heard Library and at the Dyer Observatory.

1909: D.Sc. Adan Fulson Odell, "A Spectrographic Study byMeans of a Grating

(Replica), and the Determination of theWave Lengths of the Arc Spectrum of

Tantalum."

In the GraduateAlmanac referenced in the editor's note at the end of this appen

dix, Lagemann includes OdeU at the end of his listing as receiving a degree in

physics. Certainly the thesis title suggests that this is appropriate, but the work

was undertaken in the ChemistryDepartment under the supervision ofProfessor

William L. Dudley, and a copy of the thesis rests with those of other chemists in

the Sarah Shannon Stevenson Library
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Recently Awarded Doctorates in Physics by Academic Year,

Including Thesis Advisor.

Academic Year Advisor Academic Year Advisor

1949-50 Harmon, George Lamar Curtis

Skinner,William Carey Slack Harrison, Gordon R. Curtis

Lovell, Robert lames Jones

1950-51 Nail, Julian C. Haynes

Bridges, Albert Peyton Hopkins

Hsieh,Yu-Chang Bloch 1958-59

Matthews, David E. Slack Childs, Donald Ray Bloch

Thomas, Henry C. Haynes Dunlap, lulian Lee Jones

Gardner, Clarence G. Holladay

1951-52 Phillips,Willie E. Hopkins

Cook, Thomas B., fr. Haynes Thomas, Billy Seay Holladay

Cowan, Donald A. Hopkins

Thomas, Dan A. Haynes 1959-60

Stephenson, Charles V. Jones Arnold, Roy Turner Curtis

Bunyard, George B. Curtis

Crow, Terry Tom Holladay

1952-53 Kali], Ford Birkhoff

Barr, Thomas A., Jr., Slack (OakRidge)

Broyles, Carter David Haynes 1960-61

Robbins, Donald Bloch Burford,Audley Oliver Haynes

Solbrig, AlfredW.,Jr. Bloch Frey,William F. Hamilton

1953-54 1961-62

Perkins, James F. Haynes Moravek, Paul H. Holladay

1954-55 1962-63

Akers, Lawrence K. Jones Beauchamp, Nicholas A. Holladay

Kerr, Robert J. Haynes Jones,William Denver Jones

Rhody, Richard B. Haynes McClure, Joseph A. Bloch

Meyer, III, Harry C. Pinkston

1955-56 Tolbert, Charles B. Hardie

Dicks, lohn Barber, Jr. Hopkins

Shields, Fletcher D. Lagemann 1963-64

Boyd, Herman Wayne Hamilton

1956-57 Bradley, Eugene B. Jones

Turner, James E. Bloch Childers, RobertWayne Holladay

Croft,Walter L. Hamilton

1957-58 George, TedMason Hamilton

Achor,Widiam T. Haynes Hallowes, John P., Jr. Pinkston

Baird, Quincey Haynes Lee, JaHyun Barach

Gravitt, James C. Lagemann McGrory, Joseph B. Pinkston

Gursky,Martin Leon Hill Mclnturff,Alfred D. Roos
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Academic Year Advisor Academic Year Advisor

Newbolt,William B. Hamilton Lawrence, James N. P. Griffin, J.

Oates, Jimmie C. Lagemann (LosAlamos)

Whetstone, Clayton N. Roos Mayes, TerrillW Barach

Meulenberg, Andrew, Jr. Hamilton

1964-65 Parkin, CurtisW. Barach

Hankla, Robert H. Bouldin Toburen, Larry H. Albridge

Herickhoff, Robert J. Arakawa/

Birkhoff

Wilt, PaxtonMarshall, Jr. Jones

(Oak Ridge) 1968-69

Lott, Sam Houston, Jr. Roos Bonadeo, Hernan Anibal Jones

Rush, John Edwin, Jr. Holladay Borak, Thomas Benjamin Bomse

Sivinski, JohnAnthony Barach Carter, Hubert Kennon Hamilton

Sullivan, Donald B. Roos D'Alessio, EnriqueAndres Jones

von Baeyer, Hans C. Holladay Ferguson, Joseph L., Jr. Barach

Vondrak, EdwardA. Jones Johnston, Richard Eugene Brill

McMillan, David Jon Hamilton

1965-66 Mickens, Ronald Elbert Holladay

Boatner, LynnAllen Bouldin Nestor, CharlesW, Jr. Davies

Brantiey,William H. Hamilton (Oak Ridge)

Crowell, Julian Ritchie Pou,WendellM., Jr. Albridge

(Oak Ridge) Reynolds, RobertW. Abraham

Hughes, Thomas A. Pinkston (Oak Ridge)

Culp, Frederick L. Lagemann Riedinger, Leo L., Jr. Hamilton

Johnston, LloydW Bloch Whidock, Lapsley C. Hamilton

Kroeger, Donald M. Roos

Lui,Yau-Yin Bloch 1969-70

Sullivan, Charles R. Roos Brahmavar, SureshM. Hamilton

Vermillion, Robert E. Barach Burba, DavidAlexander Bloch

Zganjar, Edward F. Hamilton Burgos,Alfredo Hector Silberman

(Fisk)
1966-67 Ellis,William Edwin Webster

Beard, Leon Neel, Jr. Lenhert Ford, JamesW, Jr. Ramayya

Bennett, Carter Ross Jones Huler, Eduardo Julio Silberman

Case,William Edward Roos (Fisk)

Snow, Ronald Pinkston Rester,Alfred C.,Ir. Hamilton

Tarbutton, Robert M. Pinkston Rotolante, RalphA. Albridge

Shaffher, Thomas J. Lenhert

1967-68

Amtey, Sharad R. Hamilton 1970-71

Brown, RobertM. Bloch Benson, Gerald Don Albridge

Cochran, Thomas B. Salant Coffman, Franklin E. Hamilton

Cook, James M. Bloch Deye, lames Alan Hamilton

Deans, StanleyRoderick Holladay Hankla,Alice Clair K. Hamilton

Franks, LarryA. Jones HetzlerMorris C, Jr. Walton

Hutcherson, JosephW. Griffin, P. (Oak Ridge)

(Oak Ridge) Litde, Paul Edward Hamilton
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AcademicYear Advisor Academic Year Advisor

Mandzy, John Webster 1976-77

McAllen, Gwen M. Nelson Pinkston Piercey, Rodney B. Ramayya

Sommer, Edward J., Jr. Barach Stancel, JohnMichael lones

Stafford, Richard David Pinkston

1977-78

de Lima, Adriano P. Hamilton

1971-72 Jul,Wen Pinkston

Ahuja, Sain DittaMall Dean Jones, Steven Earl Panvini

Berg, Ronald Elden Salant Lang, Tunis P., Jr. Hamilton

Dyer,Norman C. Brill/Hamilton Larsen, Kent Hale Price

Erickson, Jon Jay Brill Massa, Nestor Emilio Mitra

Feuerbacher, John L. Holladay (Rhode

Howard, Hillard Hays Stokes Island)

(LosAlamos) 1978-79

LaCasse,William M. Hamilton Cassell, Ronald E. Panvini

Kluk,Anthony F. Hamilton Fenker, Howard C. Reucroft

Price, Ronald R. Weinberg Palmer, Terry L. Bloch

So,Yuen-kong Pinkston

Watts, lames R. Brill 1979-80

Kruse, Hans GerhardW Pinkston

1972-73 Lee, Robert Stephens Hamilton/

Baker, Kenneth Ray Hamilton Ramayya

Collins,Warren Eugene Hamilton Netties,William G. Hamilton/

Ellis, Kenneth J. Roos Ramayya

Hanlon, James E. Panvini

Kenny, Garry Robert Barach 1980-81

Singhal, Nasib Chand Hamilton Lewis,Marcus E., Jr. Silberman

Springer, John M., Jr. Jones (Fisk)

Stubblefield, FrankW. Roos Soundranayagam, Rayappu Hamilton/

Whetstone, James Roos Ramayya

Terry, James William Jones

1973-74

Gupta, J. B. Hamilton 1981-82

Kumar, Gobind Albridge Ahmed,Abu-Zeid Ramayya/

Woodruff, Thomas J. Barach Hamilton

Yarborough, Willliam, Jr. Barach Morgan, Steven H. lones

1974-75 1982-83

Bosworth, III, Edward L. Hamilton/ Bomar, Gary Levoy Maguire/

Ramayya Ramayya

Ronningen, Reginald M. Hamilton Herath-Banda,M. A. Ramayya

1975-76 1983-84

Crowell, Harold Lee Hamilton Barclay,Mark Edwards Hamilton/

Jones, Jerome Paul Brill Ramayya

Thorngate, lohn Hill Pinkston 1984-85

Eaton,Mary E. Hartson Wikswo
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AcademicYear Advisor AcademicYear Advisor

Ma,Wen-Chao Ramayya/ 1990-91

Hamilton Bunton, PatrickHarry Tolk

Xia,Yi Panvini Dean, David Jarvis Oberacker/

Umar

1985-86 van Egeraat, JohannesM. Wikswo

None Farris, Timothy Hall Kephart

Ng, Ka Lok Weiler

1986-87 Pois, Heath Allen Weiler

Katoot,MohammadWM. Oberacker Shea, Michael J. Albridge

Russell, Dwight Pritchett Pinkston Xie, Hong Hamilton

1987-88 1991-92

Roth, Bradley John Wikswo Chen, Liang-Ping Panvini

Teh, Kenneth Michael Maguire Gao,Wan Bao Hamilton

Wijesinghe, Ranjith S. Wikswo Harper, Douglas Lee Tolk

Woosley, James Kirby Webster Shea, Jing Ye Maguire

Word, Gary Brian Panvini Xu, Jun Tolk

1988-89 1992-93

Senko,Mark Frederick Roos Reeves, Terry Panvini

Tan, Shaofen Wikswo

1989-90

Clem, JohnMason Webster 1993-94

Hudson, Lawrence T. Tolk Butler-Moore, S. Kyle Hamilton/

Lahamer, Said Amer Ramayya/ Ramayya

Hamilton Deng, Jingkang Hamilton

Letson, Thomas Andrew Csorna Staton, Daniel J. Wikswo

Zhao, Xuwei Ramayya/ Wells, Jack Carter Oberacker

Hamilton Yang, Li Haglund

Editor's note:

The information presented in this appendix derives from three principal sources:

(1) an article in theVanderbdt Graduate SchoolAlmanac 4, no. 4 (summer 1972),

undoubtedlywritten by Dean Robert T. Lagemann, discusses early doctoral grad

uates; (2) the more recent graduates are listed in the commencement programs,
which are housed in Special Codections of the Heard Library; (3) the thesis advi

sors are from the individual theses housed for physics topics in the Sarah

Shannon Stevenson Science and Engineering Library and for astronomy in the

Arthur J. Dyer Observatory Library. Copies of all theses, except for those lost, are

also contained in Special Codections.
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Master's Desrees (M.A., M.S., or MAT.)

Awarded in Physics or Astronomy by Academic Year,

including institution granting the bachelor's degree

Editor's note: The astronomy masters are designated by double asterisks (**). It is

clear that some students were enroded in postgraduate physics or astronomy

courses before 1931, beginning with the opening of the university in 1875, but no

convincing evidence supports that any of these students was awarded master's

degrees in physics. James McClure's M.A. in 1899 was listed in the fields ofmathe

matics and astronomy and he taught these subjects alongwith introductory physics

atVanderbdt untd 1942. The data here are from commencement information pub

lished in theAnnual Register ofthe University up to 1945 and separately in the com

mencement programs.

1931-32 Howell, Everette Irl Mississippi

Breazeale,William M. Rutgers College

Ferguson, Edward S. John B. Stetson

Montgomery,William C. Southwestern 1937-38

Moore, Ralph Bentley Madison

1932-33 Nelson, Edward Western

Brown,William Bailey Vanderbilt Kentucky State

Dunaway, Robert Ewing Vanderbilt

Wynns, Colbert Baker Vanderbilt 1938-39

Ridgill, Joseph Russell Furman

1933-34

Peoples, lamesA, Jr. Vanderbilt 1939-40

Reeves, Ralph Lenon Mississippi Beck, Clifford Keith, Jr. Catawba

College O'Connor, John H. Western

Kentucky State

1934-35 Woodard,Milton Carter Tennessee

Lagemann, Robert T. Baldwin-Wallace Polytechnic

*Mays,Walter J. Murray State

*Moore, Benjamin L. Davidson 1940-41

Gilmore William C, Jr. Davidson

1935-36 Knopf,William C, Jr. Washington and

Crouch, George E., Jr. Furman Lee

Tropp, Harry Ernest St. Louis Puryear,Wilson Goar Murray State

1936-37 1941-42

Cantey, Henry Frank
Birmingham- Skinner,William Carey Western

Southern Kentucky State

481
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1942-43 Pflasterer, Edward Vanderbilt

Jones, Ernest Addison Western

Kentucky State

Rhody, Richard Blaine

1951-52

Wabash

1943-44 Auxier, lohn A. Berea

None Bayer, BruceM. Vanderbilt

Ernst,Walter S., Jr. Vanderbilt

1944-45 Garcia, Luis F. Loyola

None Hopper, Claude, Jr. Western

Kentucky State

1945-46 Johnson, Elizabeth Briggs; Western

None Kentucky State

Kalil, Ford Akron

1946-47 Thomas, Jacob Edwin Lambuth

Hoke, George Robert Catawba andVanderbilt

Wright, Charles N. Lynchburg
1947^8

Carnes, Elmer B. Western 1952-53

Kentucky State Bergstein, Joe Washington and

Shields, Fletcher Douglas Tennessee Lee

Polytechnic Brinkman, Robert Eugene Vanderbilt

Thomas, Henry C. Western Burford, Audley Oliver Millsaps

Kentucky State Campbell,Wallace Hall Louisiana State

Gilfillan, Donald R. Chattanooga

1948-49 Gilley, Lonnie Waldon Tennessee

Cook, Thomas B., Jr. Western Polytechnic

Kentucky State Gursky, Herbert Florida

Hallowes, John
Post**

Georgia Tech Kahn, Bernard Newark College

Krushwitz,Walter Hills Taylor ofEngineering

tLewis, Edward
M.**

Vanderbilt Knowles, C. Harry Alabama

Martin, lames Merrill Vanderbilt Polytechnic

Lorenz, Philip Jack Oglethorpe

1949-50 Lovell, Robert James Arkansas

Barr, Thomas Albert Chattanooga Moore,Wesley Eugene William Jewell

Bridges, Albert Peyton University of the Nicely, Phdip Howard Rollins

South O'Brien,Warren lack Colorado

Kerr, Robert lustice David Lipcomb College

Perkins, James F. Vanderbilt Porter, Philip Thomas Vanderbilt

Solbrig,AlfredW.,Jr. Illinois Reinecke, Richard B. Loyola of the

Stephenson, Charles V. Vanderbilt South

Wedding, James Willard Western Sicilio, Fred Centenary

Kentucky State Smith,ArthurWallace Baylor

Winnemore, Barbara J. Milwaukee-

1950-51 Downer

French, Harold Stewart Chattanooga

Holladay,Wendell Gene Vanderbilt 1953-54

Houston, Bland B., Jr. Vanderbilt Achor,William Thomas Alabama

Key, James Frazier Vanderbilt Polytechnic

Mason, Ewell
Edward**

Louisville Crawford, Roger Clark William Jewell
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Floyd, Ross LaVerne

Goldman, David Tobias

Harrison, Gordon Ray

King,William Charles

Lang, Tunis Powell, Jr.

Martz, Dowell Edward

Melton, Charles Estel

Mills,WilliamAndy

Nestor, CharlesW, Jr.

Tilley, David Ronald

1954-55

Black, Robert Earl

Blase, Ernest Frederick

Couchman, lames Clinton

Denman, Eugene Dale

Fowler, Thomas Kenneth

French, Robert Lewis

Gilbert, James Wade

Gravitt, James Cleveland

Gupton, Edwin Darling

Gursky, ludith Cassidy

Raridon, Richard Jay

Tanner, Raymond Lewis

Thomas, Billy Seay

Williams, Spencer Lynn

Wood, RobertWinfield

1955-56

Arnold, Roy Turner

Bunyand, George Burton

Campbell, GeorgeMelvin

Champney, SueAnn

Cure, JohnWilder, III

Dunlap, John Hall

Herget,William F.

Wayne, JohnWilliam

Nichols, Harold H.

1956-57

Andrews,WarrenM.

Linfield

Brooklyn

Arkansas State

Teachers

Linfield

North Georgia

Union

Emory and

Henry

Lynchburg
Vanderbilt

North Carolina

Manchester

Hiram

Central

Washington

Vanderbilt

Murray State

Vanderbilt

North Georgia

Chattanooga

Mount Holyoke

Grinnell

Memphis State

Wayne State

Tennessee

Polytechnic

Detroit

Millsaps

Oklahoma

Baptist

Hiram

Hollins

VirginiaMilitary
Institute

Vanderbilt

Richmond

Vanderbilt

North Georgia

Alabama

Polytechnic

Baker, Robert Elon

Baldwin,Marshall Neil

Beasley, Cloyd O, Jr.

Crow, Terry Tom

Geilker, Charles
Don**

George, Ted Mason

Guest, Gareth E.

tGulledge,
Irene**

Heath, Russell LaVerne

Huffman, Fred Norman

Hyder, James Edward

Johnson, RaymondM.

Johnston, LloydWaldon

Kurtz, Herman E, Jr.

Lenhard, JosephAndrew

McGrory, Joseph Bennet

Moe, Harold John

Patty, Richard Roland

1957-58

Blanchard, Richard L.

Carter, Randall W.

Fincher,Arvel L.

Frey,William Francis

Hosier, David Paul

Hunt,William Everette

Johnson, Richard E.

Lawrence, James N. P.

Lee, Norman K.

Mendell, lay S.

Pearsall, Samuel H.

Schrader,William L.

Sloan, JosephWhite

Villforth, John C.

1958-59

Boyd, HermanWayne

Cooper, Clarence Henry

Crowell, Julian

Fenn

Lynchburg
Vanderbilt

Mississippi State

William Jewell

Vanderbilt

Vanderbilt

Birmingham-

Southern

Colorado A&M

Lenoir Rhyne

Berea

Knox

Manchester

Vanderbilt

Vanderbilt

University of the

South

Loyola

(Chicago)

Furman

Ft. Hays

Kansas State

East Central

Oklahoma State

Chattanooga

King
Hanover

Vanderbilt

Akron

Johns Hopkins

Hanover

Rensselaer

Polytechnic

Vanderbilt

Memphis State

Middle

Tennessee State

Pennsylvania

State

Middle

Tennessee State

Texas Western

Tennessee
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Dillow,Weldon Derald

Gilbert, Homer Eugene

Gill,William Lawrence

Howard, James Oliver

Kim, Hun Hee

Meyer, HarryC, III

Nelson, DeVaughn R.

Newbolt,William Barlow

Olson,Willard Orvin

Patton,William F.

Phillips,William Bears

Schmidt, Gail Duane

Wilson, Jack Hill

1959-60

Baxter, John Edward, Jr.

Carriker,AlvinWendell

Couch, Jack Gary

Eastes, Jessie Doyle

Finston, Roland A.

Fleming,Archibald J.

Franks, LarryAllen

Gilliland,JohnW.,Jr.

Harmon, Don Francis

Lee, Philip Kenton

Lott, Sam Houston,
Jr.**

McClure, JosephA., Jr.

Mclnturff,Alfred Don

MacRae, Robert A.

Matin, Philip

Oates, Jimmie Cleve

O'Kelly, Lewis Bailey

Parrent, Overton C, Jr.

Sanders, FredWillard

Story, Eugene Jack

Thornton,William T.

Tolbert, Charles
Ray**

Southern Illinois

Union

Rensselear

Polytechnic

Lynchburg
Tokyo College of

Science

Loyola of the

South

Saint John's

(Minn.)

Berea

Wisconsin State

Vanderbilt

David Lipscomb

Wisconsin State

Memphis State

Millsaps

Nebraska

Wesleyan

Utah State

Tennessee

Polytechnic

Chicago

Iona

Hiram

Tennessee

Polytechnic

Tennessee

Polytechnic

Hanover

Louisiana State

North Carolina

Oklahoma State

Davidson

Pennsylvania

State

Memphis State

Memphis State

Eastern

Kentucky State

Bemidji State

Southern

Missouri State

Wheaton

Richmond

Witcofski, Richard Lou Lynchburg

Wolf,AlbertAllen Vanderbilt

Ziemer, Paul Louis Wheaton

1960-61

Anderson, Harold Frieden

Barnhardt, Edward Allan

Bennett, Carter Ross

Carter, James Gregory

Collier, Richard M.

Dummer, Jerome E., Jr.

Duncan, Theodore R.

Embry, Kenneth Gener

Gunter, BobbyDean

Hjelmhaug, Noel Nels

Holly, Francis Eugene

Hull,Andrew Philip

Jones,William Denver

Kleppe, Lowell Martin

Koster,
Heinz**

O'Connor, Thomas James

Parker, RoyActon

Payne, Daniel Dean

Thorngate, lohn Hill

Westerman,William J., Jr.

Whetstone, Clayton N.

1961-62

Bowen, Thomas R.

Buckman,William

Crisler, Dale E

Dyer, Norman C.

Frank,Allen L.

Gant, Orland lames, Jr.

Hankla, Alice K.

Hankla, Robert H.

Harold, Norman

Horak, Joseph B.

Kang, Pilwon

Loyola of the

South

Southwestern

(Memphis)

TexasWestern

Murray State

Vanderbilt

Colorado

Vanderbilt

Western

Kentucky State

College of the

Ozarks

Wisconsin State

NewMexico

A&M

Teachers College

ofConnecticut

Berea

Luther

MIT

Citadel

Millsaps

Yale

Ripon

Vanderbilt

TexasWestern

Memphis State

Western

Kentucky State

Wisconsin State

Willamette

Berea

North Texas

State

Centre

Centre

Kansas State

Teachers

Dallas

Seoul National
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Mann, John R. Colorado McConnell,William J. Cornell College

Melvin, Richard T Georgetown Prochnow, Neal H. Wisconsin State

College Purcell, Terry L. Kansas State

Murri, Ernest L. Idaho State Rose, Louis A. Arkansas

Neel, Robert B. Kentucky Sistler, Jack Kent Illinois

Robinson, Thomas K., Jr. Vanderbilt Sivinski, John A. Saint John's

Schroeder, Norman
H.**

Ripon (Minn.)

Sims, TravisM. Vanderbilt Skrable, KennethW. Moravian

Smith, Charles R. Vanderbilt Stansell, Kitty L. Alabama College

Stokes, Ogden Citadel Suggs, Harry J. North Carolina

Vermillion, Robert E. King State

Utiey, LawrenceW. Vanderbilt

1962-63 Wilkie,William H. North Carolina

Barnett, Ralph L., Jr. Northwest State

Missouri State Wood, Bobby E. Berea

Dragonette, Louis R. Saint loseph's

Everett, James C, Jr. East Texas State 1964-65

Lee, la Hyun Kyungpook Barnes, James E. King
Mundy,William C. Southern Bowman, II,Worth Byron North Carolina

Missionary State

Myers,Mary Lynn Vanderbilt Bryant, Farnsworth D. Duke

Pou,WendellM., Jr. Millsaps Cochran, Thomas B. Vanderbilt

Price, Linwood L. Humboldt State Cross, Dan Allan Vanderbilt

Robert, Frank C. Davidson Feuerbacher, lohn L. Ohio State

Sullivan, Donald B. TexasWestern Haywood, Frederick F. Lynchburg

Vondrak, Edward A. Knox Huebner, Russell Henry Purdue

Watts, James R. Union Lintz, John P. Dallas

Weinberg, Carl J. California at Mullins, Thomas R. Millsaps

Oakland Robertson, Sedley J. Millsaps

Willard, Dana G. Brown Roecklein, Alan K. SUNY

Woods, Pauline S. Mercer Thomas, James Youngstown

Zganjar, Edward F. Saint lohn's

(Minn.) 1965-66

Case, FrancineMary C. Texas Western

1963-64 Casey,William Robert Vanderbilt

Brantley,William H. Mercer Connor,William Gordon Texas Western

Brediger, James Rollins Dismukes, Robert Key North Georgia

Cirlin, Byron F. University of Elder, loe Allen Berry
Miami Erickson, Jon Jay Saint John's

Davis, Frank C. Murray State (Minn.)

Davis,Norma Owen Murray State Foster, Billy E. Millsaps

Hammer, David C. Ripon Hadjiantoniou,Antony D. Athens

Herickhoff, Robert J. Saint John's Hall, Duane Charles Wisconsin State,

(Minn.) River Falls

Honeycutt, Russell
K.**

King Hanson,William F. Saint lohn's

Joseph, Robert David Greenville (Minn.)

ludd,Martin N. Knox Howe, Harry J., Jr. TexasWestern

LaBar, DavidA. Wisconsin State Jelinek, ThomasMilo Saint John's

(Minn.)
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Mayes, TerrillWayne Western Lee, Jeh-Mann Kyungpook

Kentucky State Poe, RobertWilliam Stillman

Parkin, CurtisWillard Texas Western Stencel, Joseph Robert Saint John's

Perkinson, Don Thomas Chattanooga (Minn.)

Springer, JohnM., Jr. Knox Stevie, FrederickA. VillaMadonna

Waite, DavidAlan Kansas State VanLandingham, Birmingham-

Teachers
Franklin**

Southern

1966-67 1970-71

Al-Sharbati, TahirMajid Baghdad Adams,Walter Wade U.S. Airforce

Berg, Ronald Elden Wisconsin State Academy

Coffman, Franklin E. Western Blair, RobertMurrell Vanderbilt

Kentucky State Curtis,Walker Lewis, Jr. Georgia State

Cram, Leighton Scott Kansas State Ford,Alexander Joseph Manhattan

Teachers Gertken, Richard
H.**

Missouri

Dalton, Clare Patrice Macalester King, Robert Jay Drake

Hibbitts, HerbertWayne South Florida Pagel, JohnWilliam Wisconsin State,

Nelson, GwendolynM. Newcomb River Falls

College ofTulane Phillips, GaryBrent East Tennessee

Seiber, Bryan Lowell Humboldt State State

Shaikh,Mohammad Uni;i Panjab Richardson, Terry
R.** South Carolina

Wang, Kou-ling Cheng Kung
1967-68

Cathey, Larry
Ross**

Vanderbilt 1971-72

Hayes, James David, Jr. Mississippi State Anathakrishnan, Kumari Nagpur

Lui,Yau-Yin Chung Chi Eaton, loel
Acree**

Auburn

College Johnson, Norris Dale Berry

Pick,Michael Angus Wisconsin State Keel,William Marlin Vanderbilt

Riedinger,Margaret S. Villa Madonna Kosik, Catherine Evans Chattanooga

Seckinger, James H. Saint John's Longino, Olin R., Jr. West Georgia

(Minn.) Rolfes, Richard Gregory Thomas More

Sommer, Edward J., Jr. TexasWestern Wentz, Richard Eugene Centre

Zawislak, Ronald Lynn Vanderbilt

1972-73

1968-69 Bosworth, (III) Edward L. University of the

Davis,Alan Barry Houston South

Deye, James Alan Villa Madonna Hwang,Yuk-Ran Cheng Kung
Hoffman, Jesse Edward Berea Tate, Robert

Carrington*"

King
Osborn, John Albert Alabama Uptegrove, SallyDrunert Sweet Briar

Reichmarm, Edwin
loe**

Wisconsin State,

Plattevide 1973-74

Riggs, SheltonW, Jr. TexasWestern Henderson, Carl Ray Western

Kentucky State

1969-70 Montle, Robert
Ellwyn**

Virginia

Collins,Warren Eugene Christian

Brothers 1974-75

Kayes, Cheryl A. Holmes Birmingham- Afficano, John
Louis**

Missouri,

Southern St. Louis

Kluk,Anthony Floyd Saint John's

(Minn.)

Kamat, Ravindra Vithoba Bombay
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Naft, Joseph CaseWestern

Reserve

1975-76

Dunn,William Lee Vanderbilt

Eastwold, Eric Lloyd Mankato State

Grantham, Robert Steven Mississippi

College

Uckotter, Daniel
Gerald**

Thomas More

1976-77

de Lima, Ermelinda P.

Cole, Jerald Donald

Zellner, Chrystie
Leigh**

1977-78

Hamilton, Donald Owen

Haslag, Kevin
Peter**

Nettles,William George

1978-79

Henry, Gregory
W*

lackson, John M.

Kruse, Hans G.W

Ward, Authur J., Jr.

Universidad de

Coimbra

Baylor

Vanderbilt

Vanderbilt

Missouri,

St. Louis

Mississippi

College

Ohio State

Western

Kentucky State

Kiel

Texas Western

1979-80

Hale, David
Franklin**

King

Hudepohl, RobertA., Jr. Thomas More

Mammana, Dennis
Lee**

Otterbein

Smith, Deborah Ann Vanderbilt

Swinney, Kenneth R. Peabody

Vaucher, Barbara Jo
G.**

Lewis and Clark

Vaucher, Christopher
A.**

Lewis and Clark

Venkataraman, V. Madras

1980-81

Sowell, James
Robert**

Vanderbilt

1981-82

Wilson, lohn
William** Southeast

Missouri State

Hartley, Tommy T.

1983-84

Katoot,Mohammad

Marcialis, Robert
Louis**

Poe, Clint
Horton**

Riecken,Mark Ehren

Watson,Melanie Diane

Woosley, James Kirby

Ohio Northern

1982-83

Ma,Wen-chao

1984-85

Bodruzzaman,

Mohammad

Mogul, Homyar C.

Morales, Andres E.

Sundeen, Terrance R.

1985-86

Nelson, Charles
H.**

Russell, Dwight Pritchett

Roth, Bradley John

1986-87

Cherry, Douglas Wayne

Cole, (III) Richard King

Hudson, Lawrence T.

Johnson, Charles L.

Oyog, Shirley Sy

Peng, Zhang

Wijesinghe, Ranjith S.

1987-88

Alladi, Ramachandran

Bunton, Patrick Harry

Guo,Wei-qiang

Jones, Elizabeth Flowers

Gannaway-Osborn,

Stephanie
Anne**

Zajac, Joseph
Michael**

MIT

North Carolina,

Chapel Hill

Evansville

Arkansas State

Western

Kentucky State

Tsing-hua

Jahangirnagar

Bombay
Universidad

Catolica

Andres Bello

Vanderbilt

Oberlin

Western

Kentucky State

Kansas

Western

Kentucky State

Florida

Mississippi

College

Transylvania

University of

The Philippines

Zhongshan

Kelaniya

Madras

East Tennessee

State

Zhongshan

Campbellsville

Austin Peay
Southeastern

Massachusetts
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1988-89 Kegley, David R. King

Bruton, James
Robinson**

Kutztown Olive, Don H.
Carson-

Li, Xiaomei Fudan Newman

Wei, Siqing Fudan Stockton, Ronnie
A.**

David Lipscomb

1989-90 1992-93

Bavishi, Bradshaw, Leonard Alan Abilene

AmberAnilkumar Gujarat Christian

Cole,Warren
Arthur**

King Lu, Qi-Hong Fudan

Dean, David Jarvis Tennessee, Miller, Kristian P. M. Western

Chattanooga Kentucky State

Gao,Wan-bao Tsinghua Stohl, Karl Technical of

Harper, Douglas Lee Western

Kentucky State

Vienna

Hooten, lames
T.**

East Texas State 1993-94

Jiang,Yi-Run Peking Abbas, RashidaA. Drexel

Wells, Jack Carter Centre Affatigato,Mario Coe

Willmitch, Thomas
R**

Youngstown Brown, Larry Todd Purdue

Xie.Yi Zhejiang Calder, Alan Clark University of the

Yang,
Xinxing**

BeijingNormal South

Cao, Jianwei Beijing of

1990-91 Science

Dong,WeiWei PekingNormal Graham,Mark T. Millsaps

Liu, Changle Jilin Mahesh,
Ashwin**

Bangalore

Savundarara, Philip M. Jaffna Mensing, Glennys Ann Gustavus

Yang, Li Zhongshan Adolphus

Seifert, Norbert R. Technical of

1991-92 Vienna

Amirmadhi, Foorood Middle East Wagner, Bertha Katrina Purdue

Technology Yang, Xinxing Beijing Normal

Arps, James H. Lawrence

Espy, Samuel L. Middle

Tennessee State

Editor's notes:
* The 1935 Commencement program lists master's degrees to these persons

in the field ofmathematics, but their thesis topics are more properly in the field of mathe

matical physics and their theses are in the physics section of the Stevenson Library. Mays's

thesis used the kinetic theory of gases to analyze resistance of air to projectiles.Moore's the

sis derived formulas for the spectral intensities of radiation from excited hydrogen using

Schroedingermechanics. Philip Rudnick in physics signed both theses. From themathemat

ics department I. S.Morrel signedMays's, andMadison Sarratt signedMoore's.

fThe 1949 and the 1957 Commencement programs listmathematics as the field for themas

ter's degree for E. M. Lewis and Irene Gulledge, respectively, but their thesis topics are clearly

about astronomy, and a copy of each thesis is in the A. J. Dyer Observatory Library. Lewis

studied the variable star SV Camelopardalis and Gulledge light luminosity in the
constella-
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tion Gemini. Seyfert (Astronomy) and Hyden (Mathematics) signed Lewis's thesis; Seyfert

and Hardie signed Gulledge's thesis.

Editor's summary oflocation of institutions granting bachelor's degrees to recipients ofmas

ter's degrees in physics or astronomy (1931-32 to 1993-94)

U.S. location of Number of persons

institutions granting granted master's

bachelor's degrees degree

to master's

recipients

Number of Location of foreign

bachelor's bachelor's institutions

institutions

number ofmaster's

recipients

76 China, 19

51 India, 11

14 eight other

11 nations, 10

10

25

Southeast

Midwest

Northeast

Southwest

Others

Foreign

249

93

23

23

19

40

Total 447**
187

**
41 of these were in astronomy

40

Number ofmaster's

recipients from Tennessee

institutions granting bachelors

Number ofmaster's

recipients from Kentucky
institutions granting bachelors

Vanderbilt 52

Chattanooga 8

Tennessee Polytechnic 7

Memphis 6

King 6

Twelve other institutions 21

Western Kentucky State 22

Berea 8

eleven other institutions 18

Total 100 48

Notable number ofmaster's degree recipients

from other institutions granting bachelors degree

Millsaps 10

TexasWestern 9

Saint lohn's (Minn.) 9

Total 28



Appendix G.3
Bachelors Degrees Awarded in

Physics or Physics-Astronomy by Academic Year (19621994)

(Compiled by the editor from

departmental records based on commencement programs,

which began to list majors in 1962)

Name Year - Honors Home Town

1961-62

Theordore

William Burkhardt magna cum laude

(with high honors in physics)

Nokomis, Fla.

William Ralph Butler magna cum laude

(with honors in physics)

Lexington, Tenn.

lack Travis Dunn Nashville

Kenneth Franklin Galloway Columbia, Tenn.

Jess Brooks Thomas, Jr. magna cum laude

(with high honors in physics)

1962-63

Frankfort, Ky.

Ronnie ClayBarnes cum laude Clarksville, Tenn.

William Robert Casey cum laude Memphis, Tenn.

**John Henry Douglas magna cum laude

(with honors in physics)

Mount Berry, Ga.

**Charles Franklin Kyle magna cum laude

(with high honors in physics)

Memphis

Henry ChristianMerhoff, Jr. Nashville

**William Franklin Prickett magna cum laude

(with honors in physics)

Pine Bluff,Ark.

**Michael Stark Snowden Cleveland

**Charles RichardVeeck, Jr.

1963-64

Nashville

Edward Fales Alexander Florence, Ala.

Vernon Menese Allison, Jr. cum laude Nashville

David Fulton Bassett Chatham, N.J.

Edward John Berlage Daphne, Ala.

Clifton Beverly Briley, Jr. Nashville

Roger Byron Falk Franklin, Tenn.

Burton Jay Krohn Nashville

490
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James BurnetMoody
Donald BaileyMountcastle

Robert Owen Riggs

KennethAnthony Schmidt

Richard David Taylor, III

Daniel Michael Toporaski, Jr.

Charles PaulWarr, Jr.

**DanielWilson Weedman

Timothy Joseph White

Edwin OliverWilliamson, II

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

(with high honors in physics)

magna cum laude

cum laude

Shelbyville, Ky.

Columbia, Tenn.

Portland, Tenn.

Saint Paul

Dyersburg, Tenn.

Nashville

Memphis

Nashville

Nashville

Princeton, Ky.

Thomas Daniel Barber

Norman Bernhardt

**Wflliam Earl Brown, Jr.

Charles Richard Chappell

KentGordon Estabrook

1964-65

magna cum laude

Randle Dye Frazer, Jr.

Fred HadleyHamilton, III

Richard Edward Holbein, Jr.

Byron Lewis Kolitz

Norman Kitchens McCoy, Jr.

Larry Joe Merville magna cum laude

Thomas Herbert Neighbors, III

John Kendall Nicely
Thomas Ellis Norwood, III

Robert Boyce Warr

Murffeesboro, Tenn.

LakeWorth, Fla.

Nashville

Montgomery
LookoutMountain,

Tenn.

Nashville

Memphis

Mobile

Jacksonville

Birmingham

Nashville

Atlanta

Decatur,Ala.

Montgomery
Memphis

Thomas Neal Bjorkman

**Robert Lincoln Blosser

LarryRoss Cathey

Jeffrey Gale Knauth

Ann Christine Najar

Malcolm Edward Sellers

James Virgil Tyler

**Ronald Lynn Zawislak

1955-66'

magna cum laude

(with honors in physics)

cum laude

(with honors in physics)

magna cum laude

(B.A. in 3 yrs.)

summa cum laude

(with honors in physics)

North Littie Rock,Ark.

Salt Lake City
Nashville

Nashville

Madison, Tenn.

Henderson, Ky.

North Little Rock,Ark.

North Little Rock,Ark.

Laurence Daniel Conn

Gordon Thomas Corlew

Edwin Baggett Cox

1966-67

Memphis

BayvIUe,

Long Island, N.Y.

Nashville
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Laurel Jean Day
**James Edward Hayes

Allen Clark Johnson III

GeorgeArthur Rasmussen

**John Lee Smyre

HerbertWard Spenser, III

Bill Gene Bell

William Allen Bundy
lames Lee Dodd

Robert McLemore Fleming
**Nina Stratton Foster

Hugh Francis Glynn

Steven Carnot Hodges

David EatonMcQueen, Ir.

Martin Leman Measel

Charles Allen Millard

**CharlesMurrell Snell

Arthur Belmont Thompson, Jr.

**David HowardWard

James WadeWhatley

cum laude

(with honors in physics)

cum laude

1967-68

magna cum laude

(B.A. in 3 yrs.)

magna cum laude

magna cum laude (B.A. in 3 yrs.)

magna cum laude

1968-69

Donald Leroy Brown

Jan Annette Sullivan Bushing
Eileen Antoinette Carpenter

Byron Lester Cooky
William Lee Dunn

Craig Robert Falk

**LoringMilliken Garrison, Jr.

Janet Elaine Bivans Hobbs

Jeral Rea Holdsworth

James GustavKoppius

John AtterburyMontgomery, Jr.

WilliamWalker Phillips

Darrell Wayne Preble

Ronald Eugene Summers

lohn PaceVanDevender, Jr.

**Samuel Lee Weedman

cum laude

magna cum laude

(with honors in physics)

James Fletcher Baxter, Ir.

lanice Susan Dickman

Dennis Wayne Duke

magna cum laude

(with high honors in physics)

cum laude

1969-70

cum laude

magna cum laude

(with high honors in physics)

Glenview, 111.

Nashville

Nashville

Bethesda,Md.

Clover, S.C.

Mobile

Dickson, Tenn.

Los Altos, Calif.

Carmel, Calif.

Columbia, Tenn.

Nashville

Nashville

Little Rock,Ark.

Nashville

Lexington, Ky.

Tullahoma, Tenn.

Elizabethton, Tenn.

Memphis

Nashville

Nashville

Nashville

Nashville

Nashville

Winnetka, 111.

Indianapolis

Miami

Easley, S.C.

Miami

Nashville

Clermont, Fla.

Birmingham

Chattanooga

Manassas, Va.

Sikeston,Mo.

Jackson, Miss.

Nashville

Hendersonville, Tenn.

Perryville,Mo.

Madison, Tenn.
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Franklin Humphrey Foote

Charles Alfon Frenzel

David Chesley Hite, III

**Gregory Scott Hubbard

Thomas George Mickett

Douglas Wayne Orr

Willard Charles Schreiber, Jr.

Phillip Haines Sherrod

DonaldWalker Smucygz

**Mary Carolyn Taylor

William BernardWatkins, III

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

Wethersfield, Conn.

Bartlesville, Okla.

Nashville

Elizabethtown, Ky.

Swanton,Vt.

Atlanta

Louisville, Ky.

Jacksonville

Jacksonville

Chattanooga

Anchorage, Ky.

1970-71

Peggy Lee Baker

Richard Reeder Dempster, Jr.

Bruce Edward Hackett

**WiUiam LeRoyHarris

Samuel Henry Hobbs, Jr.

Anthony Domenic Mallama

Robert Lloyd Marlowe

**Craig G. Rhombs

Raleigh Franklin Romine

**DavidWillard Royce

Roger Graeme Scott

Lawrence Alan Shapin

William Stanley Smith

Jerome Seymour Tannenbaum

Russell Dorris Ward

Reeves Cecil Westbrook

magna cum laude

(with honors in physics)

magna cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

Rocky River, Ohio

Knoxville

Woodbury, N.J.

Nashville

Huntsville, Ala.

Solon, Ohio

Chattanooga

Atlanta

Greenville,Miss.

Little Rock,Ark.

Louisville, Ky.

Louisville, Ky.

Springdale,Ark.

NewYork

Nashville

Bloomington, Ind.

1971-72

**Richard Overton Cannon, III

Anthony Cooper

Gary Joseph Decker

HaroldWilliam Henry
John Eugene Higgins, Jr.

Gary Hugh Irwin

Andrew BurnetMarion, Jr.

**George Richard Scott

WalterWade Stephenson

George Stoll

cum laude

(B.A. in three years)

Nashville

Vina delMar, Chile

Darien, Conn.

Greencastle, Ind.

Belleville, 111.

Tennessee Ridge, Tenn.

Greenville, S.C.

Madison, Tenn.

Carnation,Wash.

Mercedes, Tex.

1972-73

Ken EdwinAdkisson

William Lamar Bain, Jr.

Ivan Richard Chanin

Richard Carl Cooper

Howard Cobb Fenker

magna cum laude

Owensboro, Ky.

New Orleans

Macon, Ga.

Lexington, Ky.

Gallatin, Tenn.
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fRobertHermanMagruder, III magna cum laude

Michiel CleveMcCarty
Steven Paul Setdage

Harold Eugene Smith

RichardWilliamWall

**Kevin ScottWoolley
Michael James Zering

cum laude

magna cum laude

Nashville

Stamford, Conn.

Richmond,Va.

Nashville

East Point, Ga.

North Palm Beach, Fla.

Huntington Beach,

Calif.

RichardWalterAdams, Jr.

Marvin Keith Booker

Michael Lee Cloyd

fJohn Caldwell Englund

**Raymond Finkleman

Reid Harrison Frazier

**JoeMichael Moore

DonaldMcDonald Nicholson

PhillipWilliam Russell

Robert Wallace Scott

Charles StanardWeise

1973-74

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

(with honors in physics)

cum laude

cum laude

Loxahatchee, Fla.

Madison, Tenn.

Birmingham

Birmingham

Silver Spring,Md.

Nashville

Pulaski, Tenn.

Charleston, S.C.

Nashville

Cleveland

Jacksonville

Paul NormanAas

**Clifford NicholasArnold

David Madison Brown

Thomas Gregory Burch

Robert Lewis Chess

Harold Gregory Chotas

Richard Paul Drake

1974-75

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

(with honors in philosophy)

Barbara Jean Glenn

tRichard Irvine Hadden

Douglas Howard Martin

Michael Thomas McNally
LilybethMeans

Phil GeorgeMontgomery
Steve Coleman Norris

Charles Price Robison

lames Edward Russell, II

LindaAnn Shaw

Mark Eugene Shepard

Alan Calhoun Smith

Christopher Woodbridge Smith

**TilmanWerner Stuhlinger

Clinton DeWitt Van Siclen

Robert ClarkWelch

**Chrystie Leigh Zellner magna cum laude

cum laude

summa cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

East Hartford, Conn.

Charlotte, N.C.

Oklahoma City
EastWindsor, N.J.

New Concord, Ohio

Gainesville, Fla.

Livermore, Colo.

Spartanburg, S.C.

Pass Christian,Miss.

Little Rock,Ark.

Rochester, N.Y

Nashville

Oklahoma City
Nashville

La Paz, Bolivia

Memphis

Hudson Falls, N.Y.

Nashville

Jackson, Miss.

Saint Petersburg, Fla.

Huntsville,Ala.

Bellaire, Tex.

North Little Rock,Ark.

East Point, Ga.
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1975-76

OliverAbel, IV cum laude Saint Louis,Mo.

JohnMichael Barraza Monroe, La.

James Howard Calandruccio Memphis

James Ross Cannon cum laude Nashville

Andrew David Cartoun Greenwich, Conn.

Mark Garland Chandler Nashville

MarshaMaryDuro cum laude Hobbs, N.M.

Jane Fulton Emerson cum laude Winter Park, Fla.

Charles Ross Evans Arlington, Tex.

Charles Patrick Fitzgerald magna cum laude Frankfort, Ky.

William Mitchell Fuqua Columbia, Tenn.

Gary Gittelsohn NorthWoodmere, N.Y.

GaryAllen Goforth magna cum laude Johnson City, Tenn.

Norman Horace

Edward Greeley cum laude Brooklyn, N.Y.

David Robert Hampton cum laude Deerfield, 111.

Gordon Eugene Hendrich Bend, Oreg.

Heyward Carithers Hosch, III cum laude Gainesville, Ga.

George Thomas Keith magna cum laude Nashville

John Edward Linn magna cum laude Chicago

Robert TriggMcClellan cum laude Nashville

**Susan Gale Neff cum laude Nashville

James Fraser Patrick magna cum laude Lexington, Ky.

Brian Harvey Solomon magna cum laude Clearwater Beach, Fla.

**Iames DeweyWright

1976-77

Birmingham

James MerrittAlthouse, III Dayton, Ohio

Mary Lane Bailey magna cum laude Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Earnest Ping-Lim Chin cum laude Hong Kong
ThomasWeir Clarke, Jr. Annandale,Va.

Arthur Steven Daus magna cum laude Louisville, Ky.

William AnthonyDurham Hermitage, Tenn.

Gary Stanton Fonarow Saint Louis,Mo.

**Janaruth Harling Ford cum laude Bessemer,Ala.

**Donald Owen Hamilton Nashville

Douglas Eugene Hardin magna cum laude Kettering, Ohio

Lou Franklin Kalil College Park,Md.

**RobertWayne Kelley Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

lohn Rice Kelsoe cum laude Birmingham

Harold Dwight Lyons summa cum laude North Hampton,N.H.

GregoryBuelMcCoy cum laude Clarendon Hills, 111.

Robert RonaldMcNulty Rumson,NJ.

Franklin Bradford Meyers magna cum laude East Alton, 111.

Stephen GregoryMorgan magna cum laude Pisgah Forest, N.C.

John Louis Roberts Lexington, Ky.

Alberto Elias Ron Miami

Steven Lynn Russell Chattanooga
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fElton Shouse Smith

Rodney Carl Threadgill

Michael GregoryWarner

John KellyWright

RusbyGordonAult

+PaulHerman Eichel

Howard Arthur Freiman

Michael Landon Gernhardt

John Hatcher Graham

Joe Asa Griffin, III

MarkAnthony Guzzo

"William Clifford Keel

**Iohn Fredrick Nixon

Deborah Ann Smith

Terrence Rockne Sundeen

magna cum laude

(with high honors in physics)

magna cum laude

1977-78

cum laude

summa cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

summa cum laude

La Paz, Bolivia

Birmingham

Nashville

Nashville

Bernardsville, N.J.

Columbus, Ohio

Baltimore,Md.

Mansfield, Ohio

Franklin, Tenn.

Florence, S.C.

Huntsville,Ala.

Nashville

Mount Juliet, Tenn.

Clarksville, Miss.

Nashville

Robert Ignatius Boland, III

**Allan Farquhar Brooke, II

Mark Kevin Broyles

fRay Franklin Cowan

JeffreyWayne Franklin

John Paul Frazier

Bruce Reed Harris

Paul Christofer Hashim

GregoryWilliamMedlin

Carlton Friedrich Roos

Douglas Paul Sifford

AnthonyDeanWeaver

Daniel Clifford Bowen

William Ray Cadenhead, Jr.

Debra Dyer Galloway
Elke lane Hendon

David Lewis Love

Christopher Dale Myre

James John Preciado, Jr.

**Martha Caroline Rehbein

**James Robert Sowell

Bradley Blaine Stancombe

Michael Scott Sumner

Robert Bell Thompson

Terry LynneWright

1978-79

summa cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

summa cum laude

1979-80

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

summa cum laude

cum laude

summa cum laude

cum laude

cum laude

Hartford, Conn.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Brunswick, Ga.

Chattanooga

Russellville, Tenn.

Atlanta

Nashville

Rockville,Md.

Columbia, S.C.

Nashville

Annandale,Va.

Scottsville, Ky.

Cincinnati

Florence, Ala.

San Antonio

Birmingham

Little Rock,Ark

Paducah, Ky.

RiverVale, N.J.

Columbus, Ind.

Goodlettsville, Tenn.

Hixson, Tenn.

Louisville, Ky.

Charlotte, N.C.

Nashville
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William Quinton Gurley, Ir.

Susan Ruth Hash

StevenAnthonyKirkpatrick

fScott ThomasMilner

Edward TimothyMorgan

Alan Paul Shapiro

GregoryDean Smith

John Joseph Stettler

1980-81

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

summa cum laude

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

Hixson, Tenn.

Nashville

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Chattanooga

Huntsville, Ala.

Huntsville,Ala.

Huntsville, Ala.

JohnAnderson Coons

Wendy Ransom Ellerbe

Robert Forest Felvey
John Keith Jenkins

William Thomas Pinkston, Ir.

John Phillip Sawyer

FlorenceAmeliaWebster

Donald RexWright

Milus Ralph Skidmore, Jr.

1981-82

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

cum laude

summa cum laude

magna cum laude

Huntsville, Ala.

Atlanta

Nashville

Pine Bluff, Ark.

Nashville

NashviUe

Nashville

Huntsville, Ala.

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Wesley David Allen

Bruce Alexander Buck

Robert Christopher

Culverhouse

Thomas Randall Harley
lohn Ralph Jennings

JeffreyRandall Kirk

ToddVogel Wallace

1982-83

summa cum laude

magna cum laude

summa cum laude

cum laude

summa cum laude

Dickson, Tenn.

Frederick,Md.

Fulton,Mo.

Nashville

Memphis

Paris, Tenn.

Topeka, Kans.

Warren Alvin Coleman, III

StephenMark Elksnis

Robert David Grober

fStorrs Townsend Hoen

Glenn Douglas Houser

**Timothy Stephen Hughes

Bradley Eric Johnson

Daniel Edwin Paxson

William Gardner Rhea, III

Michael Keith Shepard

1983-84

cum laude

cum laude

magna cum laude

summa cum laude

summa cum laude

summa cum laude

Nashville

EUicott City,Md.

Ossining, N.Y.

Baltimore,Md.

Chesterland, Ohio

Jourdanton, Tex.

Glendora, Calif.

Hfflsboro, Ky.

Paris, Tenn.

North Little Rock, Ark.

Martin Lloyd Bardett

Robert Lee Clark

**Scott Nathaniel Dickson

1984-85

cum laude

summa cum laude

cum laude

Shelbyville, Tenn.

Cookeville, Tenn.

Roseville,Minn.
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Adam David Gluckman cum laude NewYork

AndrewGaddyMeigs cum laude Summertown, Tenn.

DennisAnthonyMuley Tampa, Fla.

Edward Held Pattison Greenwich, Conn.

William Clinton Burling Peatman Nashville

Wade King Sims, Jr. cum laude

1985-86

Atlanta

Torin Dru Alexander summa cum laude Murfreesboro, Tenn.

David Blair Chenault magna cum laude Decatur, Ala.

**Gregory Brant Deuel Hendersonville, Tenn.

**DavidWayne Farrington Nashville

**Fred Harris Francis, II Sarasota, Fla.

Brett Allen Hanson Saint Petersburg, Fla.

Lawrence David Katz Birmingham

f**Ioseph Davy Kirkpatrick summa cum laude Hendersonville, Tenn.

BrianAnthonyMayo Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Steven Kent Olinger Hampton, Va.

t**Daniel Charles Ralph summa cum laude Lexington, Ky.

Linda Susan Russ Huntsville, Ala.

**Edward Roy Seufert Columbia, Ky.

**Eric Peter Swartz

1986-87

Zanesville, Ohio

Michael LeeAlles cum laude Tavares, Fla.

Kevin Michael Carson Flintstone, Ga.

Rebecca Jean Henson magna cum laude Huntsville,Ala.

Robert JohnMcGough summa cum laude Huntsville, Ala.

Brian Lee Pulito cum laude Lexington, Ky.

f**Richard Farley Rees, Jr. magna cum laude Homewood, Ala.

**Jeffrey Paul Scheuler Springville, N.Y.

William JoshuaWhitmer

1987-88

Nashville

Michael MerridethAlbert Nashville

Aidan Francis Brown Stamford, Conn.

**Alffedo Crespo Nashville

Tulio Antonio Figarola Huntsville,Ala.

Wilham HenryMaynard, III magna cum laude Clarksdale,Miss.

Richard ScottMills cum laude Marietta, Ga.

Bradley Philipse Noel cum laude Wilton, Conn.

Raymond Scott Poston magna cum laude Brentwood, Tenn.

Amy Elizabeth Prochko Alexandria, Va.

Richard Stone Spencer, Ir. Franklin, Tenn.

Walter Davis Zicko

1988-89

Duxbury,Mass.

Jonathan Reid Bennett magna cum laude Memphis

Matthew John Colburn Camden, Tenn.
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James Kenneth Cole

Charles Lucas Cope

tGregory Paul Guyton

tMonica Charlotte Hellerqvist

Stephen Russell Lynch

**Mark Raymond Nichols

LouisMark Smith

Michael Brent Turner

Ralph DoudWhaley, Ir.

Bruce Austin Beam, Ir.

Eric Gray Clary
**Susan Elizabeth Gessner

David Joseph McClure

Christopher Lee McClurkan

John Kirkpatrick Osoinach, Jr.

**Larry Ronald Patterson, Jr.

Christopher George Timp

cum laude

summa cum laude

(Founder'sMedal for First Honors)

summa cum laude

magna cum laude

cum laude

1989-90

magna cum laude

cum laude

Bristol, Tenn.

Edmond, Okla.

Jackson, Miss.

)

Brentwood, Tenn.

Houston, Tex.

Germantown, Tenn.

Huntsville, Ala.

Clearwater, Fla.

Atlanta

McLean,Va.

Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Tampa, Fla.

Smyrna, Tenn.

Coronado, Calif.

Wichita Falls, Tex.

Greenville, S.C.

Galena, 111.

David Michael Arehart

fCharlesMichael Black

"DavidMing Chi

NoraVirginia Edwards

loanne Marie Farrell

David BarrowHamdton, Jr.

**Elin Donice Hanson

James Steven Harris

Douglas Frederick Kreysar

Leanne Victoria Little

AnneYoshiyeMatsuura

1990-91

summa cum laude

(with honors from A8cS)

cum laude

magna cum laude

magna cum laude

(with honors from A&S)

**David John Rood

KimberlyAnn Shaw

MatthewWayne Starr

"Michael Todd Sterrett

"David Christopher Thurman cum laude

"Todd Russell Vaccaro

Tan HoangVo

Robert Bryan Atchison

"Robert Charles Berrington

fStanleyWayne Brown

Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Indianapolis

Nashville

Franklin, Tenn.

Laurel,Md.

San Antonio

Norcross, Ga.

Tifton, Ga.

Chesterfield,Mo.

Nashville

Arlington,Va.

Marietta, Ga.

Jacksonville

Magnolia, Tex.

Charlotte, N.C.

Lexington, Ky.

Clearwater, Fla.

Memphis

1991-92

summa cum laude

(with honors from A&S)

(Founder's Medal for First Honors)

cum laude

summa cum laude

Birmingham

Little Rock,Ark.

Wheaton,Md.
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Aram Dobalian Lawndale, Calif.

John Eric Goff Nashville

Phillip Andrew Grothe Saint Catherines,

Ontario

Clifton Robert Hudson cum laude Salem, Va.

(with honors in pyschology)

Scott Alan Johnson Nashville

Thomas Edward Jones Accokeek,Md.

Christopher Lee Steadham Charlotte, N.C.

ScottWalter Stevenson magna cum laude Quincy, 111.

Seth EdwardWilson

1992-93

Hagerstown,Md.

Dorothy Reid Brown cum laude Carriere, Miss.

"Lionel lacob Crews Nashville

Adam FrederickHelmbold Fayetteville, Ga.

Paul Brian Henry Columbia, Tenn.

Aruna Karne Knoxville, Tenn.

DeweyHobson Lane, III Pascagoula,Miss.

Dana DeLynn Lowe Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Michael Charles McKerley magna cum

1993-94

laude Houston, Tex.

William Darian Boggs summa curri laude Nashville

(with high honors in physics)

Randolph Edward Buehler, Ir. cum laude Delano, Tenn.

Jefferson Pate Jackson Atlanta

"JamesMatthew Johnson Theodore,Ala.

"Patrick James Lowrance Greenville, S.C.

Nanette Nicole Patton cum laude Harrison, Ark.

RobertWinship Street, Jr. magna cum laude Kirkwood,Mo.

t**Todd Keene Timberlake summa curri laude Rock Hill, S.C.

(with honors from A8cS)

UnderwoodMemorial Award for the most deserving and promising graduating senior or

graduate student in physics. First awarded in 1973.

"Physics-AstronomyMajors



Appendix G.4
Faculty Appointments in the Department (1875-1994)

by Chronological Order

(compiled by the editor)

I . Long Term

Name Highest Degree/ Year and Rank Year and Rank on

Institution ofAppointment Departure or 1994 Rank

f**Landon C. B.A., Hampden-Sydney 1875 Prof. 1895 Prof.

Garland M.A., Hampden-Sydney and Chancellor

(hon. 1836)
LL.D- Transylvania

(hon. 1846)

""Charles L. Ph.D.,Vanderbilt 1885 Instructor 1895 Adjunct

Thornburg LL.D, Lehigh

(hon 1925)

(Assoc.) Prof.

Thomas H. Fearey M.A. 1887 Prof. 1888 Prof.

John Daniel M.A. Alabama (hon

LL.D.,Alabama

(hon 1914)

1886) 1888 Instructor 1939 Landon C.

Garland Prof.

Emeritus

""JamesMcClure M.A.,Vanderbilt 1899 Fellow and

Asst.

1942 Asst. Prof.

Emeritus of

Mathematics

andAstronomy

Francis G. Slack Ph.D., Columbia

D.Sc,Marietta C.

(Hon 1952)

1928 Assoc. Prof. 1951 L. C.Garland

Prof.

Philip Rudnick Ph.D, Chicago 1931 Asst. Prof. 1949 Prof.

NewtonUnderwood Ph.D., Brown 1936 Instructor 1950 Prof.

Max Delbruck Ph.D., Gottingen 1940 Instructor 1947 Assoc. Prof.

Guy Forman M.A., Indiana 1943 Asst. Prof. 1962 Assoc. Prof.

Ph.D., Kentucky (1950)

Elmer Carnes M.A. Vanderbilt (1948) 1943 Instructor 1957 Lecturer

Sherwood K. Ph.D., California 1945 Assoc. Prof. 1958 Prof.

Haynes Institute ofTechnology

501
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Name Highest Degree/ Year and Rank Year and Rank on

Institution ofAppointment Departure or 1994 Rank

John I. Hopkins Ph.D, Duke 1946 Asst. Prof. 1958 Assoc. Prof.

"Carl K. Ph.D., Harvard 1946 Assoc. Prof. 1960 Prof, and

Seyfert Dir. ofA. J.

DyerObservatory

Ingram Bloch Ph.D., Chicago 1948 Asst. Prof. 1986 Prof.

Emeritus

David Hill Ph.D., Princeton 1949 Asst. Prof. 1954Assoc. Prof.

ErnestA. Jones Ph.D, Ohio State 1950 Asst. Prof. 1985 Prof.

Emeritus

Robert T. Ph.D., Ohio State 1951 L. C. Garland 1977 L. C. Garland

Lagemann D.Sc,
Baldwin-Wallace

(hon 1962)

Prof. Prof. Emeritus

PaulWang D.Sc, Berlin 1951 ActingAssoc. 1957 ActingAssoc.

Prof. Prof.

Wendell G. Ph.D.,Wisconsin 1954Asst. Prof. 1993 Prof.

Holladay Emeritus,

Dean of the

College Emeritus,

Provost Emeritus

Robert H. Hardie Ph.D, Chicago 1995 Asst. Prof. 1986 Prof.

Emeritus

loseph H. Ph.D., Indiana 1958 Asst. Prof. 1994 L. C. Garland

Hamilton D.Sc.Mississippi C. Distinguished Prof. ,

(hon. 1982) Dir. I.I.H.I.R.

Dr. Phil., Frankfurt

(hon. 1992)

Dr. Phil. Nat., Bucharest (hon. 1999)

Charles E. Roos Ph.D., Johns Hopkins 1959 Assoc. Prof. 1989 Prof.

Emeritus

William T. Ph.D., Catholic 1959 Asst. Prof. 1994 Prof.

Pinkston Univ. Emeritus

Royal G.

Albridge Ph.D., California 1961 Asst. Prof. 1994 Prof.

John P. Barach Ph.D.,Maryland 1961 Asst. Prof. 1994 Prof.

"ArnoldM.

Heiser Ph.D., Chicago 1961 Asst. Prof. 1994 Assoc. Prof.

Otto Bluh Ph.D., Prague 1961 Prof. 1968 Prof.
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Name Highest Degree/

Institution

Year and Rank Year and Rank on

ofAppointment Departure or 1994 Rank

P. Galen Lenhert Ph.D., lohns Hopkins 1964Asst. Prof. 1994 Prof.

Emeritus

Akunuri V.

Ramayya Ph.D., Indiana 1964 ResearchAssoc.

Dr. Phil. Nat., Bucharest (hon. 1999)

1994 Prof.

Edward O. Salant Ph.D., London 1965 Prof. 1972 Prof.

Emeritus

fEnrique

Silberman

Ph.D., Buenos Aires 1967 Visit. Prof. 1992 Adjoint

Prof.

Medford S.

Webster Ph.D,Washington U. 1967 Assoc. Prof. 1994 Prof.

*Douglas S. Hall Ph.D., Indiana 1967 Research Assoc. 1994 Prof, and

Dir. A. J. Dyer

Observatory

Ja-Hyun Lee Ph.D,Vanderbilt 1969 ResearchAssoc. 1987 Adjunct Prof.

fJohn J. Pinajian Ph.D, Purdue 1970 Adjunct Prof. 1979 Adjunct Prof.

ttA. Bertrand Brill M.D., Utah

Ph.D., California

1970 Assoc. Prof. 1980 Prof.

"DanielW.

Weedman Ph.D.,Wisconsin 1970 Asst. Prof. 1980 Assoc. Prof.

Robert S.

Panvini Ph.D., Brandeis 1971 Assoc. Prof. 1994 Prof.

Stephen Reucroft Ph.D., Liverpool 1972 Research Assoc. 1988 Adjunct

Assoc. Prof.

Charles F.

Maguire Ph.D.,Yale 1976 Asst. Prof. 1994 Prof.

John P. Wikswo Ph.D, Stanford 1977 Asst. Prof. 1994 A. B. Learned

Prof.

Steven B. Csorna Ph.D., Columbia 1978 Research Asst. Prof. 1994Assoc. Prof.

WalterA.

Greiner Ph.D., Freiburg 1979 Adjunct Prof. 1994Adjoint Prof.

"Edward Siegel Ph.D., California 1980 Prof. 1988 Prof.

Volker E.

Oberacker Ph.D., Frankfurt 1980 Asst. Prof. 1994 Prof.

"Ronald R.

Price Ph.D.,Vanderbilt 1980 Assoc. Prof. 1994 Assoc. Prof.
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Name Highest Degree/

Institution

Year and Rank Year and Rank on

ofAppointment Departure or 1994 Rank

Leon K. Peker

"Charlotte F.

Fischer

Ph.D, Zhdanov 1981 Adjunct Prof.

Sc.D., USSR EducationMinistry

Ph.D., Cambridge 1982 Prof.

1994 Adjoint Prof.

1994 Prof.

fSuresh C.

Pancholi Ph.D., Delhi 1982 Adjunct Prof. 1988 Adjunct Prof.

Robert N. Comptori Ph.D., Tennessee 1983 Adjunct Prof. 1988 Adjunct Prof

Amand Faessler Ph.D., Freiberg 1983 Adjunct Prof. 1994Adjunct Prof.

Richard F. Haglund Ph.D.,North Carolina 1984 Assoc. Prof. 1994 Prof.

Thomas J. Weiler Ph.D.,Wisconsin 1984Asst. Prof. 1994Assoc. Prof.

Norman H. Tolk Ph.D., Columbia 1984 Prof. 1994 Prof, and

Dir.ofCMASS

ThomasW. Kephart Ph.D., Northeastern 1985 Asst. Prof. 1994Assoc. Prof.

Glenn S. Edwards Ph.D.,Maryland 1986 Asst. Prof. 1994 Assoc. Prof.

A. Sait Umar Ph.D., Yale 1986 Asst. Prof. 1994 Assoc. Prof.

"HoraceW Crater Ph.D.,Yale 1986Adjunct Assoc.

Assoc. Prof.

1992 Adjunct

Prof.

tW. Everette Hunt Ph.D., Florida State 1987Adjunct Prof. 1994Adjoint Prof.

Charles A. Brau Ph.D., Harvard 1988 Prof, and Dir.

of FELC

1994 Prof, and

Dir. of FELC

tStanley
Majewski

Mgr.Dr.,Warsaw 1988 Adjoint Assoc.

Prof.

1991 AdjointAssoc.

Prof.

Tujia-Yang (no degree), Fudan 1988 Adjunct Prof. 1994 Adjoint Prof.

tMartha

RiherdWeiler

Ph.D., California

Institute ofTechnology

1988Adjunct Asst.

Prof.

1994 Adjoint Asst.

Prof.

"Robert A.Weiler Ph.D., California

Institute ofTechnology

1988 Assoc. Prof. 1994Assoc. Prof.

tGeorgio

Margaritondo Ph.D, Rome 1990Adjoint Prof. 1994Adjoint Prof.

"Chung-HsuanW

Chen

Ph.D., Chicago 1991 AdjointAssoc.

Prof.

1994t AdjointAssoc.

Prof.

Christopher

Bottcher

Ph.D, Queen's U.

ofBelfast

1991 Adjoint Prof. 1994t Adjoint Prof.
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Name Highest Degree/ Year and Rank Year and Rank on

Institution ofAppointment Departure or 1994 Rank

Paul D. Sheldon Ph.D., California 1991 Asst. Prof. 1994 Asst. Prof.

*David A. Weintraub Ph.D., UCLA 1991 Asst. Prof. 1994 Asst. Prof.

*Charles H.

McGruder III Dr., Heidelberg 1991 Adjoint Prof. 1994t Adjoint Prof.

David J. Ernst Ph.D,MIT 1992 Prof, and Chair 1994 Prof, and

Chair

Michael R. Strayer Ph.D.,MIT 1992 Adjoint Prof. 1994 Adjoint Prof.

fArnold Burger Ph.D., HebrewU, 1992 Adjoint Assoc. 1994Adjoint Assoc.

Jerusalem Prof. Prof.

BaphaelM. Thaler Ph.D., Brown 1993 Adjoint Prof. 1994Adjoint Prof.

Sokrates T. Ph.D., Illinois 1994McMinn Prof. 1994McMinn

PanteKdes Prof.

II. Short-Term Faculty Appointments

"*Edward E. M.A., Pacific C. 1883 Fellow 1887 Instructor

Barnard (hon. 1889)

D.Sc,Vanderbilt

(hon 1893)

andAsst.

Frank L. Verwiebe Ph.D., Chicago 1938 Temp. Instructor 1939 Temp.

Instructor

Harold Beyer B.A., Columbia 1941 Instructor 1943 Instructor

**RoderickM. Scott Ph.D., Harvard 1941 Instructor 1943 Instructor

David F. Bender Ph.D., California 1942 SupplyAsst. 1943 SupplyAsst.

Institute ofTechnology Prof. Prof.

Donald A.Cowan Ph.D.,Vanderbilt 1949 Instructor 1953 Asst. Prof.

David E. Matthews Ph.D.,Vanderbilt 1949 Instructor 1950 Instructor

Harrison Jones M.S.,Yale 1952 ActingAsst. Prof. 1953 ActingAsst.

Prof.

Cyrill D. Curtis Ph.D., Illinois 1953 Asst. Prof. 1959 Asst. Prof.

Henry Brysk Ph.D, Duke 1953 VisistingAsst. 1954 Vis. Asst.

Prof. Prof.

Donald Lafferty Ph.D, Kentucky 1954 Vis. Asst. Prof. 1955 Vis. .

Asst Prof.

*Ray Grenchik Ph.D, Indiana (1956) 1955 Instructor 1957 Instructor
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Name Highest Degree/

Institution

Year and Rank Year and Rank on

ofAppointment Departure or 1994 Rank

Paul Latimer Ph.D., Illinois 1957 Asst. Prof. 1963 Asst. Prof.

G.I.Nijgh D.Sc, Amsterdam 1958 Vis.

Assoc. Prof.

1959 Vis.

Assoc. Prof.

"David L.Crawford Ph.D., Chicago 1958 Asst. Prof. 1960 Asst. Prof.

S. Hultberg Ph.D, Stockholm 1959 Asst. Prof. 1960 Vis. Asst.

Prof.

WernerMehlhorn Ph.D., Karlsruhe 1961 Instructor 1962 Instructor

Walter V. Bouldin Ph.D., Duke 1962 Asst. Prof. 1966 Asst. Prof.

David Kotelchuck Ph.D., Cornel] 1962 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

1967 Asst. Prof.

Eugene B. Bradley Ph.D.,Vanderbilt (1964) 1963 Instructor 1964 Instructor

Kenneth Fox Ph.D.,Michigan 1963 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

1964Vis.

Asst. Prof.

lames E. Turner Ph.D.,Vanderbilt 1963 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

1964Vis.

Asst. Prof.

Edward R.

Goza, Ir.

Ph.D.,Washington 1964 Research Assoc. 1967Vis.

Asst. Prof.

*Richard L. Sears Ph.D., Indiana 1964Vis. Asst. Prof. 1965 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

WilsonW.S.Au Ph.D.,M.I.T. 1964Vis.

Asst. Prof.

1965 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

Trevor C. Bacon Ph.D., Leeds 1965 Asst. Prof. 1969 Asst. Prof.

HenryW.K.

Hopkins Ph.D, Oxford 1965 Asst. Prof. 1968 Asst. Prof.

William J. Fickinger Ph.D.,Yale 1965 Asst. Prof. 1967 Asst. Prof.

FrederickM. Bomse Ph.D., Johns Hopkins 1966 Instructor 1971 Asst. Prof.

AlfredWeinberg Ph.D., Harvard 1967 Asst. Prof. 1973 Asst. Prof.

Edward J. Moses Ph.D., Johns Hopkins 1967 Research Assoc. 1971 Instructor

*Chris Terrill Ph.D., Case-Western 1967 Instructor 1969 Instructor

David J. Loebbaka Ph.D.,Maryland 1968 Asst. Prof. 1972 Asst. Prof.

NathanW Dean Ph.D., Cambridge 1968 Instructor 1970 Instructor

HoraceW Crater Ph.D.,Yale 1970 Asst. Prof. 1975 Asst. Prof.
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Krishna Kumar Ph.D., Carnegie-Mellon 1971 Vis.Assoc.Prof. 1977 Assoc. Prof.

Robert J. Baglan Ph.D, California 1970Asst. Prof. 1973 Asst. Prof.

EricW Petraske

Sheldon L. Stone

Ph.D.,Minnesota

Ph.D., Johns Hopkins

1972 Asst. Prof.

1972 Research. Assoc.

1973 Asst. Prof.

1980 Asst. Prof.

*Thomas J. Bohuski Ph.D., Texas 1973 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

1975 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

lohn Scott Poucher Ph.D.,MIT 1974Asst. Prof. 1980 Asst. Prof.

JeromeWagner Ph.D.,Wisconsin 1973 Vis Asst. Prof. 1976Vis.

Asst. Prof.

Mohammad S.

Alam

Ph.D., Indiana 1980 Research Asst.

Prof.

1984 Asst. Prof.

*Joel A. Eaton Ph.D.,Wisconsin 1980 Asst. Prof. 1983 Asst. Prof.

Edward G. H.

Williams Ph.D., Liverpool 1981 Asst. Prof. 1984 Asst. Prof.

Joachim Maruhn Ph.D., Frankfurt 1983 Fall appointment 1983 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

*Francis C. Fekel Ph.D., Texas 1983 Asst. Prof. 1991 Asst. Prof.

George

Vourvopoulos Ph.D., Florida St. 1983 Vis. Prof. 1984Vis. Prof.

Marcus

Mendenhall

Ph.D., California

Institute ofTechnology

1984 Res Assoc. 1991 Asst. Prof.

AlanV. Barnes Ph.D., California

Institute ofTechnology

1984Asst. Prof. 1994 Research

Assoc. Prof.

Kenneth lames

Snowdon

Ph.D., Salford 1985Vis..Assoc.

Prof.

1987 Vis.

Assoc. Prof.

*Carlton P. Pryor Ph.D., Harvard 1986 Asst. Prof. 1988 Asst. Prof.

*Linda Dressel Ph.D.,Virginia 1988 Asst. Prof. 1990 Asst. Prof.

Giinter Plunien Ph.D., Frankfurt 1989 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

1991 Vis.

Asst. Prof.

John E. Bartelt Ph.D.,Minnesota 1989 Asst. Prof. 1994 Asst. Prof.

"John R.Votaw Ph.D.,Wisconsin 1991 Asst. Prof. 1992 Asst. Prof.

"Douglas Lee

Harper

Ph.D,Vanderbilt 1991 Adjoint Asst.

Prof.

1994tAdjoint

Asst. Prof.

"Lou Reinisch Ph.D., Illinois 1992 Asst. Prof. 1994Asst. Prof.
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Name Highest Degree/ Year and Rank Year and Rank on

Institution ofAppointment Departure or 1994 Rank

SentaVictoria

Greene Ph.D.,Yale

JonathanM.GiUigan Ph.D., Yale

1994 Asst. Prof.

1994 Lecturer

1994 Asst. Prof.

1994 Lecturer

II. Research Faculty Appointments in the Department. (1875-1994)

+*John H. DeWitt, Jr.

A. Long Term

1957 Research Assoc.

Ph.D. , StockholmMilorad M.

Mladjenovic

JamesWWaters Ph.D.,Wisconsin (1969) 1968 Research Assoc.

1968 Sr. Research

Assoc.

lohn M. Springer Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

John M. Marrafnno Ph.D., Notre Dame

Mac D. Mestayer Ph.D., Stanford

Jan Kormicki M.S., Jagellonian

Nestor G. Sepulveda Ph.D., Tulane

Hans G.WKruse Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Peter Nordlander Ph.D., Chalmers

t*RussellM. Genet M.S.,Air Force

Inst, ofTech.

Richard P. Friedman Ph.D., Temple

Yu Pei Ma Ph.D., Boston

lohn P. Venuti Ph.D., Houston

1994 Research

Assoc.

1982 Sr. Research

Assoc.

1994 Research

Assoc. Prof.

1974 Research Assoc. 1984 Research Assoc.

1976 Research Assoc.

1982 Research

Asst. Prof.

1989 Research Assoc.

Prof.

1989 Research Assoc.

Prof.

1985 Sr. Research Assoc. 1994 Sr. Research

Assoc. .

1984 Research Asst.

Prof.

1985 Sr. Research

Assoc.

1994 Research Asst.

Prof.

1994 Sr. Research

Assoc.

1986 Research Assoc.

1986 Research Assoc. 1994 Research Assoc

1991 Adjunct

Asst. Prof.

1987 Asst. Prof. 1993 Research

Asst. Prof.

1988 Research Assoc. 1994 Research

Asst. Prof.

1988 Research

Asst.Prof.

1994 Research

Asst. Prof.
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Klaus Becker

*Joel A. Eaton

Marcus Mendenhall

Dr.,Marburg

Ph.D.,Wisconsin

Ph.D., California

Institute ofTechnology

1989 ResearchAssoc.

1990 Research Assoc.

1991 Sr. Research Assoc.

and Assoc. Dir. FELC

1994 Research

Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

1993 Sr. Research

Assoc, and

Assoc. Dir. FELC

B. Short Term Research Faculty

Rune Stockendal Ph.D., Stockholm 1960 Research Asosc. 1961 Research Assoc

*William G. Tifft Ph.D., California

Institute ofTechnology

1960 Research Assoc. 1961 Research Assoc.

Bo-Goren Petterson Ph.D., Uppsala 1961 Research Assoc. 1962 Research Assoc.

Nitish K. Sanyal M.S.,Allahabad 1962 Research Assoc. 1963 Research Assoc.

RussellA. Shaffer Ph.D., Johns Hopkins 1962 Research Assoc. 1964 Research Assoc.

James C. Gravitt Ph.D,Vanderbilt 1963 Research Assoc. 1965 Research Assoc.

Joop F. W. Jansen Ph.D.,Amsterdam 1963 ResearchAssoc. 1964 Research Assoc.

Toshio Katoh D.Sc, Osaka 1963 Research Assoc. 1964 Research Assoc.

Alfred D. Mclnturff Ph.D.,Vanderbilt 1964 Research Assoc. 1966 Research Assoc.

Bob van Nooijen Ph.D, Tech. Univ. 1964 Research Assoc. 1966 Research Assoc.

ofDelft 1969 Summer Research

Assoc. 1975 Sr. Research

1974 Sr. Research Assoc. Assoc.

Suresh C. Pancholi Ph.D, Delhi 1964 ResearchAssoc, 1965 Research Assoc.

1981 ResearchAssoc, 1981 Research Assoc

1982 ResearchAssoc, 1982 Research Assoc.

MiloradM.

Mladjenovic Ph.D., Stockholm 1965 ResearchAssoc. 1966 Research Assoc.

lohn R. Philpott D.Phil., Oxford 1966 Research Assoc. 1968 Research Assoc.

Charles R.

Sullivan Ph.D,Vanderbilt 1966 Research Assoc. 1967 Research Assoc.

Anders Fahlman Ph.D., Uppsala 1967 ResearchAssoc. 1969 ResearchAssoc.

DjuraKrmpotic Ph.D, Belgrade 1967 Research Assoc. 1969 ResearchAssoc.

Peter J. Iano Ph.D, Pittsburgh 1968 Research Assoc. 1970 ResearchAssoc.
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Name Highest Degree/ Year and Rank Year and Rank on

Institution ofAppointment Departure or 1994 Rank

*RobertaM.

Humphries

Ragnar Nordberg

William E.

Moddeman

Larry S. Varnell

Gerardo

Garcia-Bermudez

Jurgen Lange

Ph.D.,Michigan

Ph.D, Uppsala

Ph.D., Tennessee

Ph.D., California

Institute ofTechnology

Ph.D.,Argentina

Ph.D., Bonn

U. Laksminarayana Ph.D., Andrha

Shiam L. Gupta

Edward J. Sommer

Richard D. Stafford

William H. Sims

Garry R. Kenny

C. Condo

J. Domingas

A. Policarpo

Yuen K. So

Leo L. Riedinger, Jr.

K. S. R. Sastry

H. Kennon Carter

James E. Hanlon

William Lourens

Royce O. Sayer

Nasib C. Singhal

M. K. Ramaswamy

Ph.D., Delhi

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D,Vanderbilt

Ph.D., Florida St.

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D., Coimbra

Ph.D., Coimbra

Ph.D., Coimbra

Ph.D,Vanderbilt

Ph.D,Vanderbilt

Ph.D., Indiana

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D.,Minnesota

Ph.D, Tech. Univ.

ofDelft

Ph.D., Tennessee

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D., Johns Hopkins

1969 ResearchAssoc.

1969 Research Assoc.

1970 Research Assoc.

1970 Research Assoc.

1970 ResearchAssoc

1970 Research Assoc.

1972 ResearchAssoc.

1972 ResearchAssoc.

1970 Sr. Research Assoc. 1973 Sr.ResearchAssoc

1970 Research Assoc. 1972 Research Assoc

1973 Summer Research Assoc.

1978 Summer Sr. Research Assoc.

1970 Fall Research Assoc.

1979 Fall Research Assoc.

1971 Research Assoc.

1971 Research Assoc

1971 ResearchAssoc.

1971 Research Assoc.

1972 Research Assoc.

1972 Fall Research Assoc.

1972 Fall ResearchAssoc.

1972 Fall Research Assoc.

1972 ResearchAssoc.

1972 ResearchAssoc.

1973 Research Assoc.

1973 Research Assoc.

1973 Research Assoc.

1973 Research Assoc.

1973 ResearchAssoc.

1973 Summer Research Assoc.

1974 Summer Research Assoc.

1973 Summer Research Assoc.

1973 Research Assoc. 1974 Research Assoc.

1973 Research Assoc. 1974 ResearchAssoc.

1973 Research Assoc. 1975 Research Assoc.

1973 Research Assoc.

1973 Research Assoc.

1973 Research Assoc.

1974 Research Assoc.

1975 ResearchAssoc.

1973 ResearchAssoc.
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B. N. Subba Rao

B.Martin

Reginald H.

Ronningen

A. Carl Rester

Hirokane Kawakami

Vada

Maruhn-Rezwani

Ph.D., Delhi

Ph.D., Heidelberg

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D., Tokyo Inst.

ofTech.

Ph.D., Frankfurt

Arthur H. Rogers, Jr. Ph.D.,MIT

R. Bernaud Ph.D., Lyon

Russell J. DeYoung Ph.D., Illinois

Harold L Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Crowell

Rodney B. Piercey Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Daita L. Sastry

M.Mizumoto

S. Ramavataram

Hero Yamada

Sun Xijun

Z. Z. Zhao

Rayappu

Soundranayagam

liang Cheng-Lie

Lutz Cleemann

Adriano de Lima

Alfred Fridman

Ph.D,Andhra

Ph.D., unknown

Ph.D., unknown

Ph.D, Tokyo

Ph.D., unknown

Ph.D. unknown

Ph.D,Vanderbilt

Ph.D. unknown

Ph.D., Cologne

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D.,Neuchatel,

Ph.D., Strasbourgh

1974 Summer Research Assoc.

1974 Fall Research Assoc.

1974 Research Assoc. 1976 Research Assoc.

1975 Summer ResearchAssoc.

1975 Research Assoc. 1976 Research Assoc

1975 Research Assoc.

1975 Research

AssocProf.

1976 Research Assoc.

1977 Research

Assoc. Prof.

1976 Summer Research Assoc.

1976 Research Assoc. 1977 ResearchAssoc.

1977 Summer Research Assoc.

1979 Summer Research Assoc

1980 Summer Research Assoc.

1977 ResearchAssoc.

1979 Research Assoc

1977 ResearchAssoc.

1984 Fall Research Assoc.

1977 Research Assoc.

1978 ResearchAssoc.

1978 Research Assoc.

1979 Research Assoc.

1979 ResearchAssoc.

1981 ResearchAssoc.

1978 ResearchAssoc.

1982 Research Asst.

Prof.

1977 Research Assoc.

1978 Research Assoc.

1979 Research Assoc.

1983 Research Assoc.

1980 Research Assoc.

1980 Research Assoc.

1984 Research

Asst. Prof.

1981 Summer Research Assoc.

1981 Research Assoc. 1982 ResearchAssoc.

1981 ResearchAssoc. 1982 ResearchAssoc.

1981 Vis.

Research Prof.

1982Vis.

Research Prof.
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Randall Hicks Ph.D., Illinois

Lawrence A.Mink Ph.D., North Carolina

Sate

J. Eberth

Lynne Adele

Garren

C.T.Yap

Mark Huyse

Zhao Kui

A. Balanda

FujiaYang

Ph.D., Cologne

Ph.D., Illinois

Ph.D., unknown

Ph.D., Leuven

Ph.D, Beijing

Ph.D., lagellonian

(no degree), Fudan

198 1 Research Assoc. 1983 ResearchAssoc.

1982 Summer Research Assoc.

1982 Fall Research Assoc.

1984 Fall Research Assoc.

1986 (1 month) Summer Research Assoc.

1982 ResearchAssoc.

1982 Research Assoc.

1982 Research Assoc.

1982 ResearchAssoc.

1985 Research Assoc

1983 ResearchAssoc.

1983 Research Assoc.

1984 ResearchAssoc.

Ragnar Bengtsson Ph.D., Lund

1982 Spring Research Assoc.

1982 Spring Sr. Research Assoc.

1983 Fall Research Assoc

1984 Fall Research Assoc.

1986 Fall ResearchAssoc.

Shin-Ho Chung

Duncan Prindle

Stephen J. Robinson

William Fairbank, Jr.

M. Herath-Banda

Frans Gielen

Wen Shuxian

S. B. Patel

Cem Girit

Wen-ChaoMa

Ph.D., Harvard

Ph.D., Carnegie-Mellon

Ph.D., Sussex

Ph.D., Stanford

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D., Twente Inst.

ofTech.

Ph.D., Peking

Ph.D., unknown

Ph.D., Sussex

Ph.D,Vanderbilt

1983 Research Prof.

1983 Research Assoc.

1983 Research Assoc.

1983 Research Assoc.

1983 Research Assoc.

1984 Research Assoc.

1987 Research Prof.

1985 Research Assoc.

1985 ResearchAssoc.

1984 Research Assoc.

1984 Research Assoc.

1987 Research Asst.

Prof.

Lakshman

Chaturvedi

Ph.D., Banaras

Hindu Univ.

1984 Research Assoc. 1986 Research Assoc.

1985 (3 months) Research Assoc.

1985 ResearchAssoc. 1990 Research Assoc.

1985 ResearchAssoc. 1986 Research Assoc.

1990 Sr-ResearchAssoc. 1994 Research Asst.

Prof.

1985 Research Assoc. 1986 ResearchAssoc

1988 Research Assoc. 1989 ResearchAssoc.

1992 Sr. Research Assoc. 1992 Sr. Research

Assoc.
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Z. Chen Ph.D., Tsinghua

Naomi Halas Ph.D., Bryn Mawr

DwightP. Russell Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Tsu ChiangYuan Ph.D., Northeastern

G. Lobner Ph.D.,Amsterdam

Shengjiang Zhu M.S., Tsinghua

Bradley J. Roth Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Xuwei Zhao Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ling-JunWang Ph.D., Delaware

PaulWang Ph.D., SUNY (Albany)

RanjithWijesinghe Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

W D. Hamilton Ph.D., Sussex

M. Veskovic

Alexandra

Petrovici

GaryWord

Jean Benit

Tomas Brage

Tom Letson

David Hochberg

Chang-Nian Sun

Guangtao Ying

Detang Shi

Ph.D., Sussex

Ph.D, Bucharest

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Doctorat, Paris

Ph.D., Lund

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D., Chicago

Ph.D., Fudan

Ph.D., Tianjin

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

1985 Research Assoc.

1986 ResearchAssoc.

1986 Research Assoc.

1986 Research Assoc.

1987 (1 month)

Summer Research Assoc.

1987 Research Assoc.

1994Vis. Scholar

1987 Research Assoc.

1988 Research Assoc.

1990 Research Assoc.

1988 Research

Asst. Prof.

1988 Research Assoc.

1988 ResearchAssoc.

1986 Research Assoc.

1987 Research Assoc

1990 Research Assoc.

1990 Research Assoc.

1988 ResearchAssoc.

1995 Vis. Scholar

1988 Research Assoc

1989 Research Assoc.

1992 Research Assoc.

1990 Research

Asst. Prof.

1991 ResearchAssoc

1991 Research Assoc.

1989 Sr. Research Assoc. 1989 Sr. Research

1990 (March-April) Sr. Assoc

ResearchAssoc.

1989 (2 months) Research Assoc.

1989 (2 months) ResearchAssoc.

1990 (2 months) Research Assoc.

1992 (2 months) Research Assoc.

1994 (2 months) Research Assoc.

1989 Research Assoc.

1989 ResearchAssoc.

1989 Research Asst.

Prof.

1989 ResearchAssoc

1989 ResearchAssoc.

1989 ResearchAssoc.

1989 Research Assoc.

1990 Research Assoc.

1990 ResearchAssoc.

1990 Research Assoc.

1992 Research Asst.

Prof.

1991 ResearchAssoc.

1994t ResearchAssoc.

1992 Research Assoc.

1990 ResearchAssoc.

1994 ResearchAssoc
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Gurgen Ph.D., USSR

Ter-Akopian

Manfred

Riehl-Chudoba Dr.,Marburg

*GregoryW Henry M.S.,Vanderbilt

J. B. Gupta Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Dale Evertson Ph.D., Texas

Bruce lohnson Ph.D., Illinois

lamesMcKinley Ph.D.,Wisconsin

Hesam Sadeghi Ph.D., Essex

Jan M. van Egeraat Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ian Thomas Ph.D., Open Univ.

Perry Tompkins Ph.D., Texas A&M

HuiYe

Marco Diaz

W Nazarewicz

R. Ravi Sankar

Babu

Marc Lin

Shaofen Tan

George

Bashindzhagyan

Vivek Jain

Dan Pantelica

TerryW Reeves

Ph.D., Fudan

Ph.D., California,

Sanata Cruz

Ph.D.,Warsaw

Ph.D.,Mysore

Ph.D.,Northwestern

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

Ph.D.,Moscow St.

Ph.D, Hawaii

Ph.D., Bucharest

Ph.D.,Vanderbilt

1990 (1 month) Sr. Research Assoc.

1992 (1 month) Sr. Research Assoc.

1994 (2 months) Sr. Research Assoc.

1990 ResearchAssoc.

1990 Research Assoc.

1991 Research Assoc.

1991 Research Assoc

Prof.

1991 Research Assoc.

1991 Research Assoc.

1992 ResearchAsst.

Prof.

1991 Research Assoc.

1991 Research Assoc

1991 Research Assoc.

1991 Research Assoc.

1992 Research Assoc.

1992 ResearchAssoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

1991 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

Prof.

1994 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Asst.

Prof.

1992 Research Asst.

Prof.

1992 Research Assoc.

1994t Research

Assoc.

1994 Research Asst.

Prof.

1992 Research Assoc.

1994t ResearchAssoc.

1992 Sr. Research Assoc. 1993 Sr. Research

Assoc.

1992 Research Assoc.

1992 Research Assoc.

1992 Research Assoc.

1993 Research Prof.

1993 Research Asst.

Prof.

1994 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

1993 ResearchAssoc

1994t Research Prof.

1994 Research Asst.

Prof.

1994 (3 months) Research Assoc.

1993 Research Assoc. 1994t Research

Assoc.
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William G. Jenks Ph.D., Florida St.

Tonnis terVeldhuis Ph.D., Purdue

Ming-Fang Jiang

JiashinWu

Clayton Chinn

Daniel J. Staton

Ph.D., Beijing Inst.

ofHigh Engergy Physics

Ph.D, Duke

Ph.D.,Maryland

Ph.D,Vanderbilt

1993 Research Assoc.

1993 Research Assoc.

1993 Research Assoc.

1993 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

"

Part Time atVanderbilt

" loint Appointment atVanderbilt

1994 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

1994 Research Assoc.

*

Astronomy
**

Physics andAstronomy
Note: A

"t"

after 1994 in the last column indicates that the appointment terminated at the end

of the 1993 - 94 AcademicYear.

Total

IV Geographical Distribution of Institutions Granting

Terminal Degrees to Appointed Faculty

Regular Faculty Researchi Faculty
Appointments Appoim:ments

Long-Term Short-Term Long-Term Short-Term Total

Northeast 15 13 2 8 38

Midwest 16 15 4 11 46

Southeast 16 15 4 40 75

Southwest 0 2 1 2 5

West 7 7 2 5 21

Europe 14 10 4 39 67

China 1 0 0 9 10

India 1 0 0 8 9

lapan 0 0 0 3 3

Israel 1 0 0 0 1

South America 1 0 0 1 2

unknown 1 0 0 7 8

73 62 17 133
285*

*With four subtracted for double listing (Crater, Eaton,Mladjenovic, andMendenhall) the total

number of persons is 281.



Appendix G.5
Chairmen of the Department and

Directors of the Observatory

(1875-1994)

Department Chairmen

1875-1893

1893-1939

1939-1951

1951-1965*

1965-1969/70t

Landon C. Garland

John Daniel

Francis G. Slack

Robert T. Lagemann

Wendell G. Holladay

1969/70-1976

1976-1979

1979-1985

1985-1992

1992-

W T. Pinkston

Medford Webster

J. H. Hamilton

W T. Pinkston

David
Ernst**

*

During 1963-64, Ingram Bloch was acting chairman and during 196465,

Wendell G. Holladay was acting chairman, while Lagemann, who was listed as

chairman, served as director of the University Planning Study.

f
During 1969-70,W T. Pinkston served as acting chairman while Holladay,who

was listed as chairman in the catalog, served as Dean of the College ofArts and

Science, beginning 10/27/69.

**
Editor'snote: While Ernst was in the College deans's office from 1995-97,

Socrates Pantilides was chairman. Ernst returned in 1997 and served until 1999,

when he was appointed director of FELC and Richard Haglund became chair.

1875-1893*

1893*-1912

1912-1941

1941-1942

1942-1946

Observatory Directors

Landon C. Garland

William J. Vaughn

JamesMcClure

Roderick M. Scott

James McClure

1946-1960

1960-1972

1972-1986

1986-

Carl K. Seyfert

Robert H. Hardie

Arnold M. Heiser

Douglas S. Hall

*
Editor's note: Lagemann left no documentation for these dates, and I have been unable

to confirm them. Garland resigned the chancellorship in 1893 but continued his role as

professor of physics and astronomy until he died in 1895. Vaughn was not named profes

sor of astronomy until 1895, and it seems at least possible and perhaps likely that Garland

continued in the unofficial role of observatory director until his death.
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External Financial Support in the Department

for Fiscal Years 1962-1994.

(Prepared by John Childress

Office of Sponsored Research)

Fiscal Year Amount

1962 179,770

1963 183,402

1964 336,765

1965 302,345

1966 823,792

1967 592,201

1968 1,012,272

1969 1,432,933

1970 1,575,754

1971 1,340,207

1972 1,094,737

1973 1,092,389

1974 810,834

1975 816,308

1976 1,020,319

1977 861,977

1978 818,730

1979 1,345,308

1980 1,290,443

1981 949,327

1982 1,050,667

1983 1,102,438

1984
1,049,220*

1985 1,170,454

1986 1,547,726

1987 3,215,080

1988 6,157,893

1989 5,724,204
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1990 4,962,417

1991 4,571,366

1992 6,724,907

1993 6,216,510

1994 5,418,415

*Government only



Notes

(Editor's note: On publication of this book all ofRobert T. Lagemann's private papers cited

in the notes are to be deposited in the Archives of the lean and Alexander Heard Library)

Chapter 1: The Beginning, 1875-1895

1. A more extensive account ofGarland's part in the establishment ofVanderbilt can

be found in Paul Conkin, Gone with the Ivy (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,

1985).

2.A detailed account ofhowhe acquired this collection of apparatus is given in Robert

T. Lagemann, The Garland Collection ofClassical PhysicsApparatus at Vanderbilt University
(Nashville: Folio Publishers, 1983).

3. During two years of his stay in Alabama, 1853-1855, while on leave from his uni

versity post, he served as the full-time president of a stock company planning to build a

railroad in northernAlabama.

4. The observatory and the associated building are still in use at the University of

Mississippi in Oxford.

5. Additional information about Garland's life and teaching experience can be found

in Lagemann, The Garland Collection. Also see Louise Dowden, "Landon Cabell Garland,

Prince ofSouthern
Educators,"

Bulletin ofVanderbilt University 37, no. 2 , January 15, 1938.

6. Announcement Vanderbilt University, First Session, 1875-76.

7. A. A. Knowlton, in Isis 45 (1950): 169-74.

8. Philip Jack Lorenz, unpublished manuscript of 1988 based on Circular of

Information No. 6 - 1880, published by the Bureau of Education of the United States

Department of the Interior.

9. See Norman A. Calkins, "The History of Object
Teaching,"

American Journal of

Education 42 ( 1862): 633-45; andDeborah JeanWarner, "Commodities for the Classroom:

Apparatus for Science and Education inAntebellum
America,"

Annals ofScience 45 (1988):

387-97.

10.A short biography ofCharles Schott is given in Lagemann, The Garland Collection,

235.

11. H. H. White, incomplete typed manuscript in the university archives dated

October 11, 1943. See also VanderbiltAlumnus, lune 5, 1935, p. 6; December, 1943, p. 7.

12. Such a balance was indeed found among the pieces purchased byGarland in 1875.

13. A set of final examination questions prepared by Garland for Physics I and II in

1882-83 can be found in Lagemann, The Garland Collection, 275.

14. It could be argued that Johns Hopkins andVirginia were equal or better institu

tions, everything considered. But
there is no doubt thatVanderbilt's collection of scientific

apparatus for teaching was the best in the
South.

15. See Lagemann, The Garland Collection.
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520 oo Notes to Chapter 1

16. Even so itmust be recognized that the value of
"g,"

obtained through the use of the

pendulum, had some relevance to geodesy. See Victor F. Lenzen and Robert P. Multhauf,

"Development ofGravityPendulums in the 19th
Century,"

United States NationalMuseum

Bulletin 240 (Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., 1965), 301-48. To make the

measurement of
"g,"

Hume undoubtedly used the Kater Pendulum still in the possession
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Geneva, Wisconsin) in 1895. Yerkes had the largest (forty-inch aperture) refractor ever

built and other enticing inducements. Barnard remained there until his death in 1923.

43. Nashville ChristianAdvocate, June 21, 1907, p. 17.

44. Only a month before speaking at Nashville, Barnard had received a public apology
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from The Examiner ofSan Francisco for its part in participating in a practical joke played

on Professor Barnard. Noting Barnard's "discovery of the fifth satellite of
Jupiter"

in

December 1892, on February 5, 1893, the newspaper expressed
"contrition"

for "printing
... an account of a highly ingenious, but non-existent, machine for scanning the skies and

catchingwandering comets on the photographic
plate."

Thismust have added to the joy of

his tour and his return to Nashville,where he had lived for most of his thirty-six years, for

he was much chagrined to read the fake story ofhis invention of a comet-finding machine,

which filled two columns of space in the newspaper's issue ofMarch 6, 1891.

The article had been signed "Collis H.
Barton,"

a pseudonym, it turned out, for Charles

B. Hill, a young astronomer who had worked for a short time at Lick Observatory with

Barnard, but Barnard and others suspected a colleague at Mt. Hamilton to have also con

tributed to the composition, James E. Keeler. The author quoted Barnard as having
described the essential part of his invention as being one of the new selenium photocells

that could provide on electrical signal when light fell on it. An essential principle suppos

edly involvedwas that most comets have a spectrum composed of three chiefwavelengths.

If, according to the fictional source, a dispersing prism is placed before the objective lens,

it will cause three spectral lines to fall in the location of the eye-piece where is placed a

metallic diaphragm with three slits cut exactly in the position of the three spectral lines.

Then the light from any comet will fall on the photo-cell, which will ring a bell at the

astronomer's bedroom, and he can rush to the observatory and record the celestial posi

tion of the new comet.

A second mechanism is also needed, Barnard was quoted as saying. This was a clock

work device that supposedly gave the telescope a rapid, sweeping motion, first from west

to east, and then shifting northward, by an automatic gear, a distance equal to two-thirds

the field of the telescope, whereupon the scanning motion would be continued. The long
article included three illustrations, even one showing the electrical circuit of its

Wheatstone Bridge, all ofwhich added to the seeming authenticity of the story.

According to two accounts of the hoax, Barnard "wrote hot letters of denial to The

Examiner and to other San Francisco
papers."

But he had not reckoned on the

Machiavellian foresight of the perpetrators. They had in advance advised the newspaper

not to publish a word of his disclaimers. (See Heber D. Curtis, in PopularAstronomy 46,

no. 71 [1938] and A. H. Joy, in Leaflets of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific, no. 311

[1955]).

45. See Robert T. Lagemann, Graduate SchoolAlmanac V (fall 1972). In an eight-page

article entitled "Has Vanderbilt Granted Honorary Degrees?", R.T.L. presents a number of

reasons for the belief that, by the usual standards, the degree D.Sc. awarded Barnard was

an honorary degree.

46. Ibid.

47. Minutes of the Meeting of the Faculty of the Academic Department, December 13,

1892.

48. In Leaflets . . . (1964) (reprint no. 24 of the Arthur J. Dyer Observatory)

Chapter 4: The John Daniel Era, 1888-1939

1. John Daniel was born July 6, 1863, the son of John and Susan Lee (Winship) Daniel

of Perry County, Alabama. After attending the CentenaryMale Academy of Summerfield,

Alabama, for three years, he entered the University ofAlabama in 1881 as a Sophomore.

2. Some sources give 1885, but 1886 is correct. SeeMinutes of the Board ofTrustees of

the University ofAlabama, June 20-22, 1888, and James B. Sellers,History of the University
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ofAlabama, vol. 1, 1818-1902 (University: University ofAlabama Press, 1963) Also,Daniel
himself gave 1886 on his application for admission to Johns Hopkins University dated
October 6, 1886. See note 4.

3. Letter from John Daniel to D. C. Gilman, July 19, 1888. This letter is to be found in

the John Daniel file at the Ferdinand Hamburger, Jr., Archives of Johns Hopkins

University.

4. The application for admission, as well as the letters of recommendation, can be

found at the Ferdinand Hamburger Jr. Archives, Johns Hopkins University.

5. Obituary,Nashville Banner, March 2, 1950.

6.Arthur Norberg, in Isis 69 (1976): 209.

7. Twelfth Annual Report of the President of The Johns Hopkins University, 1887

(Baltimore: The lohns Hopkins University, 1888).

8. At the time, in 1887-88, the physics staff consisted of Henry Augustus Rowland,

unquestionably the most able physicist in the United States, and four youngmenwho had

gained the doctorate at Hopkins under Rowland: Arthur L. Kimball, Louis Duncan,

Charles A. Perkins, and Henry Crew, the last of whom would, in 1909, while a distin

guished professor at Northwestern, become president of theAmerican Physical Society.

9. While holding these teaching ranks, Daniel was also enrolled as a graduate student

atVanderbilt for two years (1888-90).

10. Oral communication, John Daniel to the author, 1934. However, no published

report of the discovery has been found.

11. Allen Pettus, (Nashville) TennesseanMagazine,May 2, 1948.

12. Ibid.

13. lohn H. DeWitt, Jr., a former student of Dr. Daniel, who had heard examples

quoted by (Papa) John Lawrence, a teacher in the School of Engineering. Another source

of similar disclosures (in 1974) was Edward E. Bryan, also a former student ofDr. Daniel

(1920-21) and long an associate of his at the University.

14. These were, in 1890: William M. Baskervill (English), Walter Deering (German),

Alexander Hohlfeld (Romance languages), fames H. Kirkland (Latin), and Charles Forster

Smith (classics and modern languages), all ofwhom had acquired doctorates at Leipzig.

Chancellor Garland, N. T. Lupton (chemistry), and William L. Dudley (chemistry) also

had visited German universities for short or long periods of time.

15. A list of the eight kinds of pieces built by the machinist can be found in the

Minutes of the Board ofTrust,May 6, 1889. A few of those constructed byMr. Schott and

bearing his maker's mark are to be found in the Garland Collection. See chapter 4 of

Robert T. Lagemann, The Garland Collection of Classical Physics Apparatus at Vanderbilt

University (Nashville: Vanderbilt University, 1983).

16. Minutes of the Board of Trust, June 10, 1891.

17. These were ClaudeWaller,W. G. Kirkpatrick, and Alfred Hume, who later (1890)

earned a D.Sc. in physics atVanderbilt.

18. Minutes of the Board of Trust, May 6, 1889.

19. Ibid. A list of the thirty-two titles is given in appendix 4.1.

20. E. C. Pickering, Elements ofPhysicalManipulation, 2 volumes (NewYork: Hurd 8c

Houghton, 1873-1876).

21. F. Kohlrausch, An Introduction to Physical Measurements (New York: Appleton,

1874).

22. Although an Instructor, Daniel was still listed in the Register of 1889-90 as one of

the eight graduate students in attendance at the University.
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23. Minutes of the Board of Trust, June 16, 1890. The use of the ambiguous words

"incandescent arc
lights"

suggests that the chancellor was not yet conversant with the

details of the new lighting industry.

24. For further details on the construction of the generator and the distribution sys

tem see Lagemann, The Garland Collection, 69, and note 45 of chapter 3 of that book, 305.

25. Address as president of the Electric Conference, Philadelphia, September 8, 1884.

See Henry A. Rowland, Physical Papers of Henry August Rowland (Baltimore, 1902),

617-37.

26. Thirteenth Annual Report of the President of the Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore,Maryland, 1888, p. 15. Johns Hopkins University Circular, 7, July 1888, 89.

27. This effort on the part ofRowland preceded the establishment of a federal Bureau

ofStandards in the United States and was possibly patterned after those established earlier

in Germany and England. It was modest in extent, though it did serve a useful purpose.

28. Thirteenth Annual Report . . . , 17.

29. G. Stanley Hall, Life and Confessions of a Psychologist (New York: D. Appleton,

1923), 237-38. Whether lohn Daniel was aware of this anecdote and, if so,what inferences

he drew from it, is not known. But in 1934-35 (or 1935-36) at ameeting of theVanderbilt

Science Club he stated that "Rowland was a braggart of consummate conceit, yet he did

much ofvalue, including an accurate determination of the mechanical equivalent of
heat."

Neither Daniel's passing comment nor the Niagara incident should obscure the generally

accepted opinion that Rowlandmade a tremendous contribution to the advance ofphysics

in the United States before his early death at the age of fifty-three and that he exerted an

exemplary influence on the students at Hopkins. One of those students, Henry Crew,

wrote, "No one couldwork in [his] laboratory untouched byRowland's originality, clarity,

energy, and intellectual
honesty."

See A. A. Knowlton, in Isis 45 (1950): 169-74.

30. Herbert C.Winnick, inAnnals ofScience 29 (1972): 32 .

31. TwelfthAnnual Report . . . , 29.

32. Ibid., 30, 31.

33.Minutes of the Board ofTrustees, The University ofAlabama, 1889. Daniel's name

and details of the project appear on page 72 under the Report of the Building Committee

for the year ending June 15, 1889. See also Nashville Banner, March 2, 1950.

34. Paul K. Conkin, Gone with the Ivy (Knoxville: University ofTennessee Press), 1985,

114. It is believed that Daniel's dynamo, although preserved for many years, was lost dur

ingWorldWar IIwhen more space was needed in the basement ofGarland Hall,where the

dynamo was stored.

35. Stella Vaughn, (Vanderbilt) AlumniMagazine, September 1950, p. 12.

36. Allen Pettus, (Nashville) Tennessean Magazine,May 2, 1948.

37. Ibid.

38. See reference 14, above.

39. Knowlton.

40.Minutes of the Board ofTrust, June 14, 1892.

41. Letter from John Daniel to D. C. Gilman, sent from Nashville December 1, 1891.

Archives, Johns Hopkins University.

42. Internal memorandum, Gilman to Rowland, December 3, 1891. Johns Hopkins

Archives.

43. letter from John Daniel to a Mr. Ball sent from Berlin March 21, 1892. Archives,

Johns Hopkins University.

44.Michael Pupin, From Immigrant to Inventor (NewYork: Scribner's Sons, 1923).
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45. The Germans have two degrees of forbiddance. One is
"Verboten"

(forbidden) and

one is "Streng
verboten"

(strongly forbidden).

46. This quotation is an exact transcription I took from copious notes in 193435 (or

1935-36) when I attended a lecture given by Professor Daniel before the Vanderbilt

Science Club. It is of course based on a biblical incident.

47. Martin Leo Arons was at the time a Privatdozent, that is, an instructor without

tenure, at Berlin, where he worked from 1890 to 1899. His career as a physicist was undis

tinguished. One biographermentions only his invention of a mercury amalgam lamp. He

died in 1919, the same year he was dismissed from his university post for his socialist

views.

48. Hr. Mewes andHr. Th. Gross, inAnnalen derPhysik und Chemie, 3d ser., 46 (1892):

171.

49. Melba Phillips, in American Journal ofPhysics 51 (1982): 502.

50. Webster has been called the second mathematical physicist in the United States,

Willard Gibbs of Yale being the first. After some decades of use the term mathematical

physicist transmuted into "theoretical
physicist."

In jest, and perhaps enviously, experi

mentalists claim that their theorist colleagues need only pencil and paper and a pot of cof

fee in order to carry on their work.

5 1 . BenjaminW. Snow later joined the faculty at the University ofWisconsin and inau

gurated research in infrared spectroscopy in continuation of his Berlin research with

Rubens. For a long time he was in charge of the demonstration lectures for the introduc

tory physics course there. I was once told by a former student atWisconsin, EldaAnderson,

that Snowwas an unusually gifted lecturerwho had a wonderful rapport with his students

and that when the clock showed the time for the beginning of class, he would throw open

the door of the adjoining storeroom, take a running start, and slide for six meters along the

waxed floor to come to rest behind the lecture table all to the wild applause of the class.

52. The Annalen, so-called, was the Annalen der Physik und Chemie, later to be short

ened toAnnalen der Physik, and was often called "Poggendorff's
Annalen"

after its founder

or "Wiedemann's
Annalen"

after a long-time editor. Its editors in 1892 were Planck and

Wien.

53. From scattered sources one is led to believe that Daniel delivered a talk before the

Berlin Academy of Science and that Helmholtz was the presiding officer at the time. One

such source, the (Nashville) Tennessean,March 3, 1950, reads, "There (in Berlin) his exper

iments (at Johns Hopkins) on the polarization of light brought an invitation to read a

paper before the BerlinAcademy of
Science."

However, a careful search of the proceedings

of the Berlin Academy, Sitzungsberichte der Koniglich Preussischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften zuBerlin, does not reveal that he appeared before the academy during 1892,

the year he was in residence in Berlin. Nor was Helmholtz ever chairman of a session dur

ing 1892. The presiding officer of the Physical-Mathematical Division was always the sec

retary,ArthurAuwers. The regularmembers of this elite societywere forty-nine in number

at the time and included Helmholtz, von Siemens, the electrical engineer, andVirchow, the

biologist. From the Physics Institute, onlyKundt was a member. He could, as he did in the

case of his associate, Rubens, sponsor the appearance of others before the academy.

Although he might have "received an
invitation,"

as stated in the newspaper, he did not

actually address the academy. The last meeting during his stay in Berlin was on July 28. It

is unlikely that, having arrived in Berlin about February 15, he had acquired sufficient flu

ency in the language to address this illustrious assembly.
Nor did he speak before the Berlin

Physical Society, whose programs were reported in theAnnalen derPhysik und Chemie and

have been perused by the author.
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54. "Ueber galvanische Polarisationerscheinungen in einer diinnen metallischen

Scheidewand in einem
Voltameter,"

Annalen der Physik und Chemie 49 (1893): 281-83.

55. Obituary, (Nashville) Tennessean, March 3, 1950.

56. See note 46.

57.Among the titles of books he brought back with him, we have identified:

Joseph Fourier. The Analytical Theory of Heat. Translated by A. Freeman (Cambridge,

1878). In this book is inscribed "John
Daniel."

Peter Guthrie Tait and William John Steele. Dynamics of a Particle. London, 1882. This

book was later given to the Vanderbilt Library byMrs. Daniel.

Festschrift zu Hermann von Helmholtz. Berlin, 1872. In this book is inscribed "John
Daniel."

F. Kohlrausch. Leitfaden der Praktischen Physik. Leipzig, 1887. In this book is inscribed

"John Daniel, 7 May
92."

August Kundt. Die Neues Entwicklung der Electriscitates Lehre. Berlin, 1891. In this

book is inscribed "John Daniel / 26 Apeil
1892."

58. He did, in fact, use
"Sigellack"

(sealingwax) to isolate parts of the voltaic cells from

one another. The gold foil used was also purchased in Nashville.

59. "A Study of the Polarization Upon a Thin Metal Partition in a Voltameter,
I,"

Physical Review 1 (1894): 241-59, and "A Study . . .

II."

Physical Review 1 (1894): 351-64.

60. Philosophical Magazine 37 (February 1894): 185-201; vol. 37 (March 1894):

288-300.

61. Professor William L. Dudley of Chemistry was a subscriber to the Annalen, for

example.

62. Minutes of the Board of Trust, fune 17, 1895.

63. Nature 53 (1896): 274-76

64. Science 3 (1896): 227-31.

65. (Vanderbilt) Hustler 7, no. 17 (February 13, 1896): 2.

66. Hustler 7 (March 5, 1896).

67. Daniel made the declaration in the presence of the author some time in the period

193436. He repeated the claim in a letter to Lawrence Reynolds. See letter from Lawrence

Reynolds to John Daniel, December 3, 1949, in which Reynolds repeats Daniel's claim

made in an earlier letter to him. This letter is held by the Department of Physics and

Astronomy.

68. Southern Dental Journal and Luminary 15 (1896): 304.

69.William L. Dudley joined the Vanderbilt faculty in 1886 as professor of chemistry

and head of the School of Pharmacy. In 1895 he was appointed dean of the Medical

School. From 1880 to 1886 he had taught chemistry and toxicology at theMiamiMedical

School, Cincinnati, from where he had received an M.D. degree (honorary) in 1886. In an

obituarywritten by a close associate, John T.McGill, he was described as aman who "never

seemed in a hurry, but always on
time."

70. The IV (Ivy) Club was a self-perpetuating group of un-married faculty members

who lived inWesley Hall and took meals together there. The number varied from year to

year. In 1893-94, the members were I. H. Kirkland, the newly elected chancellor; Frederick

W Moore, who later became dean of the College ofArts and Science;William L. Dudley,

who would become dean of the School of Medicine; and John Daniel, soon to be

appointed professor of practical physics.

71. Science 3 (1896): 562-63.

72. The Comet (ofVanderbilt University), 10 (1896): 117.
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73. Daniel, in Science 3 (1896): 562-63.

74. D. S. Tarbell, A. T. Tarbell, and J. H. Hamilton, Journal of Chemical Education 58

(1981): 275; Lagemann, Garland Collection, 77-78.

75. The position included John H. Lawrence, 1905-6; Associate Professor Charles L.

Swisher (Ph.D. Cornell), 1920-22; Assistant Professor G. H. Carlovitz, 1924-26; Assistant

ProfessorWesley B. Brown, 1926-28.

76. William J. Vaughn (1834-1912) came to Vanderbilt from the University of

Alabama in 1882 as professor ofmathematics. In 1895 his title was changed to professor

ofmathematics and astronomy. He was chief librarian of the university from 1886-1912,

for which service he received an additional $100 annually. A paid staff carried on the daily
operation of the library. Many of the books in the present Science Library are inscribed

with his signature.

77. The teachers in the physics course for pharmacy students were Alfred Hume

(1885-91); R. L. lohnson (1891-92); Philip H. Porter (1892-93); Richard W Clawson

(1893-95); andW Phillips Connell (1895-97). The instructors in the physics course for

medical students were Olin West (1901-6); F. E. Freeland (1906-7); lames McClure

(1907-13); J. J. Crumbley (1913-14); and J. M. Rogoff (1914-15).

78. For a detailed description of this apparatus see Lagemann, Garland Collection.

79. Ibid,see items 2 and 21-25 in Lagemann, Garland Collection.

80. Letter to the author, February 15, 1988, from John H. DeWitt, Jr., who was a stu

dent in Professor Daniel's class in 1924 or 1925.

81. Told to the author in 1988 byDr.W T. Pinkston,who said he had heard the related

story from Dr. Guy Forman.

82. The Comet was so named to commemorate the discoveries of Edward Emerson

Barnard, who found seven comets while a student and instructor atVanderbilt. He left in

1887, the year The Comet was founded, to assume a post as an astronomer at Lick

Observatory in California. While chiefly a record of the membership of fraternities and

other clubs, it interspersed on its pages some of the humor of the day.

83. The Comet 10 (1896): 212.

84. The Comet 11 (1897): 218.

85. See reference 80, above.

86. On the other hand, in 1982 in conversation with the author, Professor Dillard

Jacobs recalled that at a later date, ca. 1932 the roll was recorded for the professor by one

of the students, who performed the task by recording the numbers of each vacant seat.

This led to students who expected to be absent to enlist the cooperative presence of a

friend not even enrolled in the class.

87. Dillard Jacobs to the author, 1982.

88. Letter from Dr. FrankWitherspoon to the author, October 4, 1988.

89.All five children received degrees fromVanderbilt. Their given names were: Landon

Garland, Ray Knight, John, Jr., HarbenWinfield, and Grace.

90. Through the years since, the house, still standing, has been variously known as

Central Hall, Central Apartments, and Old Central. A plaque on the East outer wall

memorializes Professor Daniel. His portrait adorns an inner wall.

91. Letter from Mrs. Edwin S. Gardner (nee Grace Daniel), daughter of Professor

Daniel, to the author, September 1988.

92. Edward Bryan to the author, 1974.

93. Mrs. Edwin S. Gardner to the author, September 1988.

94. Conkin, 190.
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95. Minutes of the Board ofTrustees, the University ofAlabama, June 3, 1914 (p. 468).

He was one of three recipients of an honorary degree in that year.

96. See Minutes of the Board of Trust, June 11, 1918. To date, the holders of the

Landon C. Garland Professorship of Physics have been John Daniel (1919-39), Francis G.

Slack (1939-51), Robert T. Lagemann (1951-77), and Joseph H. Hamilton (1981- ).

97. lames McClure was born in Union City, Tennessee, in 1872, the son of Sam and

MaryNolenMcClure. He diedMay 18, 1958, in Nashville, Tennessee, and burial took place

in Trenton, Tennessee. He was married to PollyMai Choate in 1898. Their two sons were

James Wade McClure and Ewell N. McClure.

98. Betsy Rowlett, (Nashville) Tennessean, luly 16, 1950.

99. The manual used was authored by Philip Rudnick of the departmental staff and

was published by the university.

100. Oswald Blackwood,American Journal ofPhysics 12 (1944): 149.

101. Letter from Professor Lloyd Stow to the author, luly 17, 1988. 1 also recall seeing

the pile of discarded articles in front of Calhoun Hall, the most-used classroom building
at the time. Editor's note: Because Lagemann returned the year after Pharr retired in 1950,

some confusion surrounds this recollection.

102. During the last years of Dr. Daniel's teaching the other members of the depart

ment took his place when he had to be absent from his class and in other ways, too, tried

to supplement his lectures.

In April, 1938, during Professor Daniel's next-to-last year at Vanderbilt, instead of

observing an experiment in the laboratory, the entire class assembled on the third floor to

view special demonstrations. Dr. Slack gave a demonstration on short (electromagnetic)

waves and their use in guiding airplane landings; Dr. Underwood explained cathode rays;

and Dr. Rudnick discussed polarized light and the new polarizing sheet, polaroid (Ben

Austin, The 40-Year Cycle/The Vanderbilt Diaries (South Pasadena, Calif: Kilmarnock

Press, 1980), 83.

Chapter 5: A New Beginning, 1928-1945

1. At the timeAstronomywas associated withMathematics.

2. It was entitled "On the Polarization of Light from Hydrogen Canal
Rays,"

Physical

Review 31 (1928): 312(A).

3.WesleyHall burned in 1932 and was never replaced. Later a building on the east side

of 21st Avenue was namedWesley Hall. It was demolished in 1989.

4. Information on Francis Slack's forebears can be found in The Charles G. Slack

Collection ofAutographs ofLeadingAmericans, a brochure published byMarietta College in

1964. While describing a magnificant collection of 1,253 American autographs all the

U.S. presidents are represented given to the college by Francis Slack's uncle, the brochure

also provides genealogical information about the Slack family. An abbreviated genealogi

cal chart can be drawn from information provided in this brochure. The two contributors

to the brochure were Charles G. Slack, the donor of the collection,who described the con

tents, and George J. Brazier, who wrote on the Slack family.

5. His thesis was published (Physical Review 28 [1926]: 1-12) under the title "The

Duration ofRadiation Excited in Hydrogen by 10.2 Volt Electron
Impacts."

6. Francis G. Slack, "Die Intensitats dissymmetry beim Wasserstoffstark effect (Eine

Erklarung aufGrund von SchrodingersWellenmechanik) "Annalen der Physik 82 (1927):

576-84.

7. Physical Review 31 (1928): 527-32.

8. Physical Review 31 (1928): 312(A).
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9. This terrible atmospheric pollution was caused by the extensive burning of soft coal
in the city and in railroad locomotives and by the fact that the geography of Nashville

brought an atmospheric inversion over much of the city. On manymornings, particularly

in thewintermonths, drivers of cars had to turn on headlights, and pedestrians could only
distinguish objects some twenty feet distant, or less. Students and faculty members at

Vanderbilt found the condition very disagreeable. Only by about the 1960s did the envi

ronment clear up.

10. Arthur L. Kimball, A College Textbook of Physics, 4th edition (New York: Holt,

1929).Widely used at the time, this textwas written while Kimball was atAmherst in 191 1.

Manymodern physics topics were included in the 783 pages of the fourth edition of 1929,
an edition I used when in 1935-36 I taught a problem section for engineers.

11. Joseph S. Ames andWilliam ]. A. Bliss, A Manual ofExperiments in Physics (New

York: American Book Co, 1898). This extraordinarily comprehensive book contains

ninety-one appropriate exercises, three useful appendices on laboratory techniques and

practices, and twenty-two tables of useful physical constants.

12. Lloyd W. Taylor, William W Watson, and Carl E. Howe, General Physics for the

Laboratory (Boston: Ginn and Co., 1926).

13. Philip Rudnick (19041982) joined the department as an assistant professor in

September 1931, following the completion of his Ph.D. work at the University ofChicago,
where he had earned a B.S. in 1924 and an M.S in 1925 and had done a thesis in molecu

lar band spectroscopy under W W Watson. Although inclined toward mathematical

physics, inwhich he was thoroughly competent, and taught a wide variety of subjects dur

ing his eighteen-year stay atVanderbilt, he loyally participated in the other obligations of

the Physics Department: for example, the reinvigoration of the introductory laboratory
and the advising of a few master's theses in experimental physics. He was capable, ener

getic, and dedicated, while at the same time slightly diffident in the presence of students.

One Ph.D. alumnus of the department has described him as "infinitely demanding and

infinitely
patient"

(William Skinner, Letter to the author, November 20, 1989).

14. Philip Rudnick, Laboratory Experiments in General Physics (Nashville: Vanderbilt

University Physics Department, 1932).

1 5. A file box of such filled-out inventory cards is still in the possession of the depart

ment. Each card bears an initial date, some dated as early as 1928, with successive stamps

attesting to each inspection. No card carries an entry, however, for 1944, a war year.

16. By the time Newton Underwood arrived at Vanderbilt the student practice of

endowing their professors with descriptive names
appears to have died out. No one, stu

dent or faculty member, ever, to my knowledge, made note of the fact that his given name

wasNewton. The first two physics professors atVanderbiltwere given the titles "Old
Gray"

(Landon C. Garland) and "Old
Dynamo"

(lohn Daniel), but there the nick-naming of

physics teachers ended. During its first quarter century, some of the faculty appellations

were: "Old Uncle
Billy"

(William J. Dodd, Latin), "Old
Humph"

(MiltonW Humphreys,

Greek), "Old
Lup"

(Nathaniel Lupton, chemistry), "Old
Saff"

and "Uncle
fimmie"

(James

M. Safford, geology), "Pope
Nimmons"

(Holland Nimmons McTyeire, president of the

Board of Trust),
"Chanc"

(Chancellor James H. Kirkland), "Dad
Schuerman"

(W H.

Schuerman, dean of Engineering), "Pappy
Lawrence"

(John Lawrence, engineering). The

latest of the faculty known to the writer to possess widely used cognomens were
"Cocky"

(Herbert C. Sanborn, philosophy), "Black
Bart"

(Barton McSwain, surgery), "Iron
Man';

(Arthur W Ingersoll, chemistry),
"Shorty"

(C. S. Brown, mechanical engineering),
"Skipper"

(Paul A. Cushman, mechanical engineering), and "The Little
Dean"

and

"Fireball"

(Fred Lewis, dean, School of Engineering).
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17. See Bulletin of Vanderbilt University, Reports of the Chancellor and Other

Administrative Officers, 1942-1943, 30. See also abstracts of paper delivered before the

annual meetings of the Southeastern Section of the American Physical Society, which are

to be found in the Physical Review.

18. This amount can be ascertained from his personal work lists preserved in the

Departmental Archives and entitled "Apparatus Purchased Sept. 1928. / Expenditures

1928-29. / 4
pages."

19. Hillard Wood Carlton (1919- ) was an employee of Kennedy & Bowden, a

Nashville machine shop,when he left in 1946 to come to Vanderbilt. An ingenious instru

ment maker, he was largely trained by his father in Lewisburg, Tennessee. Without the
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sor's home and thrust into the fresh soil of the flower bed a few kernels of seed corn. Some

weeks later he sympathetically listened to Carnes's complaint of the poor quality of the

flower seed he had planted that spring.

20. Seemingly, a reduction of laboratory effort has taken place since Slack's time. In

recent years the required attendance in the advanced and introductory laboratories has

fallen to twenty-six or even twenty-four afternoons for one-hour of credit per year. Many

instructors now use the first week of a semester to
"organize"

the lab and the last week for
"make-up"

work, which Slack and Rudnick required to be done outside the regular labo

ratory period. In Slack's time the academic year was divided into three terms, the quarter

system, having switched from semesters duringWorldWar I. In 1957-58 the semester sys

tem was reinstated.

21. Physics Laboratory Instructions (for) Physics III and XIII (Nashville: Vanderbilt

University, 1929), ninety-nine pages. Typed copy reproduced by mimeograph. A copy is

preserved in the Vanderbilt Science Library. A set of reports some eighteen in number

prepared by the author (R.T.L.) while a student during 1934^35 is preserved in the

Departmental Archives. See appendix 5.1 for a list of the experiments.

22.Willard L. Severinghaus was for a long time the secretary of the American Physical

Society. First copyrighted in 1918, the booklet was privately reprinted in 1938, at which

time it was forty-four pages in length.

23. See Oswald Blackwood, "Undergraduate Origins of American
Physicists,"

American Journal ofPhysics 12 (1944): 149-50.

24. M. M. Trytten, in American Journal ofPhysics 15 (1947): 330-33.

25. Sidney G. Starling, Electricity and Magnetism for Advanced Students (London:

Longmans, Green, 1932).

26. Frederick H. Getman and Farrington Daniels, Outlines of Theoretical Chemistry

(NewYork:Wiley, 1931). Later, Dr. Bircher wrote a textbook of his own.

27. The text used for differential equations was Abraham Cohen, An Elementary
Treatise on Differential Equations (NewYork: D. C. Heath, 1933); That for the other course

was Functions ofa Complex Variable by E. J. Townsend (NewYork: Holt, 1934).

28. Constance Reid,Hilbert (NewYork: Springer, 1970), 169.

29. Some understanding of the severity of grading standards atVanderbilt at the time

can be obtained from the average of all grades awarded in the College ofArts and Science

(including, we believe, the Graduate School) during the academic year 1937-38. Counting
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an
"A"

as equal to 3 and a
"B"

equal to 2, etc., the average for all students was 1.49, that is,

between a C and a B (Bulletin ofVanderbilt University, Reports of the Chancellor and Other

Administrative Officers, 1937-38, p.79).

30. See Minutes of the Faculty of the College ofArts and Science, May 26, 1931, and

December 8, 1931.

31. These rounded-off numbers were read from a graph prepared by Dr. Leonard

Alberstadt. The directions of change shown in the graph are confirmed by numbers to be

found in Bulletin of Vanderbilt University, Reports of the Chancellor and Other Officers of

Administration, 1938-39, p. 36. There, based on enrollments in 1927-28, in the two years

cited, Chemistry fell from 101 to 89 percent, while Biology rose from 161 to 252 percent.

In the same two-year period, Physics fell from 96 to 8 1 percent and Geology fell from 99

to 74 percent.

32. It is probable that Introductory Physics and Introductory Geology were not

allowed to fulfill the science requirement because they were usually not open to freshman

and because, for some reason, students took their required science course as freshmen.

33. Physical Review 31 (1928): 312.

34. "LowVoltage Electron Impacts in
Hydrogen,"

Physical Review 33 (1929): 1085(A).

35. "The Hydrogen Atom in the Stark
Effect,"

Physical Review 35 (1930): 1 170-76. The

paper was submittedApril 4, 1930.

36. He was later, in 1932, to serve as president of the Tennessee Academy.

37. Physical Review 29 (1927): 161-64. See also Fred Allison, in Physical Review 30

(1927): 66-70.

38. Journal ofthe TennesseeAcademy ofScience 6 (1931): 47. This is a long abstract. The

paper itselfwas never published.

39. "AnArrangement for Obtaining a Steady Flow ofGas at a Constant Low
Pressure,"

Review ofScientific Instruments 1 (1933): 33-35.

40. See, for example, Fred Allison and Edgar J. Murphy, in Journal of the American

Chemical Society 52 (1930): 3796-3806.

41. J. M. Beams and Fred Allison, in Physical Review 29 (1927): 161-64.

42. Physical Review 40 (1932): 1052(A).

43. Physical Review, 42 (1932): 305-11.

44. William B. Brown, "Magneto-Optic Rotations by Parallel
Circuits"

(M.S. thesis,

Vanderbilt University, 1933), 16.

45. lamesA. Peoples, Jr. (1911-) A.B. 1933,M.S. 1934,was one of the most affable and

gregarious graduates in physics ever to have attended Vanderbilt. He possessed a strong

penchant for carrying out harmless practical jokes. For example,
when a student at Ohio

State (Ph.D., 1938) he sometimes found the supply of dry ice for his research had run low.

To obtain an immediate supply he took the Columbus street car to south Columbus,where

a source was available. On his return hewould place the block of dry ice (temperature -57

C.) on the seat beside him. Then, as the car began to fill up on its trip out High Street, he

would lift the block to the floor and graciously offer the seat to a standing passenger. To

Jim's great delight, in a matter of seconds the previously grateful passenger would relin

quish the seat and move elsewhere.

46. Physical Review 43 (1933): 49-50.

47. Physical Review 44 (1933): 419-20.

48. Physical Review 44 (1933): 420.

49. Physical Review 44 (1933): 61. For Latimer's explanation ofwhy he published his

(spurious) findings, see Irving Langmuir (edited by Robert N. Hall), "Pathological
Science,"

Physics Today (October 1989): 36-48.
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50. J. L. McGhee and Margret Lawrence, in Journal of the American Chemical Society
54 (1932): 405-6.

51. For a recent account of the now-discredited N rays, see Robert T. Lagemann, in

American Journal ofPhysics 45 (1977): 281-84.

52. lames A. Peoples, "ChemicalAnalysis byMeans ofMagneto-Optic
Rotation"

(M.S.
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53. Physical Review 45 (1934): 126(A).

54. M.Wissink and JayWoodrow, in Physical Review 45 (1934): 126(A).

55. Journal of the Franklin Institute 218 (1934): 445-62.
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topes) see Physical Review 35 (1930): 285, and Journal of theAmerican Chemical Society 54

(1932): 613-15. The elements are now known as Francium (87), discovered in 1930 in

France, andAstatine (85), discovered in 1940 at the University ofCalifornia.

57. Journal of theAmerican Chemical Society 54 (1932): 405-6.

58. 1. B. Hopley, in Annals ofScience 13 (1957): 265-72; 15 (1957): 91-108.

59. Physical Review 46 (1934): 724-27.
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61. Journal ofPolymer Science 3 (1948): 663-68.
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Departmental Archives: One is a bound notebook carrying largely the numerical data

recorded. The other is a loose-leaf, hand-written
"log"

kept by R.T.L.

63. Bulletin ofVanderbilt University, Reports of the Chancellor and otherAdministrative

Officers, 1943-1944, vol. 44, September 1944, p.3.

64. Elmer B. Carnes (1911- ) served from 1943 to 1955 as an instructor and then lec

turer in physics. His coming to Vanderbilt illustrates the problem of faculty recruitment

during the war. One day during the middle of the war Carnes by chance met his former

teacher at Western Kentucky, Guy Forman, on the streets of Nashville. Learning that

Carnes was employed by the U.S. Corps of Engineers in Nashville, Forman forthwith

offered him a job teaching physics atVanderbilt and Carnes forthwith accepted.

65. Bulletin ofVanderbilt University, Reports of the Chancellor and otherAdministrative

Officers, 1944-45. September 1945. p. 6.

66. Ibid., 8.

67. See letter fromWillard Jewell to Guy Forman, October 2, 1963. The letter is to be

found in the Archives of the Department ofGeology.

Chapter 6: Max Delbruck atVanderbilt
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Fischer, Das Atom der Biologen: Max Delbruck und der Ursprung der Molekulargenetik

(Munich: PiperVerlag, 1988). Also useful was a questionnaire filled out byDelbruck him

self: "Personal Records Questionnaire of the Royal
Society,"

a copy ofwhich is held by the

Medical Archives of the School ofMedicine, Vanderbilt University.

3. Constance Reid, Courant in Gottingen and New York: The Story of an Improbable

Mathematician (NewYork: Springer-Verlag, 1976), 97.

4. Related by Ernst Peter Fischer, University ofKonstanz, during a lecture delivered at

Vanderbilt University, June 1983.
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Gottingen, Francis Slack was a post-doctoral fellow at the University ofMunich.

6. Fischer, DasAtom derBiologen, 35-36.
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181-87,.
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Annals ofScience 41 (1984): 335-37.
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Delbruck and the Origins ofMolecular Biology (New York: Norton, 1988).
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(NewYork: Crowell, 1965), 138.

12. Cline, 139.
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27. FrederickWolf, oral communication, 1986.
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29. Horace Freeland Judson, The Eighth Day of Creation, (New York: Simon &

Schuster, 1979), 64.

30. The amount $4,500 is given in a 1978 interview byManny Delbruck. See Fischer

and Lipson, Thinking about Science, 138. Slackwas at Columbia University at the time and

received an augmented salary there, but on his return to Vanderbilt, according to univer

sity records, he too received #4,500
per year during 1945-46.
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31. Fischer and Lipson, 157.

32. One present facultymemberwho knew him later recalls he was ordinarily allowed

to travel no more than thirtymiles from Nashville and that for longer trips he had to first

obtain official permission.

33. Quoted by FrederickWolf, 1986.
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provided space for Max's students. On September 3, 1997, Clint Carter, Professor and
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M.A. thesis entitled "The Effect of a Quinine Salt on the Interaction of a Bacterial Virus

and Its
Host."
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"InducedMutations in Bacterial
Viruses,"
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Ultraviolet

Radiation."
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coli!'
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atives was taken from Annedore Leber, Das Gewissen stedt auf . . . (Berlin: Mosaic Verlag,
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edge, and since he, B, did only teaching, however good it was, and little writing, a raise

could not be given.

39. Conkin, 574-75.

40. How times change! About 1988 a professor of chemistry at Vanderbilt, John van

Wazer, was presenting an introductory course on the chemistry of nutrition for non-

majors in which he prepared snack meals for the class, which met at midday.

41. At the time I met him, Kemble had turned to revising the curriculum used by
Harvard undergraduates. Earlier in his career he had written the first textbook on quan

tum mechanics in theUnited States (1937) and had been thementor of such distinguished

physicists as John H. Van Vleck, Robert S. Mulliken, and lohn C. Slater. Somewhat

younger, Holton had come from Europe to America, changed his name, and was well

launched on a distinguished career that included, besidesminor work in ultrasonics, stud

ies in the history and philosophy of science.

42. The twowho purported to have discovered
"table-top"

fusion were B. Stanley Pons

andMartin Fleischmann. So convinced of the reality of the finding were the scientists and

administrators at the University ofUtah that they devoted $5,000,000 to continued study
of the effect. They also applied to the U.S. Congress for a grant of $25,000,000 to establish

a cold fusion center. Alas, experiments conducted by Sandia Laboratory scientists could

not duplicate the purported results. The requirement that the supposedly ejected neutrons

register simultaneously on three detectors eliminated detector artifacts, including actual

neutron bursts. The collaboration by twenty scientists did not support the claims, which

are now said to be blemished by a number of
"unscientific"

procedures. In January 1993,

Physics Today called the cold fusion claims "The Scientific Fiasco of the
Century."

43. The relevant correspondence with Professor Holton is to be found in the

Department Archives.

44. They did not, however, bring the sales enjoyed by Georg Gamow. Few could. He

once told me that the proceeds from his books were sufficient to allow him to buy a new

Cadillac every year.
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45. A description of the Ranger can be found in amaster's thesis byBarbaraWinnemore:

"Polonium Alpha Particle Absorption in Polymers of
Polychlorotrifluoroethylene,"

Vanderbilt University, 1953. The thesis was written under the direction ofProfessor Donald

Cowan, who took over direction of the Ranger Program during Hill's leave of absence.
46. As I recall, the students were Roy T.Arnold, G. L. Harmon, Gordon Harrison, and

T. P. Lang, though there may have been others.

47. Dr. Cyril Curtis (1920- ), B.S.,McKendree College, 1942, and Ph.D., Illinois, 1951,

had been working at the Argonne National Laboratory before coming to Vanderbilt in

1953 as an assistant professor. He left at the end of the 1958-59 academic year to assume

a position at the Midwestern Research Association where he later came in charge of the

injector and linear accelerator stage of the world's largest proton accelerator at the Fermi

Laboratory at Batavia, Illinois.

48. The report can be found in the Department Archives.

49. AAAS Observer, November 3, 1989.

50.When I became chairman in 1951, 1 found an already-published teaching schedule

that left only one obvious slot to fill, the teaching of a course Dr. Slack had been scheduled

for. Thereafter I tried to schedule for my own teaching duties one three-hour lecture

course per week and the supervision of associated laboratory sections. Subsequent chair

men have at times deviated from that practice.

51. For example,
"top-down"

administration could be illustrated by the two-line verse,
"Ideas arise from down below: / Back from above comes the

veto."

52. A catalog offering such books, Lindsay's Electrical Books, is available from Lindsay

Publications, P.O. Box 538, Bradley, Illinois 60915. The Ord-Hume book, well-docu

mented and thorough, is not without humor. In his foreword he quotes a philosopher of

the early eighteenth century: "Everywhere I see people who talk continually about them

selves. . . . Some days ago a man of this character wore us down for two hours . . . but as

there is no such thing as perpetual motion in this world, he stopped
talking."

53. Barker was the physicist who advised Chancellor Garland on what apparatus to

buy during his visit to Europe in 1875.

54. In Nashville at this time it was often the custom to provide two bowls ofpunch on

the serving table. Placed on opposite ends of the table, one was called "Baptist
Punch"

(without alcohol); the other was named "Episcopalian
Punch."

The chairman's punch for
students'

contained no C2H5OH.

55. Later John Sorace remained a resident of Nashville and advanced to the position

of assistant chief of police. It has been claimed that he is the only chief of police in the

United States who understands Heisenberg's quantum mechanics.

56. These and other justifications for development of biophysics are given in a mem

orandum from Robert Lagemann to "members of the Faculty . . April 8, 1974: "Some

Reasons That Might Be Advanced for Continuation of a Faculty Effort in

Biophysics-Medical
Physics."

57. Werner Mehlhorn, Raymond L. Weiland, Robert T. Lagemann, and George R.

Meneely, "Quantitative Measurement ofMixed Radioisotopes in Humans by Gamma Ray

Spectroscopy: Mixed Fusion Products
BA140

- La140,
Zr95

N695, and
Ru103 Rn103"

(a

chapter in Radioactivity inMan, ed. George R. Meneeley (Springfield, 111.: Thomas, 1960).

Two years earlier G. ]. Nijgh, a visiting associate professor from the Netherlands, hadmade

significant contributions to Meneely's program, and later, in 1960, was invited back to

deliver one of the papers at a conference held at Vanderbilt on "Radioactivity in
Man"

at

which yet anotherVanderbilt physicist, Charles E. Roos, gave a paper.
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58. This six-page program is entitled "Dedication of the Science Center,May 13,
1965."

59. Thismemorandum bears no date,butmust have been circulated near the end ofMay
1974. Itwas found attached to an uncirculated letter to his faculty datedMay 9, 1974, which

Pinkston states he had composed "a couple ofweeks
ago."

60. The two numbers are given in a letter from C. Roos to Provost N. Hobbs, April 27,

1974.

61. Kent Larsen to Physics and Astronomy Faculty Members and Graduate Students,

lune 5, 1974.

62. Letter from I. Bloch to Physics-Astronomy Faculty andGraduate Students,May 22,

1974.

63. Letter from John Paul Barach to the Physics-Astronomy Faculty, May 2, 1974.

Chapter 11: Modern Astronomy at Vanderbilt

1. David F. Musto, Vistas in Astronomy 9 (1969): 87-92.

2. Ibid.

3.Walter E. Gross,Annals ofScience 31 (1974): 407-27.

4. See Deborah leanWarner, Alvan Clark & Sons: Artists in OpticsWashington, D.C.:

Smithsonian Institution Press, 1968), 54;W L. Kennon, OleMissAlumni Review 1, no. 3

(October 1947); W L. Kennon and Sanford C. Gladden, in American Physics Teacher 6

(1938): 1-7.

5. A second, well-equipped observatory was the Leander McCormick Observatory at

the University ofVirginia. A third was a private observatory at Hastings, Missouri. In the

early 1880s these two andVanderbilt's were the only observatories in the South to publish

observations of interest to other astronomers.

6. See Robert Lagemann, "Thomas H. Barlow and His
Planetariums."

Rittenhouse 1

(1987): 7-9.

7. (Nashville) Christian Advocate, January 9, 1875.

8. The letters are in theVanderbilt UniversityArchives.

9. P. R. Calvert, in Journal of the Tennessee Academy of Science 3 (1928): 14. See also

Margaret N. Bryant, Nashville BannerMagazine, ca. March 1980, which shows a photo

graph of the pile of stones.

10. Hume's thesis was entitled "Some Physical Constants (Length of Second's

Pendulum, Force ofMagnetism, Latitude and
Longitude)."

11. See Mrs. Baskervill's sketch of E. E. Barnard in the (Nashville) Christian Advocate

ofNovember 8, 1900.

12. Journal of the TennesseeAcademy ofScience 35 (1960): 12425.

13.As late as the 1980sMr. Ballard continued to help Vanderbilt astronomers to build

special instruments.

14. Publications of theAstronomical Society of the Pacific 62 (1950): 241-55.

15. Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific 63 (1951): 72-75. Actually

Seyfert 's first two papers published while he was atVanderbilt were based on work he had

just completed at theWarner and Swasey Observatory: Carl K. Seyfert, in Publications of
theAstronomical Society of the Pacific 59 (1947): 34-35; and 59 (1947): 35.

16. This has been pointed out by Douglas S. Hall in IAPPP Communications, no. 31

(March 1988): 12.

17. C. K. Seyfert, J. H. DeWitt, and E. M. Lewis,Astronomical Journal 55 (1950): 182.

18. (Vanderbdt) Alumnus (Autumn 1971): 10, 11, 45.

19. 1. H. DeWitt and E. K. Stockola, Proceedings of the I.R.E. (March 1949): 229. See also
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(Vanderbilt) Alumnus (Autumn 1971): 10, 11, 45; and Terry W Saltsman, Russell M.

Genet, and Douglas S. Hall, "lohn H. DeWitt, Jr., Pioneer of Radar Astronomy and

Photoelectric
Photometry,"

IAPPP Communications, no. 31 (March 1988).

20. Carl K. Seyfert, in Sky and Telescope 12 (1954): 72-74.

21. Carl used to come by the open door ofmy office and gleefully report new dona

tions and construction progress. I recall the day he said that he and Mr. Dyer had found

the highest hilltop in the county. He was as proud as though he had climbed Mt. Everest.

(Actually, the height of the hill is exceeded by a few feet by others).

22. For many of the details of the design and fabrication of the telescope, I am

indebted to a brochure, "Astronomy at Vanderbilt and the Arthur I.Dyer
Observatory"

(n.d., probably 1960; n.a., probably Robert H. Hardie). For a description of the Dyer

Observatory see Sky and Telescope 13, 72-74 (1954). For a description of the Baker-

Schmidt telescope at the Dyer Observatory, see Carl K. Seyfert, in Mitteilungen der

Astronomischen Gesellschaft (1955): 77, which in addition gives the results of the first

observations made using the new telescope, namely a study of the distribution of emission

B stars, which is a useful means of tracing the spiral arms in the Milky Way system. The

study found 213 new Be stars to add to the 14 already known.

23. (Vanderbilt) Alumnus 57, no. 3 (spring 1972): 20.

24. Robert T. Lagemann, The Garland Collection of Classical Physics Apparatus at

Vanderbilt University (Nashville: Vanderbilt University, 1983), 75.

25. 1. DeWitt, Jr., R. H. Hardie, and C. K. Seyfert, in Sky and Telescope 17, no. 1 (1957): 8.

26. In recognition ofhis past and continuing contributions to the astronomy program,

in 1957 DeWitt was given the tide Research Associate of the Dyer Observatory. As this is

being written, he is still designing and building additional fixtures for the Dyer

Observatory instruments.

27. Publications of theAstronomical society of the Pacific 70 (1958): 293.

28. R. H. Hardie and CD. Geilker,Astrophysical Journal 127 (1958): 606-19.

29. Robert H. Hardie, "Photoelectric
Reductions"

(chapter 8) in Astronomical

Techniques, ed. W. A. Hiltner (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), 178-208. (By
"reductions"

is meant the making of corrections to new astronomical data to eliminate

extraneous, unwanted influences).

30. See VanderbiltRegister, lanuary 18-24, 1993; VanderbiltMagazine (Summer 1987):

23. See also "The History of the Discovery of Star
Spots,"

IAPPP Communications, no. 54

(1994): 1-11. One astronomer likened the star to a middle-aged astronomer who has a

bulge in the middle.

31. Douglas S. Hall, in Publications of theAstronomical Society of the Pacific 84 (1972):

323.

32. Douglas S. Hall, "Photoelectric Observing Programs and
Observations,"

in The

Study ofVariable Stars Using Small Telescopes, ed. John R. Peroy (New York: Cambridge

University Press, 1986).

33. Journal of the TennesseeAcademy ofScience 45 (1970): 19.

34. N. F. Abt, in Publications of theAstronomical Society of the Pacific 92 (1980): 249.

35. D. S. Hall and G. W. Henry, Proceedings of IAU Colloquium 136 on Stellar

Photometry, ed. C. J. Butler and Ian Elliott (Dublin: August 4-7, 1992).

36. Michael R. Busby, "Update on the TSU APT Astrophysics
Program,"

in Remote

AccessAutomatic Telescopes, ed. D. S. Hayes and R.M. Genet (Mesa,Ariz.: Fairborn, 1989),

37-39; Gregory W Henry and Douglas S. Hall, "ATIS and the Evolution of Automatic

Telescopes,"

IAPPP Communications, no. 52 (Summer 1993): 82-84.
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37. Todd's ingenious, if unsuccessful, plan was revived almost a century later by two

astronomers, Holland Ford and Pierre Bely, in a paper presented before the American

Astronomical Society meeting in Washington, D.C., in 1994 (Bulletin of the American

Astrononmical Society 25, no. 4 (1993): 1304, 1305, 1468.According to a report in Science 63

(1994): 167, they proposed tethering a balloon 13,000 meters aboveAlaska, for testing, and

later above Antarctica. Hanging from the balloon on a lengthy cable, so the balloon

obstructs only a small area of the sky, would be a
six-meter reflector telescope made not of

a solid piece of glass, which would constitute too much weight for the balloon to carry, but

of a 1.8-metermirror and six 0.6-metermirrors spred irregularly over a 6-meter-wide area.

Unlike the flawed Hubble Space Telelscope, which had to be corrected by a special

space flight in 1994, the proposed telescope could be simplywinched back to earth for any

changes needed. Already the proponents have an acronym for their
"747-sized"

balloon:

POST (Polar Stratospheric Telescope). And already they have in mind approaching NASA

for the needed funding, estimated to be "as little as $60
million."

Of course, the central

question they must answer concerns the 13,000 meters of tethering cable and whether

their balloon observatory can support that, too.

Chapter 12: The Quest for National Recognition, 1965-1995

1. This hope was realized when financial support was received from HEW and the U.S.

Office of Education and its administration of Title I and Title II of the Higher Education

Facilities Act of 1963. Large amounts were received from industrial firms and private

donors, including Mr. Harold Vanderbilt and Mr. andMrs. Eldon Stevenson.

2. Vanderbilt Gazette, no. 63,May 24, 1972.

3. For a historical account of the development of Geology at Vanderbilt, see Leonard

P.Alberstadt, From Top to Bottom:A History of
Vanderbilt'

s GeologyDepartment (Nashville:

Eggman, 1994).

4. See letter from Ernest Q. Campbell to the Graduate Faculty, November 26, 1973.

5. See letter from M.S. Webster to [departmental] faculty,March 13, 1978.

6. Letter from Wendell G. Holladay to Dean Emmett B. Fields, February 16, 1967.

Between 1957 and 1966, according to Holladay, the baccalaureates awarded had been suc

cessively 3, 9, 5, 10, 5, 8, 17, 15, 9. For the period 1967 to 1971, he estimated, the number

would be 12, 10, 14, 16, and 18 (which turned out to be remarkably accurate).

7.Meeting of the Graduate Faculty,May 1 1, 1978; also, Graduate SchoolAlmanac 4, no.

1 (Summer 1978).

8. "Supplementary Proposal for Science Development atVanderbilt
University,"

vol. 1,

1972 (a proposal to NSF).

9. One of the faculty members alluded to here wasWendell G. Holladay, who served

as dean of the College ofArts and Science from 1969 to 1975. The other wasW Thomas

Pinkston who served the department as its chairman for two terms of seven years each,

from 1969 to 1976 and from 1985 to 1992. Not mentioned in the committee report was

Robert Lagemann, a physics faculty member of the miscellaneous group, whose research

productivity had diminished because of administrative service to the university and who

from 1963 to 1965 had served as the director of the University-Wide Planning Study and

from 1965 to 1972 as dean of the Graduate School. The absence of all three from their

usual professional duties took place just prior to the assessment made by the evaluation

committee and doubtless contributed to the disquiet of that committee. In retrospect one

can question the wisdom of the university's appointing for overlapping terms of service

two senior members of the same department, especially when their replacements were

young and inexperienced.
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10. Letter fromM. S. Webster to Dean E. Campbell,March 13, 1978.

11. The New York Times, November 28, 1992.

12. Annual Report: 1990-91, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vanderbilt

University. Table 3.

13.Annual Report: 1989-90, Department of Physics and Astronomy.

14. For example, A. V. Ramayya, "Introductory Physics Laboratory
Manual"

(New

York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1993).

15. Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, long-time president ofNotre Dame University, delegated

many administrative tasks to a vice president and spentmuch time away from the campus

attending, for example, nationally organized committees on a variety of subjects.A saying

widely circulated on the campus was that Hesburgh thought he was God, but that while

God was always at Notre Dame, Father Hesburgh was never there.

16. Physical Review Letters 69 (1992): 3439-43.

17. See Physical Review D, 45 (1992): 2170.

18. Physical ReviewD, 45 (January 1-June 30, 1992).

19. Clearly the inclusion of groups of multiple authors for single papers is raising the

average number of authors embellishing a paper's title. But it is worth inquiringwhether

the lonely singles, pairs, and triplets of previous recent decades are increasing also in their

average cooperative efforts. To compare with the 2.21 authors per paper found in the

"small
publishers''

of the first six months of Physical Review D, for 1992, we counted the

number of authors and papers in the Physical Review for 1930. The average was 2.4. From

this meager survey we can deduce that the number of physicists engaging in small coop

erative publication has remained the same over the last sixty years.

We have uncovered similar information from one other field, that of physiology. A

count of papers published in the American Journal ofPhysiology revealed that the single

authorship of papers in that periodical declined from 70 percent in 1900 to 24 percent in

1949; double authorship remained much the same, changing only from 27 percent in 1900

to 32 percent in 1949; while triple authorship rose markedly from 3 percent in 1900 to 32

percent in 1949. See R.W Gerard, "The Organization of
Science,"

reprinted from Annual

Review of Physiology 14 (1952), and appearing in The Excitement and Fascination of

Science, vol. 1 (Palo Alto, Calif.: Annual Review, 1965), 149.

Althoughwe cannot supply supporting numbers, we can conclude that for physics the

number of authors per single word of a publication has drastically increased.

20. Newsweek,May 9, 1994, p. 55.

21. Words used by the team's American representative, William. Carrithers, in Der.

Spiegel,May 2, 1994, p. 202.

22.Words ascribed to the theorist David Schramm, inDer. Spiegel,May 2, 1994, p. 202.

23. Four hundred, thirty-six authors of the CDF collaboration, "Observation of Top

Quark Production in pp Collsions with the Collider Detector at
Fermilab,"

Physical

Review Letters 74 (1995): 2626.

24. So desperate were the high-energy physicists to find the predicted Higgs Particle

that some of them resorted to the purchase of a specially prepared book to assist them.

After all, thatwas cheaper than building a super collider, even though theymight have got

ten on sale the initial part of one already financed by the federal budget. Titled The Higgs

Hunters Guide, the book could be bought from the Addison-Wesley Company, Redwood

City, California, beginning in 1990. Since the first edition has not resulted in the discovery

of the Higgs Particle, the book is soon to be put out in a revised edition.
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25.Acronyms are a necessary part of daily life. Their use saves space in the print media

and at once stamps the user as an insider. One difficulty is that they may have a multiple

meaning.

In theworld ofphysics,APS meansAmerican Physical Society. To admirers ofAdmiral

Perry, APS indicates American Polar Society. To others the letters evoke American

Philosophical Society or American Physiological Society. To physicists, CGS means

Centimeter, Gram, Second (System), while in a neighboring country CGS indicates

Canadian Geographical Society.

The latest acronym I have run across since noting the many designating collaborations

in the Physical Review is
"POTUS."

It stands for "President of the United
States."

26. Around the year 1999 physicists will have to learn the full interpretation of yet

other acronyms that identify the new accelerators at CERN (in Geneva, Switzerland),

where high energy physics is being done: LHC (Large Hadron Collider) and LEP (Large

Electron Positron Ring).
"SUPER-COLLIDER"

is being reserved for future use.

27. For examples ofVanderbilt participation in big science see Physical Review D, 45

(1992): 21, 752, 2212, 3965, and 3976. TheVanderbilt physicists listed as authors on one or

more of the five papers were A. V. Barnes, J. Bartelt, S. E. Csorna,V Jain, T. Letson, and M.

D.Mestayer. Six other papers bearing the names ofVanderbilt physicists among the many
authors of each paper appeared during the same year (1992) in Physical Review Letters.

There P. Sheldon and Z. Egyet were included among the names just given. Two other

papers by combinations of these authors appeared in Physical Review D, for the last five

months of 1992. In all, 13 papers were published in these two premier periodicals during
1992 by Vanderbilt physicists serving as members of large collaborative teams. A local

record, although bordering on insignificance, was set that year when the names of eight

Vanderbilt high-energy researchers appeared on a single paper (along with 156 other col

laborators from 18 other institutions. See Physical Review D, 46 [1992]: 4822.)

In addition, Thomas W. Kephart, with three collaborators, published three papers in

Physical ReviewLetters for 1992, and Thomas J. Weiler and one ofhis students published a

paper in Physical Review D, 46 (1992): R 4799, raising the total number by Vanderbilt

physicists to fifteen. The title ofWeiler's paper gives a flavor of the topics studied: "Model

for Experimental Extraction of the Charmed-Quark
Mass(es)."

The year 1992 was a ban

ner one for high-energy physics atVanderbilt.

28. Status Report, July 1, 1963, Sponsored Projects (published by the Vanderbilt

University Division for Sponsored Research and Grants).

29. Edward O. Salant (1900-1978) received his Ph.D. in physical chemistry from the

University of London in 1928. From 1929 to 1941 he taught at New York University.

DuringWorld War II, he worked at the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory. From

1947 to 1965 he was at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. During his last year at

Vanderbilt he was on a
"half-time"

status.

30. Bacon moved to CERN and later to his native England, eventually landing at

Imperial College, London, theMIT of the U.K. Hopkins,who had had experiences in bub

ble chamber work at Oxford before his appointment at Brookhaven, returned to the U.K.

and settled in at Trinity College, Dublin. Fickinger,who stated in his resignation letter that

he "wanted to live in a big
city,"

joined the faculty at Case Western in Cleveland. Their

departures and the uncommon leaves of absence enjoyed during their short tenures at

Vanderbilt perhaps support historian Conkin's appraisal: "The South, by its poverty, its

racial exclusiveness, and its cultural backwardness, long insuredVanderbilt's lowly rank in

any national
perspective"

(Paul K. Conkin, Gone With the Ivy. [Knoxville: University of
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Tennessee Press, 1985], 744). For his part, when he was about to leave the University,

FrederickM. Bomse, a later member of the Salant group, characterized some of the then-

five members of the group as follows: "Salant ( a politician, he directs the bubble chamber

group from 1,000 miles away); Weinberg, (Follows his own course unimpeded); Moses

(Good fellow, lots of physics); Bomse (himself) (Rugged individualist trapped in cooper

ative
effort)."

31. This magnetic lens spectrometer, built by Professor Haynes and his students, was

used to measure the energies of electrons emitted in radioactive decay. Redesigned by
Professor Hamilton and his co-workers for electron-gamma coincidence experiments, it

was located first on the third floor of Garland Hall, then on the eighth floor of Learned,

and finally on the fifth floor of the Stevenson Center. The second, the first iron-free dou

ble-focusing electron spectrometer in the United States, was installed on the third floor of

Learned Laboratorywhen there were only three floors.

32. "Proposal for Science Development atVanderbilt University,
1966,"

volume 1, luly

9, 1966 (of the total cost of $11,790,000, $4,568,000 was requested from NSF).

33. William G. Pollard et al., ORAU: From the Beginning, Oak Ridge, Tenn.: ORAU,

1980). Pages 109-17 are adapted from "UNISOR: ANewModel ofPhysics Research for the
Nation,"

by J. H. Hamilton, a paper prepared for the Centennial Fellows Project for

Vanderbilt University's Centennial Celebration, October 1975.

34. (Oak Ridge, Tenn.) Oak Ridger, November 29, 1992.

35. J. H. Hamilton, "AHistory ofResearch inNuclear Physics atVanderbilt
University,"

an unpublished paper written in connection with the Centennial Fellows Project for

Vanderbilt University's Centennial Celebration. October 1975.

36. One graduate student published twelve papers in nuclear physics before the award

of his Ph.D. degree.

37. J. H. Hamilton, in Pollard et al., ORAU: From the Beginning, 109.

38. Brochure on graduate study and research in biomedical engineering, ca. 1990.

(Editor's note: I am grateful to Professor Thomas R. Harris for information about this ref

erence.)

39. Wikswo's following comments derive from private communications.

40. VanderbiltMagazine (Spring 1993): 10.

41. Biophysical Journal 57 (1990): 663-67,with two coauthors.

42. C. A. Brau, "The Vanderbilt University Free-Electron Laser Center, Nuclear

Instruments andMethods in Physics Research, A318 (1992): 3841.
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andMcTyeire, 4, 26, 28, 30; memorial to,

32, 522n.63; and the observatory, 34c,

35-38, 369, 372, 516; as professor, 5-11,

17; and Rowland, 29-32; and teaching

techniques, 6-8, 106-7; at the University
ofAlabama, 5, 521n.38; at the University
ofMississippi, 5-6

Garland, Louisa, 522nn.63, 1

General EducationMovement, 334

General Electric Co. (GE), 134, 210, 218, 277,

282, 295

General Radio Co., 140

Genet, Russell M., 387, 389, 394

Gentry, Bill, 324p

Gentry, Mrs., 324p
Geological Society ofAmerica, 29

George B. Pegram Award for Excellence in

Physics Teaching. See references under

individual winners.

Georgi, Howard, 421

Georgia Academy of Science, 347

Georgia State Science Fair, 347

German resistance movement, 186, 540n.42

Gestapo, 166, 167, 188, 189

Getman, Frederick H., 145

GI Bill, 162, 190

Gibbs, J.Willard, 78, 79, 282

Gilbert and Sullivan: H.M.S. Pinafore, 357

Gildersleeve, B. L.,31,90

Gillet, I. A. See Rolfe,W. I, and J. A. Gillet

Gilman, Daniel Coit, 21-22, 24, 30, 90, 96;

and Daniel, 98

Gilpin Marionettes, 345

Glaser, Donald, 419

Glasoe, G. N., 200-2

Glassford, H. A., 235

Glenn, Leonidas C, 115, 130, 142, 307

Gold, L., 234

Goldberg, H. D., 235

Goldberg, H., 235

Goldberg, M. T, 235

Goodpasture, ErnestW., 280

Goslin, Roy, 152
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Goudsmit, Samuel, 242

Goza, Edward R., Jr., 321p, 324p, 425, 427

Goza, Mrs. Ed, 324p
graduate review committee, 403-6

GrafSpee, 166

Graffam, D., 235

Graham, Thomas, 215

Grand Ole Opry, 376

Gravesande,Wilhelmus lacobus 's, 6

Gray'sAnatomy, 109

Green,Mary Eulalia, 13

Green, R. N., 235

Greene, Victoria, 440p

Greiner,Walter, 355, 438, 441p

Grenchik, Raymond, 292p, 392

Grigorieff,WW, 301

Groueff, Stephane, 237; work:Manhattan

Project: The Untold Story of theMaking of
theAtomic Bomb, 225-26, 240

Groves, Gen. Leslie, 209, 225, 233, 242, 249,

250, 251,273, 549n.42

Guggenheim Foundation, 209

Gunn, Ross, 211-12

Haendler, H., 235

Hafstad, L. R., 204-5

Haglund, Richard, 410, 446-49, 447p; as

department chairman, 516; and introduc

tion of computers, 414

Hahn, Otto, 170, 172-74, 176, 199, 204, 206,

208, 209, 222, 241, 542n.ll, 543n.31

Hahn, Paul, 309

Hahn-Meitner discovery, 207

Hall,Asaph, 50

Hall, Brewer, 350

Hall, Douglas S., 383, 385-88, 386p, 389-90,

393-94, 516; and IAPPP, 387

Hall, G. Stanley, 95

Hallowes, lohn Post, Jr., 376

Hals, L. J., 235

Halter, B., 234

Hamilton, loseph H., 102, 262, 311, 313,

318c, 319, 324c, 328, 341, 342p, 356, 360,

365, 412, 413p, 433p, 436p, 437p, 438^1,

444p, 534n.96, 541n.50; and "big
science,"

417; and Chinese students, 408; and

HHIRF, 436-38; and honors: Beams

prize, 341 George B. Pegram Medal,

341; and ion research, 428-33, 559n.30 ;

and JIHIR, 433-35, 435c; and ORINS,

343^4; and teaching duties, 336

Hammond, L. S., 235

Handbook ofChemistry and Physics

(Chemical Rubber Co.), 157

Haney,William L., 349p

Hanford, Washington, 245, 247, 248, 250

Hankla, Alice Kimbler, 324

Hanle, Wilhelm, 206

Hanstein, H. B., 202

Hardacre, Paul, 336

Hardie, Fran, 324p

Hardie, Robert, 52, 74, 77, 87, 292p, 313,

321p, 324c, 376, 379, 381, 382p, 382-83,

516; and the astronomy curriculum, 391;

and observations of Pluto, 381

Hardie, Sandy, 324p

Harkins,W. D, 215-16

Harmon, G. L., 553n.46

Harnack (family), 166, 186

Harnack, Amalie, 188

Harnack, Arvid, 187-88

Harnack, Ernst von, 189

Harold Stirling Vanderbilt monument,

349p
Harris Creek Post Office, 521n.48

Harris, Preston, 255

Harris, Thomas, R., 559n.38

Harris,WW., 234

Harrison, Gordon, 553n.46

Hart,Miss Laura Louise, 146, 327, 349-50

Harteck, Paul, 207

Hartsfield,AtlantaMayor, 344

Hastings, C.S., 31, 522n.54

Havens,W.W, Jr., 235

Hayner, Professor Lucy J., 158

Hayes,Wayland I., 539n.28

Haynes, Sherwood K., 258p, 260-62, 269p,

285, 292p, 322, 341, 428, 543n.38, 559n.31;

as acting chairman, 290; and grant-funded

research, 283-85; and Meneely, 309; at

Oak Ridge, 304; resignation of, 322; teach

ing load of, 287

Heard, Alexander, xvii, 399, 412, 432, 522n.4

Heineman,M. H., 234

Heisenberg,Werner, 134-35, 167, 171p, 176,

242-43

Heiser,Arnold (Arnie), 32 lp, 324p, 380,

383p, 394, 525n.35, 527n.40; and the

astronomy curriculum, 391; as director of

the observatory, 383-84, 516
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Heiser,Vivian, 324p

Heider,Walter, 168, 169

Helmholtz, Hermann von, 29, 98, 100, 101,

102, 103p, 294, 531n.53

Hendren, Linville L., 133

Henry, Gregory, 394

Henry, Pat, 418

Henry, Paul, 324p

Henry, Robert S., 375

Herschel, SirWilliam, 373; work: General

Catalog, 74

Hershey, Alfred, 181, 183, 193c

Hershkowitz, E., 234

Hertz, Gustav, 214, 216, 218

Hertz, Heinrich, 100, 216

Herzberg, Gerhard, 136

Hesburgh, Fr. Theodore, 557n.l5

Hesse, G. L., 234

Hevesy, G., 215-16

Hewlett, R. G.,218, 255

Heyssel, Robert, 361

Hickman, C. K. D., 234

Higgs field, 423

HiggsHunters Guide, 557n.24

Higgs particle, 557n.24

Highfill, Robert R., 349p

Hilbert, David, 146, 168

Hill, Charles B. [pseud. Collis H. Barton],

528n.44

Hill, David L., 258p, 264-65, 268, 279, 304-5,

337-38, 548n. 12

Hill, Henry, 55 ln.22

Hindenburg, Paul von, 166

Hirst,A. C, 83

Hitler, Adolph, 135, 160, 166, 172, 174, 186,

213

Hobbs, Provost Nicholas, 363

Hobe, Georg, 188

Hobe, Helene Delbruck, 188

Hochberg, David, 430p

Hohlfeld, Alexander, 529n.l4

Holden, Edward S., 48, 77, 80-81

Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility

(HHIRF), 434, 435c, 436-38

Holladay, lane, 324p

Holladay, Mark, 324p

Holladay, Virginia, 269p, 324p

Holladay, Warren, 324p

Holladay,Wendell G., 269p, 290-91, 292p,

319, 32 lp, 324p, 336, 342p, 349p, 356, 362,

428, 547n.8; as dean, 363, 400, 432,

556n.9; as department chairman, 348, 425,

516; as George B. Pegram Medal winner,

341; and professional organizations, 343;

and research, 424-25, 427; and student

enrollment, 403, 556n.6

Holmes, OliverWendell, 79

Holton, Gerald, 335, 552n.41; work:

Introduction to Concepts and Theories in

Physical Science, 335-36

Honig, H. D, 235

Hood, Gen. John B., 40

Hooper, S. C, 207

Hopkins, Cynthia, 324p

Hopkins, HenryW. K., 324p, 426-27,

558n.30

Hopkins, lohn I., 258p, 263-64, 269p, 285,

292p, 300, 322, 558n.30; and advanced lab,

141; at Oak Ridge, 304; resignation of, 322

Hotel Candler, 155

Houdaille-Hershey Corp., 225, 248, 255

Howard (company), 38

Howard Hughes Foundation, 321

Howard, Hillard, 325p

Howe, Carl E., 137

Hoxton, L. G., 155

HPF Board. See Oak Ridge Institute for

Nuclear Studies (ORINS): Health Physics

Fellowship Board (HPF Board)

Hsieh Yu-Chang, 269p, 271, 328

Hubble Space Telescope, 556n.37

Huedepohl, George, 349p

Hull, Cordell, 83

Hull, D. E., 235

Hume, Alfred, 12, 15, 373, 476, 529n.l7,

533n.77

Humphreys,MiltonW, 26, 86, 535n.l6

Humphries, Roberta M., 392

Hunter, I. A., 234

Hurd, F.W, 235

Huxley, T. H., 22, 520n.35

Hyden, John, 145, 307

IAPPP Communications, 387

Ihasz, E., 235

Indiana Academy of Science, 178

Ingersoll,ArthurW, 306, 535n.l6

Ingersoll, L. R.; 196, 541n.8

Ingram Industries, 347

Ingram,M. G., 235
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Institute for Advanced Study (Princeton),
172

Institute of International Education, 543n.38

Institute of Physical Science (Johns

Hopkins), 95

International Amateur-Professional

Photoelectric Photometry (IAPPP), 387,

389

International Astronomical Union, 62

International Critical Tables (National

Research Council), 157

International Science and Engineering Fair,

347

Ipatieff, Vladimir, 209

Irving, David, 243

Ivanovitch, Ivan, 124

IV (Ivy) Club, 120, 532n.70

J. A. Jones Construction Co., 228c

Jacobs, Dillard, 13, 114, 186, 533n.86

Jacobs, R. B., 234

Jacobsohn, B. A., 234

Jain, V., 558n.27

James Biddle (company), 140

James River (Virginia), 5

Jastrow, loseph, 79

Jenny, H. J., 235

lerne, Niels, 170

Jewell, Willard, 307, 330

lohnson, Clarence, 240

Johnson, Elizabeth Briggs. See Briggs,

Elizabeth (Johnson)

Johnson,M. H., 234

Johnson, R. L., 15, 533n.77

Joint Institute for Heavy Ion Research

(IIHIR), 433-34, 435c, 472

Joliot, F., 203, 206, 543n.38

Jones, Bruce, 324p

Jones, Elliot, 324p

lones, ErnestA., xiv, xvii, 156, 162, 229, 234,

236-40, 239p, 246, 248, 250, 253, 255,

258p, 266-70, 267p, 269p, 279, 292p, 304,

319, 321p, 324p, 338, 342p, 540n.35,

547n.8; and honors: George B. Pegram

Medal, 267, 333, 341 Guy and Rebecca

Forman Prize, 267, 333; and space for

research, 305, 310c, 311, 313, 319; and

teaching duties, 333-34, 413

lones, Frances, 324p

Jones, Mark, 319

Jones, Phillip, 324p

Jones, T. G., 56

Joos, Georg, 206

Jordan, Professor, 267p

Jordan, Mrs., 267p

Joule, James Prescort, 29, 271, 522n.55

Journal ofChemical Physics, 212, 214

Journal of theAmerican Chemical Society, 24,

218

Journal of the Franklin Institute, 54

Journal of the TennesseeAcademy ofScience,

68c

ludd, R, 235

Jui,Wen,324

lungk, Robert, 207, 243

JUPITER (photographic englarger), 41, 42p,

43

KaiserWilhelm Institute, 170, 204, 241

Kashdon,W.H.,234

Kaufman, H., 235

Kaye, Sammy, 275

Kaylor, HoytM., 349p

Kayser, Heinrich, 98

Kearney, P., 235

Keck Foundation. SeeW. M. Keck

Foundation

Keck Free-Electron Laser Center. See

Vanderbilt University buildings: Keck

Free-Electron Laser Center (FELC)

Keeler, lames E., 81, 528n.44

KeeleyMotor Co., 354

Keeley, lohnWorrell, 353

Kehlenbeck, J., 235

Keller plan, 412

Kellex Co., 228c, 240, 247, 248, 256, 544n.43

Kellner,Al, 325p

Kellogg Co. See M. W. Kellogg Co.

Kelvin (company), 20

Kelvin. See Thomson, William, 1st Baron

Kelvin

Kelvin Double Bridge, 141

Kemble, Edwin, 334, 552n.41

Kennedy, John E, 196

Keough, D. G., 234

Kephart, ThomasW, 428, 430p, 558n.27

Kepler, lohannes, 334

Kercheval, Thomas A., 47
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Kerr, Robert, 269p

Key, James E, 239p

Kimball,Arthur L., 91, 98, 529n.8; work: A

College Textbook ofPhysics, 137, 145

Kimpton, Lawrence, 289

King's Crown Hotel, 229

Kintish, I., 235

Kirby,William G., 162, 229, 234, 236, 239p, 255

Kirchoff, Gustav R., 7, 98, 282

Kirkland, fames H., 119, 125-26, 129, 147,

275, 529n.l4, 532n.70, 535n.l6; and

Daniel, 120, 122; and Slack, 132

Kirkpatrick,W. G., 529n.l7

Kistiakowsky, George, 218, 249

Knapp, Ed, 437p

Knight, Grace Olive. See Daniel, Grace Olive

Knight

Knox,W. H., 235

Knudsen,Martin, 136

Kocsis, Alexander, 41

Kocsis, Mahala Overton, 41

Koenig (company), 11

Koenig, Rudolph, 112

Koenig's Manometric FlameApparatus, 112

Kohlrausch, E, 94, 157

Kotelchuck, David, 32 lp, 324p, 328, 349p,

425, 427

Koyan, C, 234

Krebs, Marlyn, 376

Kreuger, A., 62, 82

Kuhlman, Frederick, 126

Kullman, Stanley G., 349p

Kumar, K., 438

Kundt, August, 99, 101, 102, 531n.53

Kuras,V.,235

L. G. Boxwell Co., 378

Ladd, Christine, 101

Lagemann, Lioba, xiii, xvii

Lagemann,Margie Plummer, xvii, xx

Lagemann,Martha Niemann, xvii

Lagemann, Robert (Bob) Theodore, xvii,

234, 274, 292p, 324p, 341, 342p, 366, 427,

522n.4, 534n.96; and biophysics curricu

lum, 358-62, 553n.56; and Branscomb,

291; at Columbia, 229-32, 234, 236, 245,

250, 255, 363, 546n.l; and Daniel, 123-24;

death of, xiii; as department chairman,

290-91, 348-52; as director of the

University Planning Study, 516; and

George B. Pegram Medal, xix, 333, 341; as

graduate dean, xviii, 432; as Landon C

Garland Professor, xiii, 534n.96; as lecture

assistant, 8; lecture techniques of,

xvii-xviii; memorial to, xvii-xx; and his

notes, 457, 476, 480; and professional

organizations, 343; and research, 159; and

research space, 310c, 311, 319; and the

Science Division Committee, 306, 312;

and science fair activities, 34748; and

SESAPS, 156, 341, 342p, and Seyfert,

555n.21; and Slack, 153-54, 156, 196; on

television, xviii, 345-46; and teaching

duties, 334-35, 413-15, 553n.50; works:

experimental lab manual, 335, 415; The

Garland Collection ofClassical Physics

Apparatus at Vanderbilt University, xiii, 39,

54, Physical Science, Origins and Principles,

335

Lagemann, Robert (Rob) Conrad, xvii, 324p

Lagemann, Theodore Frederick, xvii

Lagomarsini, G. C, 234

Landolt-Bornstein (Landolt, Hans), 157

Landon C. Garland collection, xix. See also

Garland, Landon Cabell: apparatus collec

tion of

Landon C. Garland Professor of Physics

(chair), xvii, 120, 126, 208, 444c, 534n.96

Landreth, Olin H., 15, 39, 61p, 520n.20,

525n.61; and Barnard, 59, 60-66, 69,

78-79; and Thornburg, 372-73

Lang, T. P., 339p, 553n.46

Lang,WalterA., 349p

Langley, Samuel Pierpont, 81, 104

LaPaz, Lincoln, 263

Large Electron Poitron Ring, 558n.26

Large Hadron Collider, 558n.26

Largey, J., 235

Larsen, Kent, 363, 365

Laser, Inc., 201

Lassettre, Edwin, 255

Latimer, Paul, 313, 321-22, 361

Latimer, Wendell, 152

Laue,Max von, 167, 172, 173, 176, 190,

539n.l9

Laurence, William, 249

Lawrence, Ernest Orlando, 225, 249, 250, 419

Lawrence, lohn H., 529n.l3, 533n.75,

535n.l6

Lawson, lames, 267p
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Lawson, Mrs. lames, 267p

Lea, lohnM., 372

Learned,Andrew Brown, 309, 443

Leeds & Northrup Co., 140

Lellyett, lohn, 49

Lenard, Philipp A. E., 102, 106

Lenhert, P. Galen, xiii, 300, 319, 32 lp, 324p,

361, 363, 366, 442, 443

Lenhert, Sarah, 324p

Lennard-Iones, J. E., 168

Lerebours & Secretan, 1 1

Letson, X, 558n.27

Lettsom, lohn Coakley, 293

Levitz, M., 235

Levy, M. M., 234

Lewis, Colonel (ofArkansas), 372

Lewis, E.M., 376

Lewis, Fred J., 14, 535n. 16

Lewis, Marcus, 328

Lewinson, V., 235

Libby,Willard E, 235-36, 273, 548n.24

Lichtenberg Figures, 271

Lick, lames, 82

Liebig, lustus von, 541n.45

Lienan, Paul I., 349p

Linds, Don I., 349p
Lindsay's Electrical Books, 553n.52

Lippincott, Ellis Ridgeway, 335

Lipscomb,AndrewA., 521n.38

Lipson, Carol, 190

Little, Brown & Co., 335

Livermore Laboratory, 416

Livingston, Robert, 432

Lodge, Sir Oliver, 102, 104

Loebbaka, David, 412, 427

Long, E. A., 235

Lonn, C. L., 234

Loomis, Alfred, 282

Los Alamos National Laboratory (referred to

as Los Alamos), 245, 262, 265, 446, 449

Lott, Sam, 325p

Loveman, Maurice, 375

Lovingston, Virginia, 5

Low, Morris, 243

Lucretius, 424

Lupton, Nathaniel T, 24, 25, 47, 79, 521n.38,

529n.l4,535n.l6

Luria, Salvador, 179-81, 183, 193c

Lyne, Roberta Dillon, 375

Lynn, G. G., 234

Lynn, Tommy, 196

M. W. Kellog Co., 225, 234, 240, 247

MaWen-chao, 409

McAllen, Gwendolyn Nelson, 324. See also

Nelson, Gwendolyn M.

McCabeMunicipal (Golf) Course, 124

McCary, Mrs. Charles, 142

McCay, ProfessorMyron, 402

McClure, Ewell N., 534n.97

McClure, fames, xiii, 15, 111, 114, 121-25,

137, 175, 375, 461, 481, 516, 533n.77,

534n.97, 548n.8; and astronomy classes,

373; leisure time activities of, 122-25

McClure, JamesWade (son), 534n.97

McClure,MaryNolen, 534n.97

McClure, Sam, 534n.97

McCutcheon, Roger P., 336

McDaniel, Paul, 280

McEwan, Norman (Mr. andMrs.), 375

McGhee, Joseph, L., 154

McGill, I. X, 41, 45, 1 15, 137, 532n.69; and

the astronomy club, 375; and Barnard, 60,

64, 66, 69, 77, 79, 523n.l7; and Daniel, 98;

and Thornburg, 89

Mach, Ernst, 360

Mack, Edward, 255

MacLane, Saunders, 172

MacLaren, lohn A., 540n.35

McLronian, C, 234

McMillan, David, 325p

McQuiston, T. M., 234

McSwain, Barton, 535n.l6

McTyeire, Mrs., 522n.63

McTyeire, Holland N., 4, 5, 19c, 22, 26,

120, 275, 522n.63, 535n.l6; and

Barnard, 69-71, 76, 78, 79; and Garland,

26, 28, 371; as president of Board of

Trust, 4, 69

McTyeire, Maurice, 521n.48

MacWood, George, 255

Madsen, RichardW., 349p

Magnuson, D.W, 234

Magri, E., 234

Magruder, William, X, 94

Maguire, Charles, 417, 437p, 438, 440p; and

UNISOR, 435

Manhattan (District) Project, xiii, xvii, 225,

232-33, 240, 253, 255-56, 298, 416, 549n.42;

someVanderbilt members of, 239p
Manhattan District. SeeManhattan (District)

Project
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Mann, Earl, 345

Markle Foundation, 186, 283

Marling, Russell, 49, 524n.34

Marsh, O. C, 47

Marshall, Thomas, 145, 158

Martin, Ann Bernard, 540n.35

Martin, B., 319

Martin, Henry, 29, 522n.50

Martin, John, 430p

Martin, Thomas, 319

Mateus, Jose, 267p
Mathematica (software), 414

Mattei, Professor, 267p

Mattei,Mrs., 267p

Matthews, David, 269p, 273

Mavromatis, A.M., 235

Max Planck Institute: -of Physical Chemistry

(Gottingen), 187, -for Solid State Research

(Stuttgart), 443, 447

Maxwell House Hotel, 47

Maxwell, lames Clerk, 29, 99, 100, 157, 282

Mayall, Nicholas, 375

Mayer,Maria (Goeppert), 167

Medical Physics Committee, 363

Medlock, B., 235

Medwid, A., 235

Mehlhorn,Werner, 360

Meier, Gilbert, 311

Meitner, Lise, 170-72, 171p, 172-74, 176,

177, 181, 199, 203^, 206, 209, 222

Melkonian, Edward, 232, 233

Mendel, Gregor Johann, 183

Mendenhall, Thomas Corwin, 12

Meneely, George, 309, 321, 359, 361, 553n.57

Menke, J.R 234

meridian circle, 37, 37p, 524n.28

Merritt, Ernest, 104

Merz &Mahler, 370

Mestayer,M. D., 558n.27

Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 3-4,

21-22, 120; Quadrennial Conference of, 3

Meyer, AlfredM., 104

Meyer, E., 234

Meyer, R. C, 203

Meyerson, C, 234

Michelson,AlbertAbraham, 12, 104, 157,

282,283,358,419

Mickens, Ronald, 328

Midwestern Research Association, 553n.47

Miller, H. H., 234

Miller, K. S., 234

Miller, M. N., 522n.5

Millikan, RobertAndrews, 157, 261

Mitchell, Dana, 197, 230

Mitchell,Madeline, 5452n.ll

MitcheU, O. M., 370

Moak, C. D., 337

Monteith, A. H., 37, 524n.28

Mooney, Rose C. L., 545n.78

Moore, Benjamin L., 155, 156

Moore, Fred, 344

Moore, FrederickW, 113, 532n.70

Moore, Stanford, 145

Moore,W. J., 235

Morgan, Henry (ORNL), 267p

Morgan, HenryW. (Vanderbilt), 69

Morgan, Karl Z., 298-301, 299p, 550n.l4

Morgan, Thomas Hunt, 173, 174

Morley, EdwardWilliams, 358

Morrel, lohn S. ("Smiley"), 145

Morris, R. A.M., 234

Morrison, Philip, 249, 270, 348

Morrison, Phylis, 348

Morse, PhilipM., 134

Moses, Edward J., 559n.30

Mossbauer equipment, 360

Mottelson, Ben, 437p
Mt. Hamilton, 81, 83, 85, 528n.44

Mt. Hopkins, 389

Mount Olivet Cemetery, 72

Muhlenberg,Andrew, 325p

Muller, H. J., 189

Mulliken, Robert S., 552n.41

Musschenbroek, Ian van, 6

Mussolini, Benito, 100

Musto, David, 370

Myerson, A., 235

Nagamani, DasaraV, 349p

Nance,William Ralph, 349p

Nash, Norman, 348

Nashville Arts Council, 180

Nashville Banner, 179, 187-88;Magazine, 68c

Nashville Board of Education, 346

Nashville Bridge Co., 378

Nashville Children'sMuseum, 346

Nashville Civic Club, 378

Nashville DailyAmerican, 49, 58-59, 81, 83

Nashville
Educators'

Television Council,

345-46
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Nashville Electric Service Co., 378

Nashville General Hospital, 40

Nashville Police Department, 81

Nashville Symphony, 324

Nashville SymphonyAssociation, 180

Nassau, lason, 374

NationalAcademy of Sciences, 24

National Defense Education Act (NDEA),

404

National Geographic Society, 335

National Institutes ofHealth, 358, 361;

grants, 312; and Research Facilities Act,

312

NationalMuseum ofAmerican History,

524n.24

National Research Council: Fellowship,

544n.43; grants of, 283

National Science Foundation (NSF), 281,

283, 559n.32; grant application, 403;

grants: xix, 295, 304-5, 313, 315-17, 378,

389, 399, 406, 409, 416Center of

Excellence Science Development Grant,

xix, 319-20, 397-98, 401, 403, 406, 427,

431

National Science Teachers Association, xix,

333

National Socialist government (German), 171

National Socialist Party (German), 166-67,

186-87

National Society ofTool andManufacturing

Engineers, 381

Natural Philosophy (Sharpless and Philips, w.

Balderston), 461

natural philosophy, 6, 293-94

Natural Science Committee (of the College

ofArts and Sciences), 305-308, 313;
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States Naval
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Nier,Alfred O., 209-13, 220, 235, 236, 250,
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xx, 297, 344, 432, 434, 440
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225, 226, 228p, 238, 240, 248-250, 252, 255,

266, 544n.43; S-50, 226; Y-12, 226, 248
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(ORINS), 196, 249, 272, 274, 295-304,

324; Board ofDirectors, xx, 153, 301, 343;
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Board) of, 301; origins of, 297, 343. See
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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tors of, 383-84 Library, 379, 393, 480,
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States Naval, 48, 50, 52, 59, 64, 75, 370;
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34p, 35-39, 38p, 59, 60, 64, 371

Barnard's use of, 69, 73, 80, 372 and
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PHENIX, 417
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PhilosophicalMagazine, 104, 293
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